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Preface:
th
The 10 International Symposium on Computer Methods in Biomechanics and Biomedical Engineering
was held in Berlin, Germany in April 2012 and follows the meetings held in Swansea 1992/94,
Barcelona 1997, Lisbon 1999, Rome 2001, Madrid 2004, Antibes 2006, Porto 2008 and Valencia 2010.
This tenth symposia of the series was developed through the direct input of an international cohort of
some thirty invited speakers and special session chairs and hence provided a programme of innovative
research, new and novel techniques and the latest developments taking place in the field of
computational biomechanics and bioengineering.
Developments in this multidisciplinary area continue unabated and many of presentations extended,
advanced and introduced new topics including cellular and biomolecular mechanics, multi scale
modelling including local-global cell/biological dynamics and neural/brain IT. Contributions on
spine/knee and musculosketal biomechanics were also well represented as were bioimaging and
visualisation techniques which encompass areas including patient response to biomarkers and
nanoparticle targeted systems as well as the identification of the mechanical properties of biological
materials and tissue structure. Advances in hemodynamics and the virtual physiological human were
also presented and the symposium was further enhanced with plenary talks from world leading medical
device organisations who now consider computational biomechanics as an indispensable tool in new
product development.
Computational biomechanics is now an accepted platform for simulating the behaviour, processes and
outcomes of complex tissue structures and is widely used in research laboratories, commercial
establishments and the medical technology sector as well as being an increasingly powerful tool within
the clinical environment. Advances in imaging/visualisation and data capture now provide both an
accurate and cost effective means of studying tissue structure and function and software systems are
being increasingly used as a test bed to predict cell interaction, drug targeting and tissue regeneration.
Here multiscale modelling can provide a unique opportunity to correlate what a biologist sees in a dish
to what a clinician measures in the patient, also data on cellular forces, mechanical properties and
mechanical function of cells and organelles, will ultimately provide a better understanding of how cells
actually function and how they react to their environment. Many of the research groups present at the
symposium have now developed multidisciplinary groups with a high level of computational expertise
together with strong biosciences and clinical input and it is considered that these groups hold a passport
to the successful study of the complex nature of biological systems as well as the ability to improve and
introduce new solutions within the healthcare sector.
As well as the many oral and poster presentations which formed the symposium proceedings minisymposia were organised by SIMPLEWARE and SIMULIA a and special workshop session was
presented by Jeff Weiss on the latest features of FeBio. The other sessions which form these
proceedings are subdivided into the following themes:
SS1: Multiscale modeling of biological systems
Chairs: Ellen Kuhl and Chris Jacobs
SS2: Spine and intervertebral disc biomechanics
Chairs: Richard Hall and Philippe K. Zysset
SS3: The virtual physiological human — from imaging to computer-aided medical practice
Chairs: Marc Thiriet and Jos Vander Sloten
SS4: Zimmer special session on upper limb biomechanics
Chairs: Andrew Hopkins and Joern Seebeck

SS5: Computational methods for bio-imaging and visualization
Chair: Joao Tavares
SS6: Simpleware - Image-based simulation for biomechanics applications
Chair: Philippe Young
SS7: 3D motion analysis, imaging and computational biomechanics for the evaluation, treatment and
rehabilitation of lower limb osteoarthritis
Chairs: Raj Mootanah and Howard J. Hillstrom
SS8: Motion analyses and musculosketal modelling
Chairs: Cathy Holt, Marcus Pandy and Bill Taylor
SS9: Modelling and simulation of the brain and its functions
Chairs: Lynne Bilston and Tim David
SS10: Computational cellular and biomolecular mechanics and mechanobiology
Chair: Amit Gefen
SS11: Evaluation and assignment of material properties to computer models in biomechanics
Chairs: P Pankaj, Stephane Avril and Sam L. Evans
SS12: In silico modelling of the spinal disc degeneration
Chairs: Yoon Hyuk Kim and Damien Lacroix
SS13: Advances in biomechanics and biological function of the knee joint
Chairs: Cathy Holt and Debbie Mason
These proceedings, which are in eBook format, contain over 220 papers and record the presentations
given at the symposium. They provide an excellent update of the latest advances, novel applications
and new techniques being addressed in computational biomechanics and related biosciences.
They give the latest review of advances taking place in this area as well as providing quantifiable data
and information as well as many references and applications in biomechanics and biomedical
engineering. The contents will be of direct interest to those applying, extending and developing new
techniques in this area together with its wider application in biosciences, cellular mechanics and clinical
applications.
The meeting was organised with the local help from the research group at the ‘The Julius Wolff Institute’,
Berlin together with colleagues from Columbia University, USA and Cardiff University, Wales, UK.
There help was most generous and also most appreciated. We also wish to thank the many plenary
speakers, authors, special session chairs and mini-symposia organisers, delegates and session chairs
for their excellent contributions. Many thanks are also due to the medical companies and international
organisations that sponsored and supported the meeting and for providing the important bridge between
research and commercial applications which has been a hallmark for this meeting. We also wish to
mention the sponsors of the prizes which include Taylor and Francis, Meditech and Simpleware with a
special mention to Delsys who provided five young person’s travel awards – this sponsorship is most
appreciated.
As symposium chair, I wish to thank Frank Hartles for his excellent technical support, assistance and
organisation discussions and input over many years. He has never failed in facilitating and providing the
highest quality of service and technical knowledge required to support this and previous meetings.
Many speakers who attend are aware of his exceptional abilities and prowess in providing both
presenters and audience with an excellent experience and for this we are all very grateful. I would also
like to thank Rumana Faruque for organising the programme and being the contact person for the dayto-day running of the symposium. I also wish to thank Lynda Hartles, Meg Middleton and Alexia Taylor,
together with the group from Charite for their help and assistance with registration and the running of
symposium. Finally the organisers wish to thank the staff at the Hotel Berlin – Berlin for the excellent
organisation work and and top class facilities provided for this event.
J. Middleton, S. L. Evans, C. Holt (Cardiff University, Wales UK)
Antonius Rohlmann and Bill Taylor (The Julius Wolff Institute, Charite, Germany)
C. Jacobs (Columbia University, USA)
Cardiff, May 2012
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Modeling of blood flow through a flexible aortic heart valve in different
heart rates
H.R.Ghasemi Bahraseman1, K.Hassani1, M.Navidbakhsh2, N.Fatouraee 3,
D.M.Espino 4, Z.Alizadeh.Sani5

1. ABSTRACT
In this study, we have tried to model the blood flow across the aortic valve which the
valve acts completely flexible. The obtained data are very important for analysis of
flow rate variation in a 2D model. Using a commercially available software,COMSOL,
we have presented a model which enables us to calculate the cardiac output/stroke
volume with respect to variation of blood flow domain, geometry , changes in
boundary conditions for aortic valves (due to age , sex ,and diseases). Our results show
new methodology for investigation of the aortic heart valve operation that could be used
for design and manufacturing o f the artificial heart valves. The problem of the existing
models includes inability of modeling the contact phase in which the leaflets collide at
the end of systole. Therefore, we have used a gap in the model to avoid the contact of
the leaflets during closure phase to survive the fluid mesh. The presented model helps
the researchers to avoid expensive experimental methods. The modeling has been done
by finite element method as well as fluid-structure-interaction equations and ALE
(Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian Formulation) method. Furthermore, we have done the
simulations both in rest and exercise conditions. The results, including the cardiac
output and stroke volume, have been extracted in accordance with the left ventricular
pressure, aortic pressure, and the heart rate. Furthermore, the model was compared to
the clinical data available in the literature.

2. INTRODUCTION
There are two main methods for numerical modeling of heart valves and analysis of
fluid field. In the first one, the displacement of the fluid boundary is defined and the
fluid field is solved using governing equations. The second method uses fluid structure
interaction which couples the solid and fluid fields and solves the coupled governing
equations. This method is much real than the first one but takes much time. There are
different methods for measuring of the cardiac output including catheterization, MRI,
Ultrasound, and Angiography. All need expensive equipment and some are invasive.
The non invasive techniques of cardiac output calculation have been investigated by
many researchers [1,2,3 ,4,5]. The purpose of this study was to investigate the feasibility
and accuracy of a two-dimensional aortic valve model which is used to study the
performance of the valve in different cardiac outputs and stroke volumes. The numerical
method has been used to model the valve performance based on fluid structure
interaction methodology.
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3. METHODS
One healthy adult man aged 33 years was participated in this study and he gave written
informed consent to protocols approved by the Human Research Committee of Shahid
Rajayee hospital of Tehran. The normal results of physical examination and
echocardiography were observed. Echocardiographic test was performed using a
commercially ultrasonograph (MAYLAB). We recorded a four-chamber view at rest
and during each stage of exercise, increase of 10 heart beats. Maylab-desk software was
used to measure the required geometrical data for the model. Using the data, the 2D
model was generated by Solid works software which is illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1. The generated geometry for flexible aortic valve.
The blood behaves as a non Newtonian fluid , however it can be considered as
Newtonian fluid in large arteries and heart. Therefore, we have assumed blood as a
Newtonian fluid with constant viscosity of 0.005 kg/m.s. The density of blood was
considered 1060 kg/m 3. The aortic valve leaf lets were assumed to behave as a
incompressible linier elastic material. The density is 1000 kg/m 3, the Young module:
1800000 N/m 2 , and Poisson’s ratio: 0.495.
Figure 2 illustrates the interpolated curves of central, ventricular, and Brachial
systolic/diastolic pressures from rest position and during exercise with respect to
variation of heart beats. Regarding the boundary conditions, the central diastolic
pressure was considered as the pressure outlet and the maximum systolic left ventricle
pressure was considered as the inlet pressure.

Figure 2. The curves of systolic/diastolic pressures for central, ventricular, and
Brachial.

The mesh generation of the model was shown in Figure 3 using plain strain nodes. The
solid domain was meshed using very fine meshes to let us have valid results.

Figure3 . The generated mesh for solid parts(Top) and the fluid domain(down) of the
model.
We have used COMSOL software to perform the simulations for the modeling of blood
thorough the valve during opening-closure of the leaflets. The problem is a fluid
structure interaction which has been solved using segregated solver. The number of
iteration was 100 with 0.001 errors.

4. RESULTS
The velocity profiles in rest and exercise condition was shown in Figure 4. The results
have been compared to Doppler-Echocardiography ones in Figure 5.

Figure 4 . Velocity profiles considering drop-pressure effects
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HR = heart rate; VSP = Ventricular systolic pressure; CDP = Central diastolic pressure;
CON = numerical cardiac output: COD = cardiac output Doppler; SVN= numerical
stroke volume; SVD= stroke volume Doppler; VPD= peak velocity Doppler; VPN=
numerical peak velocity; VMD= mean velocity Doppler; VMN= numerical peak mean.
* calculated without drop-pressure effects consideration.
Figure5 . Doppler-Echocardiography and Numerical modeling results comparison
The cardiac output graph versus heart rate as well as stroke volume have been illustrated
in Figure 6 and 7.

Figure5 . The Doppler-Echocardiography results(Green), Aorta with pressure
drop(red) , and Aorta without pressure drop effects(Blue)

Figure6 . The stroke volume data for Doppler-Echo( green), Aorta with drop( red), and
Aorta without pressure drop(Blue)

5. DISCUSSION
Most of available previous research has calculated cardiac output and stroke volume
using statistical methods but we have used a numerical method and compared the results
to a subject. Korakianitis [1] used Wind-Kassel model to calculate cardiac output in
rest condition for both normal and abnormal condit ions. He calculated the value of 7500
ml/min in rest. However Podnar [ 2] calculated cardiac output value as 5000 ml/min in
rest but maximum 5500 ml/min in heart beat of 120. Our results have a good agreement
with clinical data of Christie et al [3] who introduced an ascending curve for cardiac
output.
We are currently working on 3D model of aortic valve to calculate the cardiac output
and stroke volume. One of limitation of the model is that maximum opening of aortic
valve is constant during exercise.

6. COCLUSION
We introduced a numerical model for calculation of cardiac output and stroke volume
during the rest and exercise condition using a flexible aortic valve. The results were
compared to Doppler-Echocardiographic results from one subject.
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Digital Subtraction Phonocardiography (DSP) Applied to
the Detection and Characterization of Heart Murmurs
K. Hassani1, M.A.Akbari1, J.D. Doyle2 , M.Navidbakhsh 3, M.Sangargir 4,
K.Bajelani3 and Z.S.Ahmadi 1

1. ABSTRACT
We show that a new analytical technique, which we call Digital Subtraction
Phonocardiography (DSP), can be used to separate the random murmur component of
the phonocardiogram from the underlying deterministic heart sounds. We digitally
recorded the phonocardiogram from the anterior chest wall in 60 infants and adults
using a high-speed USB interface and the program Gold Wave
(http://www.goldwave.com).
The recordings included individuals with cardiac
structural disease as well as recordings from normal individuals and from individuals
with innocent heart murmurs. Our preliminary data is presented as a series of eight
cases. These cases show how advanced signal processing techniques can be used to
separate heart sounds from murmurs. Note that these results are preliminary in that
normal ranges for obtained test results have not yet been established.

2. INTRODUCTION
In the healthy cardiovascular system, blood flow is generally laminar in character.
Under certain pathologic conditions, such as a narrowing of a heart valve or a small hole
in the ventricular septum, blood flow becomes turbulent, and can be heard as a noise
known as a murmur [1]. One difficulty for clinicians is that this murmur is only part of
the total sound signal emitted from the heart, which also contains underlying regula r
heart sounds. This fact necessarily complicates the listening process.
Listening to the emitted sounds from the heart using a stethoscope (auscultation) is a
frequent first step in diagnosis. It is often followed by echocardiography when the
auscultatory findings are abnormal. However, the lack of reliability of ordinary
auscultation and the expense and awkwardness of echocardiography make it desirable to
develop a more practical, inexpensive, reliable, non-invasive approach to auscultation,
one that could also be adapted for continuous monitoring [2-6]. In order to better
1
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identify any pathology found and make as detailed as possible any diagnosis, it would
also appear to be helpful if the murmurs could somehow be separated from the
underlying deterministic heart sounds.
The present study seeks to apply a new (unpublished, unpatented) analytical technique,
known as Digital Subtraction Phonocardiography (DSP), to lead to the development of a
inexpensive noninvasive instrument to assist with the detection and characterization of
heart murmurs, such as those resulting from heart valve lesions or other types of cardiac
pathology.
The DSP technique is fundamentally different from previous
phonocardiographic signal processing efforts in the scientific literature in that it starts
by constructing a difference signal between two time-adjacent heart cycles, which we
herein call a "murmurgram".
3. METHODS
We collected the heart sounds at the Pediatric Clinic of Modares Hospital in Tehran
between 2010 to 2011. D ata were collected from a total of 59 cases, including 7 normal
cases, with an age range of 5 to 26 years. Written informed consent was obtained from
the patients for publication of the case reports and accompanying images. A copy of the
written consent is available for review by the Editor-in-Chief of this journal. The
patients (except for the normal controls) had a history of heart murmur, which included
22 with a ventricular septal defect (VSD), 7 with an atrial septal defect (ASD), 10 with
Tetralogy of Fallot (TOF), 4 with aortic stenosis (AS), 5 with pulmonary stenosis (PS)
and 4 having mitral regurgitation (MR). In all cases, the diagnosis was confirmed by
echocardiography. The data were recorded using a laptop computer-based
phonocardiographic recording system developed at the Science and Research Branch of
Islamic Azad University. Figure 1 shows the system. A miniature electret microphone,
connected to a precordial chest piece, is connected to a commercial audio amplifier
whose output is then digitiz ed at 44 KHz with 16 bits resolution. A similar arrangement
was also used to record the electrocardiogram (ECG), which was recorded to assist in
the identification of the start of each cardiac cycle.
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Figure 1. The schematic of the system which has been used for collecting data.

(Because the ECG was digitized using a sound card that was high -pass filtered at
around 20 Hz, this signal was somewhat different than those recorded under full bandwidth conditions. Despite this, however, the QRS complex of the ECG can still be
used as a marker of the beginning of each cardiac cycle.) This setup was placed on a

mobile cart for easy recording in cardiology clinics and elsewhere. All sounds were
recorded using the Goldwave software (Version 5.55), which includ es tools for
recording, playing, filtering, and analyzing sounds. Using this software, we also deleted
any electrical utility frequency (50 Hz) from the ECG recordings. We used MATLAB in
conjunction with the signal processing and real-time data acquisition toolboxes as the
computational heart of the system. Two time-adjacent phonocardiogram cycles, PCG-1
and PCG-2, are obtained using the QRS complex of the ECG as a marker for the start of
each cardiac cycle. The difference of the two PCG cycles is a murmurgram. Figure 2
illustrates the PCG subtraction method.
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Figure 2. The schematic of result of subtracting two successive heartbeats to construct a
“murmurgram”.
4. RESULTS
Figure 4 shows samples of simulated PCGs (first & second panels) from a simulated
healthy heart. The murmurgram and the corresponding color spectrogram are shown in
the bottom two panels. Each simulated PCG is of 1 cardiac cycle covering an elapsed
time of 0.7 second. Note that murmurgram is "flat" and has frequency components
largely under 200 Hz. Two successive heartbeats of data for a simulated VSD case are
shown in the first and second panels in Figure 5. The murmurgram (third panel)
between S1and S2 isn`t "flat". The spectrographic graph, shown at the bottom of the
figure, indi cates that the murmur has frequency components extending to 700 Hz.
Figure 6 shows PCGs from a simulated ASD case. The murmurgram and corresponding
color spectrogram are shown in the bottom two panels. The simulated PCG is of 1
cardiac cycle covering an elapsed time of 0.7 seconds. Note that the murmurgram isn`t
"flat" between S1and S2. The mid systolic murmur in the murmurgram in this case has
frequency components that extend to around 600 Hz.

Figure 4. The urmurgram and corresponding color spectrogram are
shown in the third and bottom panels. (Simulated Case 1).

Figure 5. Simulated PCGs for a patient with a VSD (first & second panels).

Figure 6. Sample PCGs (first & second panels) from a simulated ASD patient.

Figures 7 and 8 show PCG samples (first & second panels) from a healthy 23 year old
girl and a healthy 26 years old man, both with innocent heart murmurs. The
murmurgrams and the corresponding color spectrograms are shown in the third and
fourth panels in both figures. In Figure 7 t he PCGs are of 1 cardiac cycle covering an
elapsed time of 0.8 second while in Figure 8 the PCGs are of 1 cardiac cycle covering
an elapsed time of 0.9 second. Note that in both figures the murmurgram is flat and the
frequency of the murmurs is largely un der 150 Hz.

Figure 7. This image shows PCG samples (first & second graphs) from a healthy 23
year old girl with an innocent heart murmur.

Figure 8. This shows PCG samples (first & second panels) from a healthy 26 year old
man with an innocent heart murmur.
The Figure 9 presents PCG samples (first & second panels) for a case of VSD in an 7
year old girl. 1 cardiac cycle is shown. The murmurgram (third panel) between S1 and
S2 is not "flat". The spectrographic graph, bottom of the figure, indicates that the
murmur has frequency components extending to 600 Hz. Two successive heartbeats of
data for an 15 year old boy with an ASD are shown in Figure 10. Note that the
murmurgram is not "flat" between S1 and S2. The murmur has frequency components
that extend to around 400 Hz. The physiological explanation for ASD acoustic behavior
is as follows: The murmur is characteristically mostly mid systolic, and occurs because
an increase in blood leaving from the right ventricle in turn causes an increase of the
load presented to the right ventricle, which in turn makes the duration of the systole
longer. This is associated with a splitting of S2 (see red circles).

Figure 9. Sample PCGs (first & second panels) from a patient with a VSD.

Figure 10. Sample PCGs (first & second panels) from a patient with an ASD.

5. DISCUSSION
In this study ECG-synchronized digital subtraction and spectrographic analysis is used
to study heart sounds and murmurs in an entirely new way. While older
phonocardiograph designs remain useful to study cardiac disorders, this system offers
two new dimensions to conventional graphical and auscultatory methods. These are: (1)
the ability to separate the deterministic component of heart sounds from murmurs by
digital subtraction; and (2) the ability to apply spectrographic analysis to the extracted
murmur signals.
In this system we used digital signal processing techniques to construct a
"murmurgram", defined as the resulting signal when one subtracts PCG cycle i+1 from
PCG cycle i. A murmurgram is thus simply the difference between the acoustic
emissions of two successive heart beats. In practice, the QRS complex of the ECG is
used as a marker of the beginning of each cardiac cycle so that any two successive
PCGs can be aligned and subtracted to produce a murmurgram. Also note that another
series of murmurgrams could be obtained, for example, by subtracting PCG cycle i+2
from PCG cycle i and so on. For now we are concentrating on the use of "nearest
neighbor" PCG cycles.

Our approach is an improvement in the state of the art; it produces a murmur signal free
of the underlying deterministic heart sounds. By isolating the cardiac murmur from the
phonocardiogram in this manner, the system may allow physicians to detect and
characterize cardiac murmurs that may be rather difficult to reliably detect by traditional
means using a stethoscope, such as when the heart is beating quickly or when the heart
sounds are faint.

6. CONCLUSION
Cardiac murmurs can be separated from underlying deterministic heart sounds using
Digital Subtraction Analysis. Digital Subtraction Phonocardiography has the potential
to become a reliable and economical new diagnostic approach to screening for structural
heart disease.
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Thermo-mechanically coupled curing processes of acrylic bone cements used
in vertebroplasty: Material modelling and Finite-Element-Simulation
R. Landgraf1,*, J. Ihlemann1, S. Kolmeder2, A. Lion2

1. ABSTRACT
Vertebroplasty is a widely used surgery process to treat osteoporotic vertebral bodies
that have undergone a compression fracture. During this process a biomaterial gets
injected into the affected vertebral body in liquid state and therein cures to a solid. A
constitutive material model has been developed for the representation of the material
behaviour of acrylic bone cement, which is a class of materials often employed in
vertebroplasty. The material model accounts for the strongly coupled thermal, chemical
and mechanical processes of the exothermal curing process of acrylic bone cements as
well as its behaviour in solid state. By the help of thermo-mechanically coupled finite
element simulations, specific aspects of the clinical vertebroplasty process are
investigated. The application of our approach is demonstrated using a parametric
vertebral body model.

2. INTRODUCTION
Osteoporosis is one of the main diseases of elderly people and is indicated by a loss in
bone density and bone strength. One part of the human body which is mainly affected
by osteoporosis is the spinal column. A loss in bone strength can lead to destabilization
or even to fractures of vertebral bodies. In order to treat destabilized or fractured
vertebral bodies, a minimal invasive surgical procedure called vertebroplasty is often
applied. During this surgery process a biomaterial gets injected into the vertebral body
in liquid state. Afterwards the material cures to a solid which leads to an increasing
strength of the vertebral body, accompanied by an instantaneous decrease of pain and a
stabilization of the vertebrae.
A class of materials commonly used in vertebroplasty are the so-called acrylic bone
cements. These materials are based on Polymethylmethacrylat (PMMA) including
additional ingredients for biomedical issues. They are usually composed by mixing a
polymer powder and a liquid monomer. After a certain setting time this initially liquid
mixture gets injected into the vertebral body by a biopsy needle and cures in vivo during
an exothermal chemical reaction (polymerization) to a viscoelastic solid. Due to the
chemical process, heat gets dissipated and the temperature increases. This in turn affects
both the mechanical behaviour of the material and the polymerization. Furthermore, a
change in volume occurs due to chemical shrinkage and heat expansion.
In order to capture the thermo-mechanical behaviour of acrylic bone cements, a
constitutive material model has been developed [1]. It accounts for the strongly coupled
thermal, chemical and mechanical processes of the exothermal curing process of acrylic
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bone cements as well as its behaviour in solid state. The parameters of the material
model have been fitted to one specific acrylic bone cement. Furthermore, the model has
been implemented into a commercial finite element code. The capability of our material
model will be demonstrated by the help of finite element simulations using a parametric
model of a vertebral body of the lumbar spine.
3. MATERIAL MODEL FOR ACRYLIC BONE CEMENTS
The material model presented in [1] is based on the standard concepts of nonlinear
continuum mechanics, e.g. the application of strain and stress measures at large
deformations and the evaluation of the laws of thermodynamics to obtain a
thermodynamically consistent material behaviour. The material response is assumed to
be nearly incompressible combined with viscoelastic behaviour of the isochoric part. A
formulation of a chain of Maxwell-elements connected in parallel is employed to define
the viscoelastic behaviour. Furthermore, a degree of cure  is introduced to describe the
progress of the chemical process of polymerization. This variable is treated as an
internal variable within the material model. Finally, the consideration of the temperature
θ within different material functions as well as the evaluation of the transient heat
equation leads to a fully thermochemical-mechanically coupled material model.

The underlying kinematics is described by the deformation gradient . To separate
different sources of deformation, a multiplicative decomposition of the deformation
gradient is applied. Firstly, thermo-chemical volume changes due to heat expansion and
chemical shrinkage are separated from pure mechanical deformations according to eq.
(1). Therein the thermo-chemical volume changes are assumed to be isotropic and
therefore can be described by a scalar material function  .
 =   ∙ 

  =



 = , 

(1)

Next, the mechanical deformation gradient  is split into a pure volumetric part   ,
which depends on the determinant of the mechanical deformation gradient, and a
remaining volume preserving (isochoric) deformation gradient   (cf. eq. (2)). The
latter part is employed for the formulation of the viscoelastic material behaviour.
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In order to fulfil the laws of thermodynamics and to ensure a thermodynamically
consistent material behaviour, a free energy function  has been formulated. It is
additively decomposed into three parts. The first part  ! represents a pure elastic
material behaviour due to volumetric changes. Secondly, a volume preserving,
viscoelastic part "#$ = ∑& "#$ ,& is modelled, which consist of a sum of free energy
functions for ' = 1 … ) Maxwell-elements. The last part is a thermo-chemical part $
describing thermally stored amounts as well as initially stored energy which is getting
released due to the exothermal chemical reaction.
An evaluation of the chosen ansatz for the free energy function within the laws of
thermodynamics leads to a coupled system of equations which describes the thermomechanically coupled material behaviour. Among others, it consists of an equation for
the 2nd Piola-Kirchhoff stress *+ (eq. (3)) including a bulk modulus , as well as stiffness
parameters -& and relaxation times .& = /& /2-& for each of the ) Maxwell-Elements.
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Moreover, the mechanical part of the model consists of evolution equations for the
degree of cure  and the mechanical material function GH (cf. eq. (4)). The material
function G specifies the dependencies of the mechanical behaviour on the degree of cure
and the temperature.
H = I J, , 

GH = < J, , 

(4)

K = −Sθ det  3 67 ∙ Grad θ

(5)

The second part of the system of equations is given by an equation of transient heat
conduction (eq. (5)) where we take the Fourier’s law as ansatz for the heat flux vector
on the reference configuration K.
L H − Div K + P + P"#$ − PQ = 0

Therein L is the heat capacity density. The functions P and P"#$ are rates of
dissipated energy due to the thermo-chemical process and the inelastic behaviour of the
Maxwell-elements, respectively. The function PQ gives a thermo-elastic coupling. The
heat capacity density and the three mentioned functions of eq. (5) are fully determined
by the free energy function.
The material model has been fitted to one specific acrylic bone cement using different
experimental techniques and inverse methods for parameter identification [1].
Furthermore, the system of equations (3)-(5) has been implemented into the user
subroutine HYPELA2 of MSC.MARC® and can be used for finite element simulations.
4. PARAMETRIC FE-MODEL OF A VERTEBRAL BODY
The representative geometry of a vertebral body is modelled by using a parametric
approach with an analytical description based on equations provided in [2]. The
underlying shape of the cross section of a vertebral body is given by an ellipse with the
angle depending radius WX.
WX = Y ∙ Z / Y ∙ sin X] + Z ∙ cos X]

(6)

Therein the constants A and B describe the half diameters of the elliptical cross section.
In order to approximate the typical shape of a vertebral body, a modified radius `X, G
is defined as follows:
`X, G = WX ∙ a1 + bc ∙ ;
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The parameters bc , pc , qc and bj , pj , qj are employed to represent the shapes of the
anterior part and the vertebral foramen, respectively. The concavity of the vertebral
body cortex is modelled by a dependency of the radius ` on the G-coordinate. The
parameter Lm defines the magnitude of the concavity and the parameter H specifies the
half of the height of the vertebral body.

Typical dimensions of lumbar vertebral bodies have been taken from literature (e.g. [3])
and suitable parameters have been chosen to achieve a representative shape. The final
geometric model is depicted in Fig. 1 and the corresponding parameters are listed in
Tab. 1.

Fig. 1: Geometric model

Ellipsoid
r = 12 bb
Y = 21 bb
Z = 18 bb
Anterior Part:
bc = 0.35
qc = 90°
pc = 40 °

Concavity:
Lm = 0.07
Vertebral Foramen:
bj = −0.45
qj = 270°
pj = 30 °

Tab. 1: Parameters of the geometric model

5. THERMO-MECHANICALLY COUPLED FE-SIMULATION
The geometric model has been automatically meshed using an unstructured hexahedral
FE-mesh approach and material regions have been defined by assigning different
material laws. Thereby, the outer elements layer represents the cortical shell of the
vertebral body with isotropic elastic material behaviour. The remaining elements
initially represent the cancellous bone of the vertebral body and are described by
transversely isotropic linear elastic material behaviour. Furthermore, isotropic thermal
behaviour is assumed for both material regions. The chosen mechanical and thermal
material parameters for cortical and cancellous bone are summarized in Tab. 2.
Linear elasticity [4]
Density [5]
Thermal conductivity [5]
Spec. heat capacity [5]

Cortical bone
Isotropic
{ = 105 000 MPa
~ = 0.3
 = 2000 kg/m
S = 0.4 W / m K
L = 1300 J/kg K

Cancellous bone
Transversal isotropic
{ = 200 / 140 MPa
~ = 0.45 / 0.315
 = 1000 kg/m
S = 0.6 W / m K
L = 4190 J/kg K

Tab. 2: Material parameters of cortical and cancellous bone based on literature data

Subsequently, a region representing the injected acrylic bone cement has been defined
by manual picking of corresponding elements of the cancellous bone region. The
material behaviour of the chosen elements has been reassigned by the developed
material model described in section 2. In our example depicted in Fig. 2 (left), the
defined bone cement region corresponds to an ideal symmetrical, bipedicular injection
procedure with two fillings each consisting of around 4.5 ml (~ 15 % of the total
vertebral body volume for each plug).
In order to save computational time, symmetries of the model have been utilized.
Therefore, thermal and mechanical symmetry conditions have been applied (cf. Fig. 2
right). Moreover, zero displacement conditions in all directions have been applied to
one single node in order to prevent rigid body motions. To account for the ambient
region of the vertebral body, thermal boundary conditions have been adopted by
applying heat convection on the cortical shell with an ambient temperature of θ∞ = 37°C
and a film coefficient of hc = 1 mW/m2K.

Cortical bone

pressure

heat convection

Cancellous
bone

Acrylic bone
cement

Thermal and
mechanical symmetry

Fig. 2: Material regions of the finite element mesh (left) and double symmetric finite
element model including boundary conditions (right)
By the help of the described FE-model, an exemplary investigation of the thermal
behaviour of the curing process and a subsequent mechanical analysis of a uniform
loading condition is examined. In the first load step the curing process of acrylic bone
cement right after its injection into the vertebral body is explored. Within this load step
no mechanical loads are applied and the bone cement region is assigned with an initial
temperature of θ0 = 22°C.
The thermo-mechanical simulation of the first load step results in the following
behaviour: Due to the exothermal chemical reaction of the acrylic bone cement, heat
gets dissipated and leads to an increasing temperature. Since heat flow is allowed to
ambient regions, the peak values of temperature decrease over the time until a uniform
temperature of 37°C is reached again. The temperature evolution over time has been
plotted for different locations in Fig. 3 (left). The figure shows that the temperature in
the centre of the bone cement reaches values of about 60°C. However, temperature
values beyond the region of bone cement just slightly rises over 37°C. This behaviour is
also confirmed by the temperature field plot on the geometry of Fig. 3 (right).

3
2
1
Fig. 3: Temperature evolution at different locations (left) and contour plot of the
temperature field at the time t = 5 min (right)
Within a second load step, a mechanical load has been applied to the upper shell of the
vertebral body. In order to achieve a uniform distribution of the loading, a pressure of
p = 0.5 N/mm2 has been applied to the upper cortical shell. This corresponds to a
resulting total force of F ≈ 700N in vertical direction. The resulting vertical
displacements of the treated vertebral body are compared with those of an untreated
one. Fig. 4 shows the contour plots of the displacements for both cases. Due to the
stiffening of the core of the vertebral body treated by vertebroplasty, lower values of the
displacements are achieved for the treated vertebral body. As an additional result,
differing stress distributions between both models have been observed. This can be

attributed to the change of stiffness of the augmented vertebra core. Due to this, a load
shift may occur which increases the risk of fractures in the adjacent vertebra [4].

Fig. 4: Vertical displacement of the upper cortical shell: untreated (left) und treated by
vertebroplasty (right) - (deformed shape plot is up-scaled)
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have introduced a material model that is able to capture thermal and mechanical
characteristics of acrylic bone cements during the chemical process of polymerization as
well as in the solid state of the material. The parameters of the material model have
been identified with respect to one specific acrylic bone cement and the model has been
implemented into a commercial finite element code.
By the help of our developed tools, a unified approach of analyses of processes in
vertebroplasty is enabled. The capability of this approach has been demonstrated using a
representative parametric model of a lumbar vertebral body. The process of exothermal
curing and a subsequent mechanical loading have been examined and typical
characteristics have been reproduced. The presented approach will be used as a basis for
further investigations. This includes the study of different process procedures in
vertebroplasty and their thermal and mechanical impact on the biomechanics of the
spine.
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EVALUATING STIFFNESS DISTRIBUTIONS OF DIFFERENTIATING
ADIPOCYTES USING A WIDE-FIELD DIGITAL
INTERFEROMETRIC METHOD
N. Shoham, P. Girshovitz, N.T. Shaked and A. Gefen1

1. ABSTRACT
Adipocytes, which are physiologically exposed to body loads in weight-bearing adipose
tissues, are recently becoming recognized as mechanoresponsive cells, with mechanical
stimuli influencing both their commitment to the adipocyte phenotype and the
adipogenesis process in these cells. Mechanoresponsiveness of adipocytes is relevant to
understanding the connection between a sedentary lifestyle and obesity. In particular,
the extent of lipid production in these cells was found to depend on the level of cellular
strains. Hence, it is important to characterize the stiffness distributions of differentiating
adipocytes, which directly influence the extent of cellular deformations when adipose
tissues are weight-bearing. Using wide field digital interferometric microscopy, we
evaluated stiffnesses of adipocytes. First, we acquired 315 interferograms at ~21
frames/s. Each interferogram was composed of interference between two beams of light
originating from the same coherent laser source, where one of the beams passed through
the culture and the other beam directly reached the camera. Second, the optical
thickness of the cell was calculated for each interferogram. Third, temporal changes in
cell optical thicknesses (optical fluctuations) were converted into an optical spring
factor of the cell, which indicates on cell stiffness. The optical spring factor calculated
in the cytoplasm of the adipocyte was 0.55±0.03 µN/m, significantly smaller than in the
lipid areas (p<0.01), being 6.24±1.47 µN/m. Evaluating these stiffnesses is useful for
understanding biomechanical changes that occur in adipose tissue during differentiation
of adipocytes and hence during development of overweight and obesity.

2. INTRODUCTION
Obesity is a common but serious health problem in developed and developing countries,
being one of the major preventable causes of morbidity and mortality worldwide (Flegal
et al., 2010, Hausman et al., 2001, Main et al., 2010). This motivates research regarding
the etiology of obesity, which, at a cell scale, importantly involves characterization of
specific stimuli that promote synthesis of intracytoplasmic lipids (Shoham et al.,
2011a,b, Levy at al., 2011). Given that adipocytes in weight-bearing adipose tissues are
exposed in vivo to static large tensional and compressive mechanical strains during
sitting and lying (Linder-Ganz et al., 2007), and that adipocytes are recently becoming
recognized as mechanoresponsive cells (Shoham et al., 2011a), with mechanical stimuli
influencing both their commitment to the adipocyte phenotype and the adipogenesis
process in these cells, it is important to understand the connection between a sedentary
1
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lifestyle and obesity. In that context, we have recently found that 3T3-L1 adipocyte
cultures subjected to large substrate tensile strains produce intracytoplasmic lipids at a
faster rate and to a larger extent (Levy et al., 2011, Shoham et al., 2011b). In another
study, reduction of adipogenesis in murine stromal cells following cyclic strain was
found to be magnitude dependent: loading with 2% strain resulted in partial inhibition
compared to 10% strain, and loading with 0.5% strain could not inhibit adipogenesis at
all (Huang et al., 2011). Combining these, the magnitude of the mechanical strain
applied to the adipocytes is an important factor influencing the nature of the adipogenic
response. Considering also that the stiffness of the cells directly influence on the extent
of cellular deformations when adipose tissues are weight-bearing, it is important to
characterize stiffness distributions of differentiating adipocytes.
Stiffness of cells can be assessed using a variety of different methods, e.g. atomic force
microscopy (AFM), micropipette aspiration or optical tweezers (Callies et al., 2009;
Hochmuth, 2000). In the AFM, the most widely used technique, a tip is pressed against
the cell surface so that the membrane is indented. This deviates the AFM cantilever
which serves as a soft spring. Then a force versus deformation curve is calculated and
the slope of the curve reflects the stiffness (Callies et al., 2009). The weaknesses of this
technique include thermal fluctuation masking of forces that are of the order of 10-15
pN. Furthermore, the variable shape of a typical AFM probe determines the nature of
the force-deformation curve (Hochmuth, 2000). In the micropipette aspiration
technique, the surface of a cell is aspirated into a small tube while tracking the leading
edge of its surface. Interpretation of the measurements with basic continuum models
leads to values for a cell's elastic and viscous properties (Hochmuth, 2000). The
drawbacks of this method include a drift in the null (zero) setting for the pressure and
the demand for training and skill on the part of the experimenter (Hochmuth, 2000). The
optical tweezers method imposes a controlled force and deformation on micro object
using a laser light, but is generally limited to the measurement of small forces on the
order of 50 pN (Hochmuth, 2000). Additionally, all of these techniques are either
complex and require integrating particles in the experimental system or allow
measurement of the effective stiffness of the entire cell, whereas better understanding of
the adipocyte mechanics will be acquired by measuring the stiffness distribution within
the cell, in its deferent regions. In this study, we introduce a novel method of nondestructive imaging and analysis of adipocyte cultures undergoing differentiation, for
evaluating parametric effective stiffness properties of the cells as well as of the intracellular lipid droplets. Our results are relevant to research of adipose-related diseases,
particularly overweight and obesity.

3. METHODS
3.1 Cell culturing
Mouse embryonic 3T3-L1 cells (American Type Culture Collection, ATCC) were
cultured in a growth medium (GM) consisting of high-glucose Dulbecco's modified
eagle medium (DMEM, 4.5mg/ml; Biological Industries, Israel), 10% fetal bovine
serum (FBS, Biological Industries), 1% L-glutamine (Biological Industries), 0.1%
Penicillin-Streptomycin (Pen-Strep; Sigma, Israel) and 0.5% 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1piperazineethanesulfonic acid (HEPES; Sigma). The maximum confluence allowed for
the cultures was ~80% prior to passaging. When a confluence of 90% was achieved,
2

differentiation was induced by changing the GM to a differentiation medium (DM). The
DM consisted of the aforementioned GM, supplemented with 5μg/ml insulin (Sigma),
1μM dexamethasone (Sigma), and 0.5μM 3-isobutyl-1-methylxanthine (IBMX; Sigma).
Three days after inducing differentiation, the DM was replaced by a supporting medium
(SM) consisting of the GM supplemented with 5μg/ml insulin (Sigma). The SM was
changed every 2-3 days.
3.2 Wide field digital interferometric microscopy
17 days after differentiation was induced in the cultures, we evaluated the stiffness of
the differentiated adipocytes using wide field digital interferometric microscopy
(WFDI), described as follows (Shaked et al., 2010, 2011). Light from a coherent source
(laser 18mW HeNe) was split into reference and object beam by a beam splitter. While
the object beam was transmitted through the sample and magnified by a microscope
objective (60×, 0.85 numerical aperture), the reference beam was only transmitted
through a microscope objective that was similar to the object-beam microscope
objective. These two beams were then combined together with a small angle to each
other (off-axis holographic geometry). Using a lens, positioned in a 4f configuration
with each of the microscope objectives, the combined beams were projected onto a
digital camera (1280×1024, 5.2 μm×5.2 μm pixels). The 4f configuration allowed
projection of the amplitude and phase distributions of the sample onto the digital
camera. The digital hologram acquired by the camera was the intensity of the
summation of the object and reference waves:
(1)
where
and
were the sample and reference field distributions, respectively,
was the spatial phase associated with the sample, related to the angular shift between
the sample and the reference fields, and was the direction of the angular shift. The
digital processing method started with a digital two-dimensional Fourier transform. The
resulting spatial-frequency contents included reference- and sample-field
autocorrelations (as a result of transforming the first two elements of Eq. (1)) that are
located around the origin of the spatial spectrum, and cross-correlation terms (as a result
of transforming the exponential term in Eq. (1)), each located at a different side of the
spatial spectrum. The angle between the object and reference beams determined the
exact locations of the cross-correlation terms. One of the cross-correlation terms was
then isolated and centered. A digital two-dimensional inverse Fourier transform on the
result yielded
. Given the transparency of the cells, weak
amplitude was assumed and the phase argument of the result
was the phase
profile of the sample, given as:
(2)
where was the illumination wavelength (632.8 nm),
was the spatially varying
integral refractive index (along the cell thickness,
(Bolin et al., 1989),
(Curl et al., 2005)),
was the medium refractive index (1.33)
(Bolin et al., 1989),
was the spatially varying thickness profile of the cell, and
was the height of the cell medium. The value of
was measured in places
where there were no cells located. We acquired 315 interferograms at ~21 frames/s. The
temporal changes in the cell thickness (optical fluctuations) were converted into the
optical spring factor of the cell which indicates on the cell stiffness:
(3)
where

was the effective local spring constant,
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was Boltzmann’s constant,

T was the temperature in Kelvin and
was the standard deviation of
the squared thickness of the observed cell. Statistical t-test was performed for the
spring factors in the lipid and cytoplasm areas in the adipocyte.

4. RESULTS
Standard deviations of the optical path delay of the adipocyte (
)
))
over the 315 interferograms are provided in Fig. 1. The intracytoplasmic lipid droplets
can be seen as yellow and pale blue areas in the image. The optical spring factor
calculated in the cytoplasm of the adipocyte was 0.55±0.03 µN/m, significantly smaller
than in the lipid areas (p<0.01), being 6.24±1.47 µN/m (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 1: Standard deviations of the optical path delay of the adipocyte. The scale bar is 10
µm long. The units of the scale are m.
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Fig. 2: The optical spring factors calculated in the lipid droplet and cytoplasm areas of
the adipocyte. Error bars are the standard deviations.
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5. DISCUSSION
The results of our study provide preliminary evidence that it is feasible to quantitatively
map stiffness distribution within differentiating adipocytes, by the non-contact WFDI
technique, where no exogenous labeling or special sample preparations are involved.
Lipid areas in the adipocyte were found to be ~10 times stiffer than the surrounding
cytoplasm. Nevertheless, expanding the number of examined adipocytes as well as
measuring the exact characteristic refractive indexes of the adipocyte cytoplasm and its
lipid droplets are needed in order to improve the accuracy of the results.
Our findings are in agreement with results obtained previously for red blood cells, using
the same WFDI method (Shaked et el., 2011). Stiffness of adipocytes was measured in
only one reported study by means of AFM (Darling et al., 2008), but the measurements
were made before the adipocytes were allowed to adhere to their substrate, which makes
the results non-comparable. Nevertheless, the data provided in our study, can be used in
numerical models for the purpose of determining how effective stiffness of adipoctye is
influenced by the differentiation process (and the accumulation of the additional lipid
droplets). Given that the effective stiffness of adipocytes (and fat tissues) directly
influence on the applied deformation when adipose tissues are weight bearing, such
studies might clarify whether there exists a positive or negative feedback in the
structure-function-adaption loop for fat, that is, whether formation or growth of
intracytoplasmic lipid droplets leads to softening or stiffening of the cells and tissues. If
this process ultimately results in continuum-scale stiffening, the extent of tissue
deformations, in particular their tensional components would eventually plateau, hence
the mechanical driving force for the differentiation would also stabilize, which would
lead to a physiological equilibrium in the tissue. If on the other hand adipocytes (and
adipose tissues) soften as they mature – that would increase deformability at the tissue
scale, would deliver more stretching to pre-adipocytes and promote further
differentiation, in a positive feedback loop which could contribute to obesity or weight
gaining, and eventually to hyperlipidemia as well. These exciting ideas might open
completely new research paths for studying obesity, diabetes and related diseases from a
biomechanical point-of-view, involving the mechanotransduction and structurefunction-adaptation concepts that are well known to exist for other tissues but were so
far very poorly studied in fat.
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MULTISCALE COMPUTATIONAL MODELING OF A NEW
SCAFFOLD FOR ANTERIOR CRUCIATE LIGAMENT TISSUE
ENGINEERING
C. P. Laurent1, D. Durville2, R. Rahouadj1 and J.-F. Ganghoffer1

ABSTRACT
Tissue engineering has the potential to overcome the limitations associated with current
reconstructions strategies of the Anterior Cruciate Ligament (ACL). A new scaffold
based on copoly(lactic acid-co-(ε-caprolactone)) (PLCL) fibers arranged into a
multilayer braided structure has been recently proposed. Thanks to its predictable and
tailorable architecture, this scaffold is particularly adapted to numerical modeling. The
objective of the present study is to propose a Finite Element (FE) modeling of this
scaffold using a recent FE code dedicated to textile materials, in view of (1) predicting
and optimizing the tensile properties of the scaffold at the articular (macroscopic) scale
(2) determining the variations of the mechanical micro-environment at the cellular
(microscopic) scale induced by the cyclic stretching of the scaffold. The dedicated FE
approach particularly focuses on the detection and modeling of the contact/friction
interactions between fibers within a large deformation framework. The FE simulations
allow both the unknown initial braided configuration and the tensile responses of the
scaffold to be computed. Comparisons between computed and actual geometries and
between simulated and experimental tensile responses have validated the approach. As a
result, the present simulations allow a relevant candidate for ACL repair to be proposed.
Moreover, it allows the mechanical micro-environment at the cellular scale to be
quantified throughout the stretching of the scaffold that may be induced by the in vitro
dynamic culture of the scaffold or by the in vivo loading after its implantation.

1. INTRODUCTION
Tissue engineering offers promising alternatives to current Anterior Cruciate
Ligament (ACL) reconstructions strategies, by potentially overcoming the limitations
associated with the gold standard autograft-based repair. Tissue engineering is based on
the seeding of reparative cells into a biodegradable scaffold which must match
biochemical, biomechanical and morphological requirements in order to allow
immediate stabilization of the knee as well as tissue ingrowth [1]. An ideal scaffold
should match two interrelated types of requirements (1) it must provide the cells with a
suited microenvironment (2) it must fulfill the physiological function of the native tissue
during the rehabilitation period. The design of optimal scaffold for a specific tissue
engineering application has consequently always been a crucial challenge for tissue
engineering scientists.
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An approach aiming at determining a scaffold that best matches the macro- and
micro-scale requirements may involve a tailorable scaffold whose geometry can be
predicted and controlled associated with predictive tools that may assessed the relations
between the scaffold effective properties at the articular scale (macro-level) and the
local environment at the cellular scale (micro-level). The interest of numerical tools in
the determination of optimal scaffolds and their consequences of tissue formation has
been then raised and widely applied in the last decade [2-4]. Although these approaches
have shown a great potential in the determination of optimal periodic or semi-periodic
scaffolds prone to compressive loads such as bone or cartilage, they may not be adapted
to the design of a strongly anisotropic scaffold with high tension bearing capabilities
which is required in ACL tissue engineering. The different scaffolds proposed for ACL
repair have been generally based on fiber-based structures such as twisted [5], knitted
[6] or braided [7] constructs.
We have recently presented a new scaffold based on copoly(lactic acid-co-(εcaprolactone)) (PLCL) fibers arranged into a multilayer braided structure particularly
suited for Computer-Aided Tissue Engineering thanks to its predictable architecture
issued from the braiding kinematics [8]. The pore size distribution and interconnectivity
within this scaffold, which are known to play a crucial role in tissue engineering [9],
have been shown to be adjustable in a predictable way and adapted to ligamentous
tissue ingrowth. In the same way, recent Finite Element (FE) codes dedicated to the
simulation of textile mechanics at the fiber scale [10] may enable to (1) predict and
optimize the tensile response of the scaffold (2) establish the relations between external
loading and mechanical stimuli at the fiber scale (3) compute the scaffold geometries
corresponding to different external loadings.
The objective of the present contribution is to present the computational tools that
have been developed so as to enable computer-aided tissue engineering of the ACL,
which has not been reported in the current state of art. The dedicated FE code will be
firstly detailed, and some conclusions points will be drawn concerning the choice of a
suited scaffold configuration for ACL repair. Preliminary results concerning the
variations of the scaffold microenvironment during common rehabilitation exercises
will be presented starting from studies concerning the in vivo strains within the ACL
[11].
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1 Scaffold geometry and material
A circular multilayer braided scaffold was selected for the following reasons: (1) it is
deformable in the low strain range, which permits low tensions in everyday motion (2)
it exhibits high stiffness and strength for large strains (3) it offers a network of
interconnected pores required for the migration of cells, the supply in biochemical
factors and the formation of ligamentous tissue (4) it is largely tailorable in terms of
morphology and mechanics by playing with the number of layers of the structure, the
fiber diameters and the braiding angle of each layer (5) it is adapted to computed-aided
tissue engineering because of its predictable geometry resulting from the braiding
process (6) it offers a pore size gradient which facilitates the transport of nutrients and
wastes from the heart of the scaffold to its periphery. As far as the material is
concerned, PLCL with a lactic acid/ε-caprolactone proportion of 85/15 was chosen for
the following reasons (1) it offers an excellent biocompatibility associated with a slow
degradation rate [12] (2) it allows both the brittle behavior of PLLA and the low

stiffness of PCL to be compensated [13] (3) it can be processed into fibers using
common plastic extruders [8].
2.2 Dedicated FE code
Details of the code used in this study have been previously reported [10]. Briefly, the
approach aims at reproducing the nonlinear behavior of textile materials by simulating
the relative motions between fibers, individually modeled by an enriched kinematical
beam model accounting for cross-sectional strains within a large deformation
framework. The non-linear stress-strain response of isolated PLCL fibers is
approximated by a elastoplastic constitutive law consisting in a linear elastic part
followed by a Chaboche-type hardening, whose parameters have been determined by
using the least squares method from tensile tests on P(LL85/CL15) fibers for a given
tensile speed. The process of contact detection consists in (1) the determination of
proximity zones where contacts are likely to occur within the global assembly of beams
(2) the creation of intermediate geometries defined as the average of fibers axes (3) the
generation of contact elements at discrete locations on these intermediate geometries by
using planes orthogonal to these geometries. The contact-friction interactions are then
modeled in the form of a regularized penalty law in the normal direction and a
Coulomb's law for tangential friction. As far as the definition of boundary conditions
are concerned, rigid bodies attached to both ends of each layer of the multilayer braid
are used to prescribe loads or displacements to each layer, while isolated fibers bound to
these rigid bodies by means on average conditions are allowed to rearrange. As the
initial configuration of the scaffold can not be known a priori, we start from an arbitrary
configuration where trajectories of fibers are described by helices and where fibers are
therefore interpenetrated within the same layer (Fig. 1). This interpenetration is
gradually reduced by means of contact conditions starting from the braiding pattern of
the construct. As a result of this non linear iterative process, a non-interpenetrated
configuration of the braid is obtained as the equilibrium configuration of the assembly
of fibers which satisfies the braiding pattern of the scaffold. Once this first initial
configuration has been computed, a series of boundary conditions which aims at
reproducing the braiding tension needed to tighten fibers during the braiding process
and the pre-tension applied before the scaffold testing is prescribed. The tensile –and/or
torsion- test is then simulated by prescribing an increasing displacement –and/or
rotation- to one edge of each layer of the scaffold.
2.3 Determination of a suited scaffold configuration
The effects of three process parameters, namely the fiber diameter, the braiding angle
and the number of layers of the braid, on the tensile response were assessed. The
number of fibers per layer has been fixed to 16. In a previous work [8], the effect of
these parameters on the pore size distribution has been reported. The determination of a
suited scaffold configuration has been based on both morphological and mechanical
criteria, considering that the scaffold should: (1) offer a minimum pore size of 200250µm [9] (2) bear strains more than 4% often encountered during rehabilitation
exercises [11] (3) offer a stiffness around 120N/mm reported for native ACL [14].
Indeed, as the external loading of ACL is displacement-controlled rather than forcecontrolled and its physiological function is to restrain the relative displacement between
femur and tibia, it has been considered that the mechanical requirements should be
considered in terms of minimal strain to rupture and stiffness rather than in terms of

failure load.
2.4 Simulation of rehabilitation exercises
The two rehabilitation exercises that have been reported to induce maximal in vivo
strains in the ACL [11] have been simulated, namely isometric quads contraction and
squatting (Fig. 1). Isometric quad contraction has been modeled by prescribing a 4.4%
stretch on the scaffold. Squatting has been modeled as a combination of a 4% stretch
[11] and a 35° torsional rotation occurring during the knee flexion [15]. We reported the
global force-strain responses of the scaffold as well as the octahedral shear strain at the
fiber surface, as it has been often considered as the most relevant solid phase stimuli
sensed by the cells [16].

Fig. 1: (a) Computation of the initial configuration from an arbitrary reference configuration. (b) and
(c) Octahedral shear strain in loaded and unloaded scaffold configuration for isometric quad
contraction (b) and squatting (c).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The employed FE approach allowed the a priori unknown initial geometry of the
braided scaffold to be computed starting from an arbitrary configuration which depends
on the process parameters. This geometry has been found to match the actual scaffold
geometry by comparing their cross-sections using dedicated image processing
algorithms [8]. Computed tensile responses for different scaffold configurations have
been compared to experimental tensile tests performed on the corresponding actual
scaffolds. It has been shown that the FE simulations were able to accurately predict the
non-linear response of the braided construct in terms of toe region, yield load and
stiffness although a slight overestimation of scaffold stiffness. This overestimation has
been mainly explained by the fact that the simulated scaffold is made of identical fibers
with average properties, which does not reflect the variability of fibers whose yield
induce experimentally the yield of the all construct. Moreover, the use of an elastoplastic constitutive law to model the visco-elasto-plastic behavior of PLCL is a clearly

stated limitation of the proposed model.
The present FE simulations, associated with previously reported algorithms aiming at
characterizing the scaffold morphology [8], have been used as predictive tools so as to
determine a scaffold configuration suited for ACL repair. A six-layer scaffold with a
fiber diameter of 180µm and a braiding angle of 28° has been selected as an appropriate
candidate for the following reasons (1) it shows a pores network ranging from 100µm to
690µm with a median pore size of 310µm and a clear positive pore size gradient from
the core to the periphery (Fig. 2) (2) it offers a stiffness around 100 N/mm and (3) it

Fig. 2: (left) Computation of the pore size network within the six-layer scaffold issued from the
computation of initial scaffold configuration. (right) Pore size gradient from the centre to the
periphery of the scaffold

may bear repeated 4% stretching cycles.
Two rehabilitation exercises have been simulated based on in vivo data available in the
literature. Noteworthy, the different layers participate progressively to the load-bearing
capacity of the overall scaffold. As a matter of fact, residual strains may be present in
the inner layers of the scaffold (Fig. 1) as a result of the first cycle, corresponding to
slight plastification according to the constitutive law used in the FE code. During these
exercises, the computed scaffold stiffness was comparable to the reported values of
native ACL stiffness, and it is therefore thought that the scaffold may sufficiently
restrict the relative movement between tibia and femur during the rehabilitation period.
The present FE simulations allow the a priori unknown relation between external
loading and micro-mechanical stimuli to be established. Consequently, the
characterization of the micromechanical environment variations during a tension/torsion
cycles and its confrontation with recent mechanobiological models is the next obvious
step of the presented approach. It should enable to draw conclusions about the
suitability of the microenvironment resulting from in vivo loading, and to optimize the
conditions of in vitro culture so as to obtain the best suited microenvironment for cell
proliferation and tissue formation. Besides, further work is currently performed to
simulate the mechanical behavior of two twisted scaffolds in the case of double-bundle
ACL reconstruction, which has been reported to result in a better restoration of the knee
kinematics [17]. At last, the consideration of material degradation over time will also be
taken into account so as to assess the variations of scaffold load-bearing capacity
throughout the rehabilitation period.
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OXYGEN CONSUMPTION RATE OF HEPATOCYTES CELLS:
EXPIREMENTAL AND THEORITICAL STUDIES
A. HILAL-ALNAQBI1 , A. MOURAD1, JDS GAYLOR2

1. ABSTRACT
Bio artificial liver devices may provide a novel alternative until a suitable liver from a
donor is available for transplantation. This only happens if an effective bioartificial liver
device is developed with highly effective oxygen access to all cells inside the device. This
paper investigates oxygen transfer experimentally and theoretically in a hollow fiber device
with three compartments, so-called fiber-in-fiber (FIF). In this paper we extended the
Krogh cylinder most used model for hollow fiber devices by including one more zone for
oxygen transfer from gas compartment, i.e. oxygenation compartment. Three simultaneous
linear differential equations were derived for pressure in plasma & cell compartments and
flow rate in cell compartment. Distilled water was used to validate the oxygen transfer rate
experimentally using different flow rates, 17ml/min-400ml/min, and different number of
hollow fibers inside the device. The model predicted (1) the oxygen transfer rate at
different Vmax, (2) effect of the membrane permeability Km, (3) silicone rubber membrane
thickness Dm and (4) oxygen partial pressure in gas compartment pG in cells viability and
function. Although, the theoretical model results showed that high hepatocytes density
reduces the available oxygen for cells, the model showed that, even in very densely
occupied cells, Vmax=100nmol/(cm3s) and low PG=40&70mmHg in the oxygenation
compartment, the FIF always have suitable PO2 for cells not to become functionally
impaired, i.e. always above 2 mmHg. Also the model results indicated that a silicone rubber
membrane of Dm of 16x10-5 is the best choice for the outer membrane to ensure cells are
oxygenated.

2. INTRODUCTION
Numerous groups worldwide are currently developing and evaluating Bioartificial Livee
(BAL) devices. Some designs have already reached clinical trials whilst others are still
under in vitro evaluation [1-4]. Conventional bioartificial liver devices have two
compartments made by hollow fibers that are fixed in parallel to each other. These two
compartments are used for cells incubation and media circulations. Since the hepatocytes
cells are high oxygen consuming cells, oxygen is bubbled in the perfusate before entering
in order to maintain cells live and viable. This means of oxygenation makes the system
complex. Tri centric hollow fiber BAL devices are newly developed bioreactors for
hepatocytes incubation. Fiber in fiber BAL device is one kind of this family. It is a hollow
fiber inside another hollow fiber to create three separate compartments (figure 1), so-called
Compartment A, Compartment B and Compartment C. Compartment C is used for oxygen
circulation.
Since Hepatocytes are heavily oxygen consumers, one of the critical design issues for a
hepatocyte bioreactor is to ensure that there is enough Oxygen to support the cells mass
especially at high concentration. This paper illustrates mathematically the oxygen
consumption rate by hepatocytes cells within hollow fiber devices with three
compartments. Fiber in Fiber bioreactor was used as a raw model to validate the accuracy
of the mathematical model.

3. FIF-BAL BIOREACTOR
The FIF device shown in figure 1 has concentric cylindrical hollow fibers of length L. The
inner fiber is of internal radius R1 and external radius R2. Fluid enters the lumen
(compartment A) of each fiber and some percolates through to leak into the cell region
(compartment B). We that assume the resistance to percolative flow through the outer fiber
is so great that no plasma leaks through it. It is filled with gas whose oxygen partial
pressure is PG. The oxygen diffuses through the outer fiber wall into the cell region. The
cells therefore receive some oxygen by convection from the percolating fluid, and from the
shell space by diffusion. Therefore we have three zones: Compartment A (lumen) 0<r<R1 ,
0<z<L; Inner fiber wall R1<r<R2 , 0<z<L; Compartment B (annulus) R2<r<R3 , 0<z<L;
Gas diffusion zone from compartment C R3<r<R4 , 0<z<L .
Outer HF (membrane 2)

Inner HF (membrane 1)

c

A

B

Figure 1: functional element of FIF bioreactor. 3 separate compartments; A, B
and C are defined by membrane wall of inner HF, membrane wall of outer HF
and outer jacket. The outer jacket contains a number of the functional
elements, which are arranged in parallel.

4. THE EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE FOR O2-WATER TRANSFER
FIF bioreactor devices consist of 13 and 19 FIF pairs were used for these experiments.
These pairs were positioned symmetrically within a Perspex jacket. The fluid transferring is
assumed to be well mixed. O2 free nitrogen gas was bubbled slowly (200ml/min) into a
reservoir containing ultrafiltered water until the pO2 was approximately 2kPa to 3kPa.
Samples were collected from 3-way stopcocks fitted at inlet and outlet of the tested
compartment. The RapidlabTM 248 pH/Blood Gas analyser was used to measure the inlet
oxygen partial pressure (PO2i) and outlet oxygen partial pressure (PO2O) respectively. The
oxygen transfer rate has been calculated using the following equation:
OTR = (PO2O- PO2i) Q αo
Where Q is the water flow rate (ml/h)
PO2O is the outlet oxygen partial pressure (mmHg)
PO2i is the inlet oxygen partial pressure (mmHg)
αo is solubility of O2 in water ( at 370C) (nmol/(cm3mmHg)

4. MATHEMATICAL MODELLING
4.1 FLUID EQUATION
The fluid flow calculation for this device is similar to that in Hay et al [5], that is Poiseuille
flow in a tube of radius R1 has a volume flow rate of

ql  R14 (dPl / dz) /(8 )

Here, ql varies with z, as fluid leaks out of the lumen, and eventually back into it. This can
dPl
8 ( q 0  q c )

dz
R14

be written as
In the cells region (compartment B) the flow is modeled as a percolating flow through the
cells, described by Darcy’s differential equation





k c (dPc / dz)   c  q c /  ( R32  R 22 )
this can be written as
dPc
q c

dz
k c ( R32  R22 )

There is a pressure difference across the membrane, and this drives the plasma to percolate
through the region from R1 to R2 and ultimately back again. We model this percolation as a
k
Darcy flow with Darcy constant m .
As the leakage into the cells region in which increases qc we have dqc=2πR2dzυR2, and so
dqc
2k m ( Pl  Pc )

dz
 ln( R2 / R1 )

Three simultaneous linear differential equation were derived for Pl , Pc and qc. In principle
three initial conditions are needed to go with them; that is values of Pl, Pc and qc at z=0.
Therefore,
(a) Pl  P0, a given valu e, at z  0,
(b) q c   q 0 , given valu es,  small, at z  0,
(c) q c   q 0, at z  L.

4.2 OXYGEN CONSUMPTION RATE DIFFRENTIAL EQUATIONS
In the case of qc increasing with z, the oxygen transfer rate balance for a section dz of the
annulus:
pqc  p0 dqc  ( pG  p)dz   ( p  dp)(qc  dqc )  pdz /( p  K ).
Cancelling  , neglecting dp dqc and rearranging gives,
dp ( p0  p)dqc / dz  p /( p  K )   ( pG  p)

 f ( z, p)
dz
qc

In the case of qc decreasing with z, the balance

pqc   ( pG  p)dz   ( p  dp)(qc  dqc )  p(dqc )  pdz /( p  K ) .

Cancelling and rearranging gives
dp  p /( p  K )   ( p G  p )

 g ( z, p)
dz
qc

From an initial condition for p at z=0, a numerical procedure is used to obtain the solution
in steps using dp / dz  f ( z, p) until dqc/dz changes sign from positive to negative. From the

value of p nearest to dqc=0 we continue the solution using dp / dz  g ( z, p) until the end of
the device is reached. This gives us an axial partial pressure profile in the cell region.

5. RESULTS
Results and graphs of oxygen outlet partial pressure versus time for the 13 fiber and 19
fiber FIF bioreactors for selected flow rates are given in Figure 2. Studying OTR and the
perfusion flow rate gives a better understanding of the behaviour of the FIF bioreactor.
Therefore, two different modules (13FIF and 19FIF) of bioreactors (5 for each) were used
in these studies. Figure 2 shows that 13 FIF and 19 FIF bioreactors do not have a similar
behavior to the oxygen transfer through the silicone rubber hollow fiber into the other two
Compartments. Figure 2 also shows that the 19FIF bioreactor has a higher OTR than that of
the13FIF bioreactor for all the flow rates except for 40ml/h. The dependency of the OTR
on the flow rate can also be seen.
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Figure 2: Calculated OTR from the experimental work on the 13 FIF and 19 FIF bioreactors. The key legend
denotes the module size, the compartment with water flow and the flow rate. E.g. 19B40 is an experiment
with a 19 fiber set bioreactor, water flow in compartment B and a flow rate of 40 ml/h.

Calculated data from experimental work of OTR with distilled water were used to validate
the theoretical model. Physical and mechanical properties of the FIF bioreactors were used
as Input parameters for the computer implementation. Oxygen transfer for 3 different water
flow rates (40ml/h, 70ml/h &160ml/h) in FIF bioreactor were used to validate the model.
Results showed 70% agreement with experimental results (table 1). The results show that
the model over-predicted the actual OTR by 12% to 28% over the range of flow rates
tested.
Flow rate ml/h

OTR nmol/min Experimental 19FIF

OTR nmol/min Predicted 19FIF

40
70
160

123
234
562

142
234
532

Table 1: Experimental and predicted OTRs in compartment B in the FIF bioreactor (40, 70 & 160ml/h).

There was no correlation between the flow rate and the magnitude of the over prediction.
The experimental results (figure 2) indicated that the OTR in 13FIF module was not
significantly different from that in the 19FIF module. The OTRs predicted by the model
clearly support this finding, where for each flow rate, the theoretical OTRs were the same
irrespective of the number of fiber in fiber sets in the bioreactor.
This part of the paper illustrates the model predictions. OTR will be influenced by the
number and the density of cells in the annulus. Using the model one may predict the effect
on OTR of increased cell density. To study this, OTRs were calculated when Vmax was
10nmol/(cm3s) and doubled to 20nmol/(cm3s) with three different gas phase oxygen
concentrations and two different plasma flow rates. The results show an increase in OTR as
Vmax is decreased. Results also show the highest OTR was 1874nmol/s and that was with
lower Vmax and higher flow rate.
Figure 3 models the effect of oxygen diffusion coefficient in silicone rubber membrane Dm
and different oxygen partial pressure (pG) in Comp C. Effect of Dm on the axial profile of
PO2 in the annulus with Vmax of 25 nmol/(cm3s) is shown in figure 3. The change in the
axial profile of PO2 is notable, when Dm is 16x10-7 cm2/s compared to different Dm (not
shown). When Vmax was increased to about fivefold in magnitude, no changes can be
seen in the PO2 when Dm is 16x10-5. However, there is rapid initial fall in PO2 to below
2mmHg and remaining below this level for about 60% of the axial length of the annulus
when Dm was 16x10-7. Sharper drop in PO2 was found when the inlet pG was 40mmHg.

Figure 3: The effect of oxygen diffusion coefficient in silicone rubber membrane Dm and different oxygen
partial pressure (pG) in Comp C.

6. DISCCUSSION
A novel FIF bioreactor was developed and tested to assess its potential for liver cell culture.
A mathematical model of flow and oxygen transport in the FIF bioreactor has been
described. This model provides a means of altering certain physical and operational
parameters to calculate the expected oxygen transfer rates of hollow fibre bioreactors
operating in the fibre in fibre configuration. The model showed ability to predict the effect
of the inner and outer membrane permeabilities on the flow and axial profile of PO2 in the
annulus, respectively. The model showed very good agreement with experimental results.
Human liver normally has an oxygen partial pressure of 50 mmHg (ranging from 70mmHg
to 30 mmHg), and hepatocytes in vivo are supplied with mixed venous and arterial blood

(Wanless, 1999). This low value could bring the hepatocytes to the required standard of
viability and function. In vitro, hepatocytes showed performance over a range of inlet
oxygen partial pressure from 75 to 380 mmHg, and being problematical with lower and
higher inlet oxygen partial pressure.
The results indicated that a silicone rubber membrane of Dm of 16x10-5 is the best choice
for the outer membrane to ensure cells are oxygenated. The model predicted that the cells
in the annulus could be oxygenated similar to those found the native liver even at high cell
density (figure 7.9, 7.10a and 7.11a). Previous experimental studies showed that the
hepatocytes become functionally impaired below 2 mmHg. At Vmax=100nmol/(cm3s) and
silicone rubber of Dm=16x10-7 (figure 7.11b), the model predicted values of PO2 in the cell
compartment less than 1mmHg over the entire axial length for pG of 40-150mmHg. When
Vmax was 25nmol/(cm3s), the results showed (for Dm=16x10-7) the annulus PO2
decreasing from 6, 4.2 and 3.5 mmHg at entryto 1.2, 0.5 and 0.3 (PG = 150, 70, 40 mmHg,
respectively) and remains constant for the next 50% axial length. This decrease in the
annulus PO2 may be caused by initial increase in the cells OCR whereas plasma enters the
annulus for detoxification.

7. CONCULOSION
FIF bioreactor for hepatocytes was developed. This bioreactor has a separate integral
oxygenation in the outermost compartment by the creation of a third space namely
compartment C. This integral oxygenation compartment can easily oxygenate the cells in
the annulus to levels higher than 2 mmHg; ensuring that the cells are functional and viable.
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FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS OF POLYETHERETHERKETONE
AS A LONG BONE FRACTURE PLATE MATERIAL
Jason Sanderson1, Nobuki Murayama2, Nishimura Takuya1,
Hiroshi Mizuta3, Takako Ishii4, Yoshitaka Nakanishi5

1. ABSTRACT
Polyetheretherketone (PEEK) is a high strength, biocompatible thermoplastic currently
used for various medical and non-medical applications. In orthopedics it is currently
used for cranial plates, spinal and dental implants and diaphyseal nails. Some
advantages that PEEK materials hold over metallic implants include controlled
radiolucency, chemical inertness, and a variable elastic modulus which, if properly
modified, may limit stress shielding. However, when used in a potentially high load
region of the body, PEEK plates may not provide proper stability for successful fracture
healing. In a previous study, observed strain and interfragmentary motion within the
osteotomy were above acceptable levels for promotion of fracture healing(1). The
current study proposes a redesigned PEEK orthopedic plate which includes a ladder-like
titanium inner reinforcement intended to increase the resistance to deformation of the
fracture plate. Finite element analysis is used to assess its capabilities as a long bone
diaphyseal orthopedic plate.

2. INTRODUCTION
The most common fracture plates can be either compression or locking in design and
are made from stainless steel or titanium alloys. These metallic implants are known to
cause stress shielding which has been shown to cause bone atrophy and increase
fracture recovery time(1, 2). Recently, the thermoplastic polyetheretherketone (PEEK)
has been used as a new material in diaphyseal nail, cranial, spinal, and dental orthopedic
implants. It has multiple advantages over metallic materials such as radiolucency and
chemical inertness. Perhaps most important is its variable elastic modulus which, if
adjusted properly, can be used to reduce stress shielding during fracture healing. The
current study builds upon a previous study, which analyzed different types of PEEK
materials in orthopedic plates and compared them with a medical grade titanium alloy(1).
The finite element method (FEM) is used to compare the effectiveness of reinforced
(titanium inner reinforcement) PEEK orthopedic plates with plates made of solid
titanium or solid PEEK in a high load, long bone, simple diaphyseal fracture.
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3. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A CAD model of a left human tibia obtained from the VAKHUM public dataset was
used to simulate the bone fragments for FEM analysis(3). Screws and two custom plate
models were designed in Autodesk Inventor™. Both models were locking plates with
six in line screw holes. Plate A was designed to test a single material, e.g., medical
grade titanium alloy (6Al-4V) or PEEK, and Plate B contained an inner reinforcement
of titanium alloy to increase the deformation resistance of the PEEK thermoplastic (Fig.
1). The reinforcement was designed in response to a previous study where a standard
PEEK plate was found to produce excess motion in the fracture gap(1).
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Figure 1: Plate A - Standard Plate. Plate B - Reinforced Plate. (Including
screw numbers.)

Static FEM compression analyses were performed in
Inventor™ with the tibia loaded proximally and fixed distally.
Load approximated a person of 80 kg and was distributed
between the medial and lateral tibial plateaus following load
distribution estimations previously published by Kettlekamp, et
al. (Fig. 2). A 3 mm osteotomy was applied at the center of the
diaphysis between the proximal and distal bone fragments
about which the plate was centered. A 3 mm gap was chosen to
better elucidate the effects of the load upon the constructs. The
fracture plates were placed medially and four screws (#1, #2,
#5, #6) were used to fasten the plate to the bone. The two
central holes (#3, #4) of the six plate screw holes were left
open to simulate the surgical procedure of bridging the fracture
gap to not further damage the fracture area. Contact between
screw heads and the plate was “bonded” and contact between
Table 1: Construct configurations for analysis.
Configuration Label
Plate Type
Plate Material
Reinforced-Pk-Pk
Ti Reinforced
PEEK
Reinforced-Pk-Ti
Ti Reinforced
PEEK
Standard-Pk-Pk
Standard
PEEK
Standard-Ti-Ti
Standard
Titanium

Distal
Figure 2: Construct model
used in FEM analysis
showing proximal loads.
(Medial: 220 MPa,
Lateral: 93 MPa)

Screw Material
PEEK
Titanium
PEEK
Titanium

Table 2: Material properties used in FEM analysis.
Material

Young’s Modulus [GPa]

Poisson’s Ratio

Yield Strength [MPa]

Titanium

102.81

0.36

275.60

PEEK

13.00

0.44

355.00

Cortical Bone

12.50

0.30

83.40

the screw shaft and bone fragments was “shrink fit / no sliding.” Contact between bone
fragments was “separation” and, for plate b, contact between the plate and
reinforcement was “sliding / no separation.” Inventor™ uses a “tetra 10” style mesh (4
physical points and 10 nodes for interpolation) and produced an average of 886,220
nodes and 580,979 elements for the models. A local mesh of 0.5 mm was applied to
regions of interest, such as screw-to-bone contacts, to provide for higher accuracy
results. Four constructs were analyzed with configurations shown in table 1. Material
properties used in the FEM analysis are displayed in table 2.
4. RESULTS
Reinforced-Pk-Pk

Reinforced-Pk-Ti

Standard-Pk-Pk

Max Fragment Displacement within Gap

Max Osteotomy Surface Stress

Stress [MPa]

Disp. [mm]

5
4
3
2
1
0
Proximal Fragment

700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0

Distal Fragment

Figure 3: Maximum bone fragment displacement
within the osteotomy.

Proximal Fragment

Distal Fragment

Figure 4: Maximum Von Mises stress found on the
bone fragment surfaces within osteotomy.
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Figure 5: Maximum equivalent strain on the bone
fragment surfaces within the osteotomy.
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Figure 6: Maximum stress for each part of each
construct. (Inner Ti reinforcement of the reinforced
PEEK plate included.)

Bone fragment displacement within the osteotomy is largest in constructs which contain
screws made of PEEK thermoplastic and lowest in the Standard-Ti-Ti construct (Fig. 3).
In the analysis, the three constructs using PEEK as the plate material closed the 3 mm
gap at the lateral side (plate opposite) of the fracture gap. The Standard-Ti-Ti construct

Reinforced-Pk-Ti

Reinforced-Pk-Pk

Max: 1470
MPa

Max: 1014
MPa

Reinforcement

Reinforcement

Standard-Ti-Ti

Standard-Pk-Pk

Max: 8162
MPa

Max: 1060
MPa

Figure 7: Front view of plate and screw stress results, 0 - 1000 MPa scale. Ti-reinforced PEEK plates
also show stress results of inner reinforcement (front view) at bottom right of the figure.

did not allow gap closure. Maximum Von Mises stress and maximum equivalent strain
on the proximal and distal osteotomy surfaces are shown in figures 4 and 5 respectively.
Maximum stresses and strains within the osteotomy are found in the areas of contact at
gap closure. These areas are found on the lateral side of the tibia, opposite the plate. For
the entire construct, the highest stress found in any of the analyses is found on the head
of the fifth screw of the Standard-Ti-Ti construct (Fig. 6). At 8162 MPa, the stresses on
screw #5 are nearly 4 times the next highest amount.
Figure 7 displays the Von Mises stress map of the plates and screws for each construct
configuration with maximum stress positions labeled. The maximum stress for each
construct is found on screw #5 except for the Reinforced-Pk-Pk construct, which has
maximum stress on screw #1. Maximum stresses also occur on the near cortex for each
construct except for the Standard-Ti-Ti construct upon which the maximum stress
occurs at the base of the screw head near the bottom (lateral) side of the plate.
5. DISCUSSION
Interfragmentary motion (IFM) for the four constructs was high. Claes et al. found that
0.5 mm IFM produces the most stable fracture callus for secondary fracture healing in
fracture gaps of 2 mm or smaller. For larger gap sizes (3 to 6 mm), delayed healing can

occur with an IFM of up to 3 mm. The high IFM for this analysis is most likely due to
the size of the plate relative to its anatomical position and the loads placed upon it.
Usually, fracture plates used in a high load diaphyseal fracture are as long as possible so
that load may be distributed over the length of the plate and over more screws. A short
plate is used in this study with the hope of emphasizing problem areas.
The Standard-Ti-Ti construct had excessively high stress at the #5 screw head. The
bearing yield strength of medical grade titanium is just under 1500 MPa which means
that this high stress would lead to construct failure7. The position of this extremely high
stress is at the head of the screw near the bottom of the plate. It appears that a stress
riser formed between the plate and screw in that location due to contact between the two
parts when the construct was deformed under load. It is possible that a larger, or ovalshaped, exit hole on the plate would alleviate this problem.
Figures 4 and 5 show that PEEK plates, standard and Ti reinforced, all had gap closure
and all had similar stress and strain magnitudes per bone fragment. The Standard-Ti-Ti
construct did not allow total gap closure, therefore very little stress or strain is found
within the gap. Wolff’s law, and Dr. Frost’s subsequent Mechanostat model, state that
bone remodels itself based on the mechanical deformation, or strain, placed upon it.
This lack of stress and strain within the osteotomy in the all-titanium construct may
prevent remodeling from occurring. Results would likely differ in a non-gap analysis
but fracture gaps often occur in real world conditions. The fracture gap is used here may
simulate an extreme example of this but is used for reasons previously stated.
A limitation of this study is the isotropic representation of bone in the FEM analysis
when it is actually an anisotropic material. The accurate representation of tibial
morphology aided in the translation of forces throughout the length of the bone
fragments but the anisotropic properties of bone are required for a more accurate
simulation. Another possible limitation is the small plate design for the anatomical
position of the analysis. Often, these types of fractures are treated with an
intramedullary nail or a plate that spans much of the length of the diaphysis. In the case
of a long bone fracture plate system, the number of screws used is greater than what the
plate in the current study can accommodate. More screws help to distribute the load
evenly along the length of the plate. This is a likely reason for the relatively high IFM
and stress results in this analysis. Finally, mechanical tests should be performed to
validate the results of the FEM analysis. These tests are planned for the near future.
While none of the constructs are shown to be absolutely superior to another, we believe
that a Ti-reinforced, PEEK construct is a viable competitor to traditional metallic
fracture plating. Titanium and stainless steel materials have proved to be highly
effective orthopedic implant materials but the problem of stress shielding is one of their
biggest drawbacks, especially in osteoporotic bone. It has, however, proved difficult to
find a better combination of biocompatibility and strength. Here we show that a
composite of PEEK and titanium materials deforms more than a titanium construct,
which then initiates contact between bone fragments. The contact created an increase in
gap stress and strain, which may instigate the bone remodeling response. On the other

hand, if the IFM is too large, remodeling may be delayed or nonunion could occur6. We
believe that, if necessary, a design adjustment that increases the length of the plate and
adds screws to the construct will decrease excessive IFM to acceptable levels and
improve strain and stress values.
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INVERSE FINITE ELEMENT DETERMINATION OF PATIENT-SPECIFIC
DIFFUSION PROPERTIES OF THE INTERVERTEBRAL DISC
F. Galbusera1, M. Tibiletti2, M. Brayda-Bruno3, A. Mietsch4, C. Neidlinger-Wilke5
and H.-J. Wilke6

1. ABSTRACT
Intervertebral disc nutrition is based on diffusive processes, while convection plays a
marginal role for small solutes. To investigate the in vivo diffusive properties of the
disc, an inverse finite element method based on gadolinium-enhanced magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) was developed. Gadolinium concentration values were
determined in the nucleus pulposus (NP), cranial and caudal bony endplates (BEPs) and
cartilaginous endplates (CEPs) of 90 intervertebral discs showing various degenerative
characteristics. Values were recorded 5 minutes, 10 minutes, 2 hours, 4 hours and 6
hours after injection of the contrast agent. Patient-specific one-dimensional finite
element models having disc height and endplate thickness of each of the 90 considered
discs were built and employed in an automated optimization routine aimed to the
determination of the gadolinium diffusion coefficients of NP, cranial and caudal CEPs
and BEPs. Concentrations measured in the vertebral bodies were used as timedependent boundary conditions in the finite element models; the differences between
the predictions and MRI measurements in NP, CEPs and BEPs at the different scanning
times were minimized. Results generally showed an asymmetry of the diffusion
coefficients between upper and lower endplates. Mildly degenerated discs generally
showed a decrease of diffusive properties with respect to healthy discs. No clear
tendencies were depicted for severe disc degeneration. This modeling approach proved
to be useful to support the interpretation of data obtained with contrast-enhanced MRI,
and to be able to predict material properties which are difficult to estimate with other
methods.
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2. INTRODUCTION
Intervertebral disc nutrition is based on diffusive processes of small molecules such as
oxygen and glucose. Among the anatomical structures which are involved in nutrition of
the disc cells, the vertebral endplates play a critical role and have been therefore
comprehensively investigated in previous studies (1,2). The mostly studied parameters
are endplate thickness, density and porosity of the bony portion of the endplate, density
and size of the vascular buds and marrow channels, and permeability.
Some studies were targeted to the investigation of the in vivo diffusion behavior of
small solutes through the endplates and inside the intervertebral disc (3). Serial postcontrast magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) was widely employed to this aim, by using
nonionizing contrast agents with molecular weights lower than 1 kD (Gadodiamide or
Gadoteridol) which may well replicate the diffusion behavior of essential nutrients. In
these studies, both healthy and degenerated discs and endplates were investigated, thus
potentially allowing for the determination of a correlation between nutrient diffusion
and intervertebral disc degeneration.
However, the interpretation of contrast-enhanced MRI data remains of concern.
Assuming that the T1 signal enhancement is proportional to the concentration of the
contrast agent, the observation of the its time behavior would allow for the investigation
of the in vivo diffusive properties of the disc by using an inverse approach, in which the
tissue diffusion coefficients are optimized to best fit the measured concentration
profiles. To this purpose, an inverse finite element method based on gadoliniumenhanced MRI was developed.

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS
90 lumbar intervertebral discs from 32 patients suffering from low back pain were
scanned with contrast-enhanced MRI. 22 discs were not included in the study due to
evident endplate defects such as Schmorl's nodes. Therefore, 68 discs were investigated.
2 discs were evaluated as grade 1 of the Pfirrmann scale (4), 24 disc as grade 2, 26 as
grade 3 and 15 as grade 4. For every disc, the T1 signal enhancement 5 minutes, 10
minutes, 2, 4 and 6 hour after injection of the contrast medium was determined.
Assuming that the relative T1 signal enhancement is proportional to the concentration of
the contrast agent, a one-dimensional finite element model of the diffusion of
gadolinium through the endplates and disc was set up for all investigated discs (Fig. 1).

Figure 1. One-dimensional finite element model of a lumbar intervertebral disc

The total length of the segment describing the intervertebral disc was adapted to the
anatomy of each investigated disc, based on MRI assessment. As boundary condition, a
logarithmic function approximating the T1 relative signal enhancement determined by
contrast-enhanced MRI was assigned to the cranial and caudal BEPs. Diffusion
response was assumed to be dominated by the CEPs; therefore, diffusion coefficients of
vertebral bone, BEPs and nucleus pulposus were assumed to be fixed.
The diffusion coefficients of the two CEPs were optimized in order to minimize the sum
of the differences between the predicted T1 signal enhancement inside the intervertebral
disc and the CEPs and the actual T1 signal enhancement determined by MRI
acquisitions. The NOMAD open source package (5) was used for the optimization;
simulations were carried out in ABAQUS 6.10 (SIMULIA, Providence, RI, USA)
driven by a purposely developed Python script.

4. RESULTS
Figure 2 shows the average T1 signal enhancement profiles obtained 5 minutes, 10
minutes, 2, 4 and 6 hours after injection of the contrast agent in the 68 discs.

Figure 2. Average profiles of the relative T1 signal enhancement measured at different
time points
At 5 minutes, the contrast agent concentration is maximal in the bony regions close to
the endplates, due to the blood supply (Fig. 3). With progressing time, the contrast agent
diffuses first into the CEPs and then into the intervertebral disc, reaching the peak in the
centre of the disc 6 hours after injection. By this time, its concentration into blood and
therefore into vertebral bone decreases to negligible values.

Figure 3. T1 signal enhancement in the BEPs, CEPs, and in the centre of the nucleus
pulposus measured with contrast-enhanced MRI for a representative patient
Figure 4 shows the calculated diffusion coefficients for the cranial and caudal CEPs. A
trend towards lower values in the caudal CEP was observed; however, no statistical
significance was achieved. Highly degenerated discs (Pfirrmann degrees 3 and 4)
showed a higher variability in the predicted diffusion coefficients.

Figure 4. Boxplot of the diffusion coefficients predicted for the cranial and caudal
CEP calculated on the whole set of 68 discs and divided by the Pfirrmann
degeneration degree (CEP (1,2): Pfirrmann degree 1 and 2; CEP (3,4): Pfirrmann
degree 3 and 4)

5. DISCUSSION
Two major limitations can be identified for the present work. First, the predicted
diffusion coefficients had arbitrary units of measurement, because they were calculated
based on the relative T1 signal enhancement and not on the real concentration of the
contrast agent. Although the assumption of a linear relationship between the two values
could be considered acceptable (3), the factor of proportionality is unknown and should
be estimated with phantom-based MRI acquisitions.
The second limitation concerns the fact that the diffusion properties of the contrast
agent inside the intervertebral disc may not adequately represent those of the nutrients
of disc cells (oxygen and glucose). The impact of this assumption may be believed to be
limited due to the small molecular weight of the contrast agent, but it is actually
unknown.
Despite the described critical points, the presented novel computational method proved
to be useful to support the interpretation of data obtained with contrast-enhanced MRI,
and to be able to predict the diffusion properties of the intervertebral disc in a patientspecific manner, which are difficult to estimate with other non-invasive methods.
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TIP CELLS AT THE TOP:
MULTISCALE MODELING OF ANGIOGENESIS
DURING FRACTURE HEALING
A. Carlier1, L. Geris2 and H. Van Oosterwyck3

1. ABSTRACT
The healing of a fracture depends largely on the development of a new blood vessel
network (angiogenesis) in the callus. During angiogenesis tip cells lead the developing
sprout in response to extracellular signals, principally vascular endothelial growth factor
(VEGF). In order to ensure a correct development of the vasculature, the balance
between stalk and tip cell phenotypes must be tightly controlled, which is achieved by
the Dll4-Notch1 signaling pathway. This study presents a novel multiscale model of
osteogenesis and sprouting angiogenesis, incorporating lateral inhibition of endothelial
cells (further denoted MOSAIC model) through Dll4-Notch1 signaling, and applies it to
fracture healing. The MOSAIC model correctly predicts the bone regeneration process
and recapitulates many experimentally observed aspects of tip cell selection. This novel
multiscale platform is subsequently used to investigate the development of the
vasculature in low VEGF environments which directly influences the progression and
final outcome of bone fracture healing. This study demonstrates the potential of
multiscale models to investigate possible biological mechanisms across different time
and spatial scales, thereby contributing to the fundamental knowledge of sprouting
angiogenesis in normal and pathological conditions.

2. INTRODUCTION
The biological process of fracture healing occurs in three stages. First the trauma site
becomes hypoxic and is invaded by inflammatory cells, fibroblasts and mesenchymal
stem cells. Then fibrocartilage (‘soft callus’) is formed and when the blood vessels
invade this initial template, it is replaced by bone (‘hard callus’) by the process of
endochondral ossification. Finally, the woven bone is replaced by lamellar bone and the
vasculature is reorganized.
As illustrated above, the healing of a fracture depends largely on the development of a
new blood vessel network (angiogenesis) in the callus. At a more phenomenological
level sprouting angiogenesis involves the following steps: first a “tip cell” is selected;
this cell will extend filopodia sensing the haptotactic and chemotactic cues in the
environment and leads the newly formed “sprout” comprised of following and
proliferating “stalk cells”; the newly formed sprout, or “branch” then connects with
another branch in a process called anastomosis, which results in the formation of a
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closed loop allowing the initiation of blood flow [1].
In order to ensure a correct development of the vasculature, the balance between stalk
and tip cell phenotypes must be tightly controlled. The process of tip cell selection
consists of two main steps. Firstly a gradient of vascular endothelial growth factor
(VEGF) is formed due to a hypoxic environment which causes the upregulation of
VEGF-expression and secretion. The VEGF-mediated activation of the VEGFR-2
receptors induces the upregulation of Dll4. Since the VEGF-levels are highest at the
leading tip, Dll4 is mostly expressed in tip cells. In the second step Dll4 activates the
Notch1-receptors on the neighboring cells, downregulating the expression of VEGFR-2
in the trailing stalk cells, making them less susceptible to VEGF. In this manner the
adequate amount of tip cells, required for a correct sprouting pattern, is established [14].
Sprouting angiogenesis clearly involves multiple biological scales: the intracellular
scale where gene expression is altered so that different phenotypes (e.g. tip and stalk
cells) can arise, the cellular scale that involves proliferation and migration and the tissue
scale that encompasses the concentration fields of soluble and insoluble biochemical
factors. As these scales are highly coupled, multiscale models are needed to study the
mechanisms of sprouting angiogenesis. Currently, many computational models of
angiogenesis exist (for comprehensive reviews on mathematical models of angiogenesis
the reader is referred to [5-7]) but to the best of the authors’ knowledge, there is only
one model of sprouting angiogenesis with Dll4-Notch1 rigorously implemented [2].
However, its dynamics have not been simulated at the tissue level or in the context of
bone fracture healing. Furthermore, there is a lack of multiscale models of fracture
repair incorporating angiogenesis [8]. This study will couple the multiple biological
scales with the appropriate multiscale modeling techniques, thereby establishing a novel
platform to investigate sprouting angiogenesis during fracture healing.

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS
The MOSAIC model presented in this work integrates an intracellular module based on
the work of Bentley et al. [2] into the model of Peiffer et al. [9]. Fig. 1 gives a schematic
overview of the MOSAIC model which consists of (1) a tissue level describing the
various key processes of bone regeneration with continuous variables, (2) a cellular
level representing the developing vasculature with discrete endothelial cells and (3) the
intracellular level that defines the internal dynamics of every endothelial cell.
The discrete blood vessel network is implemented on a lattice. Every endothelial cell
has unique intracellular protein levels, which control the behavior of that specific cell.
The intracellular module is adapted from the agent-based model of Bentley et al. [2] and
consists of the following variables: the level of VEGFR-2 (V), Notch1 (N), Dll4 (D),
active VEGFR-2 (V’), active Notch1 (N’), effective active VEGFR-2 (V”), effective
active Notch1 (N”) and the amount of actin (A). The effective active levels (V” and N”)
represent the levels at the nucleus, influencing gene expression and include the time
delay of translocation to the nucleus. The amount of actin (A) refers to the polymerized
actin levels (F-actin) inside the cell. The intracellular dynamics will determine the
movement of the tip cell and whether sprouting and/or anastomosis will occur. As such,
the fundamental processes occurring at the micro-scale determine the evolution of the
vascular network.

Fig. 1. Schematic overview of the multiscale model and its geometrical domain. Left: Scale separation
map indicating schematically the modeled processes at different spatial and temporal scales. The
intracellular variables govern endothelial cell (EC) behavior. Cell types that are considered at the tissue
scale (MSCs: mesenchymal stem cells, CHs: chondrocytes, OBs: osteoblasts, FBs: fibroblasts) can
migrate (only MSCs and FBs), proliferate (circular arrows), differentiate (vertical arrows) and produce
growth factors (gb: osteogenic growth factor concentration, gc: chondrogenic growth factor
concentration, gv: angiogenic growth factor concentration) and extracellular matrix (mf: fibrous tissue
density, mb: bone density, mc: cartilage density, m: total tissue density). Blood vessels serve as an oxygen
source (n: oxygen concentration). Variables next to an arrow indicate their mediating role for a certain
tissue level process. Right: Geometrical domain deduced from the real callus geometry at postfracture
week 3 [11]; 1 periosteal callus; 2 intercortical callus; 3 endosteal callus; 4 cortical bone.

At the tissue level, the fracture healing process is described as a spatiotemporal
variation of eleven continuous variables: mesenchymal stem cell density (cm), fibroblast
density (cf), chondrocyte density (cc), osteoblast density (cb), fibrous extracellular
matrix density (mf), cartilaginous matrix density (mc), bone extracellular matrix density
(mb), generic osteogenic growth factor concentration (gb), chondrogenic growth factor
concentration (gc), vascular growth factor concentration (gv) and concentration of
oxygen (n). The set of partial differential equations (PDEs) accounts for various key
processes of bone regeneration. Initially the callus is filled with granulation tissue and
the mesenchymal stem cells and growth factors will quickly occupy the regeneration
zone. Subsequently the mesenchymal stem cells differentiate into osteoblasts
(intramembranous ossification – close to the cortex away from the fracture site) and
chondrocytes (central callus region). This is followed by VEGF expression by
(hypertrophic) chondrocytes, which attracts blood vessels and osteoblasts and which is
accompanied by cartilage degradation and bone formation (endochondral ossification).
The model does not include bone remodeling. Detailed information, including the
complete set of equations, boundary and initial conditions, parameter values and
implementation details can be found in Peiffer et al. [9] and Geris et al. [10]. A
manuscript describing all the details of the MOSAIC model is in preparation.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The MOSAIC model predicts the evolution of the continuous variables as well as the
evolution of the intracellular variables during normal fracture healing. Fig. 2 compares
the predictions of the Peiffer-model [9] and the MOSAIC model with the
experimentally measured tissue fractions of Harrison et al. in a rodent standardized
fracture model [11]. Both models capture the general trends in the experimental data:
the bone tissue fraction gradually increases throughout the healing process; the fibrous
tissue fraction disappears; the cartilage template is first produced and later replaced by
bone. After one, two and three weeks the surface fraction of the blood vessels in the
callus is respectively 3.05%, 35.54% and 65.86%.

Fig. 2. In silico and in vivo evolution of normal fracture healing. Temporal evolution of the bone,
cartilage and fibrous tissue fractions (%) in the periosteal, intercortical and endosteal callus as predicted
using the hybrid model of Peiffer et al. [9] and the newly developed multiscale model (MOSAIC) and as
measured by Harrison et al. [11].

Fig. 3 shows that the tip cells have high VEGFR-2 levels. The stalk cells are inhibited
and have low VEGFR-2 and actin levels. Remark that the Dll4-Notch signaling stops
when the VEGF-concentration in the callus drops (the VEGFR-2 levels stay constant).
The VEGF concentration goes down since the vasculature brings enough oxygen to the
fracture site. The endothelial cells far away from the vascular front all have maximal
VEGFR-2 levels. The heterozygous knockout genotypes (Fig. 3. left) show an increased
sprouting due to a clearly reduced inhibition of the tip cell phenotype. The
overexpression of Dll4 (Fig. 3. right) increases the inhibition of the tip cell phenotype
resulting in a decrease of the vascular density. These results are consistent with the
experimental observations [4, 12, 13]. Hellström et al. [4] convincingly showed that the
heterozygous inactivation of the Notch ligand Dll4 promotes an increase in the number
of tip cells in the retina of newborn mice.

Fig. 3. Image of the amount of VEGFR-2 per EC for different Dll4 expression levels. The figure is
focused on the periosteal callus. Remark that the tip cells have a lot of VEGFR-2 (dark brown) whereas
the following stalk cells are inhibited, giving rise to a low number of VEGFR-2 (dark blue). Left:
heterozygous knockout, middle: standard condition, right: overexpression.

The MOSAIC model can also be used to investigate the influence of high or low VEGF
environments on the development of the vasculature and the progression of the healing.
The VEGF concentration can be decreased by adding VEGF-antibodies or by increasing
the amount of VEGFR-1, a decoy receptor for VEGF. The model predicts that an
increase of the latter results in a reduction of the vascular density since less VEGF
remains available for VEGFR-2 activation (Fig. 4), which is also seen in loss- and gainof-function data [14, 15]. Consequently, the reduced vascularization will delay the
healing of the fracture or even impair it, thereby resulting in a non-union.

Fig. 4. Vasculature at 35 days post fracture for a variation in the amount of decoy receptor
VEGFR-1. i: Vsink = 0.275 (standard condition), ii: Vsink = 0.125, iii: Vsink = 0.025, iv: Vsink = 0.0025.

5. CONCLUSION
This study presents a multiscale model of osteogenesis and sprouting angiogenesis with
lateral inhibition of endothelial cells (MOSAIC). The bone regeneration process was
predicted by the model in accordance with experimental reports and previously
validated in silico results [10]. The MOSAIC model correctly recapitulated many
experimentally observed aspects of tip cell selection such as the salt and pepper pattern
seen for cell fates and an increased tip cell density due to the loss of Dll4. The proposed
model incorporates biological processes at various temporal and spatial scales, a
technique with many advantages, some of which have been demonstrated here. Firstly,
information at all three scales can be extracted and used to analyze the model: the
influence of gene knockouts and injection of VEGF-antibodies or blockage of VEGFreceptors on fracture healing can be further investigated with this multiscale framework.
Secondly, the intracellular levels are meaningful for experimental biologists, thereby
establishing a bridge between computational and experimental biologists. Finally, the
proposed multiscale model is more mechanistic since tip cell selection is based on

intracellular dynamics, rather than some phenomenological “rules” as was the case in
the hybrid model of Peiffer et al. [9]. This allows gaining more insight into the
fundamental processes at the micro-scale that in turn give rise to the emergent behavior
seen at the macro-scale. In conclusion, the proposed multiscale model was found to be a
useful tool to investigate possible biological mechanisms across different time and
spatial scales, thereby contributing to the fundamental knowledge of sprouting
angiogenesis in both normal and pathological conditions.
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THE COMPUTATIONAL MODEL OF DENTAL IMPLANT
INTERACTION WITH BONE TISSUE
P. Marcián1, L. Borák2, Z. Majer2, Z. Florian2, J. Kaiser3, V. Konečná4

1. ABSTRACT
The paper deals with computational modeling of dental implant interaction with bone
tissue using advanced geometry model of mandible. The bone model includes detailed
trabecular architecture which is based on µCT data. Implant interaction with cortical
bone as well as with trabeculae under mechanical loading and using this advanced
model is assessed by means of implant displacements and bone strain intensity.

2. INTRODUCTION
The success of dental implants applied in human mandible or maxilla depends on many
significant factors ranging from biological processes to manufacturing technology. A
crucial role in this respect plays especially the mechanical interaction of an implant with
the bone tissue in which it is applied [1]. The successful interaction combines
advantages of biological phenomenon commonly known as osseointegration [2], and a
suitable design, material as well as surface treatment of the used dental implant. From
this point of view it is obvious that the application of a dental implant is not only a
medical procedure but an interdisciplinary process. Mechanism of the dental implant
interaction with bone tissue and its influence on dental implant reliability and durability
has not yet been fully understood. It is therefore a challenging task to contribute to the
discussion on this process and to show some advanced possibilities of its modeling. The
task is even more complex because of lacking criteria which can be followed in
assessing the implant/bone interaction from mechanical point of view. Another obstacle
in assessing the implant/bone interaction is a very complex geometry of the bone and
also an uncertain contact area of the involved components.
A very effective tool in assessing the implant/bone mechanical interaction appears to be
the computational modeling which was successfully used in solving many other
biomechanical problems in the past. Thanks to the latest technologies it is possible to
build models on a quite high modeling-level which means including detailed
architecture of the cancellous bone. Just the model of the detailed trabecular architecture
is one of the advances which may push further the knowledge on the implant/bone
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interaction. Previous studies on this subject lacked the trabecular architecture and
usually used very simplified geometry [3, 4]. Our aim is to introduce more complex
model which includes the detailed trabecular architecture and which is in this respect
much closer to the reality than ever before.
In assessing the implant/bone interaction one has to deal with the fact that no criteria
have been formulated yet. The aim of this paper is not to develop such a criterion,
nevertheless the applicability of the model and also results of the calculations should be
somehow assessed. For this purpose, mechanical quantities such as implant
displacements and bone strains will be analyzed, and the latter also compared to
physiological values introduced by Frost in his Mechanostat hypothesis [5].
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
The computational model proposed for the implant/bone interaction assessment
basically consists of four parts: Model of geometry, model of material properties, model
of loading, and model of boundary conditions. In this paper, the most complex and also
the most novel is the model of geometry which is based on the modern visualization
methods, specifically the µCT device.
The conventional CT devices with a typical spatial resolution of 0.2 -5 mm do not allow
visualization of the complex trabecular architecture. In order to get the geometry model
of the cancellous bone tissue including this architecture the µCT device must be used
(resolution 1-100 µm). Fig. 1 demonstrates the difference between a conventional CT
image (pixel size of 295x295µm2) and a µCT image (pixel size of 16x16µm2) of the
same bone at the specific region of a human mandible. The inner structure of the
cancellous bone is poorly distinguishable via the conventional CT while the µCT
provides fundamentally better image quality which makes the trabecular architecture
clearly recognizable.
Two series of images of mandible segments were made using the µCT device (GE 130
keV 76mA). The 6mm-thick segments were taken from two cadavers. These segments
represent the left premolar region with healed alveolar processes after a tooth extraction;
this is the typical state allowing the implant application. These two bone segments differ
in bone density which is quantified here by the bone volume fraction (BVF). BVF of the
analyzed segments are 0.145±0.036 and 0.377±0.056. The first segment has relatively
poor bone density which is caused by long-range bone atrophy. The second one can be
classified as bone with a normal bone density.
6 mm

c)
d)
b)
a)
Fig. 1. a) CT image; b) µCT image; c) Model (BVF=0.149); b) Model: (BVF=0.377)
The µCT slices were preserved as TIFF files, and were imported into an image

processing application STL Model Creator programmed in a numerical computing
environment (Matlab 2010, MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) to construct the 3D STL
model of the mandible segment [6, 7]. Fig. 2 shows the STL models of both segments.
Because of the very complex geometry of the inner trabecular architecture, which is
highly time consuming from hardware point of view, only a limited volume
representing the immediate vicinity of the future implant was finally created (6-mm
thick segment was further limited by the mandibular canal). For the implant/bone
interaction study the screw implant of the Branemark type (diameter 3.8mm, length
11mm) was chosen as a typical representative of dental implants. The geometry model
of this implant was created in CAD software SolidWorks 2010 (Dassault Systems,
Vélizy-Villacoublay, France) - see Fig. 2.

2 mm

c)
b)
a)
d)
Fig. 2. a) Implant geometry; b) Model in buccolingual section; c) FEM mesh;
d) Model with the bone layer around the implant (sectional view)
The final geometry model was created by assembling the implant and the bone together.
In this way two models were created: One with the lower BVF and the other with the
higher BVF. Two additional models were created by adding a 0.1mm-thick layer of the
bone covering the implant (Fig. 2d). This layer represents the phenomenon which
accompanies the osseointegration, i.e. overgrowing the bone around the implant.
Therefore four final models were created for analyzing four cases: 1st case with lower
BVF and without the bone layer around the implant (labeled as BVF0.149_00), 2nd
case with higher BVF and without the bone layer around the implant (BVF0.377_00),
3rd case with lower BVF and with the bone layer around the implant (BVF0.149_01)
and 4th case with higher BVF and with the bone layer around the implant
(BVF0.377_01).
The finite element method was used for the computational solution and the software
Ansys 12.0 (Ansys Inc., Canonsburg, PA, USA) for the practical realization of the
calculations. All four cases were discretized by 10-node quadratic element SOLID187
with global size ranging from 0.01 to 0.5mm; the contact between the bone and the
implant was modeled using elements CONTA175 and TARGE170. Total number of
elements in all four cases oscillates around 7.5 million with approx. 10 million nodes.
Material properties of the bone tissue were modeled using homogeneous isotropic
linearly elastic material model. Despite the fact that the bone is composed of two types
of tissue, i.e. of the cancellous bone and of the cortical bone, the assumption that the
mechanical properties of these two tissues are same at the microlevel was adopted [8].
In this study typical values E = 13700 MPa and µ = 0.3 were used [9]. The same
material model was used also for the dental implant which is made of titanium alloy.
For this component E = 110 000 MPa and µ = 0.3 [10].

The models in all cases were fixed on both section areas. The implant was loaded by the
force applied on the uppermost cross section of the implant model in the coronoapical
direction; specifically the force of 200 N was applied. Since all analyzed cases represent
osseointegrated implants the bone-implant contact surfaces were prevented from the
mutual movement. A practical realization of this boundary condition was provided by
the Bonded Always option in the contact element settings. The calculation was focused
on the following two mechanical quantities: the coronoapical displacement of the
implant characterizing a global stiffness of the system, and the strain intensity
distribution in the bone characterizing the bone condition from the physiological point
of view.
3. RESULTS
The dental implant displacements for the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th case are 3.2 µm, 4.4 µm,
2.9 µm, and 3.9 µm respectively. These representative displacements were obtained
from the loading site, specifically from the center of this circular section. Fig. 3a shows
a typical example of the displacements in the implant, and Fig. 3b shows an example of
the displacements in the buccolingual cross section. Representative 3D plots of the
displacements and strains in the overall model are presented in Fig. 3c, d.

d)
b)
c)
a)
Fig. 3. Results: a) Implant displacements [mm]; b) Displacements [mm] in the
buccolingual section; c) Displacements [mm] in 3D view; d) Strain intensity in 3D view
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Fig. 4. Strain intensity [-] results: a) BVF 0.149_00; b) BVF 0.149_01;
c) BVF 0.377_00; d) BVF 0.377_01

For the implant/bone interaction assessment the strain intensity distributions in the
buccolingual cross sections for all analyzed cases are shown in Fig. 4. The strain
intensities range typically from 0.0001 to 0.004.
4. DISCUSION
The dental implant displacement results reveal that lower BVF models (1st and 3rd
cases) allow more limited movement than the higher BVF models (2nd and 4th cases). It
is caused by the stronger cortical bone in the region of the implant neck in the first and
third cases. In these cases the implant is connected to the cortical bone in the alveolar
process via three threads and the rest of the screw is in contact with the trabeculae only
locally. On the contrary, higher BVF models have denser trabecular architecture and
weaker cortical bone in the implant neck region; in addition the cortical bone is
relatively porous in this region. In these cases the implant is not so rigidly fixed in the
cortical bone as in the previous cases. This fact allows a larger implant movement.
Moreover, the implant is in a larger contact with the trabecular architecture which has a
positive impact on the implant primary stability. The implant primary stability is not
guaranteed in the lower BVF cases because of the local-only connections. If these
connections failed it would lead to complete failure of the implant anchorage. Besides,
the cortical bone in the implant neck region can face to another problem: This region is
located on the gingiva-implant interface which is highly prone to infection. Therefore
the primary stability of the implant is highly required.
The bone layer around the implant surface modeled in 3rd and 4th cases allows lower
displacements than the corresponding models without this layer. The reason is that this
layer increases the stiffness of the implant anchorage.
The average coronoapical displacement (3.6±0.6 µm) corresponds to the lower level of
commonly accepted experimental values of the implant displacements which range from
4 µm to 27 µm [4]. The comparison with these experimental values is helpful also since
there are very limited possibilities of the model validation. The agreement with these
values shows that the model is valid from the implant movement point of view.
Strain intensity results confirm the significant differences between the models with the
lower and the higher bone density. In case of the model with BVF=0.149 the higher
strain intensity occur in the neck region, i.e. in the region of the implant-to-cortical-bone
connection. In this case a special attention must be paid to the loading because if the
strain intensity exceeds certain limit a tissue necrosis will occur which will result in
problems with the primary stability. In addition, the cancellous bone in the lower part of
the implant might worsen even more because of too uneven strain distribution (and
therefore bone remodeling) focused mainly on the cortical bone. In this case, the dental
implant would be finally anchored in the cortical bone only and the cancellous bone
density would more decrease. This is not an ideal state and it should be avoided. In
case of the model with BVF=0.377 the strain intensity is distributed more evenly along
the implant. According to the limits introduced by Frost the bone is slightly overstrained
which causes higher activity of bone cells (osteoclasts). The bone will increase in the
bone density, therefore the condition for osseointegration will be better. The bone layer
around the implant surface (3rd and 4th cases) causes lower strain intensity than in the
models without this layer. Besides, the strain intensity is distributed more evenly than in

the 1st and 2nd cases. The layer is a result of the advanced osseointegration therefore this
process definitely improves the implant/bone interaction. Mechanical interaction
influences the physiological conditions for remodeling and the results show that from
this point of view the bone of higher BVF is more suitable.
5. CONCLUSION
In this paper an advanced computational model of the dental implant interaction with
bone tissue was introduced. This model was created including three dimensional
complex trabeculae architecture. This attitude is not commonly used and it can be
considered as the best direction in future analyses. The models introduced in this paper
should be regarded as preliminary because in reality bone remodeling occurs during the
normal use of the implant and therefore a change of topology of trabeculae as well as of
the cortical bone. Nevertheless, the results show that from the physiological point of
view the best conditions for remodeling are given by the bone with higher bone density.
Achieving a good osseointegration in a poor quality bone is very difficult (among others
since it is difficult to ensure the primary stability of the implant). For this reason it is
still highly required to perform bone quality examination before a dental implant
application, and also to provide a sufficiently long period of healing.
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THE IMPACT OF SELECTION BIAS WHEN EXAMINING
INDIVIDUAL CELLS FROM WHOLE-FIELD IMAGES

P. A. Appleby1*, S. Shabir2, J. Southgate2 and D. Walker1

ABSTRACT
Imaging populations of cells is important in a wide range of experimental work.
Although averaging of the whole-field image is sometimes appropriate, in many cases it
is the response of individual cells that is of interest. Extracting this information is a
challenging image segmentation problem where single cells must be delineated from
their neighbours. As an example, we examine data from whole-field
immunofluorescence images of normal human urothelial (NHU) cells in monolayer
culture. These cells are loaded with ratiometric calcium-binding fluorescent dyes and
stimulated by application of ATP, resulting in changes in the cytosolic calcium
concentration. Typically, a region of interest (ROI) around each cell is defined by hand.
These ROIs are then used to calculate time profiles of cytosolic calcium concentration
for individual cells. Although straightforward, this process is time consuming and
introduces a strong selection bias towards cells that experience a large elevation of
cytosolic calcium. Selection bias is of particular importance to us as population-level
behaviours such as wound closing are believed to be strongly dependent on the contextdependent cued response of individual cells, which gives rise to population
heterogeneity. In order to eliminate this bias, we have developed an algorithm designed
to automatically extract ROIs from images of urothelial cells. This algorithm is
specialised to the nature of the images we process but is fast and achieves a high success
rate. We compare the results of this algorithm to those generated by picking out cells by
hand. We show that, far from being homogeneous, a wide range of intrinsically
different cell responses are identified and these cells would be likely be missed using
more conventional methods of image analysis.
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INTRODUCTION
Analysis of cell imaging data is central to a wide range of experimental work. If the cell
population is homogeneous the simplest approach to analysing this data is to examine
the image as a whole, for example by calculating the average intensity of all the pixels
in the image. Averaging images is fast, guarantees that all cells in the image are
included, and reduces the impact of noise. The main drawback is that there is no
distinction between individual cells. In other words, this technique rests on an
assumption of homogeneity that permits the information derived from the cells to be
averaged in a meaningful way. However, even genetically identical cell populations
may display heterogeneous behaviours, for example reflecting cell cycle stage in nonsynchronised populations, or relative position in the colony. A common approach to
dealing with heterogeneity is to define a set of regions-of-interest (ROIs) around
individual cells in the image. The use of ROIs removes the background pixels and
distinguishes individual cells, although at the expense of higher noise due to the smaller
number of pixels captured by each ROI. The simplest way of defining a set of ROIs is
to identify cells by eye and draw a ROI around each cell by hand. This method is
accurate but time consuming and also introduces an element of human error in judging
the boundary of a cell. A better solution is to automate the process which, whilst not
eliminating these effects entirely, removes subjectivity and at the same time is faster and
captures a greater proportion of cells in the image. A common approach is to identify
cell boundaries based on intensity, texture or gradient features and use this information
to segment the image. Examples include seeded-watershed methods (Vincent and Soille,
1991), and watershed and mean shift (Cheng, 1995; Yang et al., 2005a, 2005b). A
combination of region-based detection, which uses pre-segmentation to estimate the
intensity distributions present in the image and level set segmentation (Osher and
Sethian, 1998) to localise individual cells, and edge-detection has been shown to work
well with phase contrast microscopy (Li et al, 2008). Another popular set of techniques
is based on particle filtering (Smal et al., 2006; Godinez et al., 2007; Docuet and Ristic,
2002), an approach which has been successfully applied to tracking of cells imaged
using fluorescence microscopy (Smal et al., 2007).
Although progress has been made using these approaches, a method of robustly
automating the extraction of ROIs remains elusive, in particular with cells that are not
well separated (Bahnson et al., 2005), that move between frames, or that divide
(Kirubarajan et al., 2001). There is also a great deal of variation in the image
characteristics derived from different experiments. Perhaps the greatest problem with
any method of defining ROIs is selection bias. When working by eye there is a natural
tendency to focus on the brightest cells in the image. With an automated algorithm there
is typically a bias towards cells which can easily be delineated from their neighbours
and the background. This selection bias presents a problem. If the population is
intrinsically heterogeneous then selection bias will lead to certain subgroups being
preferentially selected over others. Entire sub-populations could even be missed if those
cells respond poorly to the stimulation protocol used. A lack of rigor during the
selection process could therefore lead to misleading results that overstate the importance
of the sub-groups within the larger population, which could have significant
consequences for the conclusions drawn from the data. Our own experiments involve
imaging normal human urothelial cells grown in culture and the analysis of the wound
closing behaviour that is observed in response to scratch wounding. In one class of
experiments, stimulation by application of agonists such as ATP results in changes in

Figure 1: flow chart showing the operation of the custom algorithm we use to automate
ROI extraction. n refers to the number of ROIs identified, which is compared to a target
number specified by the user. Details of each step are given in the main text.
fluorescence over time that correspond to changes in the cytosolic calcium
concentration. The issue of selection bias is of particular importance to this work as the
subsequent wound closing behaviour is believed to depend, in part, on the intrinsic
heterogeneity of the population.
EXPERIMENTAL AND COMPUTATIONAL SETUP
At the beginning of the experiment we describe here the urothelial cells are seeded onto
glass coverslips and loaded with two fluorescent dyes, fluo4-AM and fura red-AM. The
cells are then placed in a laminar flow perfusion chamber and imaged at one frame per
second. The cells are stimulated with 100 micromolar ATP, which triggers an elevation
in cytosolic calcium concentration. The two fluorescent dyes generate two channels of
information, one red and one green. When the cytosolic calcium concentration rises the
intensity of the green channel increases and the intensity of the red channel decreases.
The time course of the intracellular calcium found by taking the ratio of these two
channels. ROIs are identified either by eye or by using an algorithm that combines
information from the red and green channels. For this algorithm we use the 1st red
frame, in which cells which initially take up a lot of dye appear very bright, and the 70 th
green frame, in which cells that respond strongly to the application of ATP appear very
bright. In both cases, the ROIs are then used as a mask to examine the time course of the
ratio of the intensity of the red and green channels within each ROI in the full set of 120
ratioed images. An outline of the automated algorithm is shown in Figure 1. The
algorithm and can be divided into three phases: pre-processing, ROI extraction, and user
checking. During the pre-processing step the 1st red and 70th green images are combined
and smoothed using Gaussian blurring. The image is then masked by setting all pixels
below a specified threshold to zero. The mean brightness of a region around each pixel
is calculated and pixels whose brightness is below a specified fraction of this mean
brightness are set to zero. This creates clearer borders between cells by identifying
pixels where the local intensity gradient is zero. In the ROI extraction step the pixel
with the highest intensity in the image is identified. The region around this pixel is
selected using a water-shed with an adaptive threshold under the constraint that each

Figure 2: Comparison of ROIs identified by eye and using the automated algorithm.
(A) ROIs identified by hand, shown overlayed onto the 70 th green image. 15 cells are
identified, which is typical for an experiment of this nature. (B) ROIs identified using
the algorithm, shown overlayed onto the combined red 1st - green 70th image. 200 cells
are identified covering a much greater proportion of the image.
pixel is within a maximum radius of the initial pixel. These pixels become the ROI. A
second water-shed is then applied using a lower intensity threshold. These pixels
become the “halo” region and are set to zero, removing them from the image and
helping to separate the cells from one another. The ROI is rejected if it is too large or
too small in which case all pixels in the region are set to zero. This process is repeated
until a number of ROIs specified by the user has been identified. In the user checking
step the set of ROIs are displayed and individual ROIs can be selected and deleted by
the user, as required.
RESULTS
We compare the time course of cytosolic calcium in the urothelial cells using ROIs
selected by eye with those identified by the automated algorithm outlined above. A set
of 15 ROIs defined by hand is shown in Fig. 1A. This is representative of the number of
ROIs typically defined during analysis of this kind of experiment. The ROIs are shown
overlayed onto the 70th green image, which was used for this process as many cells
appear very bright in this image and so can easily be identified. However, this
introduces a strong bias towards cells that respond strongly to the ATP. The result of
applying the custom algorithm is shown in Fig. 1B. Once the process is automated a
much larger number of cells is identified, and in this example case 200 are shown. The
algorithm uses information combined from the 1st red and 70th green images. This novel
approach enables the algorithm to identify both cells which respond readily to ATP and
cells that initially take up lots of dye. Furthermore, the adaptive threshold used in the
algorithm can identify cells in the image across a wide range of intensities. Fig 2 shows
the calcium transients generated from these two sets of ROIs. For the hand-defined
ROIs the time profiles are all qualitatively very similar, with all 15 cells experiencing a
large change in cytosolic calcium. This strongly suggests that the cells are largely

Figure 2: Time course of cytosolic calcium concentration extracted from the images
using the ROIs shown in Fig. 1. (A) The 15 ROIs identified by hand all experience a
large elevation following application of ATP. The conclusion would be that the cell
population is largely homogeneous. (B) The set of 200 ROIs identified using the custom
algorithm provides a much more accurate impression of the range of responses elicited
in the cells and shows that the population has a high degree of heterogeneity.
homogeneous in their response to ATP. However, when the ROIs identified by the
automated algorithm are analysed, a much wider range of responses is observed. Some
cells undergo large elevations in cytosolic calcium and others respond little or not at all.
In fact, the population appears to form a continuum with the middle and lower
responding cells being equally represented in terms of cell numbers as the strongly
responding cells. This removes the subjectivity of selection and demonstrates that the
cell population is not homogeneous, an important observation that would be missed if
the analysis were carried out using the ROIs defined by hand.
CONCLUSION
Here we have examined the impact of selection bias when analysing fluorescence
microscopy data using images generated from our own experiments on urothelial cells.
We have compared a conventional “by hand” method of identifying ROIs with a custom
algorthim designed to minimise selection bias. When ROIs are identified by hand very
few cells are identified and a strong selection bias is introduced towards cells that
experience a large elevation of cytosolic calcium. With the automated algorithm a much
larger proportion of cells are captured. We find that a broad range of responses is
present within the cell population with approximately equal representation of low, mid
and highly responding cells. The algorithm we have used is specialised for our images
and may not generalise well to other cases. However, it is not the performance of this
algorithm that is our primary concern; it is the impact that selection bias has on the
conclusions drawn from the data. If the data we have shown here were analysed using
only the ROIs identified by hand the population would appear to be largely
homogeneous. Such a finding could be used as a justification for whole-field analysis of
the images, which would further mask the heterogeneity in the responses of the cells by
averaging the entire population. Selection bias when identifying ROIs can therefore
strongly influence conclusions drawn from a data set, in particular when the population
is intrinsically heterogeneous.
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CONSTITUTIVE MODELLING OF THE ANNULUS FIBROSUS:
NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION AND NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
C. Lopes1, J.L. Alves2

1. ABSTRACT
The biomechanics of the intervertebral discs is of an enormous complexity, on a large
extent due to the huge anatomical complexity of the annulus fibrosus (AF). The present
work aims to contribute to the development of a new constitutive modeling of the AF,
by taking into account the circumferential evolution of fibers’ angles, from AF ventral
to dorsal regions, and the evolutionary mechanical properties of the AF fibers, both
circumferentially and radially. The FE implementation and numerical simulations are
being carried out on a home-developed FE solver. The preliminary results of a
compressive load of the IVD seem to be in a very good agreement with the publish
ones, both in terms of compressive force and intradiscal pressure.

2. INTRODUCTION
The spine in general and the intervertebral discs (IVDs) in particular have an essential
role in Human mobility. The two most relevant tissues of a IVD are the nucleus
pulposus (NP), a very soft gel-like structure, and the AF, with a much stiffer lamellar
structure (Fig. 1). A closer observation reveals that AF lamellae consist of a fibrous
structure running helically around the NP. Karajan (2009) observed that when the
outermost lamella of the AF is dissected, the next lamella appears to have an opposite
fibers alignment (Fig. 1b). This alternation takes place until the NP is reached, yielding
a total of 15 to 25 distinct layers (Fig. 1a). Both Marchand and Ahmed (1990) and
Holzapfel et al. (2005) described that the fiber angle inside each lamellae varies
significantly from ventral to dorsal regions.

a)

b)

Figure 1 Structural organization of
the IVD: (a) N is the nucleus and A
is the annulus fibrosus with a
lamellar structure; (b) Alternate
orientation of the connective tissue
of the annulus fibrosus (font
Kapandji, 2000, pp. 31).

The in-vivo study of the biomechanics of the IVDs is of a huge complexity, with a high
degree of uncertainty due to the intricate internal connections and electro-chemical
dependencies, complex loadings, geometry and anatomy, as well deep location in an
area of difficult access. Urban & Roberts (2003) referred that, despite the
aforementioned difficulties, most of the scientific information obtained about the IVD is
still obtained from studies with Humans. Example of this are the works of Marchand
and Ahmed (1990) and Holzapfel et al. (2005), which characterized the anatomic
constitution and the mechanical behavior of the two major tissues of the IVD, i.e., the
AF and the NP, and the work of Sato et al. (1999) which studied the in-vivo intradiscal
pressure. Finally, one should emphasize the important role of the IVDs in terms of both
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mobility and loading bearing capacity. It is in fact the coupling of these two features,
with the imposition of high mechanical loads, the main source of wear, degeneration
and dysfunctioning of the IVDs (Urban & Roberts, 2003).
The present work, framed on the above mentioned description, aims to contribute to the
development of a new finite element (FE) model of the Human IVD, in order to allow
the study of its biomechanics, and thus contribute to understand the main sources of
degeneration and contribute to define the specifications of a NP’s biomimetic material.
The developed FE model shall allow to simulate and to quantify the influence of the
most relevant IVD anatomical features and tissues’ mechanical properties. Among
others, one aims to be able to study the role of: the orientation, density, distribution and
circumferential and radial evolution of the fibers’ mechanical properties within the AF;
the number of layers of fibers; the initial osmotic pressure of the NP on the loading
bearing capacity; and the IVD’s flexibility, in order to improve our understanding on the
main pathological mechanism of the IVD’s degenerative diseases and contribute to the
development of new mimetic materials, treatment chirurgical strategies and medical
devices. In order to build a FE model one needs to fulfill, at least, three basic
conditions: to define the geometry and the anatomical structure of each tissue, to
characterize the materials and to define boundary and loading conditions.
3. MATERIALS AND METHODS
The L4-L5 IVD is the one more often referred as the most critical in terms of injuries,
either by Degenerative Disc Disease (DDD) or by herniation. For this reason, one has
decided to study this spinal level, and thus their dimensions were selected from the
literature, i.e., approximately 10mm of height and 40 mm of diameter (Raj, 2008). A
27-node hexahedral FE mesh was built, as shown in Fig.2.
Figure 2. IVD with simplified vertebrae
representation using a 27-node hexahedral FE
mesh.

The FE solver used for the numerical simulation is a FORTRAN home-developed open
source software, which comprises the most relevant features of the biomechanics of
soft-tissues, such as their almost incompressibility, the most general isotropic and
anisotropic hyperelastic laws and viscous effects, with a fully implicit time integration
scheme and different types of mixed u/p finite elements (Alves et al., 2010).
As aforesaid, the angles of the fibers within the AF evolve circumferentially from
ventral to dorsal regions. Being  the absolute fiber angle (angle with the axial plane),
the following evolution law proposed by Holzapfel et al. (2005) was used,
|  |=23.2+0.130.α
(r2=0.55, p<0.001)
(1)
where α is the polar angle associated with the circumferential position (Fig. 3 a). In
resume, these authors found that the fiber angle increases from about 23.2º at ventral
region (   0º ) to about 43.6º at dorsal region (   180º ) (Fig. 3 b). These results were
already used by Eberlein et al. (2004), in which the AF was divided into four regions
and only one angle was assigned to each region. On opposition, one adopted (eq.1), and
a fiber angle was assigned to each integration point as a function of its initial
circumferential (or polar) position within the AF.
A linear elastic behavior coupled with secant elastic moduli is often proposed in the
literature to describe and model the mechanical behavior of both AF and NP. However,

it is well known the non-linear nature of the elastic behavior of biological soft tissues. In
our study, we chose to use a structurally and functionally oriented, anisotropic,
nonlinear, hyperelastic model with finite deformations formulation based upon the work
of Eberlein et al. (2001). The isotropic behavior of both NP and AF’s ground substance,
was modeled with a Mooney-Rivlin law, in which the Helmholz strain energy density is
given by the following convex strain-energy potencial,
gs  C10 ( I 1  3)  C 01 ( I 2  3)

(2)

where I1 and I 2 are the first and second invariants of C (right Cauchy-Green strain
tensor) and C10 and C01 are material parameters.
The additional energy density coupled with the AF anisotropic behavior is modeled by a
Holzapfel law,
f 
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with
(4)
I 4  f1  C f1 and I 6  f 2  C f 2
where k1  0 and k 2  0 are material parameters ( k 2 is dimensionless), I 4 and I 6 are
invariants of C , and f1 ,f 2 are the unit vectors describing fibers’ directions (Fig. 3 c).
To assure that collagen fibers do not answer mechanically to compressive loadings, one
imposes that ( I 4 , I 6 )  1 .

a)

b)

c)

Figure 3 a) Axial section of IVD: Polar angle (α) definition, being α=0o in the midsagittal ventral position (A) and
α=180o in the midsagittal dorsal position (F); b) Linear regression line (solid) for all fiber angle data (n=324) - dashed
lines indicate the 95% confidence interval for the regression line and dotted lines show the 95% prediction interval of
fiber angles; c) Arrangement of collagen fibers in the reference (undeformed) configuration . (font of a) and b):
Holzapfel et al., 2005, pp. 128, 134; font of c): Eberlein et al., 2001, pp. 215).

The mechanical parameters selected from literature are shown in Table 1. For
additional information the reader is addressed to the work of Castro et al. (2012) within
these proceedings. In case of anisotropy, too different sets of parameters were found,
without a clear rationale justification for such differences.

Table 1 Material parameters chosen from literature for both AF and NP.
Isotropy (Schmidt et al. 2007)

C10 [MPa]
NP
AF

AF

Refined
Parameter fit

C 01 [MPa]

Bulk Modulus [MPa]

0.12
0.03
0.18
0.045
Anisotropy (Eberlein et al. 2001)
Dorsal fit
Ventro-lateral fit

k1 [MPa]

k 2 [-]

5
2

10
190

300
450

4. RESULTS
The different sets of values proposed on the literature for the parameters of anisotropy
(see Table 1) raised the question of their validity and mechanical meaning. In order to
try to understand their validity, as well the reason for such large discrepancy, we have
decided to analyze the stress-stretch curves described by each set of parameters (Fig. 4).
Figure 4 Comparison between i)
the experimental mechanical
behavior for four AF regions
(ventral and dorsal external and
ventral and dorsal internal,
Holzapfel et al. 2005) and ii) the
mechanical behavior modeled by
(eq.3) with the two sets of
parameters from Eberlein et al.
2001 (Table 1) .

As can be observed, the material parameters proposed by Eberlein et al. (2001) led to a
relevant discrepancy to the experimental results, which can only be understandable if an
average mechanical behavior has been assumed for all the AF. However, such
assumption can introduce some bias on the numerical results that shall be avoided in
order to take into account, in the numerical model, the role of the real gradients of
mechanical properties of fibers, either circumferentially or radially.
In addition, we selected the uniaxial tensile experimental curves published by Holzapfel
et al. (2005) for fibers located in four different regions of the AF, namely ventral and
dorsal external and ventral and dorsal internal regions using the PlotDigitizer software
(results shown in Fig. 5a).
2.5

Ventral External

Material parameters found for graded properties

Dorsal External
2.0

Ventral Internal

Stress [MPa]

Dorsal Internal

k1 [MPa]

k 2 [-]

1.5

Ventral External

12

300

1.0

Dorsal External

3

60

0.5

Ventral Internal

1.74

43.5

Dorsal Internal

0.435

8.7

0.0
1.00

1.05

1.10
Stretch ratio

a)

1.15

1.20

b)

Figure 5 a) Experimental (points) and modeled (lines) mechanical behavior for four AF regions
(ventral and dorsal, external and internal). Experimental data from Holzapfel et al. 2005. b) values of
the material parameters identified for each region of the AF.

Therefore, we have decided to carry out a new parameters’ identification based on the
minimization of a cost function, which quantifies and tries to minimize the
differences between the experimental curves and the ones predicted by the
constitutive equation, for the four regions experimentally characterized by Holzapfel
et al. (2005). It was found that if the set of parameters ( k1 , k 2 ) were reduced to 25% on
the circumferential direction (ventral to dorsal) and to 14.5% on the radial direction
(external to internal), then thus determined a set of parameters described in a good
agreement with the experimental mechanical behavior of the fibers, as can be seen in
Fig.5. As example of application of the above described constitutive model of the AF,
the model shown in Fig. 2 was submitted to a compressive displacement. Fig.6 shows
a compilation of the main results in terms of force and NP pressure evolution up to a
compressive displacement of 0.6 mm.
0.6
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Figure 6. Evolution of the compressive force and intradiscal pressure with a compressive displacement
of up to 0.6mm; on right side some reference values from Sato et al. (1999) for the L4-L5 level in a
compressive loading equivalent upright standing position.

5. DISCUSSION
The material parameters proposed in the literature for the constitutive modeling of the
AF seems to have a quite not understandable variation of their values. In the model here
proposed, the identified constitutive parameters, coupled with both a circumferential
and radial linear evolution, seems to be in a very good agreement with the experimental
characterization carried out and published by Holzapfel et al. (2005), in such a way that
one can avoid the meaninglessness of the sets of parameters proposed by Eberlein et al.
(2001). The variation of the mechanical behavior of the fibers from ventral to dorsal and
from external to internal regions cannot be neglected, once it will drive the numerical
simulations of the IVD biomechanics. According to the experimental in-vivo study of
Sato et al. (1999), the spinal load and intradiscal pressure at L4-L5 level in an upright
standing position, are of around 800N and 0.535MPa, respectively. The preliminary
results of the compression of the IVD seem to be in a good agreement with these
experimental values, for an anatomically acceptable compressive displacement of
around 0.6mm.
6. CONCLUSION
A new constitutive model of the AF is proposed and briefly described in this work. The
major novelties are two: firstly, the fibers’ angles are defined as a function of the polar
angles, evolving from 23.2º at ventral region to about 43.6º at dorsal region; secondly,
the constitutive parameters of the anisotropic behavior introduced by the fibers are

affected by two reduction coefficients, the first one coupled with the circumferential
position and the second one with the radial position of a given fiber on the AF. As a
result, an anatomically-based gradient of the mechanical properties of the AF is defined,
with clear advantages in terms of significance of the modeling and validity of the
numerical results of the numerical analysis of the biomechanics of the IVD. The
preliminary results seem to be in good agreement with the work of Sato et al. (1999).
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EXTRACTION OF PHALANGEAL JOINT PARAMETERS FROM
IMAGE SEQUENCES DURING PALMER GRASP
Avik Chatterjee1, A. Mahapatra2, S. Majumder3 and I. Basak4

1. ABSTRACT
Measurement of phalangeal joint parameters like joint angle, length of phalanges etc
during dynamic hand articulation is a challenging area and it’s implication in
behavioural biometrics is still under study. Finger goniometry is extensively used for
direct measurement of finger joint angles over many decades and still widely used in
practice. It is contact based and measure static poses of hand articulation. In certain
articulation like palmer grasp, where thumb flexion occludes the curled fingers,
goniometric measurement is extremely difficult. Use of other methods using wearable
glove based devices are restrictive as they restrict natural articulation due to bulkiness,
high degree of skin stretch and cross occlusion. In this study we have proposed a non
contact and non invasive methodology with no special camera setups and calibration
using planar homography. The extracted data has been reported compared with the
measured data of two individuals performing palmer grasp along with measurement
uncertainty.

2. INTRODUCTION
The past decade has seen considerable advances in the application of principles from
projective geometry to the problems in computer vision particularly 3D reconstruction
and metrology [1,2]. Joint range of motion data (ROM) of hand articulation consists of
various joint angles and length of phalanges that determines its kinematics.
Traditionally measurements are performed via mechanical goniometers, which must be
placed on each hand joint to measure flexion and extension angles with manual data
recording. However traditional goniometric measurements can be affected by several
sources of errors [3]. The method can not acquire ROM information simultaneously
from all hand joints even in static poses. In contrast, hands are mostly used in complex,
articulated and dynamic tasks where goniometry can not be applied. In certain
articulation like palmer grasp, where thumb flexion occludes the curled fingers,
goniometric measurement is extremely difficult.
With the miniaturization of sensor technology, other methods using wearable glove
based devices and optical tracking using multiple surface markers, were introduced later
[3]. It allows analysis of hand performance while executing dynamic tasks and
capturing the entire joint range of motion but puts restriction on natural articulation due
to its wearable nature. Optical tracking is non contact based and use multiple active or
1,2,3
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passive reflective markers on the skin for localization but mainly implemented in
tracking whole body or limbs using multiple camera [4]. It is still under active research
for its implementation with out gloves in hand articulation like grasping for its high
degree of freedom, marker slip due of skin stretch and cross occlusion. In our approach,
we apply a subset of this work, and leverage these results for the purpose of behavioural
biometrics during palmer grasp from an image. Since for a particular pose two views are
to be captured simultaneously, during dynamic palmer grasp operation, we have used
two cameras but the relevant information have been extracted from single image i.e
abduction –adduction (ab/ad) information from palmer view and flexion–extension (f/e)
information from lateral view.

3. JOINT MOTION PARAMETERS
The defined joint parameters are four degrees of freedom (DOF) for each finger, two for
Z
X
metacarpophalangeal joint (MCP) f/e ( θ MCP
) and ab/ad ( θ MCP
), two for the proximal
Z
Z
interphalangeal (PIP) and distal interphalangeal (DIP) joints f/e, θ PIP
and θ DIP
respectively (Fig.1). The thumb was modeled by five DOF with the assumption of
orthogonal intersecting axis, two for
f/e and ab/ad of the carpometacarpal
Z
X
(CMC) joint ( θCMC
and θ CMC
),
another two for thumb rotation and
Z
X
f/e of the MCP joint( θ MP
and θ MP
)
and one for f/e of the interphalangeal
(IP) joint ( θ IPZ ). l1 , l2 and l3 are joint
offsets (~phalange lengths) for index
finger, lT 1 , lT 2 and lT 3 are joints
offsets for the thumb [5].
Fig. 1 Joint motion parameters for hand articulation

4. MATHEMATICAL FRAMEWORK
Points on one image plane π can be mapped to another plane π ' by plane to plane
homography matrix P, assuming central projection model. It is a bijective mapping and
P is 3x 3 non singular [1,2]. In this
approach XYZ has been defined as an
affine coordinate system whose origin lies
on the reference plane (π), X and Y are the
axis that spans the plane and Z is the
reference direction which is any direction
not parallel to the plane. We want to take
measurement in the plane π ' which may
not be parallel π in the image plane
(Fig. 2). If X is an point in space which is
projected in the affine image plane the
Fig. 2 Measuring the distance of a plane π '
relation
can
be
written
as
along Z, parallel to the plane π in the world.
x = PX = [ p1 p 2 p 3 p 4 ]X , where X and x
are homogeneous vectors in the form x =
(x,y,w)T and X=(X,Y,Z,W)T and equality means ‘equality up to the scale’ and pi are the

column vectors of P. Denoting the vanishing points in X , Y and Z directions as u, v and
w, the first three columns of P are u = p1 , v = p2 and αw = p3. The final column of P is
the projection of the world coordinate system in the image plane, i.e o = p4. The
vanishing lines between u, v is l with the constraint l • p1 = l • u = 0 and l • p 2 = l • v = 0 .
The final column (the origin of the coordinate system) must not lie on the vanishing
line, since if it does, then all three columns are points on the vanishing line and thus are
not linearly independent. Hence o = p 4 = l / l = l , resulting the parameterized projection
matrix P = [ u v αw l]T where α is the affine scale factor [1].
To measure distance between the scene planes with the points X=(X,Y,0,1)T and X ' =
(X,Y,Z,1)T in the scene planes, along with the images x and x ' in the image planes, π
and π ' , we can write x = P (X Y 0 1)T and x' = P(X Y Z 1)T . Substituting P in the
expressions we get x = ρ (Xp1 + Yp 2 + p 4 ) and x ' = ρ '(Xp1 + Yp 2 + Zp3 + p 4 ) where ρ
and ρ ' are unknown scale factors. Taking scalar product with l for x , we get
l • x = ρ (Xl • p1 + Yl • p 2 + l • l ) which reduces to ρ = l • x since l • p1 = l • p 2 = 0 and
l • l =1. Now (Xp1 + Yp 2 + p 4 ) = x / ρ and putting this in the expression of x ' and
simplification and there after taking the cross product with x ' on both sides we obtain
& x × x' &
αZ = −
……….(1)
(l • x) & w × x' &
The value of α in each reference direction can be determined form vanishing points u ,
v and w of an image along with the measured image point coordinates x and x ' and
known distance Z between corresponding space points X and X ' . Once it is found it can
be used for determining the distance Z for other points of interest, as its value will
remain constant for a particular camera setup.

5. EXPERIMENTAL FRAMEWORK
The experimental setup comprised of grabbing the images of palmer grasp sequence by
two cameras, one for palmer view ( Fig. 3a) and the other for lateral view( Fig. 3b) and
the radial distortion removed by method [6]. The reference plane in the experiment is π
and measurement plane is π ' . Each square grid in π is 176x176mm. A vanishing line
u1 is obtain by fitting a line between two user picked homogeneous image points
(a)

(b)

Fig. 3 (a) Image of palmer view for abduction-adduction (b) Image of lateral view for flexion-extension of
the same hand configuration.

u p1 = (u1x , u1 y ,1) and u p 2 = (u2 x , u2 y ,1) in the reference grid so that u1 = u p1 × u p 2 .
u1 , u2 ...un are the vanishing lines in X direction , v1 , v2 ...vn are the vanishing lines in Y
direction and w1 , w2 ...wn are the vanishing lines in Z direction.
The best fit vanishing point u in X direction is computed by considering the
eigenvector associated with the smallest Eigen value of the second moment matrix (M)
1 n
of the set of vanishing lines u1 , u2 ...un , obtained by M = ∑ ui uiT . Similarly for v and
n i =1
w along Y and Z directions [7]. The principal point pp has been estimated from the
vanishing point triplet (u, v, w) along the orthogonal reference planes.
The planar offset of the measurement plane π ' is Z1 = OBy (264mm) in the palmar view
and Z 2 = OBy (616mm) in the
lateral view. The reference
distance TyBy (528mm) is used
along with planar offset OBy for
determining the affine parameter
α y spanning the vanishing points
[u, v] , by selecting the points Ty
and By in the image. The
Fig. 4 User selected points of interest in palmer and lateral
reference distance txbx (528mm,
views, used for extracting joint parameters.
by selecting the points tx and bx)
is used along with planar offset OBy for determining the affine parameter and α x
spanning the vanishing points [u, w] in (1). Once α x and α y has been determined in

the initial setup, it can be used for determining the distance (Z) for the remaining frames
as long as the camera is not moved. l1 = By × u and l2 = By × v are the rays lies on π '
and passes through u and v respectively. Tx = l1 × (tx×w) and Bx = l1 × (bx×w) are the
projection of reference lengths in π ' . Hence l1 and l2 are new base references for any
measurement along vanishing point v and u respectively. If tm = P ( x′, y′) is user
selected point set (Fig. 4) in π ' , the vanishing line through tm and v is lvtm = (tm × v) ,
corresponding bottom point is bm = (lvtm × l1 ) . Now given the affine factor α y , and the
vanishing

line

l1 ,

dy

can

be

estimated

from

(1)

,

where

x = tm, x ' = bm, l = l1 , and w = v . Similarly given α x and l2 , dx can be estimated from

(1), where x = tm, x ' = bm, l = l2 , and w = u . Hence for any point Pi selected in the
plane π ' , the corresponding metric rectified set Pri = (dx, dy ) . Once the coordinates of
these points are estimated in the Euclidian space, the next step of calculating the joint
jangles and joint offset length is trivial. Feature detection and extraction, whether
manual or automatic (using an edge detector), can only be achieved to a finite accuracy.
The summary of steps involved estimation of uncertainty are mentioned below [1,2].
Repeat k times ( k= 20)
[i] Select the center of marked points A-L and N-U , input variables xi . [ii]
Compute mean

xi ,

std. deviation σ xi and covariance

Λix . [iii] Generate the

joint angles and length offsets yi ∈ [θ j , l j ] for each xi . [iv] Compute y i , σ yi and
Λiy

for output variables.

End
Compute and plot the statistical uncertainty ellipse ( ek : χ = 5.99 for 95%
confidence level) of the distribution of xi and yi ∈ [θ j , l j ] .

7. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The phalangeal joint parameters, extracted by implementing the concept of planar
homography for palmer grasp (Fig. 5) for two healthy adult Indian males, have been
reported in Tables 1, 2 and 3. The localization uncertainty ranges from varies from 1-4
pixels (Table-1) with the associated error ellipse in Fig. 5. The primary source of
localization error ( x ± 3σ ) is partial cross occlusion due to thumb flexion above the
curled fingers at point R where the user has difficulty in selecting point R in Case-2,
evident from associated error ellipse. The maximum uncertainty of estimated joint
(a) Case-1

(b) Case-2

Y
Z

_

X

Fig. 5 Extracted angles and joint offsets along with error ellipses (a) Palmer view. (b) Lateral View.

angles ( θ ± 3σ ) is ±4.5° (at 95% confidence level) reported in Table-2 with joint limits
[5]. Direct measurement of actual joint angles due dynamic formation of palmer grasp
being unfeasible in this case , the validation has been done by retrieving the right angled
grid in the reference plane which is with in 0.1% - 0.5% error. The uncertainty in
estimation of joint offsets ( li ± 3σ ) has been reported in Table-3, along with actual
directly measured data ( lm ± 3σ ). Maximum estimated uncertainty is ±2.0 mm but the
uncertainty in direct measurement is ±4.0 mm. This is because size of palmer grasps
change with grasping force and varies during repeated grasping by an individual.
Table-1 : Uncertainty in point localization. (pixel)
Selected Points →

Case-1

A

C

E

G

I

K

L

N

R

x ± 3σ 178.6 169.6 200.1 173.4 214.4 152.5 171.5 42.36 56.01 55.24
±3.91

±2.36

±2.12

±2.01

±4.37

±2.70

±3.15

±0.75

y ± 3σ 77.56 159.2 144.1 193.5 163.8 161.5 174.1 82.6
±1.67

Case-2

P

±1.33

±1.94

±1.13

±0.95

±1.89

±1.5

±0.84

±0.51

±1.65

y ± 3σ 80.7
±0.51

±0.39

±0.34

±0.57

±0.46

±0.46

±0.52

±0.81

84.58
±1.11

188.0 151.5

169.6

±0.72

±1.34

±2.4

x ± 3σ 214.4 203.6 233.9 203.1 244.4 171.8 184.5 221.0 253.5 256.7
±0.46

T

±0.81

±10.94

269.4
±0.75

151.0 149.2 185.3 169.7 150.5 170.8 81.7

175.3 142.4

155.6

±0.25

±0.86

±1.17

±0.72

±0.63

±0.47

±0.61

±0.78

±0.86

±13.91

Table-2 : Uncertainty in joint angle estimation during palmer grasp.
(degree w.r.t vertical)
Joint
Angles/
Range
Case-1

X
θ MCP

Z
θ MCP

Z
θ PIP

Z
θ DIP

X
θCMC

Z
θCMC

X
θ MP

Z
θ MP

θ IPZ

(BF)
(OP)
(PQ)
(QR)
(AJ)
(NO)
(JK)
(ST)
(TU)
[-150,150] [00,900] [00,1100] [00,900] [-150,800] [-300,1300] [00,800] [00,800] [00,1100]
2.164
47.3
152.2*
210.7**
-29.7
37.2
9.2
9.0
56.5

θ ± 3σ

±3.57

±1.11

±3.4

±4.4

±1.3

±1.0

±2.6

±1.6

±4.5

Case-2

-7.5

63.2

126.2*

212.8**

-36.3

38.5

-17.6

24.9

32.0

θ ± 3σ

±1.2

±1.8

±2.1

±5.1

±0.8

±1.1

±1.7

±1.1

±2.2

* (θ -90 ) w.r.t horizontal for θ
D

Z
PIP

and ** (θ -180 ) for θ
D

Z
DIP

which is with in the range.

Table-3 : Uncertainty in Joint offset estimation during palmer grasp. (mm)
li
li1
li2
li3
lT1
lT2
lT3
Case-1
Case-2

li ± 3σ

41.92 ±1.45 21.19 ±2.19 20.127 ±2.04 62.47 ±0.98 30.05±1.58

lm ± 3σ

44.0 ±4.0 21.0 ±4.0 20.0
39.07 ±1.07 21.59 ±0.73 22.87

±4.0
±3.63

68.0 ±4.0 32.0 ±4.0 23.0 ±4.0
60.70 ±1.19 21.88 ±0.91 23.93 ±0.85

42.0

±4.0

69.0

li ± 3σ
lm ± 3σ

±4.0

22.0

±4.0

23.0

±4.0

23.0

±4.0

22.81 ±1.77

21.0

±4.0

8. CONCLUSION
In our approach projective geometry has been extensively used to extract the joint
angles and phalange lengths from a scene along with associated uncertainties. We are
mainly concerned with three canonical types of measurement: (i) distances of points
from planes and (ii) lengths of segments on planar surfaces (iii) angle between segments
in a planer surface. The list of extracted joint parameters is not exhaustive and any two
coplanar points of interest can be selected, whose distance and angle is required. The manual
approach of selecting the points though appears cumbersome at the first instance, but it
excludes the outliers straight away and also gives the user the freedom of selecting the
parameters which he wants. With user-friendly interface, the entire procedure is easy
and fast, even for a novice user.
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Validation of Strain Mapping for the Assessment of Microdamage Initiation
and Propagation in Cortical Bone
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1. ABSTRACT
The initiation and propagation of microdamage is a critical element towards a better
understanding of bone strength and fractures. Dynamic image-guided failure assessment
(DIGFA) combined with high-resolution synchrotron radiation-based computed
tomography (SR-CT) allows time-lapsed three-dimensional visualization and
quantification of microcrack initiation and progression. Here we present a novel strain
mapping technique, based on a multi-stage deformable image registration process, to
quantify local deformations and strains during microdamage accumulation in murine
cortical bone. The accuracy and precision of the displacement field, 0.0006 and 0.1750
voxel respectively, were measured from an image that was artificially displaced by 0.5
voxel in each direction. For the strain map, accuracy and precision were measured from
artificially deformed images corresponding to applied tensile strains between 0.00 and
0.05, and yielded 0.0003 and 0.0123 respectively. The spatial resolution of the strain
map was determined by the modulation transfer function (MTF). 10% modulation was
measured at 49.5 line pairs per mm, corresponding to a resolution of 10µm or 13.45
voxel. A marked drop in tensile and shear strains ahead of the segmented microcracks
was associated with the progression of the wake front of the microcrack and was
successfully quantified. In conclusion, strain mapping allows the investigation of the
propagation of microdamage caused by overloading. In particular, the relationship
between the microstructural components and microdamage dynamics in bone can now
be assessed by the quantification of local strains involved in the initiation, guidance or
arrest of microcracks.

2. INTRODUCTION
The initiation and propagation of microdamage in cortical bone can be investigated
using a combination of nondestructive time-lapsed three-dimensional (3D) imaging and
suitable biomechanical testing scenarios (1). Using SR-CT it is possible to describe
microcrack initiation and propagation (2), while the quantification of displacements and
strains has not been investigated yet.
In this study, we present a multi-stage procedure combining digital volume correlation
(DVC) (3) to align regions in the images and demons deformable image registration (4)
to increase the localization (i.e. spatial resolution) of the strain maps, which allows for
the precise analysis of the local deformations around microcracks (5). Combined with
time-lapsed imaging during the mechanical experiment, this method allows
quantification of the 3D strain and deformation fields at initiation and during
1
2
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microcrack propagation. Therefore, it is important to balance spatial resolution of the
displacement and strain maps and their accuracy. Increasing the spatial resolution of the
deformable registration leads inevitably to a decrease in the accuracy of the computed
displacement and strain fields (3).
In order to optimize and validate the procedure for this problem, we defined benchmark
models, where the original tomographic image was synthetically deformed. Therefore,
the actual displacement and strains were known for every voxel of the image. The
models were either based on displacements and strains from finite element (FE)
simulations (Model I) or distinct patterns, such as constant displacement (Model II),
constant uniaxial strain (Model III) or shear motion (Model IV). We optimized the
parameters using the Model I based on deformations resulting from the FE simulation.
Model II was used to determine the accuracy of the displacement map and the accuracy
of the strain map in the regions with only rigid body motion. The accuracy of the strain
maps was measured using Model III. Finally, Model IV was used to determine the
spatial resolution of the displacement and strain maps in analogy to the slanted edge test
used for the imaging system to verify spatial resolution.

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS
3.1 Strain mapping
The procedure to calculate the final strain maps can be broken down into three parts
(Figure 1). Starting with two tomographic images: one of the sample prior to loading,
and one of the deformed sample, DVC is used to compute a displacement field with a
relatively low resolution. Subsequently, demons deformable image registration is used
to increase the spatial resolution of the displacement field and thus to improve the
localization of the deformations. Finally, the strain map is computed from the resulting
displacement field.
DVC measures the displacement at discrete locations by correlating patterns in the
surrounding region of the image, the so called sub-images, while the displacements for
the voxels in between these points are interpolated. Our implementation of DVC
differed from previous implementations in that it consisted of 3 iterations with a
decreasing size of the sub-images (100x100x100, 50x50x50 and 25x25x25 voxels),
while the number of sub-images was adapted to span the entire region without gaps. In
this way, the spatial resolution in the displacement field could be increased while
keeping the registration robust against the false registration of individual sub-images.
Mattes mutual information was used to measure the correlation of the image (5). Subimages, where the threshold in mutual information was not achieved, were excluded
during the interpolation of the displacement field.
Demons deformable image registration (4) was used to improve the detection of small
local deformations. This diffusion-based registration method simulates an image-based
force aligning gradients in the grayscale values of the images. On the other hand,
stiffness is modeled as the restriction of neighboring points to move alongside each
other.
The displacement field from the demons registration is, by definition, smooth and thus

allows the calculation of strain maps from the displacement field. The individual
components of the displacements were smoothed by Gaussian filtration before the local
gradients in the displacement field, equivalent to the deformation gradient , were
calculated by central difference. From the deformation gradient, the Green-Lagrange
strain tensor was derived.
3.2 Materials
The left femurs from three mature female mice of the inbred strain C3H/He (C3H) were
used in this study. At an age of 19 weeks the animals were sacrificed. All animal
procedures were reviewed and approved by the local authorities. The femurs were
prepared and imaged as previously described (2). The specimens were imaged within
the mid-diaphysis using SR-CT at a nominal resolution of 740 nm.
3.3 Validation
The following models were created by warping directly from the tomographic images of
the samples before loading:
Model I. In order to study the accuracy of the strain mapping, a horizontal crack across
half the cross section was artificially introduced in image. Linear elastic FE simulations
of a tensile deformation by 1% in vertical direction were used to compute realistic
displacements and strains. The resulting displacements were then used to deform the
original image by warping. This model was used to determine an optimal set of
parameters. For the DVC phase we investigated the effect of the different sizes of subimages (100, 50 and 25 voxel) and the threshold in mutual information (between 0 and
0.25) deciding on whether the sub-image should be considered for the interpolation of
the displacement field. For the demons deformable registration, the stiffness parameter
was analyzed between 2 and 10. And for the actual strain mapping, we determined the
effect of the width ( ) of the Gaussian filter between 2 and 4 voxels. For each parameter
of the DVC and demons deformable registration, the root mean square (RMS) error and
the coefficient of correlation (R) between the resulting displacement field and the
originally applied displacement was calculated within the region of strain concentration
(regions with apparent strain larger than 1 %). For strain mapping, the resulting map
was compared to the map resulting from the originally applied displacements. The
resulting set of parameters was then used for the remainder of the study.
Model II. To determine the accuracy and precision of the displacement maps in a more
controlled and comparable way, the images were displaced by 0.5 voxel in each
coordinate direction (resulting in a total displacement of 0.87 voxel) using b-spline
interpolation. In contrast to Model I, the gray-scale images instead of the segmented
images were used for the warping and were segmented after the deformation.
Model III. The accuracy and precision of the strain maps was measured from images
with artificially imposed strains between 0.00 and 0.05 using homogenous strains over
the entire image. The case of zero applied strain was computed with strain maps derived
from model II. As in model II, the gray-scale images were deformed using b-spline
interpolation and segmented afterwards.
Model IV. The spatial resolution of the strain map was measured by the modulation

transfer function (MTF). The images were deformed according to an artificially created
displacement field with an edge function in one displacement component so that shear
motion was imposed on the image at the position of the edge. Subsequently, the
displacement and the strain maps were calculated and the profile of the corresponding
shear strain component was extracted by averaging over the cross section of the image.
The resulting profile of the shear strain corresponded to the line spread function (LSF)
of the strain mapping procedure. Therefore, the MTF could be directly calculated as the
Fourier transform of the shear strain profile. The spatial resolution of the displacement
field was computed similarly; with the exception that the LSF was calculated as the first
derivative of the edge spread function.

4. RESULTS
The evaluation of the displacement field resulting from DVC alone showed that the
RMS error was reduced by using increasingly smaller sub-images (Fig. 1). However,
the correlation decreased from 50 voxel to 25 voxel sub-images. For the smallest subimage size, the optimal threshold in mutual information was 0.15. At the same time, this
yielded the smallest RMS error (0.73 µm, 1 voxel) and the best correlation (R = 0.76).
Subsequently, three steps of DVC were used with the sub-image reduced from 100
voxel to 50, and to 25 voxels, respectively.

Fig. 1 Optimization of the DVC. Root mean square error (left) and linear correlation (right) for the three
steps of decreasing sub-image sizes and different thresholds for the optimization metric.

The error of the displacement field computed by the demons deformable registration
was smallest with a stiffness parameter of 10 (RMS error = 0.21 µm, 0.28 voxel), and
the correlation was also optimal in this case (R = 0.96). However, the error and the
correlation did not improve considerably from a stiffness parameter of 6 onwards. In
favor of displacement maps with a high spatial resolution, a stiffness parameter of 6 was
used (RMS error = 0.23 µm and R = 0.96, respectively).
The correlation of the strain map was best with the widest Gaussian filter investigated
( = 4). Nonetheless, we hereafter used a Gaussian filter with ( = 2) in order to
obtain a strain map with the same localization as the displacement map. In this case, the

RMS error was 0.054 and the strains were overestimated by 0.018.
From the registration of the images that were homogenously displaced by 0.5 voxel, we
found that the accuracy of the displacement map was 0.0006 voxel (0.4 nm) and the
precision was 0.176 voxel (130 nm) as determined from the RMS error of the
displacements. The strain maps computed for imposed strains between 0.00 and 0.05
did show a systematic error. The mean error of the strain was not significantly different
from zero (p < 0.05, using a one-sample t-test), while the precision was between 0.011
and 0.013.
The spatial resolution of the strain maps was defined as the frequency at which the MTF
indicates a modulation of 10%. For the strain maps this was found at 49.5 line pairs per
mm, corresponding to a resolution of 13.5 voxels (10.0 µm). For the DVC stage at the
smallest sub-image size (25 voxels) 10% modulation was at 29.9 line pairs per mm
equivalent to a resolution of 22.6 voxels (16.7 µm). For the displacements, a modulation
of 10% was found at 49.3 line pairs per mm, corresponding to a resolution of 13.7
voxels (10.1 µm).

5. DISCUSSION
In the present study, deformable image registration was used to compute 3D strain maps
for cortical bone microstructure. A novel procedure to calculate the 3D deformation and
strain maps with a high spatial resolution was established to analyze time-lapsed
tomographic images of the cortical bone microstructure. The method was optimized
using realistic deformations for the propagation of microcracks. Furthermore, the
displacement and strain maps were validated. We found that at a nominal image
resolution of 740 nm the spatial resolution of the strain maps was 10 µm (MTF), while
the error of the displacements and strains were 130 nm and 0.013, respectively.
Therefore, the spatial resolution of both the displacement and strain maps are in the
order of 10 µm and can hence be used to measure the impact of microstructural features
such as canals or osteocyte lacunae on the local strain and displacement field.
The validation based on homogenous displacements and homogenous strains showed
that strain maps computed by previous procedures using DVC alone (6, 7) were more
precise than what we measured, while the precision of the displacements was similar,
which serves as the base to compute strains. We found that the precision of the
displacements was 0.175 voxel (130 nm), while the precision of the strain was 0.012.
Comparing several correlation metrics, Liu and Morgan (7) reported a precision of
0.046 to 0.167 voxel (1.66 to 6.01 µm) for the displacements by the same test used in
the current study, whereas the precision of the strain maps was measured from a
repeated measurement of the unloaded sample, where errors of 0.0004 to 0.0013 were
reported. The difference in the precision of the strain maps is mostly due to the higher
spatial resolution of the method introduced in this study, and the fact that the effect of
errors in the displacement on the error in strains is dependent on this spatial resolution,
so that strain maps with a higher resolution inherently have a larger error. To confirm
this, we computed the strain maps again after applying a mean filter with a width of 41
voxel, corresponding to the size of the sub-images used in (7) and found a RMSE of
0.0018 for the strain, which is very similar to values reported previously (6, 7).

There was a considerable difference between the error of the displacement maps
computed from Model I and II and the strain maps computed from Model I and Model
III. This could mostly be attributed to two effects: firstly, in Model I a segmented
version of the tomographic image was used for the simulation. Therefore, the warping
was performed using the segmented image as well, which introduces larger errors than
the warping of the gray-scale images; and secondly, the errors of the displacement and
strain maps were consistently larger in regions with spatially inhomogeneous
deformations. This was particularly pronounced in Model I, since the FE simulations
have the same spatial resolution as the original image, while the strain maps have a
resolution of 13.5 voxel. However, in the DIGFA experiments the repeated imaging
leads to smaller errors than warping does.
In conclusion, 3D deformation and strain maps were introduced, optimized and
validated to analyze tomographic images of the cortical bone microstructure in murine
cortical bone. This will allow characterization of deformations and strains during the
initiation and propagation of microcracks at a high spatial resolution.
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AN APPROACH FOR THE REDUCTION OF THE SOFT TISSUE
ARTIFACT BASED ON THE INTEGRATION OF RIGID BODY
KINEMATICS
Vicente Mata1, Nidal Farhat2, Álvaro Page3, Helios de Rosario4

1. ABSTRACT
Recent studies on the evaluation of Soft Tissue Artifact (STA) reduction in lower extremity
kinematics show that conventional methods may make the estimation of relative angles
between adjacent body segments worse. In this study we introduce a method for the
reduction of the STA magnitude. This method is based on obtaining the position and
orientation of the rigid body from landmark trajectories by integration. Starting from the
first and second instant screw parameters – angular velocity and acceleration – calculated
conforming to rigid body conditions, the orientation was determined by integration after an
adequate transformation. Then position, velocity and acceleration for each landmark could
be obtained. The hip joint center was estimated using the functional method with a bias
compensation. To validate the method presented, a simulated model for the lower extremity
was created in MSC-ADAMS which is based on real lower extremity motion and includes
a STA of random patterns. Results show that the error in landmark positions was reduced
and the optimized trajectories of the landmarks conform to both rigid body conditions and
the velocities and accelerations.
2. INTRODUCTION
It is well known that the kinematic and dynamic analysis of a lower limp is greatly affected
by the STA (Benoit et al. 2006; Tsai et al. 2011). Traditional methods were based on
constraining the movement/trajectory of the measured landmarks in an optimization
process, to correspond to rigid body with additional constraints for joints between adjacent
bodies, as in, for example (Cerveri et al. 2005; Andersen et al. 2009). This method, as
concluded by (Andersen et al. 2010), does not reduce the error due to soft tissue artifacts.
On the contrary, errors in the main joint angles, flexion/extension and abduction/adduction
were increased in many trials, (Andersen et al. 2010).
Moreover, in the optimization process, as both rigid body conditions and joint constraints
are cast in the same process, errors may be badly distributed between these parameters.
This method also dismisses a lot of research into the estimation of joint parameters from the
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relative motion of the corresponding bodies. For example, in the spherical joint at the
pelvis, accuracy in determining the position of the hip joint center (HJC) affects both
kinematics and dynamics (Stagni et al. 2000). There are two main methods for the
estimation of the HJC: the functional method that is based on the relative motion between
the pelvis and the femur for its estimation, such as in (Halvorsen 2003); and the prediction
method, that is based on the size of the pelvis and the femur from the anatomical
landmarks, (Bell et al. 1990; Davis et al. 1991). The last method corresponds to higher error
levels (Leardini et al. 1999). As a result, the functional method has received more attention
recently (Shea et al. 1997; Amis and Jakob 1998; Halvorsen 2003; Siston and Delp 2006).
In this study, we introduce a method for the reduction of the STA magnitude. This method
is based on obtaining the orientation of a rigid body from landmark trajectories. (Sommer
1992) introduced a method for the determination of the first and second order instant screw
parameters from landmark trajectories, i.e. angular velocities and accelerations from
position, velocity and acceleration of individual landmarks of the body. Here, a local
reference frame was attached to each body and from these parameters its orientation was
determined by integration after an adequate transformation, from which position, velocity
and acceleration could be recalculated for each landmark. This also guarantees that the
integrated trajectory of each body matches the calculated velocity and acceleration.
With respect to the HJC, it was estimated using the functional method presented by
(Halvorsen 2003) with the protocol proposed by (Camomilla et al. 2006). This method was
verified using a simulated model of the pelvis and the femur created in MSC-ADAMS
dynamic simulation software.
3. METHODOLOGY:
From the position, velocity and acceleration of skin landmarks of the body, its angular
velocity and acceleration for a rigid body is estimated using the linear procedure introduced
by (Sommer 1992).
A local reference frame is attached to the body at the centroid. Initially it has the same
orientation as the global one. The orientation of this frame is represented by three
successive rotations by angles (γ,β,α) around fixed global axis XYZ, respectively. The
resulting rotation matrix is,
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where for a given time instant of the trajectory (i): G RLi is the rotation matrix between the
global (G) and local (L) reference frames, and cαi and sαi are shorthand for cos(αi) and
sin(αi), respectively, etc.

The relation between the time-derivative of these angles and the angular velocity for any
instant can be obtained,
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are the time derivatives of  i ,  i ,  i  , and Ei is a 3×3 matrix that

depends on  i ,  i ,  i  . Analogically, the relation between the angular acceleration vector
and second derivative of the rotation angles can be obtained. It can be shown that it has the
form,
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Once the first and second time derivatives of  i ,  i ,  i  have been obtained, their value for
the next point can be estimated from direct integration. For the time instant i,
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 and  , where for the first point of the trajectory (i = 1) the local
was assumed to have the same orientation as the global one, hence
to zero. Starting from this value, their values for all the points in the

trajectory can be estimated. For a given instant, the position of each marker can be
determined in the local reference frame by the relation,
L
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where c ra ,b is the position vector from point (a) to point (b), expressed in the (c) reference

frame. (O) represents the origin of the reference frame, and (m) can be any body landmark.
As landmarks are subject to errors due to the camera system (stereo-photogrammetric
device) and soft tissue artifact, their position in this local frame is not constant. The mean
of the values calculated over all the trajectory was assumed to represent the rigid body

model ( L rO ,m ) . Finally, the trajectory of these landmarks can be reconstructed in the global
reference frame by,
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4. APPLICATION ON SIMULATED MODEL
To illustrate the previous relations a simulated model of the lower limb was built in MSCADAMS dynamic simulation software. It consists of a model for the pelvis and another one
for the femur. The motion of this simulated model was estimated from the 3D location
(position and orientation) of the pelvis and hip angles of an actual task measured at the IBV
laboratory. To simulate the soft tissue artifact in the pelvis landmarks four spheres were
fixed to it by spherical joints as shown in Fig. 1. These are Right and Left Antero-Superior
Iliac Spines (RASIS y LASIS) and Postero-Superior Iliac Spines (RPSIS and LPSIS).

RPSIS

LPSIS
LASIS

RASIS

Figure 1. Bone model with the four spheres located at the anatomical landmarks of the pelvis. The
small dots on the surface of the spheres simulate pelvis landmarks or skin landmarks.

The size of each sphere approximately simulates the curvature of the surface of the bone at
the corresponding anatomical point, and its range of motion, two rotations around to two
perpendicular axes, produces a variation in the relative distance between landmarks fixed
on the sphere’s surface similar to that one of the actual task. Two sources of errors were
deduced from the actual task. Firstly, noise from the cameras superimposed on the STA. In
the simulated model the first was assumed to be random and of a uniform distribution with
a maximum amplitude of ±2 mm. And the second, the STA, was assumed to be sinusoidal
with one cycle and amplitude of the same order of magnitude as the real one (at most 6 mm
as measured), and a random phase angle.
Now, based on the previous data obtained from simulation, and applying the relations
introduced in the previous section, the trajectories of the landmarks of the pelvis were
reconstructed in the global reference system. And in order to quantify the improvement
after the application of this method, a comparison has been established between the
positions of the landmarks before and after reconstructing their movements, both relative to
their positions on the underlying pelvis bone. Results are shown in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2. Error in position (distance) relative to the underlying bone marker. (*) symbols represent
the original skin landmarks while the continuous line represents the proposed procedure. The figure
on the left is for pelvis landmarks while the other on the right is for those of the femur.

The previous procedure was repeated for 5 different simulation repetitions of different
random sinusoidal function phase angles. Results are shown in Table 1.
Rep.
No.
1
2
3
4
5

Pelvis landmarks
Rigid model

Femur landmarks
Rigid model
Skin

Skin

RASIS

RPSIS

LASIS

LPSIS

RASIS

RPSIS

LASIS

LPSIS

LFE

MFE

LFE

MFE

28.5
27.2
25.0
28.2
27.0

33.0
29.2
26.0
13.8
24.9

30.1
26.9
23.0
28.3
25.2

30.5
28.0
23.3
14.2
22.0

38.6
35.7
37.5
37.0
38.7

39.5
37.9
39.1
40.2
36.7

40.2
36.6
37.0
38.0
36.2

40.2
36.3
39.4
37.5
35.9

26.8
42.5
39.1
25.3
26.5

39.7
41.5
40.4
38.0
35.8

43.4
43.7
43.7
43.2
44.9

43.2
42.1
43.7
44.5
41.8

Table (1). Errors in landmark positions before and after implementing the proposed rigid body
model for different 5 repetitions.

As can be seen in Table 1, a significant reduction the errors in the positions of pelvis
landmarks has been obtained after implementing the proposed procedure for all the
repetitions. A similar procedure was followed for the femur, and the results are depicted in
Fig. 2 and Table 1.
5. CONCLUSION
A recent study shows that conventional methods for obtaining rigid body kinematics from
landmark trajectories based on an optimization process may not reduce the STA. In this
article we have introduced a method for the calculation of rigid body kinematics for the
lower extremity. Starting from the angular velocity and acceleration of the body, the
orientation of a local reference system attached to the body, represented by three
consecutive rotations around fixed axes, is integrated after adequate transformation. This

method is based on direct relations without optimization. It separates the issue of obtaining
joint parameters from rigid body conditions. In addition, it uses proper direct relations for
the estimation of the HJC. Based on the results obtained in a simulated model the proposed
method ensures the reduction of STA and that the obtained trajectory of the body’s
landmarks conforms to the obtained angular velocity and acceleration and to rigid body
conditions. As a result, the estimation of joint angles between adjacent bodies will be
improved.
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ANALYSIS OF THE INTRAINDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES OF THE
JOINT SURFACES OF THE CALCANEUS

Daniel Stephan1,2, Stephanie Panzer3, Michael Göttlinger1, Peter Augat 1,2

ABSTRACT
Patients with calcaneus fractures experience considerable interferences with daily living
activities. The quality of anatomical reconstruction is important because of its influence
on the functional outcome. The quality of reconstruction is usually reviewed by X-ray
or computer tomography (CT) and no standardized methods exist. The aim of this study
was to develop an automatic algorithm based on CT images to quantify the integrity of
calcaneal joint surfaces. Validation of this algorithm was performed by assessing intra
individual variations of characteristic joint parameters.
CT data from 12 subjects were manually segmented and 3D models from the calcaneus,
talus and cuboid were generated. These models were implemented in a custom-made
software to analyze the area, 3D orientation and bone distance of the subchondral bone
area of the joint surfaces. Three joints were detected and the calculated parameters were
compared between right and left hind foot using the directional asymmetry method
(%DA). The results were statistically analyzed with a paired t-test (alpha = 0.05).
The area and bone distance showed the greatest intraindividual differences (%DA).
Differences in 3D orientation were comparatively low. None of these differences was
statistically significant. Interindividual variations among subjects were several
magnitudes larger than intraindividual variations.
The results show that small intraindividual differences within the anatomy exist.
Surgical treatment should take place with the aid of imaging data (CT X-Ray) from the
contra lateral side. The computational tool presented in this study may be used to
evaluate outcome and quality of operative treatment of joint reconstructions in the hind
foot.
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INTRODUCTION
The calcaneus is the most frequently fractured tarsal bone (65%) [1]. Fractures of the
calcaneus constitute 1% - 2% of all bone injuries [2]. There are two different types of
fractures. The extra- articular and intra- articular fracture type. The literature study
shows inconsistencies in treatment [1]. There are three different treatment strategies,
nonoperative (conservative), open reduction and internal fixation and primary
arthrodesis (both operative) [1–3]. Conservativly treated fractures showed more longterm complications involving arthritis and malunion [4]. Operative treatment showed a
higher risk for wound dehiscence, wound infection and iatrogenic injury [4].
Patients with calcaneus fractures experience considerable interferences with daily living
activities. In general inadequate or inappropriate treatment leads to bony destruction and
deformity of the calcaneus and results in a functional loss.
The quality of anatomical reconstruction in calcaneus fracture fixation is important
because of its influence on the functional outcome. The functional outcome is nowadays
determined by various scores (American Orthopaedic Foot and Ankle Society (AOFAS)
hindfoot score, Maryland Foot Score (MFS), Creighton-Nebraska score (CN), gait
analysis (plantare pressure distribution, 3D gait analysis) or imaging procedures
(computer tomography (CT), plain radiographic) [5–7].
Only the imaging procedures have the opportunity to directly predict the quality of
anatomical reconstruction. The quality of reconstruction is usually reviewed by plain
radiographs or computer tomography (CT). The plain radiographic projections, makes it
possible to determine various angles (Böhler’s angle, Gissane’s angle) and distances
(length height, width) [7]. Several studies associated a restoration of Böhler’s angle with
a better outcome [8], [9]. Frequently there is no correlation between Böhler’s angle and
functional results of treatment. The plain radiography is not sufficient enough for the
evaluation of the anatomical reconstruction and to predict the functional outcome [7],
[10-13].
There are methods that measure the level of anatomical reconstruction in CT images
[10], [14]. However these methods again are based on a 2D way of looking at specific
CT slices. Currently no standardized 3D methods exist to analyse the quality of
individual anatomical reconstruction of the subchondral bone area of the joint surfaces.
The aim of this study was to develop an automatic algorithm based on CT images to
quantify the integrity of calcaneal subchondral bone area of the joint surfaces.
Validation of this algorithm was performed by assessing intra individual variations of
characteristic joint parameters in adults.
METHOD
The first step in joint surface analysis was to obtain accurate geometric models of the
anatomy from CT scan data. Bilateral upper limb CT data (slice thickness 0.625mm)
from 12 subjects (5 female, 7 male, 42 ±15 years) were manually segmented using
Amira ® (Visage Imaging, Richmond, Australia). 3D models from the calcaneus, talus
and cuboid were implemented in custom software programmed in MATLAB
(MathWorks, Inc; Natick, MA, USA). The software uses a nearest neighbour algorithm
to find the nearest point from the calcaneus to the talus or cuboid (Fig.1). All points
within a defined distance were assumed part of the joint surface. Three joint surfaces
(PSJ= posterior subtalar joint, CCJ= calcaneo- cuboid joint, AMSJ anterior medial
subtalar joint) were detected (Fig. 2).

Fig.1: Frontal view on all subchondral bone surfaces relative based on the plane of the joint surface. The
colour indicates the different bone distances (colourbar [mm]). At the top, the joint surfaces of the right
side (PSJR, AMSJR, CCJR) and at the bottom the joint surfaces of the left side (PSJL, AMSJL, CCJL)
are shown.

Fig.2: Right calcaneus and the associated joint areas

The area and 3D orientation of the three separated subchondral bone areas of the joint
surfaces were calculated. Based on these results, the percentage of directional
asymmetry (%DA) between the right and the left hind foot was calculated. This method
standardizes all raw asymmetric differences to %DA for direct comparison of
asymmetries in dimensions of different size [15].
%DA = (right – left)/(average of left and right) x 100

The results of the area and 3D orientation of all separated subchondral bone areas of the
joint surfaces were statistically analysed with a paired t-test (alpha = 0.05).
RESULTS
Intraindividual differences (%DA) for the subchondral bone area of the joint surface
areas, were less than -3 %DA for the PSJ, -1 %DA for the AMSJ and -3 %DA for the
CCJ. Differences in 3D orientation of the joint surface were between -1 %DA and 1
%DA. None of these differences was statistically significant. Interindividual variations

among subjects were several magnitudes larger than intraindividual variations (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3: Surface area (left) and 3D orientation (right) of the six joints surfaces.

DISCUSSION
Clinical evidence suggests that anatomic fracture reduction is very important, especially
at the joint surface. Articular incongruities can induce the early ageing of joints.
Currently the degree of reconstruction is rarely compared to the healthy side and
anatomical differences between patients are not taken into account [7]. All of the
radiographic outcome measurements are actually based on a 2D view. The majority of
previous studies have shown that 2D parameters are not sufficient to determine the
quality of anatomical reconstruction after surgical treatment and the functional outcome
[7], [10–13]. The results show that only small intraindividual differences within the
anatomy exist. CT image data from the contralateral (non fractured) side, could
therefore guide surgical restoration and could also be used to evaluate the quality of
joint. The computational tool presented in this study may be used to evaluate outcome
and quality of operative treatment of joint reconstructions in the hind foot.
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A MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR CELL DEFORMATION UNDER
CHEMOTAXIS INDUCED CELL MOTION
F.J. Vermolen1 and A. Gefen2

1. ABSTRACT
We present a three-dimensional model for cell deformation and motion under the
influence of a chemo-attractant. The model, describing the temporal evolution of the
cell geometry, is applied to determine qualitatively and quantitatively the impact of
cellular defects, like the cell stiffness and motility, on the time needed to engulf
bacteria. Our formalism is able to quantify the influence of cellular diseases on the
immunity system of an organism.

2. INTRODUCTION
Cells are well-known to migrate and to deform under chemical stimulation. An
important example is our immunity system, where the immunity response is initiated
by, amongst others, a bacterial secretion of chemicals that activate cells like phagocytes,
macrophages, or lymphocytes to move towards the bacteria and subsequently neutralize
them by engulfment. Next to immunity responses, one can think of processes like
wound healing, tumor growth and organ development where cells migrate, deform,
proliferate, differentiate or decease. In all the aforementioned processes, cell
deformation is an important issue on the smallest cellular scale. The aforementioned
processes are modeled at several scales: (1) the cellular scale, with examples of
modeling studies in [1,2], (2) cell colony scale with several hundreds or thousands of
cells, with examples of modeling studies in [3,4], and on the (3) tissue scale, where the
cells are not modeled individually, but merely by means of average quantities such as
cell densities using continuum models based on (systems of) partial differential
equations, for studies about these models, we refer to references [5,6].
In the present paper, we consider cell deformation on the cellular scale, where the
evolution of the cell-shape and position are modeled in the course of time. First, we
present the model hypotheses, and refer to [1] for more details concerning the
mathematical relations, then we briefly discuss the numerical implementation. Further,
some computed results in terms of an example of several snapshots of the temporal
evolution of the cell-shape are presented. Here, we also quantify the influence of
cellular defects that deteriorate the cell stiffness and mobility. We end up with a brief
discussion and some conclusions. The main innovation of the present conference paper
is the application of the model formulated in [1] to bacterial sources and the
quantification of the variation of several parameters like the cell stiffness and motility
1
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on the actual necessary time needed to neutralize harmful bacteria.

3. THE HYPOTHESES OF THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL
In this section, we summarize the mathematical model that is introduced and discussed
in more detail in [1]. We consider a hypothetical cell that is spherical in its nonactivated, equilibrium state. This cell is allowed to deform and to move in an extracellular environment. This environment could be a gel-like medium. Further, we
consider bacterial sources that are allowed to move through the domain or to stay at a
fixed position. Each bacterium secrets a chemical into the medium, which diffuses
through the extra-cellular environment and cell, and subsequently attracts the cell. The
bacteria are modeled as point sources and the concentrations are assumed to be small.
This justifies the use of linear diffusion from point sources, hereby enabling the use of a
superposition of Green's Functions for the description of the concentration of the
chemo-attractant. Hence, no discretization methods like the finite-element method are
used in our model.
The cells sense the concentration of the bacterially released chemical at the discrete
points on the cell boundary if the concentration exceeds a certain threshold value. If the
concentration is above this threshold value, then the point at which the chemical is
sensed moves towards the gradient of the concentration, at a speed proportional to the
local concentration gradient of secreted chemicals, with mobility constant β. The
mobility of the points on the cell surface makes the cell deform and move towards the
bacterium that releases the chemical.
Next to the ability of the cell to deform and move, the cell also exerts and experiences a
driving force to deform back to its equilibrium shape. This driving force is modeled via
hypothetical springs that are linked between all points and the cell centre (i.e. the
nucleus, which is modeled as a point here), and between neighboring points on the cell
surface, see Fig. 1 for a two-dimensional representation. Hence upon vanishing of all
bacterial sources, the cell shape transforms back to the original spherical geometry
where all points on the cell surface have the same mutual distance as initially, in which
the cell (and hence its centre) possibly has migrated as a result of the bacterial sources
that were

Illustration 1: A two-dimensional schematic of a cell where the points on the surface
are connected to each other as well as to the cell centre.

present earlier. The transition of the cell going back to its original geometry is
determined by the cell stiffness, α, which also takes into account tangential forces. In
[1], the equations are presented, as well as many simulation case studies are discussed
including an experimental validation.

4. SIMULATION RESULTS
First, we present a case in which one spherical cell deforms and migrates as a result of
the chemo-attractant that is released by three bacteria. The initial configuration of the
spherical cell in the extra-cellular matrix is a spherical cell with radius of 0.4 mm at the
origin and three bacteria as point sources at locations (-1.5,0,0), (0,1.5,0) and (1.5,0,0).
In Fig. 2, it can be seen that the cell (α = 0.15, β = 5) has deformed as a result of the
chemical that is secreted by the three bacteria. The cell shape index, not shown here,
changes significantly during the process of bacterial engulfment. For stiffer cells, i.e.
cells with a higher α-value, the cell deforms less, which implies that the cell, including
the cell centre, has to migrate over a larger distance and hence the time needed to engulf
the bacteria increases. This makes the immune response less efficient. Furthermore, the
cellular motility coefficient β determines the velocity at which the cell moves and hence
also determines the efficiency of the immune response. This possibility decreases the
efficiency of biological processes like wound healing, and it may lead to further tissue
degradation.

Illustration 2: The initially spherical cell just after engulfment of the three bacteria. The
cell has deformed and traveled over a short distance.
In order to show the influence of the cellular parameters like cell stiffness and cell
motility, we show a contour plot of the minimal time needed to engulf three bacteria as
a function of the aforementioned parameters in Fig. 3. It can be seen that it takes more
time to neutralize the bacteria if the cell becomes stiffer. Further, an increase of the
motility decreases the time needed to engulf all bacteria. It can be seen that these
differences are substantial over the range of parameters considered. Furthermore, the
relations are nonlinear as can be seen from Fig. 3.

In [1], some more simulations are shown. For instance, the case of many cells in two
dimensions is also shown to represent cell deformation and migration in a small colony.
Furthermore, three dimensional simulations that model the influence of the cell
polarization, non-homogeneity of the extra-cellular medium via the addition of a
random term to the migration of the points on the cell surface are shown in [1].

Illustration 3: Contours o the minimal time needed to engulf three bacteria as a
function of cell stiffness (alpha-value) and cell motility (beta-value).

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We described a model for cell deformation and migration, and applied the formalism to
simulate impacts on the immune response as a result of cellular defects like an increased
cell stiffness and decreased cell motility. It is known that the increase of acidity
decreases the motility of cells [7]. This situation could occur if cells and bacteria are
competing for nutrients and oxygen. Clinically, this could be used to model the impact
of infections on further immunity. A chain reaction of immunity failure could be
modeled phenomenologically. In the present paper, we did not yet show the influence of
bacterial engulfment on degradation or improvement of the cellular properties. Diseases
that impair the stiffness of the cytoplasm of the cell are modeled by the simulations that
are presented in the present paper. The simulations show that the minimal time to engulf
all bacteria increases with decreasing motility and increasing cell stiffness in a nonlinear
way. In other words, our paper shows a simple formalism to model decrease of
immunity response as a result of increasing cell stiffness and decreasing cell motility.
The impact from cell stiffness is caused by the longer path that has to be traveled by the

cell if it is hardly able to deform. We finally note that our present results are preliminary
and that they need further experimental justification.
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TIBIO-FEMORAL KINEMATICS OF TOTAL KNEE ARTHROPLASTY
DURING A LOADED SQUAT: A NUMERICAL STUDY
S. Pianigiani1, L. Labey2, W. Pascale3 and B. Innocenti4

1. ABSTRACT
Total knee arthroplasty is a very successful surgical procedure, however clinical
outcomes were reported to be affected by implant position, ligament balancing and
patient-related anatomical factors. A recent paper demonstrates that device malpositioning and patient related anatomical factors could considerably alter tibio-femoral
and patello-femoral maximum contact forces. However, up to now, not a lot of
information is available on how device mal-positioning and different soft-tissue
anatomy could induce differences in knee kinematics.
For these reasons, the aim of this project is to evaluate the influence that device malpositioning and/or ligaments insertion point positions has on tibio-femoral kinematics
during a squat using a numerical model. Four different implant types (a fixed bearing,
posterior stabilized prosthesis; a high flexion fixed bearing guided motion prosthesis; a
mobile bearing prosthesis; and a hinge prosthesis) were virtually implanted on the same
leg model which underwent a loaded squat up to 120°. Each reference model was then
modified to consider both device mal-positioning and changes in ligaments insertion
points.
The results showed that, for all implant designs, tibio-femoral kinematics were affected
by changes in implant positioning and anatomical factors.

2. INTRODUCTION
Total knee arthroplasty (TKA) is a highly successful and reproducible treatment for
knee patients. Over 500,000 procedures are performed annually in the US, and that
number is expected to increase exponentially over the next two decades [1]. The success
of TKA is well documented, however difficulties and pain during motion still persist in
a limited number of patients. This might be explained by device mal-positioning or by
excessive deviations from the standard knee anatomy which can lead to a different
biomechanical behavior than what the prosthesis was designed for [2-4]. Most TKAs
function as surface replacements within the soft tissue envelope that surrounds the knee.
Consequently, positioning and sizing of the components will largely affect the postoperative result. Any device mal-positioning will affect loads on the interface, tension in
the ligaments and kinematics [5,6]. This will lead to aberrant knee mechanics inducing
stiffness, instability and early loosening [7-13]. While most implants are developed to
1
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fit with a reference anatomy in mind, specific patient anatomy will of course deviate
from this reference. Thus, the interaction of the bony anatomy and the soft tissue
morphology with the knee prosthesis during function might again lead to nonphysiological loads and kinematics. In any case, the resulting non-physiological load
conditions and kinematics of the knee might ultimately lead to pain, bone remodeling,
high wear rates and, sometimes, implant failure or revision.
While the effects of implant mal-positioning or soft-tissue anatomy on TKA tibiofemoral (TF) and patello-femoral contact forces were recently investigated [6], less
information is available regarding their effects on TF kinematics.
Neither clinical nor in-vitro cadaver tests allow us the versatility to test the effect of
these parameters in a systematic way. Recently, however, computational models
replicating knee function have been developed and validated, which could serve this
purpose [6,14]. Such analytical methods allow researchers to investigate the effects of
certain parameters of potential influence in a non-destructive and repeatable way. But,
these studies are mainly focused on only one TKA type or they investigate only the
effect of one mal-position configuration, mainly during walking.
The aim of this project is to evaluate the influence that implant mal-positioning and/or
ligaments insertion point positions has on tibio-femoral kinematics during a squat using
a numerical model. Although each prosthesis type in this study is represented by a
specific design, the purpose of this study is not to analyze the behavior of those specific
TKA designs but rather to determine, in general, how mal-positioning and soft-tissues
geometries can alter the TF kinematics compared to its own reference configuration.
3. MATERIALS AND METHODS
The methodology used in this work to obtain the musculoskeletal model has been
previously described by Innocenti et al. [6].
A physiological knee model was obtained from CT images and replaced with four
different TKA designs obtaining four reference replaced model. The analyzed designs
are:
1. A fixed bearing, posterior stabilized (PS) design;
2. A fixed bearing, high flexion design;
3. A hinge design;
4. A mobile bearing design .
According to previous experimental test [5], for each reference replaced model a deep
squat up to 120° with a 200 N constant hip load was simulated using a validated,
dynamic, musculoskeletal modeling system.
The following configurations were analyzed in this study for each design:
1. the reference configuration;
2. the change in location of the two collateral ligaments;
3. tibial component translations in medio-lateral and in antero-posterior direction;
4. tibial component internal-external rotation, tilting and sloping;
5. patellar heights;
6. patellar tilting.
Each replaced model was developed and analyzed using a commercial musculo-skeletal
modeling software (LifeMOD/KneeSIM 2008.1.0, LifeModeler Inc., San Clemente,
CA) [14-17].
The loaded squat was reproduced numerically, simulating an existing knee kinematics
rig [5, 18,19] in terms of geometries, constraints, inputs and outputs. The model of the

knee included tibio-femoral contacts and patello-femoral contacts of the TKA
components, passive soft tissue and active muscle elements.
The external forces (ground reaction and weights), the muscle forces (quadriceps and
hamstrings) and the frictional forces are applied to the knee joint through the machine
(Figure 1). In particular, the machine determines the quadriceps force, at each time step,
in such a way as to maintain a constant predefined vertical hip force during knee
flexion. This is done using a proportional/derivative feedback system.

Figure 1 :The knee simulator model used in this study. It consists of: a base frame (A), a
hip sled (B), a femur block (C), a tibia block (D), a tibia rotation table (E), an
adduction–abduction sled (F) and an antero-posterior sled (G).
The tissues mechanical properties were obtained from Woo et al. [20]. The
discretization of the tendon enables its wrapping around the bone and in the trochlear
groove of the femoral component.
According to the literature works [21-23], the LCL, the anterior and posterior bands of
the MCL, as well as the capsule tissues, were assumed to be elastic with a non-linear
force strain curve describing their behavior.
To avoid any lift-off of the femoral component, the model was initialized prior to the
dynamic simulation until stable bi-condylar contact was established and static
equilibrium was reached.
For each configuration, the internal/external (IE) and abduction/adduction (AA)
rotations and the anterior/posterior (AP) translation of the femoral component with
respect to the tibial component were evaluated and compared during the descent phase
of the loaded squat.
4. RESULTS
The results show that AA rotation and the AP translation are mainly influenced by tibial
components mal-positioning while the IE rotation is affected almost equally from the
soft-tissues position and from tibial component positioning (Figure 2). These results

show that patellar mal-positioning seems not to affect AA rotation and AP translation
kinematics too much apart from the IE rotation (Figure 2).
The sensitivity analysis showed that, generally, patellar mal-positioning do not affect
tibio-femoral kinematics (Figure 2).
Although tibial component mal-positioning and ligaments shifting could alter internalexternal rotation up to 6.8º, tibial components mal-positioning alter mainly the
abduction-adduction tilting and the antero-posterior translations (up to 3.8º and 2.9 mm
respectively).

Figure 2: a) influence of mal-configurations for IE rotation, b) influence of malconfigurations for AA rotation, c) influence of mal-configurations for AP translation
5. DISCUSSION
In this project a numerical analysis of the effects of tibial mal-positioning, patellar malpositioning and ligament shifts on knee kinematics for different TKA designs was
performed.
For that reason the aim of this work was to evaluate and compare TF kinematics during
a loaded deep squat for TKA with simulated device mal-positioning and for different
soft-tissues anatomies. Although each prosthesis type in this study is represented by a
specific design, the purpose of this study is not to analyze the behavior of those specific
TKA designs but rather to determine, in general, how mal-positioning and ligaments
anatomy can alter the TF kinematics compared to its own reference configuration.
This project presents several limitations because just only one cadaver leg and only one
size for each TKA were used. We analyzed the knee model using a generic soft tissue
model and not a patient specific one.
In the sensitivity analysis, only one parameter was changed at a time even if a
combination of deviations for more than one parameter would represent a very
interesting sensitivity analysis. However, this was not considered in this first
investigation and will be addressed in future studies.
We did not consider any femoral component deviations from the reference models and
we did not consider all the tissues and muscles.
The model was simplified considering only the quadriceps and the hamstrings.
even with these limitations, the results demonstrated that, irrespective of TKA implant
design, TF kinematics can be altered considerably up to 6.8º for IE rotation, up to 3.8º
for AA tilting and up to 2.9 mm for AP translation. The results concerning changes in
implant positioning are in agreement with Thompson et al. [24].
Understanding how the effects of components mal-positioning alter the biomechanical

kinematics behavior of the knee is fundamental to understanding and explaining in-vivo
implant behavior and TKAs life expectancy.
Despite the limitations of our numerical study, we believe that our observations will
help guide future research on implant behavior, more specifically related to surgical
procedures. These results might also be an indication towards the use of navigation,
patient-specific procedures and instrumentation which reduce positioning errors of TKA
components and might also optimize knee balancing, ultimately leading to improved
TKAs life expectancy and clinical outcomes for patients.
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HEMODYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF STENT IMPLANTATION
AT CAROTID BIFURCATION
A. Danpinid 1, F. Cui1, F. Kabinejadian 2, L.H. Leo 2, P. Ho 3

1. ABSTRACT
The deployment of carotid stent at the common carotid artery (CCA) toward the internal
carotid artery (ICA) strongly affects the hemodynamics at the bifurcation. The resulting
intensities and distributions of wall shear stress lead to re-stenosis and increase the
possibility of the stroke events after the surgery. In this study, we focused on the effect
of stent implantation on the hemodynamics at carotid bifurcation. Computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) simulations of pulsatile blood flow in two cases, with and without
stent, have been performed using the idealized carotid geometry model. Nitinol selfexpandable stent with open-cell design was used in the study. Time-averaged wall shear
stress (TAWSS) and oscillatory shear index (OSI), which are strongly related to the
thickening and inflammation of the arterial wall, were obtained from CFD simulations
and were used to compare different cases. In the stented case, the sites of low TAWSS
(TAWSS<0.4Pa) were found at the stent strut intervals and on the wall of the ECA
branch downstream of the bifurcation. The exposed area to the low TAWSS was
37.035% lower than that in no stent case. The higher spatial distribution of TAWSS was
obviously observed along the stent strut. The elevation of OSI (OSI >0.1) were found in
stented case, corresponding to the area of the low TAWSS. These sites can be implied
to a higher risk of atherogenesis development after stenting. Our study provides
significant insight into the hemodynamic variations due to stent implantation, which can
be helpful for an optimal new carotid stent design.
2. INTRODUCTION
Stroke has been reported as the second cause of death in the world (World Health
Organization, June 2011), which most commonly comes from carotid stenosis. Carotid
stenosis is the narrowing of the lumen, induced by plaque accumulation at the carotid
bifurcation. One of the most effective and promising treatments is Carotid Artery
Stenting (CAS). The lesion lumen would be extended by the stent expansion. Stent
deployment at the common carotid artery (CCA) toward the internal carotid artery
(ICA) strongly affects the hemodynamics at the bifurcation1. The resulting intensities
and distributions of wall shear stress induce to re-stenosis and increase the possibility of
the stroke events after the surgery1,2,3.
Time-averaged wall shear stress (TAWSS) and oscillatory shear index (OSI) are
actively related to the thickening and inflammation of the arterial wall. The working
range of wall shear stress of endothelial cells is between 0.4 and 1.5 Pa4,5. The intimal
layer can be damaged over the WSS range, and small WSS leads to the wall
thickening1. The low TAWSS (<0.4 Pa) area has been reported as the high risk re1
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stenosis in both simulations and experiments studies1,3,6. The higher OSI (OSI> 0.1)
indicates the non-unidirectional flow, which inducing the re-alignment of endothelia
cells. These two main factors contribute the artherogenesis at carotid bifurcation.
Moreover, the variations of OSI and TAWSS are locally altered by the stent designs in
the blood flow domain1,2,3. The low TAWSS have been obviously observed near the
strut cells, but the area exposed to low TAWSS was higher in the open-cell design, also
the locations of high OSI were related to the low TAWSS1.
In this study, we focused on the effect of stent deployment on the hemodynamics at
carotid bifurcation using Nitinol self-expandable stent with open-cell design. The region
of low TAWSS (TAWSS<0.4 Pa) and high OSI (OSI>0.1) were estimated from
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations for comparisons.
3. METHOD
Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations of pulsatile blood flow in two cases,
without stent and with Protégé stent (eV3, Endovascular Inc, Plymouth, MN, USA),
have been performed using ANSYS CFX V130 (Canonsburg, PA, USA).
The idealized CA geometry7 and Protégé stent were generated using Pro/Engineer
Wildfire 4.0 (Parametric Technology Corporation, MA, USA) and ANSYS Design
Modeler V130 (Canonsburg, PA, USA), as shown in Fig. 1. The open-cell stent was
placed from CCA towards the ICA, passed through the ICA bulb. The stent implanted
flow domain was obtained by; 1) align the center line of CCA and stents, 2) stent was
bent following the ICA centerline, 3) stent pattern was mapped on the CA surface with
the depth of stent thickness of 0.15 mm. 4) the post-implanted blood flow domain was
obtained by Boolean subtract operation.
A transient fully-developed, laminar flow had been applied as the inlet at CCA, and
static pressure outlets at ECA and ICA were constant at 100 mmHg, as shown in Figure
2. The blood was assumed to be Newtonian fluid with 1040 kg/m3 density, and 0.005
Pa.s dynamic viscosity. Non-slip boundary condition was applied at all surfaces. Four
loops pulsatile simulations had been run to ensure the periodic convergence. TAWSS
and OSI were estimated as following.
1
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where T and τ are the period of pulsatile cycle and wall shear stress, respectively.

Fig.1 A) idealized CA geometry, B) Protégé stent and the stent implantation

Fig. 2 Volume flow inlet at CCA

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Fig. 3 shows the resulted TAWSS of both cases. In the stented case, the sites of low
TAWSS (TAWSS<0.4Pa) were found at the stent strut intervals and on the wall of the
CCA before the bifurcations. The exposed area to low TAWSS is 37.035 % higher than
without stent case. The higher spatial distribution of TAWSS was also obviously
observed along the stent strut. The elevation of high OSI (OSI >0.1) were found in

stented case, corresponding to the area of the low TAWSS. This is because the
obstruction of implanted strut could retard the flow, leading to the local small regulation
at the strut interval. The regional slower flow would cause the non-unidirectional wall
shear stress, which is referred to the higher OSI in stented case, since OSI indicates the
directionality of the wall shear stress. In this aspect, these sites can be implied to a
higher risk of atherogenesis development after stent implantation.

Fig.3 Hemodynamic parameters, TAWSS between without and with stent.
Previous studies1,2,3 have reported the higher exposed area to low TAWSS, i.e. 50%75%, but using different blood vessels geometries. In our case, flow pattern at carotid
bifurcation are strongly dominated by the curvature and non-uniform vessel geometry.
For this reason, the very low TAWSS (0-0.4 Pa), in both with and without stent, were
located at the ICA bulb due to the regional separation flow along the bifurcation shape8.
In the mean time, very high TAWSS were located close to the stagnation point. The
plaques are therefore normally accumulated at these regions. Even though the stent
would be eventually covered by plaque in this area, our simulation result has shown the
additional risky sites for re-stenosis, indicating by low TAWSS and high OSI near the
stent strut on CCA before bifurcation.
In this study, the elasticity of the arterial wall, the fluid-solid interaction between blood
flow and stent, and patient-specific geometry have not been taken into account. The
elasticity of the carotid artery could decrease the TAWSS, but no crucial differences
even in the patient-specific artery8. The simple assumptions are useful and less
computational expensive for hemodynamic parameter estimations.
5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
Low TAWSS and high OSI have indicated the high risk area for re-stenosis at carotid
bifurcation after stent implantation. Not only ICA bulb and bifurcation are covered by
plaque, the strut imprint on the CCA also provides the feasibility of atherogenesis

development. Hemodynamics effects of more stent designs and stent parameters, fluidsolid interaction, and patient-specific geometries will be investigated in future work,
which provides very useful guideline for carotid stent technology.
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EVALUATION OF DIFFERENT LOADING CONDITIONS
PRESCRIBED BY STANDARDS FOR THE FATIGUE TESTING OF
SPINAL FIXATORS
T. Villa1, L. La Barbera2 and F. Galbusera3

1. ABSTRACT
The pre-clinical assessment of the long time performances of devices for spinal surgery
has peculiar difficulties due to the very complex site of implant: experimental set-ups
and procedures prescribed by international standards necessarily represent simplified
models of the lumbar tract, thus leading to results that must be carefully evaluated. The
purpose of the work is to shed light on the real state of stress arising in the components
of a spinal fixator when tested according to different experimental procedures
comparing it to the one acting after a virtual implant in a physiological FE model of the
lumbar spine.

2. INTRODUCTION
The preclinical assessment of the mechanical reliability of implantable devices has
become a primary activity in the design of a new construct: in particular, the long term
reliability is usually assessed through experimental tests that follow the prescriptions of
standards periodically published by different international organizations (ISO and
ASTM).
The usefulness of such standards is real only if the choice of the experimental setup,
loads and number of cycles to be applied during the tests is such that the mechanical
stresses are similar to the ones the device will be subjected to after the implantation.
In the case of experimental procedures for the fatigue testing of spinal fixators, the first
standard that has been published was ASTM F 1717 (latest release in 2011), that
prescribes to test the specimen in an experimental model of vertebrectomy, in which the
lack of an anterior support is not a realistic clinical procedure: moreover, the standard
indicates the run-out number of cycles (5Mcycles) but not the load to be applied,
leaving the individuation of the load to the highest that permits to reach the run-out.
In 2008 ISO published a new standard (ISO 12189) which differs from ASTM standard
basically in the design of the set-up (that includes an anterior support obtained by
interposing springs between the vertebras) and in the prescription of the load to be
applied (2000N for lumbar application) while the run-out is the same of ASTM
standard.
The target of the work is comparing the two different experimental procedures, in terms
1
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of stress arising in the rods of the fixator, calculated by means of FE analyses and
validated in an experimental model by means of strain gauges technique.
Moreover, in order to find out if the standard prescriptions are representative of the in
vivo mechanical loading condition, the fixator has been virtually mounted in a FE model
of the lumbar tract of the spine (L2-L4 tract) that has been loaded with force and
moments that arise during everyday activities: also in this case, differences between
standards and in vivo situations have been pointed out by comparing the state of stress
calculated in the rods.

3. MATERIAL AND METHODS
3.1 FE simulation of the ISO and ASTM procedure
Two FE models of the two different experimental setups suggested by ISO and ASTM
standards have been constructed (S1= ISO model, S2=ASTM model, see Figure 1). In
order to do so, firstly a model of a prototype of STL spinal fixator (2B1 srl, Milan, Italy)
has been built as a STP file from the manufacturer’s design using Rhinoceros 4.0
Evaluation CAD program (McNeel and Associates, Indianapolis, IN, USA). The fixator
is composed by six poliaxial pedicle screws and two cylindrical bars: both the screws
and the bars are made of Ti6Al4V alloy, modeled as a linear elastic isotropic material
(Young modulus=110GPa, Poisson ratio=0.3). The screws and the bars have been
considered as perfectly tied, neglecting any relative motion and meshed using 4-nodes
tetrahedral element.

S1

S2

Figure 1: standards set-ups (left), FE models (centre), experimental validation (right).
The model of the fixator was then inserted into the Polyethylene (PE) blocks that
replicate vertebras in the configuration according to standards: blocks of the same
geometry of those reported in the standards were built in the FE model and the PE has
been modeled as a linear elastic isotropic material (Young modulus=1.05GPa, Poisson
ratio=0.4, meshed with 4-nodes tetrahedral element).
ISO standard prescribes to use an anterior support by interposing three steel springs of
controlled stiffness (375 N/mm each) between each couple of vertebras: such springs

were modeled with identical geometry of the one used in the experimental validation
tests and the steel was modeled as a linear elastic isotropic material (Young
modulus=97.5GPa, Poisson ratio=0.3).
Simulations were run using the commercial code ABAQUS/Standard 6.10 (Dassault
Systèmes Ri. Simulia, USA) by imposing a vertical load of 2000 N to the S1 model
(results at a more physiological load of 500N were also extrapolated) while S2 model
was loaded as S1 with additional simulations imposing a 10Nm moment in flexion,
extension and torsion. For each simulation, the location of the most critical points in the
rods subjected to traction and the value of Von Mises stresses VM in those points have
been extrapolated.
3.2 Experimental validation
In order to validate the numerical predictions for the two models above described, two
experimental setups have been built according to ISO and ASTM standards (Figure 1).
On each of the two bars of the spinal fixators, one uniaxial linear strain gage (KGF–02120-C1-11; Kyowa Electronic Instruments Co. Ltd, Tokyo, Japan) was glued with its
long axis aligned with the longitudinal axis of the rod. In order to compensate
temperature effects, each strain gage was connected in a half-bridge Wheatstone
configuration to an identical transducer mounted on a dummy specimen. The bridge was
alimented and conditioned trough a HBM Spider 8 amplifier system.
The constructs were then mounted on a servohydraulic MTS 858 (MTS Systems,
Minneapolis, MN, USA) testing machine equipped with a 15 kN load cell and subjected
to six cycles under compression of loading and unloading between 30 and 300 N for the
ASTM configuration and between 600 and 2000 N for the ISO configuration. Signals
from the strain gages were registered and stored at a frequency of 20Hz; mean value and
standard deviation of the maximum strain measured during the tests were calculated.
Such values were then compared to those calculated in the FE models in an area
corresponding to the one where the strain gage was glued.
3.3 FE model of the instrumented lumbar spine
The FE model of the spinal fixator was then virtually mounted in a previously validated
model of L2-L4 lumbar spine [1] comprehensive of bony structures, discs and
ligaments.
The screws of the fixator were virtually inserted through the pedicles of the vertebras: in
order to allow for a correct positioning, both the angle between the two screws and the
orientation of the rods with respect to the vertical axis have been slightly modified with
respect to the configuration prescribed by the standards.
The link between the screws and the bone was described using the embedding elements
method: only the threaded part of each screw was embedded in a portion of bony
structures of the vertebras which acted as a host volume.
Three different models were built: (i) M1 model, a complete model of the L2-L4 lumbar
segment fixed with screws and rods; (ii) M2 model, a model of L2-L4 segment in which
vertebrectomy of L3 was performed, fixed with screws and rods, (iii) M3 model, the
same M2 model with a spring of 7280 N/mm stiffness interposed between L2 and L4,
simulating an anterior Titanium cage, usually clinically used to obtain fusion when
vertebrectomy is performed. All the models are reported in Figure 2.

Figure 2
In order to account for different daily activities, different simulations were performed:
(i) M1 model was loaded with vertical loads of 2000N and 500N and with 10Nm
moments in flexion, extension, lateral bending and torsion; (ii) M2 model was loaded as
M1; (iii) M3 model was loaded as M1 and M2, excluding extension, lateral bending and
torsion where the cage contribution to a different load sharing was thought to be
negligible.
In order to compare the state of stress arising in the rods after the implant in the spine
with the one arising using the configuration according to standards, also in this case, for
each simulation, both the location of the most stressed points in traction and the
correspondent value of VM were extrapolated.
4. RESULTS
4.1 Validation of the ISO and ASTM procedure
Results regarding the validation of S1 and S2 models are reported in Table 1 in terms of
maximum strain and stiffness K of the construct (expressed as applied force F divided
by the vertical displacement U): differences were found to be lower than 8%, thus
confirming the appropriateness of the model.
Exp
[strain]
mean±SD
S1
(ISO)
S2
(ASTM)

SG1
SG2
SG1
SG2

2066±5.10
2065±5.19
1339±3.26
1354±1.95

FEM
[strain]
2088,68
2069,80
1418,92
1451,81

%
Diff.

KExp
[N/mm]
mean±SD

1,09%
465,47±1.25
0,23%
5,96%
90,82±0.56
7,23%

KFEM
[N/mm]

%
Diff.

463,39

-0,45

85,10

-6,30

Table 1
4.2 Comparison between standard configuration and physiological environment
Table 2 reports both the maximum of VM (in MPa) in the rods in traction calculated in

each simulation and the position of the most stressed area in the transverse section of
the left rod (distribution of stresses was found to be symmetrical between left and right
rod in each simulation but torsion and lateral bending, position convention is reported
in Figure 3).
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Table 2
5. DISCUSSION
The first goal of this work was to compare the ISO and ASTM standards, eventually
finding a load to be applied during procedure according to ASTM configuration that
permits to obtain the same state of stress as ISO configuration (this could be useful for
manufacturers in order to compare the mechanical behavior of different constructs
tested according to different procedures). The second target was to compare the state of
stress in the fixator during the experimental procedure to the one expected when
implanted in a lumbar spine, here represented by a FE model which is less simplified as
concerning both boundary conditions (bone, ligaments and discs are present) and
typologies of load (not only axial load but also other loads representative of daily
activities).
From the analysis of the results (Table 2) some conclusions can be drawn:

(i) ISO configuration and load prescriptions (2000 N) tend to overstress the rods if
compared to a more physiological way of loading the system (M1 model, 500 N vertical
load): nevertheless, as the experimental model is unable to simulate the response of the
biological environment, this could be a worst-case scenario deliberately chosen by ISO
in order to guarantee the safety of the device in case the tests are successfully passed.
(ii) In ISO experimental set-up, two discs are simulated by means of the presence of the
springs but such a tissue preservation is seldom maintained in the clinical practice when
fusion of the segment is searched (discs are often excised): in this light, the ISO set-up
well replicates the physiological boundary conditions (the stiffness of the springs is
correctly chosen, as stresses in the rods in S1 and M1 are similar when the same vertical
load is applied) but actually this condition is far from clinical reality.
(iii) Some differences were found as regards the positions of the most stressed areas: in
fact, both S1 and S2 tend to load only the posterior part of the rods, while the
application even of the same vertical load to the physiological environment (M1, M2
and M3) tends to move the most stresses area toward a more medial position (Figure 3),
due to the natural curvature of the spine and to the inclination of the pedicles (both not
taken into account in the experimental set-up).

S1

S2

M1

A
L

M
P

Figure 3. VM stress patterns for F1 case.
(iv) Everyday activities, different from flexion caused by the application of the vertical
load, cause stresses of lower entity compared to the ones caused by the 2000 N vertical
load: anyway, the positions of the most stressed areas in these cases are different from
the posterior part of the rods, which is the only one loaded by the standard
configuration.
(v) ASTM configuration is much more severe than reality and positions of the most
stressed areas are similar to ISO; the vertical load that induces the same state of stress as
ISO configuration is approximately 400 N and in case an anterior support is used (e.g.
titanium cage), the reduction of the stress on the rods is important (about one order of
magnitude).
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FINITE ELEMENT MODEL ANALYSIS OF HUMERAL COMPONENT
OF NON-CONSTRAINED IBP PROTHESIS

J. Pereira1, A. Completo2, F. Fonseca3, A. Ramos2,C. Relvas2 and J. Simões2

1. ABSTRACT
Rheumatoid arthritis often involve the elbow joint and impose the use of prosthesis.
Few studies have been performed for both types of elbow prosthesis: semi-constrained
and non-constrained, but the heterogeneity of the results leads to a great discussion
about its conclusions. In fact, recent studies based on records of orthopaedic Norway
and Finland [1, 2] revel no significant differences in success rates between these two
types of prostheses, and the main reason for the failure is aseptic loosening.
Biomechanical studies performed with the semi-constrained implants confirmed the
presence of abnormally high levels of tension in the bone around the implant, which can
be associated with the risk of aseptic loosening. However, for the non-constrained
implants, biomechanical studies are not available to support a loosening risk as
identified in the semi-constrained implants.
The main goal of this study was to compare the biomechanical behavior of the humerus
in his native and arthroplastic state, with the humeral component of the IBP prosthesis,
in a physiological loading condition. In this context, numerical models were developed
and used to determine and analyze the biomechanical behavior of the structures attached
to the component. The numerical results showed that the introduction of the component
in the humerus significantly alter the mechanical behavior compared to the native state.
In fact, the introduction of the component caused an increase in mechanical stress on the
bone structures, thus enhancing its fatigue failure. This behavior is in accordance with
the results observed in the nordic orthopaedic records.

2. INTRODUCTION
The elbow joint is one of the joints with the biggest anatomical complexity in the
humam body and it is the most critical joint in the biomechanical point of view.
Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) often involve the elbow joint, in fact, it is estimated, that
two-thirds of all patients with this disease have problems in this joint [3]. The
progression of joint damage by this pathology imposes, very often, the use of prosthesis,
by performing elbow arthroplasty. Numerous models of the elbow prostheses have been
used over the last decade and these can be divided into two categories: semi-constrained
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and non-constrained. Few studies have been performed for both types of elbow
prosthesis: semi-constrained and non-constrained, but the heterogeneity of the results
leads to a great discussion about its conclusions. In fact, Recent studies, based on
records of orthopaedic Norway and Finland [1, 2], revel no significant differences in
success’ rates between these two types of arthrosplasties, with mean values of 92% at 5
years and 84% at 10 years. In both cases the aseptic loosening is pointed as the main
reason for the revision arthroplasty, and this collapse happens mainly due to the stressshielding effect. Biomechanical studies, performed with the semi-constrained implants,
confirmed the presence of abnormally levels of tension in the bone around the implant,
which can be associated with the risk of loosening. However, for the non-constrained
implants, biomechanical studies are not available for corroborating a loosening risk, as
identified for the semi-constrained implants. In order to answer this question, a
comparisons in the structural behavior of the elbow joint in his native and arthroplastic
states, were carried out.

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS
For this study a native and arthroplastic finite element (FE) models of the humerus were
considered. According to this, the humerus structure were modeled, as well as the
humeral component of the IBP prosthesis. The models considered were constrained on
the diaphysis of the humerus and all the interfaces between the components were
fastened. The load cases applied to the condylar surface (native and arthroplastic) were
representative of daily activities. The material properties used are those referenced in
Table 1 and were assumed to be homogeneous, isotropic and linear elastic.
Table 1: Mechanical properties of the finite elements models.
Component
Cancellous bone
Cortical bone
Humeral component (Co-Cr-Mo)
Bone cement

Elastic module (GPa)
0.155
16.7
210
2.28

Poisson ratio
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3

The load-cases applied were used to access the principal cancellous bone strain, before
and after arthroplasty,

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In the Figure 1 and 2, we can see the patterns of the principal strains at the cancellous
bone of humerus. Comparing the principal strains of the arthroplastic model, near the
humeral component, with the native model, we observed that the introduction of the IBP
implant tended to increase the bone strains along the implant length, in the metaphyseal
region, with peak strains observed at the implant tip. In fact, the increase of maximal
principal strains was 5.3 (1903 to 12073 µstrain) times and 3.5 (-2170 to -9746 µstrain)
times for the minimal principal strains, relatively to the native case.

Figure 1: Maximal principal strains in cancellous bone of native and arthroplastic at
humerus.

Figure 2: Minimal principal strains in cancellous bone of native and arthroplastic at
humerus.

5. CONCLUSIONS
The main goal of this study was to compare the biomechanical behavior of the humerus
in his native and arthroplastic state, with the humeral component of the IBP prosthesis,
in a physiological loading condition in daily activities. The numerical results showed
that the introduction of the component in the humerus significantly alter the mechanical
behavior compared to the native state. In fact, the introduction of the component caused
an increase in mechanical stress on the bone structures (mainly in the cancellous bone
tissue), thus enhancing its fatigue failure. This behavior is in accordance with the results
observed in the nordic orthopaedic records.
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Method for classification of porcine sperm
movement using artificial intelligence.
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1. ABSTRACT
This paper presents an artificial vision system for analysis and classification of cell motility of
porcine spermatozoa. In the identification of sperm were used morphology features. To avoid
loss of information for the occlusions between sperm, use a predictor through a Kalman filter.
In evaluating the motion, the descriptors VCL, VAP, VSL, LIN, WOB, PROG, and BCF,
used frequently in the literature, were extracted, also propose the inclusion of a new descriptor
(MSM) based on the statistical mode of motion and crosses between VAP and VSL. The
classifier used is a multilayer perceptron ANN. The results obtained show that with this
method of detection and classification, the movement paths of porcine sperm cells are
calculated to an accuracy of up to 98%.
2. INTRODUCTION
High consumption of meat requires a large production of pigs in different races, so it is
looking to have a high growth, improving the semen evaluation times and delivering faster the
product orders to its various customers.
In the evaluation of semen quality is analyzed parameters such as motility, concentration and
morphological abnormalities, resulting many differences in the results. Order to overcome
these differences have been proposed, turbidimetry systems, spectroscopic and photometric
methods (1), however, these systems provide an approximate estimate of total sperm, such as
the combination of total sperm concentration and total mobility, without taking into account
the evaluation of individual sperm. There are other techniques more precise, such as flow
cytometry, which provides the evaluation of concentration and the cellulose-acetate/nitrate
filter for the speed analysis, which allows measurement of key parameter semen; but several
times the classification process of porcine sperm motility is manually carry out, which it is a
quiet slow and subjective process depending on individual abilities of the analyst, creating a
high degree of error and, as consequence, low reliability in consumer. Therefore, it has been
used computer assisted sperm analyses (CASA), which is able to determine objectively
morphology features and motility, they are not manually measurable or observable.
In (2) it is studied the suitability of features recognition for exploration data provided,
provided by computer assisted design (CAD) for semen analysis, using the Hobson tracking
sperm (Hobson Tracking Systems, Sheffield). In (1) it is carried out a review of the state of
the art and troubles related to Computer-assisted sperm analysis (CASA) technology, which
has been a technology lets evaluate characteristics such as movement, speed and morphology.
In (3) are evaluated morphological and geometrical characteristics, like area, perimeter,
length, wideness, form and mass factor, with automated sperm-head morphometry analysis
1
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(ASMA), achieving significant results in dimensions of spermatozoid heads. (4) and (5)
evaluate as well the form by means of the sperm analyzer Sperm Class Analyzer (SCA) to
evaluate sperm morphometry, from which is obtained a classification matrix based on
definition of six sperm head shapes, among the most significant outcomes is the global level
of correct assignment of 90.1%. (6) Motility standards of porcine semen are analyzed using
the Hamilton Thorne system, number of spermatozoid per unit of time determined by one
field is studied, and the average was 50 spermatozoa per essay.
In this paper, a computer assisted sperm analysis (CASA) is showed for detection, prediction
using Kalman filters, and movement classification of sperm cell using neuronal network. In 3
section is described the methodology used, in section 4 is showed obtained results of
experimental test, and finally, it is displayed conclusions of the investigation.
3. METHODOLOGY
3.1 Acquisition of the sample
Video was obtained from several samples of semen, provided by a farm producer, the videos
were taken through a microscope with 10x digital objective, with a resolution of 740x780
pixels, 9 bpp and 25 frames per second and digital image processing were applied using the
OpenCv library, with the programming language C++ to analyze the video images.
3.2 Identification of sperm
It processes each frame of video Fig.1a. Applying a global binarization, with a threshold is
the experimentally determined set of samples. Because the procedure used for obtaining
samples of sperm cells, some bright spots in the image that does not belong to the whole
sperm cells are wrongly targeted, for this reason is used a filtering algorithm based on
morphological characteristics which eliminates smaller contours of the image, Fig 1b. Once
pre-processed image related objects are labeled and calculated the centroids of the contours
referring to sperm, storing them in an array with their respective coordinates. Fig 1c.

Fig. 1. (a) Original image. (b) Filtered Image. (c) Computing of centroids. (d) Tracking
sperm

3.3 Identification of Paths
According to the results shown in Figure 1c, and using the features of the library cvblobslib
are captured initial positions of each sperm, then through a 7x7 observation window is tracked
to each, calculating the next coordinate by the proximity in the area covering the window
generated by storing the coordinates obtained in each frame. Figure 1d shows the result.
3.4 Kalman filter
In some cases sperm cells cross each other, this can lead to a loss or confusion of the path. To
avoid this, using a Kalman filter for each spermatozoa which is executed only at the time
identified two or more sperm in a same observation window. The Kalman filter consists of 2
phases (7). In the prediction phase, generate a prediction of the future state in time, taking into
account all available information at that time. In the correction phase, it is estimated an
improved prediction of the state, so the error is minimized statistically.
3.4.1 Prediction Phase.
Position data and velocity are obtained as explained in section 3.3 and stored in the vector
paths, only to be recorded in the state vector, shown in equation (1). After determining the
error covariance matrix called matrix , which represents learning for error correction using
equation (2).
(1)
(2)
3.4.2 Phase Correction
In this phase, the update time in the state estimation for the prediction is corrected in the error
covariance matrix P and the Kalman Filter difference is calculated to minimize the error in
estimating the new state. The gain of the filter and the updated values
and
described in
equations (3), (4) and (5).
(3)
(4)
(5)
3.5 Features Extraction
The objective classification of sperm cells trajectories is performed using the following
descriptors. Curvilinear Velocity (VCL), Average Path Velocity (VAP), Straight Line
Velocity (VSL), Linearity (LIN), Wobble (WOB), Progression (PROG), Beat cross frequency
(BCF), Crossover Approximations Frequency (CAF), Movement Statistic Mode (MSM), a
sample of these values are shown in Table. 1. Figure 2a shows a detailed description of the
types of paths.
3.5.1 VCL
Is the point to point displacement average velocity of the sperm cell, divided by the duration
of the video, as shown in equation (6).

∑

√

3.5.2 VAP
Approximation Velocity point to point to the curve generated by the trajectory of
spermatozoa, for this it was used the Bezier Method of curves, equation (7). To calculate the
VAP was necessary to make an approximation to the curve generated by the path between
each six points from the original, then was performed a summation of the distances generated
every three points of the approximation obtained and divided by the duration of the video.
[

]

[

]

[

]

(7)

3.5.3 VSL
Represents the average velocity in a straight line, it was necessary to calculate the total
distance traveled by the sperm cell and divide by the duration of the video. Figure 2b shows
the paths CLV, PAV and VSL, for a video frame.
3.5.4 CAF
Shows the crossover frequency between the straight line of travel VAP and displacement
VSL.
3.5.5 MSM
By the method proposed, which consists of an observation window that traverses the
coordinates obtained by the trajectory Fig. 2c, quantity movements are generated for each
frame, making it possible to obtain the statistical mode of motion. This descriptor is a
measure of regularity in the path.

Fig. 2. (a) Types of path. (b) Paths CLV, PAV and VSL. (c) Observation window.

Table. 1. Descriptive Patterns used for training and classification of different types of
trajectories.
Sample
Video1
Video1
Video1
Video3
Video3
Video3
Video5
Video5
Video5
Video7
Video7
Video7
Video9
Video9
Video9

VCL
4.58
2.21
3.95
29.05
30.79
28.11
37.42
51.63
83.21
43.11
72.47
64.11
18
15.79
14.84

VAP
0.16
0.35
0.58
19.73
24.05
21.8
27.95
38.84
50.34
43.36
71.55
62.8
17.92
17.08
15.23

VSL
0.35
0.16
0.5
3.69
5.9
4.27
16.27
31.21
37.29
42.44
68.94
61.23
17.7
16.86
14.93

LIN
2.24
0.45
0.87
0.19
0.25
0.2
0.58
0.8
0.74
0.98
0.96
0.97
0.99
0.99
0.98

WOB
0.03
0.16
0.15
0.68
0.78
0.78
0.75
0.75
0.6
1.01
0.99
0.98
1
1.08
1.03

PROG
4
4
5
150
172
163
208
270
334
302
425
396
119
131
109

BCF
4
4
5
17
18
7
24
16
6
20
11
16
48
54
63

MSM1
3
6
2
23
4
6
23
27
33
35
38
37
6
6
6

MSM2
1
2
9
9
19
8
24
33
47
4
36
19
1
19
19

MSM3
6
9
11
19
6
1
14
3
10
5
19
1
19
7
15

CAF
0
0
2
1
0
2
2
0
1
7
21
40
8
3
2

CLASS
A
A
A
B
B
B
C
C
C
D
D
D
E
E
E

3.6 Classification of trajectories
After extracting the descriptors for each sperm trajectories, is used a multilayer perceptron
neural networks to classify motility in five classes of movement. The structure of the ANN
comprises eleven input neurons and eight hidden layers.
4. RESULTS
According to experimental tests and with the acquisition system used, the sperm faster
moving at a speed of 25 pixel / sec. and considering that speed of the video obtained by the
digital microscope is 25 frames / sec. this means that the speed of the sperm for each frame
will be up to one pixel, for that reason the window to be used in the proposed method is 7x7
pixels ensuring no loss of tracking.
To evaluate the identification and tracking of sperm cells, are made 10 videos and from each
video is extracted the number of sperm per sample, the percentage of sperm “positives false”
and “negative false” obtained are shown in Table. 2.
Table. 2: Number of sperm identified for each video, determining the number of sperm per
sample and tracking rate.
Sample
Video 1
Video 2
Video 3
Video 4
Video 5
Video 6
Video 7
Video 8
Video 9
Video 10

Sperm number
76
65
81
86
72
68
70
75
77
83

% Positives false
2.63
1.54
4.94
1.16
4.17
1.47
1.43
0.00
2.60
1.20

% Negative false
6.58
4.62
4.94
0.00
1.39
0.00
4.29
2.67
5.19
2.41

% Motility
97.37
98.46
95.06
98.84
95.83
98.53
98.57
100.00
97.40
98.80

To evaluate the classification, the training of the ANN was performed with 200 trajectories of
each class obtained in different samples of video. These samples were previously classified by

an expert. The validation was performed with another 1000 samples. The overall results are
presented in Table 3.
Table. 3: Description of results.
Tp rate
Fp rate
Precision
1
0
1
0.995
0.003
0.99
0.99
0
1
0.985
0.004
0.985
0.985
0.005
0.98
0.991
0.002
0.991

Recall
1
0.995
0.99
0.985
0.985
0.991

F-measure
1
0.993
0.995
0.985
0.983
0.991

Roc area
1
0.996
1
0.999
0.998
0.999

Class
A
B
C
D
E
Weighted Avg.

5. CONCLUSIONS
From the results it follows that the descriptors used in the literature are highly objective and
functional, this paper makes a valuable contribution to the CASA systems, proposing MSM1
MSM2, MSM3 and TCF descriptors, increasing the percentage of effectiveness in
classification. Future work will include another set of descriptors that help increase efficiency
in the analysis and classification of motility also will be implemented as classification and
clustering using geometric descriptors.
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1 A BSTRACT
The influence of the mechanical microenvironment on proliferation of progenitor cells in 3D suspension cultures is still poorly understood. We developed a software framework for individualbased modeling of three-dimensional cell cultures. The model simulates the proliferation of progenitor cells on microcarriers. The mechanics of the cells are modeled by the Johnson-KendallRoberts potential and the equations of motion of the cells are derived for a friction-dominated
system. The cell cycle is broken up into two stages: increase of cell volume and cytokinesis. The
microcarriers were simulated with different coating properties and the predicted mechanical stress
levels were compared. The simulations show that both compressive and tensile stresses are present
and that the stress distribution is strongly influenced by the microcarrier coating properties. These
results give an indication that in the future, individual cell-based modeling methods may become
a more widely used tool in combination with in vitro experiments in order to optimize cell culture
processes.
2 I NTRODUCTION
Three-dimensional cell cultures are essential for achieving consistent in vitro proliferation, differentiation and migration. How cells will grow and differentiate is influenced for a large part by
soluble cues, such as growth factors and cytokines, but also by the mechanical environment [1, 6].
Evidence demonstrates that cell-generated forces can promote cell differentiation in the absence
of, or even in spite of signals from soluble factors [2, 7]. Therefore, in order to improve process
design for threedimensional cell cultures and to keep a better control over in vitro cell fate, it is
essential to characterize the microenvironment. However, quantifying the mechanical microenvironment in experiments is challenging: it is hard to measure it directly in living cell cultures, as
currently no measurement technique is capable of doing this without significantly changing the
mechanical environment [3].
Mathematical models can provide information which is hard or impossible to retrieve from in
vitro measurements and facilitate the quick exploration of a vast parameter space while carrying
out fewer expensive and time-consuming experiments. In addition, by reducing the biological
complexity and by offering highly controllable settings, they lead to an improved structured insight into the underlying biological processes. Hence, in silico models also help generating new
hypotheses on the mechanisms that could determine cell fate in aggregates. Individual-cell based
models provide explicit information about the intercellular interactions that affect each cell. As
the base unit of the model is the single cell, the effect of the microenvironment at the cellular scale
can be captured in a natural way.

3 M ATERIALS AND M ETHODS
3.1 Model structure
We implemented an individual-based model (IBM) for cell expansion in the software DEMeter++
[5]. DEMeter++ offers a generic platform for a wide range of particle-based simulations, such as
the discrete element method. Cells are considered as particles that interact by physical forces. At
each timestep the forces are integrated for each particle to update the cell positions.
3.1.1 Equation of motion
Central to the individual-based model is the equation of motion. Because cells live in a low
Reynolds number environment their inertia can be neglected. Therefore we obtain an equation of
motion for each cell that only needs to be solved for the velocity, similar to [4]:

∑ ~Fi j + ~Fi,migration + ~Fi,division + ~Fi,Brownian = Γiw~vi + ∑ Γi j (~vi − ~v j ).

(1)

jnni

jnni

At the left hand side of equation 1 we recognize the mechanical forces between next neighbouring
cells jnni, the biological forces of migration and cell division and a force representing Brownian
motion. The viscous terms are at the left hand side of equation 1: the viscous drag force due to
suspension in liquid, Γiw~vi , and the cell-cell friction forces between contacting cells jnni.
We use the conjugate gradient method for providing a coupled solution for the velocities. Next, a
forward Euler scheme is used to update the cell positions.
3.1.2 Contact Mechanics
We model the contact mechanics of cells by the Johnson-Kendall-Roberts potential (JKR, [9]).
The JKR potential is considered an appropriate model for describing the elastic and adhesive
forces between contacting cells with an approximately spherical shape. The JKR potential also
incorporates hysteresis: adhesive forces are bigger when cells are pulled away out of contact than
when pushed together into contact, because of already formed molecular bonds (due to adhesion
molecules). In reality, a low number of progenitor cells that attach on a substrate will flatten out
strongly. However, as soon as multiple cell layers emerge and a three-dimensional aggregate is
formed, the cell shape will again start becoming more spherical. An expression for the JKR force
can be derived as:
Fi j =

4Ê 3 p
a − 8πσÊa3 ,
3R̂

in which
Ê =

1 − ν2i 1 − ν2j
+
Ei
Ej

!−1


and R̂ =

(2)

1
1
+
Ri R j

−1
.

(3)

Ei and E j are the Young’s moduli, νi and ν j the Poisson numbers, and Ri and R j are the radii of
cells i and j. Finally, a in equation 2 can be obtained iteratively (from [13]):
r
a2
2πσ
a.
(4)
δ= −
R̂
Ê

3.1.3 Cell proliferation
It is assumed that for very small aggregate sizes, cell growth is unlimited and exponential. Because the mechanics and geometry of each cell is modeled and not the intracellular biology and
biochemistry, the cell cycle can be broken up into two important stages: increase of cell volume
and cytokinesis. For the cytokinesis we use a dumb-bell approximation like described in [4].
Ri
-

-

-

Figure 1: Dumb-bell approach for modeling geometry of binary fission

We assume that the total cytoplasmic volume of the two spheres which represent the division
complex, remains constant. As the distance between the spheres, d, increases, the radii of the
individual spheres, r, decrease. From the assumption of constant volume and the initial volume Vi ,
a relationship between r and d can be obtained:
r=

d2
d
− +CA ,
16CA 4

(5)

with

CA = 

s
3 Vi
+
8π

2

d3

d3

1/3

9 Vi
3 Vi
+
+ 
2
64 π
256 π
64

.

(6)

The separation of the two dividing spheres is accomplished through a “division force”. Biologically, this force results from the assembly of new cell cortex material. The division force is not a
constant force but a force that is adapted to the mechanical environment of the cell. The cytokinesis can be mechanically inhibited if he division force exceeds a predefined threshold force Fd,max .
In the model, the division force is calculated as:
Fd = Kd (dr − d),

(7)

in which Kd is a gain factor that is chosen in function of the discretization, and dr −d the difference
between the reference distance dr and the actual distance d. The reference distance is defined to
increase linearly in time during cytokinesis, until the spheres have no more overlap and make up
two independent cells. Aside from the “optimal” cytokinesis time, the model also sets a growth
time, i.e. the time in between two cytokinesis events. Using a fixed growth time, the cell cycles
would be exactly synchronized, giving rise to uncharacteristic forces and stress levels. In reality, cell cycles within an aggregate are partially asynchronous. Therefore we introduce a normal
distribution on the growth time, with a preset standard deviation.
3.1.4 Cell migration
Due to the absence of an extracellular matrix in early expanding cell cultures, the only way cells
actively move is by crawling over the substrate or by crawling over other cells. Therefore, we
implemented cell migration as a tangential contact force acting between cells or between cells and
the substrate. Assuming that at small spatial scales no significant gradients in biochemical cues
should be present, the cells perform a random walk. The migration force is perpendicular to the
contact normal vector and in the direction of the velocity vector of the previous timestep, with a
small random rotation (estimated). Aside from active migration, the suspended cells also move as
a result of Brownian motion.

3.2 Model parameters
The model parameters used for the simulations are listed in tabel 1. This set represents the standard
conditions for cell expansion on spherical microbeads and the values are derived or estimated
from data in the literature ([8, 11, 10]). Simulations can be used to estimate how the mechanical
microenvironment will be influenced when specific parameters are changes from their base values.
Table 1: Base parameter set for the individual-based model
Parameter

Symbol

Units

Value

timestep
simulation time
conjugate gradient precision
division controll stiffness

∆t
Tend
emax
Kd

s
s
m/s
N/m

0.001
0.45e-6
5e-12
6e-5

division size
division size sdev
division force threshold
division time
growth time
attr constant cell-cell
attr constant cell-bead
youngs modulus cell
poisson ratio cell
perp fric coef cells
par fric coef cells
youngs modulus bead
poisson ratio bead
perp fric coef cells
par fric coef cells
cell-cell migration force
cell-bead migration force
viscosity
temperature

R0
δdiv
Fd,max
Td
Tg
Ka,cc
Ka,cb
Ec
νc
γ⊥
γk
Eb
νb
γ⊥,s
γk,s
Fm
Fm,s
µ
T

m
m
N
s
s
J/m2
J/m2
Pa

4.5e-6
0.1e-6
0.5e-9
10e3
140e3
10e-6
20e-6
500
0.4
20e-6
20e-6
1000
0.4
1e-5
1e-5
0
0
3e-3
310

kg/s
kg/s
Pa
kg/s
kg/s
N
N
Pa·s
K

4 R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
4.1 Effect of proliferation on mechanical stress
In Figure 2, the evolution of the number of cells and the mechanical stress between cells in a microcarrier is shown. Due to the normal distribution superimposed on the growth time, the increase
in cell number during the cytokinesis cycles has a sigmoidal shape instead of a step shape. As
the cell number progresses, the discrete doubling cycles will change in a continuous exponential
growth curve. When the cells proliferate and become more confluent on the bead, the compressive stresses build up until full confluency is reached at around 115h. The standard deviation of
the stresses (indicated by the light red area) increases during the proliferation. The simulations
indicate that the mechanical microenvironment might be very heterogenous, even at very small
aggregate sizes. When the cell number increases, the compressive mechanical stress builds up in
the aggregate. In the intermediate phase the stresses relax only by a small amount.
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Figure 2: Average mechanical stress and total cell number vs time. Red: mean stress level ± 1 standard
deviation. Black: Number of cells on microcarrier.

4.2 Influence of microcarrier properties
Commercial suppliers of microcarriers apply coatings to the beads in order to increase cellsubstrate adhesion, resulting in a higher cell yield after cell expansion cultures. We simulated
cell expansion on spherical microbeads for five different values of cell-substrate adhesion Ka,cb in
order to investigate their effect on the mechanical microenvironment. In Figure 3, the positions
and stresses of the cells are shown for cell-bead adhesion values. Not only the spatial distribution
and geometry of the cells, but also the magnitude of the compressive stress changes with Ka,cb .
It should be pointed out that in the cases of very small Ka,cb , the cells won’t attach properly to
the bead and will die or wash off in in vitro experiments. Both the mean compressive stress and
spreading of stresses increase when Ka,cb becomes large (Figure 4a).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 3: Simulated microcarrier cell expansion on microbeads with different cell-substrate adhesion values. (a): Ka,cb = 2.5e-6 J/m2 , (b): Ka,cb = 5e-6 J/m2 , (c): Ka,cb = 10e-6 J/m2 , (d): Ka,cb = 20e-6
J/m2 , (e): Ka,cb = 40e-6 J/m2

Additionally, we performed simulations of cell expansion on microbeads for different Young’s
moduli of the beads. The distribution of mechanical stresses on the cells is not as heavily influenced by the young’s modulus of the bead than its surface adhesion properties (Figure 4b).
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Figure 4: (a): stress levels in simulated microcarrier cell expansion for different cell-substrate adhesion
values (b): stress levels for different microcarrier stiffness values

5 C ONCLUSION AND O UTLOOK
The developed IBM provides an interesting theoretical model system for cell expansion on microcarriers. We show that for a system of cells which have mechanical properties comparable
to progenitor cells, a large range of mechanical stressses can be expected, purely resulting from
effects of geometry and mechanical process design parameters. This gives a proof of principle
that theoretically, a large biological heterogeneity is not required to result in a heterogenous mechanical microenvironment. Given that cell behaviour and cell fate are strongly influenced by the
mechanical microenvironment, it is not unreasonable to assume that from a population of cells
which are biologically identical, a large phenotypical heterogeneity might occur purely due to
spatial and mechanical phenomena.
At this stage, the model provides mostly theoretical insights, which are not validated for direct
practical use in cell culture. We modeled the mechanical properties of cells as homogenous and
constant. However, the visco-elastic properties of cells are often very heterogenous and can change
in time due to restructuring of the cytoskeleton. Therefore it is essential that the mechanical properties of the modeled cells are measured as accurately as possible at all timepoints in the cell
expansion. As more and more computational power becomes available, the modeled aggregate
size can become bigger and the complexity of cell shape and mechanics can be increased. Cell
shape could be modeled more accurately by making use of subcellular elements that interact with
each other through visco-elastic potentials [12].
Finally, this study only considered the influence of a few selected process design parameters.
However, in reality these parameters might actually influence eachother. Hence, a complete study
of the full parameter space will be done to reveal correlations between different model parameters.
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MATERIAL DISCONTINUITIES CREATE FLUID FLOW
INSTABILITIES IN INTERVERTEBRAL DISC POROELASTIC
FINITE ELEMENT MODELS
C. Ruiz 1, J. Noailly2 and D. Lacroix2,3

1. ABSTRACT
Fluid flow predictions are important in intervertebral disc models to explore the
mechanobiology and biomechanics of the tissue. Poroelastic models are used in this
sense, but the results from applying physiological load rates may present instabilities.
Four IVD models including the annulus fibrosus, the nucleus pulposus, and the
endplates were used with different mesh sizes under physiological extension and axial
rotational loads. Simulations indicated that oscillations were caused by numerical
instability of the pore pressure derivation at material discontinuities. Applying local
refinement only was not enough to eliminate the instabilities. Indeed, mesh refinements
had to be local and material-dependent, and had to be supplemented by the creation of a
material transition zone, including exponentially interpolated material properties
between the nucleus and the annulus.

2. INTRODUCTION
The intervertebral disc (IVD) is a highly organized matrix laid down by relatively few
cells in a specific manner. The central gelatinous nucleus pulposus (NP) is confined by
the anulus fibrosus (AF) laterally and by the cartilage end plates inferiorly and
superiorly. This arrangement shapes the functional behaviour of the disc including a
controlled flexibility that largely provides the spine with a finely tuned mechanical
response in daily activities (Roberts et al., 2006).
The complex behaviour of the intervertebral disc as a multiphasic material can be
explored numerically through poroelastic finite element (FE) analyses. As such, several
poroelastic models of lumbar motion segments (or only IVD) have been published in
the literature, and partially validated against experimental data (Laible et al., 1993 and
Ferguson et al., 2004). These models have shown the link between the fluid flow within
the IVD and the mechanical response of the spinal segments as well as the relevance of
such link in disc degeneration.
Indeed, ageing and degeneration of the IVD have been related with changes in lumican
amount among other aspects. Lumican is small proteoflycan that plays a role in the
assembly and regulation of collagen fibers, and its expression was found to be regulated
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by exposure to interstitial fluid shear (Wang et al, 2010). Poroelastic simulations would
allow the further exploration of such complex mechanobiological processes, as well as
they are already used to assess the mechanically coupled nutrition of IVD cells
(Malandrino et al, 2011).
However, Stokes et al. (2010) reported recently that tissue poroelastic models may
become instable when physiological rapid loading are simulated. Such an issue would
largely hinder the mechanobiological explorations of the IVD in silico. Thus, this study
aims to evaluate whether the numerical convergence of an IVD poroelastic model is
reached under physiological load rates, and to find optimal mesh conditions for proper
convergence. Moreover, it was hypothesized that material property discontinuities
would be a preferential site for poromechanical instabilities.

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS
An anatomical IVD model including the annulus fibrosus, the nucleus pulposus, and the
endplates was used with four different mesh sizes: ∆h= 3.04 mm (Model 1), ∆h= 2.76
mm (model 2), ∆h= 1.72 mm (model 3), and ∆h= 0.83 mm (Model 4). The collagen
fibers in the annulus were not modeled in order to minimize the computational cost.
Material properties were taken from the literature (Table 1), and a strain-dependent
permeability was implemented (Eq. 1) (Argoubi and Shirazi-Adl, 1996):
(Eq. 1)
Physiological extension and axial rotation motions were simulated as pure rotations
corresponding to the intersegmental motions generated by 7.5 Nm moments in a lumbar
spine model for which range of motion predictions were validated (Noailly et al, 2007).
Loads were applied in 1s. External pore pressure was nil. Strain energy density (SED)
and fluid velocity (FV) were calculated along (1) mid-sagittal plane (Fig. 1), (2) disc
circumference, and (3) posterior and (4) anterior disc height node paths. SED results
were used to assess general model convergence, but the presence of possible numerical
instabilities related to the poromechanical predictions was explored, and different
strategies were tested to stabilize the predictions:
(a) Local mesh refinements based on Vermeer and Verruijt criterion, that relates the
mesh size (∆h) with the load application time (∆t) through the material Young’s
modulus, E, and permeability, K to avoid numerical pore pressure oscillations (Stokes et
al, 2010):
(Eq. 2)
(b) Material property transition area at the boundary AF-NP, using different types of
interpolations for the parameter values and applying local refinements to the AF area on
one hand, and to NP area on the other hand.
Since the application of these strategies will require many simulation runs, the
implementation will be done on one model or another depending on the computational
cost. Thereafter, modifications to achieve final mesh convergence were undertaken
when necessary.
The numerical stability of the poromechanical results was additionally explored along a
stress relaxation period of 1h, with and without swelling. Swelling application consisted
in a previous step of free swelling due to a NP osmotic pressure of 0.15 MPa until pore
pressure was stabilized in the IVD center.

Table 1: Material properties (Malandrino et al, 2011)
Material

E (MPa)
0.756
0.388
20
10,000

Annulus fibrosus
Nucleus pulposus
Cartilage endplate
Bony endplate
*From Eq. 1

Poisson’s
ratio
0.35
0.17
0.4
0.17

Initial
Void Ratio
3.08
4.88
4
0.05

Permeability
(mm4/Ns)
0.0002*
0.0009*
0.0025*
26,800

a)

b)

c)

d)

 Posterior IVD | Anterior IVD 
Fig. 1: Paths studied (red lines) represented on model 3 mesh: a) Path 1, b) Path 2, c)
Path 3, d) Path 4.
Green: AF; Blue: NP; Cream: Bony endplates; Purple: Cartilage endplate

4. RESULTS
Under extension, models 2, 3, and 4 led to similar SED predictions, whereas in axial
rotation, neither model 2 nor model 3 converged to the results given by model 4 (Fig.
2). For all models, FV oscillations occurred along the mid-sagittal plane (Fig. 3a).
a)

b)

Fig. 2: SED predictions along Path 2, a) under extension and b) under axial rotation.
Although SED calculations indicated that model 3 had not an optimal mesh size under
axial rotation, this model was chosen to explore the FV instabilities because of the low
computation time (1h) compared to model 4 (16h). Accordingly, oscillations were
investigated only under sagittal extension.
Among the strategies applied to avoid the oscillations, neither local refinement

according to (Eq. 2), nor averaged material properties at the AF-NP interface allowed
stabilizing the FV predictions when applied separately (Fig. 3b). The creation of a
material transition zone, refining more the annulus did not solve the problem either,
whereas refining more the nucleus area showed significant improvements, though some
oscillation remained.
a)

b)

Fig. 3: FV oscillations predicted under extension along Path 1, a) in the different models
studied and b) in model 3 with and without material transition area.
The analysis of the Darcy’s law parameters revealed that oscillations came mostly from
variations of the pore pressure gradients along the path (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4: Relation between the oscillation at the FV with the gradient of pore pressure.
It is worth to highlight that the AF outer boundaries acted as material discontinuities as
well and had to be locally refined (Fig. 5a). An additional tangential refinement was
required so that model 3 results converged to model 4 results (Fig. 5b).
a)

b)

Calculation time: 1h 30

c)

Calculation time: 2h 30

Calculation time: 16h

Fig. 5: FV predictions and computational time for, a) model 3 with local radial
refinements at the AF-NP interface, b) model 3 optimized with an additional tangential
refinement and c) model 4.
By using the model locally refined that included the interpolated transition material
properties, instabilities disappeared after 30 minutes of load relaxation (Fig. 6a). The

incorporation of the osmotic pressure at the nucleus also improved the FV results by
eliminating the oscillation in the posterior part of the disc, but the oscillation remained
in the anterior part (Fig. 6b).
a)
b)

Fig. 6: FV behavior, a) after 1h of load relaxation, and b) incorporating of the osmotic
pressure at the nucleus

5. DISCUSSION
Simulations showed that material discontinuities in the nonlinear IVD model were
responsible for most of the numerical instabilities related to poroelasticity, i.e. FV
oscillations. This was confirmed through calculations by using one continuous material.
Poromechanical instabilities were not detectable by assessing mesh convergence with
simple elasticity-related computations.
Comparing fluid velocity instabilities with the spatial variations of the different terms of
Darcy’s Equation and of the pore pressure revealed that the spatial derivative pore
pressure was mostly responsible for these instabilities (Fig. 4). Such outcome was in
agreement with the result obtained by Stokes et al. (2010). Nonetheless, they also
predicted oscillations of the pore pressure at order zero which was not an issue in our
calculations.
Stoke et al (2010) showed that pore pressure numerical oscillations could be removed
by applying a mesh refinement based on the Vermeer and Verruijt criterion (Eq. 2)
within a one-material model. Our study showed that this criterion alone is inefficient to
cope with the FV oscillations at material discontinuities. The creation of a radial
material transition area at the AF-NP boundary with local mesh refinements and
material interpolation forms adapted to tissue consolidation led to significant
improvements, i.e. oscillations were reduced by 47% (Fig. 2b), and best results were
obtained with exponential interpolations.
Load relaxation results suggested that fluid velocities decreased below a materialdependent critical value where calculations were not affected anymore by numerical
instabilities (Fig. 4a). The values obtained with the incorporation of the osmotic
pressure suggested that simulating swelling effects selectively attenuates the oscillation
of pore pressure gradient in the compressed areas of the disc (Fig. 4b).

6. CONCLUSION
The study performed showed that material discontinuities create oscillations in IVD
poroelastic models when physiological loads rates are applied. The creation of an AFNP transition zone, with a gradient of material properties and local mesh refinements,

removed the oscillations partially and is indeed more representative of the true
configuration of the transition between the two IVD sub-tissues.
The results suggest that most of the existing spine poromechanical models are not
suitable to locally simulate the effect of physiological loading rates. Nonetheless,
provided that mesh convergence has been properly assessed through poromechanical
predictions, 30 minutes of load relaxation could be sufficient for these instabilities to
disappear. This time frame is inferior to that found in the previous studies using
poroelastic models mechanically loaded for more than one hour (Schroeder et al., 2007
Malandrino et al., 2011).
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COUPLING CELL MECHANICS AND INTRACELLULAR
SIGNALLING: MECHANOTRANSDUCTION THROUGH ERK
J. Kerkhofs1, L. Geris2, B. Bosmans3 and H. Van Oosterwyck4

1. ABSTRACT
Load-bearing tissues are dependent on mechanical stimuli in their environment to
maintain a stable phenotype. Tissue’s basic unit, the cell, must process these stimuli into
what constitutes an appropriate response on the tissue level. Here, we present a
theoretical model that bridges the gap between mechanical signals and their regulation
of intracellular signalling pathways. The model comprises an Ordinary Differential
Equations (ODE) model of the ERK signalling pathway, coupled to a 1D rheological
model of cell-matrix mechanics. The model predicts markedly different ERK activation
for static versus dynamical loading. Furthermore, the model demonstrates the
importance of substrate stiffness for ERK signalling. These results show the model’s
potential in elucidating mechanotransduction phenomena.

2. INTRODUCTION
Cells have different ways to feel mechanical loading. In cells attached to a solid
substrate, focal adhesions play an important role. Focal adhesions are protein complexes
built around integrin molecules. The integrins are transmembrane proteins which bind to
the extracellular matrix (ECM) and are attached to the cytoskeleton inside the cell. The
integrins transmit the mechanical signal from the outside of the cell to the inside by
initiating signalling pathways that may ultimately signal to the nucleus to regulate gene
transcription. Many signalling pathways are activated by mechanical loading, not only
through integrins but also, for example, via stretch activated Ca2+ channels. However
many of those pathways are still under investigation and the mechanisms behind the
activation by mechanical stimuli and the effect of the signalling are not yet clear, in
particular because of multiple crosstalks between those pathways.
The phosphorylation of the extracellular regulated kinase (ERK) in the mitogen
activated protein kinase (MAPK) pathway, which is initiated by mechanical loading of
integrin, is well characterized. Phosphorylated ERK is an important signal transducer in
chondrocytes and osteoblasts promoting among others the transcription of activator
protein 1 (AP-1), which in turn is a transcription factor for different important genes in
both cell types [1]. Interestingly, the ERK response in chondrocytes is different for a
1
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static load and a dynamic load. A static load generates a transient response where the
peak is reached after approximately 10 minutes. A dynamic load gives rise to a
sustained upregulation of the concentration of phosphorylated ERK [2]. We attempt to
capture these effects by means of a model integrating the external stimuli and its effect
on intracellular signaling in order to gain a more quantitative understanding of
underlying fundamental processes.
3. METHODS
The model comprises an Ordinary Differential Equations (ODE) model of the ERK
signalling pathway (adapted from [3]), coupled to a 1D rheological model of cell-matrix
mechanics (adapted from [4]) that considers extracellular matrix (ECM), integrin,
cytoskeletal and nuclear (visco)elasticity and actomyosin contractility. The ERK
pathway is activated by stretching of integrin molecules. Integrin activation was made
proportional to its deformation. Several feedback mechanisms between the intracellular
and the mechanical model were implemented.
3.1 Model of the ERK pathway
Faratian et al. [3] presented a model of the ERK pathway to investigate the resistance to
receptor tyrosine kinase (RTK) inhibitor therapies. The model contains the ERK
pathway as part of a larger MAPK and Phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3K) signaling
network. Despite the fact that the cell type and goal of the model are different, the ERK
pathway in this work can be used as an estimation of the ERK pathway employed in
mechanotransduction in bone cells. The ERK pathway in the Faratian model starts at
Ras-GDP and ends with phosphorylated
ERK. The mechanical stimulus will promote
the phosphorylation of Ras-GDP, leading to
the posphorylation of ERK. Faratian et al.
[3] use protein phosphatase 2 (PP2A) as
their dephosphorylation agent. However
they consider the concentration of PP2A to
be
a
constant,
meaning
that
dephosphorylation is not influenced from
the outside.
In the model presented here, PP2A activity
is affected by the activation of the serine
protein kinase Akt. Akt suppresses PP2A
Fig. 1 Overview of the modelled pathways: the
through the activation of mammalian target
activated integrin initiates the ERK pathway and
of
rapamycin
(mTOR)
[5].
The
suppresses the dephosphorylation of ERK and the
MAPKs.
phosphorylation of Akt by PI3K is
stimulated by mechanical load through
integrin activation in marrow stromal cells (MSCs) [6]. Hence the model is expanded
with the PI3K/Akt/mTOR pathway. Mechanical load will activate integrin, this
activated integrin will stimulate Ras-GDP and Akt phosphorylation thereby
simultaneously stimulating ERK
phosphorylation
and
inhibiting
ERK
dephosphorylation. Figure 1 gives an overview of the modelled pathway.
3.2 Mechanical model of the cell

The activation of integrins will depend on the mechanical stress in the focal adhesions.
Therefore a mechanical model of the cell is needed to estimate the response of the cell
and its components to an external force. The most important mechanical structure is the
cytoskeleton, which connects all the cell components and provides structural support. It
consists of microtubules, intermediate filaments and actin filaments. The actin
cytoskeleton is attached to the ECM via the integrins in the focal adhesions. The
mechanical model used in this work is based on the model of Moreo et al. [4]. To
explore additional influences the nucleus and a visco-elastic component for the
‘passive’ cytoskeleton (microtubules,
intermediate filaments) are added. The
model consists of linear elastic springs, a
dashpot and a force generating component
representing the actomyosin motors. The
relationship between strain and stress in
the force generating component is
parabolic, since there is an optimal
overlap between actin and myosin
filaments.
The
springs
represent Fig. 2 Mechanical model of a cell: the elasticity of integrin,
actin, the nucleus, the cytoskeleton and the ECM is
intracellular components which can be
represented by a spring. The Dashpot represents the
approximated as linear elastic: the nucleus,
viscosity of the cytoskeleton and the third type of
the integrins in the focal adhesions and the component represents the active force generating capacity
of actomyosin motors.
actin filaments. The passive cytoskeleton is
represented by a Maxwell viscoelastic
component, a spring and dashpot in series. The elastic component immediately responds
to mechanical stress by elongating, the dashpot dissipates the energy stored in the spring
over time, a phenomenon also known as stress relaxation. Finally the ECM is modelled
as a linear elastic component as well. The model is depicted in figure 2.
The ERK pathway is activated by stretching of the integrin molecules in the focal
adhesion complex (FAC). They can extend, unfold or dissociate. Unfolding and
dissociation can expose binding sites and thereby initiate the ERK pathway [7]. In the
model the number of active integrins linearly depends on the strain of the spring
representing the integrin molecules in the mechanical model. The parameter values to
characterize the model are taken from literature.
3.3 Feedback mechanisms
To model interactions between external
mechanical stimuli and intracellular
signaling through integrins we have
included several feedback mechanisms.
In one mechanism, activation of
integrin stimulates the formation of
focal adhesion through the focal
adhesion structural protein p130Cas [8].
Stretching p130Cas makes it more
susceptible
to
Src
mediated
phosphorylation.
Phosphorylated Fig. 3 Coupling of the cell mechanics to the intracellular
load has one a frequency of
p130Cas initiates the formation of more ERK model. The dynamic
0.053 Hz.
focal adhesions and the recruitment of
more integrins to strengthen the FAC [9]. This is incorporated in the model through a

positive effect of the number of activated integrins on the total amount of available
integrin molecules. The activation of integrins will hence influence the mechanical
model since stretching of the integrins is not only dependent on the external load but
also on the number of integrins. Furthermore, the ERK pathway also has an influence on
the mechanics of the cell, generating an additional feedback mechanism within the
model. More specifically, ERK can stimulate the Rho/ROCK pathway and Rhoassociated protein kinase (ROCK) promotes the polymerisation of actin proteins into
actin filaments and the assembly of actin filaments into stress fibers [10]. This feedback
is modelled through the stimulation of the formation of actin components in the
mechanical model by the ERK pathway. The more springs in parallel the stiffer they are
combined, reducing their stretch. An overview of the model with its feedback
mechanisms is shown in figure 3.
4. RESULTS & DISCUSSION
We compared the response of ERK signaling in static and dynamic loads, since this has
been shown to differ in cartilage explants. In addition, different parameter settings were
applied in order to examine the sensitivity of the model to the parameters describing the
interaction between the biological and mechanical part of the model, and to get an idea
of the influence of the mechanical parameters on the ERK response.
The modelled ERK response to a
static load, a dynamic load with a
high frequency and a dynamic
load with a low frequency are
depicted in figure 4.
The
modelled response qualitatively
resembles the response described
in the literature [2]. The
oscillation is the result of the
interplay
between
repeated
activation
of
the
ERK
phosphorylation path and the
deactivation and recovery of the Fig. 4 Modelled ERK phosphorylation in response to a static and two
dynamic loads: one with a frequency of 0.053 Hz and one with a
dephosphorylation
path
in
frequency of 0.00053 Hz.
synchrony with the force. At
higher
frequencies
the
dephosphorylation does not get
the time to recover.
The influence of the mechanical
parameters as well as the
influence of the interaction
parameters on the model were
tested for static and dynamic
loading. Variations in integrin
stiffness, nucleus stiffness and
substrate stiffness have a large
Fig. 5 The response of ERK to a static force with the influence of a
effect on the ERK response. The
variation in the substrate stiffness [Pa].
substrate component and the
integrin-actin-nucleus part are in
parallel in the mechanical model. Therefore the deformation in those branches is the

same and depends on the sum of their stiffness, hence a low substrate stiffness leads to a
larger deformation in the integrin components, thereby increasing the stimulation of the
ERK pathway. Figure 5 depicts the phosphorylation in response to a static load with
varying substrate stiffness.
The sensitivity to an alteration in the substrate stiffness illustrates how the ECM
stiffness influences mechanotransduction and the activation of intracellular pathways
and gives rise to different cell fates. Discher and coworkers demonstrated the
importance of culturing cells on a substrate that resembles their natural mechanical
environment, in this way modulating cell fate [11]. In the model, the nucleus also
appeared to play a significant role, as a change in nucleus stiffness had a large impact
on the model output. Therefore the nucleus should be taken into account when studying
mechanotransduction, confirming the idea of Wang et al. [12] that the nucleus can be
important for mechanotransduction in several ways.
Changes in the actin stiffness, the passive cytoskeleton stiffness and the viscosity had
little effect on the output of the model. In addition the model was very sensitive to a
change in all the interaction parameters except for actin feedback. Hence the actin
component is probably bypassed by the active force generating component, thereby
limiting its influence.
The biological response does not end at ERK, ERK can stimulate the production of AP1, a transcription factor whose targets include Sox9, which in turn will stimulate the
production of aggrecan and collagen II and stimulate the proliferation of chondrocytes.
Therefore a sustained ERK activation will probably lead to a production of ECM and
the proliferation of chondrocytes. The activation of ERK can also lead to another
outcome by stimulating the formation of Runx2 and the direct inhibition of Sox9.
Runx2 plays a role in endochondral bone formation and stimulates chondrocyte
maturation and hypertrophy [13]. Which of the two pathways will be followed probably
depends on other factors in the environment.
5. CONCLUSIONS
Due to the constantly enlarging compendium of studies elucidating the control of
differentiation in developmental biology we can now wonder how mechanics impacts
on these elaborate control systems. One missing piece in the puzzle is how integrins
sense and respond to mechanical stimuli. This model is a first attempt to sketch the
mechanisms that may in time close the gap between mechanical cues and the eventual
bearing on cell fate. Regardless of the specifics our model shows that changes in the
mechanical environment can be directly translated by cells through surface-adhesion
receptors, of which integrin is the prime example. Analysis of our model reveals that the
timing, strength and the context of mechanical signals all play an important role in
mechanotransduction by integrins. Specifically, the simulations show that the model is
very sensitive to a change in nucleus stiffness, substrate stiffness and most of the
interaction parameters. The interaction parameters determine the activation of the ERK
pathway, the feedback and the balance between phosphorylation and dephosphorylation
activation, consequently their quantification could greatly increase the model’s
predictive power. In agreement with the results presented here, various in vitro
experiments have shown substrate stiffness to be important in cell fate decisions, for
example in the determination of the differentiation path an MSC will take. The nucleus
putatively has an important role in the mechanical behaviour of the cell as well.
In order to reach a mechanistic and quantitative understanding of mechanotransduction
by integrins we will need to build a more comprehensive view of the plethora of

pathways and their interactions that modulate the mechanical response of the cell. A
first step on this road can be taken by qualitative models that provide a first mechanistic
insight into mechanotransduction phenomena and may serve as a source for new
research hypotheses.
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OPTIMIZED FE MESH GENERATION PROCEDURE BASED ON A
USER-DEFINED SPATIAL REFINEMENT GRADIENT.
APPLICATION TO A MOTION SEGMENT
S. Cortez1, M. Pinheiro2, J. C. Pimenta Claro3 and J. L. Alves3

1. ABSTRACT
Finite Element (FE) meshes are usually highly refined and dense and, consequently,
computationally very expensive. Therefore, after the preliminary FE mesh generation, it
is necessary to decrease its size by diminishing the total number of nodes and elements
while maintaining both geometrical accuracy and a physically-meaningful FE mesh
refinement. The aim of this work is to describe an optimized FE mesh simplification
procedure based on edge contraction and on a user-defined spatial refinement gradient
criterion. The main idea is that, for normal mechanical loadings applied to a motion
segment, the vertebrae shall behave almost as an incompressible medium, and only the
intervertebral disc (IVD) should undergo relevant strains. In this case, it is acceptable
(and desirable) to attain a problem-functional FE mesh, in which the FE mesh should be
more refined at the IVD and coarser at vertebrae. On the other hand, an optimized FE
mesh should be more refined at the annulus fibrosus than at the nucleus pulposus. In
summary, the proposed FE mesh generation and simplification procedure, being based
on a user-definable spatial FE mesh refinement gradient, allows the user to define
precisely the required refinement and thus to reduce drastically the number of elements
in the final FE mesh and consequently to diminish the computation time required for the
FE analysis, while keeping the necessary physical meaning on the FE mesh. The
aforesaid procedure will be applied to the FE mesh generation (based on [1]) of a
motion segment initially characterized by medical imaging.

2. INTRODUCTION
In general, the starting point for the 3D geometrical modelling by finite elements of an
anatomical structure is the generation of a 3D voxel-based geometrical model, obtained
after denoising, smoothing and segmentation of a set of 2D medical images. After the 3D
voxelized model has been defined, a specific tetrahedral FE meshing procedure is applied
and, generally, a too dense and highly refined FE mesh is obtained. This FE mesh is
computationally very expensive and one needs to decrease its size appling a FE mesh
simplification procedure. This procedure consists in reducing the number of tetrahedra
in the initial FE mesh while keeping the overall shape, volume and boundaries
preserved. Generally, after this procedure, the smaller elements are located at the
internal and external boundaries, while larger elements are located inside the FE mesh.
However, this is not always acceptable. There may be situations where this accuracy
may be required simultaneously in structures outside and inside the FE mesh. For many
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applications, the need for accuracy is greater near the surface of the domain, such as for
studies of the IVD. In a motion segment, the FE mesh should be more refined at the
IVD and coarser at the vertebrae (nearly incompressible medium). On the other hand,
since the annulus fibrosus (AF) is a stiff ring-shaped structure made up of concentric
lamellae [2], an optimized FE mesh should be more refined at the annulus fibrosus than
at the nucleus pulposus (NP). Another point is that these concentric lamellae are not
uniformly defined in the annulus and it is necessary to develop a gradient refinement. In
this case, the elements should be smaller in the outer annulus (where lamellae are denser
and combined) than the ones in the inner annulus (less dense lamellae) (Fig. 1).

AF

NP

Lamellae

Fig. 1 Illustration of the intervertebral disc and the lamellar structure in the annulus.

3. METHODOLOGY
From the initial FE mesh generation procedure, a dense tetrahedral FE mesh of a
Human lumbar motion segment (Fig. 2a) with 465 644 elements and 86 181 nodes was
obtained. Three different domains are contained within this mesh: vertebrae (green),
nucleus pulposus (blue) and annulus fibrosus (pink). The average element volume size
is of 0.04 mm3, while edge sizes range from 0.3 to 1.1 mm.
The paramount aim of this work is to simplify the previous mesh in such a way that a
user-defined gradient can be achieved, i.e., one needs to define, in the FE mesh, a
user-defined edge sizing field to drive the FE mesh simplification procedure. This socalled user-defined edge sizing field was implemented by the definition of a sizing field,
in which the maximum size allowed to all edges sharing a node must be defined by the
user.
Assuming the aforesaid FE mesh as an input file, a FORTRAN code was developed to
generate a new FE mesh with a user-defined FE mesh refinement in the IVD. An
optimized FE mesh shall be anatomically-based. The FE mesh must be more refined on
the outside layers of the AF and have a progressive coarsening refinement radially until
the inner layers of the AF. Finally, having in mind the biomechanical behaviour of the
NP (mostly their incompressible behaviour), the FE mesh refinement of the NP is less
relevant, and thus shall be as coarser as possible, as well vertebrae, which behave nearly
incompressibility, for the anatomically normal loadings. The implemented FE mesh
simplification procedure has two basic steps. The first one is the application of a
user-definable sizing field, with a special emphasis on the AF. To define a userdefinable refinement gradient within the annulus, and in order to mimic the radial
evolution of the thickness of the fibres’ layers, one needs to determine, firstly the nodes
belonging to the annulus, and then their radial position within the annulus. So, each
tetrahedron is classified as belong or not to the annulus, and then we select the annulus’
outside boundary and each facet is classified between UP, DOWN, IN or OUT. The
angle  (see Fig. 2b) between the axial axis (which crosses the annulus centre of mass)
and the outside normal of each facet is determined and contributes to the classification

of the facet: the facet is UP and DOWN if  <60° or  >120°, and IN or OUT
otherwise; secondly, in the facet is IN or OUT, angle  , defined by the angle between
the normal to the element and the vector (blue line in the Fig. 2b) that goes through the
centre of the facet and it is perpendicular to the axial axis. Finally, if   90º , the facet
is classified as IN, and OUT otherwise. Using a linear interpolation, the gradient edge
size is calculated based on the input values (maximum edge sizes) defined at each node,
for elements near the nucleus (IN region, green line in the Fig. 2b) to the periphery of
the annulus (OUT region, orange line in the Fig. 2b). The default value is used to define
the maximum edge size for other domains (vertebrae and nucleus). The sizing field can
be absolute or relative, but in this study, only the absolute sizing field simplification
was performed.
Nucleus
Pulposus

Axis

IN

OUT




Axis

UP

Annulus
Fibrosus

Vertebrae
DOWN

a)

b)

Fig. 2 a) The initial FE mesh of a motion segment and b) the schematic of the inner and outer
regions of the annulus fibrosus.

Two different tests for FE meshes were performed and the values used for the absolute
edge sizing field are presented in Table 1.
Table 1 Different input parameters for two simplification tests.
Test

Maximum Sizing Edge
OUT [mm]

Maximum Sizing Edge
IN [mm]

Maximum Sizing Edge
(Default) [mm]

1

1.5

3.0

20

2

2.0

4.0

20

After the conversion of the FE mesh into the VTK format [www.vtk.org] and the
definition of a sizing field, the second stage was performed. This VTK file was used as
input file for the simplification process. The FE mesh simplification procedure applied
is based on a step by step edge contraction algorithm, which can generate finite
elements with a better geometrical shape, decreasing locally the FE mesh refinement
(excepted in annulus fibrosus). In this method, using a cost function, local simplification
operators are applied iteratively, which contract the edges of the elements taking into
account the elements’ shape quality and their geometric error. The optimum location of
the new node depends primarily on the angles formed by adjacent elements when the
edge is contracted. Sometimes, the contraction of some edges is not allowed in order to

avoid violating the initial geometry of the boundaries between FE mesh domains.
However, the geometrical constrain linked with the internal boundary between annulus
and nucleus can be relaxed, even because the definition of this transition is, in the
reality, difficult to be defined. In order to understand the role of this boundary, two type
of results we obtained after simplification: with and without the preservation of an
accurate geometrical definition of the internal boundary between AF and NP.

4. RESULTS
In order to compare and evaluate the geometrical accuracy and the influence of different
edges sizes applied in the FE meshes, axial and sagittal cross sections were realized.
Fig. 3a shows the FE mesh (with two materials) obtained in the simplification test 1 and
Fig. 3b shows the FE mesh with three materials obtained with the same simplification
test.

a)

b)
Fig. 3 Axial (left) and sagittal (right) cross sections of the FE meshes obtained by the
simplification test 1 a) with and b) without a non-accurate boundary between NP and AF.

FE meshes with two and three materials obtained by the simplification test 2 are shown
in Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b, respectively.

a)

b)
Fig. 4 Axial (left) and sagittal (right) cross sections of the FE meshes obtaine d by the
simplification test 2 a) with and b) without a non- accurate boundary between NP and AF.

Table 2 shows the number of elements and nodes of the initial FE mesh and the FE
meshes obtained with the developed algorithm.
Table 2 Number of elements and nodes of the initial and FE meshes obtained.
FE mesh with simplification test 1

Number of Nodes
Number of
FElements
Number of
FElements (AF)
% FElements of
the AF on the FE
mesh

FE mesh with simplification test 2

Initial
Mesh

non-accurate
AF/NP
boundary

accurate
AF/NP
boundary

non-accurate
AF/NP
boundary

accurate AF/NP
boundary

86 181

16 966

18 129

13 652

14 782

465 644

85 381

92 018

65 807

72 183

132 675

-

51 997

-

32 871

29%

-

57%

-

46%

5. DISCUSSION
The results presented a noticeable difference in the overall elements size between the
annulus and the other regions of the motion segment. The geometrical accuracy is well
visible in the axial and sagittal cross sections of the FE meshes. The vertebrae surfaces
and the nucleus central region are largely simplified, with elements edge sizes
considerably larger than the annulus region. The refinement of the annulus does not
present a well-defined gradient in all cases. For low edge sizes, there is an agglomerate
of smaller elements in the outer annulus region, which for high values is not observed.
To describe the geometry of the boundary between annulus and nucleus, elements could
not be simplified which is why they present elements with the same size both in the
inner and the outer annulus region. The same happens between the disc and the
vertebrae. This is well visible in the FE meshes obtained with an accurate boundary
between NP and AF. In the case of FE meshes with a non-accurate boundary between
AF and NP, the refinement is more gradual because the elements are not required to
describe any boundary. This boundary restriction also influences the maximum edge
size for regions without interest, such as the vertebrae. All FE meshes showed edge
sizes between 0.4 and 5 mm, approximately, and the maximum value (default) imposed
for edge size was never reached because elements would be very thin (bad elements)
and the FE mesh domain is too small to have elements with a large size.
However, by a simple analysis of these figures, it is not possible to conclude anything
concerning the number of elements of the FE mesh. For that, Table 2 presents a resume
of the number of elements and nodes of the final simplified FE meshes. The FE meshes
obtained by the two tests studied present a small number of nodes and elements
comparing with the initial and dense FE mesh. Regarding the number of elements in the
annulus, the small size of the elements resulted in an increased percentage of the
number in relation to the total number of elements in the initial mesh. In the FE mesh
obtained by the first test, the number of elements in the annulus represents about 57% of
the total elements. This shows that more than half of the elements are present on the
annulus, which in the initial FE mesh only represented 29%. In the case of the FE mesh
obtained from the second simplification, the number of elements in the annulus
represents about 46% of the total number in the mesh.

6. CONCLUSION
The examples of application of the proposed FE mesh simplification procedure allow to
demonstrate our ability to completely master the simplification process by defining a
non-uniform and user-definable sizing field, and thus to obtain a user-defined FE mesh
refinement gradient within all FE domain. The definition of a higher FE mesh
refinement in regions of interest (like the annulus fibrosus) can be easily obtained using
the proposed FE mesh simplification algorithm. Essentially, an absolute sizing field
allows to manipulate edge sizes, and indirectly FE volume sizes, in different
regions/structures of the global FE mesh. It is a powerful tool to decrease the size
(number of nodes and number of elements) of a FE meshes, keeping geometrical
accuracy and even improving FE mesh quality.
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FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS OF THE BPPV IN
A SEMICIRCULAR CANAL
S.C. Jeong1, S.H. Yoo2, Y.H. Choung3, H.J. Lim4, C.Y. Park5 and D. Mishra6

1. ABSTRACT
This study is a basic research for developing more efficient treatment for a benign
paroxysmal positional vertigo (BPPV) which comes from moving otoliths in
semicircular canals. It is well known how BPPV symptoms appear physiologically and
typical symptoms and signs are motion sickness and nystagmus. This work has been
carried out to understand the displacement of cupula due to the dropping down of the
otoliths in the endolymph by finite element analysis software COMSOL 4.2a. The semicircular canal is modeled as a FSI (fluid-structure interaction) system. The endolymph is
modeled as a slightly compressible Newtonian fluid and the cupula partition is
represented by a linearly elastic solid. The material property of a cupula is not been
known yet. The motion of otolith was assumed as falling straight to the direction of
gravity at one point. The result of this study shows how the sensing mechanism of the
body works for the motion. This result can be a basis for selecting the method of
treatment of the disease of the vestibular system like BPPV.

2. INTRODUCTION
The vestibular apparatus consists of three membranous semicircular canals and two
saclike swellings the utricle and saccule. The semicircular canals detect angular
acceleration during rotation of the head along three perpendicular axes. Hair cells in the
semicircular canals detect changes in the motion and position of the head. A stereocilia
whose receptor cells of the semicircular canals are closely ensheathed by a gelatinous
mass, the cupula, which extends across the lumen of each semicircular canal at the
ampulla, a slight bulge in the wall of each duct. When the head moves, the semicircular
canals move as well, but initially the fluid inside the membranous canals tends to
remain stationary because of inertia. Thus, the moving ampulla is pushed against the
stationary fluid, which causes bending of the stereoicilia and alteration in the rate of
release of a chemical transmitter from the hair cells.1, 2
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Fig. 1 Semicircular canal structure and function6
A stereocilia projecting from the hair cells are covered by a gelatinous substance in
otoconia. The BPPV is caused by the otoilths coming apart by any reason. That is the
result from abnormal stimulation of the cupola within any of the three semicircular
canals by free-floating otoliths (canalithiasis) or otoliths adhered to the cupula
(cupulolithiasis). A typical symptoms and signs of BPPV are motion sickness and
nystagmus.4, 5 The three semicircular canals lie at right angles to each other and occupy
three different planes in space. Two of them, the anterior canal and the posterior canal,
stand vertically, whereas the third, the lateral canal, is horizontal. The most common
type of BPPV is caused by the involvement of the posterior semicircular canal (PSC),
but horizontal semicircular canal (HSC) BPPV accounts for approximately 10% to 20%.
PSC-BPPV has a good resolution rate of over 90% on average after proper canalith
repositioning treatment. A HSC benign paroxysmal positional vertigo was first reported
in 1985, after a lot of research on diagnosis and treatment had been reported. Many
ways of treatment method have been reported in clinical trials which show meaningful
good results. However, the success rate is approximately 60%~90%; this value does not
give relief to patient.3

Fig.2 Canalithiasis and cupulolithiasis in benign paroxysmal positional vertigo.7
In this work, the computational simulation has been carried out for Benign Paroxysmal
Positional Vertigo (BPPV) disease in semicircular canals of the vestibular apparatus.
The 2-D FSI Model of semicircular canals in BPPV situation has been developed in the
finite element software COMSOL 4.2a and focus is on horizontal semicircular canal
which detects parallel movement.

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS
3.1 The model of semicircular canal and cupula
A model of semicircular canal was developed as a simple circle based on the CT image.
The endolymph is assumed as a compressible Newtonian fluid and the wall is assumed
to have no slipping. A model of FSI is the combination of the cupula on the fluid model.
Originally the cupula consists of several membranes, but this study modeled as 2D
shape. Material properties of cupula used in Table.1 are obtained from literature.7
Structures was meshed by three-noded triangular element with a total of 7370 elements.
Table.1 Material properties of semicircular canal and cupula
Viscosity
Modulus of Elasticity
Poisson’s ratio
Endolymph
0.852
Cupula
5.4 Pa
0.48

Fig.3 Model of the semicircular canal and Cupula
3.2 The model of otolith in endolymph
The otolith is inorganic crystal which consists of calcium carbonate or calcite. The
specific gravity of otolith is about three times heavier than water. But the material
properties of otoliths are not largely important in this study and instead the weight is the
critical factor. Although the shape can be an important variable parameter, it is assumed
as circle in this study and the number of otoliths is just one.

Fig.4 Scanning electron micrograph of otoconia

Fig.5 Model of otolith

The sizes of otolihts are 0.5 m to 30 m, and usually are 5~7 m. In this study it is
assumed as 0.1mm. Originally the motion of otoliths should be free as an error occur
because the mesh is broken or disappear when otoliths is in contact with wall. The
motion of otolith was assumed as falling straight to the direction of gravity at one point.
Fig. 6 represents that situation when the head suddenly bend forward.

Fig. 6 FSI model of semicircular canal and otolith

4. RESULT
Fig. 7 presents the results when parallel movement condition is applied and the gravity
coincides. The movement of cupula is consistent with physiological sense.

Fig. 7 Pressure distribution by parallel movement in gravity condition
Fig. 8 shows that changing pressure of the fluid while otolith is falling and affecting all
area. Also Fig. 9 shows the displacement of cupula by changing pressure. The presence
of otolith affects the pressure of endolymph. High pressure acts on the bottom near the
cupula. The displacement of the cupula is large in the upper portion where relatively
low pressure is applied.

Fig. 8 Changing pressure of the endolymph

Fig. 9 Displacement of cupula and von mises stress
Fig. 10 is the time history showing the displacement at the point of maximum occurs.
Fig. 11 is the displacement of otoliths and cupula shown at the same time.

Fig. 10 Time histories of displacement
at the one point

Fig. 11 displacement of otoliths and
cupula

5. CONCLUSION
In this study, a mechanism that maintains equilibrium and the information delivered to
the brain in vestibular apparatus is checked. A quantitative simulation model which
considers the change in pressure of the endolymph by the otolith moving in BPPV is
suggested. Our work has been focused on activities in semicircular canal rather than
obtaining an accurate solution. This basic research will be helpful for developing more
efficient treatment about benign paroxysmal positional vertigo. In future work, the 3D
model based on CT image will be developed with more accurate materials properties of
the whole structure. Also three semicircular and cochlea coupling analysis will be
carried out to give more realistic simulation results.
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FEM analysis of an artificial vertebral body
composed of biocompatible plastic
K. Shimazu1, Y. Nakanishi2, Y. Nakamuta3,
H.Mizuta4, A. Sei5, W. Togami6, H. Higaki7

1. ABSTRACT
Posterior lumbar interbody fusion is one of the treatments for vertebral disease.
Generally, the constituent materials of the artificial vertebral body compose of an
interbody spacer, rods, and screws, and use Ti alloys which have a higher Young’s
modulus than bone. Therefore, a mechanism to induce bone healing from dynamic
stimulation is not realized. Also, there is an issue of instability from high stress
concentrations between the bone and the interbody spacer. In order to realize dynamic
stimulation, we propose the materials of the interbody spacer and rod be changed to the
biocompatible plastic polyetheretherketone (PEEK), which has selectable material
properties. These implants were designed to allow strain in the direction of the spine by
combining PEEK materials of different Young's modulii. To increase stability, the
interbody spacer was designed to distribute the stress by attaching to the cover of a
conventional spacer. An FEM analysis was performed using a CAD model of the
artificial vertebral body. A Ti alloy and PEEK were used as the constituent materials of
the interbody spacer and rod, and the artificial vertebral body design concept was
assessed. The results of this study show the change in strain in the direction of the spine
on the interbody spacer and rods could be verified when the material was changed from
a Ti alloy to PEEK.

2. INTRODUCTION
Posterior lumbar interbody fusion is one of the treatments for vertebral body disease,
osteoporotic vertebral compression fracture and lumbar disc herniation. It is an
operative method in which the diseased vertebral body is replaced with an artificial
vertebral body.[1], [2], [3] Generally, the constituent materials of the artificial vertebral
body, are composed of an interbody spacer, rods, and screws, and use Ti alloys which
have a higher Young’s modulus than bone (Figure 1, left). However, artificial vertebral
body replacement surgery has many issues; (1) the autogenous bone graft is at risk for
complications such as bleeding, pain and infection, (2) the interbody spacer impairs
osseous tissue generation and (3) the material of the interbody spacer is radio opaque
making it difficult to see inside the region of interest. [4], [5], [6]
Other studies have shown that hydrophilic porous plastic inserted into the interbody
spacer can be used to avoid the need to insert autologous bone and also to avoid bone
comminution. [7] In this paper, we change the materials of the interbody spacer and the
1
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rods to the biocompatible plastic polyetheretherketone (PEEK), which has selectable
material properties. [8] We proposed a new design for the artificial vertebral body (Figure
1, right). A finite element method (FEM) analysis was performed using a CAD model of
an artificial vertebral body. A Ti alloy and PEEK were used as the constituent materials
of the interbody spacer and rod, and the artificial vertebral body design concept was
assessed.
Screw

Rod

Vertebral body

Interbody spacer

Figure 1: Illustration of the original model (left) and the proposed model (right) of the
artificial vertebral body. The original artificial vertebral body assembled of an interbody
spacer, rods, and screws, and used Ti alloys. The suggested artificial vertebral body
consisted of a PEEK interbody spacer, PEEK rods, and Ti alloy screws.

3. INTERBODY SPACER DESIGN
3.1 Filling of PVF
Usually, autologous bone is used to fill the interior and exterior interbody spacer in
order to assist osteogenesis in the interbody. [5], [9] However, transplantation of
autologous bone is at risk for complications like bleeding, pain and infection. Because
of this, the interbody spacer in this analysis was filled with PVF (Polyvinyl formal)
instead of autologous bone. PVF has a continuous porous body, which easily accepts the
introduction of bone. Therefore, transplantation of autologous bone is unnecessary.

Figure 2: Illustration of the original interbody spacer (left) and the interbody spacer
filled with Polyvinyl formal (right).

3.2 Changing the Materials of the Interbody Spacer
Traditional interbody spacers need a large peephole because Ti interbody spacers have
low x-ray permeability. However, stress concentrations can occur around the peephole,
which may lead to damage of the intervertebral spacer.
We changed the material of the interbody spacer from a Ti alloy to PEEK, which has
high x-ray permeability. Because of this, the large peepholes were changed to small
holes, for a more even dispersion of stress (Figure 3). PEEK is a biocompatible plastic
which is approved by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA), and is useful in the
clinical treatment.

Figure 3: Illustration of PEEK interbody spacer filled with Polyvinyl formal.

4. ROD DESIGN
The purpose of the screws and rods attached to the rear are to suppress the rotation of
the vertebral body, therefore, the rods must be strong against bending. We proposed a
reinforced rod made of two types of PEEK materials (Figure 4). Our design consisted of
an inner rod with a high Young’s modulus PEEK and an outer sheath of a low Young’s
modulus PEEK. The purpose of this is to provide high resistance to bending but low
resistance to longitudinal deformation.
PEEK (A)

PEEK (C)

Figure 4: Illustration of the reinforced rod. The rod
has a structure that combines PEEK materials of two
different Young's modulus. The Young's modulus of
PEEK(A) is higher than the Young's modulus of
PEEK(C).

5. CONDITION OF FEM SIMULATION
Lumber

The structure of the analytical model
consisted of the vertebral body, the
interbody spacers, the rods and the screws.
Almost all artificial vertebral body
replacement surgeries have been between
the fourth lumbar (L4) and the fifth lumbar
(L5) of lumbar spine. [10] Therefore, we
adopted the lumbar vertebral body, L4 and
L5, shown in Figure 5 for the simulation.
Analysis conditions are shown in Table 1.

Load 1.9MPa

Scre

(L4)

w

Interbody
spacer
Rod
Lumber
(L5)

Fixed

Scre
w

Figure 5: Illustration of the L4 & L5
lumbar spine FEM model.

Table 1: Analysis conditions
Static analysis with a mesh solid (tetrahedral).
Number of elements = 164006, Number of nodes = 249478
Pressure load = 1.9 MPa (Load on the upper surface of the L4 lumbar vertebral body.
Value of load is known from the literature. [11])
Fixed constraint (Defined at the bottom surface of the L5 vertebral body.)
Contact surface conditions: Bonded Surfaces, Contact surfaces between internal rod
and external sheath of the reinforced rod were allowed to slip.
Analysis configurations are shown in Figure 6. Model type A was the same as a
conventional design: the interbody spacer and the rod were made of a Ti alloy. Model
type C was configured with the PEEK interbody spacer and the reinforced rod. The
physical properties of the materials of each part are shown in Table 2.

Table 3: List of material physical properties.

Figure 6: Synopsis of analyzed models
of the artificial vertebral body.

6. RESULTS OF FEM SIMULATIONS AND DISCUSSION
6.1 Comparisons of the Equivalent Strain of Model Types A and C
We analyzed the equivalent strain of the Ti alloy and PEEK artificial vertebral bodies
(Figure 6). In Figure 6.1, the strain on the vertebral body near the interbody spacers in
model type C was less than the similar strain in model type A. Changing the materials of
the interbody spacer from Ti to PEEK is valid for reducing vertebral body damage.
In Figure 6.2, the strain of the interbody spacer was very low for model type A. In
model type C, the interbody spacer was more distorted than model type A. Therefore we
can expect to see mechanical stimulation of bone growth.
In model type A (Figure 6.2), high strain was seen in the center of the Ti rod. In model
type C, the entire reinforced rod was deformed. The reinforced rod provided low
resistance to longitudinal deformation, which allowed the artificial vertebral body to
have a more appropriate mechanical deformation, e.g., the vertebral bodies moved
parallel to each other.

Figure 6: The result of equivalent strain in the FEM simulations. Model type A was
made of Ti alloy. Model type C was made of PEEK. (Different scales are shown
between figures 1 and 2 to better elucidate how the implants are affected.)

6.2 Comparisons of Stress of the Model Type A and C
We analyzed the stress of the Ti alloy and PEEK artificial vertebral bodies (Figure 7).
In model type B, stress concentration had occurred in the central part of the rods. In
contrast, the stress of the rods is minimal in model type C. The reinforced rod, which
allowed for more longitudinal strain, proved to be more resistant to bending than its Ti
counterpart, which led to stress reduction.

Figure 7: The result of stress FEM simulations. Model type A is made of Ti alloy. Model
type C made of PEEK.

7. CONCLUSION
We proposed a new artificial vertebral body configured with a PEEK interbody spacer
and a reinforced rod to solve the problems of decreased inter-vertebral stability and the
occurrence of stress concentration on the vertebral body. We were able to show the
effectiveness of the design by performing an FEM analysis.
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The femoral nail which prevents a complications problem
Y. Matsumoto1, T. Nishimura1, Y. Nakanishi2, H. Mizuta2,
N. Murayama2 , H. Higaki3

1. ABSTRACT
Recently, the incidence of proximal femoral fracture in aging patients has been
increasing. The femoral nail used for treatment is mainly made of a titanium alloy.
However, the elastic modulus of titanium alloy is very high when compared with that of
bone. This causes healing inhibition due to stress-shielding and fracture at the distal end
of the stem. These complications concern many health care professionals. Moreover,
discussion of rotation of femoral head inhibited by the lag-screw has not been
adequate4). Redesign of the femoral nail is suggested to resolve these problems. In this
study, we performed FEM analysis on a proposed a new femoral nail design that
integrates three kinds of biocompatible polyetheretherketone (PEEK) plastics
mechanically and thermally. The stem uses a high elastic modulus PEEK at the
intersection of the lag-screw and stem, a low elastic modulus PEEK at the intersection
of the lag-screw and stem, and a low elastic modulus PEEK at the distal end of the stem.
This aspect of the design prevents stress from concentrating and decreases the
occurrence of a diaphyseal fracture at the distal end of the stem. In addition, the
Rectangle Double Lag-screw System uses a high elastic modulus PEEK at both ends,
and a low elastic modulus PEEK at the center. This design allows strain along the axis
of the screw, which allows strain to develop in the fracture site. This strain has been
shown to promote bone remodeling. Furthermore, its rectangular design inherently
inhibits its rotation. Thus indicating the validity of our design for resolving distal stem
fractures and inhibition of femoral rotation.

2. INTRODUCTION
Recently, cases of proximal femoral fractures have been increasing due to osteoporosis
caused by an aging population6). The orthopedic femoral nail is used in the treatment of
this fracture type. In general, titanium is used in these femoral implants because it is
biocompatible, strong enough to use at high load articulations in the body, and it is not
magnetic, which allows for MRI examination. However, some problems can occur
when a femoral nail made from titanium is used in the healing process.
The elastic modulus of titanium is very high when compared with that of bone and, in a
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femoral head fracture, the femoral nail becomes responsible for most of the load.
Because the implant bares most of the load, there is a possibility that the bones fall into
a state of the stress-shielding. If no load is transmitted through the bone, the natural
healing mechanism of bone becomes inhibited1). Moreover, if stress concentration
occurs between the bone and the femoral nail in the distal end of stem, there is a
possibility that fracture at the distal end of the stem will occur.
In order to solve these problems, a change in the design of the femoral nail is required.
However, the material property of conventional titanium alloys as well as the
mechanism and configuration of the implant cannot be changed due to human
anatomical constraints. Therefore it is difficult to develop an ideal femoral nail using
titanium, whereat we propose a new femoral nail design that integrates three kinds of
biocompatible plastics (PEEK) mechanically and thermally. We believe that the three
types of thermoplastics will alleviate the problems of femoral rotation and the nonpropagation of a moderate, beneficial load through the bone. In this study, we perform
an FEM analysis on the proposed femoral nail design and a conventional nail made
from titanium to investigate the validity of our design.
3. ORIGINAL PEEK FEMORAL NAIL
Figure 1 shows a traditional femoral nail made from titanium and our PEEK femoral
nail design. PEEK, which is used as an alternative to titanium alloys, has excellent
properties of heat resistance, chemical resistance, fatigue resistance, impact resistance
and creep resistance. In addition, some properties that change the characteristics of
PEEK are the amount of carbon fiber contained within, and the orientation of the carbon
fiber. Table 1 shows the material properties of PEEK used in this study. Our design
divides the lag-screw and stem into multiple parts made from three types of PEEK
plastics. These plastics were integrated and bonded via thermal welding or mechanical
fastening to achieve continuity throughout the implant.

Fig 1. Schematic drawing of femoral nails. 1 shows a traditional femoral nail made
from titanium alloy. 2 shows a PEEK femoral nail.

Table 1. Material Properties.

3.1 Lag-screw
Figure 2 shows a schematic representation of the lag-screw. We proposed a new lagscrew design, which included four concave cutouts from a main screw with sub screw
that fit inside one of the concave sections. This designed is named the Rectangle Double
Lag-Screw System. This design reduced the cross-sectional area of the entire lag-screw
when compared with a traditional double-screw system, and the inhibition of femoral
head rotation could also be maintained. Moreover, insertion of the lag-screw into the
relatively small femoral head of a person of Japanese heritage was easily done. Each
lag-screw was composed of three parts with material properties from two PEEK types.
The PEEK of the lowest elastic modulus is placed in the middle portion as a buffer
material so it allows for the elastic deformation of the long axis direction. For the FEM
analysis the separate parts were connected with a bonded condition.

Fig 2. Schematic drawing of Rectangle Double Lag-screw System 2-A shows the
Rectangle Double Lag-screw System. 2-B shows cross section of the Rectangle
Double Lag-screw System. 2-C shows an exploded view of Rectangle Double
Lag-screw System.

3.2 Stem
Figure 3 shows a schematic representation of the stem. The stem is composed of four
parts, the high section, the lag-screw insertion section, the bending section and the
lower section. The connecting surfaces of each part were designed in a cone-shape. The
PEEK with the highest elastic modulus was used in the lag-screw insertion section. The
PEEK with the medium elastic modulus was used immediately proximal and distal to
the lag-screw insertion section and the PEEK with the lowest elastic modulus was used
in the lower section. This allows for elastic deformation in the direction of the long axis
and at the distal end of the stem. For the FEM analysis the separate parts were
connected with a bonded condition.

Fig 3. Schematic drawing of the stem. 3-A shows the assembly drawing of the stem. 3B shows the exploded view of the stem

4. ANALYSIS CONDITION
Figure 4 shows the analysis model. The bone model used for analysis was created by
digitally scanning the model bone of a proximal femur (produced by Sawbones) to
reproduce the shape of the bone.
The model of analysis consisted of 117,953 tetrahedral elements and 75,371 nodes. The
lower end of the femur was fixed. The contact between femoral nail and the bone model,
lag-screw and stem were all set to fixed. A tensile force of 1,000 N at 7.5° vertical
against the greater trochanter of the femur simulated an abduction force, and a
compressive force of 1,500 N at 5° perpendicular to the femoral head simulated the hip
joint resultant force. Material properties from Table 1 were used for the analysis. The
high elastic modulus PEEK is Pre-Preg molded to be as isotropic as possible. All tissues
and materials are treated as isotropic for analysis. This analysis assumes an
intertrochanteric femoral fracture of a stable type where the fracture cuts thorough the
lesser trochanter to the greater trochanter (classification Evans Type-I2)).

Fig 4. Analysis condition.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The stress and the strain were examined in the femoral nail made of titanium alloy has
been used traditionally to treat and the original PEEK femoral nail. Analysis results
shown in figure 5-7. In the strain distribution, the equivalent strain of average 7.203με
(0.7%) were confirmed at the part of the Lag-screw of the femoral nail made of titanium

alloy. In contrast, that of average 40.257με (4.0%) were observed at the part of low
elastic modulus that circled. Namely, that compared with the femoral nail made of a
titanium alloy, the original PEEK femoral nail has been confirmed to have occurred a
large strain (figure 5). Figure 6 shows the strain distribution of bone model in the
original PEEK femoral nail and the femoral nail made of a titanium alloy. Strains of the
lag-screw and the surrounding bone are related to the proportional, that strain of the
surrounding bone is greater the larger the strain of the lag-screw has been confirmed.
Occurrence of strain in the direction of long axis by the buffer was placed in the center
of each lag-screw, the promotion of bone healing was considered mechanism can be
expected. Our results are not necessarily appropriate than Adaptive Remodeling1). it is
the agenda that Some challenges the optimization of the shape and material in order to
converge to the strain conditions a more appropriate.

Fig 5. Analysis results of femoral nail (Strain).

Fig 6. Analysis results of bone model (Strain).

The stem of the original PEEK femoral nail is a feature that has been designed coneshaped junction of each parts in contact with the surface. the design has been realized
continuous variation of material properties. Also in the stress distribution, stress that has
been reduced in stages according to the distal of the stem had been confirmed (Figure 7).
When attention is paid to the distal end of the stem, equivalent stress of the femoral nail
made of a titanium alloy was average 1,760MPa, that of the original PEEK femoral nail
was average 104MPa, stress concentration in the distal end of the stem can be relaxed
has been confirmed at the original PEEK femoral nail (Figure 7). Because the stem was
configured differently to a high elastic modulus from a low elastic modulus to the
elastic modulus progressively, worked with the action is considered to alleviate the stem
by elastic deformation of the distal end of the stem. Therefore, the original PEEK
femoral nail was the effect of suppressing the fracture of the distal end of the stem was
expected.

Fig 7. Analysis results of femoral nail (Stress).

6. CONCLUSION
Recently in Japan, the femoral nail made of titanium alloy that used for treatment has
apprehended the complications that inhibit the bone healing due to stress-shielding and
occur fracture at the distal end of the stem. In this study, in order to solve these
problems, we proposed the original PEEK femoral nail that constructs the
biocompatible plastic (PEEK) with three types of elastic modulus, we had performed
FEM analysis on the new design to investigate the validity of this grand design.
By the result of FEM analysis, granting the strain that encourage the formation of callus
to the bone and relaxation of stress concentration at the distal end of the stem were
confirmed on the original PEEK femoral nail that was proposed in this paper when
compared with the femoral nail made of titanium alloy. The validity against the
complications of grand design was found.
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PHASE PLANE PORTRAITS OF PELVIC MOVEMENT AS A TOOL
FOR DESIGNING ROBOTIC SYSTEMS WITH PELVIC SUPPORT FOR
GAIT REHABILITATION
A. Salguero1, G. Yamhure2, M. Manrique3, C. Cotrino4, L. Jimenez5, and A.
Camacho.6
1. ABSTRACT The current development of robot assisted gait rehabilitation provides multiplicity of
configurations and actuation methods, with a prevailing use of pelvis and torso harnesses for body weight
support. This type of support only allows partial unloading of limb joints and additionally restricts the
movement to the pelvis and upper body. We explored a more anatomical and physiological approach to
body support for assisting gait training by transferring body loads to an external support directly from the
pelvis. We used the phase portraits of linear velocities and accelerations of the pelvis and applied the
inverted pendulum model of locomotion to estimate, at the body center of mass, power profiles of gait
which were used to define the required response of the actuators along vertical, anterior-posterior and
medial-lateral axes. We developed an ischiatic body weight support system (IBWSS) that in preliminary
studies showed very stable pelvic support and natural gait training patterns during walking and jogging on
a treadmill.

2. INTRODUCTION
The evolution of the field of robot assisted gait rehabilitation gives rise to a diversity
design configurations and actuation methods [1]. However, there is a pervading use of
pelvis and torso harnesses for body weight support [2]. This type of support has
important drawbacks: while knee and ankle joints are unloaded, the hip joint is not,
because of the traction exerted by the harness on the proximal thigh. A second
drawback relates to the movement restrictions this support imposes to the pelvis and
upper body [2]. To take a more anatomical and physiological approach to assist gait
training; we explored the biomechanics of transferring body loads to an external support
directly from the pelvis. As a global description of gait dynamics we used the phase
portraits of linear velocities and accelerations of the pelvis [3], [4]. Based on this
description, we applied the inverted pendulum model of locomotion to estimate, at the
body center of mass, normalized curves of mechanical power, which were used to
define the power limits of the actuators and the controller required response at vertical,
anterior-posterior and medial-lateral axes. As result, we developed a load transfer
interface conformed by a socket that provides tight grip and support of the pelvis, a
Cartesian robot, and passive yaw and roll joints linking the socket to the robot.
Preliminary studies show that the developed system provides a very stable pelvic
support during walking and jogging on a treadmill. The design configuration and
actuation method generate natural gait training patterns.
3. PHASE PLANE PORTRAITS OF PELVIC MOVEMENT
In this section we introduce the dynamic representation of pelvic movement based on
phase plane portraits of acceleration versus velocity of linear translations along the
vertical (V), antero-posterior (AP) and medial-lateral (ML) axes. Linear accelerations,
1
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and angular rates were registered by 3-axis acceleration and orientation sensor
(MicroStrain Inc, 3DM-GX2 inertia-link). Full-length stride curves were computed by
resampling data segments spanned by one gait cycle. A total averaged signal was
computed over registers of 360 s. Orthogonality of axial accelerometry was assured by
correcting measured data with the instant rotation matrix.

Fig. 1 Phase plane of acceleration vs velocity in the vertical axis.

Fig. 1 shows representative phase plane portraits along the V axis, for two strides of one
subject; where gait progression occurs in the clockwise direction, some events of the
gait cycle are marked for reference. The patterns in the phase plane make evident the
differences between the dominant and non-dominant legs, the former presents higher
acceleration and velocity values than the latter. The second quadrant (negative velocity
and positive acceleration) in the plane allocates the contact. In the first quadrant the
body load is fully transferred to the supporting leg, and acceleration reaches its peak
value. Forefoot loading decelerates pelvic motion until reaching the negative peak value
in the fourth quadrant, where, after forefoot loading acceleration. Midstance events
elicit a smooth deceleration while velocity reaches equals zero; gait evolves towards the
swing phase with a gradual increment of acceleration in the third quadrant, at late swing
phase a smooth deceleration anticipates the next opposite heel contact. The
corresponding phase plane portrait along the AP axis is shown in Fig. 2. In the first
quadrant starts the contact phase, on heel strike, acceleration decreases at a high rate
becoming negative while velocity presents a short change. The response to forefoot
loading is shown in the fourth and third quadrant. In the second quadrant a gradual
acceleration develops propelling the body in preparation for the heel strike. The number
of trajectories in the phase plane, along the ML are half than in the planes of V and AP
axes; however variability is higher in the former, as shown in Fig. 2. After heel strike,
in the first quadrant, there is a stepped deceleration until midstance, as velocity
decreases from positive to negative values acceleration exhibits high variability up to
the heel strike of the opposite leg. Afterwards, early and middle swing phases take place
at the second quadrant with a gradual acceleration propelling the body in preparation for
the heel strike.

Fig. 2 Phase plane of acceleration vs velocity in the ML and AP axes.

4. ACTUATION DESIGN BASED ON PELVIC DYNAMICS
The patterns in the phase planes described in the previous section have direct
implications in the design of actuation regarding length of linear travel and lower power
limits of the actuators and the controller response, for instance if the BWSS is set to
follow the patient´s pelvic movements without applying any force, phase planes of
acceleration versus velocity, have to be the same as walking without any support. On
the other side, acceleration-velocity patterns are related to the power characteristics of
the actuators, especially for the vertical actuator, which has to deliver enough power to
compensate gravitational and inertial body loads.
4.1 Range of linear travel
To establish the range of motion for the linear translations along V, AP, and ML axes;
we applied harmonic models of pelvic displacements [5] to our anthropometric
parameters [6]. Rotational range of motion corresponding speed and acceleration
maximum values were defined according to reported data in [7], [8].
Vertical displacement

Anterior-posterior displacement

Dz= l(1- cosq )

DAP =

(1)

DV = 6.3cm

gDV
(2)
8p Sl fs2

DAP = 2.5cm

Medial lateral displacement

DML =

0.5z0
1+ 4p fs2

h
g

(3)

DML = 4.7cm

Where l is the leg length and q is the angle between the vertical axis and the leg; g is
gravity; is the frequency of stride; Sl is the length of stride; z0 is the step width; h is the
height of the body center of mass. These travel distances were estimated by assuming
the anthropometric parameters in []. However, to guarantee that patients with irregular
patterns of pelvic movement could be included in rehabilitation protocols with our
BWSS, each actuator was designed with linear travel distance of 0.1 m. To estimate
velocity and acceleration peak values, we normalized the kinematic signals and scaled
them according to peak values reported in [7], [8].
4.2 Maximum acceleration-velocity patterns
Maximum acceleration values for each velocity coordinate were computed by using first
return maps for phase planes at V, AP, and ML axes. The purpose of these curves was
to estimate the minimum power requirements for linear actuators selection at each axis.
The actuator in the V axis has more demanding requirements than AP and ML, for the

former, there were assumed the following operation conditions: The total load including
both, weight of the patient and the weight of the moving part of the actuator itself,
should not exceed 100 Kg. The maximum acceleration should not exceed 2g, including
gravity. Fig. 3 shows the devised architecture of the IBWSS, including the main forces
acting on the system, and the governing equation for its dynamic equilibrium.
Information from phase planes provided key points where friction forces in (4) can be
compensated i.e., all trajectory points around zero velocity.





M  a  idrive  k force  M  g  f sf   v  v   c  sign  v   f subject  funcertain
Where,
M·a represents the inertial force.
idrive kforce : the force of the linear motor
ffriction: Friction force with static component ffs (with
lower and upper limits -ffsmax<ffs< ffsmax) when v=0, and
dynamic component represented by the viscous friction
σv·v and the Coulomb friction σv·sign(v), where σv and
σc are viscous and Coulomb coefficients respectively.
fsubject: force exerted by the subject and, funcertain
accounts for all discrepancies between real system and
the model.
Fig. 3. System architecture and forces in the system

Table 1 summarizes these design parameters.
Movement
Vertical
Antero-posterior
Medial-lateral
Obliquity
Axial rotation

Position (m)
Speed (m/s)
Acceler. (m/s2)
0.1
0.4
17.6
0.1
0.3
5
0.1
0.3
7
15°
15°
Table 1. Design parameters for the load transference interface

Force (N)
1800
440
660
-

5. DESIGN REALIZATION
The IBWS appears in Fig. 4a, its main components are a load transference interface
conformed by a pelvic socket attached to a Cartesian assistive manipulator Fig. 4b.
While the socket provides tight grip and support of the pelvis, the manipulator provides
actuation and guidance to the pelvic motion through three translations and two rotations.
5.1 load transfer interface
The purpose of this interface is to provide dynamic support while it guides the patient’s
pelvic movements throughout five out its six natural degrees of freedom i.e., linear
translations along V, AP, and ML axes; and obliquity and axial rotations. Pelvic tilt is
not controlled. Fig. 1b shows the actuation configuration of the load transference
interface (LTI): the sliding bases of the ischiatic seats and the supporting bar of the
pelvic socket are joined to the LTI through the rotational joints R1 and R2, which
provide the obliquity and axial rotation (roll and yaw), respectively. The linear actuators
L1, L2, and L3 control pelvic movements in V, AP, ML axes, respectively; each of
them has high rigidity, load carrying capacity and torque resistance. L1 and L2 consist
of novel designed linear guides, consisting of a guiding rail arrangement and a carriage
with four rollers. L1 and L2 are arranged one to each other orthogonally, to form the
horizontal x-y plane of actuation. Two rotary motors with corresponding rack and
pinion transmissions, individually powers them. The vertical actuator L3, which bears

the previous mechanisms and supply de unloading force, is a linear guiding system
consisting of a carriage plate supported by four linear bearings rolling over 30mm
shafts. L3 is powered by a linear motor with rated delivering capabilities of 6000 N
peak force and 2000 N of holding force.

Fig. 4. The developed IBWSS and a detail of the load transference interface

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We designed a preliminary control setup in order to validate the functionality of the
IBWS system, and performed initial experiments on normal subjects to assess the effect
on gait parameters during weight-bearing walking. The experimental subject was of an
84Kg adult male. Treadmill speed was set at 0.8m/s for all experiments. Vertical ground
reaction forces and ischiatic seats reaction forces were estimated from in-shoe pressure
and mats pressure measurements, respectively (Novel dynamic pressure measuring
systems: X-Pedar and X-pliance). The results for walking at different levels of support
are shown in Fig. 5, where data for two strides are plotted; colour lines indicate the
corresponding support level. Top panel shows consistent reductions of ground reaction
forces. Stance phase reduction is appreciated as support level is increased. Shortening of
inter stride period were induced in the subject for higher rates of body support [9]. The
reaction forces at the ischiatic support are shown in bottom panel, the data correspond to
the sum of reaction forces on the individual ischiatic seats. High frequency components
correspond to the response of the force control trying to maintain the reference, which
also correlates with the drive current. The mean value of the ischiatic reaction force
corresponds to the support provided by the system. Dynamics of pelvic motion
represented by the phase plane response of acceleration versus speed along V, AP, and
ML axis is shown in Fig. 8.. Trajectories on the M axis are more convoluted than on
other axes. Regularity on trajectories of V and AP axes is increased as level of support
increases. Trajectories along the AP axis presented higher regularity among different
support levels and all axes, in a lesser way the V axis does. For all cases peak
acceleration values presented low variability. These findings indicate that IBWS system
preserves pelvic kinetics while provides significant load relief.
7. DISCUSSION
A body weight support system with ischiatic support is described. The pelvic socket
design allowed full range of motion of torso, arms and legs. Load transfer was stable
with minimal discomfort. The actuation mechanisms of the load transference interface

delivered dynamic support, which preserved pelvic kinematics along vertical and
antero- posterior axes, which were consistent with reduced ground reaction forces. The
preliminary experiment in control implementation showed that the electrical and
software architecture provided a stable platform for controlling the actuation
mechanisms.

Fig. 5. Left panel: Dynamics of pelvic motion along the V axis (top), the AP axis (middle), and M axis,
(bottom). Colour lines indicate support level (0% black, 20% blue, 26% red, and 30% green). Right panel:
Ground reaction forces.
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Finite Element Analysis of Small Diameter (Mini) Dental Implants: Experimental and Numerical Studies of Commercial Mini-Implants
I. Hasan1, M. Aitlahrach2, M. Schwegmann3, F. Heinemann4,
Ludger Keilig5, and C. Bourauel6

1. ABSTRACT
In recent years, mini and short dental implants increased in popularity as treatment alternatives in clinical cases with critical bony situations. However, a profound scientific
analysis of the mechanical and biomechanical impacts of reduced diameter implants has
not been published yet. Thirteen commercially available mini implants have been analysed experimentally and numerically as well. Implants were inserted into porcine mandibular segments and subjected to a predefined total displacement of 0.5 mm, angled
30° to the implant long axis using the self-developed biomechanical hexapod measurement system. Implant displacements and rotations were registered non-invasively. Following µCT scanning and geometry reconstruction of the implants, finite element models of the implants have been inserted in idealised bone segments to assure standardised
situations. Material behaviour and load transfer to the alveolar bone were analysed using the contact analysis option of MSC.Marc/Mentat assumming the anterior mandibular jaw region at a force of 150 N under immediate loading conditions. Von Mises
stresses (up to 1,150 MPa) in mini-implants partly exceeded the ultimate strength. Implant diameter and geometry had a pronounced effect on stresses in the cortical plate
(up to 266 MPa). An increased risk of bone damage or implant failure may be assumed
in critical clinical situations.

2. INTRODUCTION
In addition to standard dental implants, there are implants of smaller diameters (so
called mini implants). These are generally 2.75 mm to 3.30 mm in diameter, and they
are frequently used in cases of limited bone volume. Several mini implants exist with
even smaller diameters, ranging from 1.8 mm to 2.4 mm [1]. In the beginning, the main
application of mini implants was to serve as the remedy and provisional instrument for
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insertion of provisional restorations during the osseointegration phase of conventional
standard (larger diameter) endosseus implants [2]. The assumption was that mini implants are unable to provide functional load of implant-supported prostheses [1]. In the
course of time, it was observed that those implants osseointegrated very well clinically
[3]. It became clear that, in combination with a minimally invasive implant insertion
protocol for the mini implants, they could provide a satisfactory prosthodontic rehabilitation effect [3].
A lot varying mini implant designs are available in the market for the clinical applications. Depending on the manufacturer, the implants are available in different geometries, thread configurations (if any) and thread depth.
Hence, it was the purpose of the present study to analyse numerically and experimentally the biomechanical characteristics of the commercially available mini implants. An
almost complete market overview was intended. Implants’ micromotion as well as the
magnitude and distribution of stresses and strains in the alveolar bone around the implants were investigated.

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS
3.1 Numerical Analysis
A total of thirteen three-dimensional finite element (FE) models
were developed for the selected commercial mini implants: MDI
HybridTM (1.8x10 mm, 1.8x13 mm, 2.1x10 mm, 2.1x13 mm,
2.4x10 mm, 2.4x13 mm, 2.9x10 mm, 2.9x13 mm), Komet MicroPlant (2.5x15 mm), Sybron Bicortical® (2.5x13 mm, 2.5x16
mm), K.S.I.-Bauer Schraube (3.0x15 mm, 3.0x18.5 mm). The
geometries of the implants were reconstructed based on µCT
data (SkyScan 1174, SKYSCAN, Belgium) using the selfdeveloped software ADOR-3D [4]. Following reconstruction of
implant geometries, the data were imported into the FE package
Marc Mentat 2007 (MSC.Software, Santa Ana, CA, USA).
According to their clinical applications, an immediate loading
condition was considered for the numerical analysis of the mini
implant models. Young’s moduli of the different structures were
chosen as follows: 110 GPa for the implants, 20 GPa for cortical
bone, and 1,000 MPa for the cancellous bone. Typically, mini
implants are inserted into the anterior mandibular jaw region,
thus the cortical layers had a thickness of 1.2 mm (Figure 1).

150 N

30°

Figure 1: Loading direction
and point of force application
of the numerical models.

3.2 Experimental Investigations and Measurement Set-up
In this study porcine lower jaw segments (from the jaw angle region) were used as implant bed. Two specimens were considered for each implant, i.e. totally 26 specimens
were measured. Porcine jaw segments were sawed with continuous lubrication to avoid
excessive heating during the cutting procedure.
Later on, the implants were inserted according to the surgical protocol of the individual
manufacturers. The stability of the specimens within the holder was achieved by em-

bedding them up to the half into a resin (Technovit 4004, Heraeus Kulzer GmbH & Co.
KG, Germany). The specimens were positioned on the holder 30° from its long axis
(Figure 2).
As a next step implant displacements and rotations were measured using the selfdeveloped biomechanical hexapod measurement system (HexMeS) which is composed
basically of three components: A Hexapod high precision robot (PI M-850.50, Physik
Instrumente, Karlsruhe, Germany) to apply forces and torques to a dental specimen, a
high precision 3D force/torque transducer (ATI FTSGamma 130/10, Schunk Spannund Greiftechnik, Lauffen/Neckar, Germany) for force and torque measurement and an
optical system for position registration, consisting of an aluminium cube, equipped with
three pin-holes (diameter of the holes: 2µm, Melles-Griot, Bensheim, Germany) and
back-illuminated with a laser (35 mW, 658 nm, Laser 2000, Wessling, Germany), and
three video-cameras with macro-zoom optics (JAI CV-M1, Stemmer-Imaging, Puchheim, Germany). All components are connected via a computer network and controlled
by a self-developed software. The experiments were run as follows: Specimens were
equipped with the laser cube and mounted in the setup, the Hexapod was positioned
such that a tip was in contact with the abutment (Figure 3), and by moving the tip,
forces, and/or torques were applied to the specimens. Resulting displacements were registered by measuring the movement of the laser illuminated pin-holes with the video
cameras. The total distance for the hexapod’s movement was given to be 0.5 mm.

30°

Figure 2: Specimen embedded in the resin in 30° from the holder
long axis.

Figure 3: Measurement set-up: Specimen
mounted on the holder and loaded by moving the hexapod 0.5 mm downward perpendicular to the specimen.

4. RESULTS
4.1 Numerical Results
Maximum displacements of the implants were related to the geometry. Most of the mini
implants showed deflections at the assumed position of the crown (point of force application) of 258 to 400 µm, except for the Komet MicroPlant (2.5x15 mm) which showed
the lowest displacement (125 µm). However, the highest displacement of 799 µm was
observed with the K.S.I.-Bauer Schraube implants (3.0x18.5 mm, Figure 4).

3

Figure 4: Implant displacements obtained for the mini implants after loading of 150 N in 30° from the implant axis.

The stress distribution within the implants was also dependent on the implant geometry,
in particular in the cortical bone region. The highest stresses (960 to 1,150 MPa) were
observed with MDI HybridTM (1.8x10 mm, 1.8x13 mm, 2.1x10 mm, 2.1x13 mm).
Moreover, the stresses for the K.S.I.-Bauer Schraube implants were concentrated in the
narrowest neck region at the cortical bone level. The stresses of the other implant geometries were within 443 to 813 MPa (Figure 5).
The highest stress within the bone around the implant was observed with Bicortical®
implants (242 to 266 MPa) followed by MDI HybridTM (1.8x10 mm, 218 MPa) and
K.S.I.-Bauer Schraube implants (3.0x18.5 mm, 189 MPa). The stress within the bone
around the other mini implants was within 102 and 156 MPa (Figure 6).
Concerning the strain, the distributions of the strain within the bone around the implants
was highly related to the implant geometry. The highest strains (12,000 to 13,000 µε)
were determined around Sybron Bicortical® implants and K.S.I.-Bauer Schraube
(3.0x15 mm). Other geometries showed relatively similar strain magnitude within the
bone (4,000 to 6,000 µε, Figure 7).
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Figure 5: Distribution of von
Mises stresses
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4.2 Experimental Results
Total displacement of the thirteen implants were analysed with 45 N for the reason of
the large variety of the obtained forces. The displacements and rotations were measured
at the mid of the uppermost part of the abutment.
The largest displacements were observed with MDI HybridTM implants 2.9x10 mm (194
µm, Figure 8) followed by K.S.I.-Bauer Schraube implants (141 µm for 3.0x18.5 mm,
and 133 µm for 3.0x15 mm).

Figure 8a: Numerical and experimental total displacements
of the commercial implants.

Figure 8b: Numerical and experimental measure-5
ments of MDI HybridTM implant (2.1x10 mm)
displacement in x-, y-, and z-axes.

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Initial stability is important for a successful osseointegration and high success rate for
all implants in general and mini implants in particular. Shatkin et al. [5] in their retrospective analysis over five years of 2,514 mini implants which equally supported fixed
and removable prostheses found an overall implant survival rate of 94.2%. It is stipulated with bone quality, implant design, and surgical technique that is used [6]. Some
authors [7] recommend bone drilling to the depth of only one third of mini implants’
length. Obvious reason was the dense bone structure of the mandible of the treated patient, but such dense bone structure contributed to the good initial stability of the inserted mini implants.
Ertugrul et al. [6] in their in vitro study revealed that implants of larger diameter are
more stable under lateral forces than mini implants. Implant displacements obtained in
the present study agree with these observations. Mini implants showed displacements
from 79 up to 350 µm numerically and from 39 up to 194 µm experimentally with an
applied force of 45 N. The obtained large displacement with a relatively small applied
force which was above the recommended range for the initial stability (up to 100 µm)
[8], makes the issue of the use of mini implants as a definitive treatment critical.
The extreme high experimental and numerical values of 133 µm and 347 µm observed
for the long version of the Bauer Schraube implant can be seen in conjunction with the
extreme narrow waist of the implant head. The results concerning the stress and strain
distributions, showed a clear correlation to the implant geometry rather than the diameter and length of the implants.
The present results showed that there is a high risk of overload and fracture for mini
implants. The observed biomechanical behaviour of these implants can be considered as
additional reasons for the large number of failure cases of small diameter implants.
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IS 3D FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS OF NANOINDENTATION
NECESSARY TO INVESTIGATE POST-YIELD MECHANICS OF
BONE?
V. R. Toal1 and C. J. Adam2

1. ABSTRACT
Nanoindentation is used to probe the micromechanical properties of bone. Finite
Element Analysis (FEA) of nanoindentation can extend the conventional mechanical
property output to develop constitutive models of bone’s post-yield behaviour. It has
been shown that load-displacement curves are almost equivalent for two-dimensional
(2D) axisymmetric and three-dimensional (3D) FEA models, but the same cannot
necessarily be said for 2D versus 3D simulations of pile-up surrounding the indent.
Furthermore, it has been suggested that friction between the indenter and bone, often
assumed negligible, may be an important consideration for nanoindentation simulations.
Accordingly, the aim of this study was to compare the pile-up predicted by 2D
axisymmetric and 3D models of bone nanoindentation using the three-sided pyramidal
Berkovich tip, including the role of friction.
Two series of FE analyses were performed using solid continuum 2D axisymmetric and
3D hexahedral elements on bone block meshes, refined at the point of indenter contact.
The equivalent conical angle of 70.3° was used for the axisymmetric model, while the
3D model consisted of one sixth of the indenter with half angle of 65.35°. Both models
included a tip radius of 150 nm and an elastic-perfectly plastic material model with von
Mises yield surface (E = 13.56 GPa, υ = 0.3, σyield = 301 MPa) to simulate a
displacement-controlled indentation to 2.55 µm. The frictional coefficient between
indenter and bone was varied between 0.0 and 0.3.
The resulting load-displacement curves varied little between the axisymmetric and 3D
models, consistent with existing literature. However, the 3D model pile-up height was
up to 40% greater than the axisymmetric model. These results suggest that
characterising bone plasticity through FE modelling of nanoindentation may require a
three-dimensional approach.

2. INTRODUCTION
Physiological and abnormal mechanical loading of the skeleton can lead to the
formation of microdamage, tiny cracks within the bone tissue [1]. This is the physical
manifestation of post-yield loading of bone tissue and has been implicated as a
contributing factor to bone fragility [2]. Nanoindentation of bone has become a popular
approach in recent years to probe the micromechanical properties of the tissue, the scale
1
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at which microdamage originates. For instance, it has been used to investigate the
mechanical role of components that make up bone tissue [3].
Given the technical difficulties of experimentation with miniature bone samples, as well
as ethical and safety concerns, numerical simulation of mechanical experiments can
complement the understanding of the response of healthy and diseased bone to
mechanical loading. Finite Element Analysis (FEA) can be used to further understand
how microdamage occurs and the material properties of natural bone, which in turn may
improve the design of implants and artificial bone material substitutes.
FEA of bone nanoindentation is used to explore the post-yield properties of bone tissue,
providing an extension to the indentation modulus and hardness values that are typically
reported from nanoindentation, such as constitutive modelling approaches [3-6].
Recently the role of friction in such simulations has been highlighted as important in
determining the post-yield response of bone tissue to indentation loading [6].
Due to the high computational cost associated with three-dimensional (3D) models of
nanoindentation, idealised two-dimensional (2D) axisymmetric models are often used
[4, 6]. Especially as material models required to fully describe the post-yield nature of
bone tissue become more complex with increased computational time to solution, an
axisymmetric simplification may be desirable. However, such a 2D idealisation may not
adequately capture the deformation (in particular the pile-up characteristics) of the bone
tissue with an indenter that does not exhibit axial symmetry. Accordingly, the aim of
this study was to compare the pile-up predicted by both axisymmetric (2D) and threedimensional (3D) models of bone nanoindentation using the three-sided pyramidal
Berkovich tip, including the role of friction.

3. METHODS
3.1 Geometry and FE mesh
Two meshes were generated to compare the prediction by 2D axisymmetric and 3D FE
models of pile-up of bone undergoing nanoindentation with a Berkovich indenter.
Cylindrical bone blocks of equal height and radius, 150 µm and 200 µm for the 2D and
3D models respectively, were meshed with solid continuum elements. The 2D
simplification employed linear 4-node reduced integration axisymmetric elements
(ABAQUS CAX4R), while the 3D model contained linear 8-node reduced integration
hexahedral elements (ABAQUS C3D8R). The mesh was refined at the indenter tip
contact and pile-up regions, as shown in Figure 1. Due to six-fold symmetry of the
Berkovich indenter, one sixth of the bone block was sufficient for the 3D model.
Aiming for similar meshing characteristics, the vertical face of the 3D model was
meshed corresponding to the 2D model and revolved through the bone block.
Preliminary mesh sensitivity analysis showed the tip reaction force and pile-up
measurements were not influenced by domain size. In each simulation, the indenter was
modelled as a rigid body analytical surface. Based on Lichinchi et al. [7] an equivalent
conical angle of 70.3° was used for the 2D model, while the 3D model consisted of the
true Berkovich indenter half angle 65.35° (Hysitron Inc., MN, USA). Both models had a
tip radius of 150 nm.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1: (a) 2D axisymmetric and (b) 3D mesh with refinement in region of tip contact and pile-up.

3.2 Material model
All simulations assumed isotropic linear elasticity with elastic modulus E = 13.56 GPa
and Poisson’s ratio υ = 0.3. Plasticity was incorporated using an elastic-perfectly plastic
material model with von Mises yield surface and effective yield stress σyield = 301 MPa.
These values were based on the work of Mullins et al. [4].
3.3 Loads and boundary conditions
Two load steps were used to model the indentation experiment. Firstly a downward
displacement of the indenter by 2.55 µm and secondly an unloading step to return the
indenter to its original position. All other degrees of freedom of the indenter were
constrained. This indentation depth corresponds to high-load nanoindentation and was
based on preliminary experiments in our laboratory indicating that pile-up of bone tissue
can be observed by atomic force microscopy at indentation depths of this magnitude
(unpublished data). During the simulations, the bottom surface of each model was fully
constrained. The vertical axis below the tip was permitted motion only in the Ydirection (see Figure 1) and each radial face of the cylinder was constrained within its
original plane. Following Adam et al. [6], friction was included in the simulation
through a penalty algorithm with ‘hard’ contact normal to the contact surfaces. In this
manner, the frictional coefficient between the indenter and bone was varied between 0.0
and 0.3.
3.4 Solution and post-processing
FEA was performed using ABAQUS/Standard software, version 6.9-1 (Dassault Simulia
Inc., RI, USA). Load-displacement data was quantified at the tip. Pile-up was defined in
terms of height above the initial upper bone surface. In the case of an indenter that does
not exhibit axial symmetry, such as the Berkovich indenter modelled in this study, the
pile-up varies circumferentially. Therefore, for the 3D models, vertical displacement of
the upper bone surface was viewed from above (X-Z plane, see Figure 1) as well as
from different cross-sections rotating about the centre axis of the one sixth model.

4. RESULTS
The load response varied little between the axisymmetric and 3D models, as shown in
Figure 2. However, the 3D model pile-up height was up to 40% greater than the
axisymmetric model, as shown in Figure 3. The radial cross-sectional and horizontal
variation in pile-up is shown in Figure 4.

Fig. 2: Loaddisplacement
response for
axisymmetric (2D)
and 3D (3D) models,
with varying
indenter-bone
frictional coefficient,
µ, from frictionless to
0.3.

Fig. 3: Comparison of
pile-up height for the
axisymmetric (2D) and
three-dimensional (3D)
models.

Fig. 4: Line profiles of
the top surface of the
2D and 3D models, with
indenter-bone friction
coefficient µ = 0.3. The
solid 3D lines show a
range of radial cutting
planes from the vertex
of the Berkovich
indenter (light grey) to
the mid-face of the
indenter (dark grey).

The difference in pile-up between friction coefficients of 0.3 and 0.0 respectively for the
3D model is presented in Figure 5.
(a)

(b)

Fig. 5: A top-view (X-Z plane) of pile-up height variation (in µm) for the 3D simulations with
indenter-bone coefficient of friction (a) µ = 0.3 and (b) µ = 0.0 (frictionless).

5. DISCUSSION
The purpose of this study was to compare the predicted behaviour of a 2D axisymmetric
FE model with a 3D model of the high-load nanoindentation of bone tissue using a
Berkovich indenter. This investigation was undertaken to understand whether the
previously noted ability of 2D axisymmetric models to represent Berkovich indenters
accurately with respect to the force-displacement response of thin films [7] also
extended to the prediction of pile-up around the indenter.
The minimal variation of the force-displacement curves found in this study between 2D
and 3D models with different friction coefficients is consistent with existing literature
[6, 7]. However, differences in pile-up height of up to 40% were observed between the
2D and 3D simulations. Using 2D axisymmetric simulation to predict pile-up may
therefore significantly underestimate the pile-up generated around the Berkovich tip and
thus adversely affect constitutive model decisions and parameter selection. What is lost
in computational expense with 3D models may be gained by learning more about the
plastic response of bone tissue.
We note that the von Mises material model used in this study has been recently proven
to be unable to accurately predict the plastic behaviour of cortical bone tissue [4].
However it was used as a starting point in this study for consistency with the work of
previous authors [4,6] and also because the incompressible plastic flow which occurs in
von Mises plasticity may be appropriate for modelling the pile-up which we have
recently observed under high-load indentation conditions (unpublished data).
The value of friction assumed between the indenter and bone surface has been shown to
play a role in the predicted pile-up height [6]. This previous work was extended in the

current study to explore the effect of friction variations on pile-up using a 3D model of
the Berkovich tip with the finding that less friction leads to greater pile-up. The 3D
modelling in this study suggests that not only may the pile-up height be underestimated
by neglecting to consider friction between the indenter and the bone, but also the shape
of the residual pile-up may differ (as demonstrated in Figure 5).
Finally, we note that the models used in this study adopt idealised representations of the
bone tissue constitutive behaviour. It is established that bone exhibits anisotropy with
respect to tissue-level mechanical properties [5]. Bone tissue is also known to exhibit
time-dependent (e.g. viscoelastic [3]) properties, which were not addressed in this study.

6. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK
This numerical study of high-load nanoindentation of bone tissue suggests that threedimensional FEA of bone nanoindentation, while being more computationally
expensive than 2D axisymmetric models, may be advantageous in investigating the
post-yield behaviour of bone tissue.
We are currently collecting experimental data on the high-load nanoindentation of
trabecular bone samples, including observations of pile-up. This data will then be used
to evaluate existing proposed constitutive material models to describe the post-yield
properties of trabecular bone tissue, including appropriate consideration of friction
between the bone and indenter, and pile-up prediction.
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Developing a Realistic 3D Model of A Patient-Specific Knee Implant
for Probabilistic Analysis
I.Kaymaz1, F.MedetAlibeyoglu2, I.H. Korkmaz3 and O.M. Yildirim4

1. ABSTRACT
A successful implant design requires modeling bone geometry and its material model as
close as possible to the anatomical structure. In this respect, patient-specific implant
design has recently become popular in the field of orthopedic applications. 3D computer
models are used during structural analyses, in which cortical and trabecular bone
sections are generally modeled as having a smooth intersection, contrary to the real
anatomical structure.
In this study, the threshold values of Computer Tomography (CT) images for the bone
sections were selected with the help of an orthopedist so that the 3D model obtained
from the patient’s CT images becomes closer to the anatomical structure. The
trabecular bone, which is less distinguishable compared to the cortical bone in the CT
images, was modeled using a method developed in this study.
The material properties for tibia and femur were selected from the literature having the
highest density-Hounsfield Unit (HU), and a material model was assigned according to
the HU values from the patient’s CT images. Thus, the cortical bone was considered as
homogenous due to the less variation of its HU values. On the other hand, the trabecular
bone was taken as inhomogeneous by assigning 30 different material models.
The bone 3D model with the implant was transferred to a finite element software for
stress analyses. However, since the implant materials, the forces acting on the implant
and the material properties of the bone were considered as random variables, more
realistic performance of the implant was determined by using probabilistic analysis.

2. INTRODUCTION
Traditional knee implant systems have been in use for many years. However, they have
some shortcomings that may lead implant failure causing serious problems to patients.
Recently, the custom design of implant components based on patient-specific anatomy
has been attempted to overcome existing shortcomings of current designs. The success
of the knee implant of postoperative duration has been improved with the use of patientspecific models since such models enables orthopedics to remove as little as possible
bone volume during operations [1]. Therefore, realistic models for both knee implant
and bones are needed to be generated in order to obtain the performance of the knee
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implant correctly from the finite element analysis. Despite the fact that 3D models of
any implant can be easily generated or obtained, a realistic geometry and structure for a
bone cannot be generated easily. Therefore, simplifications cannot be avoided during
the modeling of the bone. In the literature, for instance, cortical and trabecular are
mostly considered homogenous and isotropic.
Heever et al. evaluated the contact pressure of different unicompartmental implant
designs by using the finite element method [1]. In their model, the bone model was
obtained from MRI images and the material properties were assigned as cortical bone.
Baldwin et al. modeled the femur, tibia and patella by using the MRI images taken from
a cadaver and considered all the bones having only one single material properties [2].
Bougherra et al. carried out stress analysis of the bone model obtained from CT images,
which consists of two separate layers as cortical and trabecular [3]. A hybrid implant
design was developed by which the stress shielding was assumed to be reduced when
compared to traditional knee implants. Chong et al. developed a hybrid cemented tibial
implant in order to reduce the stress shielding [4]. The distal part of tibia was modeled
as isotropic while its proximal part was considered as heterogeneous during the FE
analysis.
Probabilistic approaches have been introduced recently in biomedical applications.
Nicolella et al. developed a 3D model of a cemented hip prosthesis where uncertainties
in material properties and loadings were taken into account to predict the probability of
failure [5]. Regarding probabilistic approaches used for the knee implant, Laz et al.
developed a probabilistic model of the Stanmore knee wear simulator to estimate the
variations in both the alignment of the implant and the contact pressure [6]. They
considered the loadings, component alignments as random variables affecting the knee
wear simulator. This study includes the probabilistic analysis of the simulator due to
the random variables affecting the test system. However, the analyses given in the
literature similar to this one have not considered any variability in the material
properties of the bones.
The objective of the current study was to develop a realistic patient-specific model of
knee bones from a patient’s CT images. 3D model of the knee implant as a STL file was
imported to the commercially available software package MIMICS® Medical Imaging
Software (The Materialise Group, Leuven, Belgium) in order to assembly on the bone
model. During this process, an orthopedic surgeon guided all the cuttings and assembly
procedure of the implant on the knee bones obtained from CT images. The material
properties of the bones were assigned in MIMICS based on their HU values. As
indicated in the literature, the cortical bone was assumed to be homogenous while the
material properties of the trabecular bone was assigned by grouping the elements based
on their HU values. After obtaining the implanted model of the knee bone, it was
transferred to a finite element software to carry out both stress and probabilistic analysis
to determine the performance of the knee implant under both constant and random
design variables.
3. 3D CAD MODEL OF THE KNEE IMPLANT
The CT scans of the left knee taken from a female patient at the age of 65, were
obtained from a clinical CT scanner. CT scanning parameters included: 120 kVp tube
voltage, 187.5 mAs tube current, 191 slices, 0.781 mm pixel size, 512 x 512 resolution
and 2.00 mm slice thickness. These CT images were used to obtain the 3D model of
both femur and tibia before the Total Knee Arthroplasty (TKA) surgery. Since the
patient suffers from gonarthrosis, the femur geometry as given in Fig.1 is not smooth.
2

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. original femur and sliced femur (a) original tibia and sliced tibia (b).
Therefore, the 3D CAD model was modified by an orthopedic surgeon who sliced both
femur and tibia in MIMICS as shown in Fig. 1. The steps required to obtain a CAD
model from the CT images is represented in Fig 2(a). The 3D CAD model of both femur
and tibia are also given in Fig.2 (b). The final 3D CAD model was generated by
assembling a mobile bearing-type prosthesis received from Sistem Ortopedi® (Sistem
Ortopedi Inc., Konya, TURKEY) and cement models .
In order to obtain a realistic 3D model for both femur and tibia, the femur and tibia
model were obtained having cortical and trabecular bones, rather than having one single
body for femur or tibia. The following steps were carried out in order to get the
trabecular model, and are shown in Fig. 3.
 A closed region formed on the CT slices, comprising the boundaries of the
cortical bone (Fig.3 a)
 A new mask is assigned, considering the limit HU values for the trabecular
bone (Fig 3.b)

Figure 2: Steps required to get a 3D model from CT scans (a), 3D model of femur and
tibia (b).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 3. The segmentation method described results in a cortical bone, which is not
uniform as happens in the real femur bone.
•
•

Then a new mask is formed from the intersections of the mask formed for
trabecular bone and the mask belonging to the closed region (Fig.3c).
Thus, a mask for trabecular bone can be obtained. However, some pixel as
shown in Fig.3(d) still remain outside the cortical mask. Region growing is used
to clear these pixels. As shown in Fig. 3 (e) mask for trabecular bone can be
obtained as close as possible to real anatomical structure.

Having carried out the above steps along with the models for the components, the
complete 3D model of the knee implant was obtained as shown in both exploded and
assembled view in Fig.4 (a) and (b), respectively.
4. ASSIGNMENT OF THE MATERIAL MODELS
Besides having a patient-specific knee bone model for which cortical and trabecular
bones were distinguished in the knee, a key aspect of patient-specific FE bone models
also requires capturing the unique distribution of bone density within the cortical and
trabecular bone. An accurate characterization of the stiffness in the overall bone
structure is critical to successfully predicting internal stresses of the bone [7].

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Exploded view of the components of the knee implant (a), 3D model of the
knee implant (b).
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Figure 5. Histogram indicating the distribution of HU values of the cortical bone.
As indicated in the literature, the bone density in the knee varies significantly within
each person [7]. Since modeling heterogeneity can be computationally expensive, knee
bone models are generally simplified. However in this paper, the following approach is
adopted based on a statistical analysis of HU values.
In the knee implant model used in this study, the cortical bone is assumed to be
homogenous while the trabecular bone is considered to be heterogeneous. Since the
material properties for the cortical bone given in the literature do not significantly vary
and a histogram given in Fig.5, which was obtained for the HU values of the cortical
bone belonging to the patient taken into account in this study, indicates that the
variation is not significant. On the other hand, the mechanical properties of the
trabecular bone were obtained using the relationships given in Eq.1 and Eq.2 since the
R2 values are among the highest values published in the literature [8].
(1)
(2)

By using above relations, the material properties of the trabecular bone are assigned as
heterogonous. In this study, different numbers of groups were obtained to capture how
HU values are distributed, and it was founded that a group of 30 was sufficient to
represent the heterogeneity within the trabecular bone modeled in this study. The
material properties of the components of the knee implant is given in Table 1.
Table 1. Material Properties of the knee implant
Young’s Modulus (GPa)
Femural Componenta

200

0.3

Tibial Componenta

200

0.3

16.7

0.3

0.313

0.3

16.7

0.3

Tibia Cancellousb

0.268

0.3

Cementa

1.940

0.4

UHMWPEa

1

0.3

Femur Cortical
Femur Cancellous
Tibia Cortical

a
b

Poisson Ratio

[9]
b

[9]

figures are supplied by the manufacturer(Sistem Ortopedi®).
indicating the mean values computed in MIMICS.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6. The meshed model of the knee implants (a), the FE model showing the
boundary conditions (b)
5. FINITE ELEMENT MODEL
The 3D model of the knee implant was transferred to FE modeler of ANSYS®
Workbench Software (v13.0, Canonsburg, PA, USA) to create FE Model. Solid 72
element was chosen for element type while the mesh of the knee implant has totally
301146 elements as shown in Fig. 6(a).
The FE model was fixed at the bottom of the ibia while a force of 3200 N [10] was
applied at the top of the femur as shown in Fig. 6(b).

Figure 7. Stress distributions, von Mises for the femoral component (a), von Mises for
the UHMWPE (b), von Mises for the femur (c), contact pressure for UHMWPE.
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6. THE DETERMINISTIC STRESS ANALYSIS
The validation of the model needs to be done by comparing the stress results from the
deterministic stress analysis with that in the literature since there is not any study in the
literature, to our knowledge, regarding the probabilistic analysis of the knee implant in
which the material properties and loads applied were considered as random variables.
Therefore, a static structural analysis was carried out, and the results have been
compared with the previous studies.
As seen from Fig. 7, the contact area on the UHMWPE is larger compared to that in the
literature, thus the contact stress is less than given in the similar studies. However, the
stress patterns given in Fig. 7 are similar, which can be yielded that the model
developed in this study is valid.
7. THE PROBABILISTIC ANALYSIS
The inherent variability in both material properties and loading affect the performance
of the knee implant. Therefore, the design variables having variations are considered as
random variables. Their statistical properties are determined using statistical methods
based on the experiments. For femur and tibia cortical, the statistical values obtained
from the literature, which are assumed to be lognormal distributed with
GPa
and
GPa. For trabecular bone, HU values from the CT images were grouped in
30. Then, the Lognormal distribution and statistical values for the rabecular bones of
both the femur and tibia were obtained using MATLAB (Mathworks Inc., Natrick,
MPa and
USA) statistical toolbox as given in Fig. 8, which results in
MPa for the femur trabecular bone, and
MPa and
MPa for the tibia
trabecular bone.
Probabilistic analyses, which utilize simulation methods such as the Monte Carlo or
Importance Sampling, take considerable time. Therefore, some limitations such as
reducing the random variables affecting the model or simplifying the FE models are
common practices in such analyses.

(a)

(b)

Figure 8. Distribution of Young’s Modulus of the femur trabecular (a) and tibia
trabecular (b).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 9. Cumulative probability for the von Mises stress in the knee implants (a),
contact pressure in UHMWPE.
However, as outlined in this paper, a complex 3D model was generated and used in both
stress and probabilistic analysis since the response surface method [11], by which a
mathematical model is formed in place of a time consuming analysis, was utilized in
order to carry out probabilistic analyses in a reasonable computational time.
Having carried out probabilistic analysis, the cumulative probability curves for the von
Mises stress distribution of the knee implant and the contact pressure on UHMWPE are
given in Fig.9(a) and (b), respectively. As these results indicates, even for the stress
values higher than the mean values of these stresses obtained from the deterministic
analysis given in Fig.7, there is a great chance to occur. Therefore, any variation that the
model might possible have during the design and analysis stages must be taken into
account using a probabilistic analysis.
6. CONCLUSIONS
In this study, a realistic patient-specific model of the knee implant was developed to use
in probabilistic analysis. The 3D model of the knee implant was obtained from a patient
at the age of 65, suffering from gonarthrosis, and the 3D CAD model was modified by
the orthopedic by slicing both femur and tibia.
The knee implant model used in this paper includes a realistic separation of the cortical
and trabecular bone without using a uniform thickness for the cortical along the femur
and tibia. This model also has an empty medullary canal, rather than having trabecular
bone in the most of the models in the literature.
The material properties were assigned considering both the values in the literature and
the HU values obtained from the patient’s CT data. Different grouping approaches were
conducted to determine the distribution of the HU values of the trabecular bone, and
statistical approaches were utilized to determine the distribution type with their
parameters.
After validation of the knee implant by comparing the results obtained with that in the
literature, the probabilistic analysis was carried out in order to see the effect of the
variations in the design parameters on the performance of the knee implant. As outlined
in the results, the analysis presented in the paper illustrated that the probabilistic
analysis helps to account for variations and uncertainties in knee implant design as
opposed to the deterministic analysis.
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NUMERICAL EVALUATION AND MEDICAL COMPARISON OF
ANEURYSM TREATMENT EFFICIENCY USING TRANSIENT CFD
ANALYSIS
E.Sunbuloglu 1, B.Erdem 2, E.Bozdag 3 and C.Islak 4

ABSTRACT
Aneurysm rupture due to insufficient and/or inaccurate treatment is one of the major
problems of invasive radiology. The main reasons for such deficits are aneurysm
localization and improper stent geometry selection based on previous experience of the
surgeon disregarding the physical facts of each unique patient. In this study, CFD
analysis of various types of intracranial aneurysms located on ICA were conducted. 3D
models of aneurysms were obtained from diagnostic data of patients in STL format,
using which 3D solid models of the lumens were obtained and meshed. Transient
boundary conditions to simulate the variations of flow as to normal heartbeat were
applied to model, as well as a nonlinear viscosity model for blood. All of the patient
data analyzed had medical evidence pre-op and follow-up results, along with original
stent location and strut-angle data after deployment. Results from CFD were compared
against medical outcomes, and level of treatment success was related to numerical
outcomes that would be easy and feasible to track during a stent deployment progress. It
has been shown that the numerical prediction is in good correlation with medical
outcomes, but other factors such as localization of aneurysm and surrounding tissues
should also be considered while elaborating on the results.

KEYWORDS: Aneurysm Treatment, Silk Stent, Flow Diverter, Hemodynamics

1. INTRODUCTION
Aneurysm rupture due to insufficient and/or inaccurate treatment is one of the major
problems of invasive radiology. The main reasons for such deficits are aneurysm
localization and improper stent geometry selection based on previous experience of the
surgeon disregarding the physical facts of each unique patient. According to
angiography and autopsy studies, intracranial aneurysms have a prevalence of 0.5% to
6% in adults; while unruptured intracranial aneurysms (UIA) may affect between 2 to
10 % of the entire population.
Ruptured intracranial aneurysms mostly cause subarachnoid hemorrhage, resulting in
significant morbidity and mortality. A multinational World Health Organization study
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found that the age-adjusted annual incidence of aneurysmal subarachnoid hemorrage
differed among the countries, ranging from 2.0 to 22.5 cases per 100.000 population [1].
Aneurysm size is thought to be one of the main risk factors for rupture. Many studies
have compared size between ruptured and unruptured aneurysms [2-5], On the other
hand, many investigators have also evaluated other morphological aspects as a predictor
of rupture risk [2-4]. In this study, focus is redirected to hemodynamic behavior of
aneurysms after treatment. CFD analyses of various types of intracranial aneurysms
located on ICA were conducted. Results from CFD were compared against medical
outcomes, and level of treatment success was related to numerical outcomes that would
be easy and feasible to track during a stent deployment progress.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
2.1. Model Preparation
The aneurysm models were obtained form Cerrahpasa Medical School, Department of
NeuroRadiology, as real patient data viewed with Philips Integris Allura Biplane
Angiography (Philips Medical Systems Netherland B.V). The 3D reconstruction voxel
resolution of the device was 0.15mm, and the exported 3D data was in STL format
(Figure 1). STL data was then processed in Polyworks/IMEdit Software (Innovmetric
Inc., Canada), where the unnecessary portions of the exported model, the noise in the
point cloud data were cleaned, and curvature continuous point cloud model of the
aneurysm region was obtained (Figure 1).

Fig. 1 - Example Views of Original STL Data from CT and
Processed STL Data of the Aneurysm Region (Patient 3)
For efficiency purposes, it is necessary to develop a model to obtain the geometry of a
deployed stent without actually deploying it in computer environment (using FEA) to
estimate the deployed geometry. Thus, a method is developed using built-in capabilities
of Polyworks/IMEdit. The method presumes that, the deployed stent will have a similar
structure as if the aneurysm was not there; and the vessel wall was a curvaturecontinuous extension of the remaining part. Thus, by manual editing, a model of the
arterial segment, without the aneurysm was reconstructed to draw a 3D stent model on.
All the STL models were converted to NURBS-surface models and the 3D solid model
of the lumen volume were prepared. A custom algorithm was developed to generate a
3D model of the silk stent. The woven structure of the stent was disregarded to prevent
CFD mesh distortions. The 3D model of the stent was then removed from the lumen to
obtain the stented aneurysm lumen model. For all models, real stent alignment was

compared by overlaying the real data to drawn stent.

2.2. Mesh Generation and Boundary Condition and Post Processing
CFD analysis were conducted using AcuSolve FE-Based CFD Solver (AcuSim Inc/
Altair Inc., USA) . Transient boundary conditions were applied on both the inlet and
outlet similar to [6]. Inlet boundary conditions was taken as the time varying nodal
velocity profile as to Womersley Flow assumption before the inlet, given as
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where un stands for the normal velocity at the inlet of the model, Ck are constants
(such that Ck  Ak  iBk ), J 0 and J1 are Bessel functions of First Type order 0 and 1, k
is the harmonic count in Fourier series,  k  R
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is the Womersley index,  is

density,   is the infinite-shear-rate viscosity, R is average radius of the inflow cross
section,  is the heart rate in radians per second (here, 2 rad/s) and x is the
dimensionless distance from center of inflow.

Patient 1
Patient 2
Patient 3
Patient 4
Fig. 2 - The Views of Generated 3D CAD Models used For Unstented Analysis
The Womersley index for the fundamental frequency is 3.2 for this study. The outlet
boundary condition was time-varying pressure, given
in the series-form
k max


Pout t   P0  Re Pk e i k t  as in [6]. No slip wall conditions were applied where the

 k 1
blood met any solid structure – either the arterial wall or the stent wire. Carreau type
nonlinear viscosity model was applied for the blood, parameters as in [7].
Implicit time integration was applied with 200 steps per cardiac cycle (assumed to be
1Hz). The meshing procedure was completed within HyperMesh Preprocessing
Software (Altair Inc., USA) and then exported to AcuSolve for running. All meshes
were tetrahedron elements with a finer resolution of the boundary layer. Each model
solved on 48-core; 128GB RAM HP DL 585G7 servers on approximately 120hr of wall
time per model with MPI parallelization. Transient velocity and pressure data for the
whole model were transferred into EnSight Software for Post-Processing (CEI Inc). The
data from the initial cardiac cycle was disregarded, and the remaining was used as to
common practice in transient FE analysis to avoid appearing transients due to

initialization. Using built-in and custom-written function facilities provided by the
software, the quantities given in Table 1 were calculated:
1. Variation of Instantaneous Maximum
Velocity within the aneurysm sac
2. Maximum of Instantaneous Maximum
Velocity by time within the aneurysm sac
3. Average of Instantaneous Maximum
Velocity by time within the aneurysm sac
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Table 1 – Proposed Comparative Measures for Stent Efficiency

Vanev   dV

and T is one cardiac cycle period (1
..
sec), u is the velocity vector, x is the spatial coordinates in 3D and 2 is L2 norm.
The aneurysm volume is defined as

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results of other average data are developed following formulation in Table 1 and
percent of those parameters against deployment, as well as aneurysm volumes (i.e.,
1-stented/unstented) are given in Table 2. Also, a sample view of how flow field
changes for patient 4 is given in Figure 3.

umax

ûmax

Patient 1

6.3%

0.4%

Patient 2

-6.7%

-11.1%

Patient 3

7.9%

3.6%

Patient 4

15.0%

10.2%

uaver

ûaver

70.3%

68.0%

Vanev

Medical Outcome
Minimal region of flow
41.1% 49.9%
222.03
remaining after 1 year.
Immediate clotting of
43.6% 41.9% 3859.45
whole anurysm
Complete clotting after 6
45.5% 38.8%
93.44
months
3951.85 Hemorrage – 1 week later

Table 2 - Change of Stent Efficiency Measures

An outcome is that, stent deployment has increased the oscillation over mean for all
quantities, except for patient 1. It is also seen that, the greater the aneurysm, the greater
the peak velocity compared to global motion in the aneurysm; a parameter which is
greatly influenced by the application of a stent.
Clotting of blood is dependent to flow, as well as chemical parameters [8]. Poor
aneurysm treatment is fatal, and this risk is always present. Thus, it has been presumed
and seen in previous studies (as in [8,9]) that the clotting within aneurysm should be a
function of flow parameters within the aneurysm sac [9]. Though this study is limited to

four sample patient data, outcomes based on previous papers have been obtained. First
of all, it can be deduced that transients within a cardiac cycle is important to consider
for evaluating of stent efficiency, since depending on the geometry of the aneurysm, the
oscillations and spatial distribution of blood velocity is away from unity. It can be seen
that, stent application does have implied a mean velocity reduction about 40% but the
maximum velocities within the sac volume has not significantly decreased; for one
patient, it is observed to increase.

Unstented
Stented
Figure 3 – Change of Flow field with Stent Application (Patient 4)
It is a chance that we have the patient follow up data for all the patients, which other
than data available in the literature; provide the real case outcomes and are given in
Table 1. It is not good for aneurysm treatment to have a very high decrease in mean
velocity without having enough reduction over maximum velocity; otherwise there is a
risk of rupture (as in Patient 4), if the aneurysm wall is not exposed to synovial fluid (as
is the case for Patient 2). It is also seen that, maximum velocity reduction might be an
important factor for immediate treatment of aneurysms, since our outcomes imply that
maximum velocity reduction is directly proportional to immediate clotting within the
sac (Patient 4 does clot, where as Patient 1, 2 and 3 does not. Patient 1 and 3 turns OK
in the long run, but Patient 2 fails to respond to treatment). The decrease in transient
behavior of flow within the sac is seen to be an efficient thing for treatment (Patient 1),
but treatment is generally observed to increase oscillatory behavior within the aneurysm
sac (Patient 2-4). That is also dependent to the aneurysm neck position – Patient 1 is a
pure side wall aneurysm, whereas Patients 2-4 have much wider necks and rather look
like a balloon through which fluid flow.

5. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER STUDIES
CFD models of real stent application cases were generated, and parameters related to
aneurysm flow are calculated. The results were compared to real follow-up data of the
patients, and meaningful results were obtained that could help understanding stent
efficiency. Parameters developed can be further analyzed on many examples so that
statistically meaningful outcomes can be developed. This study exhibit the limitation of
assuming rigid arterial wall, sac wall and stent assumption, which might lead to change
in the volume of the sac during a cardiac cycle and alter the flow pattern. It is also
known by the authors that this preliminary study is not promising a net statistical
outcome with respect to patient count considered, but is rather proposing a challenge to
the way of thinking for engineers interested in biomechanics of aneurysms and a

challenge to the way medical doctors approach a case that might provide a guide to
efficiency based on simple outcomes immediately after a stent deployment. Models
proposed here also do not consider the way progressive thrombosis development would
help or oppose the success of a deployment, but only give an engineering insight to
immediate outcomes after a stent deployment. Another progressive thing that might be
considered important is the endothelium layer that covers the stent gradually.
Considering the velocity values obtained for Patients 1 and 3 and the success of
treatment in 12 months time, it can be deduced that endothelium progress is crucial to
long-term efficiency of a stent application.
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A POROELASTIC APPROACH FOR AN OPEN SOURCE FINITE
ELEMENT MODEL OF THE INTERVERTEBRAL DISC
A. Castro1, W. Wilson2, J. M. Huyghe3, K. Ito4, J. L. Alves5

ABSTRACT
Degenerative Disc Disease (DDD) is one of the largest health problems faced
worldwide, based on lost working time and associated costs. This works deals with
the development of a biomimetic Finite Element (FE) model of the Intervertebral
Disc (IVD). Several recent studies have emphasized the importance of an accurate
biomechanical modeling of the IVD. Thus, a hyper-visco-poro-elastic formulation
is briefly addressed throughout this paper. The FE implementation and numerical
simulations are being carried out on a home-developed open source FE solver. The
validation of the newly implemented biphasic formulation was performed through
Terzaghi’s test for confined compression, and some preliminary simulations of a
poro-viscoelastic IVD FE model were carried out, being their results briefly
discussed. The next step is to include the poroelastic swelling behavior.

INTRODUCTION
The Human spine is composed by twenty four motion segments (MS). Each one of
these load-sharing units is composed by two vertebral bodies (VB), connected by
an IVD (Fig. 1) and two facet joints. The IVDs are fibro-cartilaginous cushions
serving as a shock absorbing system of the spine, which protect the vertebrae,
brain, and other structures, providing both flexibility and load support. They are
composed by three major components: the nucleus pulposus (NP), the annulus
fibrosus (AF) and the cartilaginous endplate (CEP) [1]. Each IVD deals with
complex loads, leaving it vulnerable for both acute and chronic injuries. For many
years, a considerable amount of studies developed significant efforts to understand
and find possible solutions for such phenomena. In fact, spine problems are a
major cause of disability on western societies, with an emphasis on DDD [1].
One of the major issues about studying the IVD behavior is the fact that they are
hardly accessible to in vivo studies. In fact, even most of the surgical techniques to
heal degenerated IVDs are invasive [2]. Numerical simulation, for instance by the
FE method, is a good choice to evaluate the pathways for degeneration of the IVD,
and even to propose new treatments. Experimental and numerical studies have
proven that the IVD presents hyper-visco-poro-elastic biomechanical behavior,
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with a distinctive set of mechanical and physiological properties, given by its
complex anatomical structure [3]. Consequently, an accurate constitutive modeling
regarding the biomechanical parameters of the IVD is a challenge. In addition, it
may also be a very important step to fully understand the causes of DDD, even if
genetics, ageing or metabolic factors also play a significant role [1].

Fig. 1 The generic anatomical features of an IVD [1]

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The paramount tool for this work is a FORTRAN home-developed open source FE
solver. This solver comprises several relevant features of biomechanics, namely
the almost incompressibility of soft-tissues, the most general isotropic and
anisotropic hyperelastic laws, viscoelastic effects, fully implicit time integration
scheme and different types of finite elements [4]. Mixed u/p elements are available
for monophasic simulations, but the most relevant elements for IVD modeling are
the u/p-c ones, namely the linear 4-node tetrahedron (with an extra bubble node) or
the quadratic 10-node tetrahedron and 27-node hexahedron [5]. In case of u/p-c
elements, the continuity of the pressure field is consistent with a multiphasic
formulation. Currently, biphasic formulation is implemented, considering solid and
fluid parts. The innovative formulation here adopted was based on the one adopted
by Huyghe (1986) [6]. The strain energy density potential W was adopted in the
following form [5]:
W (C) = W (C ) + WH ( J ) + Q , where Q = −

1
( p − ~p )2 and WH (J ) = + k (J − 1)2
2k
2

(1)

where W (C) and WH (J ) are, respectively, the isochoric and volumetric strain
energy densities, with an additional energy term Q which has the merit of coupling
the mixed formulation (displacements and pressure fields). F is the deformation
gradient, J = det(F ) , and C = FT F is the right Cauchy-Green strain tensor. k is a
penalty parameter playing the role of a bulk modulus, p is the pressure computed from
the (unknown) displacement fields and ~p is the pressure interpolated from the
(unknown) pressure field. The contribution of the isochoric strain energy density
changes with the adopted hyper-visco-elastic constitutive model. Finally, in case of a
biphasic formulation, the elemental stiffness matrix and the corresponding elemental
system of equations can be written as:

 KUU
K
 PU

KUP  ∆u  
R
  FU 
:  = 
−
,

K PP − K αβ  ∆p  U + T1 + T2   FP 

(2)

where indexes U , P refer to the unknown displacement and pressure fields, respectively.
The major difference of this biphasic formulation is related with the introduction of Kαβ
on the stiffness matrix and the dissipative terms U , T1 , T2 on the right hand side of (eq. 2).
There additional terms are defined as follows:
T
*
→
Kαβ = θ ∫ ∇→
0 Ψ ⋅ K ⋅ ∇ 0 Ψ∆t ⋅ dΩ0

(3)

U = ∫ Ψ ⋅ ( J − J n ) ⋅ dΩ0

(4)
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Ω0

introduces the permeability factor ( K * ) in the stiffness matrix. The introduction of
permeability in the FE model will allow the fluid flowing. On the right hand side of eq.
2, since a totally implicit formulation was adopted (i.e., θ = 1 ), T2 = 0 . On the other
hand, while in case of a monophasic formulation FP weights the non-equilibrated
pressure, in case of a biphasic formulation one needs to introduce additional terms
to take into account the dissipative effect of the fluid flowing. The pressure
contribution is part of T1 , which allows the dismissal of FP . The volume variation,
caused by the fluid flowing, is considered on U . It must be highlighted that the
index n refers to the beginning of the time increment, while the index 0 refers to the
initial configuration at t = 0 . Ψ are the shape functions for pressure interpolation.
The right-hand side of eq. 2 may be considered in the following form, where R is
the vector of the external forces:
Kαβ

 R   FU 
U + T  −  0 



1

(8)

The permeability is assumed to be strain-dependent (Argoubi and Shirazi-Adl model,
1996), where M is a positive material constant [7, 8]:

K * = K 0* J M

(9)

In order to validate the biphasic formulation, Terzaghi’s theory of one-dimensional
consolidation was adopted [6]. The aim of this test is to evaluate the consolidation
process of a given material, as the fluid outflow takes place. The three different types of
u/p-c mixed elements were tested and validated.
The open source FE solver also allows some pre- and post-processing operations on FE
meshes, such as mesh refinement or imposition of local boundary conditions. Parting
from a model of a human VB and two IVDs first created by Smit [9], a full lumbar MS
model was developed (Fig. 2). This model includes all the relevant features of the IVD
as well as the adjacent structures. Both CEP and VB endplate were considered. The 27node quadratic hexahedron was used.

The constitutive parameters were chosen based on literature data (Table 1) [8, 10-14].
The Holzapfel model (eqs. 10 and 12) was adopted to describe and model the
anisotropic behavior of the AF (due to fibers), and Mooney-Rivlin model to describe the
isotropic behavior (eq. 11). On the following expressions, I a are invariants of the
deviatoric strain tensor C , and k , k i and CijMR are positive material parameters [10-12]:
W (C ) = Wiso + Waniso

(10)

Wiso (C ) = C10MR (I1 − 3) + C01MR (I 2 − 3)

(11)

Waniso =

] [

{[

]}

2
2
1
k 4 e k (I 4 −1) − 1 + k 6 e k (I6 −1) − 1
2k

(12)

The viscous behavior was modeled by coupling the hyperelastic behavior with N
Maxwell elements (serial spring-damper), through the following expression [15]:
N

aτ
visco
KUU
= 1 + ∑ k k
 k =1 ∆t



 ∆t   
1 − exp −   KUU
 τ k  


(13)

Fig. 2 Anterior-posterior cut of the FE model of a lumbar spine MS
Table 1 Material properties of the IVD components
Isotropy [12]
MR
10

C

Permeability [8, 13]

MR
01

C

(MPa)

(MPa)

*
4 -1 -1
0 (m N s )

K

M

NP

0.12

0.03

7.5e-16

10.0

AF

0.18

0.045

7.5e-16

12.0

CEP

0.18

0.045

7.5e-15

10.0

Anisotropy [10]
AF

k

k 4 = k6 (MPa)

300

12.0
Viscoelasticity [14]

N=1
NP

N=2

a1

τ 1 (s)

a2

τ 2 (s)

5.6

0.132

1.7

11.765

RESULTS
As a preliminary test, a 0.6 mm compressive vertical displacement was imposed on the
IVD model, during 8h. Pressure on the anterior-posterior axis of the IVD and the total
forces acting on the model over the vertical axis were measured (Fig. 3). Four nodes
were chosen for the measurements, corresponding to anterior and posterior NP and
anterior and posterior AF. The IVD was already conditioned on t=0s.

a)

b)

Fig. 3 Constant displacement: a) Pressure on the anterior-posterior axis of the IVD;
b) Total Compressive Forces on the IVD model

DISCUSSION
The geometry of the full lumbar MS FE model seems to be coherent with the most upto-date models available in the literature, so the simulations have anatomical validity
[12]. The results of the preliminary numerical simulations seem to be in accordance
with the literature, as the force decreases over time (stress-relaxation effect), influenced
by the viscoelastic behavior of the NP [14, 15]. Pressure also changes over time, as
expected. It is mostly decreasing on the NP and increasing on the AF, which means that
the fluid flowing through the IVD is occurring as expected, i.e., from inside to outside
[13]. The posterior part of the AF is more vulnerable to the compressive loading,
because of its lower thickness, in comparison with the anterior part. More detailed
discussion about the anisotropic behavior of the AF should be addressed to the work of
Lopes and Alves (2012) [11].

CONCLUSION
The Terzaghi’s test was important to validate the innovative poroelastic formulation
here described. In addition, the FE model may possibly be built with the linear 4-node
tetrahedron (with an extra bubble node) or the quadratic 10-node tetrahedron,
instead of the current 27-node hexahedron.
From the global results produced, some preliminary conclusions may be drawn, even
regarding that this is an on-going work. The full MS FE model is reproducing the
characteristics of a natural MS, due to the reasonable geometric accuracy. However, the
most important feature of this model is the implemented hyper-visco-poro-elastic
behavior, even though some important updates are currently being implemented,
namely the poroelastic swelling behavior, based on Wilson’s model (2005) [7].
Therefore, the in-development open source FE solver is becoming appropriate to the
description of IVD and to the understanding of the several pathways that lead to the
DDD.
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BIOMECHANICAL BEHAVIOR OF CANCELLOUS BONE ON
PATELLOFEMORAL ARTHROPLASTY WITH JOURNEY
PROSTHESIS: A FINITE ELEMENT STUDY
A. Castro1, A. Completo2, J. A. Simões3 and P. Flores4

ABSTRACT
Patellofemoral arthroplasty (PFA) is a bone conserving solution for patients with
isolated patellofemoral (PF) degeneration. Typical failure mechanisms of PFA include
growing tibiofemoral arthritis or loosening of components. The implant loosening can
be related to bone resorption, or fatigue-failure of bone by overload. This work aimed to
determine the structural effects of the implantation of PF prosthesis Journey PFJ
(Smith&Nephew, USA) on femur cancellous bone, due to the limited studies on the
state of strain/stress after PFA. The hypothesis here considered lies in the fact that the
nature and magnitude of PF cyclic loads generate strain/stress levels at bone that
exceeds the fatigue strength of these materials. The finite element (FE) method is used
to model, simulate and analyze the effect of PF loads on cancellous bone. From the
global results obtained, in the well-fixed scenario, a strain decrease on cancellous bone
was noticed, which can be associated with bone resorption risk. In the loosening
scenario, when the cement layer becomes inefficient, a significant increase of
cancellous bone strain was observed, which can be associated with bone fatigue-failure
risk. These strain changes suggest a vulnerability of the femur after PFA.

INTRODUCTION
Isolated PF arthritis of the knee is a common cause of anterior knee pain and disability,
affecting approximately 10% of the population in general [1, 2]. PFA is a bone
conserving solution for patients with isolated PF degeneration, after other surgical
options have failed [3]. This technique is mostly recommended for patients under 55
years old, with isolated anterior compartment arthrosis, allowing for total knee
arthroplasty to be performed later, if needed [4, 5]. Typical failure mechanisms of PFA
include patellar maltracking and growing tibiofemoral arthritis. Failure, wear and
loosening of components have also been reported [6-9]. The implant loosening, among
other factors, can be related to bone resorption, or fatigue-failure of bone by overload.
Several studies describe a significant decrease in postoperative bone mineral density,
adjacent to the implants, after arthroplasty [10]. Bone resorption, perhaps due to stressshielding, has been suggested as the primary mode of failure of cementless femoral
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prostheses. The stress-shielding effect is particularly noticed on cancellous bone,
motivating a great number of surgeries for revision of the arthroplasty [11, 12]. As
stated on Wolff´s law for bone remodeling, the stress-shielding effect may lead to bone
failure through osteopenia. In addition, the failure process in the cancellous bone can
also be caused by high strains, which will eventually cause bone rupture by fatigue.
Fatigue-failure of bone is characterized clinically by repetitive loading, bone resorption
and growing pain [13-15]. It is reasonable to expect bone to suffer fatigue-failure if the
induced stress approaches 60 to 80% of the yield strength. To sum up, stress-shielding
or overload modes in cancellous bone may continue until gross resorption, subsidence,
or dislocation occur [4, 15].
The aim of this study was to simulate and analyze the structural effects of PFA with a
contemporary Journey PFJ prosthesis (Smith & Nephew, USA), on the cancellous bone,
on two different cancellous bone interface conditions, with the aim of representing well
fixed and loosening scenarios for the prosthesis. Studies on the state of strain/stress on
PFA are very limited, so it seems that further analyses on the mechanical effects caused
by the PF replacement are required [16].

MATERIALS AND METHODS
FE models of natural femur and femur implanted with Journey PFJ prosthesis were used
to simulate different activities of daily living. The FE mesh was built with 4 nodes
tetrahedral elements, using HyperWorks® 8.0 (Altair Corporate, USA). The software
chosen to perform the structural analyses was Marc® Mentat 2005 (MSC Software,
USA). FE analyses depend particularly on the definition of boundary conditions,
material proprieties and contact conditions. The materials used are considered to be
homogeneous, isotropic and linear elastic [4, 17].
A convergence study was performed in order to find the best relation between mesh
refinement and consumed computational time. These FE models were also compared
and validated with prior experimental results, through a linear regression analysis to
determine the overall correlation between numerical and experimental cortex strains
[16, 18]. For this purpose, the measurement of the FE principal strains used to this
correlation was done at the same localizations of the strain gauges of a previous
experimental strain study of PFA [16, 17]. It must also be highlighted that compact and
cancellous bone components are the same on both natural and implanted models, as it is
shown in figure 1.

a)

b)

c)

Fig. 1 The original FE models: a) Natural femur; b) Femur implanted with Journey PFJ®; c)
Journey PFJ®

The strains in cancellous bone were compared between natural and implanted condition
and the risks associated with this strain changes discussed at the light of the different
bone-implant interface scenarios. The health scenario represents a well fixed prosthesis
and the loosening scenario simulates a loose prosthesis. In the health scenario, the

cement acts perfectly, therefore it is rigidly bonded to the bone and to the implant. This
condition will be further referred as “all glued”. When the life of the implant goes
further, loosening may start to occur (the loosening scenario). For this condition, a
friction coefficient of 1 was considered at the cement-bone interface, under the
prosthesis. This premise intends to simulate a mid/long-term clinical scenario. The
friction coefficient value is related to the capacity of the cement to fill the cavities of the
cancellous bone and offer great resistance to slip, but at the same time allows interface
separation [4]. This condition will be further referred as “with friction”. For this case,
the contact between implant and cement was modeled with a friction coefficient of 0.25
[19].
Three different load cases were applied to the natural and implanted FE models (Table
1). These load cases are representative of three physiological activities: climbing stairs
(45º), descending stairs (60º) and isometric exercise (90º). Each one of these activities
was described by the knee flexion angle, the patellofemoral joint reaction (PFJR) force
and the two equal components of tibiofemoral joint reaction (TFJR) force corresponding
to the medial and lateral femoral condyles [20]. One “fixed displacement” was
considered, at the proximal extremity of the femur, for both models (Fig. 2). It must be
highlighted that the magnitude of these boundary conditions is the same for both natural
and implanted models. The minimal principal strains (MPS) in cancellous bone under
prosthesis were graphically analyzed along three nodes alignments presented in Fig. 3,
at the natural state and for the two cement-bone interface conditions described
previously for the implanted state.
Table 2 Loads by activity (Adapted from Matthews et al. [20])
Activity

Knee flexion angle (°)

Tibiofemoral joint
reaction force (N)

Patellofemoral joint
reaction force (N)

Climbing stairs
Descending stairs
Isometric exercise

45
60
90

2963
2668
2698

1756
1746
3424

Fig. 2 The Journey PFJ® model, with the
boundary conditions signaled

Fig. 3 Frontal view of the cancellous bone FE
model, with the measurement lines signaled

RESULTS
The convergence rate for the displacements was less than 0.30% for 120 000 degrees-

of-freedom. The numerical-experimental comparison through the linear regression with
a previous experimental study presented a correlation value of R2 = 0.8925, with a slope
of 0.9357 and an interception value of 2.3258 [16, 18].The diagrams plotted in Fig. 4
are examples of the comparison the natural femur with the implanted one in both health
and loosening scenarios, namely “all glued” or “with friction”, respectively.
Line 3, at 90o

Line 1, at 45o
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Fig. 4 Diagrams of Minimal Principal Strain

DISCUSSION
The objective of this work was to study the structural effects of the implantation of PF
prosthesis, on femur cancellous bone. According to the knowledge of the authors, there
are no published biomechanical or clinical studies examining the strain behavior in
cancellous bone or even changes in mineral density of the cancellous bone after PFA.
The hypothesis here considered is based on the fact that the nature/magnitude of PF
cyclic loads, with contemporary Journey PFJ prosthesis, generates strain/stress levels at
bone that exceeds the fatigue strength of these materials. Ideally, bone stress levels will
be low enough to avoid loosening but high enough to prevent significant bone atrophy.
The FE models developed for this study were compared with a previous PF in-vitro
study [16, 17]. Two cement-bone interfaces were considered in order to replicate two
clinical scenarios. Chronologically, the “health scenario” may be considered as a
clinical condition at short/mid-term after surgery, and the “loosening scenario” as a
mid/long-term clinical scenario. In the “health scenario”, where the cement was
considered rigidly bonded (“all glued”) to the bone, a generalized strain reduction on
cancellous bone was observed, at the three different daily activities. This phenomenon,
known by stress-shielding, can be explained by the load sharing capacity of the implant.
The loads previously applied to the trochlea surfaces are shifted, after the implantation,
to the surrounding regions (bridge effect), unloading the cancellous bone under
prosthesis. The extents of these strain reductions stood between -1 to -12 times in
comparison with the strain levels in the natural femur. Such findings appoint a risk of
cancellous bone resorption for loads in range of daily activities, since when bone loads
are reduced or eliminated, bone mass is reabsorbed (Wolff’s law) [12, 21, 22]. In the
loose scenario, where the cement was considered not bonded to the bone (“with
friction”), at the three different daily activities, a localized increase on cancellous bone
strain was observed. These increases represent several times (1 to 12 times) the strains
observed in the natural condition. The failure process in the cancellous bone tissue can
occur because of overload and usually a fatigue mode. Reasonably, bone is expected to
suffer fatigue-failure if the induced strains approach 60 to 80% of the yield strength [13,
23]. These strain levels may occur if the normal maximum strains/stresses in the

cancellous bone of natural joints are increased by 50 to 100% due to implantation of the
prosthesis [13, 22]. Thus, taking into account the increase of the strain between the
implanted and natural states, apparently, a risk of fatigue-failure of cancellous bone
exists after PFA for loads in range of daily activities if the cement is not firmly bonded
to the bone.
As in all numerical studies, the present study had some limitations. For instance, only
the PFJR and TFJR forces were taken into account without consideration for either
quadriceps force or patella ligament force. Nevertheless, those two forces are related to
the PJFR force by the knee flexion angle, and the applied forces are representative of
the major loads acting upon the implant and bone structure. Results might also be
different with more complex cement distribution, bone cuts and more pathological bone.

CONCLUSIONS
From the global results produced, it may be concluded that the cancellous bone of the
femur become vulnerable after the implantation of PF prosthesis. This comparative
study has limitations, but clearly reports the relative effect of PFA with Journey PFJ
prosthesis in bone structure, when compared with the natural joint for loads of daily
living. On the one hand, the stress-shielding effect is an issue, from the moment when
the arthroplasty surgery is performed. On the other hand, bone rupture by fatigue will
probably occur on cancellous bone, when the cement layer becomes inefficient. The
conclusions drawn about this specific PF prosthesis may lead to the improvement of
future PFA systems in order to better protect the integrity of the bone and to avoid the
need for a surgery of revision. In fact, a different geometry of the bone-implant interface
might help to prevent the stress-shielding effect and to reduce the risk of severe
defacement on cancellous bone.
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COMPUTATIONAL MODELING OF TANGLED AND UNTANGLED
COLLAGEN FIBER GELS
X. Ma1, K.J. Gooch, 2 S.N. Ghadiali,2 and R.T. Hart3

1. ABSTRACT
We are investigating the potential for living cells that are embedded in extracellular
matrix material to communicate mechanically over relatively long distances, e.g., 10 or
more cell diameters. Our experimental work is focused on imaging fibroblast-seeded
collagen gels (consisting of fibers plus the surrounding matrix material) and monitoring
collagen fiber reorganization that occurs between 4 and 24 hours after seeding. We have
generated 2D images to build finite element models to examine the force and stress
transmission in the fibers (Ma, et. al, 2011a,b). We have also examined the stresses and
forces in idealized 2D finite element models of collagen fiber networks, and varied the
fiber number, length, thickness, and orientation of fibers to see their influence (Ma, et.
al, 2009a). The key parameter whose influence we have not been able to address with
2D models is the effect of cross-linking in the fiber network; in many of our previous
models, all of the fibers that cross or touch are assumed to be tangled and essentially
“welded” together where they touch. We have previously taken steps to address this
limitation by using stacked “layers” of a thin fluid matrix, with embedded fibers that do
not connect or intersect, as part of a 3D model (Ma, et. al, 2009b). However, the
boundary conditions, with fluid flow in the plane of the layers, may not be a good
analogue for studying the mechanics of the cell-cell communication phenomena. The
idealized solid mechanics models presented here demonstrate that stress transmission
between cells is dominated by the presence of tangled fibers and that similar networks
with untangled fibers are much less effective in transmitting stresses.

2. INTRODUCTION
Previous experimental studies have suggested that extra cellular matrix (ECM) fibers
can effectively transmit mechanical forces over long distances. It has been proposed that
during vascular morphogenesis, the elastic interactions between fibrils allow the
transmission of stress over a significant range (Vernon, et. al, 1995) so that the ECM
serves as a 3D scaffold for individual endothelial cells (ECs) and clusters of ECs
transducing mechanical forces to other ECs at a considerable distance. Thus, ECs may
establish tension-based guidance pathways that provide a mechanism for them to
organize into large multicellular structures and communicate over a long distances
without the initial requirement of cell-cell contact (Davis, et. al, 1996 and Davis, et. al,
2005). Consistent with this view, capillary sprouts in vivo preferentially follow ECM
fibers (Anderson, et. al, 2004). Additionally, isolated corneal fibroblasts align and
compact collagen fibers parallel to the axis of greatest effective stiffness. This effect
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was observed several millimeters away from the location of the physical constraints
indicating that ECM fibers are effective conduits for long-range mechanical force
transmission (Karamichos, et. al, 2007).
A demonstration of collagen fiber alignment between two fibroblasts that can occur 24
hours after seeding is shown in Fig. 1. Here an initially random fiber orientation (not
shown) is reorganized by the fibroblasts over 24 hours into a network that connects two
cells ~100 um apart.
a.

b.

Fig 1. a) Differential interference contrast (DIC) and b) confocal reflectance microscopy
images of fibroblasts and bovine collagen gels, 24 hours after initial seeding. (Images
courtesy of Maureen Weber; see Ma et. al, 2011 a, b.)
Inspired by these images we used idealized and simplified finite element models of cells
and randomly oriented collagen fibers embedded in a thin slab of surrounding matrix
material for the current computational study.
3. METHODS
The COMSOL (Burlington, MA) finite element program (version 4.2a) was used for all
analyses and simulations. A MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, MA) script was written to
generate geometric primitives for fibers, based on user input parameters for: the number
of fibers, fiber length, fiber diameter, fiber orientation, fiber material properties, and the
geometry and material properties of the surrounding matrix materials. All of the models
presented here have the same general parameter values as in the table below.
Table 1. Characteristics of the idealized Collagen fiber gels
Number of fibers
25
Fiber Diameter
1 µm
Fiber length
100 µm
Fiber Orientation
Random
Fiber Properties
Linear elastic: 300 MPa, ν = 0.45
Matrix Dimensions
600 x 600 x 15 µm
Matrix Properties
Linear elastic: 197 Pa; ν = 0.49
In addition, empty circular cylinders, 15 µm in diameter, were generated using
COMSOL’s Boolean geometry difference operation to simulate two cells in the matrix.

The centers of the simulated cells were separated by 200 µm, e.g., 13.3 cell diameters.
The void on the left (when viewed along the z-axis through the thickness) simulated a
contracting cell (with a prescribed displacement to decrease the radius by 2 µm); the
void on the right had its boundary surfaces held fixed; all other boundaries were free.

Fig 2. Idealized cell and fiber geometry used for the computer models.
Three fibers, Fiber 1, Fiber 6, and Fiber 10 were identified as potentially key fibers for
connections between the two simulated cells, see Fig. 3a. Fig 3.b shows a typical finite
element mesh made semi-transparent to see influence of embedded fibers on the mesh.

a.

b.

Fig 3. Semi-transparent plots viewed along the z-axis. The left circular void represents
the contracting cell; the right circular void is fixed. a) Fiber arrangement, with the 3
labeled fibers chosen for testing the influence of entanglement (Fiber 1, 6, and 10). b)
The finite element mesh with 10-noded tetrahedral elements, with approximately 3.5
million degrees-of-freedom.
Three cases were generated for analysis.
• Case 1: Tangled Fibers. To simulate the extreme case – all fibers that connect
are cross-linked (tangled) -- the fibers were all centered in a plane, z = 0, in the
middle of the matrix material.
• Case 2: No Fibers. To simulate the effect of cell contraction in the opposite
extreme case – with no fibers interacting – the Case 1 mesh was used, but the
properties of the fibers were decreased to match that of the surrounding matrix
material.

•

Case 3: Untangled Fibers. Five simulations were performed with one or more of
the 25 fibers being offset from the plane of fibers by +/- 4 µm. By moving key
fibers (3 fibers were tested) along with combinations with more than one fiber
(Fiber 1, Fiber 6, Fiber 10; Fibers 6+10, Fibers 1+6+10) the influence of
untangling the fibers could be examined.

Analyses were run on a MacBook Pro (OS X 10.7, 2.66 GHz Intel Core i7 processor
with 8 GB of memory) using the Comsol MUMPS out-of-core solver (core size set to 5
GB). Each analysis typically required 3 - 3.5 hours to run. Occasionally, analyses were
terminated by COMSOL for failing to converge; remeshing portions of the model were
successful for generating convergent solutions for all of the models presented.
4. RESULTS
To examine the influence of the fiber entanglement, several parameters were studied
and compared. Findings presented here include gel displacement, fiber displacements
and stresses, and the x-component of the surface stress tensor plotted on a portion of the
fixed cell surface.
a.

b.

Fig 4. Gel Displacement (fibers and surrounding matrix). The influence of fibers,
compared to homogeneous gels, is shown in the close-up view of the displacement plots
from the two extreme cases: a) Case 1, the gel with 25 entangled collagen fibers. b)
Case 2, the homogeneous gel (the underlying fiber geometry has material properties that
are identical to the surrounding matrix). The color scale for both plots is 0 -- 2 µm, and
displacements are shown to scale.
As expected, the model with the homogeneous material distribution (Case 2) shows a
localized displacement field focused on the applied displacement that simulates
contraction of the left cell. For this homogeneous case, the displacement magnitude is
diminished substantially at a distance of 3-4 cell diameters away from the contracting
cell. However, the inclusion of the fiber material properties (substantially stiffer than the
surrounding matrix material) for Case 1 generates a very complex displacement field.
In the case with stiff fibers, large displacement magnitudes are spread over a much
larger area, and there is substantial displacement at a distance of 10 or more cell
diameters (recall the cell centers are separated by 13.3 cell diameters).
In addition to the gel displacement field plots, the fibers can be visually isolated from
the surrounding material for post-processing, and the displacement and stresses on the
surfaces of the fibers examined, see Fig. 5. The plots focus on the fixed cell (right) with
an exaggerated fiber displacement (scaled by a factor of 3); they are painted with color
fringe plots of the von Mises equivalent stress. Substantial displacements and stresses
are seen for the fully entangled case (Case 1) with comparable stresses and
displacements when Fiber 1 is untangled. However, when Fiber 10 is

untangled, the local fiber displacements and von Mises stresses decrease substantially.
a. Gel with 25 entangled
collagen fibers

b. Gel with Fiber 1
shifted out-of plane

c. Gel with Fiber 10
shifted out-of-plane

Fig 5. Fiber displacements and stresses. The von Mises equivalent stresses are plotted
on deformed fibers (deformations scaled by a factor of 3) with original fiber location
also shown in this close-up view showing fibers close to the fixed cell. Color scale for
all plots is 0 -- 6x105 Pa.
As an analogue for the force transmission along the axis between the cells, the xcomponent of the stress tensor was evaluated on the right-most portion of the fixed
cell’s boundary as shown in Fig. 6.
a. 25 entangled fibers

b. Fiber 10 untangled

Fig 6. Boundary stress on a portion of fixed cell; x-component of the stress tensor (color
scale is -20 -- 35 Pa for both plots).
Table 2 summarizes the x-component of the stress tensor from all cases studied. These
data clearly show that stress transmission over long distances is maximized in the
models that include a tangled fiber network, can be much lower in networks with
(selected) untangled fibers, and insignificant when assuming homogeneous properties.

Table 2. Stresses on a portion of the fixed cell boundary. The x-component of
the stress tensor on the portion of the fixed 2nd cell, as shown in Fig. 6.
Model
Homogeneous
25 entangled fibers
F1 untangled
F6 untangled
F10 untangled
F6_F10 untangled
F1_F6_F10 untangled

Minimum x-component
-0.91 Pa
-20.54 Pa
-20.70 Pa
-28.75 Pa
- 11.49 Pa
-5.81 Pa
-5.28 Pa

Maximum x-component
0.16 Pa
34.98 Pa
33.78 Pa
37.12 Pa
8.37 Pa
4.51 Pa
6.89 Pa

5. DISCUSSION
These simple models have quantitatively demonstrated that fiber connections are
critically important for long distance stress propagation between cells embedded in a
fibrous matrix. Tangled fibers are needed for stress transmission, and for these simple
models, just one untangled fiber (Fiber 10) decreases the maximum x-component of the
stress tensor by a factor of 4. Careful attention to fiber interactions, including contact
and friction, will likely be needed to fully understand the mechanics of stress
transmission in collagen gels and other ECM.
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TOWARDS A WAVELET BASED MEDICAL IMAGE ENHANCEMENT
PROCEDURE
M. Pinheiro 1, F. Martins 2and J.L. Alves 3

1. ABSTRACT
In this work we present a comparative study between three of the most relevant
Wavelet-based image enhancement algorithms in the literature and apply them in the
denoising of phantom head Modified Shepp-Logan medical images. The results obtained
corroborate the conclusions drawn in [12], however is does not seem to be the best
approach for Wavelet-based image denoising.

2.INTRODUCTION
Wavelet analysis provides a time or space-scale representation of signals that has found
in the last few decades a wide range of applications in areas such as physics, signal and
image processing, applied mathematics, among others. The basic idea of the Wavelet
Transform is to locally decompose the signal in contributions belonging to different
scales [1]. This representation unfolds the time-space and frequency and enables the
spatial localization of relevant short lasting signal events. In order to accomplish that,
two parameters are needed, one to handle the frequency or scale a and other to
manipulate the time or space b. Given the values of parameters a and b there can be
defined a set of analysing wavelets by applying a series of dilations and translations to a
single base wavelet (or mother wavelet 𝜓):
1
𝑥−𝑏
𝜓𝑎,𝑏 (𝑥) =
𝜓�
�
(1)
𝑎
√𝑎
where 𝜓𝑎,𝑏 is the analysing wavelet function, a (𝑎 ≠ 0) is the dilation parameter and b
(𝑏 ∈ ℜ) the translation parameter. For simplicity normally the dilation parameter only
assumes positive values 𝑎 > 0 [1][2][3][4]. Given equation 1, the Continuous Wavelet
Transform (CWT) of a finite energy and square integrable signal 𝑓(𝑥) ∈ 𝐿2 (ℜ) can be
written as:
𝑊(𝑎, 𝑏) = �

+∞

−∞

𝑓(𝑥)𝜓𝑎,𝑏 𝑑𝑥

(2)

where the wavelet function 𝜓𝑎,𝑏 is the analysing wavelet, and the dilation and
translation parameters assume continuous values across ℜ+ and ℜ, respectively. The
result of the CWT in equation 2 is a set of wavelet values 𝑊(𝑎, 𝑏) that are a function of
the scale and position. There is a correspondence between wavelet scales and frequency:
low scale values origin compressed version of the mother wavelet, which are more
sensitive to rapidly changing details, or high-frequencies; whereas high scale values
cause the wavelets to stretch, which make them more sensitive to slowly changing,
coarse features or low frequency features. Is this ability to stretch and compress the
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spatial length of a time limited waveform that enables not only a local analysis but also
a multi-scale analysis of the signal [3].
The computation of the CWT across all scales and positions is computationally
unfeasible, thus for practical purposes, a discretized version of the CWT is calculated
over discrete values of a and b [3]. The most common choice for the scaling and
translation parameters are 𝑎0 = 2 and 𝑏0 = 1. This gives origin to a dyadic
decomposition lattice. The dyadic decomposition enables the creation of a orthogonal
wavelet basis. The advantage of using an orthogonal basis as the decomposition frame
is two folded: it enables a good representation of the signal in terms of space and scale;
and origins fast computation algorithms. Another advantage is that the orthogonal basis
can be derived from a multi-resolution analysis, and it may be transcript into digital
filters [1]. In fact, wavelet multi-scale analysis can be resumed to set of suitable filters,
and the Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) is implemented according to this. There are
several algorithms to compute the DWT in the literature, but the most common and
successful implementations is the multi-resolution analysis scheme proposed by
Mallat’s in 1989 [5]. In the Mallat’s DWT multi-resolution scheme, the signal is
decomposed into multiple approximations and details by successively applying the low
and high-pass filters (𝐿 and 𝐻, respectively) derived from the wavelet function to obtain
a set of approximations and details. At each decomposition level, both approximation
and detail are down sampled by a factor of 2, in order to eliminate redundancy of
information, and is said to be critically sampled. The reconstruction is achieved by
� , which form the so-called
applying the decomposition conjugate filters 𝐿� and 𝐻
Quadrature Mirror Filters (QMFs). The Mallat’s DWT scheme can be extended to two
dimensional (2D) signals by extending also the decomposition scheme to the signal
second dimension (figure 1 (a)), for more detail one may see for instance references
[2][5][6][7].

Fig. 1:In (a) the Mallat’s DWT calculation scheme for a 2-level decomposition (𝑗 = 2);
and in (b) the simplified algorithme à trous
Images can be considered 2D non-stationary signals, and in wavelet-based image
processing it is often useful to establish a direct correlation between image pixels in
adjacent scales. With the critically sampled scheme the spatial correlation is not
straightforward, and sometimes interpolation between pixels may be needed. In order to
bridge this shortcoming, one can recur to an undecimated or redundant wavelet
transform algorithm proposed by Holschneider et al. 1989 named algorithme à trous
[8]. This algorithm is very attractive because is translation-invariant, and correlation
across scales can be performed straightforwardly [1]. The à trous algorithm can be
implemented recurring to the Mallat’s QMFs as proposed by Shensa in 1992, which
conjugates the Mallat’s QMF scheme with the translation invariance of the à trous
algorithm. The input data is decomposed according to the Mallat’s DWT calculation,

however at each decomposition scale the approximation is low and high-pass filtered
with dilated versions of the QMFs. The dilation is achieved by inserting 2𝑗 − 1 zeros
between every filter coefficient, where 𝑗 is the current decomposition scale [9]. There is
also a simplified approach proposed by Bijaoui et al. in 1994, where the successive
approximation 𝐴𝑗 are obtained by successively applying a low-pass filter and the details
𝐷𝑗 are obtained through the subtraction of the successive image approximations (figure
1 b). The original image can be recovered by simply sum the approximation and the
details [10].
In this work we present a comparative study between three of the most relevant waveletbased denoising algorithms and apply them to phantom head Modified Shepp-Logan
medical images. The remainder of the article is organized as follows: in section 3 we
present a brief description of the denoising algorithms; section 4 there are described the
results obtained with each one of the denoising algorithms; and section 5 we present the
conclusion from the present study.

3. DENOISING ALGORITHMS
Xu et al. (1994) have proposed a spatial filter applied to the wavelet transform domain,
permeable to the signal at large scales and spatially selective to the small scale
components. The filter is spatially selective to small scales because only the highfrequency components located near an identified edge are speared from the filtration
process. The algorithm performs the spatial correlation between wavelet adjacent scales
in order to enhance important edge and distinguishing them from the uncorrelated
features like noise. The algorithm can be resumed as follows:
1. Computation of the spatial correlation between adjacent scales (𝑗 and 𝑗 + 1):
𝐶𝑗 (𝑗, 𝑁) = 𝑊(𝑗, 𝑁)𝑊(𝑗 + 1, 𝑁)
(3)
2. Rescaling of the spatial correlation 𝐶𝑗 (𝑗, 𝑁) based on the power of the
correlation and the power of the wavelet coefficients 𝑊(𝑗, 𝑁):
𝑃{𝑊(𝑗, 𝑁)}
𝐶𝑗 (𝑗, 𝑁) = 𝐶𝑗 (𝑗, 𝑁) ∗ �
𝑃�𝐶𝑗 (𝑗, 𝑁)�

(4)

3. Extract all coefficients where |𝐶1 (𝑗, 𝑁)| > |𝑊(𝑗, 𝑁)|;
4. Repeat steps 1 to 3 until 𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟{𝑊(𝑗, 𝑁)} < 𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟{𝑁𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒}
where 𝑁 = 𝑁𝑥 𝑁𝑦 , and 𝑁𝑥 and 𝑁𝑦 are the image dimensions. Edges are identified at any
position where the correlation value is greater than the transform value �𝐶𝑗 (𝑗, 𝑁)� >
|𝑊(𝑗, 𝑁)|. For each position where this condition occurs, the wavelet coefficients and
the correlation values are extracted and new wavelet and correlation matrix are
generated, 𝑊′(𝑗, 𝑁) and 𝐶𝑗 ′(𝑗, 𝑁) respectively. The process is iteratively repeated until
the power of the remaining wavelet coefficients is less than the power of the noise
estimation, 𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟{𝑊(𝑗, 𝑁)} < 𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟{𝑁𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒}, once this condition is met the process
is stopped. By applying each spatial filter to its correspondent original wavelet
coefficients, the relevant coefficients are spared and the other dropped, filtering the
image [11]. In practice, this algorithm was implementedusing the simplified à trous
algorithm. The scaling function was a 𝐵3-spline as proposed in [6], and since the
wavelet transform is a linear transformation, the transform was performed
independently in each dimension.

Mihçak et al. in 1999 proposed a denoising images corrupted with Additive White
Gaussian Noise (AWGN) with known variance (𝜎𝑛2 ). In this method the wavelet
coefficients in each sub-band are modelled as independent identically distributed
random variables with generalized Gaussian distributions. The wavelet coefficients are
assumed to be conditionally independent zero-mean Gaussian random variables, and the
algorithm uses the local structure of the wavelet coefficients to estimate their variances.
The proposed algorithm works in two steps: first a maximum a posteriori estimation of
the variance is computed for each coefficient:
𝜎� 2 (𝑘) = 𝑚𝑎𝑥 �0,

8𝜆
𝐶
�−1 + �1 + 2 � 𝑌� 2 (𝑗)� − 𝜎𝑛2 �
𝐶
4𝜆
𝑗∈𝑁(𝑘)

(5)

where 𝜎� 2 is the estimation of the 𝑘 = [𝑛𝑥 , 𝑛𝑦 ] coefficient variance, 𝑁(𝑘) is the vicinity
of the noisy wavelet sub-band coefficient 𝑌�(𝑘), 𝐶 is the total number of coefficient in
𝑁(𝑘) and 𝜆 is a parameter of an exponential prior marginal distribution of the
2
coefficient variance 𝑓(𝜎 2 ) = 𝜆𝑒 −𝜆𝜎 ; the second step is applying an Minimum Mean
Squared Error-like (MMSE) Estimator to obtain the approximation to the original
� (𝑘):
wavelet coefficient 𝑊
𝜎� 2 (𝑘)
� (𝑘) =
𝑊
𝑌(𝑘)
(6)
𝜎� 2 (𝑘) + 𝜎𝑛2
The addition of 𝜎� 2 (𝑘) to the MMSE Estimator in equation 6 was an attempted to model
the stochastic nature of noise. For more detail see reference [12].
Chang et al. in 2000 as proposed an adaptive thresholding method to perform image
denoising. In their methodology the wavelet coefficient were modelled as Generalized
Gaussian Distributions (GGD) with unknown variance corrupted by AWGN. In their
previous work, they have found that a good approximation for the optimal softthresholding of GGD image is given by 𝑇𝐵 = 𝜎𝑛2 /𝜎𝑓 , where 𝜎𝑛2 is the noise variance and
𝜎𝑓 the signal standard deviation. In order to achieve spatially adaptability, each wavelet
coefficient was modelled as a random variable with unknown variance, and the variance
was estimated through a context window over the global coefficients histogram [13].
The estimate of the variance for a given pixel 𝑘 is given by:
𝜎� 2 (𝑘) = 𝑚𝑎𝑥 �0,

1
� 𝑌� 2 (𝑗) − 𝜎𝑛2 �
2𝐿 + 1
𝑗∈𝐵(𝑘)

(7)

where 𝐵(𝑘) is the set of point (2𝐿) which fall within the near context given by the
global coefficients histogram and 𝐿 is the number of near points considered in the
analysis. The variance estimate of equation 7 is then used to calculate the threshold for
each coefficient is given by equation 8:
𝜎𝑛2
𝑇𝐵 (𝑘) =
(8)
𝜎�(𝑘)
The practical implantation of the two aforementioned works followed the wavelet
decomposition schemes proposed in [12] and [13], respectively.

4. RESULTS
The test images used in this comparative study where phantom head Modified SheppLogan images with 256 × 256 pixels generated by the phantom function provided by

the MATLAB software (for the Modified Shepp-Logan image description see [14]). The
images were corrupted by Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) noise with different
standard deviations, more precisely 𝜎𝑛 = [10, 15, 20, 30]. The four different noise
corrupted images where stored and each denoising procedure was applied independently
to each one of them. All the test where run in a PC with a processor Intel Core i7 of
3.40GHz and with 8Gb of RAM memory.

Fig. 2: Difference between original and corrupted images with AWGN of 𝜎𝑛 = 20: in
(a) the denoising algorithm by Xu et al.; in (b) the method proposed by Mihçak et al.;
and in (c) and (d) the Chang et al. in the redundant and critical schemes
Figure 2 shows the results for 𝜎𝑛 = 20 for each one of the denoising procedures, and
from the results obtained the methodologies that performed better in removing noise
were the ones proposed by Mihçak et al. and Xu et al.. The Xu et al. has the advantages
of removing more noise and keep more high-frequency information near great grey
scale variations. However, both algorithms heavily smooth the image near small grey
scale transitions causing a great loss of information near the ventricle area, figure 2 (a)
and (b). In contrast, whereas in the redundant or in the critically sampled scheme, the
algorithm proposed by Chang et al. there is almost no information loss in the ventricle
area (figure 2 (c) and (d)). As stressed in [13], the results have shown that with the
redundant scheme one obtain better results than with the critical scheme. In fact, the
images produced by the redundant scheme may be the ones more suitable for further
segmentation. Nevertheless, it adds a small ring artifact in both sides of the phantom
skull. Its counterpart adds artifacts that distort the geometry of the skull (figure 2 (d)).
The addition of such artifacts makes it not appropriate for practical purposes. The
procedure proposed by Chang et al. also has the drawback of its computational
complexity, especially in the redundant scheme. The average computation times are
2,57 × 104 seconds and 5,81 × 102 for the redundant and critical sampled procedures
respectively.
The computational complexity of the scheme proposed by Mihçak et al. has an average
time of 5,59 seconds, and as stated in [12], it provides similar results relative to other
comparable procedures in the literature. For completion, the average computational time
of the Xu et al. algorithm implementation has 2,07 × 102 seconds.
5. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we have presented a preliminary comparative study of three of the most
relevant denoising methodologies based on the Wavelet Transform. We have applied
them to Modified Shepp-Logan images, widely used as phantom images of the head in
Computed Tomography reconstruction studies. The denoising algorithms considered the

present work were compared given the difference images obtained by subtracting the
original image to the noisy images. Based on the results obtained, all methodologies
have similar denoising capabilities, however the best methodology given the average
computation time, noise removal and edge preservation capabilities is the one proposed
by Xu et al.. It has also the advantage of not being developed for a specific type of noise
(AWGN), and thus may be more useful in a broader spectrum of practical situations.
This methodology has the main disadvantages of smoothing intermediate transitions,
and is also highly dependent on the noise power estimation in each decomposition scale.
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A FLUID STRUCTURE INTERACTION MODEL OF NATIVE AORTIC
VALVE WITH PHYSIOLOGIC BLOOD PRESSURE AND TISSUE
PROPERTIES
Gil Marom1, Hee-Sun Kim2, Rami Haj-Ali3, Ehud Raanani4, Hans-Joachim
Schäfers5 and Moshe Rosenfeld6

1. ABSTRACT
The kinematics and dynamics of the aortic valve (AV) are highly dependent on the
combined mechanical properties of the valve and the aortic root (AR), as well as the
blood flow. Previous numerical models of physiological AV and AR, that included
coaptation under the full cardiac cycle, ignored the influence of the blood flow
(performing “dry” simulations). This study presents a full fluid-structure interaction
(FSI) model of healthy porcine AV and AR. The FSI simulations are based on coupled
structural and fluid dynamics solvers that allow accurate modelling of the pressure load
on both the AR and the leaflets. The partitioned solver has non-conformal meshes and
the flow is modelled employing the Eulerian approach. The leaflet tissue model
recognizes the hyperelastic collagen fibre network embedded in the elastin matrix. The
tissues of aortic sinuses are also deformable and have hyperelastic behaviour. The
coaptation is modelled with master-slave contact algorithm. A full cardiac cycle is
modelled by imposing physiological blood pressure at the upstream and downstream
boundaries. The kinematics of the AV is compared with previously published
measurements of porcine AV in a pulsatile loop. Detailed analysis of the resulting flow
field and stress distribution, as well as derived geometric quantities (such as coaptation
details) allow realistic simulations and improved the comprehension of the kinematics
and dynamics of AV.

2. INTRODUCTION
The kinematics and dynamics of the aortic valve are highly dependent on the combined
mechanical properties of the valve and the aortic root, as well as the blood flow. Still,
most of the existing numerical models of both physiological and prosthetic aortic valves
were structure-only simulations [1,2]. Specifically, previous numerical models of
physiologic aortic valve and root, that included coaptation under the full cardiac cycle,
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ignored the influence of the blood flow. The first fluid-structure interaction (FSI)
models of the aortic valve were primarily concerned with predicting the flow across
prosthetic mechanical valves with rigid leaflets, in both two-dimensional [3] and threedimensional [4] models. Several FSI simulations of flexible valves have been also
conducted. Numerical instabilities, however, led to the use of unrealistically small
Reynolds numbers [5] or non-physiologic blood pressure [6] and the use of inadequate
mesh resolution [7]. Although coaptation during the diastolic phase affects valve
durability and function [8], most of the existing studies avoid simulating the coaptation
of flexible leaflets in a compliant root using FSI models [9]. The only study that did
investigate the coaptation using FSI models considered only the end-closing phase and
assumed isotropic and linear elastic leaflets [10]. The aim of the present study is to
present a full FSI model of healthy porcine aortic valve and root with physiologic blood
pressure and tissues properties.

3. METHODS
A three-dimensional (3D) geometry of a porcine aortic valve and root was reconstructed
using dimensions and geometric relationships similar to those suggested by Thubrikar
[8]. Figure 1 illustrates a proposed aortic valve base geometry with dimensions that are
scaled with respect to the annulus diameter (dAA). The leaflets and the root were
assumed to have separate but tied geometries; the leaflets moved with the root at their
joint boundaries. Two straight rigid tubes were added upstream and downstream,
respectively, to move the flow boundary conditions away from the regions of interest.

Figure 1 A schematic view of the aortic valve healthy model showing the compliant region and
the added rigid tubes.

The structural solver employed an implicit nonlinear dynamic analysis with an implicit
direct displacement-based finite element method. The Collagen Fibre Network (CFN)
material model [11] was employed for the leaflets tissues. The CFN model explicitly
recognizes the collagen fibres and elastin matrix using different layers of elements. The
hyperelastic behaviour of the two materials and the radii of the fibres in various regions
of the leaflet were calibrated to published experimental stress-strain curves from porcine
aortic valve [12]. The tissue of the aortic root was assumed to be isotropic and

hyperelastic based on available experimental data of porcine aortic sinuses [13]. A
master-slave contact algorithm was employed between the leaflets. The mesh of the
structural part has more than 14,000 elements, which was found to be adequate
following a mesh refinement study [10].
The flow was assumed to be laminar and the blood to be Newtonian and isothermal. To
improve the convergence of the FSI model, the blood was assumed to be slightly
compressible. A finite volume method was employed for solving the unsteady 3D
Navier-Stokes and mass conservation equations using the Eulerian approach with a
Cartesian mesh. Physiologic time dependent pressures were employed at the upstream
and downstream boundaries, representing the pressures at the left ventricle and the
ascending aorta, respectively, as shown in Figure 2. The flow domain was discretized
with a mesh of approximately 700,000 elements following a mesh refinement study
[10]. The mesh was dynamically adapted in the vicinity of the walls, including near the
moving leaflets and the compliant root. The implicit flow solver used a spatially second
order upwind scheme as well as a second order temporal discretization.

Figure 2 The aortic and left ventricle pressure as a function of time.

The FSI model was solved by a partitioned solver with non-conformal meshes, which
facilitated large structural motion through the fluid domain and simplified the
introduction of contact. The sequential two-way coupling process exchanged the
structure displacement and velocities, and the calculated traction load (including the
fluid pressure and shear) between the solvers. The structural problem was solved by
Abaqus 6.10 (Dassault Systems, Simulia Corp., Providence, RI, USA) finite element
software, while FlowVision HPC 3.08 (Capvidia NV, Leuven, Belgium) was the flow
solver. FlowVision Multi-Physics manager (Capvidia NV, Leuven, Belgium) managed
the coupling of the two codes.

4. RESULTS
Figure 3 presents the flow field and stress distribution at five different instants (starting
from the beginning of the opening). For each time, the blood pressure distribution and
the velocity vectors on a symmetry plane (radius of 5mm), similar to the
Echocardiography measurement plane, are shown (second column) together with the
maximum principal stress contours on the deformed valve and root in a cross section
view (third column). The collagen fibres can also be clearly seen in the third column

since they are much stiffer than the elastin and have higher stress than their
surroundings. The plots of t=30ms represent the beginning of the opening phase when
the pressure in the ventricle is only slightly larger than the pressure in the aorta and the
large flow velocity from the ventricle opens the valve. Later in the opening phase
(t=70ms) the larger pressure difference on the belly region keeps on the opening. This
type of opening, that starts from the belly region and carry on to the coapting region, is
very dependent on the locations and directions of the fibres and on the mechanical
properties of the elastin and the collagen. At the same time, a contact between the
leaflets is found near the commissures. These regions are in contact throughout the
systolic phase. At the end of the systolic phase (t=160ms) the direction of the flow starts
to reverse and a low velocity regions are found in the sinuses. During the systolic phase
the pressure difference is almost zero. At the closing phase (t=220ms) the large pressure
difference on the leaflets closes the valve and the flow direction is from the aorta to the
left ventricle. During the closing phase, the contact region starts from the commissures
to the centre of the leaflets. The valve is fully closed by (t=270ms) when the coaptation
between the leaflets can be clearly seen in the 2D section. The large pressure difference
between the two sides of the valve (approximately 100mmHg) leads to the creation of
larger stress in the belly region and near the commissures relative the stress in the
coapting region. A possible explanation is the negligible pressure difference in this
region.

5. CONCLUSIONS
A 3D FSI model of natural aortic valve with compliant root, physiological blood
pressure and realistic material properties has been developed. The model includes the
opening, systolic, closing and diastolic phases of the cardiac cycle. This model allows,
for the first time, to model accurately the aortic valve kinematics and dynamics in
realistic conditions. The results show that a correct contact modelling is needed even in
the systolic phase. The tissue model, that accounts for the hyperelasticity and the local
directions of the collagen, has a major effect on the opening and closing kinematics.
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Figure 3 The flow field and stress distribution at three different instances
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MECHANICAL BAHAVIOR OF DIFFERENT NICKEL-TITANIUM
ROTARY ENDODONTIC INSTRUMENTS BY FINITE ELEMENT
ANALYSIS
L.A. Santos1, M.G.A. Bahia2, E.B.L. Casas3 and V.T.L. Buono4

1. ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the flexibility and torsional strength of
different NiTi rotary endodontic instruments by using a finite element approach and
compare the numerical results with the experimental ones. Two commercially available
files were analyzed, ProTaper F1 and Mtwo. An accurate geometric model was created
for each instrument by micro-CT scanning and the nonlinear mechanical behavior of
NiTi was considered for the constitutive model. The boundary conditions were selected
according to specification ISO 3630-1 for flexibility and torsional experimental tests
and the simulations performed in ABAQUS 6.9-1. The calculated results were
compared with the experiment in order to validate the simulations. The results showed
smaller stress levels for the Mtwo instrument when simulated under bending conditions
and, consequently, higher flexibility. On the other hand, the Mtwo instrument presented
a higher tendency to fracture in torsional conditions when compared to ProTaper F1
instrument. The good fitting among the simulated and experimental results shows that
numerical methods may be helpful to understand the mechanical behavior of these
instruments during the root canal preparation.

2. INTRODUCTION
In recent decades nickel-titanium (NiTi) rotary endodontic instruments have gained
increasing popularity over stainless steel files in the endodontic field. Mainly due to the
superelastic behavior of the NiTi alloys, these files present a higher flexibility and better
preserve the root canal shape, with less canal aberrations (1). This superelastic behavior
is explained by a solid-solid phase transformation between two different
crystallographic structures, austenite and martensite, allowing the material to undergo
high reversible deformations.
Despite these advantages, fracture of NiTi files remains a concern in clinical practices.
The failure of these instruments may occur by torsional overloading or flexural fatigue
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during the root canal preparation. Torsional failure occurs when the tip of the instrument
is locked in the canal while the shaft continues to rotate (2). Failure by torsional
overload was reported as the most common cause of separation of rotary NiTi
instruments (6). Flexural fatigue failure takes place when the instrument rotates inside a
curved canal and is subjected to an excessive number of tensile-compressive strain
cycles in the region of maximum canal curvature (3, 4).The mechanical behavior of the
NiTi files is affected by a variety of factors, such as size, taper, design, alloy chemical
composition and thermomechanical processing (5, 6). It has also been suggested that the
cross-sectional diameter and shape of the instruments affect the stress distribution
pattern and thus their torsional and banding behavior (7).
Studying the mechanical behavior of the NiTi instruments by finite element analysis is
an alternative to assess some aspects which are difficult to obtain in laboratory tests, as
the stress distribution. The major focus on NiTi instruments has been the experimental
evaluation of their behavior (8) and the reduced number of studies (8, 9) using a
numerical approach to evaluate the performance of these instruments does not compare
directly numerical and experimental results to confirm the reliability of their obtained
results. The aim of this study was to evaluate how the geometric and dimensional
differences of two commercially available NiTi instruments, ProTaper F1 and Mtwo,
affect their flexibility and torsional strength and compare the numerical results obtained
to the experimental ones to validate the models.

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS
Two commercially available NiTi rotary instruments with different cross-sectional
shapes were selected for this study: ProTaper finisher file F1 (Dentsply Maillefer
Instruments, Ballaigues, Switzerland) and Mtwo (VDM, Munich, Germany) of size 25,
.06 taper.
3.1 Experimental tests
One group (n = 12) of each type, F1 and Mtwo, were tested for bending resistance
according to specification ISO 3630-1 (10). The apparatus and test conditions were
similar to that described in the specification, with the instrument fixed at 3 mm from de
tip and then bent by 45° with respect to its long axis while the bending moment was
recorded. Another group (n = 12) of each type were tested in torsion until fracture,
based on ISO 3630-1 (10), using a torsion machine (AN8050, Analogica, Belo
Horizonte, MG, Brazil). For this test, the instruments were also fixed 3 mm from the tip
and the shaft’s end was clamped and connected to a reversible geared motor.
Continuous recording of torque and angular deflection was provided by a specifically
designed computer program (MicroTorque, Analogica).
3.2 Computational analyses
The computational analyses were performed using the commercial code ABAQUS 6.91/Standard (SIMULIA, Providence, RI, USA).The geometries of the instruments were
obtained using a micro-CT scanner and de images were further processed using Mimics
to obtain the 3D models (Fig. 1). The superelastic behavior of the NiTi alloys is
described by means of a user-defined subroutine implemented in ABAQUS. The

parameters necessaries to use this subroutine and then define the material are exhibited
in Fig. 1 and were derived from the experimental stress-strain curves also shown in Fig.
1. Since the subroutine used is not able to describe the plastic behavior of martensite, in
this study the numerical results were considered reliable only when stress and strain
values were lower than this regime.
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Figure 1. Geometrical models for the ProTaper F1 and Mtwo instruments and parameters used to define
the material for the instruments base on stress-strain experimental curves.

The file models were meshed in ABAQUS using ten-noded quadratic tetrahedral
elements (C3D10M). The final model of the ProTaper F1 instruments consisted of
51184 elements and the Mtwo consisted of 24826 elements. The mechanical behavior of
the instruments was analyzed by using boundary conditions based on specification ISO
3630-1, described previously. Fig. 2 shows the boundary conditions used for bending
and torsion simulations. In the torsion simulation, the instruments were rotated until
80°, since the subroutine is not able to predict the behavior until fracture.

Figure 2. Finite element mesh with boundary conditions (F1 case).

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1 Flexibility
The stress distribution in the files under 45° bending tests are shown in Fig. 3. A
maximum von Mises stress of 1197 MPa was found for the ProTaper F1 instrument
while the maximum von Mises stress for the Mtwo instrument was 980 MPa.

a)

b)

Figure 3. Stress distribution under 45° bending test: a) ProTaper F1 and b) Mtwo.

The simulated moment required to deflect the F1 files until 45° was greater than the
moment measured to deflect Mtwo (Fig. 4). These results match with the experimental
ones as shown in Fig. 4, where bending moment curves resulted from simulation are
compared with the experimental average curves with standard error bars.
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Figure 4. Numerical bending moment compared with the experimental one: a) ProTaper F1 and b) Mtwo.

The flexibility of endodontic instruments depends on their metallurgic properties and
their geometric shape and size. Once the metallurgic properties used for the simulation
are the same for both instruments, the differences in flexibility observed here between

F1 and Mtwo were directly related to the variations these instruments exhibited in their
geometry. It is know that the flexibility is inversely proportional to the moment of
inertia of the material, which can explain higher flexibility found for the Mtwo
instrument. The mechanical behavior simulated for the instruments is in accordance
with the bending experimental results, indicating the reliability of the numerical model.
4.2 Torsional strength
The stress distribution in the files under simulated 80° torsion tests are shown in Fig. 5,
with respective cross sections. The maximum calculated von Mises stress for F1 was
1609 MPa and for Mtwo was 1510 MPa.
a)

b)

Figure 5. Stress distribution under 80° torsion test: a) ProTaper F1 with maximum stress 3,52 mm from
the tip and b) Mtwo with maximum stress 3,40 mm from the tip.

The torque necessary to rotate the F1 file until 80° was greater than the torque measured
for the Mtwo instrument. The calculated torque curves are compared to the
experimental average ones with their standard error bars in Fig. 6.
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Figure 6. Numerical torque compared with the experimental one: a) ProTaper F1 and b) Mtwo.

Despite the proximity in terms of stress distribution pattern found for both instruments,
the results still show a considerable difference between the values of torque necessary to
rotate the instruments. The torque strength is proportional to the polar moment of
inertia, explaining the higher strength found for the F1 instrument in comparison to the
Mtwo. The difference of behavior observed between calculated and experimental curves

for Mtwo is explained by the high dispersion found in the experimental results and the
fact that after 40° of rotation the instrument already starts to undergo plastic
deformation. Thus, the simulated results after this point are not reliable as discussed
previously.
6. CONCLUSIONS
The flexibility and torsional strength of ProTaper F1 and Mtwo rotary instruments were
assessed by finite element analyses and compared to experimental results following the
specification ISO 3630-1. Based on the results obtained, it was concluded that the
geometric differences between the two types of instruments defined the higher
flexibility of the Mtwo instrument. Nevertheless, for the same reason, the torsional
strength of the Mtwo instrument was lower than the F1 strength. The comparison
among the simulated results and experimental ones reached a good accordance, with the
both approaches indicating the same mechanical behavior of the instruments, meaning
that this finite element model can be employed to study the endodontic instruments.
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MECHANICAL EFFECT ON METABOLIC TRANSPORT AND CELL
VIABILITY IN THE INTERVERTEBRAL DISC
A. Malandrino1, J. Noailly2 and D. Lacroix2,3

1. ABSTRACT
The degeneration process in the intervertebral disc (IVD) is linked to progressive cell
death and to mechanical factors. Therefore, the inclusion of cell viability criteria
coupled with disc mechanics in a computational model would enable to get a better
understanding of the degeneration process in IVD.
A recently developed finite element (FE) model of the L4-L5 IVD based on
poromechanics and IVD metabolism (Malandrino et al., 2011) was modified to include
an exponential decay of cells over time below critical glucose and pH levels. The
implementation was verified against in vitro literature data on cell viability. Viability
criteria were used in the IVD model where diffusions of glucose, oxygen and lactate
accounted for predicted porosity and volume changes. Subtissue-specific mechanical
properties and cell concentrations were modelled. Daily compressive phases (standing
and resting) were applied. Metabolite boundary concentrations were reduced at the
endplates to induce critical conditions within the IVD. Solutions with and without
mechanical coupling were compared.
Critical glucose rather than pH levels were relevant to cell viability far away from the
solute supply. Deformation couplings increased glucose in the disc centre so that cells
stopped dying up to 10 hours earlier over two days simulated when mechanical
deformations were considered. These results can help in the understanding of coupled
mechanical and biological factors. If metabolite supply is disturbed, as it could happen
during endplate calcification or circulatory diseases, a local accelerated cell death in the
disc centre may occur in absence of tissue compliance. This study highlights the need to
restore both nutritional and mechanical factors in order to favour cell viability along
regenerative treatments.

2. INTRODUCTION
The study of cell death within the intervertebral disc (IVD) enables to understand better
the process of disc degeneration. Recently, a model simulating the coupling between
mechanical loading and the transport of metabolites has shown the effect of mechanics
on transport (Malandrino et al., 2011). However, modelling the link between
solute/metabolism concentrations and cell activity is still an open issue. In the literature
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it has been shown how the effect of acidic pH (due to lactate accumulation) can be
detrimental to cell viability (Shirazi-Adl et al., 2010; Horner and Urban, 2001). Also,
glucose has been underlined as the most relevant nutrient affecting cell viability: Horner
and Urban (2001) have found that cell concentration in a diffusion chamber decayed
exponentially over time below critical glucose concentration and pH values.
Accordingly, cell viability criteria in a metabolic transport IVD FE model have been
introduced (Shirazi-Adl et al., 2010; Jackson et al., 2011; Galbusera et al., 2011).
However, the effect of mechanical loading over time has not been considered for a
realistic geometrical 3D model. Thus, our aim was to close this gap and determine
whether tissue deformation effects on metabolic transport would affect cell death within
the IVD.

3. METHODS
A coupled IVD FE mechano-transport model (Malandrino et al., 2011) was used. This
model, in particular, included a system of inter-related and in-vitro-derived (Bibby et
al., 2005) metabolic reactions:
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specifically to each IVD subtissue (Malandrino et al., 2011). Such model was modified
to include pH- and glucose-dependent cell viability criteria. Cell viability was
over time, depending on the glucose and
considered by modifying the cell density
pH levels predicted. Based on the experimental results of Horner and Urban (2001), cell
death rates were represented by exponential functions of the type:
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where the death rate constants are i = 9.28×10−6 s-1 for i = glucose and i = 3.43×10−6 s-1
for i = pH. The exponential decays were assumed to start when glucose and pH felt below
two critical values.
Such “threshold” values that initiated cell death were adjusted to reproduce realistically
the temporal and spatial in vitro viability curves as a function of cell density determined
in the above-cited experiment (Horner and Urban, 2001): A 26 mm width diffusion
chamber - filled with cells embedded in 1% agarose gel - was simulated according to
experimental tests on bovine nucleus cell viability (Horner and Urban, 2001). Oxygen,
lactate and glucose diffusivities accounted for gel porosity. Only half of a thin slice was
reproduced due to chamber geometry. Initial conditions were applied throughout the
chamber for the three metabolites to reproduce the experiment: an initial pH of 7.4 (i.e.

an initial nil lactate concentration), an initial oxygen pressure of 21 kPa, and an initial
glucose concentration of 5 mM. During simulation, such values were maintained only at
the boundary since nutrient concentrations were maintained in the medium along the
experiment (Horner and Urban, 2001).
By using the fully coupled IVD model (Malandrino et al., 2011), two days of daily
compression (16h standing and 8h resting) was considered. Metabolite concentrations at
the disc boundaries corresponded (i) to a normal blood supply (NBS) or (ii) were
reduced by 50% of such reference values (RBS). Cell densities were updated at each
integration point by considering the exponential decays as well as the volume changes
when mechanical deformations were coupled. A preconditioning of 2-days for
metabolite diffusion was applied prior to consider mechanical coupling and viability.
Solutions obtained with or without mechanical couplings were compared. The generalpurpose ABAQUS (6.9) FE software was used for all simulations.

4. RESULTS
In Fig. 1, viability profiles predicted by the model are shown in comparison to the
reference experiment (Horner and Urban, 2001), for different initial cell densities, at
two time lapses (3 and 6 days of culture). In terms of viable distance at which cells
started to die, there was a good agreement of the computed cell viability profiles against
literature data. However, the shapes of viability curves matched better the experimental
ones at day 6, especially at higher initial densities. The adjusted threshold critical values
of glucose and pH were respectively 0.5 and 6.8.

Figure 1: Viability profiles in the simulated half-slice of the chamber and their comparison with
experimental results (Horner and Urban, 2001), for different cell density (in millions cells/mL).
Numerical results from FEM computed and compared at day 3 (left) at day 6 (right).

For the IVD model, NBS condition maintained glucose and pH levels above the critical
ones. In case of RBS (Fig. 2), cells started to die in the IVD centre, since critical
glucose concentrations were reached. Deformation couplings increased glucose
concentration and therefore cell viability. As a consequence, cells stopped dying about
10 hours earlier when mechanical deformations were considered. Also, it was possible
to compare the spatial distributions of cell death rate at the end of the simulated period
with or without mechanical couplings (Fig. 3). The most evident change occurred in the
central disc area, where mechanical deformations increased the glucose concentrations
and where cell viability was therefore higher. However, mechanical couplings also
decreased cell viability in the anterior inner annulus fibrosus due to the prevalence of a
strain-dependent effect that reduced the diffusivity in this area.

Figure 2: RBS case: Glucose and viability in the IVD centre with and without mechanical coupling. The
first 48 hours refer to preconditioning.

Figure 3: Distributions of the cell viability exponentials exp(-glucoset) (fraction of surviving cell density)
computed at the end of the 16-hour creep of the second day simulated, with (left) and without (right)
poromechanical coupling, and for healthy (top) and degenerated (bottom) IVD properties.

5. DISCUSSION
The metabolites transport model was capable to reproduce the experimental results in
terms of viability profiles, when criteria for cell death were implemented. The critical
values for glucose and pH were based on calibration of cell viability profiles against
experimental results of Horner and Urban (2001). With the assumptions made in the

present study, such values were phenomenological and depended on factors such as
diffusivities of solutes in agarose, and fitted exponential decays over time. Although the
critical values for glucose and pH are in the range that emerges from the in vitro studies
(Bibby and Urban, 2004) and other computational investigations (Sirazi-Adl et al.,
2010), other phenomena, such as oxygen-dependent cell death, cell proliferation and
migration could eventually be considered in the future, to explain the differences
between in vitro cell viability profiles and results from our phenomenological model.
By implementing such criteria in the whole-IVD FE model the effect of biphasic
mechanics coupled with diffusion and transient responses of external loads on cell
viability were studied. In the central nucleus, the delay predicted for cell death due to
mechanical effect that increases glucose concentration (Fig. 2) seems a general effect:
We believe that this does not depend from little variations around the critical glucose
value that we obtained in our calibration - 0.5 mM -, which is a realistic value when
compared to the in vitro results of Horner and Urban (2001). Long-term steady-state
deformations have been indicated either as a possible enhancement for nutritional
processes, due to shortening of transport routes (Malandrino et al., 2011; Galbusera et
al., 2011) or as detrimental for cell viability in other recent metabolic-coupled IVD FE
studies (Jackson et al., 2011). Although loads were applied statically over 16 h in our
study, transient mechanical dependency of the cell viability could occur, for instance
due to strain-dependent diffusivity and shortening of diffusion distances in an organ of
non-negligible dimensions. Our methodology was able to model such phenomena,
which are most likely physiologically relevant.
Moreover, our study also predicted locally cell viability based on a spatial and temporal
variations of porosities, volume changes and metabolism-related nutrient
concentrations: In the inner annulus fibrosus, due to the combination of all these factors,
cell viability was affected negatively by mechanical loads. This points out on the
importance of realistic geometrical models and regional material parameters to increase
the ability of the models in predicting local features which could be missed otherwise.
However, the mechanical effect considered here and in other FE studies (Malandrino et
al., 2011; Galbusera et al., 2011; Jackson et al., 2011) did not address the issue of
chemical signals (e.g. inflammatory factors) which could arise due to sustained loads
and that could explain the detrimental effect of sustained loads on in vitro cell cultures
(Miyamoto et al., 2006). Thus, future studies should integrate such concerns towards a
more comprehensive understanding of mechanobiological phenomena within the IVD.
In conclusion, deformability of healthy IVDs was found to be positive for the
maintaining of cell viability in the disc centre. Moreover, in degenerated discs cell death
acceleration may occur due to the loss of compliance that hinders proper metabolic
transport. Our novel mechanobiological study of the intervertebral disc points out on the
restoration of mechanical properties as a potentially beneficial regenerative treatment
for cells in those cases where a reduced nutritional balance at the disc boundaries can
occur.
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EVALUATION OF FEMORAL COMPONENT MICROMOTION
AFTER TOTAL KNEE ARTHROPLASTY: AN EXPERIMENTAL
STUDY
N. Conlisk1, P. Pankaj2 and C.R. Howie3

1. ABSTRACT
Orthopaedic surgeons use stems in revision knee surgery to obtain stability when
damaged metaphyseal bone is encountered, however no consensus exists regarding stem
size or method of fixation. This in-vitro study investigated the influence of different
stem lengths and types of fixation on the pattern and level of micromotion at a range of
flexion angles. Micromotions were found to increase with flexion angle, indicating that
laboratory testing in extension is insufficient. Stemmed implants reduced micromotions
in comparison to stemless for uncemented cases. Cemented implant micromotions were
found to reduce to 1/3 of their equivalent uncemented levels. This study suggests that
the use of stems in revision knee surgery may not be necessary for cemented implants
when the metaphyseal bone is intact.

2. INTRODUCTION
Revision knee arthroplasty is predicted to increase worldwide [1]. There is a general
consensus among orthopaedic surgeons that stemmed tibial and femoral components are
required to obtain initial mechanical stability when there is deficient metaphyseal bone.
However little to no consensus exists regarding the appropriate selection of stem size,
length or method of fixation. Surgeons choose between cemented fixation, cementless
fixation and “hybrid” fixation of a cementless stem coupled with a cemented
metaphyseal component. All of these methods have theoretical advantages and
disadvantages. All have their proponents in the orthopaedic community. A recent
review of the current literature of long-term clinical outcomes did not demonstrate
sufficient evidence to recommend one method over the other [2].
Extensive literature exists on biomechanical testing of the tibia, in contrast relatively
few studies have been conducted on the distal femur [3-7]. Studies which have focused
on the distal femur have often been limited to loading in extension [3, 7]. Work carried
out by Wackerhagen et al. [4] investigated femoral component micromotion through the
use of a custom built dynamic knee rig capable of a range of flexion angles from 0°-90°.
Later work by Cristofolini et al. [5,6] employed a modified knee wear simulator to
investigate the long term loosening behaviour of both cobalt chromium and ceramic
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primary knee implants with loading based on ISO 14243-1 and ISO 14243-3 testing
regimes. However, in these studies micromotions of the femoral component along only
a few degrees of freedom (typically anterior-posterior translation and rotation in the
sagittal plane) were recorded at the bone-implant interface. Implant types investigated in
these studies were limited to primary stemless prostheses. The aim of this laboratory
study was to investigate the influence that different lengths of stem have on the overall
pattern and level of motions at a range of flexion angles for cemented or uncemented
total knee prostheses.

3. METHOD
The study aimed to record all three translations and three rotations of the implant with
respect to the bone. Previous studies on femoral component micromotion have generally
been limited to measurements along 1-3 degrees of freedom [4-7].
A custom test rig was developed based on concepts similar to those employed by
experimental studies on hip implant migration [8, 9]. It comprised of two main
structures as shown in Fig.1: the sensor housing attached to the bone and the target
frame attached to the implant. Six differential variable reluctance transducers (DVRTs;
Microstrain Inc, USA) were attached to the sensor housing in the following arrangement
(Fig.1): DVRT 3, 4 and 5 were positioned to record displacement in the distal/proximal
(z) direction; DVRT 1 and 6 in the anterior/posterior (y) direction; and DVRT 2 in the
medial/lateral (x) direction. The target frame consisted of three large spheres attached to
a stiff frame; sphere A was offset in the posterior-lateral direction, sphere C in the
posterior-medial direction and sphere B in the anterior direction relative to the implant
reference point as shown in Fig.1c. These spheres acted as “targets” for each of the
DVRT sensors and were attached rigidly to the target frame which in turn was
connected to the implant through two adjustable wedges machined to provide an
interference fit between the frame and the tool grooves of the implant. Once the target
frame was fixed to the implant, the sensor housing was then positioned as close to the
distal surface as possible and was secured through the use of 3 adjustable screws. Fine
adjustment of the DVRTs was then carried out to ensure the flat surface of each sensor
was orthogonal to and in direct contact with one of the three target spheres.
This study used fourth generation composite femurs (Sawbones, Pacific Research
Laboratories, Vashon, WA, USA). This human bone analogue has been widely used to
assess stability of stemmed femoral components used in total hip arthroplasty [10-11].
A number of studies have shown the composite femur to be a suitable substitute that
replicates the strength and material properties of bone adequately while permitting
higher levels of repeatability than their biological equivalent for smaller sample sizes
due to the standardized nature of their geometry [e.g. 12]. Three different femoral
components were investigated in this study; a posterior stabilising (PS), a total
stabilising (TS) implant with short stem (12x50mm) and a TS implant with long offset
stem (19x150mm stem with 4mm lateral offset), all from the Stryker (UK) Triathlon
series. Due to the design of the implant system used in this study and geometry of the
composite bone a 4mm lateral offset was necessary to allow the long stemmed implant
to be implanted into the femoral canal, as is often the case clinically.
Tests were divided into two main groups. The first group consisted of all components
implanted into the femur without cement. In the second group (cemented) PS implants
were cemented at the metaphysis. TS short stemmed implants were cemented both
distally and up past the stem to the cement restrictor (Hardinge, Depuy). Long stemmed

TS implants employed a “hybrid” cementing technique, with cement on the metaphysis
only. All femoral component implantation and cementing was carried out by a qualified
and experienced orthopaedic surgeon in accordance with each implant’s surgical
protocol using the appropriate cutting guides and instrumentation (Triathlon TS, System
5, Stryker, UK).

Figure 1: a) 3D schematic drawing of the micromotion measurement setup; b) photograph
of the lab setup showing sensor rig directions; and c) schematic drawing of sensor
arrangement and reference point used for coordinate transformations.

The bone was secured in a custom holder which permitted variation in bone orientation
from 0° to 90°. Once fixed at the desired angle a cyclical load was applied through a
tibial component using a Zwick/Roell testing machine. Loading was based on three
peaks 728.5N, 1186N and 1643N corresponding to 0°, 10° and 20° flexion during the
stance phase of gait from a normal walking cycle [13] for an assumed body weight of
775N. During the test the load was applied at a constant rate of 42N/s up to the
maximum indicated for each step, the maximum load was applied for 10 seconds after
which it was reduced back to a reference load of 20N (to maintain contact) for a further
10 seconds. Each test consisted of 40 cycles at each of the three flexion angles
investigated. Previous studies have shown that micromotion of uncemented implants
can be detected with relatively few cycles [14]. Data acquisition was carried out using a
National Instruments DAQpad-6070E (National Instruments, Austin, TX) and virtual
instrumentation software LabView 7.0 (National Instruments, Austin, TX). For each test
the signal was logged at a rate of 10 samples per second. This signal was then converted
from voltage to microns using each individual DVRT sensors’ calibration curves and
filtered using a 3rd order Butterworth filter to reduce noise. This gave a displacement

curve for each sensor which varied over time corresponding to the loading and
unloading of the femoral component. A custom program was developed in LabView
that extracted the amplitude of each sensor’s displacement curve at 1 cycle intervals
over the whole 40 cycles, this gave the values of inducible displacement due to loading
for each sensor over the test period.
Coordinate transformation theory for small angles [8] was then applied to allow the
displacements (u, v, w) and rotations (θx, θy, θz) of the femoral component relative to
the bone (or micromotions) to be determined for a fixed reference point (Fig. 1). If Uc,
Vc and Wc are the displacements measured by DVRT 2, DVRT 1 and DVRT 3
respectively; Va and Wa are the displacements measured by DVRT 6 and DVRT 5
respectively; and Wb is the displacement measured by DVRT 4 then it can be shown that
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The terms Ax, Ay, By, Cx, Cy represent the distance each target sphere is offset from the
reference point as shown in Fig. 1c. Equation 1 can be simplified to give the required
translational micromotions (u, v, w) and rotational micromotions (θx, θy, θz).

4. RESULT
Mean translational and rotational micromotions for the cases considered are shown in
Fig. 2. It can be observed that all translational micromotions generally increase with
flexion angle. If we examine the individual components of motion we can see that the
largest translational micromotions occurred in the z direction (distal/proximal). For the
flexion angles tested the z direction component of loading was the largest. Figure 2b
shows that the addition of a short stem for both cemented and uncemented cases leads to
a reduction in micromotions in comparison to implants with no stem (PS). The TS
implant with long stem (Fig. 2c) shows significantly reduced micromotions in
comparison to the other two implants. The translational micromotions reduce with
cementing as expected in almost all cases. The trends with respect to rotations are
considerably more complex. In general the largest rotations are found to occur with the
uncemented PS implant. For long stem cases the rotational micromotions can be seen to
be extremely small in comparison to the other two implants. Cementing is found to
reduce rotational micromotions. The component of rotational micromotion found to be
the smallest in general was θz (i.e rotation in the transverse plane).

i

ii

Figure 2: Comparison of translational (i) and rotational (ii) micromotions for: a) PS
implant; b) TS implant with a short stem; and c) TS implant with a long offset stem for both
cemented and uncemented cases.

5. DISCUSSION

This study is the first to present micromotions along all six degrees of freedom for
femoral components. However, previous studies on femoral component micromotion in
2 or 3 degrees of freedom can provide cross validation where components of motion
measured in the current study are similar to those recorded by previous studies. The
average inducible displacements in the direction of the long axis of the femur as
reported by Cristofolini et al. [5] are comparable to those recorded by DVRTs 3, 4 and 5
in this study. Furthermore, the range of inducible micromotions found in this study for
both cemented (0-45µm) and uncemented (4-145µm) are similar to the range of
micromotions (14-250µm) reported previously by Wackerhagen et al. [4] and (9130µm) by Cristofolini et al. [5]. This study has shown an overall increasing trend of
micromotion with flexion angle for all implants tested. It was also found that the
addition of a stem serves to reduce the levels of femoral component micromotion, with
the long offset stem exhibiting the lowest levels of micromotion. The difference in
implants is particularly noticeable in flexion. Once cemented, micromotions were found
to reduce to approximately 1/3 of their uncemented levels; these findings are within the

range reported by a previous cemented study on cadaveric bone [4]. It can also be
observed that PS implants once cemented exhibit similar levels of micromotion to
uncemented TS implants with long offset stem. TS implants with a short cemented stem
were found to have comparable levels of micromotion to the hybrid cemented long
stemmed implants. Again as with the uncemented tests the long offset stem was seen to
result in the lowest levels of bone-implant micromotion. There are a number of
limitations in our study. We only investigated three flexion angles in a walking gait
cycle (0°, 10° and 20°) Depending on the activity, higher flexion angles are present
during gait and following the observed trends one would expect even greater
micromotion at higher flexion angles which occur during physiological activities such
as climbing stairs or rising from a chair. This study does not measure true levels of
motion at the interface; it instead measures motions of the implant relative to the point
of fixation of the DVRT rig to the bone. While every effort was taken to minimise the
distance of the attachment site to the bone-implant interface it must be accepted that
experimental values measured will therefore include other aspects such as deformation
of the bone.
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THE MECHANICAL ENVIRONMENT IN THE DISTAL FEMUR:
INFLUENCE OF BOUNDARY CONDITIONS ON FE MODELS
N. Conlisk1, P. Pankaj2 and C.R. Howie3

1. ABSTRACT
Finite element (FE) modelling of the musculoskeletal structure requires appropriate
input of the geometry of the system being considered, material properties of different
components, loading regimes and boundary conditions. This study compares the effect
of two different boundary conditions (BCs) on the mechanical environment in the
femur: Commonly used restrained BCs; and BCs that incorporate muscles for pre and
post total knee arthroplasty (TKA) situations. In the first set of BCs investigated the
displacements at the mid-shaft of the femur were restrained in all directions. In the
second set of BCs no restraints were applied directly to the femur itself; instead muscle
and ligament structures were attached to support the femur. Muscle points that did not
lie on the femur were assumed to be restrained at their point of insertion in space.
Loading data corresponding to a single legged stance was obtained from telemetric
implant studies and applied to the femur as distributed pressure loads.
The restrained femur was found to produce significantly higher stresses along the shaft
towards the fixed boundary in comparison to the much more uniformly distributed
pattern of stress observed for the femur supported by muscle and ligaments. However it
was also found that the stress distribution across the distal femur for both models was
very similar, suggesting that the mechanical environment close to the point of load
application is minimally influenced by boundary conditions at some distance. Post TKA
investigations of long stemmed implants with a 4mm lateral offset revealed that fixed
boundary conditions may lead to an over estimation of end of stem stress and that for
instances where the mechanical environment of the whole femur is of interest
appropriate modelling of musculoskeletal contributions must be considered to produce
results more representative of the in-vivo situation.

2. INTRODUCTION
The use of finite element (FE) models as a tool to investigate complex clinical scenarios
and critical cases is becoming more wide spread. These models provide information
which cannot easily be obtained from a lab or clinical research investigation. A common
limitation in some previous FE studies of the lower limb relates to the applied boundary
conditions of the system. In particular many studies on the knee pre and post
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implantation [1-4] assume the femur to be fully restrained at some distance from the
region of interest (e.g. when investigating the knee, the proximal femur would be
restrained in all degrees of freedom). Rigid fixation of the femur is often employed in
other areas of biomechanics research such as in-vitro laboratory testing [e.g. 5].
However, this type of fixation is not very representative of the in-vivo situation and as
such is likely to introduce some level of error into the results. Recent studies suggest the
inclusion of muscle and ligament contributions to FE models can significantly influence
the patterns and levels of stress in the lower limb [6-9]. However, the complex nature of
the musculoskeletal structure and the increase in required input variables for such
models presents a number of challenges.
As such the aim of this study is to try and quantify the influence of boundary conditions
on the mechanical environment in the femur both pre and post total knee arthroplasty,
with specific focus on determining when it is necessary to incorporate more
physiological BCs to produce reliable results and when it is acceptable to use simplified
constraints without significantly impacting on the results of these analyses.

3. METHOD
The femur geometry used for this study was that of the large left fourth generation
composite femur [10]. This model is freely available in the public domain and was
reconstructed from scans of the composite biomechanical bones (Sawbones, Pacific
Research Laboratories, Vashon, WA, USA). This femur represents a good ‘average’
geometry for a normal human femur while also allowing comparison between
computational simulations and in-vitro laboratory tests. Physical implant measurements
and templates were used in conjunction with computer aided design software (Autodesk
Inventor 2010, Autodesk inc. San Rafael, California, U.S) to develop 3D models of the
femoral implants. This package was also used to incorporate surgical cuts into the
composite femur geometry to accommodate a total stabilising (TS) implant with long
offset stem (Stryker, UK Triathlon series). Surgical resections in the case of implanted
models were carried out according to the manufacturer’s surgical protocol for the
implant investigated. In the current study bone was assumed to be isotropic as in
previous studies [e.g. 3]. The properties for cancellous (Young’s modulus E = 155
MPa, Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.3) and cortical (E = 16700 MPa, ν = 0.3) bone structures
were taken from sawbones product information, and are within the range of reported
values from current literature [11, 12]. Typical properties for a cobalt chromium alloy
were used for the implant and offset adapter (E = 210000 MPa, ν = 0.3) while properties
of titanium were applied to the stem (E = 110000 MPa, ν = 0.3). Loading data
corresponding to a single legged stance were obtained from telemetric implant studies
to determine realistic in-vivo loads acting on the hip and knee joints [13]. These loads
were then applied to the femur as distributed pressure loads over realistic contact areas.
In this study the bone-implant interface was tied, modelling full osseointegration of the
implants into the bone structure. Based on convergence studies the average element size
for all FE meshes in this study was 2mm.

Two different boundary conditions were applied to the femur models. In the first the
displacements at the mid-shaft of the femur were restrained in all three directions (Fig.
1a and 1c). The second model was created with no restraints applied to the femur itself;

instead the femur was supported by a system of muscles (18) and ligaments (5)
modelled as simple connector elements. Each point not lying on the femur was assumed
to be fixed at its origin in space (Fig. 1b and 1d).
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Figure 1: Restrained (a, c) and musculoskeletal boundary conditions (b, d) for
intact femur and TS implanted femur with 4mm lateral offset.

Muscle and ligament origin/insertion points for the lower limb were obtained from a
recent study [14]. These points were then scaled to suite the geometry of the composite
femur using techniques described by brand et al 1982 [15]. Due to size and location
some muscles had to be represented with more than one origin point in space (e.g.
Gluteus maximus). A number of beam elements were also employed with a high
stiffness in compression to facilitate the transfer of the patella-femoral force from the
muscles and ligaments to the distal femur. A linear elastic force-displacement
relationship was considered for each connector element in this study, with muscle
stiffness values being determined for each connector element based on available data
from a previous study [7].

4. RESULT
To investigate the influence of FE boundary conditions on the stresses in the intact
femur a number of transverse sections at 50mm intervals were taken along the shaft of
both models (Fig. 2). These transverse sections showed that the femur restrained at the
mid-shaft was subject to significantly higher cortical stresses (particularly in regions 3-4
close to the fixed boundary) when compared to the femur supported by muscle and
ligaments structures, which had a much more uniform stress distribution along the shaft.
In contrast the stress distribution in the distal femur was observed to be very similar for
both models suggesting that the fixed boundary conditions have minimal influence in
regions close to the point of load application. Cancellous bone stresses were also found
to be quite similar for both models, due to the majority of the cancellous structure being
located in the distal most region of the femur.
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Figure 2: a) Restrained and b) musculoskeletal boundary conditions for intact
femur.

Transverse sections through the cortical bone structure of the TS implanted femur with
(4mm laterally offset) long stem also revealed a similar pattern of behaviour to the
intact model. Regions (1-2) close to the point of load application were again comparable
for both models.
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Figure 3: a) Restrained and b) musculoskeletal boundary conditions for
implanted femur with 4mm laterally offset long stem

TS

It must be noted however, that in this instance the fixed boundary condition resulted in a
much higher level of stress at the stem tip than the muscle supported femur (Fig. 3
region 4 and Fig. 4).

Figure 4: Sagittal plane section highlighting the influence restrained
and musculoskeletal boundary condition have on end of stem stress.

5. DISCUSSION
In this study FE models of the femur both pre and post total knee arthroplasty were
examined. The main aim of this work was to compare the influence of FE boundary
conditions on the mechanical environment of the femur. Based on the findings of this
study it is suggested that if the mechanical environment of the entire femur is of interest
as in the case of a long stemmed hip or knee implant, then musculoskeletal BCs are
essential to produce reliable results and to avoid artifacts due to unrealistic fixed
boundaries. However, if the mechanical stress/strain field close to the region of load
application is required (e.g. to examine primary stemless knee replacement or
unicompartmental knee replacements) simple restrained boundary conditions can
provide acceptable results at a greatly reduced computational cost.
As with any FE model, there are currently a number of limitations that must be
considered when interpretating the results presented in this study; only one position in a
single gait cycle has been investigated in the current study and as the muscles take a
more active role in the distribution of stress away from the bone in flexion it is likely
that a more noticeable difference between models may be observed. It must also be
noted that simplified loading was applied at the knee joint. In this instance only the
vertical reaction forces and patella-femoral forces were modelled, Shear forces and
moments were not considered. Finally only the passive properties of the muscles
directly connected to the femur were modelled in this study (i.e. Compressive
contribution of muscles running from pelvis to tibia/fibula not considered).
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MODELING OF ARTICULAR CARTILAGE GROWTH
Krishnagoud Manda1 and Anders Eriksson2

1. ABSTRACT
Articular resurfacing metal implants have recently been proved as a better alternative to
the traditional biological treatment methods when tested in animal models, treating full
thickness localized articular cartilage defects in the knee joint. From the animal models,
we have observed that the cartilage was seen growing around the implant postoperative.
The long term objective of the present work is to develop an analytical model of the
articular cartilage growth around the metal implant, filling cartilage defects, by
including more realistic knee condyle geometry and dynamic loading situations. A
simplified 2D axisymmetric representation of the human femoral articular cartilage was
developed. The cartilage was modeled as a biphasic fluid saturated porous medium and
a spatially varying load was assumed on to the cartilage surface to represent the realistic
loading situation in the joint. An algorithm was developed for growth of articular
cartilage by considering two individually growing constituents (proteoglycans and
collagens) in the extracellular solid matrix of cartilage. From this model, we want to
investigate the effect of mechanical factors and role of metal implant on the growth of
cartilage around the localized metal implant.

2. INTRODUCTION
Articular cartilage (AC) is a hydrated connective soft tissue that provides low friction,
wear resistant, load-bearing surface in the diarthrodial joints. The degeneration or wear
of the cartilage is a huge problem that affects millions of people every year. Traditional
biological methods to treat the cartilage defects have many limitations. Alternatively,
localized resurfacing metal implants, replacing degenerated portions of the cartilage, are
used to restore the healthy environment by reproducing the articulating surfaces in the
joints, and have been showing good clinical outcomes (Custers et al., 2007, Manda et
al., 2011a, 2011b). It has been shown that the local biomechanical factors directly affect
the cartilage growth at the defect site (Duda et al., 2005, Klisch et al., 2008, Darling et
al., 2003). From preliminary sheep experiments (Episurf Medical AB, Stockholm), we
observed that the cartilage was growing around the implant, where the mechanical
stresses, strains or fluid velocities are high (Manda et al., 2011a, 2011b). We believe
that the healthy mechanical environment may have stimulated the growth of cartilage
around the implant. This is a very complex problem and is of tremendous importance. In
order to investigate this, there is need for developing an analytical articular cartilage
growth model (ACGM) with the metal implant filling degenerated portion of the
cartilage.
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The modeling of soft tissue structures, for many years, has been carried out using well
established approaches; biphasic and poroelastic theories. In these approaches, tissue is
modeled as a two phase immiscible mixture, consisting of incompressible solid matrix
and fluid phases. The extracellular solid matrix of AC is mainly composed of
proteoglycans (PG) and cross-linked collagen (COL) network, which are predominantly
responsible for mechanical functioning of the cartilage. The proteoglycans, negatively
charged molecules, are mainly responsible for compressive loads, while collagen
network is responsible for shear and tensile loads. The mechanical behavior of the
cartilage is incompressible, nonlinear and anisotropic due to the presence of oriented
collagen fibers. Frequently, phenomenological strain- energy functions for solid matrix
combined with the Darcy law for fluid flow are used to model the mechanics of soft
tissues (Baaijens et al., 2010, Klisch et al 2009, Davol et al., 2008). COMSOL
Multiphysics have been gaining attention in recent years to model the complex
biological processes in soft tissues. The long term objective of the present work is to
develop an ACGM similar to the reported model from Ficklin et al. (2009), Klisch et al.,
(2008) by including more realistic knee condyle geometry with the metal implant filling
the assumed defect site in the cartilage and considering dynamic loading situations.
From this model, we want to investigate the effect of mechanical factors and role of
metal implant, which is applied at the defect site to regenerate the articular surface, on
the growth of cartilage around the implant.

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS
In the biphasic theory, articular cartilage is composed of a mixture of extracellular
matrix, composed of proteoglycans and collagens, as the porous solid phase and
interstitial fluid as the fluid phase. Denoting the whole volume of mixture as V, the
volume fraction of each constituent is given by
,

,

,

,

with subscripts
,
are for proteoglycans, collagens of solid matrix and is for
fluid phase , respectively. The saturation condition in the cartilage holds as
is solid volume fraction equals to
. The porosity of
1, where
the model is equal to fluid volume fraction of the mixture (
).
The total stress acting at a point in the tissue is given by the sum of the solid and fluid
stresses,
where
is the effective stress tensor of the solid phase and
is the fluid
stress. The extracellular solid phase majorly constitutes proteoglycans and collagens;
therefore the solid phase stress is equal to the sum of individual constituents,
Stress due to other constituents is neglected. The stress equilibrium equation is
0, and the continuity equation (law of conservation of mass) for the mixture is
given by
k p
0
where, is the velocity of the solid phase, is the hydrostatic fluid pressure from the
fluid phase and is the permeability,
/ . The strain dependent permeability can be
expressed in terms of void ratio,
/ , as

1
1
2 1
are initial permeability and initial void ratio, respectively.
exp

where

and

The growth algorithm is shown in Fig.1. Two types of internal constraints are relevant
in the context of articular cartilage growth. First one is solid-fluid intrinsic
incompressibility and the second constraint follows from the assumption that all of the
individual proteoglycan and collagen molecules are bound to the extracellular solid
matrix, so that their displacements and, consequently, their total deformations are equal.

Mechanical loading,
time scale t sec

No. Of
increments/days
Pre-growth
configuration

Post-growth
configuration

Growth PG &COL,
time scale T days
Fig.1. A diagrammatic representation of cartilage growth for certain number of days.
Growth occurs in stress free configuration.

The total deformation tensor is multiplicatively decoupled into elastic and growth
deformations, as
where
and
respectively.

are elastic and growth deformation tensors of a constituent

,

The growth occurs in the stress free configuration of the cartilage. The growth
is prescribed and equilibrium equations are solved for total and
deformation tensor
increment or day,
elastic deformation tensors of constituents. The growth for
1
∆ /
where
is mass deposition rate, prescribed from Ficklin et al., (2009), ∆ is time
increment and is identity tensor. When the joint is subjected to mechanical loading due
to daily activities, the total deformation tensor becomes
where
is deformation gradient tensor due to mechanical loading. The elastic right
Cauchy-Green deformation tensor then reads,

The growth laws for a day, adopted from Fickin et al., (2009), are applied to the
reference or pre growth configuration where the growth occurs at the stress free state.
The mechanical loading is then applied to the post growth configuration and this cycle
repeats for number of days.
Table 1 Parameters for hyperelastic stress constitutive equations of proteoglycans and collagens (Ficklin
et al., 2009).
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Table 2 Volume fractions and material constants, Ficklin et al., (2009)

Volume fractions

0.886

0.064 0.014 0.036

Permeability,
, /
2.46 10

Metal implant
Young’s modulus, Poisson
, GPa
ratio,
35
0.3

M
8.88

The Cauchy and second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensors (denoted by
are related by
where
,
Green deformation tensor.

,
2
is scalar strain energy function,

and , respetively)

is right Cauchy-

The strain energy functions (Ficklin et al., 2009) are
1
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where
, , ,
,
,
represent the square of the stretch of the material
line element,
, , ,
are material constants that represent bimodular terms as
0
1 otherwise
0.

4. IMPLEMENTATION IN COMSOL
A simplified 2D axisymmetric representation of femoral cartilage of the human knee
joint was reproduced from Wilson et al., (2003). The geometry was modified to include
a defect sized (diameter 10 mm) metal implant (Fig. 2). The implant was placed slightly
sunk (30% of cartilage thickness) into the cartilage with the surface of the implant
perfectly matching the articulating surface. The hyperelastic constitutive equations for
constituents (PG’s and COL) are implemented using solid mechanics module. The fluid
flow equations are included through Darcy law module. These two physics are coupled
manually through equations. The models were solved with and without considering the
defect sized implant.

Implant

Femoral cartilage

Fig.2. Axisymmetric representation of the femoral cartilage with metal implant filling assumed defect at
the center. Implant diameter 10 mm. Modified from Wilson et al., (2003).

The growth deformations are inputted thorough the inelastic deformation tensors
defined in COMSOL. The average load on the cartilage surface was assumed to be 2
times body weight and linearly varying along the surface; highest at the axisymmetric
axis and lowest at the end.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The deformation of articular cartilage after one day of growth and the joint mechanical
loading (2 times body weight on one condyle) was shown in Fig.3. We observed that the
cartilage was growing on to the implant.

Fig.3. Deformed configuration of articular cartilage after simulating one day of growth
and joint loading.

The study mainly focused on developing a conceptual analytical model for cartilage
growth with the metal implant filling degenerated portion of the articular cartilage in the
knee joint. The individual constituents (PG’s and COL) are assumed to be growing in
the stress free reference configuration. We assumed that the mechanical environment in
our models is close to the experimental conditions in Ficklin et al., (2009) and Davol et

al., (2008) and thereby adopting the growth laws from those articles. The main objective
of the present work is to simulate how the localized metal implant generates a healthy
mechanical environment for the articular cartilage in the knee joint. In this work we
have modeled the cartilage growth for only one day and models will be improved to
simulate the growth for longer time period by incorporating more realistic in vivo
conditions and stimulated growth by triggering criteria. Results will demonstrate how
the implant’s position in the lining tissue and biomechanical factors affect the growth
and behavior of cartilage surrounding the cartilage. A contribution of this work is to
illustrate how tissue growth models can be used to simulate the effect of biomechanical
factors on the implant performance to treat the focal articular cartilage defects, so that
implant design and precise surgical procedure can be improvised.
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A MULTI-SCALE ANISOTROPIC CONSTITUTIVE MODEL FOR
BIOLOGICAL SOFT TISSUES.
APPLICATION TO SKIN MECHANICS
G. Limbert1,2

1. ABSTRACT
A multi-scale mathematical and computational orthotropic constitutive framework for
biological soft tissues based on tensor invariants is developed. The formulation features
full decoupling of deformation modes so that constitutive parameters are directly related
to physical measurements. The rheological response is based on physical multi-scale
geometrical/structural parameters that can be experimentally measured or determined ab
initio from molecular dynamic simulations. The constitutive model reproduces very
well the experimental multi-axial properties of rabbit skin whilst also predicting a
posteriori the stiffness of individual collagen molecules. This work is therefore a
positive step towards the development of physically-meaningful multi-scale predictive
models of tissues and organs.

2. INTRODUCTION
The characterisation and modelling of the multi-scale mechanical behaviour of
biological soft tissues is essential for the development of predictive computational
models to assist research in medicine, biology, tissue engineering, pharmaceutics,
consumer goods, cosmetics or transport safety. It is important to develop constitutive
models that can capture particular rheological mechanisms operating at specific length
scales so that these models are adapted for their intended applications.
In this study, a multi-scale constitutive framework for biological soft tissues with
transversely isotropic and orthotropic symmetries is developed. A notable feature of the
formulation is the full decoupling of shear, volumetric and along-the-fibre deformation
modes which lead to four orthogonal stress tensors: 1) a pure hydrostatic stress tensor,
2) a deviatoric along-the-fibre tension-free stress tensor, 3) a deviatoric fibre-tofibre/matrix-to-fibre shear stress tensor and 4) a deviatoric cross-fibre shear stress
tensor. Another desirable feature of the constitutive equations is that the response is
based on physical geometrical/structural parameters that can be experimentally
measured or determined ab initio from molecular dynamic simulations. The constitutive
formulation is applied to model the orthotropic mechanical behaviour of (rabbit) skin
and a direct sensitivity analysis of the constitutive parameters is conducted for a
simulated indentation test. The results of the sensitivity analyses are presented in [1].
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3. METHODS
When modelling the mechanics of collagen fibre-rich tissues, a classic assumption is to
consider the tissue as a composite material made of one or several families of (oriented)
collagen fibres embedded in a highly compliant isotropic solid matrix composed mainly
of proteoglycans. The preferred fibre alignment is defined by the introduction of a socalled structural tensor which appears as an argument of the strain energy function [2].
Generally, a principle of linear superposition of the fibre and matrix strain energies is
also assumed [3-6] but, for most studies, and by construction, fails to account for the
fibre-fibre and fibre-matrix interactions which can be highly relevant in certain
conditions (e.g. warping and sliding of the knee cruciate ligaments). To date, only few
studies have integrated these shear interactions into constitutive formulations; for
selected examples see [7-10]. In this section finite strain constitutive equations for
continuum transversely isotropic and orthotropic biological materials are introduced.
3.1 Decoupled invariant formulation for transverse isotropy symmetry
Following standard usage in continuum mechanics, one denotes by I, the second-order
identity tensor, F, the gradient of the deformation, C = FT F, the right Cauchy-Green
deformation tensor and its principal invariants:
I 1 = C : I, I 2 =

1
( I - C2 : I ), I 3 = det ( C ) = J 2
2 1

(1)

A first direction of anisotropy is introduced by considering a local unit vector n 0
characterising the local fibre direction in the material (or reference) configuration). One
can define a structural tensor Ln0 = n 0 Ä n 0 and the two following associated invariants:
I 4(n

0)

= C : Ln = ln2 = Fn 0 / n,
0

I 5(n

0

0)

= C2 : Ln

0

(2)

where n is the local fibre direction in the spatial configuration and Ln = n Ä n , its
associated structural tensor.
The starting point of the decoupled transversely isotropic constitutive formulation is to
decompose the deformation gradient according to Lu et al. [11]:
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This kinematic split permits the definition of two tensorial invariants [11]:
a1(n
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Finally one obtains a set of four decoupled invariants I = {J , ln0 , a1(n0 ), a2(n0 ) } which
leads to four mutually orthogonal stress tensors. This effectively decouples the four
deformation modes associated with these invariants.

3.2 Decoupled invariant formulation for orthotropic symmetry
To generalise the above formulation to orthotropic symmetry, a second local unit vector
m 0, orthogonal to n 0, is introduced. Its associated structural tensors in the material and

spatial configurations are respectively Lm0 = m 0 Ä m 0 and Lm = m Ä m . Henceforth,
the convention that the Greek letter b stands for either n 0 or m 0 is adopted. The subscript
and superscript b are therefore used to distinguish each family of fibres and their
associated quantities: invariants, energy functions and constitutive parameters. One can
define the anisotropic invariants { I 4b }
and { I 5b }
:
b =1,2

b =1,2

I 4 b = C : Lb = lb2 =

2
J 3lb2 ,

I 5b = C2 : Lb

(7)

Following equations (5) and (6) four shear invariants are defined:
a1b =

I 1I 4 b - I 5b
I 3I 4 b

,

a2b =

1
lb4

C2 : Lb =

I 5b
(I 4 b )2

(8)

3.3 A strain energy function to represent the orthotropic behavior of skin
The motivation behind this formulation is to capture key mechanical characteristics of
skin which, across mammalian species, is known to behave like an orthotropic
hyperelastic material [12]. Skin is assumed to be made of two families of oriented
collagen fibres embedded in a soft isotropic solid matrix. Naturally, the constitutive
equations developed are also applicable to a wide range of biological and engineering
materials.
Collagen is the main load bearing constituent of the extra-cellular matrix. The
tropocollagen molecule represents a basic level of the structural hierarchy of
collagenous tissues. This long molecule is characterised by a triple helix made of three
collagen polypeptide chains wound around one another and strengthened by hydrogen
bonds [13]. Collagen molecules are further arranged into bundles to form microfibrils
which are the building blocks of the next level of the tissue hierarchy: the collagen
fibrils. Here, it is proposed to capture the non-Gaussian mechanics of collagen
microfibrils by using a worm-like chain model [14]. The basic idea behind the use of
entropic elasticity of macromolecules [15] to represent the mechanical behaviour of
collagenous tissues is that collagen molecules aggregated into microfibrils can be
viewed as flexible rods that bend smoothly under the influence of thermal fluctuations.
Collagen fibres are assumed to deform incompressibly and, when this assumption is
combined with a principle of affinity for the chains, one can relate the (macroscopic)
deviatoric stretch lb to the (nanoscopic) measure of the end-to-end chain length in the
reference and current configurations, respectively r0b and rb :
lb =

rb
r0b

(9)

Departing from an 8-chain model representation [16], molecular chains are assumed to
be independent and only mechanically coupled to each other by their shear interactions
so no use of a network conformation is made [1].
The existence of a strain energy y as the sum of a volumetric [yv (J )], cross-fibre shear
[yˆb1 (a 1b )], along-the-fibre shear [yˆb2 (a 2b )] and deviatoric fibre energies [ybl (lb )] is
postulated:

2

y = yv (J ) +

å éêë ybl (lb ) + yˆb1 (a 1b ) + yb2 (a 2b , lb ) ùúû

(10)

b =1

The shear energies are:

where
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is a sigmoid coupling function between along-the-fibre shear and tensile deformations,
while the volumetric energy is:
yv (J ) =

1
k(J 2 - 2 ln J - 1)
4

(14)

and the energies stored in the two families of fibres are:
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Collagen fibres are allowed to sustain compressive forces and this is introduced through
a neo-Hookean law featuring a shear modulus m0b .
The orthotropic hyperelastic model features 23 constitutive parameters:
p0 = {K, q, k, m0b , m1b , m2b , Àb , Lb , Lbp , r0b , a b , bb , lbc }b =1,2
(17)
This set of parameters is reduced to p by assuming that the matrix parameters associated
with each family of fibres are identical. p = p1 È p2 is further split into two subsets:
c
p1 = K, q, k, m0 , a, b, Àn , Àm , lnc , lm
and p2 = { m1, m2 , Ln0 , Lnp 0 , rn0 , Àm0 , Lm0 , Lmp 0 , rm0 }. The
0
0

{

0

0

}

first set of parameters was obtained from the literature (see [14]) and/or directly
estimated from visual inspection of the stress-strain curves of uniaxial tensile tests
performed on rabbit skin [12]. The identification of p2 was performed using a
constrained non-linear optimisation procedure using a global hill-climbing algorithm
(GLOBAL OPTIMIZATION 8, Loehle Enterprises, Naperville, IL, USA) within the
MATHEMATICA® 7 environment (Wolfram Research Inc., Champaign, IL, USA).
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results of the identification are illustrated on Fig. 1 (detailed values of each
constitutive parameter are provided in [1]). The constitutive formulation is shown to
reproduce faithfully the anisotropic characteristics of rabbit skin (Fig. 1.). Overall, the
fit of the present constitutive model to the experimental data is better than that obtained
using a transversely isotropic worm-like chain model [16] which relies on network
properties of a one family of fibres model to induce orthotropic properties.

Experimental data
· Fibre family 1 r = 0.998
· Fibre family 2 r = 0.997

Fig. 1. Experimental data from uniaxial tensile tests on rabbit skin from Lanir and Fung (1972) and the
corresponding theoretical values (continuous lines) calculated after identification of the constitutive
parameters. Conceptualisation of the shear interactions occurring between two tropocollagen molecules as
they are subjected to tension along their main axis. The molecular representation for tropocollagen is
obtained from the Protein Data Bank file 1QSU.pdb (www.pdb.org): crystal structure of the triplehelical collagen-like peptide C, (PRO-HYP-GLY)4-GLU-LYS-GLY(PRO-HYP-GLY)5 [17].

The stiffness of entropic molecular chains can be estimated by using the simple
following formula Lp = EI / Kq where EI represents the bending stiffness of the
chain. By assuming that a molecular chain is contained within a cylindrical volume of
radius R and that it exhibits homogeneous structural properties, the Young’s modulus
of the molecular chain can be deduced as E = 4Lp Kq / pR 4 [1] . Numerical optimisation
of the constitutive parameters leads to 22 and 65 nm persistence lengths for the two
families of type I collagen. If one assumes a molecular radius of 0.8 nm one obtains
equivalent Young’s moduli of 293 and 865 MPa. These values lie within one order of
magnitude less of what has been determined experimentally [18] and trough
computational modelling studies (see Gautieri et al. [19]). However, Sun et al. [18]
estimated the Young’s modulus of collagen molecules to range between 350 MPa and
12 GPa. In the same way that the macroscopic stiffness of collagenous tissues is much
lower than that of individual collagen fibrils and microfibrils because of length scale
effects, the Young’s modulus of microfibrils is significantly lower than that of
individual tropocollagen molecules.
8. CONCLUSION
A meso/microstructurally motivated multi-scale model of skin featuring experimentally
measurable mesoscopic biophysical parameters has been developed. The nondissipative formulation is able to faithfully capture the multi-axial properties of rabbit
skin whilst accounting for fibre-to-matrix/fibre interactions. This is a first step toward
more realistic constitutive models that will include transport and plastic phenomena.
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VALIDATION AND CALIBRATION PROCESSES OF A
MUSCULOSKELETAL MODEL OF THE HAND AND FOREARM
N. Vignais 1 and F. Marin 2

1. ABSTRACT
Musculoskeletal disorders linked to professional manual tasks can now be considered as
a public health issue because of their associated costs. In order to prevent these workrelated disorders, knowledge of internal biomechanical parameters of the hand and
forearm such as muscle forces and joint loads is essential. To this aim, a biomechanical
model of the hand and forearm representing the whole complexity of this
musculoskeletal system (21 segments, 21 joints and 46 musculotendon units) has been
developed. In order to confirm results obtained by the musculoskeletal model of the
hand and forearm, a validation process is performed based on EMG signals and external
forces (from a manual dynamometer). Two validation parameters have been defined to
compare real measures and estimations from the model: muscle activation and the
resulting external force. These parameters are compared for different industrial manual
tasks (grasping, pinching, holding...). Although amplitude differences are observed, first
results show qualitative correspondences between experimental and simulation data. In
order to refine the musculoskeletal model of the hand and forearm, a calibration process
based on the coupled measure of EMG and manual dynamometer is proposed. Both
processes are discussed and results provided by the musculoskeletal model are detailed.
This work is a preliminary step to improve the robustness of musculoskeletal modelling
for biomechanical and ergonomic analyses.

2. INTRODUCTION
Manual tasks can be considered as any task involving lifting, pushing, pulling, carrying,
moving manipulating, holding, or restraining a person, animal, or item. When
performed in a hazardous way, these manual activities lead to musculoskeletal disorders
(MSDs) (Burgess-Limerick 2007). For example, the prevalence of musculoskeletal pain
in the wrist/hand anatomical area was equal to 23.2% in the Dutch population aged 25
years and over (Picaven and Schouten 2003). In Australia, manual tasks at work
represented 42% of all claims in six years to June 2003 and had associated costs of $12
billion (Burgess-Limerick 2007). In France in 2007, 44.5% of occupational diseases
consisted of MSDs located in elbow, wrist, hand and digits (Euzenat, 2010).
In order to detect hazardous manual tasks and prevent from MSDs appearance,
knowledge of the internal biomechanical parameters of the musculoskeletal system of
the hand and forearm is fundamental. As such in vivo measurements are difficult to
obtain (Rasmussen et Dendorfer, 2009), some computer simulations and mathematical
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models have been developed. Because of the complexity and the redundancy of
anatomical structures of the hand and forearm, several sophisticated musculoskeletal
models of substructures have been suggested (Sancho-Bru et al., 2001; Valero-Cuevas
et al., 2003; Vigouroux et al., 2009; Wu et al., 2009). However, some researchers have
also designed biomechanical models that take into account the whole complexity of the
musculoskeletal system of the hand and forearm (Albrecht et al., 2003; Tsang et al.,
2005; Chalfoun et al., 2005; Li et Zhang, 2009; Johnson et al., 2010). More recently a
complete musculoskeletal model of the hand and forearm composed of 21 segments, 20
articulations (providing 24 degrees of freedom) and 46 muscle units has been developed
and used to estimate muscle forces and joint loads during a cylinder manual task
(Vignais et Marin, 2011).
However, one the main problem with musculoskeletal modeling is the lack of studies
reporting successful validation of internal parameters estimates. Musculoskeletal
validation processes depend on the biomechanical modeling approach. Firstly, the
inverse approach estimates muscle force by using external force data combined with
inverse dynamics and static optimization (Tsirakos et al., 1997). Muscle forces
estimated are typically compared to EMG activity patterns to validate results of this
approach. More precisely, the optimization technique used for the investigation of
muscle behaviour of the upper extremity is based on minimizing sum of squared muscle
forces. Secondly, in the forward approach, an initial set of muscle activations are fed
into a forward dynamics model of the musculoskeletal system to estimate the produced
movement. Then the solution is compared against experimental data and the process is
iterated by updating the muscle activations that best reproduce the experimental
kinematics (Erdemir et al., 2007). Thus the validation process of models based on the
forward approach is commonly assessed by its performance while tracking experimental
data (kinematics, kinetics, EMG). Concerning estimation of muscle forces, the
validation is solely based on comparing EMG data with estimated muscle activation
patterns.
The purpose of this study is therefore to design a validation process for a
musculoskeletal model of the hand and forearm based on experimental data. This
process will be performed at two levels: the first will deal with muscle activation
patterns comparison and the second will concern external forces comparison. A
calibration process will be proposed based on results from the validation process.

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS
3.1 Musculoskeletal modeling of the hand and forearm
In order to model the musculoskeletal model of the hand and forearm, a three-step
process has been developed (see Fig. 1):

Figure 1: A three-step process simulation to compute joint loads and muscle forces from a
musculoskeletal model of the hand and forearm.

-

-

Firstly, an accurate musculoskeletal model of the hand and forearm has been
designed under the LifeMOD simulation software (MSC Software Inc., Santa
Ana, CA, USA). The model is composed of 21 segments, 21 joints providing 26
degrees of freedom, and 46 muscle units.
Secondly, motion capture data are imported in the modeling software.
Kinematical data have been recorded during three manual tasks: a maximal
grasping task, a maximal pressing task for digit 3 and a disk gripping task. An
optoelectronic system (VICON, Oxford Metrics Ltd, Oxford, UK) was used to
track the position of passive markers in three dimensions. This system is
composed of 7 infrared cameras with a resolution of 16 megapixels which
recorded the position of 43 reflective markers of 3 mm-size attached to different
bony landmarks on hand and forearm segments. During these experiments, EMG
acquisitions of flexor digitorum superficialis (FDS) and extensor digitorum
communis (EDC) have been performed. Moreover, a manual dynamometer
enabled to record external forces during maximal grasping and pressing tasks
(see Fig. 2).

Figure 2: Manual tasks recorded during motion capture experiments: maximal grasping
(a), disk gripping (b) and maximal pressing (c).

-

Thirdly, an inverse-to-forward dynamics simulation is run. Based on real
kinematical data, the inverse dynamics simulation is firstly done to drive the
model whereas the trainable elements in joints and muscles record joint
angulations and muscle-contraction histories. Then these recordable elements
are replaced with trained active elements in a subsequent forward dynamics
simulation based on proportional derivative servo controllers. During the
simulation, contact forces are also computed using an ellipsoid-plate contact

elements algorithm from Adams solver embedded in LifeMOD plugin.
3.2 Validation process
In order to validate results obtained by the musculoskeletal model of the hand and
forearm, a two-step validation process is conducted. In the first step, we will compare
muscle activation derived from EMG data recording during motion capture
experiments, and muscle activation assessed by the musculoskeletal model of the hand
and forearm. In the second step, experimental data of external force (obtained with the
manual dynamometer) will be compared with resulting external force computed by the
model during the simulation.
4. RESULTS
4.1 Muscle activation
For experimental EMG data, muscle activation is derived from the method of Buchanan
and colleagues (2004). The musculoskeletal model of the hand and forearm also
provided simulated muscle activation (see Fig.3). Comparative graphics have been
plotted for the maximal grasping task.

Figure 3: Validation method for EMG data. Experimental and estimated data have been obtained
during the maximal grasping task.

4.2 External forces
The manual dynamometer used during motion capture experiments provided resulting
external forces on the longitudinal axis. By integrating a contact force algorithm in the
environment of the musculoskeletal model, we were able to obtain resulting external
forces applied on the manual dynamometer during the maximal grasping task. Both
values, experimental and evaluated, have been compared and showed qualitative
correspondences.
5. DISCUSSION
5.1 Validation process

The validation process employed on this study demonstrated a qualitative correlation
between experimental data and biomechanical values estimated by the musculoskeletal
model. Up to know, EMG data from the literature have been largely used to validate
musculoskeletal models. However, it appears that only few authors have captured
experimental EMG data to compare it with their own model (Erdemir et al., 2007).
Moreover, due to the complexity of modeling contact forces in a musculoskeletal model
of the upper limb, it has been difficult in the past to compare external force values.
Nevertheless, our results show that it can be used in future works on musculoskeletal
modeling. Besides, using MRI acquisition to model the external volume of the
musculoskeletal model, i.e. skin volume, would be an interesting idea to improve
contact forces estimations.
5.2 A calibration process proposal
More than a validation process, comparing experimental values and simulated values
can be used to calibrate the musculoskeletal model of the hand and forearm. We
propose to employ a methodology based on ‘landmark points’ to process the calibration
(Perng et al., 2000). This process is applied to data recorded and estimated during the
disk gripping task. However, more EMG data are needed to accurately calibrate the
model.

6. CONCLUSION
This study proposes a specific validation process to support musculoskeletal modeling
of the hand and forearm. This validation is based on EMG data and external force
comparisons. Results demonstrated qualitative correlations between experimental and
simulated data. A calibration process can then be proposed to reach towards qualitative
correspondences. Further works considering contact forces algorithm or EMG
acquisitions appear necessary to complete the validation-to-calibration process of the
musculoskeletal model of the hand and forearm.
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FLUID–STRUCTURE INTERACTION ANALYSIS OF A COUPLED
SEQUENTIAL CORONARY ARTERIAL BYPASS GRAFT
F. Kabinejadian1, D.N. Ghista2 and H.L. Leo3

1. ABSTRACT
The present study investigates the effects of wall compliance and non-Newtonian
rheology on the local flow field and hemodynamic parameters distribution in a coronary
arterial bypass coupled sequential anastomoses graft design, and verifies the advantages
of this design over the conventional end-to-side configuration. For this purpose, a twoway fluid–structure interaction analysis has been carried out. A finite volume method is
applied to solve the three-dimensional, time-dependent, laminar flow of the
incompressible, non-Newtonian fluid; the vessel wall is modeled as a linearly elastic,
geometrically non-linear shell structure. In an iteratively coupled approach, the transient
shell equations and the governing fluid equations are solved numerically. The
simulation results indicate a diameter variation ratio of up to 4% and 5% in the graft and
the coronary artery, respectively. The wall compliance reduces the time-averaged wall
shear stress (TAWSS) up to 32% and somewhat increases the oscillatory nature of the
flow. In spite of the modest influence of wall compliance and non-Newtonian rheology
on the hemodynamic parameters distribution, the inclusion of these properties has
unveiled further advantages of the coupled sequential anastomoses model over the
conventional end-to-side anastomosis which had not been revealed in our previous
studies with the rigid-wall and Newtonian fluid models. Hence, the inclusion of wall
compliance and non-Newtonian rheology in flow simulation of blood vessels can be
essential in quantitative and comparative investigations.

2. INTRODUCTION
Hemodynamic pulsatile shear stress parameters are widely believed to be a highly
important factor in coronary arterial bypass grafts (CABGs), implicated in the formation
and progression of intimal hyperplasia (IH), the major cause of graft failure [1-5]. We
have designed a new CABG coupled-sequential anastomosis (SQA) configuration [6],
and have shown that it provides: (i) a more uniform and smooth flow at the end-to-side
(ETS) anastomosis, without impingement of blood flow on the artery bed and vortex
formation in the heel region of the ETS anastomosis within the coronary artery; (ii)
improved distribution of hemodynamic parameters (HPs) at the coronary artery bed and
in the heel region of the ETS anastomosis, with more moderate shear stress indices; and
(iii) a spare route for the blood flow to the coronary artery, to avoid re-operation in case
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of re-stenosis in either of the anastomoses. This configuration (illustrated in Fig.1a)
brings about a less disturbed flow environment compared to other modified ETS
anastomosis designs. In our previous study, the vessel walls were assumed to be rigid
and the blood was taken to be a Newtonian fluid [6], and by varying the design
parameters of the anastomotic angle and distance between the two anastomoses, the
superior coupled side-to-side (STS)–ETS anastomoses design was found to have the
anastomotic angle of 30° and 30 mm distance between the two (STS and ETS)
anastomoses.
There are some debates as to the necessity for undertaking the fluid–structure
interaction (FSI) investigations when examining the flow fields in coronary arteries, and
the findings of relatively small diameter variations raises questions regarding the
influence of wall deformation on the WSS behavior. There is no consensus on the
significance of the effect of the wall compliance on the flow field and hemodynamic
parameters. Some researchers have concluded that FSI analysis is indispensable for
realistic simulation of the flow field in the coronary artery [7], while some others have
indicated that the effect of arterial wall deformation on arterial flow can be insignificant
[8]. Therefore, we have undertaken this study primarily in the light of estimating the
significance of vessel wall compliance effect on HPs distribution in our CABG coupled
SQA design (shown in Fig.1a). Further, the effect of non-Newtonian rheology is
investigated in this novel SQA configuration. These effects are investigated in the
superior SQA model and its corresponding conventional ETS model (shown in Fig.1b)
to verify the previously observed advantages of this novel coupled sequential CABG
design over the conventional ETS configuration in a more realistic bio-mechanical
condition. For this purpose, the transient wall equations and the flow equations are
solved in an implicitly coupled approach, using an iterative procedure.
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Fig.1. (a): Coupled STS-ETS sequential anastomoses model. S1 to S10 and P1 to P7 indicate,
respectively, the cross sections and the points at which velocity profiles and WSS variations are
discussed. (b): Conventional ETS anastomosis model.

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A two-way (bi-directional) FSI simulation of blood flow in compliant-wall CABG
models is conducted using the commercial computational software ANSYS Workbench
(ANSYS Inc.) for the coupling of the finite-element-based software, ANSYS, with the
finite-volume-based software, ANSYS CFX. Therein, the calculated displacements of
the solid (vessel) structure are transferred to the boundary walls of the fluid domain and
the computed forces in CFX are sent back to the solid domain during each stagger
(coupling) iteration.

The coupled SQA model and the conventional ETS model are shown in Fig.1, in which
the dimensions of the graft diameter (DG), coronary artery diameter (DA), length of the
STS anastomosis (LSTS), distance between the two anastomoses (d), length of the ETS
anastomosis (LETS), and length of the distal section of the host artery (LD) are,
respectively, 4, 2, 9, 30, 10, and 48 mm. The length of the proximal section of the host
artery, located between the stenosis and the anastomosis (LP) is 6.5 and 10 mm in the
SQA model (Fig.1a) and the conventional ETS model (Fig.1b), respectively. Both the
SQA model (Fig.1a) and the conventional ETS anastomosis model (Fig.1b) have an
ETS anastomotic angle of 30°, and are designed to be planar, with smooth graft inner
walls [9] and the proximal segment of the coronary artery fully occluded.
3.1 Vessel wall model
A small strain (large deformation) approximation of blood vessel mechanics is utilized
in this study. The transient structural equilibrium equation is
(1)
Where {F} is the load vector, [M] is the structural mass matrix, [K] is the structural
stiffness matrix, {u} is the nodal displacement vector, and
is the nodal acceleration
vector.
The vessel walls are assumed to be isotropic, incompressible, and homogeneous with a
density of 1060 kg/m3, and modeled as a linearly elastic, geometrically non-linear shell
structure [5, 10]. Poisson’s ratio is regarded as ν 0.5 to express the incompressibility of
the isotropic vessel wall material. The Young’s modulus and the thickness of the
isotropic vessel walls are taken to be Eθ=2.2 MPa and 2 mm, respectively, in this
investigation [11, 12] .
3.2 Blood flow model
Blood flow through the CABG is assumed to be a three-dimensional, time-dependent,
incompressible, isothermal, and laminar flow. In distensible models, the modified
equations of motion for fluid mechanics computations (with corrected convective
velocity due to moving boundaries [13]), which are obtained by applying the Leibnitz
Rule on the integral conservation equations, are as follows.
0

(2)
(3)

where Uj and Wj are the components of the flow velocity and the velocity of the control
volume boundary (mesh velocity), respectively, ρ is density (assumed to be 1050 kg/m3
for blood in this study), P is pressure, and η is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid. V and
S denote volume and surface regions of integration, respectively, and dnj are the
differential Cartesian components of the outward normal surface vector.
To model the shear thinning behavior of blood, the Carreau-Yasuda model [14, 15] is

employed. A fully developed pulsatile flow is applied at the graft inlet. At the coronary
artery outlet, the traction-free outflow boundary condition is applied. Also, the no-slip
boundary condition is applied to all walls.
The governing equations are solved numerically by a finite volume method and the
computational fluid dynamic (CFD) software, ANSYS CFX, using a fully implicit
second-order backward Euler differencing scheme. The convergence criterion (a
normalized residual, obtained based on the imbalance in the linearized system of
discrete equations) is set to 10-5 in this study.

4. RESULTS, DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The maximum wall deformation (mesh displacement) is found to occur at the side walls
of the STS anastomosis of the SQA model. At the peak internal pressure, the increase in
the diameter of the graft and of the coronary artery at locations immediately proximal
and distal to the anastomosis of the conventional ETS model is about 0.16, 0.06, and
0.04 mm (equivalent to 4%, 3%, and 2% diameter variation (DV) ratio) respectively.
This value increases up to 5% in the coronary artery of the SQA model proximal to the
STS anastomosis.
Less flow separation is observed in the compliant models, which is consistent with the
results of earlier studies [10].
The temporal variations of WSS are investigated at some particular points on the vessel
wall (P1 to P8 whose locations are shown in Fig.1a) throughout the cardiac cycle, and
are compared for the non-Newtonian fluid between the rigid and compliant models, as
demonstrated in Fig.2.
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Fig.2. Temporal variations of WSS throughout the cardiac cycle at various points on the wall.
(a): at P7, located at the toe of the ETS anastomosis, (b): at P6, located on the graft outer wall
proximal to the ETS anastomosis (c): at P1, located on the artery bed in the middle of the STS
anastomosis (d): P8, located on the ceiling wall of the coronary artery just distal to the toe of the
ETS anastomosis. The calculated pressure waveform is shown by dashed line in panel (c).

Point P7, located at the toe of the ETS anastomosis, shows the minimum disparity
between the WSS time-history of the rigid and compliant models where the two graphs
are almost identical (Fig.2a). On the other hand, P6, located on the graft outer wall
proximal to the ETS anastomosis, demonstrates the most discrepancy with up to 21%
increase in the WSS magnitude in the rigid model compared to that of the distensible
model (Fig.2b), which can be attributable to the higher DV in the graft than in the
coronary artery. The profile of the WSS curves at proximal locations such as P1 is more
analogous to the calculated pressure waveform (see Fig.2c), than those at distal
locations. The overall shape of the WSS time-history curves is similar between the rigid
and distensible models, with the WSS magnitude being generally higher in the rigidwall model due to its smaller vessel diameter and the consequent higher velocity.
However, at point P8, located on the ceiling wall of the coronary artery just distal to the
toe of the ETS anastomosis, the magnitude of the WSS in the compliant model is higher
than that in the rigid model (Fig.2d), unlike the other points. This is due to the higher
flow separation at this point in the rigid-wall model compared to the distensible model,
which results in a significant reduction of WSS magnitude, and is in agreement with the
aforementioned observations.
Comparison of the TAWSS between the rigid and compliant models (both for the
Newtonian and non-Newtonian fluid models) demonstrates a decrease in the TAWSS at
all critical locations in the compliant model, which ranges between 3% (on the suture
line) and 32% (on the heel) in the conventional ETS model, and from 4% (at the toe of
the STS anastomosis) to 27% (on the suture line of the STS anastomosis) in the SQA
model. Also, the wall compliance has somewhat increased the oscillatory nature of the
flow.
Comparison of the TAWSS gradient (TAWSSG) between the rigid and compliant
models (both for the Newtonian and non-Newtonian fluid models) indicates that the
TAWSSG is generally decreased in compliant models at the ETS anastomosis of both
the conventional and SQA models (except on the artery bed of ETS anastomosis of
SQA model in the case of Newtonian fluid). The TAWSSG is decreased at all the
critical locations of the ETS anastomosis in the SQA configuration as compared to the
conventional ETS anastomosis in the case of compliant model with non-Newtonian
fluid, while this advantage can be observed only at the heel and on the artery bed in the
case of the rigid-wall model with Newtonian fluid. This manifests a more uniform
distribution of WSS at the ETS anastomosis of the SQA configuration, which can lessen
the vessel wall permeability and atherosclerotic lesion development, and further unveils
the advantages of the SQA design over the conventional ETS anastomosis.
The effect of non-Newtonian rheology on the HPs is heterogeneous. The ETS
anastomoses (of both the conventional and SQA models) experience mostly a decrease
in the TAWSS (except at the heel), while the STS anastomosis of the SQA model
undergoes an increase in this HP. The flow oscillation is increased at the toe of the
anastomosis, whereas it is decreased at the heel and on the artery bed, due to the shear
thinning behavior of the blood.
Although vessel wall compliance and non-Newtonian rheology have shown modest
influence on the HPs in each model, they have unveiled further advantages of the
coupled SQA model over the conventional ETS anastomosis which had not been
revealed in our previous study with the rigid-wall and Newtonian fluid models [6].

Therefore, it is concluded that the inclusion of wall compliance and non-Newtonian
rheology in blood flow simulations can be essential in quantitative and comparative
analyses. This investigation further verifies the hemodynamic benefits of the blood flow
in the coupled SQA configuration in a more realistic bio-mechanical condition.
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THE INFLUENCE OF UNCERTAIN ANATOMICAL PARAMETERS ON
THE RESPONSE OF FINITE ELEMENT MODELS OF THE HUMAN
LUMBAR SPINE
F. Niemeyer1, H. J. Wilke1 and H. Schmidt2

1. ABSTRACT
Contemporary finite element models of the human spine contain a vast amount of highly uncertain independent parameters. A systematic exploration of the impact of interindividual variability in geometry on the biomechanics of the spine is still pending. To
address the question, whether deterministic models suffice to represent the biomechanics of the human lumbar spine, we analyzed the effects of randomly distributed geometry parameters on the distribution of different model responses.

2. INTRODUCTION
Finite element (FE) models of the human spine (or parts thereof) are in wide use today
to investigate the biomechanics of the healthy spine and the effects of various kinds of
degeneration processes. Numerical simulations have also proven valuable for comparing
the performance of different implants.
The usual way of creating such models based on a single CT data set yields a model that
represents one single and hence highly specific anatomy. Yet, we know that the spine’s
anatomy can indeed vary widely between different persons—which begs the question,
whether it is valid to use such models to deduce generalized statements about the human
spine. Can a deterministic model based on a single specific geometry really represent
the biomechanics of a broad range of anatomically different spines? Or should the geometry of FE models reflect this inherent inter-individual variability?
Answering these questions requires modeling uncertainty itself, a method long known in
engineering under the name of probabilistic design. In our case, we used this method to
estimate the influence of the uncertainty in geometry parameters on the biomechanical
behavior of an L3-L4 segment. Note that the variability in the parameters can be due to
both inter-individual anatomical variability and measuring errors.

4. FE MODEL OF THE L3-L4 SEGMENT
To enable automatic generation of an arbitrary amount of model variations and to keep
the computational cost bearable, our FE model abstracts from minor anatomical details
quite heavily and only models major geometry features (Fig. 1). For modeling the disc
and ligaments we use an approach analogous to that described by Schmidt et al.,1,2 using
uniaxial reinforcement elements with non-linear tensile stress-strain behavior. We apply
1
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a pure moment load of 7.5 Nm to simulate flexion, extension as well as axial rotation
and lateral bending to the left and to the right.3 The follower load approach allows simulating pure compression with 500 N.4,5

Figure 1: The FE model of the L3-L4 segment is built of simple geometry primitives to enable robust,
automatic, parameterized model generation.

5. PARAMETERS & SAMPLING
Instead of assuming a fixed set of constant parameters, we assigned a probability distribution to each of the model’s
40 geometry parameters (for instance, disc height,
end plate widths and depths, facet alignment, pedicle angles, etc.; Fig. 2). Whenever
possible we determined the distributions from available data in the literature; otherwise
we had to estimate.6–8 We then drew a representative sample of size
500 from the
hereby defined “population” by generating FE models using Latin Hypercube Sampling9,10 and computing the model response for all “observations.”

Figure 2: Instead of a single fixed value, each of the 40 geometry parameters (only six shown) assumes
different values depending on the assigned probability distributions.

6. UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS
Now we can compute statistics to quantify the uncertainty in the model response: As

Figure 3 exemplifies for intradiscal pressure and the contact force in the left facet joint,
the response can indeed vary widely, depending on the chosen model output and the
load case. Common point estimates like sample means and sample standard deviations
(given normally distributed results) describe the scatter in the model response. Yet, the
computed point estimates are random variables themselves, whose reliability depends
on the chosen sample size, 500 in our case.

Figure 3: Model responses for all 500 variations for all load cases (Cmp: compression, Ex: Extension,
Flex: flexion, LatL/LatR: lateral bending left/right, RotL/RotR: rotation left/right)

One way of estimating the distribution (and therefore the reliability) of the means would
be to repeat the whole aforementioned procedure times, i.e. for
100 this would
require solving ⋅
50,000 FE models. Fortunately bootstrapping the computed
500 solutions provides reasonable precise distribution estimates at a fraction of the cost
(with
1000 bootstrap runs).11
We can use this approach to estimate the reliability of the computed mean model responses depending on the sample size by sub-sampling before drawing each bootstrap
sample. We found that a sample size of
100 already provides a reasonable stable
approximation of the population mean (Fig. 4).

7. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
As a byproduct of the uncertainty analysis, we can use the results to also investigate the
relative importance of each individual parameter for the model response. Scatter plots of
input vs. output variables give first hints of possible relationships (Fig. 5); the correlation matrix (PPMCC) quantifies the degree of linear relationship between all parameters.
By decomposing the total variance of the model response, we can compute the relative
contribution of each parameter to the model response and hence its relative importance.12–14 We found that disc height and the position of the facet joints as well as the
distance between articulating facet joint surfaces are especially important for determining the mechanics of the spine segment.

Figure 4: Bootstrapped confidence interval widths for intradiscal pressure and contact force: More samples give more reliable estimates for the mean responses.

Figure 5: Scatterplots of disc height vs. four model responses (columns) under five different load cases
(rows)

8. CONCLUSIONS
Unsurprisingly, the disc and the facet joints have the greatest impact on the model response and need to be modeled as accurately as possible. An insufficiently modeled disc
can therefore severely harm the predictive power of a spine model.
Concerning the question about the meaningfulness of deterministic models, we can conclude that a model with a deterministic set of parameters is just that: A model of one
specific spine. If calibrated and validated carefully, such models might be able to represent either a patient-specific or an “average spine”—at least, if one had enough measured data to validate against.
Nevertheless, averages are purely statistical constructs, non-existent in reality. FE models will find differences between any slight modification of the model (well, up to machine precision). But does the difference matter? Likewise, an implant might perform
better than implant in the model by some arbitrary factor. But is this factor—this effect—really relevant in relation to the wide scatter in the biomechanics of true human
spines?
Indeed, even for patient-specific models, were inter-individual variability can be neglected for obvious reasons, model parameters are still afflicted with some amount of
measuring error and hence uncertainty, which must not be ignored, if a model's prediction shall meet certain reliability constraints.
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COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT LOADING CONDITIONS ON SPINAL
LOAD
Rui Zhu 1, Thomas Zander 1, Antonius Rohlmann 1

1. ABSTRACT
Background: Muscles stabilize the spine and influence spinal loads. However, in most
finite element (FE) studies muscle forces are neglected, and simplified loads are mostly
used instead. Aim: To estimate the differences of internal spinal loads when loading a
validated FE model of the spino-pelvic complex with muscle forces and with simplified
loads for standing and flexion. Method: A nonlinear FE model of the spino-pelvic
complex was extended additionally with 233 muscle fascicles. An inverse static
musculoskeletal model was utilised to determine these muscle forces for standing and
flexion of the upper body which were subsequently transferred to the FE model. The
transfer was verified by comparing the intervertebral rotations of the inverse static
model and the FE model. The same postures were then simulated in the FE model by
applying a follower load and an additional moment, and the results for the intradiscal
pressure in the L4-L5 disc were then compared. Results: The calculated intradiscal
pressure for loading with muscle forces and with a follower load and an additional
moment were within the in vivo range observed in the literature. Conclusions: Even
though loading with muscle forces is intrinsically more realistic and allows for complex
motions with different conditions of the human, loading with a follower load and an
additional pure moment is still a feasible means to simulate simplified postures.

2. INTRODUCTION
The spine carries the upper body weight and external loads. Numerous ligaments and
muscles run as passive and active loading structures along the spine, and it has been
shown that the musculature is the most important component for preserving spinal
stability [1]. However, muscle forces were seldom used for finite element (FE) studies
[2-6] involving the spine, and it is simplified loads which are used mostly. Different
simplifications were made to load FE models because the loading conditions within the
spinal column are highly complex and have not yet been fully characterized. Among
them, a single compressive follower load [7] that follows the curvature of the spine was
introduced and this has been used for several spinal FE analyses [8-10]. However, the
spinal loads caused by muscle forces and by simplified loads have not yet been
compared and it is unknown how much the results differ for these two types of loads.
Therefore, the aim of this study is to estimate the differences of internal spinal loads
when loading a validated FE model of the spino-pelvic complex (FEMSPC) with
muscle forces and with simplified loads simulating standing and flexion.
1
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3. MATERIALS AND METHODS
In order to drive FE models with muscle forces, two models were engaged: an inverse
static (IS) model which allows a determination of individual muscle forces based on a
certain posture [11], and a finite element model which allows a calculation of intradiscal
pressure (IDP) and intervertebral rotation (IVR) under different loads.
The spinal IS model used was developed in the AnyBody Modelling System and is
composed of eight rigid bony structures: the thoracic part, the five lumbar vertebrae, the
sacrum and the ilium. Ball-and-socket joints simulate intervertebral discs. Muscle
fascicles are fixed to anatomical attachment points. In order to provide passive
structures and to reduce the difference to the FE model, detailed ligaments with material
properties from the literature [12] were added, and stiffnesses for intervertebral discs
were included. The model was the validated with measured data taken from the
literature [13].
Similar to the IS model, the FEMSPC incorporated (Fig. 1) consists of the thoracic
spine including rib cage [14], lumbar spine [4, 15] and pelvis [16]. The
osteoligamentous lumbar spine has been previously described and validated in detail [4,
15]. In brief, the vertebral bodies of the lumbar spine consist of an isotropic cortical
shell, a transverse isotropic cancellous core and posterior bony structures. The nuclei
pulposi of the intervertebral discs were modelled as incompressible fluid-filled cavities
while the annuli fibrosi were modelled as fibre-reinforced hyperelastic composites. All
ligaments existing in the lumbar spine were included. The thoracic vertebrae with ribs
and sternum as well as the pelvic region were assumed to be rigid and are used to
provide bony structures for the attachment points of the muscles. The orientation and
height of the FEMSPC were adapted to the IS model.
The attachment points of the 233 muscle fascicles in the FEMSPC were obtained from
the literature [17] and simulated with connector elements in the finite element software
ABAQUS. Muscle forces were calculated in the IS model and transferred to the
connector elements. For the muscle fascicles which do not connect to the exiting bony
structures in the FEMSPC, individual muscle forces were replaced by a group of
resultant forces and moments acting in the centre of the related vertebral body. The
individual muscle forces as well as the resultant forces and moments were calculated in
the IS model for standing and flexion. The IVRs for the FEMSPC caused by the
transferred muscle forces were compared with the corresponding values of the IS model
for verification.
Additionally, simplified loads were applied to the FEMSPC. Upright standing was
simulated by applying a follower load of 500 N [9]. For simulating flexion, a follower
load of 1175 N and a flexion bending moment of 7.5 Nm were chosen [10]. The IDP in
the L4-L5 disc was calculated and compared with the FEMSPC with muscle forces. The
in vivo measured IDP data from Wilke at el. [18] was used for comparison.

2

Figure 1 Finite element model of the spino-pelvic complex with muscles shown in the
anteroposterior direction. Dark green represents bony structure and red represents
muscle fascicles.

4. RESULTS
The IVRs for each segment of the FEMSPC differed only slightly from the
corresponding values of the IS model for flexion (Fig. 2). For standing, the overall IVRs
of the FEMSPC were always less than 1° while the corresponding values were 0 in the
IS model. The IDP of the L4-L5 intervertebral disc in both the FEMSPC and the FE
model with a follower load plus a moment showed a trend similar to that of the in vivo
curve measured by Wilke et al. (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 2 Comparison of the intervertebral rotation (IVR) of the finite element model of the
spino-pelvic complex (FEMSPC) with the corresponding values of the inverse static (IS)
model for flexion.
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Fig. 3 Comparison of the intradiscal pressure of L4-L5 intervertebral disc caused by
muscle forces and by a follower load with an additional moment respectively, with in
vivo measured values

5. DISCUSSION
Muscle forces are difficult to measure. Therefore, an inverse static model was used to
determine muscle forces. 233 muscle fascicles were added to a FE model. Although
several parameters were adapted to equalize the two models, differences were still
found to exist. Muscle fascicles were determined in the anatomical area according to the
literature which differ from those of the IS model because of the different geometries
used. In the IS model, the kinematics of the discs is represented by a fixed centre of
rotation which is free to move in the FE model. Despite that, the mean differences for
the IVR were less than 0.5°and can be regarded as acceptable. This method is therefore
a feasible way to load a finite element model with muscle forces.
A follower load plus an additional moment is a simplified load often used in
experimental and in finite element studies to substitute muscle forces. However, it is
still not clear whether or not this simplified loading model delivers spinal loads similar
to those due to the application of muscle forces. The present results showed that at least
the IDP generated by this simplified loading is similar to that caused by muscle forces
and both values are close to the in vivo values reported. Furthermore, a follower load
follows the curvature of spine and minimizes the shear forces and, thus, it would be a
limitation for some special questions. Therefore, the application of muscle forces would
be useful for some special cases, especially those in which the shear force would play
important roles.

4

6 CONCLUSION
It is a feasible way to apply muscle forces calculated with the IS model to a FE model.
Even though loading with muscle forces is intrinsically more realistic and allows for
complex motions with different conditions of the human, loading with a follower load
and an additional pure moment is a feasible means to simulate simplified postures.
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FROM CELL CONTRACTILITY
TO CURVATURE-CONTROLLED TISSUE GROWTH
C.M. Bidan1, P. Kollmannsberger1, K.P. Kommareddy1, M. Rumpler2,
Y.J.M. Bréchet3, P. Fratzl1, J.W.C. Dunlop1.

1. ABSTRACT
Many biological processes such as morphogenesis, wound healing and bone
remodelling involve the formation of new tissue. Although the substrate topography has
long been recognized to play a role on the behaviour of individual cells, it is not clear
how larger geometrical features influence biological events at larger scales such as
tissue deposition.
We address this question by culturing tissue-forming osteoblasts on 2mm-thick
hydroxyapatite scaffolds containing pores of different well-defined geometries. Tissue
growth is quantified over 4 weeks by looking through the pores and measuring the
projected tissue area on phase contrast images. Thick tissue is observed in concave
corners but no growth occurs on convex surfaces. Computer simulations show that the
evolution of the tissue/medium interface can be described as a curvature-driven process.
As cells adhere and contract, they generate actin fibres between adhesion sites. Tissue
growth can therefore be illustrated by chords assembled along a curved surface,
representing the deposition of a collection of cells. By demonstrating the local
equivalence between curvature-controlled growth and the interfacial motion due to
tensile chords laid down on a curved surface, we link the cellular response to geometry
with the macroscopic pattern of growth.
Our model quantitatively describes the growth patterns obtained in-vitro in circular
pores and semi-circular channels, which are similar to osteonal and hemi-osteonal
organisation in bone. This implies that geometry is a determining signal for bone
remodelling. Additionally, the different growth rates predicted in various shapes suggest
geometry as an important criterion for scaffold design in tissue engineering.

2. INTRODUCTION
Several studies have been performed to understand the behaviour of individual cells
during biological processes that involve the formation of new tissue, such as
morphogenesis, wound healing and bone remodelling. It has also been shown that cells
1
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are not only sensitive to the biochemistry1 of their environment but also to the physical
characteristics of the substrate they settle on. For example, the stiffness2, patterning3 and
topography4 of the adhesive surfaces are known to influence the mechanical state of the
cell and thereby to guide biological processes such as cell division5, differentiation2,
migration, matrix synthesis6 and apoptosis7. Despite this knowledge the way in which
these individual responses lead to the formation of a soft material organised at larger
length scales is still to be clarified.
This study8 follows the work of Rumpler etal9 and investigates how the geometrical
features of a substrate, although much larger than a single cell, control tissue formation
and organisation. The conclusions are of great interest for explaining biological
processes involving tissue production and designing scaffolds to promote tissue repair.

3. METHODS
3.1 Cell culture experiments
Hydroxyapatite (HA) scaffolds are produced following the protocol of Woesz etal10.
The 2mm thick scaffolds are designed to contain circular straight sided pores and semicircular channels with the same diameter (1mm). MC3T3-E1 pre-osteoblasts are seeded
on the scaffolds and cultured for 4 weeks. Tissue growth is quantified in each pore by
measuring the projected tissue area (PTA) on phase contrast images taken every 3 to 4
days. After culture, some tissues are fixed and stained for actin and nuclei with
fluorescent dyes and imaged with a confocal microscope.
3.2 Computational description
The method proposed by Frette etal11 was used to estimate curvature profiles on the
digital phase contrast images. We then extended the implementation to simulate
curvature-driven growth. A digital circular mask with a radius r that is scaled on the
size of a cell, is used to scan the previously binarised image. For each position of the
mask, the area A of the circle out of the pore (black) is calculated. For masks centred
on the interface, the curvature at the central pixel is proportional to the ratio:
3π ⎛ A 1 ⎞
⎜
(Eq.1)
κ=
− ⎟
r ⎜⎝ Atot 2 ⎟⎠
where Atot is the mask area. When the centre of the mask is located within the medium,
we define an effective curvature that represents how much of the geometrical features a
cell can feel from this position. The growth process is then simulated by applying a
conditional change in each white pixel: if the effective curvature is positive - i.e. the
surface is concave - the pixel is filled with tissue (black). If not, the pixel remains white.
The procedure is iterated over many steps to describe growth over several weeks of cell
culture. We could demonstrate that the local interfacial motion δ is proportional to
curvature and scales with the size of the mask, when the geometrical features of the
interface are large compared to cell length:
r2
δ (r , κ ) = κ
(Eq.2)
6
Experimental and computational techniques are further detailed in Ref8.

4. MODEL
When cells adhere on a substrate, they spread, contract and generate actin stress fibres
between their adhesion sites3. If the surface of the substrate is convex or flat, the cell
follows the geometry, even while contracting. On a concave surface however, the actin
fibres joining the extremities of the cell contract and pull the membrane away from the
scaffolds. A cell can therefore be represented by a chord joining two points of the
surface. Locally, the resulting interfacial motion δ is the distance between the substrate
and cell membrane (Fig.1A) and can be derived as a function of local geometry via
simple geometrical considerations.

Fig.1: The chord representation of a cell justifies the curvature-driven behaviour of
tissue growth. A simple geometrical construction can explain the evolution of the
interface observed during in vitro tissue culture.
A chord representing a cell of size l is attached to a surface with a local radius of
1
curvature R = . In this case:

κ

2

⎛l⎞
2
R = ⎜ ⎟ + (R − δ )
⎝2⎠
2

(Eq.3)

and therefore:
⎛

⎛ l2 ⎞ ⎞

δ (l , R ) = R⎜1 − 1 − ⎜⎜ 2 ⎟⎟ ⎟ (Eq.4)
⎜
⎝ 4R ⎠ ⎟

⎠
⎝
When R >> l , a series expansion at the first order of δ (l , R) when R → ∞ gives:

δ (l , κ ) =

l2
κ
8

(Eq.5)

Thereby, local interfacial motion resulting from the deposition of a single cell is shown
to be proportional to local curvature, and the equivalence with the curvature-driven
growth description proposed by Rumpler etal9 and implemented in this work is verified
3
l . Such a model for cell deposition can be extended to tissue growth.
when r =
2
Chords assembled along a curved interface represent the deposition of a collection of
cells and define a new surface where other cells will sit on.
By demonstrating the quantitative equivalence between curvature-controlled tissue
growth and the interfacial motion due to tensile chords laid down on a curved surface
(Fig.1B), we link the cellular response to geometry with the macroscopic pattern of

growth observed in-vitro.

5. RESULTS
Besides resembling the patterns predicted by the curvature-driven growth model, the
tissue distribution obtained in vitro in circular pores and on semi-circular channels
reveals the importance of the boundary conditions for tissue deposition. Although
surfaces have the same curvature in both cases, tissue follows a homogeneous
concentric growth in the circles, whereas interfaces tend to flatten on the semi-circular
surfaces (Fig.2A).
To compare quantitatively growth kinetics, the PTA is normalized by the initial area of
the pore (PA). Tissue growth is linear during the first two weeks of culture in the
circular pores, as already observed for convex shaped pores9. However, as a result of
surface flattening, tissue deposition in the channel is significantly slower and non linear.
A general slowdown of growth is also observed after 2 or 3 weeks of culture (Fig.2B).
Tissue stained after culture reveals cells organisation (Fig.2C). Nuclei are
homogeneously distributed all over the tissue whereas actin fibres have a higher density
and degree of alignment along the interface. Actin pattern resembles the fibrous
network predicted by the geometrical construction (Fig.2B).

Fig.2: Experimental and computational tissue growth behaviour obtained in circular
pores and semi-circular channels agree both qualitatively (A) and quantitatively (B).
Actin (green) and nuclei (red) distributions support the chord representation that
explains the curvature-driven behaviour of tissue growth (C). Such patterns can also be
observed in vivo during bone remodelling in osteons (top) [picture from Ron Shahar]12
and hemi-osteons (bottom) [reproduced from Ref13 with permission of Springer].

6. DISCUSSION
The present experimental and computational results show that geometry is a
determining parameter in biological processes involving tissue production and

organisation. Understanding the principles of the geometric control is of great interest
for both basic research and tissue engineering.
Except the slow-down of growth at late stages, in vitro tissue deposition is well
described by a simple model of curvature-controlled growth (Fig.2A-B). The effects of
the boundary conditions as well as the preferential growth on highly curved surfaces9
are derived from the local relation between tissue production and positive curvature.
Thereby, curvature-driven tissue growth and the chord representation of a cell are
relevant tools to predict tissue deposition in biological processes.
6.1 Consequences on basic understanding
The circular pores and semi-circular channels designed in the experiment are
comparable in geometry to osteons and hemi-osteons, which are important units of bone
remodelling (Fig.2D). After resorbing old cortical bone, osteoclasts leave a cylindrical
canal called osteon, which is filled with new bone tissue produced by osteoblasts in a
concentric manner until the central blood vessel is reached14. In trabecular bone,
osteoclasts dig resorption pits or trails, in which tissue is deposited layer by layer. Both
growth patterns compare well with what we observed in vitro.
Although it is not clear what stops osteoblasts to deposit tissue once lacunae are filled,
our results suggest geometry could be a potential signal. The adhesion pattern of a cell
determines its internal mechanics. The preferential growth observed in regions of high
curvatures might be therefore a consequence of mechanosensing15. Tissue synthesis can
be then adjusted to the topography of a surface.
6.2 Consequence for tissue engineering
Understanding how geometry influences tissue growth is also interesting for tissue
engineering purposes. Curvature-driven growth applied to non-convex geometries
(cross and star) predicts higher overall growth rates than in convex shapes until the
interface becomes circular (Fig.3). This simple geometrical principle is useful for
optimizing scaffold design to promote tissue growth and accelerate closure.

Fig.3: Curvature-driven growth predicts faster total tissue production in non-convex
shapes.
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PREOPERATIVE PLANNING SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR HUMAN TRACHEAL
ENDOPROSTHETIC INTERVENTIONS
O. Trabelsi1, J. L. López-Villalobos2, M. Doblaré1

1. ABSTRACT
Introduction: Tracheal prosthetic implantation affects these values and the overall
performance of the trachea and, in particular, the ability to swallow and the tracheal
stress distribution. The objective of this work is to develop a tool based on
experimental, numerical and statistical studies to help the surgeon in deciding the
position and appropriate dimensions of the stent for any specific patient in an optimal
time and with sufficient robustness. Method: A code for mesh adaptation to any patient
geometry was implemented to develop a robust experimental design based on Taguchi's
method and the analysis of variance. The regression equations fitting the stress and the
maximal vertical displacement were obtained. For validation, a real patient with Dumon
stent was studied comparing FE and regression results.
Results: The regression results of the vertical displacements and stress distribution on
the tracheal specific patient model are in agreement withthe results found by FE
simulations with a maximum absolute error of 2.1% and 33% respectively. Conclusion:
A tool for statistical human prosthetic swallowing analysis is presented to get, in an
optimal time, response functions for the most important variables of the problem in
terms of a set of patient specific variables. This provides the surgeon a fast, accurate and
simple tool for predicting the stress state and the reduction in the ability to swallow after
implantation, thus helping in taking pre-operative decisions.

2. INTRODUCTION
The increasing use of simulation in medicine has permitted obtaining important data
about mechanical behavior of organs using mathematical formalization and associated
numerical simulation. Various medical problems associated with surgery and trauma
have been identified and numerically solved [1].
Finite element analysis has gradually improved the ability to simulate several clinical
situations, but still fails to sufficiently accurately fit the reality due to several factors
that change from one patient to the other. Therefore, the surgeon's experience allows a
more objective valorization of traumatic disorders as well as the methods used in their
treatment, while currently finite element analyses permit studying biomechanical
problems with a moderate accuracy, in normal and pathological circumstances caused
by traumatisms or degenerations provoked, for example, by a prosthetic implantation
[2-4]. Thus, a coupling of the surgical experience and finite element simulation would
be efficient and beneficent for the medicine in general.
In the specific case of tracheal intervention, the main problems associated to simulations
are the analysis of the patients TACs, the determination of their healthy and
*
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pathological swallowing trajectories, the meshing process, the constitutive behavior of
the trachea composing tissues and finally the clinical validation of the results [4- 6]. For
that reason, FEM results, based on a set of virtual experiments, are collected and used
for a statistical study to provide thoracic surgeons a tool capable to predict in an optimal
time, the consequences of the tracheal endoprosthesis implantation. This could be
helpful to take decisions during pre-operative planning of tracheal interventions.
3. MATERIAL AND METHOD
To obtain numerical models that fit the real behavior of the human trachea, results of
experimental studies were used [7] to perform a complete human trachea finite element
model and highlight the effect of a tracheal implant on the stress response of the trachea
and on its physiological capacity to swallow, comparing real cases of patients before
and after the implantation of Dumon prostheses. The tracheal intolerance to the
endoprosthesis and the damage that suffer the trachea once in contact with a stent were
analyzed and the physiological force to swallow was estimated and fixed to 10.5N [5].
Due to the huge time-cost that takes making simulations, a statistical study was made
based on the Taguchi's method and the analysis of variance (ANOVA) with clinical
verification, to help the thoracic surgeon to choose the position and appropriate
dimensions of the Dumon prosthesis depending on each patient, trying in this way to
optimize the outcomes of the prosthetic insertion.
3.1 Robust design of experiments
Design of experiments is based on Taguchi’s method which imposes a selection of the
factor levels to do the fewest possible runs. This methodology is used to analyze
swallowing movement with Dumon prosthesis and to study the parameters with highest
influence on the stress state of the trachea and on the ability to swallow (maximal
vertical displacement) considered as a direct consequence of prosthesis implantation
[4,5]. Information about quantitative analysis as the percentage of influence of each
factor (ANOVA) on the output variables which are the maximal tracheal displacement
in (Z),
, and the maximum principal stress
, and qualitative analysis as
interactions between factors were obtained. In collaboration with the surgeons and
based on the results of [5], several experimental designs were made. In those
experiments, several variables are taken as fixed:
 The tracheal length from the vocal cords to the carina
[8].
 The thickness of the trachea was fixed to
.
 The stenosis diameter
(
is the tracheal diameter) traduces the
surgical intervention made on the stenosis to use it as a support for the stent.
 The prosthesis length
=
+ 2, exceeds one millimeter each border of the
stenosis which has as length. It is supposed that
cannot exceed the interval
[
,
]. The upper and lower 10% are taken as a margin from the
carina and the vocal cords.
Factors with higher influence on the output variables were identified the diameter of the
prosthesis ( ), the length of the stenosis ( ), the position of stenosis ( ), the tracheal
inclination ( ) and the penetration of the prosthesis in the trachea ( ) (see Figure 1).
The level of each of these variables was selected based on anatomical, physiological and
commercial references. The value of
is defined by the manufacturers, being
available generally between 12 and 18 mm. The chosen levels were 14, 15, 16 and 17
)
)
mm.
belongs to the interval [(
, (
] with a minimum of

[9]. Stenosis of 25, 45, 65 and 85 mm in length were tested. The position
of the stenosis is measured from the bottom of the trachea to the middle of the stenoting
)
)
,(
,].
zone; therefore, is included in the interval [(
The chosen
levels were 56.5, 62.5, 68.5 and 73.5 mm. The tracheal inclination ( )
that is, the angle between the tracheal mean axis and the vertical direction (Z) was
chosen equal to 12º, 17º, 22º and 27º [10]. The prosthesis penetration , defined as the
difference between
and
, was supposed to be always within the interval ]0, 1[
mm. Thus levels were taken equal to 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8 mm.
With the chosen independent factors and with 4 levels each, the appropriate orthogonal
Taguchi's array is the
.
3.2 Mathematical approaches
In this work, a quadratic regression is used but formulated in a multiple linear matrix
regression formulation, where the product and squares of factors are considered as
variables. To analyze a model which pretends to explain the behavior of a variable y,
information provided by some values of the independent variables , ,..., , is used
[11]. The multiple linear regression is written as:
(1)
where

(

( ), is a (

) design matrix,

) vector of dependent variable observations,

(

(

)

(

)

(

)

( ) the (

vector of regression parameters, and

Quadratic equation was used to determine
with
and
:
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(
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Least-Squares was used to fit a regression line to estimate the coefficient . Two robust
design procedures were applied: Stepwise and Best Subsets Regression.
(
where

)

is the FEM output variable and
(

(3)
,

..N}, N: number of tests.
)

3.3 Models and simulations
For each experiment to run, a new finite element model based on a simplified geometry

is generated. The real tracheal section [5] is preserved and a program is implemented to
replicate elements in the vertical direction (Z) until getting the total length and a
hexahedral structured mesh. In the areas of stenosis, the x and y coordinates are scaled
to reduce the tracheal diameter 2 mm and narrowing the trachea at any position and with
any extension necessary for the design of experiments.
The 16 models to run were simulated with the cartilagenous structure considered as
elastic material with Young Modulus E = 3.33 MPa and Poison coefficient = 0.49 [7].
Smooth muscle, and annular ligaments were approximated as isotropic hyperelastic
materials with a stiffness C = 32.7 KPa and
= 0.3, whereas Dumon stent was
simulated as an elastic material with E = 1 Mpa and = 0.28 [7].
Boundary conditions used for the tracheal ascending movement during swallowing are:
 Null displacements at the bottom layer of the trachea, at the level of bifurcation.
 Radial displacement of 1 mm is imposed to the prosthesis driving to the
stenosis/prosthesis contact.
-18.43º.
 Swallowing force of 10.5 N inclined
All simulations were made in the same way and using the same contact option.
3. RESULTS
The analysis of the statistical data resulting from the robust design of experiments
showed that the stenosis length, and the prosthesis diameter are the only factors that
have influence on the patient swallowing capacity
(percentage of influence >5%),
whereas all factors have almost a similar effect on
(see Figure 2). The Figure 3
shows that
decreases, non-linearly when
increases and linearly when
increases, and has a non-monotonic behavior when and
vary. In the chosen range,
, non-monotonic relations were
seems to have no influence on
. Regarding
obtained when
, , , and vary. The interactions of the different factors on
and
are considered synergic. The best regression corresponds to the lowest
standard deviation (S), while the quadratic correlation (R-Sq) should tend to 100%.
The following regression equations were finally chosen:
, (R-Sq=90.69%, S=2.56%) (3)

,

(R-Sq=72.5%, S=0.18%)

(4)

The
absolute error found between FEA results and those with the regression varies
from 0.32% to 39%. The absolute error between
found with FEA and the one found
with the regression equations, fluctuates between 0.04% and 30.6%.
The same process used to found
and
was also used to find the equations that fit
and
in each node of the tracheal model mesh.
To make a clinical validation, a comparison of the statistical results to those of real
patient simulations made with his real tracheal geometry and real pathological
swallowing trajectory, was made. For
, the regression results presented a value of
23.3 mm, whereas the FEA results was 23.8 mm.

Fig. 1:Dependent
and independent
variables

Fig. 2: Percentage of influence of the different factors on the output variables. Left:
Percentage of influence of the deferent factors on
.. Right: Percentage of
influence of the different factors on
.

Fig. 3: Effects of the different factors on

The maximal relative error between the two approximations was 2.1%.
found by
FEA was 1.4 Mpa and the value found by the regression was 0.94 Mpa, which means a
relative error of 33%.

Fig. 5: Comparison of FEA (left) and regression
(right) of
in the trachea of a patient.

Fig. 6: Comparison of FEA (left) and regression
(right) of
in the trachea of a patient.

5. DISCUSION
The aims of the statistical study is to get a quantitative idea about the main input
variables and their effect on the tracheal movement and its stress state during
swallowing and after prosthetic insertion, which avoids the use of commercial programs
that, although more accurate, are expensive and complex to use by surgeons. This work
provides them a simple, fast and efficient tool to help them planning surgical prosthetic
implantation in an optimal way and reduced time.

Even if the error between FE and regression results maybe considered high, taking into
account uncertainties associated to the geometrical and material simplifications, the
hypothesis of constant swallowing force independently of patient, gender, age and
weight, we consider that we got the main goal of this work as it was constructing a tool
that allows the thoracic surgeons to quantify the behavior of a patient-specific trachea
after prosthesis implantation with the possibility of varying the dimensions and stent
position getting reasonably accurate results in a very short time.
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Local strain measurement in Tendon- 2D vs. 3D
G.Khodabakhshi1, D.Walker2, A.Scutt3, L.Way4 and R. Hose5

1. ABSTRACT
Studies into the effect of mechanical environment in tissues like tendon show that the
local magnitude and direction of stress and strain plays a crucial role in remodelling and
failure of tendon. Therefore, several methods have been proposed in the literature to
measure the local strain and stress in tendon under loading (global) conditions. The
proposed methods are developed in two dimensions and are unable to capture the out of
plane movement of sample points (normally cells), which may be misinterpreted as
extra tension or compression.
To overcome this difficulty, a novel and sophisticated three dimensional image
processing technique using the Sheffield Image Registration Toolkit (ShIRT), is
introduced in the present research to study the local strain distribution in tendon. Results
from the proposed method suggest twisting in some samples during uniaxial loading,
which 2D methods fail to capture. Studying the microscopic images and comparing the
2D and 3D results suggests the necessity of employing the 3D method to accurately
capture tendon deformation. The results improve our understanding of the mechanical
behaviour of tendon and also provide insight into the complex deformation processes.

2. INTRODUCTION
Tendons are soft collagenous tissues which connect muscle to bone to transmit force
between them to permit locomotion. Tendon has a hierarchical structure from the
molecular scale up to the whole tendon itself (Figure 1). Similar to some other soft
tissues, tendon reacts to its mechanical environment by adapting and remodelling its
structure. Remodelling appears in the form of change in the size (tendon diameter) and
the mechanical properties. Results in the literature suggest the magnitude of strain or
stress plays an important role in remodelling, which necessitates studying the strain and
stress in tendon when modelling tendon behaviour. Several studies have been carried
out on the mechanical behaviour of tendon at organ level [1-3]. However, results from
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measuring strain at different levels suggest different values of local strain compared to
the global applied strain. Screen et al [4] proposed a method to study local strain
distribution within tendon based on microscopic images and image analysis tool. Cell
nuclei are highlighted with fluorescent dyes and used as markers for strain analysis.

Figure 1 the hierarchal arrangement of tendon adapted from [5, 6]
A major problem with the investigations proposed in the literature is that the strain
measurement has been carried using 2D image processing techniques and thus cannot
accurately detect out of plane displacement information. This introduces error in strain
measurements as the sampling points move out of field of view due to twisting or
stretching of tendon during global tension.

3. EXPERIMENTS
For experiments, fascicles were taken from the distal end of the tails of male Wistar rats
aged between 2 months and 4 months. Fascicles were approximately 200µm in diameter
and were dissected from the tails within 1 hour of sacrifice. Prior to straining, fascicles
were incubated for 40 mins in 5 mM Acridine orange in PBS to stain the tenocyte
nuclei. Specimens were then rinsed in PBS prior to loading into the multiphoton
straining rig. The orientation of each sample was checked under brightfield settings
before the start of each strain regime.
A custom designed tensile straining rig, able to load fascicles and image them
simultaneously on the stage of a dipping lens Zeiss LSM 510 confocal fluorescence
microscope equipped with Coherent Chameleon lasers suitable for multiphoton
imaging. Fascicles were secured in one grip and allowed to hang under their own weight
while the second grip was tightened, creating a test length of 15 mm and defining the
0% strain position.
The rig containing the tendon fascicle was then immersed in PBS, and the rig placed on
the microscopic stage of the microscope. 10X magnification dipping objective lens was
used and the Chameleon laser was set to a wavelength of 900nm. This enabled the
imaging of the cells, labelled with Acridine orange, and at the same time, the collagen
via the second harmonic. Z stacked images were taken of each fascicle up to a depth of

around 100µm (halfway through the entire fascicle) in order to generate 3D images of
the location of the cells within the collagen fibres. Strain was then applied at 0.5%
increments, at a rate of 8%/min-1, with z stacks taken at each increment, up to a strain of
5%.

4. IMAGE REGISTRATION PROCESS
Image registration is a process of aligning the images from a same scene with each
other. Recently this method is employed as a tool to study the behaviour of the
biological systems by detecting and tracking any changes in the systems [7]. These
changes can be in the form of translation, deformation, appearing or disappearing of
objects in the images. In the present research, the interest is in measuring translations of
the objects (sampling points) in the images which can be used to calculate local strain
distribution in the systems. A function which describes the displacement of the points
in reference image to match the corresponding points in the registered image, is called
mapping function.
In the present research, the Sheffield Image Registration Toolkit (ShIRT) has been used
[8,9]. In ShIRT the mapping function is defined in terms of degrees of freedom at
discrete points (nodes), and interpolated across the domain using shape functions.
The operation of the registration algorithm determines the values of the nodal
displacements between pairs of images by minimising a cost function, J(a) that
describes the difference between the images

J(a) 

1
1
(f  m(a)) t (f  m(a))  λa t Ca
2
2

(1)

The first term on the right hand side is the squared intensity difference between the
‘fixed’ image f and the ‘moved’ image m after the latter has been mapped by the
parameters a. Presence of different mapping parameter with which images registered
together necessitate the introduction of a constraint term. The second term on the right
hand side is a constraint term. The default form of the constraint in ShIRT is the square
of the Laplacian of the mapping parameters. These two terms generally work against
each other, minimising the first term often requires mapping that is not smooth,
especially with noisy data, whilst minimising the constraint term results in an imperfect
registration. The parameter λ controls the relative importance of these two terms
To perform image registration with ShIRT, microscopic images of fascicle with cell
nuclei marked in green are used. A sample 2D image (cross section) of fascicle taken
with 10X objective lens is shown in Figure 2. During application of global strain to
fascicle a section of first image (image at 0% global strain) will move out of field of
view due to limitation on the lens size. Therefore common areas in the images (before
and after global straining) are selected for registration purpose. Note that in the present
paper, symbols ‘x’,’y’ and ‘z’ represent the direction of applied force, the transverse
direction in planes parallel to the lens and the direction through the depth of fascicle,
respectively.

Figure 2 microscopic image of fascicle with lens magnification of 10X

2D cross sectional microscopic images of fascicle are stacked together to form 3D
representation of cell formation in fascicle. This is done using MATLAB software and a
sample is shown in Figure 3. Plotting 3D images of cell formation (similar to figure 3)
for different global strain together (on the same axes) allows the visual detection of the
global type of deformation pattern in samples. However for exact measurement of strain
and displacement distribution, image registration is needed.

Figure 3 Three Dimensional (3D) representations of tenocyte nuclei within typical
fascicle

5. COMPARISSON OF 2D AND 3D RESULTS
As mentioned in the previous sections, the cell nuclei are used as identification markers
in the image analysis process. 2D registration has been attempted initially to study strain
distribution in tendon fascicle. One major difficulty in 2D method is to find the best
cross sections (at different global strain) in the images for registration purpose. This is
due to the fact that each cell (sampling points) appears in different cross section through
the depth of tendon. Also non isometric shape of cells, results in different size of

sampling points at different cross section. Non uniform strain distribution with the
presence of local tension and compression during the global application of tensile load
is the result of employing 2D image registration method.
Global twisting is seen in some samples when plotting sample points in 3D (at different
global tension). The twisting results in the out of plane motion of sampling points which
interpreted as compression or extra local tension employing 2D image registration. This
necessitates the application of 3D registration to study movement (strain) of sampling
points in the third dimension (through the depth).
To illustrate the potential shortcomings of a purely 2D analysis, 2D and 3D registration
processes have been carried out on the microscopic images from the 10X lens. Screen et
al selected slices with cells with their maximum intensity [4,10]. However, in the
present study, the 64µm depth slice has been selected, as the maximum number of cells
appears in this cross section compared to the other slices.
Normal strains in the x and y directions, and also shear strain in the yx plane were
calculated in 2D for five different samples. 2D and 3D registration results at 4% global
strain are shown in Tables 1-3.
Table 1 Normal strain in x direction at 4% global strain, 2D vs. 3D (10X lens)

2D
3D

Sample1
-0.9±0.2
-2.5±0.2

Sample 2
1.2±0.5
2±0.5

Sample 3
1.3±0.7
2.03±1.1

Sample 4
1.53±1

Sample 5
0.7±0.2

0.7±0.2

1.1±0.3

Table 2 Normal strain in y direction at 4% global strain, 2D vs. 3D (10X lens)

2D
3D

Sample1
-0.6±0.05
-0.34±2.9e-2

Sample 2
-2.7±0.7
-1.53±0.5

Sample 3
-3.1±0.7
-4.3±0.1

Sample 4
3.3±0.2

Sample 5
-3.2±0.5

5±1

-4.8±1.2

Table 3 Shear strain in yx plane at 4% global strain, 2D vs. 3D (10X lens)

2D
3D

Sample1
4.3±0.3
4±0.8

Sample 2
5.6±1
5.1±0.7

Sample 3
2.8±0.5

Sample 4
1.1±0.5

Sample 5
5.2±1.2

5.8±0.8

2.3±0.3

3.2±1.2

Depending on the form of sample deformation, distinctive difference can be seen
between results from 2D and 3D registration. The difference is more obvious for the
samples which twist or rotate during global tension (samples 3, 4 and 5).
6. CONCLUSION
Measuring the strain distribution in tendon fascicle with the application of the 2D
registration method produces inconsistent results in forms of non-uniform local tension
or compression. To avoid this, a novel 3D registration method is introduced which
enabled capturing the out of plane movement of sampling points, especially for samples
which twist or rotate during application of the global tension. The results improve our

understanding of the mechanical behaviour of tendon and also provide insight into the
complex deformation processes.
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CLASSIFICATION OF PHYSICAL ACTIVITY BASED ON A
BIOMECHANICAL APPROACH
L. Fradet1 and F. Marin2

1. ABSTRACT
Recent developments in inertial sensors enable henceforth an ambulatory
characterisation of movement. This recent development offers new opportunities for
rehabilitation purpose such as patients’ physical activity (PA) monitoring. This typical
application requires algorithms for the recognition of the PA recommended by the
clinical staff. Currently, the algorithms proposed are based on decisional trees and
neural networks built on data of young healthy subjects. The relevance of such
algorithms is questionable for pathological or elderly subjects. The aim of the present
study is to propose a new method adapted to all kind of subjects using biomechanical
characteristics of the PAs/postures to classify.
Firstly, an algorithm for PA classification was proposed based on the biomechanical
definition of the postures to classify and on the hypothesis that to each PA corresponded
a specific body-segments coordination. To determine this specific body-segments
coordination, a motion capture was performed on 16 subjects of heterogeneous age and
physical condition taking successively different posture (sitting/standing/lying) and
performing
different
PAs
(walking/running/cycling)
at
different
pace
(slow/normal/fast). Body-segments orientation and 16 vertical and horizontal
accelerations were afterwards computed. All the combinations from 2 to 3 accelerations
out of the 16 accelerations were tested to define which one was the most appropriate to
distinguish the PAs by the mean of the Hausdorff Distance.
The knees vertical acceleration showed the best ability for distinguishing the PAs. This
result was then tested on the algorithm for PA classification. 94% of the trials of the
experimental data were correctly classified.

2. INTRODUCTION
Recent advances have resulted in the development of light-weight and wireless inertial
sensors enabling thus measures of motion kinematics over a long period of time. These
developments can be especially exploited for rehabilitation purposes dealing with
physical activity monitoring [1]. In that case, the aim is to detect the physical activities
(PA) performed by the user in order to compare their PA practice with that
recommended by the clinical staff [2]. For this, the activities performed by the
individual are recognized and classified by interpreting signals provided by sensors,
usually accelerometers. Many algorithms based on decisional trees [3], neural networks
[Erreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable.] taking as inputs diverse parameters
1
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computed from acceleration frequencies obtained with one or more sensors placed on
various locations have been proposed. However, neither the choice of the parameters,
neither the positions of the sensors have been justified. Now, as demonstrated by
biomechanical studies, each PA can be defined by specific body-segment movements
and organisations. For instance, walking and running consist both in moving by lifting
alternately the feet forwards but during walking, conversely to running, one part of a
foot is always on the ground, resulting in distinctive coordination patterns of the lowerleg kinematics data [Erreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable.,6]. These observations
could be used for a new generation of algorithms for PA classification.
Moreover, the traditional algorithms proposed are implemented, trained -in the case of
neural networks- and tested with the use of healthy young subjects. In the context of
rehabilitation, the physical abilities of the subjects to monitor are not only
heterogeneous but are expected to evolve throughout the rehabilitation process. A
methodology that can easily take into account the specificities of the subject and their
evolutions has then to be proposed.
The present study proposes first an algorithm that can classify PAs based on the bodysegment coordination but also a methodology that can be used to determine the inputs of
the algorithm, namely, the kinematics parameters that can be utilized to differentiate the
different physical activities.

3. MATERIAL AND METHOD

Figure 1: Algorithm for the PA classification; acc represents
accelerations of the activity/posture to classify; Caccwalk,
Caccrun, Cacccycle represent n-space reference curves
corresponding to n accelerations for subject specific reference
activities “walking”, “running” and “cycling”.

Figure 2: Markers positioning

3.1 Architecture of algorithm
The algorithm (Fig.1) classifies the postures sitting/standing/lying and the PAs
walking/running/cycling, which are typical PAs recommended during a rehabilitation
program. Only body-segment accelerations and orientations were considered as inputs
for the algorithm since they are provided by inertial sensors that can record over a long
period of time.
With this algorithm, the subject is considered as being immobile when the accelerations
are above a threshold T1. In that case, postures are classified based on their literal
definition. “Standing” means indeed “to be in an upright position on the feet”, which

induces a vertical alignment of the trunk and the legs. “Lying” means “to be in a
horizontal, recumbent, or prostrate position” which corresponds to a horizontal
alignment of the trunk and the legs. Finally, “sitting” is defined as “to rest with the body
supported by the buttocks or the thighs” and can be characterised by horizontal thighs
and a vertical trunk. According to these definitions, the differentiation of these postures
depends then on the relative orientation of the thighs and trunk with the vertical.
When the subject is moving, the algorithm tests first whether the subject performs a
cyclical activity. For that purpose, an autocorrelation on the accelerations of the body
segments is computed. Below the threshold T2 of the autocorrelation result, a cyclical
movement is considered.
As aforementioned, each PA corresponds to a specific body-segments coordination that
can be characterised by a coordination of kinematics data such as accelerations. The
identification of the cyclical physical activity is obtained from the comparison of
accelerations of the body segments (Cacc) with the same sets of the accelerations
representative of each PA category (here Caccwalk, Cacccycle, and Caccrun). This
comparison is quantified by the computation of the Hausdorff distances (HDs) between
Cacc and each Cacc of reference namely Caccwalk, Cacccycle, and Caccrun. The Hausdorff
distance measures how far two subsets of a metric space are from each other [7]. This
distance can be generalised to space of n-dimensions, allowing a comparison of the
coordination of n accelerations.
The cyclical PA is considered as indeterminate if these HDs are superior to the
threshold T3. If not, the PA is classified according to the minimal HDs obtained.
The parameters of the proposed algorithm are then the thresholds T1, T2 and T3, and
the specific reference n-space curves Caccwalk, Caccrun, Cacccycle. The n accelerations
have also to be determined. This is the subject of the study proposed in the next section.
3.2 Determination of the n accelerations for the PA classification
16 subjects of different ages (8<age<64 years), morphologies (20<weight<92kg and
118<height<187cm), and physical condition (sedentary to sport competitors) took part
in an experimental study after providing their written consent.
A 3D movement capture was undertaken with the use of an optoelectronical 3D motion
capture system (Vicon, Oxford Metrics, United Kingdom) operating at 100 Hz tracking
38 reflective markers 14 mm in diameter placed on the body as depicted on Fig. 2. Only
the markers placed on the jugular notch, the sacrum, posterior above the both wrist
joints, the both lateral femoral epicondyles, and both lateral malleoli were used in the
present study as they represented the distal positions of body-segments and/or limbs.
During the experimentation, the subjects followed a path for 3 times during which they
maintain the posture sitting/standing/lying 2 times for a period of 5s. Afterwards, the
subjects walked, ran, and then cycled 6 times through a 10m-pathway at 3 different
paces (slow/normal/maximal). They also performed 2 activities of their choice (e.g.
sweeping, playing football, etc...) also at 3 different paces.
The trajectories were derived twice using a two-point numerical derivation in order to
obtain acceleration and then filtered at a cut-off frequency of 6Hz using a 4th order lowpass Butterworth filter. Only the accelerations along the vertical axis and the direction
of the movement were further considered. Each acceleration was normalised across its
maximal value recorded during the trial.
For each subject and each trial, 16 accelerations were then obtained. Consequently, the
total number of possible acceleration combination is 16! = 20,922,789,888,000. To limit
the calculation time of the algorithm and because more than one acceleration is needed

to represent a body-segments-coordination, only the combinations of 2 and 3
accelerations were considered, reducing thus the number of possible combinations to
680. To evaluate which one of these 680 possible combinations accelerations could be
used to characterise the PA, the Hausdorff Distance (HD) was computed for each of the
680 combinations between trials of a same PA (intra-activity HDs), whatever the
subject or the intensity of the exercise, but also between trials representing two different
PAs (inter-activity HD). HDs were then classified in 6 different categories:
HDw representing HDs computed between two trials of “walking”
HDr representing HDs computed between two trials “running”
HDc representing HDs computed between two trials “cycling”
HDwr representing HDs computed between a trial “walking” and a trial “running”
HDwc representing HDs computed between a trial “walking” and a trial “cycling”
HDrc, which represents HDs computed between a trial “running” and a trial
“cycling”.
The best combination of the n accelerations to identify the PA is that of the intraactivity HDs significantly inferior to inter-activity HDs. Normal distribution of the HDs
was assessed using the Shapiro-Wilkinson test. Differences between HD categories
were compared for the 680 accelerations combinations using a one-way ANOVA. When
a significant difference has been noticed, post-hoc analysis with Bonferoni-correction
was performed to compare the intra-activity HD with each inter-activity HD including
the activity. For all the statistical tests, the level of significance was set at 0.05. In
addition to this, for each combination of accelerations tested, were computed the
percentage of intra-activity HDs superior to the inter-activity HDs including the activity
(e.g. the percentage of HDw superior to HDwr and of HDw superior HDwc). Based on
this analysis the best acceleration combination to distinguish the physical activity has be
deduced and definitively implemented in the PA recognition sub-routine.

4. RESULTS
Table 1 : Five best accelerations combinations to
provide the highest percentage (in mean) of intraactivity HDs inferior to inter-activities HDs.
%

KNEz
KNEz
oKNEz ANKz

Table 2 : Percentage of trials accurately
classified for each posture and PA.

KNEz
ANKz
oKNEz

KNEz
ANKz
oANKz

KNEz
oANKz

Activity

% of recognition

HDw<HDwr

98

87

96

95

89

Stand

100%

HDw<HDwc

100

99

100

100

93

Sit

100%

HDr<HDwr

72

77

73

90

93

Lie

100%

HDr<HDrc

90

98

95

93

87

Walk

100%

HDc<HDwc

98

95

96

88

87

Run

80%

HDc<HDrc

95

93

96

77

80

Cycle

100%

Mean

92

92

92

91

88

Other

100%

Total

94%

KNEz/oKNEz: vertical acceleration of the knee/ of the
knee marker of the opposite leg
ANKz/oANKz: vertical acceleration of the ankle
marker/ of the ankle marker of the opposite leg

4.1 Determination of the n accelerations for the PA classification
For each combination of accelerations, HDs were significantly different across the 6 HD
categories as attested by the results of the one-way ANOVA (p<0.001 for all the

accelerations combination). However, according to the post-hoc tests, at least one intraactivity HD (HDw, HDr, HDc) has not been significantly smaller (p>0.05) than at least
one inter-activity HD (HDwr, HDwc, HDrc) for 219 accelerations combinations.
The percentage of intra-activity HDs inferior to inter-activity HDs defined which
combination of accelerations clearly differentiated each PA. Table 2 shows the five best
n accelerations combinations with the highest mean rating. The best combination is the
combinations of the vertical accelerations of the knees.
4.1 PA classification
To test the robustness of the algorithm and the validity of the parameters, the algorithm
was tested on the experimental data previously described. The thresholds were set
according to the results of a previous study. The threshold T1 for the acceleration
detecting activity was set to 0.5m.s-2, the threshold T2 for the autocorrelation
determining cyclicity to 0.4, and the threshold T3 for the HD determining known
activity was set to 0.8. The orientation of the trunk and thighs was defined by the
sacrum and that of the midpoint of the clavicula and the two knee markers. The previous
results were used to set Cacc, namely the combination of accelerations used to
differentiate the PAs. According to these results, the PAs “walking”, “running”, and
“cycling” were identified by the vertical acceleration of the knees markers. The specific
reference Caccwalk, Caccrun, Cacccycle were extracted for each subject, and for each PA
category randomly among the trials performed at a moderate pace.
To test the algorithm, it has been computed how many trials (in %) were correctly
classified for each posture and PA. Except for the “running”, for all 16 subjects at all
levels of activity, our algorithm classified posture and PA (Table 2) correctly. For the
activity “running”, only 80% of the trials were correctly classified. The errors were
made for trials “running” performed at maximum pace.

5. DISCUSSION
The present study proposed a complete algorithm for physical activity (PA)
classification. It included the demonstration of the choice of the inputs parameters and
the test on a heterogeneous population that performed PA at difference levels of
activity.
The proposed algorithm presents several originalities. First, for the postures and PAs, it
is based on biomechanical foundations. For the postures, literal definitions were used to
define the mean they could be characterised. PAs were classified according to n-space
curves of accelerations (2≤n≤3) chosen to represent body-segments coordination, which
are known to be typical to each PA performed. It did not use post-processing from
classical signal processing theory e.g. frequencies analysis and entropy calculation.
As the reference curves of accelerations can easily be recorded for each subject, not
only the algorithm can catch specificities of the subject but also be updated to take into
account his evolution, making it appropriated for all type of subjects and applications.
This algorithm is also flexible as a library of PAs can easily be added, under the
condition to identify the set of accelerations according the methodology presented in
this study. Inside the proposed algorithm, the Hausdorff Distance (HD) [7] was used to
characterise the similarity between the body segments accelerations combination. Other
similarity measures exist as proposed in the field of shape classification but HD has the
advantage of having no dimension restriction on the curves to compare which avoids the

need for temporal normalisation.
In the present study only accelerations were considered to define the kinematics
signature of body-segments coordination. This choice was driven by the fact that inertial
markers and accelerometers are a mature technology for a daily and ambulatory
measurement of human motion. Moreover, due to the focus on the PAs “walking”,
“running”, and “cycling”, fewer markers localisations were considered for the arms than
for the legs because the present PAs involved more lower limbs than upper limbs. The
body segment medio-lateral acceleration has also not been considered since the
movement of the segments was scarcely produced along that direction for the PAs to
classify. These medio-lateral accelerations, other markers, but also other kinematics
parameters e.g 3D trajectories, and velocities could be considered. Nevertheless, it
would increase dramatically the computation time.
According to our results, each PA had particular patterns of body segments coordination
as demonstrated by significantly smaller intra-activity HDs than inter-activity HDs of
body segments accelerations. The results also show that the vertical accelerations of the
knee markers were the best to distinguish the three PAs walking/running/cycling.
For posture classification, we identified the needs of orientation for thighs and trunk.
Now, as methods using extended Kalman filters are able to compute these orientations
from inertial sensors, the PAs walking/running/ walking but also the postures
standing/lying/sitting can be classified by the use of only three inertial sensors located
on the thighs and on the sacrum,.
The present algorithm has been 100% successful to classify the different
postures/physical activities “walking” and “cycling”, but only 80% for the PA
“running” at maximal pace. This result can be explained by the fact that due to the use
of an optoelectronical motion capture device, the measure volume was limited. Thus for
some subjects we did not always obtain a complete cycle of “running” at maximal pace
as subjects often began to decelerate in order to stop their run. This result is due to a
bias of our motion capture protocol. However, the good results with the subjects for
which at least a complete full pace running cycle had been obtained convinced us about
the robustness of the algorithm even for the “running” classification.
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2-D MESHLESS ALGORITHM FOR MODELLING OF SOFT TISSUE
UNDERGOING FRAGMENTATION AND LARGE DEFORMATION:
VERIFICATION AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Xia Jin1, Guiyong Zhang1, Grand. R. Joldes1, King. H. Yang2, Xin Jin2,
Pierre-Y. Rohan3, Karol Miller1, Adam Wittek1

1. ABSTRACT
In injury biomechanics and surgery simulation, modelling of soft tissues/soft organs is
generally performed using (non-linear) finite element procedures. However, the
accuracy of finite element method deteriorates when the mesh undergoes fragmentation
and distortion due to damage/cutting and large deformations caused by injury and
surgical intervention. Therefore, in this study, we developed a meshless algorithm with
visibility criterion for fragmentation modeling. The algorithm provides robust solution
for predicting soft tissue responses for large strains and discontinuities due to
fragmentation.
Verification against the well-established non-linear finite element procedures available
in ABAQUS confirms the accuracy of our meshless algorithm with visibility criterion
for fragmentation modelling. Evaluation of the algorithm performance through
modelling of the pia-arachnoid tissue samples subjected to rupture-causing elongation
indicates that the overall deformation within the sample predicted by the algorithm
qualitatively agrees with that observed in the previously published experimental results.

2. INTRODUCTION
The ability to model fragmentation of soft tissues due to rupture/cutting is of immense
importance for impact and injury biomechanics as well as for biomechanics for
medicine. Potential applications include computer evaluation of car crash safety
performance through modelling of traumatic injury to car occupants and pedestrians as
well as simulators for surgical training and surgery planning.
So far, in both impact/injury biomechanics and surgery simulation, non-linear finite
element procedures have been a method of choice [1-6]. However, the finite element
method becomes unstable and its accuracy deteriorates when the finite element
computational grid (i.e. finite element mesh) undergoes fragmentation and distortion
due to rupture/damage of the analysed continuum [7].
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In this study, we apply a meshless algorithm in which the computational grid is built
using only nodes (Fig. 1). As such meshless discretisation eliminates the need for mesh
of the inter-connected elements, the problem of computational grid distortion under
large strains disappears. Discontinuities (cracks) due to fragmentation are introduced by
appropriate reconstruction of nodal domains of influence. We provide verification of the
algorithm in terms of its ability to model discontinuities due to fragmentation in the
deforming 2-D continuum and evaluate the algorithm’s performance through modelling
of elongation and fragmentation of a sample of pia-arachnoid-complex tissue.
Fig. 1 Schematic representation of
meshless discretisation facilitating
arbitrary distribution of nodes.

3. METHODS
3.1 Meshless algorithm for modelling of soft tissue fragmentation
Basic implementation of the Meshless Total Lagrangian Explicit Dynamics (MTLED)
algorithm for computing soft tissue deformations we used in this study has been
described in [8]. Its key features are: 1) Moving Least-Squares (MLS) shape functions
for interpolation of field variables (displacements) between the nodes; 2) A regular
independent grid of integration cells for spatial integration; 3) Total Lagrangian
formulation of continuum mechanics [9]; and 4) Explicit integration in time domain
using central difference method.
Basic implementation of the MTLED algorithm by Horton et al. [8] does not facilitate
modelling of tissue fragmentation. In this study, the discontinuity in the deformation
field caused by the fragmentation was introduced by modifying the shape functions to
reflect the fact that nodes and integration points located on the opposite sides of the
crack cannot influence each other. The alterations to the shape functions were
implemented using the visibility criterion [7] in which the crack/fragmentation line (or
surface in 3-D) is considered opaque when constructing the nodal domains of influence.
To efficiently implement the Visibility Criterion, we used a level set function method
[10, 11]. Details of our implementation of a level set method for 2-D fragmentation
problems have been described in Jin et al. [12]. Therefore, only a summary is presented
in Fig. 2.
Fig. 2 The concept of level set function method applied in this
study for implementation of visibility criterion for modelling of
fragmentation induced discontinuities: The analysed domain is
divided into four subdomains (A, B, C and D) according to the
sign of two level set functions φ and ψ. Division into these four
subdomains is used to determine the position of a point and
supporting node in relation to the fragmentation (crack, notch)
line L. L1 is extension of the fragmentation line. L2 is the line
normal to the fragmentation line at the crack tip.

3.2 Verification of meshless algorithm for soft tissue fragmentation modelling
We modelled uniaxial elongation of a rectangular specimen (dimensions of 0.1 m by 0.1
m) of soft (Young’s modulus of 3000 Pa) nearly incompressible (Poisson’s ratio of
0.49) continuum (Fig. 3). The results obtained using our algorithm were compared with
those from the well-established non-linear finite element procedures available in
ABAQUS finite element code.
As discussed in Introduction, finite element method does not facilitate robust and
accurate simulation of propagation of discontinuities due to fragmentation of soft
continua. Therefore, to eliminate the need for simulation of such propagation, modelling
of discontinuity in the finite element model shown in Fig. 3a started from introducing
the notch with geometry corresponding to that of the fully propagated notch in the
meshless model. Then elongation of 0.02 m was applied. On the other hand, in the
model implemented using our meshless algorithm, the fragmentation was initiated by
introducing a small notch in the deformed (elongated by 0.02 m i.e. 20%) meshless grid
(Fig. 3b). The discontinuity in the analysed continuum was propagated by adding nodes
on the notch edges.
a)

b)

Fig. 3 Verification of the meshless algorithm for soft tissue modeling: simulation of 2-D
specimen of soft tissue-like hyperelastic material (the neo-Hookean constitutive model was
used) subjected to uniaxial elongation (on edge B) and rigidly constrained on edge A. The
specimen dimensions are 0.1 m by 0.1 m. a) Finite element model (ABAQUS solver was
used) with notch; b) Deformed meshless model with notch (the points shown are field nodes
of the meshless discretisation).

3.3 Evaluation of meshless algorithm performance: Modelling of pia-arachnoid complex
elongation
We applied our meshless algorithm with visibility criterion for fragmentation modelling
to simulate the experiments on in-plane elongation of pia-arachnoid complex (PAC)
samples conducted by Jin et al. [13] (Fig. 4) and compared the nominal stress–strain
histories predicted by the algorithm with the experimental results.
To facilitate modelling of tissues with fibrous/composite structure (such as the brain
meninges), we implemented a hyperelastic transverse isotropic material model
according to [14]. We focused on the responses at a very small strain rate of 0.05 s-1 and

used the PAC constitutive constants (obtained from the study by Jin et al. [15]) that
correspond to the tissue relaxed state: 1) Matrix Young’s modulus E=26.4 kPa; 2) Fibre
constants (defined as in [14] and [15]), C3=56 kPa, C4=11, C5=8.45 MPa,
C6=-8.39 MPa ; and 3) The stretch value where the fibers are straightened *=1.32.
Edge A

Edge B

Fig. 4 Meshless model applied when
modelling the experiments on elongation of
samples of pia-arachnoid-complex tissue
conducted by Jin et al. [13]. Dimensions:
height (along Y axis) of 12.7 mm, length
(along X axis) of 20.0 mm, thickness of
0.0246 mm. Edge A was rigidly constrained,
and Edge B was subjected to elongation in X
(horizontal) axis direction.

4. RESULTS
4.1 Verification of meshless algorithm for soft tissue fragmentation modelling
The results obtained using our meshless algorithm with visibility criterion for
fragmentation modelling were very close to those calculated by the ABAQUS finite
element solver. The maximum difference in the nodal displacements along X axis was
0.37 mm (i.e. less than 2% of the total model elongation) and occurred in the vicinity of
the notch tip where the finite element mesh exhibited large distortion (Fig. 5). The
average absolute difference in the nodal displacements was order of magnitude smaller
than the maximum difference and equaled 0.029 mm (which is only 0.15% of the total
model elongation).
Fig. 5 Results of verification of the
meshless algorithm in modelling of
discontinuities (crack) due to tissue
fragmentation. The model set-up used in
this verification is shown in Fig. 3.
Distribution of the absolute differences (in
metres) in nodal displacements in X
direction between the meshless algorithm
and ABAQUS finite element solver overimposed on deformed meshless grid for
elongation of 20% of the initial length of
the model. Model dimensions are in metres.

4.2 Evaluation of meshless algorithm performance: Modelling of pia-arachnoid complex
rupture
The nominal stress–strain relationship of the PAC sample predicted by the model
implemented using our meshless algorithm with visibility criterion was within the
envelope of the experimental responses (Fig. 6). Overall deformation of the sample
predicted by the model agreed well with that observed in the experiments (Fig. 7).

Fig. 6 Evaluation of performance of our
meshless algorithm with visibility criterion
implemented using the level set function
method. Comparison of the nominal stressstrain relationship predicted using the
meshless algorithm and the experimental
results on rupture-causing elongation of piaarachnoid-complex tissue specimens reported
by Jin et al. [15]. Strain rate of 0.05 s-1.
a)

b)

Fig. 7 Results of application of our meshless algorithm in modelling of the experiments on
elongation of pia-arachnoid-complex tissue specimens by Jin et al. [15]. a) The specimen
deformation for overall sample elongation of 42.5% of the initial length predicted using the
meshless algorithm. Dimensions are in mm; b) Photograph of the deformed tissue specimen.

5. DISCUSSION
In this study, we developed a meshless algorithm, in which the analysed continuum was
discretised using a cloud of points/nodes, for modelling of the responses of soft tissue
undergoing elongation and fragmentation. Discontinuities in the deformation field due
to fragmentation are introduced by modifying the nodal domains of influence (using the
visibility criterion) so that nodes located on opposite sides of the crack/notch
(represented in the algorithm by the fragmentation line) do not interact with each other.
Verification of our meshless algorithm against the well-established non-linear finite
element procedures implemented in the ABAQUS code indicates that when modelling
fragmentation and large deformation of a soft tissue-like membrane specimen, the
algorithm yields practically the same results as the ABAQUS code (Fig. 5).
The results of simulation of the experiments on elongation of pia-arachnoid complex by
Jin et al. [13] indicate that our meshless algorithm with visibility criterion for
fragmentation modelling accurately predicts the soft tissue responses in terms of stress–
strain characteristics (Fig. 6) and overall tissue deformation (Fig. 7). However, detailed
quantitative validation of the algorithm’s accuracy in predicting the tissue responses at
very large strains and in the vicinity of rupture-induced discontinuity requires further
investigation.
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PATIENT-SPECIFIC MODELLING OF VERTEBROPLASTY: HOW
CAN WE OPTIMIZE THE OUTCOME OF THE TREATMENT?
R.P. Widmer1, B. Helgason2 and S.J. Ferguson3

1. ABSTRACT
Vertebral fragility fractures are often treated by injecting bone cement, typically
polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA), into the collapsed vertebral bodies (vertebroplasty).
Until now, the extent to which cement type, cement volume, cannula placement and
other augmentation parameters affect the outcome of the treatment has not been studied
in a systematic fashion. The aim of this study is to investigate and introduce methods
that allow pre-computing realistic cement distributions with a high accuracy, even in a
clinical setting, where only limited computational power is available and no significant
delay in the treatment pathway can be accepted. We also aim to introduce a framework
that serves, in combination with an adequate mechanical FE model of the bone-cement
composite, as an assessment tool for scientists and clinicians to determine the patientspecific procedure parameters that optimize the treatment outcome. The flow of a nonNewtonian fluid in trabecular bone is governed by a modified version of Darcy’s law.
This formulation implies several flow parameters to be calculated, e.g. the bone
permeability, fluid interface positions and non-linear rheology properties. We generally
approach this issue by mapping pre-computed micro-scale values to the macroscopic
length scale. We successfully established a framework that allows investigating the
procedure parameters that minimize the local risk of fracture and maximizes patient
safety. Ongoing work focuses on accuracy improvement with statistical error
quantification and the completion of a thorough sensitivity analysis to identify
parameters (cement viscosity, needle position, etc.) with the most significant effect on
the post-operative risk of fracture.
2. INTRODUCTION
Osteoporosis is a common disease that manifests itself in fractures occurring at different
anatomical sites, e.g. at the spine, the hip, or the wrist, with consequent morbidity and
mortality. Augmentation of weak cancellous bone, through the injection of a reinforcing
biomaterial, is a popular, minimally invasive intervention for the stabilization of
fractured osteoporotic bone. However, subsequent fractures of the augmented, adjacent
or remote levels immediately following the augmentation have been reported and
altered load patterns are considered as one of the main causes [1]. Moreover, two
studies published in 2009 cast doubts over the efficacy of vertebroplasty. In both
studies, patients with osteoporotic vertebral fractures were randomized to undergo either
a vertebroplasty or a sham procedure. Buchbinder et al. [2] concluded that “similar
1
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improvements were seen in both groups with respect to pain at night and at rest,
physical functioning, quality of life, and perceived improvement”. The study of Kallmes
et al. [3] found similar results and showed that improved disability and pain scores were
noted immediately following both procedures, however a trend toward a higher rate of
clinically meaningful improvement in pain (30% decrease from the baseline) in the
vertebroplasty group was observable. These results have been met with some disbelief
among physicians treating VCF patients, and severe concerns were raised on the design
of both studies (ethical concerns, small sample size, crossover between the groups, i.e.
patients were able to guess they have been treated with the sham procedure, and the
sham procedure could itself have promoted pain relief). Conflicting with these results, a
more recent study [4] has been released showing the efficacy and value of
vertebroplasty.
Regardless of their final conclusion whether vertebroplasty is effective or not, none of
these studies investigated quantitatively the interdependence and sensitivity of the
treatment parameters on the resultant outcome. In preliminary analyses, we found and
concluded that a small deviation of the cannula position from the ideal location might
significantly impair the mechanical stabilization effect and thus the efficacy of the
procedure. Furthermore, until now, no evidence has been provided as to which extent
cement type, cement volume, cannula placement and other treatment parameters affect
the aforementioned loading pattern in the spine and the final outcome of the treatment.
Such indications could be helpful to complement the findings of the recent studies by
replacing the qualitative (effective yes/no) by absolute or relative quantitative measures
that might even incorporate the patient’s condition before the treatment.
The aim of this study was therefore threefold:
• Firstly, to investigate and introduce methods that allow to pre-compute realistic
cement distributions and perform a local bone strength assessment prior to and
after the vertebroplasty treatment.
• Secondly, to identify those treatment parameters and the implied cement
spreading pattern with the optimal trade-off between the mechanical
stabilization effect and the possible (negative) treatment side effects.
• Thirdly, to assess the efficacy of vertebroplasty by quantitative measures.
3. METHODS
3.1 Bone sample, scanning and morphology determination
A cadaveric human vertebral body (L1 level) was scanned using a high resolution
computed tomography scanner (µCT 40, Scanco Medical AG, Bassersdorf,
Switzerland) at the Department of Biomedical Engineering of the Eindhoven University
of Technology. The scan, performed in air, was taken at a nominal isotropic resolution
of 37 µm and segmented using a global threshold. Bone architecture parameters were
derived using a bone micro-architecture database lookup algorithm.
3.2 Constitutive material properties
The constitutive mechanical properties of each element in the Finite Element (FE)
model were computed using a combined lookup table mapping combined with an
extended rule of mixture that accounts for the bone volume fraction (BVTV), the

cement volume fraction (CVF), the pore ratio in the cement bulk (PR) and a stiffness
correction factor that relates the cement stiffness to the (negatively correlated) cement
temperature [5]. The hydraulic permeability of the bone was calculated based on the
element bone volume ratio, the degree of anisotropy (DA) and the trabecular spacing
(Tb.Sp) according to [6]:

( )

log10 k s = α 0 + α1 ⋅ BVTV + α 2 ⋅ DA + α 3 ⋅ Tb.Sp ,

(1)

where k s refers to the intrinsic permeability and α 0 Kα 3 to the fitting coefficient of the
log-linear regression model. The apparent dynamic viscosity µ of the cement was
updated according to the Ostwald-de Waele equation

µ = C ⋅ γ& r −1 ,

(2)

where C and r are the time-dependent consistency and power-law indices, respectively,
and γ& refers to the local fluid shearing rate.
3.3 Finite Element analyses, Monte Carlo simulation and bone strength assessment
For all simulations, a tetrahedral FE mesh (approx. 50000 elements), representing the
vertebral body, was used. The multicomponent (bone marrow/ bone cement) flow was
governed by a mixed-boundary formulation [7]. For the mechanical stress assessment, a
load of 1.09 MPa uniformly distributed over the nucleus pulposus area was applied. The
cement injections were virtually performed at 15 randomly chosen and evenly
distributed locations within the vertebral body. The strength assessment indicator SAI
was computed as the ratio of effective local strain and predicted failure strain. The
organ strength improvement OSI was calculated according to
OSI = 1 −

max(SAI post )
Ω

max(SAI pre )

,

(3)

Ω

where Ω refers to the computational domain and SAIpre and SAIpost refer to the pre- and
post-augmentation strength assessment indicator, respectively.
4. RESULTS
The predicted values of SAI were 1.1887e-4≤SAIpre≤4.8499 and 2.3702e5≤SAIpost≤8.1456. The organ strength improvement indicator was found to be 79.71%≤OSI≤ 94.13%, depending on the injection volume and the cement type. The
spreading pattern and local SAI-distribution for the pre-augmentation case, two
positions and two injection volumes are shown in Figure 1. Figure 2 shows OSI as a
function of the injected volume (positive correlation) and the cement type. The cement
type A has the highest and the cement type F the smallest Young’s modulus.

Pre-augmentation
Position 1, V=3mL
Position 2, V=3mL
Position 1, V=6mL
Position 2, V=6mL
Fig. 1: Cement distributions (left column) and the corresponding strength assessment
indicator distribution (right column). Transparent and green areas refer to 0≤SAI≤1
whereas yellow and red areas refer to SAI>1, thus where the trabecular bone structure
is at risk to fail.

Fig. 2: The relative overall organ strength improvement OSI as a function of the
injected cement volume (left figure) and the cement type (right figure). A larger
injection volume has a strong positive effect whereas the variation of the cement
stiffness has only a marginal positive effect on the overall strength.

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The aim of this study was to combine computational simulation techniques to model the
mechanical effect of vertebroplasty and to assess the efficacy of the procedure using
quantitative measures. The results presented support our hypothesis, that the efficacy is
strongly related to the location of the injection site within the vertebral body. This
statement is supported by the SAI-distributions in Figure 1. For treatment position 2,
only 3 mL of cement injection is required to achieve approximately the same strength
improvement that follows the treatment at position 1 with 6 mL cement. An important
aspect is that the OSI-indicator, for some of the injection locations, indicates a negative
procedure outcome, which should be avoided. The results in Figure 2 suggest that the
injected volume should be as large as possible. This finding might be true from a
mechanical point of view. However, a larger injection volume is also associated with a
higher treatment risk (cement leakage, embolism etc.) and consequently shouldn’t be
the optimization path to follow.
Our findings fit within the conclusions drawn from the randomized controlled trials that
support or question the efficacy of vertebroplasty. Critics would say that an
improvement by vertebroplasty can only achieved by chance whereas the optimist
argues that the uncertainty can be eliminated by optimization techniques. The
computational model presented in this study is a first attempt to solve this optimization
problem by considering the patient’s condition prior the treatment and sampling the
(highly dimensional) solution space at uniformly distributed points. Besides the optimal
treatment parameters, the presented measures allow to quantitatively judge the efficacy
of the vertebroplasty according to the patient’s condition individually.
At the moment, this model is limited to one spine level, and there is no evidence on the
accuracy of the overall computational model. While there is an ongoing effort to
experimentally validate the model and improve its accuracy, an extension towards a
multi-level or full-body diagnosis tool can be achieved by incorporating it into a
musculoskeletal simulation system.
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CHARACTERIZATION OF THE RUPTURE SITE IN INTRACRANIAL
ANEURYSMS BASED ON CFD COMPUTATIONS
P. Berg1, O. Beuing2, G. Janiga3, M. Neugebauer4, M. Skalej5 and D. Thévenin6

1. ABSTRACT
In case of diseased intracranial arterial walls focal or segmental dilatations may
develop, which are referred to as cerebral aneurysms. If a rupture sets in, consequences
are often devastating. In this work two patient-specific cerebral aneurysms are
investigated by means of CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics) simulations. In both
cases a rupture occurred during the medical examination without any manipulation.
Hence, both configurations can be used in an attempt to characterize specifically the
location of rupture. Unsteady hemodynamic simulations are carried out on high-quality
block-structured grids. Besides velocity and pressure distribution, temporally averaged
wall shear stresses (AWSS) as well as the oscillatory shear index (OSI) are analyzed.
Neither elevated velocity nor pressure values are found within the area of interest.
However, an oscillating flow motion is identified that may influence the endothelial cell
layer. Increased AWSS and OSI appear mainly at the neck of the aneurysms and distal to
the bifurcations, respectively, disqualifying them as driving factors regarding a rupture
in the present configurations.

2. INTRODUCTION
Circumscript or fusiform defects in the walls of intracranial arteries may lead to focal or
segmental dilatations of intracranial vessels, which are referred to as cerebral aneurysms
[1]. Due to growing and remodeling processes a rupture can set in at any time, leading
to a sudden death or permanent disabilities depending on the amount of blood leaving
the vascular system [2,3]. Unfortunately, the cause of a rupture is not well understood
yet. A better understanding would be extremely important for an improved treatment of
detected aneurysms and to decrease the risk of rupture.
Although high resolution images and time-dependent velocity measurements are
possible, e.g., by means of 7-Tesla magnetic resonance tomography (MRT) [4], the
complex interactions in blood flow cannot be revealed experimentally so far. This work
focuses on the computational investigation (CFD: Computational Fluid Dynamics) of
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the hemodynamics in cerebral aneurysms. Two patient-specific models of a cerebral
aneurysm corresponding to patients treated by our local Department of Neuroradiology
are investigated. Up to now, most studies have tried to predict parameters that increase
the rupture probability without knowing exactly where the rupture sets in [5,6]. In
contrast, of great importance in this study is the fact, that in both cases a rupture
occurred during the medical examination without any manipulation. Due to this rare
incident the region of interest (ROI) is known, unlike in usual analyses. Thereby,
specific evaluations in this area are possible. Li et al. [7] investigated a ruptured cerebral
aneurysm by means of CFD methods as well, but due to their simplifying assumptions
of a steady, Newtonian flow no characteristic patterns in the ROI could be extracted.
The hemodynamic simulations are carried out on high-quality block-structured grids to
minimize the computational costs and to achieve an excellent convergence behavior.
Blood is treated as an incompressible, isothermal and Newtonian fluid. To provide a
realistic inflow condition a flow rate generated by a complex Fourier series is
implemented.
In order to determine the flow behavior in the ROI, most widely used indicators e.g.
velocity magnitude, pressure distribution and wall shear stresses are analyzed and
compared against each other.
3. METHODS
3.1 Vascular model
Before the desired blood flow simulations can be carried out, it is necessary to generate
a suitable geometry model. Therefore, a 3D rotational angiography (3DRA) technique
was used for obtaining models with highest local resolution. The investigated cerebral
aneurysms, presented in Figure 1 (a-b), were located on the middle cerebral artery
(MCA) and the anterior communicating artery (ACA), respectively. In both cases the
flow directs from the bottom to the top. To improve the surface quality and the realistic
approximation respectively, a seeded region-growth algorithm was used for
segmentation followed by a smoothing procedure [8].
In order to achieve a good convergence behavior, block-structured meshes were
generated using the commercial meshing software ANSYS ICEM-CFD® 13.0 (Ansys
Inc., Canonsburg, PA, USA). The meshes consist of roughly 2 to 2.5 million hexahedral
elements and a mesh independence study was performed in advance in order to identify
the necessary grid density. An element height of 14 µm for the first layer and a growth
ratio of 1.3 towards the lumen were defined (see Fig. 1 c-d).

Fig. 1: Geometries of the two patient-specific cerebral aneurysms (a-b) and exemplary
presentation of a block-structured hexahedral mesh (c-d)

3.2 Hemodynamic simulation
In order to evaluate the cerebral blood flow within both aneurysms, the governing
Navier-Stokes equations for continuity and momentum are solved using the commercial
software package ANSYS Fluent® 13.0 (Ansys Inc., Canonsburg, PA, USA). Blood as
a suspension of plasma and cellular components is treated as an isothermal,
incompressible (ρ = 1055 kg/m³) and Newtonian fluid with a constant dynamic viscosity
η = 4.265 · 10-3 Pa·s [9]. Although the viscosity of blood can show a strong shear
dependency, a comparison with the typically used Carreau-Yasuda model showed no
significant difference in the velocity profiles for the present range of diameters [10].
The time-dependent inflow boundary condition is presented in Figure 2(a) for one
cardiac cycle (T = 0.99 s). This flow rate is approximated using a complex Fourier
series, which consists of multiple Fourier coefficients [5]. The vessel walls are assumed
to be rigid and no-slip boundary conditions are implemented. To assure an independent
outflow through all vessels, a traction-free condition is assumed.
3.3 Analysis
In the scope of this study most widely used indicators like the maximum magnitude of
the velocity vectors or highest wall shear stresses are evaluated. Additionally, regions of
elevated pressure values are detected. In order to decrease numerical errors and achieve
periodicity, only the third cardiac cycle is analyzed, discarding the first two cycles [11].
To investigate unsteady effects appearing within one heart beat, the parameters defined
in Equations (1) and (2) are discussed. The time-averaged wall shear stresses (AWSS) as
well as the oscillatory shear index (OSI) provide information regarding stressed regions
on the arterial surface and may supply hints with respect to the rupture probability [12].
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Figure 2(b-c) illustrates the ROI where the ruptures occurred and the analyses are
particularly focused on these areas. Post-processing is accomplished with EnSight® 9.2
(CEI Inc., Apex, NC, USA) and ParaView 3.10 (Kitware Inc., Clifton Park, NY, USA).

Fig. 2: Inflow boundary condition (a), regions where the ruptures occurred (b-c)

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In order to describe the developing flow patterns within the cerebral aneurysms, an
exemplary presentation of streamlines (t = 0.9 s), seeded at the domain inlet, is shown
for both cases in Figure 3. They resemble in the fact that the flow enters the aneurysm at
its bottom and remains close to the aneurysmal wall until it divides and exits sideward
back to the arterial branches. It is conspicuous that due to the geometric situation a
helical flow pattern develops before the blood leaves the dilatations. This results in nonparabolic velocity profiles and a twisted flow in the outflow vessels. With respect to the
velocity magnitude only small values compared to the arterial main stream could be
identified in the ROI. Nevertheless, an oscillating motion of the blood was observed in
these certain areas. This oscillation may rub against the endothelial layer and might
increase the risk of rupture.
Regarding the analyses of the time-averaged pressure distribution (see Figure 3-right),
the inlet pressure was set to 120 mmHg. The highest pressure drop can be observed
close to the bifurcation when the blood enters the outflow vessels. While case 1 shows
no increased pressure values at the dome of the aneurysm, in the ROI of case 2 slightly
elevated pressures appear in comparison to the rest of the aneurysm.

Fig. 3: Streamlines at t = 0.9 s (left) and averaged pressure (right) for both cases
For analyses of the wall shear stresses with respect to the physical time, temporal
averaging was carried out and illustrated in figure 4. Highest values mainly occur at the
neck of the aneurysm and distal to the bifurcation, respectively. On the aneurysms wall
itself and especially within the ROI only medial values are diagnosed. Comparing both
cases, the AWSS distribution of the second aneurysm appears significantly smoother due
a wider geometry, where a flow with less vorticity can evolve. The absence of high
shear regions in the ROIs indicates that elevated wall shear stresses are not primary
responsible for aneurysmal rupture.

Fig. 4: Time-averaged wall shear stresses of case 1 (left) and case 2 (right)

In addition to the analyses of averaged wall shear stresses, the temporal change of their
direction has been considered as well. The previously defined parameter OSI can vary
between a value of 0 and 0.5. With increasing OSI more intense direction changes
occur. As presented in Figure 5, elevated OSI regions are mainly noticeable close to the
bifurcations and can be explained by the existence of a recirculating flow in these areas.
Due to a narrow ostium and to sharp changes in direction leading to a helical flow
pattern, multiple regions with increased OSI values are visible in case 1. In contrast, the
ostium area of case 2 is much wider and the transition between the aneurysm and the
surrounding vessels is considerably smoother. Therefore, almost no temporal changes of
the shear directions appear in this case.

Fig.: 5: Oscillatory shear index of case 1 (left) and case 2 (right)

5. CONCLUSION
Within this study the hemodynamics in two ruptured cerebral aneurysms were
investigated. In both cases the place of rupture was known and therefore in the focus of
this work. In order to carry out CFD simulations, raw patient-specific imaging datasets
were reconstructed and subsequently spatially discretized using block-structured
meshing algorithms. Analyses regarding velocity and pressure distribution as well as
arterial wall shear stresses were performed. Additionally, the temporal change of the
direction of shear stresses was assessed using the OSI.
Analyses of velocity and pressure distribution demonstrated that the most prominent
values do not appear at the aneurysms domes. However, an oscillating motion of the
blood within one cardiac cycle was identified in the ROIs. This leads to the assumption
that the flow direction and its temporal variation are more likely to influence the rupture
probability than just the velocity magnitude.
Considering now wall shear stresses averaged during one cardiac cycle, areas with high
values are found below the aneurysms and mostly at the intersection between the
dilation and the surrounding arteries. Although high wall shear stresses are sometimes
considered in the literature as a driving factor regarding rupture, the present
observations do not support this hypothesis.
The analysis of OSI revealed again elevated values close to the bifurcations and at the
aneurysms neck. However, no major difference was identified in the ROI compared to
the healthy, straight vessel walls. Although the shear index may indicate a higher load
on endothelial tissue no direct correlation with the rupture probability was found in the
present case.
Further investigations aim onto the experimental verification of these observations. In
this context, four-dimensional (time-dependent 3D velocity vectors) measurements
using a 7 Tesla-MRT or Particle Tracing Velocimetry techniques appear most suitable
[13]. In order to quantify the observed flow oscillation in the ROI further post-

processing methods need to be developed and tested as well.
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FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS OF MICROSCOPY TENSILE TESTS OF
ANNULUS FIBROSUS TISSUE

B.J. Luxmoore1, V. N. Wijayathunga1, S. Rehman1, K. Wade2, S. Rodrigues2, N.
Broom2 and R.K. Wilcox1

1. ABSTRACT
A histological study of slices of annulus fibrosus tissue was conducted in which the
tissue was loaded in tension in line with the radial direction of the intervertebral disc.
Puckering of the tissue was observed at the interlamellar boundaries, suggesting that
minor bridging elements have stiffer material properties than their surrounding tissue
constituents. The histological study was replicated in a geometrically specimenspecific, finite element model of the tissue. The material properties of the model were
varied and it was found that the closest match to the experimental results was achieved
with a stiff sheath surrounding the fibre bundles.

2. INTRODUCTION
The intervertebral disc (IVD) consists of a gel-like nucleus pulposus (NP) surrounded
by layers (lamellae) of collagenous fibre bundles with alternating direction. These
layers make up the annulus fibrosus (AF). Recent histological studies have investigated
interlamellar interactions and constituent tissues. Yu et al.1,2 have suggested minor
bridging elements are part of a interconnected network of sheaths that surrounds
bundles of fibres and extends throughout the AF. Pezowicz et al.3,4 showed the
puckering of interlamellar boundaries at their intersection with minor bridging elements,
suggesting that they are somehow anchored within the lamella’s fibres. Although these
structural details have been investigated histologically, little is known about the
mechanics of these constituents when under load.
The aim of this study was to elucidate information about tissue structure from
microscopy data that could be incorporated into finite element (FE) models of the AF.
Measurements from microscopy data about the tissue structure and geometry and
observations of the structure under load were used as a foundation to build
geometrically specimen specific models of AF tissue.
The mechanical roles of the minor bridging elements and sheath network were
questioned by representing the biomechanical behaviour of the tissue observed in vitro
in a FE model, with a long term view to implement findings into a full IVD model with
improved representation of interlamellar mechanics.
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3. METHODS
3.1 Experimental Method
The T13-L1 disc was dissected from a skeletally mature (aged 3-5 years) ovine spine
that had been wrapped in plastic filmand stored at -20˚C until use. A block of AF tissue
was taken from the anterior portion of the disc and mounted in a freezing sledging
microtome with the radial face of the tissue block facing the microtome blade. Slices
60µm thick were cut at 30˚ to the axis in plane with the one direction of the fibres and
transected the alternating direction of fibres as previously described as “in-plane”4,5.
The slices were floated in a bath of saline at 5˚C and tested within 2 hours of extraction
from the disc.
The slices were individually placed into a bespoke tensile testing rig previously
described in detail6, with the radial ends securely clamped. The slices were sandwiched
between two glass cover slips that allowed light to be transmitted through the specimen.
The rig was mounted directly into the rotating stage of a conventional light microscope
(Nikon Multizoom AZ100). The slices were incrementally strained in the radial
direction. An image of the strained tissue was captured with every 0.5mm of extension
until the specimen failed.
3.2 Computational Methods
The prior-to-loading and loaded images of one of the slices was selected for the FE
analysis. A portion was chosen that showed three lamellae: two in which the fibres were
in-plane and one with cross sectioned fibres (Figure 2a). Proprietary software (ScanIP,
version 4, Simpleware Limited, Exeter, U.K.) was used to develop a 2D model from the
preload image, specific to the specimen’s geometry captured in the micrograph. The inplane and sectioned lamellae were segmented as separate components. Additional
features, such as the interlamellar bridging elements were also included in the models.
The model was exported to a commercially available FEA software package (ABAQUS
CAE 6.9-1, Simulia Corp, Providence, RI, USA). The model contained approximately
30,000 2D-plane stress elements. This will henceforth be referred to as the “FE model”.
Adjacent lamellae were assigned opposite material orientations to account for their
differing fibre orientations. Previously derived orthotropic material properties for the
AF7 were assigned to the lamellae (Table 1). The ratios of the material properties in
the x, y and z directions were maintained, however the material properties were not
assigned units. No experimental loading data was acquired, hence only the relative
material properties of the constituent tissues were investigated, rather than their absolute
values.
Ex
0.0004

Ey
0.07

Ez
0.016

νxy
0.023

νxz
0.075

νyz
1.38

Gall directions
0.0001

Table 1 – Unit-less orthogonal material properties applied to the lamellar, based on previous material model
development7. Shear modulus (G) is assumed to be the same in all directions.

The process of creating a model based on a single microscopy image was repeated for
the loaded image. This will henceforth be referred to as the “experimental model”.

An algorithm was written (Matlab, R2009a, MathWorks, Natick, USA) to extract the
coordinates of the nodes along the outer edges of the FE and experimental models.
Interpolation was used to find nodes in the two models with the most similar y values.
The coordinates of these similar nodes were compared and the difference was found
between their x values. This difference was applied as a displacement boundary
condition to the node in the FE model. This process was repeated for each node along
the outer edges of the model in the radial direction. Thus in its deformed state, the FE
model had the same geometry along its outer edges as the experimental model. A
variable displacement was applied to the outer edges of the model that ensured the
deformation of the model was the same as that observed experimentally.
Two variations of the FE model were developed: the “bridges” model and the “sheath”
model. This allowed a comparison of the two tissue models postulated in the
literature1,5. Details from these two model variations are shown in Figure 1: in the
bridge model, bridges join the two in-plane lamellae. In the sheath model, the bridges
are part of a sheath network that surrounds the fibre bundles. A fine layer of sheath
elements is included inbetween the sectioned and in-plane lamellae.
In plane lamellae

Sectioned lamella

Cross bridges integrated
into sheath network
surrounding fibre bundles

Cross bridges
Figure 1 - Detail of FE models showing bridge variation (left) and sheath variation (right).

For both models, the relative material properties of the bridges/sheaths were varied.
The stiffness was considered relative to that of the lamellae in the x direction. The
bridge/sheath elements were assigned isotropic linear elastic material properties. The
stiffness was varied by orders of ten, from one order of magnitude lower than the
lamellae in the x direction (Elam,x:Ebridge = 1:0.1) to five orders of magnitude higher
(Elam, x:Ebridge = 1:100,000). The internal geometry of the deformed FE model was
compared to that of the experimental model.

4. RESULTS
4.1 Experimental Results
During the testing of the five specimens, common characteristic features were observed,
such as puckering of interlamellar boundaries and the thinning of tissue in localised
areas, as highlighted in Figure 2.

Figure 2 - Micrographs for tensile test specimen T3, showing the full field of view of the microscope. (a) unloaded,
the box indicates the area of interest later used in FE models, the white arrow indicates a sectioned lamella, the red
arrow indicates an in-plane lamella; (b) loaded to extension of 3mm (51% strain), the white arrows show an example
of a lamellar boundary that has become puckered at the locations at which it intersects the interlamellar bridging
elements. The red arrows indicate areas of lamellae that have thinned.);

4.2 Computational Results
The coordinates of the nodes along the internal boundaries for the FE model in its
deformed state were recorded and compared to the equivalent nodes in the experimental
model. Some typical results are shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3 - Traces of internal boundaries for the bridge and sheath models for variation of bridge/sheath stiffness
relative to the experimental data. The shape of the boundaries change as the material properties of the bridges are
varied. The dashed lines show the experimental results. The orange lines show the model performance with a
compliant bridge/sheath material, the green lines with a stiff bridge/sheath material and the red in the mid range of
bridge/sheath stiffness.

As the stiffness of the bridges increased, they deformed much less than their
surrounding tissues, leading to more pronounced puckering along the internal boundary.
For the sheath model, the puckering of the internal boundaries is not as pronounced as
for the bridge model. The presence of the sheath elements along the entire boundary
results in a more even distribution of displacement.

Figure 4 - Correlation between FE and experimental results as bridge and sheath stiffness varies relative to lamellar
stiffness. Value “-1” on the horizontal axis refers to a lamellar/bridge stiffness ratio of 1:0.1, value “2” refers to the
ratio 1:100 and value “5” refers to ratio 1:100,000.

For the bridge model, there was very little change in the correlation of the FE results
with the experimental data, as shown in Figure 4. Although a marked change in
boundary shape was seen in Figure 3, as the bridges are only acting on the internal
boundaries in concentrated areas, these become averaged out over the whole length of
the boundary when the correlation is considered.
A slight improvement was seen in the correlation between the sheath model and the
experimental data as the stiffness of the sheath increased. This however does not
necessarily indicate that the model is becoming more accurate. Because the sheath
elements are acting along the entire length of the boundary, as their stiffness increases
the model becomes stabilised. The shape of the deformed boundary is smoother and
overall closer to the experimental data. This does not necessarily mean the
characteristic deformation of the experimental deformation has been more accurately
represented.

5. DISCUSSION
The experimental study presented used similar methodologies to those employed by
Pezowicz et al.4. Some similar observations were also recorded. In particular,
throughout the test samples, images showed the cross bridges remained taut whilst the
surrounding tissue constituents strained and deformed more, causing the interlamellar
boundary to pucker. The greater resistance of the bridges to the strain applied implies
that the material properties of the bridges differ to those of the surrounding tissues.
These experimental observations suggest that the structure of the cross bridge network
aids the resistance of the tissue to delamination.
The computational model was built from only one specimen. More models could be
created from more specimens to build greater confidence in the findings. The
computational study has allowed the characteristic deformations of the tissue observed
during the experimental study to be captured in a simulation that facilitates detailed

analysis of the tissue mechanics. Both the bridge and sheath variants of the model
performed closest to the experimental data when the bridge/sheath stiffness was two
orders of magnitude greater than the lamellar stiffness. This large relative difference in
stiffness of two adjacent tissue constituents is in agreement with the experimental
observations seen in this study and those of Pezowicz et al.4. It is this increased
stiffness of the interlamellar bridges that results in the taut bridges and puckered
boundaries.
Despite similarly high levels of error recorded for both variants of the model, overall it
was concluded that the performance of the sheath model in this test more accurately
characterised deformation of the tissue. This conclusion was based on the correlation of
the interlamellar boundaries in the FE model with those of the experimental model. It
was seen that the puckering of these boundaries in the bridge model was frequently over
exaggerated (Figure 3). This supports the hypothesis presented in several studies in the
literature that the minor interlamellar bridges are part of a wider network of tissue
constituents that penetrate between and around fibre bundles2,4.
Throughout the study, isotropic material properties were assigned to the bridge and
sheath materials. As is evident from histological studies2-5 although the composition of
these tissue components is still unknown, they are clearly fibrous in nature. Thus,
directionally dependent material properties would be more appropriate, to simulate the
varying strengths with and against the fibre direction.
A novel technique for creating specimen specific models of AF tissue samples has been
presented The techniques developed have been successfully used to investigate the
relative material properties of the tissue constituents and, along with supporting
evidence from experimental studies and the literature could provide the basis for
detailed characterisation of tissue constituent behaviour and properties. The techniques
for extracting the displacement of the tissue observed in the experimental study and
applying it to the FE model allowed inhomogenous displacements to be accurately
recreated with ease. This makes this method robust and versatile for application in
further studies.
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FINITE ELEMENT MODELS OF THE INTERVERTEBRAL DISC
DEVELOPED FROM MR SCANS TO INCLUDE LAMELLAR
MECHANICS

B.J. Luxmoore1, V. N. Wijayathunga1, S. Rehman1, R. Hodgson2, R. Evans2 and
R.K. Wilcox1

1. ABSTRACT
Two magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) sequences were developed to capture the
internal structures of intervertebral disc soft tissues of an ovine specimen in an unloaded
and compressed state, including the geometry and deformation of the lamellae of the
annulus fibrosus. The MRI data was combined with micro computer tomography data
of the adjacent vertebrae to create a specimen specific model that included the soft
tissues. This novel method allows specimen specific models of the internal soft tissues
to be constructed, calibrated and validated. Future work will incorporate of lamellar
mechanics into specimen specific models.

2. INTRODUCTION
Specimen-specific finite element (FE) models of the intervertebral disc (IVD) are not as
advanced as those for hard tissue, partially due to the difficulty in differentiating
between the internal soft tissue structures in image data. Methods for generating
specimen-specific FE models have been developed by combining magnetic resonances
imaging (MRI) and micro computer tomography (µCT)1,2. However, techniques that
include details of the internal soft tissue structure, such as the lamellar organisation and
data that can be used for calibration and validation are still lacking. O’Connell and
Elliott3,4 presented magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) sequences that show the
deformation of the lamellae under compressive loads. However, this image data has not
yet been used in computational simulations.
The aim of this study was to assess the potential of MRI data for model construction,
calibration and validation and to investigate different techniques for generating FE
models of the IVD using a combination of imaging modalities.
Two MRI sequences were tuned to individually image the nucleus pulposus (NP) and
annulus fibrosus (AF) of in vitro ovine specimens in both an unloaded and compressed
state. A specimen specific model was developed directly from MRI and µCT data.
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3. METHODS
3.1 Specimen Preparation
The T13-L3 segment was dissected from the spine of a skeletally mature (aged 6 years)
ovine spine. The central disc of the specimen, L1L2, was studied throughout. All
muscle tissue and most ligament tissue was removed from the specimens whilst
avoiding damage to the discs. The transverse processes were removed, as were the
posterior elements and facet joints, by sawing through the centre of the spinal canal.
Both ends of the specimens were potted in PMMA cement to facilitate mounting in a
bespoke loading rig suitable for use in the MRI scanner. A marker was attached to the
specimen that contained a fluid (Ortho-Spots, Beekley Medical, USA) and a glass
component. This was designed to show on both the µCT and MRI scans to aid image
registration during post-processing. Throughout the dissection and potting process, the
hydration of the discs was maintained by wrapping the specimen in damp paper-tissue.
The specimen was sealed in two layers of polythene bags and stored in the freezer at 20°C until use. Before scanning, the specimen was thawed at 2°C for 24 hours.
3.2 Imaging
To capture the vertebral geometry, a µCT scan was taken of each specimen in its
unloaded state (XtremeCT scanner, Scanco Medical, Switzerland), at a voxel size of
123µm and integration time of 300ms.
All MRI scans were taken using a 3T Siemens Verio. Two surface coils were placed
either side of the central disc (L1L2). A range of sequences were tried in the
development of the MR method with the aim of tuning the sequences to clearly show:
a) The geometry of the NP.
b) The geometry of the AF including individual lamellae.
The settings that were developed and used throughout the study are shown in Table 1.

In plane resolution
slice thickness
Scan type
FoV
matrix size
TR
TE
Flip angle
number of averages
scan time
number of slices

NP scan
0.31 mm
1.5mm
turbo spin echo
160 x 160
512 x 512
3200
36
n/a
1
approx 6 min
20

AF scan
0.2mm
0.2mm
flash
60 x 60
256 x 256
50
5
30˚
1
approx 55 min
300

Table 1 – Final settings used for NP and AF MRI scans.

During MRI scanning the specimens were mounted in the compression rig. The
specimen was imaged prior-to-loading and whilst under axial compression.
Compression was applied via a hand-tightened screw thread mechanism until the

reduction in height of the L1L2 disc was greater than or equal to 20%, which was
checked by a quick scout-view scan. Disc height measurements were taken at five
points across the mid coronal slice.
3.3 Specimen Specific Modelling Methods
Both the µCT and MRI scan data were processed using the same techniques. All image
data was resampled to the same cubic resolution of 0.2mm. Image registration
techniques were used to align the three sets of image data by aligning landmark features
and markers on the image data. Proprietary software (ScanIP, version 4, Simpleware
Limited, Exeter, U.K.) was used to construct 3D masks from the image data to
accurately represent the geometry of the vertebral bodies (VB), AF and NP. The VBs
were virtually cropped in half in the axial direction to account for symmetrical loading
of the FSU. The model was meshed into a combination of solid, linear, tetrahedral
elements (~400,000) and exported to an analysis software package (ABAQUS CAE 6.91, Simulia Corp, Providence, RI, USA). The meshed model prior to loading is shown in
Figure 1.

Figure 1 - Screen-shot images of the specimen specific model created from the µCT and MRI image data
for specimen 2. Vertebral bodies are shown in grey and the AF in blue. The lower right image shows the
disc isolated from the vertebral bodies with the descretised AF and NP (darker shade).

Material properties for the main tissues were developed in a previous study5, in which
linear, isotropic material models were calibrated to in vitro studies from the literature.
These are summarised in Table 2.
AF
NP
VB

E=12.85MPa, ν=0.4
E=1.5MPa, ν=0.5 (hybrid elements)
E=200MPa, ν=0.2

Table 2 - Material properties assigned to the model components, where E is elastic modulus and v is
poisson’s ratio.

The model was loaded in compression by applying a displacement to a rigid plate
attached to the upper surface of the superior vertebral body. The magnitude of the
displacement was assigned to result in the same change in disc height (the average taken

of five points across the mid-coronal
mid
slice) as observed for the specimen experimentally
(24% ±5%).

4. RESULTS
4.1 Imaging Results
The µCT scan data shows clear geometrical data of the bony components of the
specimen. Of particular interest to this study is the topography of the bony end pl
plates
which are captured with a high level of detail, as illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2 - µCT slice in the axial plane (left) taken through the L1 vertebra and in the corona
coronal plane
(right) showing bony
bo vertebral end plates and disc space.

The MRI sequences successfully showed the geometry and structural details of interest
in the IVD, as shown in Figure 3. In the NP scan, the
he bright area in the centre of the
IVD is taken to be the NP and the NP/AF transition zone, due to the short echo time
used. The bright and dark bands observed in the AF scan are assumed to be individual
lamellae. The approximate thickness of 0.2mm of each bright and dark band
band, is in
agreement with the lamellar thickness found histological studies 6.

Figure 3 - MRI slice in the axial plane taken through the disc prior to loading. Left: NP sequence
sequence, the NP
is shown bright, the AF is dark,
dark right: AF sequence, individual lamellae
ae can be identified
identified.

Following compression
sion of the specimen a change in the geometry of the tissue was
observed, as illustrated in Figure 4. The NP was compressed and had become
elongated. The curvature of the lamellae changed
chan
markedly. The outer AF was
concave in the preloaded image and convex in the loaded image. Measurements
easurements were

taken from the image data, a summary of these is displayed in Table 3. Disc heights
were measured at five locations across the mid-coronal slice in both the NP and AF
stacks. The mean was taken for both the prior-to-loading and loaded states and the
change in disc height is given relative to the IVD height in the prior-to-loading image.
(a)

(b)
Reduction in disc height

(d)

(c)

Radial bulge at outer
AF

Figure 4 – MR images using the AF scan: (a)coronal slice, preloaded; (b) coronal slice, loaded; (c)
sagittal slice, preloaded; (d) sagittal slice, loaded.

4.2 Loading Results and Comparison with Model
The results for the compression of the disc in the MRI test and the FE model are
presented in Table 3.

MRI test
FE model

Change in disc
height (%)
-24
-27

Change in disc
width (%)
+11.0
+3.3

Change in NP
width (%)
+5.6
+5.4

Table 3 – results for experimental and computational deformations.

5. DISCUSSION
The MRI sequences developed captured the internal structures of the disc soft tissues to
levels of detail not previously published. Features such as individual lamellae were
distinguishable, providing an increased level of detail of intact specimens. Images from
scans of loaded specimens showed the deformation of the soft tissues, including the
change in shape of the lamellae and the NP. The ability to capture such image data will
be useful in the calibration and validation of future computational models.
The MRI tests completed here did not include loading data for the compression of the
specimen. Future work will include an in vitro study to analyse the compression loads

required to replicate the deformation of the disc observed.
This study has presented a novel method for combining MRI and CT data to construct
specimen specific models of the intervertebral disc, with accurate geometries of both the
soft and hard tissues. The AF has been represented as a homogenous component with
linear-elastic behaviour and does not, in this study, include distinction between lamellae
or interlamellar interactions. A previous study5 has shown that the representation of
interlamellar interactions can affect the gross biomechanical behaviour of a disc model,
with a 53% increase in radial bulge observed with frictionless interlamellar interactions
in comparison to a homogenous AF. Future work will focus on implementing a
lamellar structure into specimen specific models, and incorporating better material
models, with the aim of improving model performance and understanding more about
the behaviour of these tissues and interactions.

6. CONCLUSIONS




A method was developed for capturing MRI data of the disc’s soft tissue that
will facilitate the construction, calibration and validation of computational
models.
The combination of CT and MRI data facilitated specimen specific modelling
that captured the internal soft tissue geometries with increased accuracy.
Future work will include the representation of inter-lamellar mechanics in
specimen specific models and the validation of specimen specific models against
MRI data of the soft tissues.
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A FINITE ELEMENT COMPARISON OF LOCKING PLATE AND
DYNAMIC COMPRESSION PLATE FRACTURE FIXATION

Alisdair R. MacLeod 1, Pankaj Pankaj 2 and A. Hamish R.W. Simpson 3

1. ABSTRACT
Finite element modelling is being extensively used to evaluate the biomechanical
behaviour of fractured bone treated with fixation devices. While locking plate fixation is
becoming increasingly popular for complex and osteoporotic fractures, for the majority
of indications compression plating remains the standard choice. This study uses finite
element models to examine the more recent locking plate device (LCP), which produces
a ‘fixed angle construct’, with traditional plating in which the screws are free to toggle
in plate holes (dynamic compression plate or DCP). A novel technique utilising material
expansion and contraction to simulate the effects of the various pre-loads is employed.
Predictions of strain within the bone using a compression plate are contrasted against
those produced using a locking plate. In addition, the effect that the two plating systems
have on older or osteoporotic bone is investigated. The results showed that an
incomplete fracture reduction results in increased strain concentration around screw
holes and therefore an increased likelihood of screw loosening. This effect was most
pronounced in compression plated osteoporotic bone which resulted in large regions of
very high levels of strain. The pattern of stress produced by the DCP is different to
locking plates, particularly around screw hole locations, and suggests that compression
plating should be used carefully in osteoporotic bone.

2. INTRODUCTION
Finite element modelling is being extensively used to evaluate the biomechanical
behaviour of fractured bone treated with fixation devices. While locking plate fixation is
becoming increasingly popular for complex and osteoporotic fractures, for the majority
of indications compression plating remains the standard choice.
It has been suggested that locking plates perform better than conventional plates in older
or weaker bone. The failure load of locking plates, for example, has even been said to
be “independent of bone quality” [1].
Compression plates are complex to model due to the screw insertion producing axial
pre-load in the screw (pulling the plate towards the bone), radial pre-load within the
bone (forcing a screw into a pilot hole), and interfragmentary compression caused by
1
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pre-load within the plate (compression screws are inserted off-centre in plate holes
which forces the bone towards the fracture gap). Preloads have been included in
previous numerical studies, often represented using concentrated loads or applied
displacements [2, 3], however, the effect produced by them is not always realistic; for
example, an applied displacement to the bottom of a screw does not induce loads akin to
screw fastening as the bottom threads will carry most load. This study attempts to model
the mechanical environment in dynamic compression plate fixation in a more realistic
manner. The results are compared with those for a locking plate. Of particular interest is
the local strain environment around screw holes, the mechanical stimulus produced at
the fracture gap and the load sharing between plate and bone.
3. METHODS
Two reference tibial cross-sections with a cross-sectional areas 319 mm2 and 265 mm2
with an average unicortical thickness of 5.1 mm and 3.64 mm [4] were considered for
healthy and osteoporotic bone. These tibial cross-sections were extruded longitudinally
for three dimensional FE modelling. We considered a single fracture of the tibial
midshaft and assumed symmetry on either side of the fracture. The plate was fully
restrained of at the plane of symmetry.
For both compression plating and locked plating, models were developed to represent a
fracture gap scenario and a fully reduced fracture. Both plating systems and fracture gap
scenarios were modelled for healthy and osteoporotic bone using appropriate crosssectional geometry and material properties.
The bone-plate construct was assumed to be symmetric about the fracture gap. As
locking plates are generally used with an offset between the plate and the bone, we
assumed no interaction between these two components in the locking plate models. The
intention of these boundary conditions was to highlight the differences caused by the
various plating systems without influence from further constraints such as muscles.
As the study examined the tibial diaphysis, only the cortical bone was included in the
models. Callus was not included in any of the models. The implant dimensions were
based on typical industry standard: locking plates with a cross-section 3.6x12 mm; hole
spacing of 20 mm; and locking screws with an external diameter of 4.5 mm and a core
diameter of 3.84 mm. Threads, with a spacing of 1.4 mm, were modelled as idealised
rings rather than helical, an approach also used by Karunratanakul et al. [5]. This
assumption eased meshing and was thought to be unlikely to affect the results. For
simplification only the threads in contact with the bone were modelled.
Screws were placed in the second and fourth holes from the fracture gap. The models
used approximately 220,000 linear tetrahedral elements with refinement around screw
holes. In the region around screw holes the average element edge length was 0.3mm. A
mesh convergence study was performed and the results showed that doubling mesh
density around screw holes resulted in change of displacement by less than 0.1%.
Similarly, the variation of maximum compressive strain was less than 5% at matching
locations around the screw hole. The analysis was conducted using Abaqus 6.10
(Simulia, Providence, RI, USA).
The material properties of bone were linear, orthotropic and heterogeneous (through the

cortical thickness only). The values used are shown in Table 1 [6].
Table 1 – Material properties of the bone
Young / Healthy

Old / Osteoporotic

periosteum

endosteum

periosteum

endosteum

E11

18.6

16.6

12.9

3.2

E22

18.8

17.1

14.6

6.0

E33

22.4

21.4

19.3

11.2

G12

7.2

6.6

5.4

1.8

G13

6.9

6.4

5.4

2.2

G23

7.0

6.5

5.7

3.0

v12

0.29

0.27

0.24

0.16

v13

0.26

0.24

0.20

0.07

v23

0.26

0.24

0.22

0.14

The heterogeneity was modelled using a temperature gradient from the periosteum to
the endosteum and applying tensorally interpolated material properties accordingly. The
anisotropy was incorporated using cylindrical axes for each segment of the crosssection.
The plate and screws were assumed to be homogeneous, isotropic and linear elastic
steel. The Young’s moduli for both were 1.80x1011 N/m2 [7-10]. Poisson’s ratio for
steel was taken as 0.3 [9-11].
Both linear and nonlinear models have been considered for friction between the bone
and the implant [5, 7, 12-15]. The screw-bone interaction at the entrant cortex was
modelled as frictional using a standard Coulomb friction coefficient of 0.3 based on
some of the recent studies [13, 14]. As the majority of load is transferred at the screw
holes on the entrant cortex the screw-bone interaction at the exit cortex was modelled as
tied for analysis simplification. The plate-bone interaction used a frictional coefficient
of 0.4 [2].
The load was applied as prescribed axial displacement at the free end. The analysis was
conducted up to a load of 1891N which is approximately 2.6 times bodyweight for a
75kg person. Patient weight bearing force in the tibial mid shaft has been shown to be
up to 2000N at 10 weeks and 2500N at 16 weeks after surgery [16].
The screw fastening preload was represented using thermal contraction. A thin slice of
the screw shaft, below the head and above the first thread, was shrunk and contraction
was only permitted in the desired direction (axially); transverse and shear expansions
were set to zero. The coefficient of expansion was calculated using trial and error until
the net tensile force generated in the screw was 500N. Similarly, the plate was shrunk to
induce compression at the fracture gap to a value of 500N. Values of screw axial force
and plate tension generated during screw fastening vary widely in the literature. The
values chosen was based on an average of some previous studies [2, 3, 17, 18].
The fastening preload induced by the thermal contraction was compared with other
studies. The load sharing of the threads was found to be similar to an FE screw pullout
study by Gefen et al. [8] and to analytical models by Grewal et al. [19], with the
proportion of load taken by threads decreasing down the shaft.

4. RESULTS
The load-deformation behaviour of the two plating systems was seen to be similar.
Osteoporotic bone produced slightly larger motions at the fracture gap than healthy
bone with peak axial displacements of 0.32mm compared with 0.22mm for the LCP at a
load of 1891N. Peak values of axial displacement for the DCP were 0.4mm for
osteoporotic and 0.28mm for healthy bone.
The pattern of minimum (compressive) principal strain around screw holes was found to
be similar for both types of plating (Fig. 1). Due to the screw fastening procedure
compression plating produced larger tensile strains around screw holes (Fig. 2). The
regions of high tensile strain produced by locked plating were found to be smaller and
confined to the side of the screw hole proximal to the load.

Figure 1 - Minimum principal strain around screw hole locations in the LCP. The load is applied
from the right.

Figure 2 - Maximum principal strain around screw hole locations in the DCP. The load is applied
from the right.

Both types of plating produced larger strains in osteoporotic bone. The presence of a
fracture gap was seen to further increase strains around screw holes (Figs. 1 and 2). In
osteoporotic bone this increase was substantial. The use of compression plating in the
presence of a fracture gap and osteoporotic bone produced a combination of high tensile
strains on the distal side of the screw hole and high compressive strains on the proximal
side.
In a fully reduced fracture gap, the proportion of load transmitted by the LCP was
25.4% in healthy bone and 32.2% in osteoporotic bone at a load of 1891N. A similar
trend was observed in compression plating where plate preload was relieved faster in
osteoporotic bone; in this case the bone transmitted 90.4% of the applied load at 1891N
compared with 100% in healthy bone.
5. DISCUSSION
The study has shown that locking plates produced lower strains around screw hole
locations in osteoporotic bone than conventional plates. In healthy bone there was a
much smaller difference between locked plating and conventional plating.
An incomplete fracture reduction resulted in increased strain concentration and
therefore an increased likelihood of screw loosening. This effect was most pronounced
in compression plated osteoporotic bone which resulted in large regions of very high
levels of strain. In terms of strain distribution around screw holes healthy bone is
relatively unaffected by either plating system or the presence of a fracture gap.
While compressive strains may be reduced by the addition of more screws, the high
tensile strains caused by compression screw fastening will still be present regardless of
the number of screws used.
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PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION IN FUNCTIONAL AXIS
CALCULATION FOR THE HUMAN KNEE JOINT
I. Reichl1 and W. Auzinger2

1. ABSTRACT
The interpretation of joint kinematics data in terms of displacements is a product of the
type of movement, the measurement technique and the underlying model of the joint
implemented in parameter optimization procedures.
Misaligned knee joint axes do not only lead to a misinterpretation of knee joint
kinematics but, additionally, have a general impact on lower body kinematics.
Therefore, several groups independently propose different methods for a posteriori
replacing the empirical flexion axis (determined from the original gait protocol) by a
functionally calculated axis. Among the three main different rotations of the knee joint,
flexion is the most dominant motion. Thus, if not determined accurately, it significantly
affects any kinematical calculation. On the other hand, the large angular flexion range
facilitates the mathematical procedure of axis determination. The second rotation of
importance is the internal/external rotation which is sometimes controlled by
mathematical optimization techniques. Consecutively to the axis reorientation process,
joint displacements are computed via conventional procedures where knee rotation axes
and consequently ankle and hip description have been modified.
This contribution focuses on the evaluation of methods for the determination of rotation
axes via parameter identification. It is the purpose to elaborate which of the available
mathematical algorithms performs most robust and convenient in selected clinical
settings. Quality parameters for the calculated flexion axis are proposed.

2. INTRODUCTION
Computer assisted surgery requires that the kinematic description of joints is as accurate
and reproducible as possible. It is an aim to ensure the comparability between different
groups and clinics. In order to attain this objective, well-defined mathematical
procedures have been developed in order to define the reference axes in a uniform,
observer independent way, reconstructing these axes from kinematical data. In practice,
the relevant reference axes are obtained by a mathematical optimization process based
on an appropriate kinematical model of the joint in question.
For the intact knee joint, a common description is the compound hinge joint (CHJ)
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model. It approximates knee kinematics by a 2 DOF motion, including flexion and
internal-external (ie) rotation. At first, a simple fitting procedure yields the main
rotational axis, namely the flexion axis. Then the second axis is optimized. At the end,
clinically determined axes may be replaced by these functionally calculated axes
resulting in an improvement of the reproducibility of the observed 6 DOF displacement
(Marin et al., 2003). However, there is no unique procedure for the accomplishment of
these two steps. Churchill et al. (1998) determine the first axis from bony landmarks and
optimize only the location of the second one. Martelli et al. (2002) and Marin et al.
(2003) set the flexion axis equal to the calculated finite helical axis (FHA) (Woltring et
al., 1987). However, alternative ways have been proposed in literature for the
computation of a single rotational axis. Among these methods, the symmetrical axis of
rotation approach (SARA) seems to perform best (Ehrig et al., 2007). It is the aim of
this contribution to compare the performance of the SARA and the FHA approaches in
the framework of the CHJ model.

3. MATERIAL AND METHODS
In the present study, the CHJ model is employed for the purpose of the kinematic data
analysis. Here, the flexion axis is determined in two alternative ways, namely by means
of the SARA or the FHA approach. For more details concerning the underlying
methodology and numerical aspects of these implementations, see (Reichl and
Auzinger, 2012).
3.1 Data
Kinematic data were generated by assuming a fictive knee joint. The data of Moglo and
Shirazi-Adl (2005) constitute the basis for the simulated 6 DOF displacement between
femur and tibia. The position of femur and tibia is tracked via four markers per segment.
Soft tissue noise is modeled by trigonometric functions according to (Dumas and Chèze,
2009) where each marker has its individual frequency, amplitude and phase.
3.2 Data analysis
These fictive but typical data are analyzed with the aim to investigate which of the
proposed computational algorithms performs best in recovering the original 6 DOF
displacement. The calculation of the 6 DOF displacement is performed in three different
ways utilizing alternative flexion axes. The first axis, usually unknown in an
experimental setting, is introduced for test purposes and is identical to the flexion axis
used to generate the fictive kinematic data. The second possible flexion axis is set equal
to the axis calculated by means of the SARA. The third flexion axis is equal to the FHA.
Considering planar movement, namely pure flexion, both methods – SARA and FHA
approach – yield the same flexion axis. Here, the movement can be regarded as 1 DOF
displacement throughout the entire movement cycle. Moreover, the FHA can also deal
with 2 DOF which are incorporated in a helical screw movement. The true flexion axis
is recovered if the mentioned 2 DOF are flexion and medio-lateral tibial thrust.
For a general 6 DOF displacement the SARA or the FHA approach only approximately
recover the true flexion axis. However, for the intact knee joint there exists an angular

flexion range where the other 5 DOF are of minor importance such that the application
of a 1 DOF model is justified. Low DOF models are convenient as they are typically
numerically robust and less sensitive to data perturbations. This permits the
determination of the flexion axis in a sufficiently accurate way, increasing the
reproducibility of the calculated 6 DOF displacement.

4. RESULTS
Accounting for the considerations of the previous section on the validity of the FHA and
SARA approaches, it is requisite to extract an angular region where flexion is the
predominant motion. For this purpose, the ie-rotation as the second largest rotation is
examined in the absence of noise. In the range of 0° to 45° of flexion, the original ierotation exhibits a large slope; at larger flexion angles, the curve flattens, and starting at
about 70°, the ie-rotation increases again, see Figure 1. In order to test the performance
of FHA and SARA, the axis is determined on the basis of data from a decreasing flexion
interval. Subsequently, the 6 DOF displacement is represented in terms of the Joint
Coordinate System (Grood and Suntay, 1983). The calculated displacement is the closer
to the input displacement, the better the assumption of pure flexion is valid. Figure 1
depicts the ie-rotation which has been computed by utilizing the original flexion axis,
the FHA and the SARA axis. Obviously, the results due to the original flexion axis
equal the input ie-rotation.

Figure 1: Internal-external (ie) rotation profile in the absence of noise. : ie-rotation used as input
for a fictive kinematic data set.
SARA and FHA axes are determined in the flexion interval from 0° to 90° (solid lines), from 45° to
90° (dashed lines), and from 45° to 75° (dash-dotted lines).
: Flexion-extension axis originally employed for data generation; : SARA axis, : FHA.

4.1 Numerical quality factor
The SARA objective function is optimized by means of a SVD, where, in the case of a
planar movement (1 DOF) and absence of noise, the smallest singular value
,
finite; thus, a suitable measure
vanishes. Influence of noise or further DOF render
for assessing the quality of the axis calculation can be based on the information
contained in the singular values. We define
(1)
We describe the quality of the FHA by accounting for the divergence of the set of all
instantaneous helical axes (IHA) in the investigated flexion interval. As the nominal
value of the quality factor is not important, this factor has been defined such that the

computational cost remains moderate; in particular, multiple evaluation of trigonometric
functions is avoided. We set
(2)
Table 1 opposes
to
for different flexion intervals. Both,
and
approach 0 for planar movement; moreover,
also attains 0 for screw
motion. The nominal value of
cannot be directly compared to
, however
both factors are smallest for (45°,75°) in the unperturbed case.

Table 1: Quality factors for the FHA and the SARA axis depending on the flexion range for the
and
are defined in eqns. (1) and (2).
optimization.

The analysis of the ie-rotation profile reveals that data from the interval (45°,70°) result
for both, IHA and SARA, in an ie-rotation slightly closer to the input ie-rotation than
the interval (45°,75°). However,
and
are slightly smaller in the interval
(45°,75°) than in (45°,70°). Since a larger range of motion is convenient in the presence
of noise, the subsequent calculations are performed on the basis of a flexion axis,
obtained – either by means of SARA or of IHA – in the flexion range of 45° to 75°.

Figure 2: 6 DOF displacement in the absence of data perturbations. : Input 6 DOF displacement.
:data related to the original flexion axis; : data related to SARA axis, : data related to FHA.

Figure 2 shows how the 6 DOF displacement is reproduced in the unperturbed case,
with the FHA and SARA axes calculated in (45°,75°) of flexion. The largest relative
perturbations occur for the vv-rotation and the ML-translation. Though, the absolute
magnitude of these displacements is smaller compared to the remaining rotations or
translations, rendering the accurate determination more difficult.
4.2 Dependence on noise
The fictive kinematic marker data are perturbed with STA (soft-tissue-artifacts)-like
noise. Each marker is perturbed by a sin-function including individual amplitude,
frequency, phase shift, and oscillation direction. The amplitude is selected such that the
largest perturbation in consideration reaches 3 cm maximum movement of the thigh
markers and 1 cm maximum movement of the shank markers. Figure 3 shows the
results for the 6 DOF joint displacement in the presence of typical perturbations.
Displacements involving the largest range of motion are well reproduced , i.e., flexion

(which, in fact, is associated with the abscissa), ie-rotation, and AP-translation. The
congruency between calculated vv-profile or ML translation and input data is poor,
however, where the vv-profile cannot even be reproduced in the absence of data
perturbations.
Comparing FHA and SARA axes for small perturbations, we see that SARA seems to
recover the input ie-rotation data closer, whereas the other displacements are reproduced
in comparable quality. For increasing noise level, the ie-rotation obtained by the FHA
method is more robust than the SARA ie-rotation.

Figure 3: 6 DOF joint displacement for a maximum marker perturbation due to STA: 0 mm (solid
lines), shank: 1 mm / thigh: 3 mm (dashed lines), 5 mm/15 mm (dash-dotted lines), 10 mm/30 mm
(dotted lines).
: input displacements; : SARA displacements, : FHA displacements.

5. DISCUSSION
A related comparison between the helical axis (HA) approach and a least squares fitting
procedure has also been carried out in (Monnet et al., 2007). In contrast to the joint
studied in the present contribution, they discuss a spherical joint, i.e., the shoulder.
Instead of the SARA, they use the symmetrical center of rotation estimation (SCoRE)
which, in fact, relies on the same objective function. These two methods may be
distinguished by the rank of the least squares problem entailing two different numeric
implementations (Reichl and Auzinger, 2012). Monnet et al. (2007) draw the conclusion
that the HA approach is less precise than the SCoRE concerning the determination of
the glenohumeral joint center. Also we found that the direction of the flexion axis is
better reproduced by the SARA (Reichl and Auzinger, 2012). This may be explained by
the fact that the FHA calculation yields a single reference axis for rotation and
translation. In the interval (45°,75°) the largest rotational and largest translational DOF
are flexion and AP-translation which are related to the flexion axis and the AP-axis.
Therefore the FHA cannot equal the requested (original) flexion axis. This can only be
true for data with the largest two DOF being flexion and ML-translation.

Concerning the optimization procedure, we point out that the SCoRE and the SARA
approaches offer obvious advantages compared to the FHA approach. SCoRE and
SARA find the axes due to a global optimization scheme whereas the IHA is only
locally determined to be subsequently averaged yielding the FHA. Additionally, the
FHA involves a time derivative which is highly sensitive to noise and small time
increments.
In order to be able to draw practical consequences, the question if the SARA or FHA
approach performs better, should be studied in the context of the type of measurement
data at hand. Further investigations of the authors aim for the analysis of data obtained
from alternative experimental settings such as external skin markers, medical imaging
data or cadaver measurements in order to study which method is to be preferred in
either case.
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STRESS EVALUATION DURING ANGIOGENESIS IN SKIN WOUND
HEALING

C. Valero1, E.Javierre1,2, J.M.García-Aznar1 and M.J. Gómez-Benito1

1. ABSTRACT
Several phenomena occur during the wound healing process, including angiogenesis,
the formation of new blood vessels from the damaged ones. All these processes are
highly influenced by biological factors but also by mechanical stimuli. In this work we
present a mathematical model to simulate wound healing angiogenesis taking into
account the effect of wound contraction, which causes the modification of the wound
geometry during the process. We include biochemical and mechanical factors and
consider the skin as a hyperelastic material. We assume that cells in the skin
(fibroblasts) are able to exert stresses in the tissue that surrounds them, promoting its
contraction. We implement the model using the Finite Element Method and we apply it
to two-dimensional wounds with two different geometries, circular and elliptical. The
obtained results allow analysing the role of the skin stresses that appear as a
consequence of the angiogenesis process together with wound contraction, and also the
evolution of the wound geometry during healing.

2. INTRODUCTION
Skin is the largest organ in human body, it covers the whole external body surface and
constitutes about the 8% of the human body mass [1]. Skin has a critical function in
maintaining the integrity of the internal organs under it and in preventing the
transmission of infections and dehydration. Moreover, it is also important its
autoregenerative capacity after an injury, getting a perfect healing in almost every case.
Skin consists of various tissue layers: the epidermis, the dermis and the hypodermis.
When important injuries occur in the skin, damage can reach the dermis and the
hypodermis, and wound healing is more difficult. The dermis is an irregular connective
soft tissue, with a collagen fibber matrix where nerves, blood vessels and several
cellular species are also located. From a mechanical point of view, the dermis provides
to the skin a high resistance to traction and also a high ability to contract elastically, due
to the number and location of the collagen fibres.
Wounds in the dermis can appear as a result from a surgery or from a traumatic
accident. In both cases, a successful healing is crucial for a perfect functional and
1
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aesthetic recovery. However, in some situations an optimal healing without an
appropriate medical treatment is not possible. Wound healing is a natural process in
which human body has to regenerate the damaged skin. During the tissue recovery
process, several complex biochemical processes take place to repair the damage. This
phenomena overlap in time and can be divided in three stages: inflammatory,
proliferative and remodelling. After the wound formation both sides of the wound
contract towards the centre of the wound, creating mechanical stresses in the skin and
inducing the inflammatory response that initiates the healing process. After that, several
phenomena take place in the proliferative phase: angiogenesis, granulation tissue
formation, epithelization and wound contraction. In this stage new blood vessels and
extra cellular matrix (ECM) are created while the wound reduces its size. In the final
stage, the collagen fibers are remodelled and realigned and cells that are no longer
needed are removed.
Angiogenesis involves the formation of new blood vessels from the pre-existing
vasculature, where capillaries are formed in response to biochemical and mechanical
(external) stimuli and it is present in the wound healing process. When a wound occurs,
blood vessels are cut and the wound site is full of blood. To supply the necessary blood
and nutrients to the tissue again, the growth and the repair of the blood vessels is
crucial. At the beginning of the inflammatory phase cells migrate into the wound site
and release angiogenic growth factors [2] that stimulate capillary growth and collagen
deposition. This process depends on the biological and chemical species that are present
in the skin and the wound. In addition, these species cause the appearance of mechanical
stresses in the tissue. Cells like fibroblasts have an actomyosin machinery that regulates
these stresses depending on the volumetric strain of the surrounding tissue [3].
Therefore, the evolution of the process depends also on the mechanical properties of the
skin. It shall be mentioned here that angiogenesis is also present in other complex
biological phenomena such as bone tissue reconstruction [4], embryogenesis and
tumour growth. Hence, the work presented here is relevant and applicable to other
important pathologies.
During the last years a number of mathematical models have been proposed to simulate
and reproduce the vascular growth. Maggelakis [5] developed a three variable model
that relates the production of macrophage-derived growth factors (MDGF), with the
capillary density and the tissue oxygen concentration in one dimension. This model
suggests that the healing of a circular wound depends on the oxygen supply. Javierre et
al. [6] modified this model, adding a new variable, the epidermal growth factor (EGF)
concentration. They propose a coupling between angiogenesis and a wound moving
interface which simulates cell migration in two dimensions. A different kind of models
was developed by Pettet et al. [7]. This model has three variables (capillary-tip
endothelial cells, macrophage-derived chemoattractants and the new blood vessels) and
it is composed by a number of differential equations that describe their behaviour. Later,
this model was expanded adding the influence of fibroblasts, oxygen and extracellular
matrix [8]. Schugart et al. [2], proposed another model with seven variables that relates
the angiogenesis process with the tissue oxygen tension.
The main purpose of this work is the development and implementation of a numerical
model that allows simulating the angiogenesis process in the skin, which takes place
during the wound healing process. We will study the mechanical stresses created by
cells in the skin during the process in two wounds with different geometries of the same

size. The model is used for two dimensional wounds.
3. MATERIALS AND METHODS
In this work, we propose a continuous angiogenesis model that incorporates biological,
chemical and mechanical factors, consisting of a number of coupled reaction-diffusion
equations. The primary variables of the model are the concentrations of oxygen (u1),
macrophage-derived growth factors -such as VEGF (vascular endothelial growth factor)
or others, henceforth MDGF (u2), capillary density (u3) and fibroblasts (n). We have
modified the model proposed by Javierre et al. [6], based on the model of Maggelakis
[5], in order to introduce the effect of fibroblasts in the process.
The evolution of the biological and biochemical species stated above follows a
conservation law

where Q denotes the species (u1, u2, u3 or n), JQ its net flux (which takes into account
the dragging term due to ECM deformation) and fQ its net production [9].
We have also implemented the mechanical behaviour of the skin and cells. Fibroblasts
can exert traction forces due to their actomyosin mechanism [3]. The net stress of one
fibroblasts cell per unit of extra-cellular matrix is evaluated as

where pcell is a piecewise linear function depending on the tissue volumetric strain of the
tissue, ρecm is the density of the extra-cellular matrix and Rτ the traction inhibition
collagen density.
In this work we assume that skin behaves as a hyperelastic material, which is more
suitable [10, 11] than a viscoelastic approach, which has been usually used to model
skin in the wound healing process [7]. We assumed an Ogden energy function.
We have solved the resulting problem using a finite element analysis. It has been
implemented through an Abaqus user subroutine.
In this work two wounds with different geometries were studied. The first one is a
circular wound with a diameter of 2 cm and the second one is an elliptical wound with
the same area and with aspect ratio of 5. Both wounds are surrounded by a sufficiently
large circumference of undamaged skin to avoid boundary effects and are evaluated
during 30 days.
4. RESULTS
In first place we observe the evolution of the wound area during the studied time. The
contraction in both wounds is similar, the circular wound contracts by around 27% of its
original size and the elliptical wound around 24% of its original size. We show the
initial and the final geometry of both wounds after 30 days in Figure 1. The contraction

ratio experimented by both wounds is very similar.

Fig. 1 Initial (day 0) (white) and final (day 30)(lined) geometries for the circular (left) and elliptical wounds (right).

We also include contour plots of the oxygen (Figure 3) and MDGF (Figure 4)
concentration at different time instants. We observe how as long as the oxygen
concentration increases and the wound heals, the MDGF concentration decreases as
they are no longer needed. At the beginning of the process, there are not stresses in the
wound and as long as the wound heals and oxygen invades it the wound stresses are
higher. We have also observed that stresses around the elliptical wound are higher than
around the circular one as the elliptical wound needs higher forces to experience the
same contraction.

Fig. 3 Oxygen concentration at days 1, 3 and 10 in the circular (above) and the elliptical wound (below).

Fig. 4 MDGF concentration at days 1, 3 and 10 in the circular (above) and the elliptical wound (below).

5. DISCUSSION
Wound healing is a complex process crucial in the healing of burns and traumatic and
surgical wounds. Angiogenesis is one of the biological processes that take place during
wound healing, and it is very important as it involves the formation of new blood

vessels from the pre-existing vasculature, which allows the distribution of oxygen to the
new tissue. In the last few years some numerical models that reproduce the angiogenesis
process have been proposed. In this work we have presented a model that includes
biological and mechanical parameters.
We have studied the effect of mechanics in the angiogenesis process, focusing our
attention in the stresses created by cells, which are not frequently studied. The main
advantages of the model are the use of a hyperelastic approach and two-dimensional
geometries, not included in previous models [2, 5, 6, 7, 8].
From the results we can conclude that mechanics influences the angiogenesis process
due to the modification of the wound geometry. It is easy to see that the combination of
biochemical and mechanical models in these kinds of processes gives more information
that would be lost with the use of just one model. Results of this kind of models can
help in the prescription of more appropriate healing treatments for each different wound
type. These models can also help to understand unsuccessful wound healing process
under certain conditions.
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VARIATION OF MICRO-ARCHITECTURE AND APPARENT-LEVEL
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES AT DIFFERENT LOCATIONS
WITHIN THE FEMORAL HEAD
M. Crabbe1, B. Esteban1, R. Ramaesh2, P. Jenkins3, P. Pankaj4

1. ABSTRACT
Computational modelling of bone requires careful assignment of mechanical properties
due to bone's high degree of multi-scale heterogeneity and anisotropy. This study
investigates the effect of bone micro-architecture on its mechanical properties, in
particular the variation of apparent stiffness within the femoral head. Twelve femoral
heads from osteoarthritic and osteoporotic donors were assessed using micro-finite
element (µ-FE) analyses on geometry obtained from micro-computed tomography (µCT) scans. Bone porosity was found to be the strongest indicator of Young's modulus,
with a correlation coefficient of 0.92. Young's modulus was also found to vary with
location within the femoral head, the stiffest region being at the centre of the femoral
head. The principal stiffness directions within the femoral head vary significantly with
location. Additionally, OA bone was to found be 39.1% stiffer than OP bone on
average. These studies have implications in optimising arthroplastic implant placement.
2. INTRODUCTION
Osteoporosis (OP) and osteoarthritis (OA) are bone conditions that develop with age
and lead to a change in the mechanical properties of bone [1, 2]. This may result in an
increased risk of fracture, particularly of the hip [3]. Due to our aging global population,
the number of hip fractures is expected to increase significantly [4]. Bone implants such
as dynamic hip screws and proximal femoral nails can be used to treat hip fractures [5].
However, implant failure is not uncommon [6, 7], which suggests a need for a better
understanding of bone mechanical behaviour at the proximal femur.
Several studies attempt to model medical implants in the hip [8, 9, 10], but are
undermined by the use of generic input parameters that may not apply on a patientspecific basis. Patient-specific modelling is emerging as a useful tool in diagnosis and
pre-clinical trials [11]. While determining geometry for patient-specific models is by
and large a resolved issue, determination and assignment of material properties remains
a difficult process [11].
1
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It is well established that trabecular bone is an anisotropic, inhomogeneous material.
Some efforts have been made to account for the heterogeneity of bone using empirical
relationships between apparent density and mechanical properties [12, 13]. However,
very few studies take anisotropy into account, and those which do, do so indirectly [14,
15, 16]. In fact, anisotropy may be much more significant than inhomogeneity in such
models. This neglect can be attributed to the lack of available data on anisotropy of
bone at various locations in the human body.
This paper presents the determination of bone elastic properties within the femoral head,
their inhomogeneity and anisotropy using the FE method and µ-CT. Trabecular bone is
analysed at different locations in each of the femoral heads of osteoporotic and
osteoarthritic condition. The bone elastic properties are correlated with location within
the femoral head and micro-structural indices as determined by a morphometric
analysis.
3. VARIATION OF BONE PROPERTIES IN THE FEMORAL HEAD
The femoral head consists of a thin layer of dense, cortical bone surrounding the
considerably more porous trabecular bone. It is generally accepted that trabeculae tend
to align in directions that optimise bone function including its load carrying
mechanisms. Within the femoral head, this manifests itself in an alignment of
compressive trabeculae approximately along the axis of the femoral head in the main
trabecular direction (MTD), with perpendicular tensile trabeculae that coalesce in the
centre, where lies the stiffest region.
Many studies have found that bone volume fraction (BV/TV) is the strongest predictor
of trabecular bone apparent elastic stiffness [17, 18]. Some studies [15, 19, 20] have
examined the variation of bone density with location in the femoral head. Issever et al
[19] found that the superior pole is significantly denser in comparison with the inferior,
anterior and posterior poles. On the other hand, trabecular thickness showed less depthdependence.
Tassani et al. [21] and Ohman et al. [22] demonstrate a clear dependance of trabecular
bone strength in the femoral head upon loading angle in cancellous bone within the
femoral head. In fact, Ohman et al. [22] showed that a 20° misalignment of testing
direction results in a 40% decrease in elastic modulus on average. Previous studies have
not examined anisotropy in detail.
4. MATERIALS AND METHOD
4.1 Samples
Twelve femoral heads from 10 female and 2 male donors (age 71.25 ± 7.61 years) were
obtained from the Tissue Bank of the Scottish National Blood Transfusion service.
5x5x5mm cubic regions of interest were extracted from 10 locations in each head as
shown in Figure 1, and scanned using µ-CT (Skyscan 1172; Kontich, Belgium). Six
femoral heads were from osteoarthritic (OA) donors, and the remaining six were

osteoporotic (OP). The sample volume fractions (BV/TV) range from 14.6 to 51.1%.
The scans are 170x170x170 voxels at a resolution of 30µm.

Figure 1: Locations of 5x5x5mm cubic samples within the femoral head. The
nomenclature is as follows: MP – medial posterior, MSC – medial superior central,
MC – medial central, MIC – medial inferior central, MA – medial anterior, CP –
central posterior, SC – superior central, CC – central central, IC – inferior central,
CA – central anterior.
4.2 Procedure
The 5x5x5mm volumes of interest (VOIs) were directly considered as representative
volume elements as supported by an examination of the continuum assumption for
trabecular bone [23, 24, 25].
The µ-CT scans were first binarised into solid and void using an identical procedure for
all samples comprising contrast enhancement and automatic thresholding based on an
analysis of the image. A morphological analysis was then performed to determine
indices of micro-architecture including bone volume fraction (BV/TV) and trabecular
thickness (Tb.Th).
In order to perform mechanical tests on the samples, a finite element mesh was
generated from the binarised images using 10-noded tetrahedral elements. The tissuelevel elastic properties were E = 18GPa and v = 0.3, which were applied to all elements.
Three uniaxial and three pure shear strain tests were applied independently to each
sample [26, 27]. The resulting stresses were averaged volumetrically, and from this the
full anisotropic elastic stiffness tensor was computed as
1
∫ E M dV
(1)
V V t
where V is the sample volume, Et is the tissue stiffness tensor, and M is the local
structure tensor. The stiffness tensor was then optimised to find the most orthotropic
orientation, and the error in the orthotropy assumption was calculated [26]. The direct
stiffness (E1111) was also maximised separately in order to find its largest value and
direction.

E=

5. RESULTS
The orthotropic elastic moduli were found to lie between 0.38GPa and 5.42GPa. The
mean orthotropic elastic modulus was 2.24GPa, with a standard deviation of 1.22GPa.
The mean value of the largest direct stiffness was found to be 4.79GPa, with a standard
deviation of 2.12GPa. The relation between the stiffness and the ratio BV/TV was
analysed. It was found to correlate well, with a correlation coefficient of 0.92. The mean
porosity of the OP samples was 13.5% lower than that of the OA. The mean error in
assuming orthotropy according to van Rietbergen [26] was (32 ± 11) %. The variation
of porosity, mean Young’s modulus and mean error in orthotropic assumption with
location in the femoral head are shown in Figures 2, 3 and 4.

Figure 2: Porosity variation with locations in the femoral head, where A is anterior, C is
central, P is posterior, S is superior and I is inferior regions. Plotted values have also been
colour coded for clarity – blue is lowest and red is highest.

Figure 3: Mean Young’s modulus variation with locations in the femoral head, where A is
anterior, C is central, P is posterior, S is superior and I is inferior regions. Plotted values have
also been colour coded for clarity – blue is lowest and red is highest.

Figure 4: Mean error in orthotropy assumption at different locations in the femoral head,
where A is anterior, C is central, P is posterior, S is superior and I is inferior regions. Plotted
values have also been colour coded for clarity – blue is lowest and red is highest.

6. DISCUSSION
The range of Young’s moduli found is consistent with the literature [22]. Stiffer bone
appears to lie in the centre of the femoral head, which may coincide with the main
direction of trabeculae. This is consistent with the data presented in Banse et al. [28].
The high error in the orthotropic assumption indicates that the bone in the femoral head
is not strictly orthotropic.
Li and Aspden [2] found data to support a decrease in stiffness in OP bone due to
reduced bone mass, and an increase in stiffness in OA bone due to increased production
of defective bone. This is supported by the reduction of porosity and increase in strength
found in OA samples when compared with OP samples.
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INVESTIGATION OF CORTICAL SHELL STRAIN CHANGES DURING
AXIAL LOADING DUE TO SPINAL DEGENERATION
A. Beckmann1, Y.T. Lu2, M.M. Morlock3 and G. Huber4
1. ABSTRACT
The probability of cortical shell fracture increases with age. Aging is also associated
with a degeneration of the spinal components. The effect of spinal degeneration on the
risk of cortical shell fracture remains poorly understood. Studies show that cortical shell
strain is predictive of fracture. Therefore, this study investigates the resulting cortical
shell strain changes during axial loading due to spinal degeneration.
Three finite element (FE) spinal models (healthy, mildly and fully degenerated) were
created. The degenerated FE models were generated by modifying both the
intervertebral disc geometry and material properties of spinal components. The healthy
model was based on CT images of human lumbar spine vertebrae L3-L5 from a 37year-old male donor. The healthy FE model was validated against experimental data.
Material properties were taken from literature. Minimum and maximum strains at the
cortical anterior middle area and the cortical lateral upper area were compared (Figure
2). A sensitivity study was performed to determine the influence of each of the two
applied modifications, disc geometry and material degeneration.
Full spinal degeneration increased the strain by 67% and 79% at the cortical anterior
middle and lateral upper areas, respectively. Material degeneration was shown to have a
higher impact on cortical strains than disc geometry degeneration. This finding supports
the use of augmentation of degenerated vertebrae as treatment.
2. INTRODUCTION
The material properties and geometry of a functional spine unit (FSU) change due to the
aging process. One of the first geometry changes of the FSU involves the intervertebral
disc [1]. When the nucleus pulposus and annulus fibrosus are subject to dehydration,
they are getting stiffer and their heights decrease [2]. Osteoporosis is also age-related,
and describes an advanced bone mineral density loss. As cortical bone has a higher
mineral density than cancellous bone, the osteoporotic progress increases the loadbearing role of the cortical shell significantly [3]. It was found that strain is a predictive
variable for fracture risk, indicating that regions with higher strains have a higher risk of
secondary fracture [4]. The purpose of this study was to investigate the influence of agerelated geometry and material modifications on cortical shell strains.
3. MATERIAL AND METHODS
A FE model of human spinal segments L3-L5 created in another project was adopted for
this study [5]. The annulus fibers were replaced with rebar layer technique. Seven
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surfaces with two crisscross layers of rebar elements were embedded into the annulus
matrix to simulate the collagen fiber network (Figure 1). The two layers consisted of
rebar elements in +/-30° direction to the horizontal plane [6]. The fibers were assumed
to be linear elastic. The volume content of the fibers with regard to the adjacent element
layer of the annulus matrix was decreased from 23% of the outer layer to 5% of the
innermost fiber layer [7]. This results in a decrease of the cross-sectional area of the
rebars from 0.0295mm² to 0.0016mm² and from 0.026mm² to 0.0026mm² for the L3-L4
and the L4-L5 nucleus, respectively. The spacing between the rebars was set constant to
0.1mm. Secondly, the ‘rigid body’ constraint was used instead of explicitly simulating
the mounting of the specimens with bone cement. As the Young’s modulus of the
potting material is low in comparison to the cortical bone, the deformation of the potting
material can be neglected. The mechanical properties for the healthy model are shown
in Table 1.
Table 1. Material properties for the healthy spinal model
Element type
Cortical shell
Cancellous bone
Posterior elements
Bony endplate
Annulus matrix
Annulus fibres

Nucleus pulposus
Capsular ligaments

Young's
Poisson's
Modulus [MPa] Ratio

C3D20 Hex a
C3D20 Hex
C3D10 Tetra b
C3D20 Hex
C3D20 Hex
Rebar elements,
C3D20 Hex
C3D15 Pentac
T3D2

References

12 000.0
150.0
3 500.0
10 000.0
4.2
500.0

0.300
0.300
0.300
0.300
0.450
0.300

[8]
[9]
[10]
[11]
[12]
[13]

1.0
24.4

0.499
0.300

[10]
[14]

a) Hex: hexahedron; b) Tetra: tetrahedron; c) Penta: Pentahedron

In addition to the healthy model, two scales of degenerated FE spinal models were
created by modifying both the material parameters (Table 2) and the geometry of the
intervertebral discs (Figure 1). The latter was realized by reducing the disc height by
15% for the mildly degenerated model and 40% for the fully degenerated model [16].
Furthermore, the cross-sectional area of the nucleus in the transverse plane was reduced
by 51% and 93% for the mildly and fully degenerated models, respectively. With agerelated degeneration, the nucleus and annulus lose their ability to bind water and hence
become stiffer. The nucleus also loses its incompressibility, because of which the
Poisson’s ratio was decreased from 0.499 to 0.4 and 0.3 for the mildly and fully
degenerated nucleus, respectively. The bony materials, in contrast, show a decreasing
Young’s modulus with the progress of age-related osteoporotic degeneration, which was
also included (Table 2) [16-17]. The three FE models are presented in Figure 1.
Table 2. Young’s modulus changes for different grades of degenerations
Cortical Cancellou Posterior
Bony
Annulus Nucleus
Shell
s bone
elements endplate matrix pulposus
Healthy model
12 000.0
150.0
3 500.0 10 000.0
4.2
1.0
Mild degeneration 9 000.0
75.0
2 625.0
7 500.0
5.0
7.0
Full degeneration 8 000.0
35.0
2 345.0
6 700.0
6.0
81.0

When creating the degenerated FE models, the angle between load and L4 vertebra was
kept constant. Scaling of the discs causes the angles between L3 and L4 as well as L4
and L5 to deviate slightly from the angles of the healthy model (Figure 1). Nevertheless,
the disc height decrease is mainly in the direction of the applied load. As a result, the
disc geometry changes cause no significant deviation of internal forces, stresses and
therefore strains in the cortical shell (Figure 1).

a) Healthy model
(b) Mild degeneration
(c) Full degeneration
Figure 1. FE models with different grades of degeneration
4. RESULTS
4.1 Validation of the FE model
Since it is impossible to experimentally mimic the spinal degeneration in a specimen,
the validation can only be performed for the healthy FE model which was achieved by
mechanically testing the healthy specimen.
Table 3. Comparison of FE prediction with experiment data
displacement [mm] discal pressure [MPa]

principal strain []
max.
min.
ventral lateral ventral lateral

U2a

U3b

L3-L4

L4-L5

Experiment

-2.47

1.50

1.43

1.58

403.4

634.8 -441.6 -873.8

FEM

-2.73

1.46

1.47

1.39

426.5

807.6 -439.9 -789.1

Deviation

-10.6%

2.5%

-2.7%

a

U2: vertical axis;

12.1%

-5.1% -26.1% 0.3% 10.3%

b

U3: anteroposterior axis

As there were some modifications of the previous developed FE model, the validation
was repeated in this study to ensure the appropriateness of the model. The healthy FE
model was exerted to a load of 2000N in the axial direction. The calculated results were
compared with the experimental measurement [18] (Table 3). The model predicted the

spinal behavior except the maximal strain on the lateral spot. This could be due to the
strain concentration in this area, as it is quite close to the anterior-posterior connection.
4.2 Influence of spinal degeneration on cortical shell strain
Since the degenerated FE models
cannot be validated, it is assumed that
these models do correctly predict the
behavior of degenerated spines as it
was shown for the healthy situation.

+7.231e-5
-3.208e-4
-7.138e-4
-1.107e-3
-1.500e-3
-9.427e-2

The same loading condition was Figure 2. Min. principal strain [] distribution
in L4 with ventral and lateral spots
applied in all three FE models. The
predicted maximum and minimum
principal strains from the three models were compared (Figure 3). For the fully
degenerated model the maximum principal strain increased on both spots. The strain
changes for the mildly degenerated model were minor with 21% for the ventral spot and
quite small (-6%) for the lateral spot. The minimum principal strains increased on both
measurement spots with the progress of spinal degeneration. On the ventral spot, the
strain increased by 10% and 68% for mildly and fully degenerated models, respectively.
The lateral right spot showed the strain increases of 16% and 77% respectively.

Figure 3. Principal strain changes for the different FE models
In order to find out more about the spinal degeneration mechanism, a sensitivity study
was performed to investigate the influence of degeneration induced material property
change and disc geometry change on cortical shell strain separately. To do this, two
more types of models were created: one with only the degeneration induced material
property changes and the other with only the degeneration induced geometry changes.
Then the same loading scenario was simulated. The predicted principal strains from the
different models were compared (Figure 4). For the fully degenerated models,
maximum and minimum strains on both spots showed deviations of less than 5%, if
only degeneration induced geometry changes were considered. The strains were
decreased by 19% and 24% for the ventral and lateral spots of the minimum strain and
12% and 37% for the ventral and lateral spots of the maximum strain. For mildly and
fully degenerated model, both minimum and maximum principal strains increased on
both measurement sites due to degeneration induced material property changes. The
minimum strain increased by 29% and 39% for the mild, and 33% and 77% for the full
degeneration of the ventral and lateral spot, respectively. The maximum strains
increased by 31% and 19% for the mild, and 57% and 38% for the full degeneration
models of the ventral and lateral spot, respectively.

Figure 4. Degeneration sensitivity for principal minimum and maximum strains
5. DISCUSSION
The results show that degeneration induced material property changes play a more
important role in the cortical shell strain increase than the degeneration induced disc
geometry changes.
Some limitations of the present study were present. Firstly, the degeneration induced
spinal geometry changes involves also bony geometry changes, like micro-structure
deterioration of trabeculae, thinning of the cortical shell, osteophytes, facet joint
orientation or endplate contour flatten [7], which were neglected in this study. Secondly,
the model was only loaded statically under uniaxial compression. Physiologically the
spine is loaded dynamically under compression, bending moments and torsion. In
future, the strain changes will be investigated under more physiological conditions.
Thirdly, due to the limitation of CT resolution and the lack of MRI data, the thickness of
the cortical shells, the gap between the facet cartilages, and the geometry of the discs,
especially the nucleuses, were estimated. In addition, the locations of the strain gauges
for the strain comparisons and the orientation of the spine in respect to the load
direction were estimated from photos of the in vitro experiment setup. Last but not least,
the material properties were restricted to linear elastic behavior.
6. CONCLUSION
The results of this study indicate that spinal degeneration increases the cortical shell
strain, thus the fracture risk, especially in the fully degenerated situation. It was also
found that the degeneration induced material property changes increase the cortical shell
strain more than the degeneration induced disc geometry changes. This implies that for
spinal degeneration treatment and the prevention of vertebral fractures, augmentation of
the material would be a more effective method.
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METHODS TO ACCELERATE FINITE ELEMENT CALCULATION IN
BIOMECHANICS USING A STATISTICAL DATABASE OF PRECALCULATED SIMULATIONS
M. Kistler1, S. Bonaretti2, C. Boichon3, M. Rochette4 and Philippe Büchler5

1. ABSTRACT
Finite element (FE) models developed from CT data are commonly used to evaluate the
mechanical performance of bones or orthopedic implants. However, the construction of
a numerical model for a specific patient involves many steps, which is time consuming
and limits this approach to a small number of cases. In this work, we propose to
combine a statistical model of appearance (SMA) with pre-calculated FE calculations to
reduce the time required to obtain patient-specific mechanical simulations. A SMA was
built from a training set of 72 CT of female femurs. The SMA was used to generate
1000 FE models, covering 75% of the variability of the training population. Calculated
stresses and displacements were used to build a database of numerical results. Nonlinear
iterative partial least squares method was used to predict stresses and displacements for
new bone instances without additional FE calculations. The accuracy of the predictions
was evaluated on 25 bones samples. The method failed to predict bone response if only
shape and material properties are considered. By including the loading scenario, the
predictions error was about 0.5 MPa for stresses and 0.001 mm for displacements.

2. INTRODUCTION
Over the last decades, the biomechanical community invested efforts to develop patient
specific models. A popular approach to create such models is the finite element method.
Finite element (FE) models developed from CT data are used to evaluate the mechanical
performance of bones, load transfer from implant to bone, bone-cement interface
mechanics and fracture risks [1, 2, 3]. FE models are build out of CT scan data by first
label the desired bony structure (segmentation), followed by creating a 3D
representation of the anatomical structure out of the segmented CT data and by the
creation of a finite element mesh to solve the mechanical problem. However, the
construction of these numerical models for a specific patient and solving the FE
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problem is time consuming, which limits this approach to a small number of cases. In
addition, most analyses do not account for the wide variation in material properties and
geometry that may occur in natural tissues or manufacturing imperfections in synthetic
materials since the underlaying information came from only a limited number of
anatomical structures. Recent work started to include this variability into biomechanical
analyses; Taddei et al. [4] proposed a method based on Monte Carlo simulations to
include geometric and material uncertainties in finite element simulations. The
technique was improved by Laz et al. [5] who proposed a probabilistic platform to
account for the uncertainties in the mechanical properties for fracture risk predictions.
Khalaji et al [6]. proposed to combine finite element calculations with statistical shape
models (SSM). SSM has been used to represent human bone anatomy [7, 8, 9]. This
method was extended to include bone mineral content in a combined statistical model of
appearance (SMA) [3], which includes both anatomical and mechanical information.
The purpose of the present work is to propose a technique to reduce the computational
time to build and solve patient specific models. The proposed method relies on a
combination of statistical model of appearance and finite element analysis.

3. METHODS
3.1 Statistical model of appearance
The SMA was built from a training set of 72 female left femur CT image series. First,
the femurs were manually segmented in Amira (Visage Imaging Inc., USA) and the
surface mesh was created. Subsequently, correspondence and non-rigid alignment
between the 72 training instances was established using a morphing approach developed
by ANSYS Inc., France. The ANSYS morpher takes as input a generic template mesh
and a subject's geometry. Additionally, ten anatomical landmark points on the two
meshes were recorded. Using these inputs, the algorithm based on radial basis function
matches the template mesh onto the subject's geometry and generates a new volume
mesh of the subject geometry, with corresponding number of nodes and elements [10].
Principle component analysis (PCA) [8] was used to create the SSM from the
volumetric meshes. A second statistical model for the intensities (SIM) of the CT
images was created using PCA. Since the mineral content is related to the image
intensity, this model corresponds to a statistical mechanical model of the bones. Both
models were combined to build the SMA. The SMA was used to generate 1025 femur
mesh instances, using the first five modes covering 75% of the variability of the training
population. 1000 bones were used to build the training population for the FE predictions
and 25 cases are used for the model validation.
3.2 Finite element model
An FE model was built for each femur of the dataset with a loading situation
corresponding to normal walking [11]. The magnitude of the forces was scaled
according to the subject's body weight. To account for the individuality of each subject,
the body weight was generated based on the subject’s femur length [3] and on the
training population's body mass index (26.36 ± 6.01). The loading was combined with

the “joint” constraints configuration from Speirs et al.
[12]. Node constraints were selected at the femoral
head, the fossa intercondylaris and epicondyle
lateralis (Figure 1). All points were constrained in the
local coordinate system (LCS). The bone intensity
values were converted into material properties
(0.05GPa < E < 17GPa, Poisson ratio = 0.3) [13, 14]
and mapped onto each node of the FE mesh which
consisted of 129’600 C3D10 elements and 191532
nodes. For the calculations, the commercial software
package ABAQUS was used. Mises stress and
magnitude of displacement for all nodes were
collected from all simulations.
Figure 1: Setup of the FE model for normal walking
situation - (F1) Hip contact force at point P0; (F2)
Abductor group at point P1; (F3) Tensor fascia latae,
proximal part at point P1; (F4) Tensor fascia latae,
distal part at point P1; (F5) Vastus lateralis at point
P2. Orientation of the coordinate system of the femur
(GCS) and the adapted local coordinate system
(LCS) for the boundary conditions.
3.3 Predictive model
The extracted stresses and displacements were used to build their respective database of
numerical results by using single value decomposition. Nonlinear iterative partial least
squares (NIPALS) regression was used to establish a relationship between the model
input parameters (geometry, mechanical properties and loading) and the numerical FE
predictions. For the predictions, a representation of 98% was used for both stress and
displacement models, where the displacement model showed higher compactness than
the Mises stress prediction model. Finally, the accuracy of the models predictions was
evaluated on 25 bone samples (Figure 2).

4. RESULTS
For a first prediction, which included femoral head displacement and maximum Mises
stress in three regions, the response of the bones could be predicted by an average
relative accuracy between 1.1% and 16%, with a negligible calculation time (a few
milliseconds). The accuracy increases drastically by including the loading scenario in
the predictive model as well as when more components are used in the PLS regression
(Figure 3). Secondly, the prediction of the full response of Mises stress and
displacement magnitude for all 25 was carried out (Figure 4). The average absolute
prediction error for the Mises stresses was 0.01 +/- 0.46 MPa and for the displacement
magnitude 0.001 +/- 0.05 mm.

Figure 2: Pipeline to create a predictive model: 1) PCA is used to create a SMA model
from which new bone instances are created. 2) another PCA decomposition is used to
combine results form the simulations. 3) NIPALS relates the input model parameters to
the numerical FE predictions and constitutes a predictive model. 4) The predictive
model is used to instantly deliver the result for a new subject.

Figure 3: Prediction error with the mechanical loading included (solid line) or excluded
(dashed line) from the predictive model for a single case. Measurements at for femoral
head displacement and Mises stress in the femoral neck, trochanter region and the shaft
of the femur.

Figure 4: Absolute prediction errors for Mises stresses and for the magnitude of
displacement for two patients: Top row (patient 0001) 0.02 ± 0.37 MPa, -0.014 ± 0.023
mm, bottom row (patient 0002) 0.07 ± 0.27 MPa, -0.062 ± 0.033mm.

5. DISCUSSION
The model fails to predict the bones response if only shape and material properties are
considered. Hence, a statistical mechanical model, which includes bone shape, material
properties and boundary conditions, is required for reliable predictions. By
incorporating mechanical parameters, the model is able to predict Mises stress with
error of 0.5 MPa which is small compared to the failure strength of bone.
Some prediction outliers can be observed at nodes with high forces (e.g. muscle
insertion point). This could be optimized by a FE model which distributes the loads over
an area instead of a single node. Additionally, since the raw CT images were not
calibrated the model's capacity for predictions, for example fracture risks, is currently
limited.
However, we were able to show the power of our method to avoid additional FE
calculations by combining SMA, FE and a regression model to predict FE outcomes.
The accuracy of this methods is already suitable for several clinical applications.
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EFFECT OF POST TREATMENT FOR MULTIPLE AORTIC
ANEURYSMS USING CFD

M.N. Bui1, F. Mori1, S. Hanida1, H. Ohtake2, G. Watanabe2, and T. Matsuzawa3

1. ABSTRACT
In case of staged surgery treatment for patients have thoracic aortic aneurysm (TAA)
and abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA), the AAA is treated first in generally. However
TAA was expanded after the treatment of AAA according to clinical reports. And the
cause for this sudden expansion of TAA after the treatment of AAA is not clarified. In
this research, we examined the effect to aneurysm after treatment for multiple aortic
aneurysms (MAA) using computational fluid dynamics (CFD). As results, at
acceleration phase of flow, the pressure distribution of TAA on outer aorta wall was
increased after AAA treatment. Moreover, we observed the WSS distribution on
aneurysm wall. WSS distribution was unchanged in each case. This simulation results
was agreed with medical report. Therefore, we thought that the expansion of aneurysm
is related to the increase of pressure on aneurysm wall in TAA.

2. INTRODUCTION
Aortic aneurysm (AA) is a part of the blood vessels that expands due to the weakening
of the arterial wall. As the site of aneurysm prediction, the TAA and AAA are well
known. If untreated AA has ruptured, it leads to the worst death. Recently, case that AA
may be seen in other positions when a patient is diagnosed with an AA has increased (1).
Crawford et al., showed that 12.6% of patients who are diagnosed with an AA have
MAA (2). Currently, there are two types of surgery treatment for MAA: Simultaneous
surgery in which all aneurysms are treated at the same time and staged surgery in which
aneurysms are treated one by one. Simultaneous surgery is a high invasiveness for
patient body. Moreover, the staged surgery is undertaken in the majority of cases (3). To
minimize the invasiveness of surgery treatment, endovascular aortic repair (EVAR)
using stent graft has been introduced for the treatment of AA. In case of staged surgery
for patients that have TAA and AAA, the AAA is treated first in generally (4). However
Yamazaki et al., reported (5) that the TAA expand and may rupture after the treatment of
the AAA. The cause for this sudden expansion of TAA after the treatment of AAA is
not clarified.
In CFD studies, the pressure and wall shear stress (WSS) at aneurysms are examined to
1
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clarify the factors that cause aneurysms to expand and rupture. In this research, we
examined the effect to aneurysm after treatment for MAA using CFD analysis.

3. METHODS
3.1 Construction modeled shape
To clarify the effect of post treatment for MAA, three models were constructed as
shown in Figure 1. Figure 1(a) shows the model of the aorta with AAA and TAA before
treatment, Figure 1(b) shows the model of the aorta after the treatment of AAA, and
Figure 1(c) shows the model of the aorta after the treatment of TAA. In this paper, we
called these models as Figure 1(a): multiple, 1(b): upstream, and 1(c): downstream. The
radius of the arch was set to 0.03 [m] (6). The diameter of the aorta set to 0.025 [m] (6).
The diameter of aneurysm set to 0.05 [m] because surgery is performed when the
diameter of aneurysm becomes two times bigger than the diameter of the aorta. The
models were constructed using GAMBIT 2.4.6 and were analyzed using OpenFOAM.

Fig.1 Three models: multiple aneurysm (left), upstream aneurysm (middle), and
downstream aneurysm (right)
3.2 Calculation and Boundary Conditions
The blood flow was simplified as isothermal, incompressible, and Newtonian flow with
density of 1050 [kg/m3] and a viscosity of 0.0035 [Pa·s].
As for boundary conditions, many studies about AAs use time dependent inlet velocity
. Figure 2 shows a time dependent inlet uniform velocity profile that indicates the
peak systolic conditions of the cardiac cycle.
(6) (7)

In the case of this research, we used CFD analysis to compare pressure and WSS at
aneurysms before and after treatment. To examine results using same condition in three
models, the pressure difference is fixed to pressure difference of healthy aorta model as
shown in Figure 3 (left). To obtain the pressure difference between inlet and outlet
position, the inlet boundary condition is set to inlet velocity profile as shown in Figure 2,
and the outlet boundary condition is set to zero uniform pressure. Using CFD analysis,
we computed pressure difference between inlet and outlet of healthy aorta. This
obtained pressure difference was used as boundary condition for three models as shown
in Figure 3(right).

Fig.2 Inlet velocity profile indicating the peak systolic conditions of cardiac cycle(7)

Fig.3 Pressure difference: Healthy aorta model (left) and Obtained pressure difference
from healthy aorta model

4. RESULTS
4.1 Sampling line and times
To analyze the effect of post treatments for aneurysm, we compared the pressure and
WSS distribution on the outer aorta wall before and after treatment as shown in Figure 4
(left). Moreover, we used three sampling times as shown in Figure 4 (right): when blood
flow velocity at inlet of the aorta is increasing (time t= 0.35), is at peak (time t = 0.45)
and is decreasing (time t = 0.55)

Fig.4 Sampling line (left) and times (right): the sampling line indicates red line. The
sampling times were obtained by calculation.
4.2 Pressure results
Pressure distribution on outer wall of aorta before and after treatment at sampling times
are shown in Figure 5, 6, 7(red line is the pressure distribution of multiple model , blue

dashed line is the pressure distribution of upstream model, and green dashed line is the
pressure distribution of downstream model). As results, for all three sampling times, the
pressure distribution at the TAA of upstream model (blue dashed line) increased when
compared to pressure distribution of multiple models (red line). In downstream case, the
pressure distribution at the AAA decreased when compared to pressure distribution of
multiple model (at t= 0.35 and t =0.55). However, the pressure distribution on outer
aneurysm wall increased at t = 0.45.

Fig. 5 Pressure distribution before and after treatment at times t = 0.35

Fig. 6 Pressure distribution before and after treatment at times t = 0.45

Fig. 7 Pressure distribution before and after treatment at times t = 0.55

4.3 WSS results
Figure 8 shows the WSS results at t=0.45. The close up images for TAA shows the
comparison between multiple and upstream and that for AAA shows the comparison
between multiple and downstream. WSS was seen little change even with treatment in
either case. The same trend was also observed for WSS distribution in other times.

Fig. 8 WSS distribution before and after treatment at times t = 0.45

5. CONCLUSION
We examined the pressure and WSS distribution on outer aorta wall in pre- and posttreatment for MAA. Our results showed that the pressure distribution of TAA on outer
aorta wall was increased after AAA treatment. This pressure result was agreed with
Yamazaki’s report (2) . Moreover, WSS distribution was almost unchanged. Therefore,
we thought that the expansion of aneurysm is related to the increase of pressure on
aneurysm wall in TAA.
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Model reduction methods in nonlinear biomechanical solid mechanics
A. Radermacher 1, S. Reese 2

1. ABSTRACT
Simulations for surgery training programs or online support during surgeries require
simulation tools which are characterized by a minimal simulation time and a high
degree of accuracy. To achieve this, model reduction is needed which significantly
reduces the number of degrees-of-freedom of a system by preserving a prescribed level
of accuracy. This contribution discusses different singular value decomposition-based
model reduction methods in the context of biomechanics. It turns out, that the proper
orthogonal decomposition (POD) method is the most promising method among the
investigated approaches. It yields the best approximation of the displacement as well as
constitutively dependent variables such as stress while still allowing a significant
reduction of the computational effort.

2. INTRODUCTION
The functional endoscopic sinus surgery (FESS) represents the state of the art regarding
minimally invasive techniques for treatment of paranasal sinusitis. The surgery restores
the normal drainage and ventilation and ensures a constant flow of the mucus. A
biomechanical model of the nasal cavity can expedite the development of the FESS by
supplying important data like stress and deformation. Furthermore a surgery training
program or an online support during the surgery can be built up from such a model.
Simulations to support such applications should be performed in minimal computational
time (possibly in real time) and provide results with a high level of accuracy. The
constantly rising requirements concerning biomechanical simulations together with the
nonlinearity of those systems lead to numerical models with an increasing number of
degrees-of-freedom (dof). Therefore model reduction is needed to allow the required
real time simulation.
There exist different approaches in various research fields to deal with this problem. In
the medical field, one often uses spring mass or tensor mass systems for training
simulations. Outside of the medical field Antoulas and Sorensen [1] identify two classes
of model reduction methods: the singular value decomposition (SVD)-based methods
and the Krylov-based methods.
This contribution focuses on the SVD-based model reduction methods. These methods
project the equation system on a subspace of smaller dimension. There is a variety of
choices for this important subspace. The modal basis reduction method (e.g. [2])
developed in the field of dynamical structural analysis chooses the modal eigenforms as
subspace. In the load-dependent Ritz method (e.g. [3]) these eigenvectors are
1
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approximated by the so-called Ritz vectors. Remke and Rothert [4] and Kapania and
Byun [5] expand the modal basis reduction and the load dependent Ritz method to
geometrically nonlinear truss systems. Originating from the turbulence research field
the proper orthogonal decomposition (e.g. [6, 7]) method builds up the subspace by
using snapshots from a precomputation. This method is also used for various nonlinear
problems. Especially in biomechanical applications Niroomandi et al. [8] and Dogan
and Serdar [9] use proper orthogonal decomposition based methods to reduce nonlinear
mechanical problems. The second group, the Krylov-based methods, employs moment
matching of the transfer functions (e.g. [1]) to reduce the system and is recognized as
being not useful for nonlinear problems [10].
In the following we extend the modal basis reduction, the load dependent Ritz and the
proper orthogonal decomposition method to nonlinear elasticity and inelasticity
including large deformations. The methods are tested for different material laws, a
hyperelastic Neohookean and a viscohyperelastic model. The performance of these
methods in the nonlinear context is first studied at the example of a cube under
compression. Afterwards we investigate a more complex and realistic geometry of an
inferior turbinate.

3. MODEL REDUCTION VIA PROPER ORTHOGONAL DECOMPOSITION
Nonlinear solid mechanics is based on three equations (momentum equation, kinematic
relation and constitutive law). Inserting them into each other and using a displacement
based finite element formulation to solve this problem leads to the discrete nonlinear
vector equation
𝑮(𝑼) = 𝑹(𝑼) − 𝑷 = 𝟎 (1)

In the latter relation 𝑹(𝑼) is the residual force vector, 𝑷 the external load vector and 𝑼
the global vector of nodal displacements. The dimension of this equation system is 𝑛,
the number of dofs of the system. The idea of model reduction is to reduce the number
of unknowns to 𝑚, with 𝑚 ≪ 𝑛. To do this the displacement vector will be
approximated by the product 𝑼 = 𝚽 𝑼𝑟𝑒𝑑 . 𝚽 is the so-called 𝑛 × 𝑚 subspace matrix
and 𝑼𝑟𝑒𝑑 the reduced vector of unknowns. Inserting the approximation into the
linearization of eq. (1) and multiplying the equation with the transpose of the subspace
matrix leads to the reduced equation
𝚽 T 𝐆�𝚽𝐔red,i � + 𝚽 T 𝑲 𝑇 (𝚽𝐔red,i )𝚽Δ𝐔red,i+1 = 𝟎 . (2)

There are different possibilities to choose an adequate subspace.
The modal basis reduction method (MOD) puts a selection of eigenmodes of the system
into the subspace matrix 𝚽 . To do this we solve the eigenvalue problem of the
tangential stiffness matrix 𝑲 𝑇 in each time step. Then the 𝑚 first eigenvectors
corresponding to the 𝑚 smallest eigenvalues are used to reduce the equation [11]. By
using the load dependent Ritz method (RITZ) an approximation of these eigenvectors
are used. To compute the Ritz vectors we modify Wilson’s algorithm [12].
The proper orthogonal decomposition method (POD) uses a certain data basis called
snapshots to build up the subspace matrix 𝚽. To collect the snapshots the full system
has to be computed beforehand in a precomputation. The snapshots are solution vectors
of 𝑮(𝑼) defined in eq. (1) and are saved in the snapshot matrix

𝑫 = [𝑼(𝑡1 ), 𝑼(𝑡2 ), … , 𝑼(𝑡𝑙 )] . (3)
1

The first 𝑚 eigenvectors of the correlation matrix 𝑹 = 𝑙 𝑫𝑇 𝑫 are the basis vectors used
to fill the subspace matrix 𝚽 [13].
4. EXAMPLES
4.1 Cube under compression
To compare the three model reduction methods (MOD, RITZ, POD) a cube under
compression with large deformation with a Neohookean and a viscohyperelastic
material is investigated. The model reduction methods are implemented into the finite
element solver FEAP developed by Taylor 3.

Figure 1: Viscohyperelastic cube: error (a) and CPU time (b) for different methods

Fig. 1 shows the results for the viscohyperelastic cube. It is obvious from Fig. 1a that
the POD method leads to the smallest error in the displacement average over time.
Additionally, the comparison of the CPU time ratio (Fig. 1b) shows the most
advantageous results for the POD.

4.2 Influence of POD parameters
By using the POD for model reduction there are a couple of parameters having an
influence of the accuracy of the approximation. For example the reduction order defined
𝑚

𝑡𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐

𝑑𝑡𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐

by 1 − 𝑛 , the total time ratio 𝑡 and the time increment ratio 𝑑𝑡 . 𝑡 is the total time
of the reduced simulation and 𝑑𝑡 the time increment. 𝑡𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐 and 𝑑𝑡𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐 are the
corresponding parameters of the precomputation.
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Figure 2: Viscohyperelastic cube: (a) Influence of reduction order and total time ratio with a
fixed time increment ratio of one; (b) Influence of the time increments with a fixed total time
ratio of one and a reduction order of 98.8 %

Fig. 2a shows the influence of the reduction order and the total time ratio. Naturally the
error decreases with decreasing reduction order. Furthermore the smallest error is
reached for a total time ratio of one, i.e. when the same total time for the
precomputation and the reduced computation is used. Fig. 2b shows the influence of the
time increment ratio. The smallest displacement error is reached for a ratio of one.
4.3 Inferior turbinate

Figure 3: Inferior turbinate: (a) Segmentation; (b) Geometry, load and boundary condition

After testing the POD method by means of reducing the cube, we investigate a more
realistic biomechanical model. The geometry of an inferior turbinate is segmented from
CT data (Fig. 3a). The geometry is simplified by extruding an average cross section
shown in Fig. 3b. A Neohookean material law is used and the applied load is a pressure
load simulating the endoscope impact. The turbinate is constraint on one side.

Figure 4: Displacement (a) and van Mises stress (b) error.

Fig. 4a and b shows the contour plot of the relative displacement and van Mises stress

error at a fixed time step by a reduction order of 99.9 %. The reduced simulation needs
only 44 % of the computational time of the unreduced simulation. The largest relative
errors are located where the absolute values of the corresponding variable have its
smallest value. For a surgical application where the absolute value of the error is
important these areas are negligible. Therefore the POD method is able to approximate
the required behavior of this biomechanical system very well and simultaneously allows
an enormous reduction of the computational effort.
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There is no optimal density-elasticity relationship for subject-specific
finite element analyses of human long bones
S. Eberle1, M. Göttlinger2 and P. Augat3

1. ABSTRACT
Subject-specific FE models of human long bones have to be highly reliable and predict
mechanical parameters with great accuracy to be applicable in a clinical setting. One of
the main aspects in subject-specific FE models of bones regarding accuracy is the
modeling of the material inhomogeneity. The goal of this study was therefore to develop
FE models of human femurs and investigate if there is an optimal density-elasticity
relationship, when the task is to predict the bone’s mechanical response to load. To this
aim, 23 human cadaver femurs were tested in axial compression with a load of 1000 N.
Strains, local displacements, and the axial bone stiffness were determined. Subjectspecific FE models were developed for each bone based on quantitative CT-scans.
Three different density-elasticity relationships were retrieved from the literature, and
were implemented in the FE models. The predicted mechanical values depended largely
on the used equation. The most optimal relationship was specimen-specific and
depended on bone quality. The most reasonable equation showed a mean error of -11 %
in strain prediction, a mean error of -23 % in local displacement prediction, and a mean
error of +23 % in axial stiffness prediction. The scatter of the predictions was very low
in all three categories of measurements with a 1.96 standard deviation of about 30 % to
the mean errors. This study showed that there is not one optimal density-elasticity
relationship for subject-specific FE models. However, the most reasonable equation
consistently predicted the mechanical behavior of femurs with good accuracy.

2. INTRODUCTION
One of the main aspects in subject-specific FE-models of bones is the modeling of the
inhomogeneous material properties based on quantitative computed tomography (qCT)
(1). The elastic properties are calculated from qCT data by mathematical relationships
between bone density and mechanical properties (2). The density-elasticity relationships
are generally determined by mechanical tests on bone specimens, e.g. (3, 4). Other
studies used an inverse computational approach to determine a relationship between
bone density and mechanical properties (5–8). However, it is still unclear which
density-elasticity relationship results in the highest accuracy, when the task is to predict
the bone’s mechanical behavior. The goal of this study was to develop a verified and
validated framework for subject-specific FE-modeling. It was specifically asked, if there
is an appropriate density-elasticity relationship for subject-specific finite element
models of human femurs, when the task is to predict the bone’s mechanical response to
load.
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3. MATERIALS & METHODS
FE-models of human cadaver femurs were developed based on qCT scans of the
specimens. Three previously established density-elasticity relationships (Eqs. (i)-(iii))
were retrieved from the literature and were implemented in the FE-models (4, 9, 10).
The accuracy of the FE-models in predicting the bones’ mechanical response to load
was validated by biomechanical experiments. 23 human femur specimens, harvested
fresh, were obtained from 14 donors (mean age ± standard deviation 61.5 ± 9.6 years,
range 48 to 90 years, nine pairs, five single specimens, 10 male, 4 female). QCT-scans
were conducted with 1.0 mm slice thickness and a pixel size of 0.547 or 0.488 mm
respectively. The specimens were scanned in air with a mineral density calibration
phantom to determine the relation between Houndsfield units (HU) and radiological
density (ρQCT) in gK2HPO4/cm³.
Quasi-static axial compression tests up to 1000 N with
elastic deformation of the specimens were conducted on
the 23 human cadaver femurs to determine strains, local
displacements, and the axial bone stiffness for validation
purposes. The specimens were mounted in a testing
setup that was free of any constraining forces or
moments and allowed a physiological bending of the
femur (Fig. 1) (11). 17 specimens were supplied with
five uniaxial strain gauges (SGs) and six specimens
were supplied with eight SGs. The SGs were distributed
over the lateral and the medial side of the femoral shaft,
and the superior and the inferior side of the femoral
neck, respectively. The axes of the SGs were aligned
with the femoral neck axis or the femoral shaft axis,
respectively, to measure compressive or tensile strains
during axial compression.
Optical markers were glued to the bone surface to
measure local displacements. Eight to 14 optical
markers per specimen were distributed over the frontal Fig. 1 Mechanical test setup for
plane of the bones (Fig. 1). Further optical markers were axial compression test of femur
applied to the proximal adapter of the testing machine specimen.
and the frontal part of the cardan joint (Fig. 1). An
optical measurement system tracked the markers and calculated coordinates and
displacements using stereo-image based evaluation techniques.
Subject-specific FE-models were generated based on the qCT-scans of the 23 human
femurs. The FE-models were developed in four steps: (1) The CT data was segmented
to obtain a 3D reconstruction of the bone surface. The reconstructed CT data was then
converted into a solid model of the bone specimen. (2) The solid model was spatially
registered and processed to match the boundary conditions with the experimental setup.
(3) The solid model was meshed with finite elements and the boundary conditions were
applied. (4) The material properties were mapped onto the FE mesh and the solution
was obtained. Finally, the computational models were verified by mesh-convergence
analysis.

Fig. 2 Cut view of FE-model.
Shown is the inhomogeneous
distribution of e-moduli.

Computational and experimental results were compared to
validate the FE-models, and to compare different densityelasticity relationship for subject-specific finite element
models. The percentage error between numerical and
experimental result was calculated for each of the
measured parameters. Mean and confidence interval (1.96
SD) of the percentage errors were calculated for every
category of measurement and for each density-elasticity
relationship separately. Modified Bland-Altman plots
(percentage error vs. experimental result) were used to
assess the scatter of the percentage error (12, 13). The
corroboration between finite-element-analysis (FEA) and
experiment was determined by regression analysis
(percentage error vs. experimental result). Slope and
intercept of the regression line were tested against the null
hypothesis that the percentage error is zero (p=0.05) (14).

4. RESULTS
The predicted mechanical values depended largely on the used density-elasticity
relationship (Table 1).
(FEA-EXP) / EXP (%)

Keyak & Falkinstein (2003)

Morgan et al. (2003)

Les et al. (1994)

different to zero

+1.96SD

Mean

-1.96SD

slope

intercept

Strain

28.2

-9.0

-46.1

Displacement

14.6

-20.9

-56.4

Stiffness

47.8

15.8

-16.1

Strain

16.3

-10.6

-37.6

Displacement

10.4

-22.9

-56.1

Stiffness

55.5

22.6

-10.3

p=0.0033

Strain

71.3

7.9

-55.4

p=0.0172

Displacement

61.6

1.6

-58.4

Stiffness

27.4

-9.6

-46.7

p<0.0001
p<0.0001

p=0.0013

p<0.0001
p=0.0048

p=0.0009

p<0.0001

p=0.0002

Table 1. Summary of values determined in the modified Bland-Altman plots. Given are mean and
confidence interval (±1.96SD) of the predictive error of the FEAs compared to the experimental results.
Significantly different slope or intercept of the regression line to zero are indicated by the given p-values.

Due to the ambiguous results, the most appropriate density-elasticity relationship was
determined for each FE-model individually. An equation was considered appropriate
when mean error and scatter for all measurements was lower than with the other two
equations. Eq. (i) was appropriate for six FE-models, Eq. (ii) was appropriate for nine
FE-models, and Eq. (iii) was appropriate for eight FE-models. The bone densities of the
specimens within these three groups were analyzed, to investigate a potential correlation
between appropriate density-elasticity relationship and bone quality. The mean
radiological density of the cortical and the trabecular bone volume respectively was
determined for each specimen. A one-way ANOVA with Student-Newman-Keuls post
hoc tests was performed on the bone densities, to determine if there is a difference in
bone quality between the three groups of appropriate density-elasticity relationship. The
ANOVA revealed a significant difference in cortical (p=0.035) but not in trabecular

(p=0.175) bone density between the three groups of appropriate density-elasticity
relationship. The post-hoc tests resulted in a significant difference (p<0.05) in bone
density between bones that preferred Eq. (i) and bones that preferred Eq. (ii) or (iii).

5. DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION
The aim of this study was to determine, if there is an appropriate density-elasticity
relationship for subject-specific finite element models of human femurs, when the task
is to predict the bone’s mechanical response to load. The main finding of the present
study was that an appropriate density-elasticity relationship to predict the mechanical
competence of a bone by FEA depends on the bone quality of the specimen’s cortical
bone.
Compared to other studies on subject-specific FE-models of human long bones (15–17),
the current approach made several improvements. To the authors’ knowledge, no other
framework for subject-specific FE-modeling was validated by such a large amount of
experimental data so far, both in terms of number of specimens, and number of
independent measurements to compare. The 23 tested specimens were from 14 donors
with an age range of 48 to 90 years. Three types of measurements were taken during the
biomechanical tests to comprehensively validate the FE-models. The results of the
validation were reported as mean and scatter of the predictive errors with modified
Bland-Altman plots (13). In addition, a regression analysis was performed on percent
errors vs. measured values to determine systematic errors (14).
Based on the obtained results, a new hypothesis is suggested that there is a single
density-elasticity relationship for each bone specimen. A potential explanation for the
variability in density-elasticity relationships might be the collagen phase, which
contributes substantially to the mechanical properties of bone (18, 19). A subsequent
step could be to retest the new hypothesis that there is a single density-elasticity
relationship for each bone specimen by optimization with an inverse FE approach (6, 8,
20). If the optimized specimen-specific equations would result in better corroboration to
the experimental results than the three equations used in the current study or maybe
other equations (20), the new hypothesis would be supported.
In conclusion, a framework for subject-specific FE-models was developed that was able
to predict surface strains and bone deformation with sufficient accuracy. Furthermore, it
was shown that an appropriate density-elasticity relationship to predict the mechanical
response of a femur to load depends on the bone quality.
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GLOBE-FIXATION SYSTEM FOR ANIMAL EYE PRACTICE
S. M. Rajaai,1 O. Bafkar, 2 and S. F. Mohammadi3

1. ABSTRACT
Surgical proficiency has been added in the 6 core competencies mandated by the
Accredited Council for Graduate Medical Education for residency training and
evaluation. Laboratory training is indispensible to gaining and assessing surgical skills.
This training includes a variety of approaches one of them would be animal eye models.
Here a fixation system has been designed for use with animal eyes for surgical training.
The system core is a cup with an adjustable aperture. Vacuum is exerted through the cup
to capture the globe at the pre-equatorial region. The cup rides over a hollow base,
sliding on its opening spurs. Ballast is screwed to the end of the thread of the cup to
create tactile feedback and create a tendency to return to the primary position. The
system provides optimum versatility for the practice of anterior segment procedures,
namely stability, rotation, a tendency to return to its primary position, globe pressure
adjustability, and a modifiable orbit size.

2. INTRODUCTION
Eye surgery training includes a variety of approaches: animal practice eye models [1-7],
virtual reality simulators [8-10], artificial practice eye models [11, 12], and computerbased learning [13]. Despite recent advances in virtual reality simulation and its
prospects in facilitating surgical training and circumventing the need for wet labs,
surgical skills acquisition and innovation are still highly dependent on animal practice
with eye models as the closest approximation to real surgery [14]. Animal eyes cannot
be used in their own cranium for surgical skills training in wet labs, and when they are
enucleated, they lose the required stability. Gross and primitive methods of fixation are
too rigid or not stable enough to simulate real surgical experience. A variety of
platforms with different terminologies have been introduced to impart stability: globe
fixation system, artificial eye/ocular socket, hollowed-out eye socket, artificial orbit,
dummy orbit, eye-support device, and eye-model container[15–20]. Several features,
namely, stability, maneuverability, and pressure adjustability, have been variably
incorporated into these systems. A trans-illuminated artificial orbit has also been
devised for vitreo-retinal ophthalmic procedures [16]. We present an artificial orbit with
maneuverability and adjustability features.
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3. SYSTEM DESIGN
Sheep eyes, as the readily available and optimal choice in this setting, were
biometrically studied for gross estimation of the required dimensions (data reported
elsewhere). A list of needed features for a globe-fixation system was determined
through in-depth observation during representative surgical procedures by two
experienced ophthalmologists. The features were stability, maneuverability (moving or
rotating), tendency to return to the primary position (and its adjustability), pressure
adjustability, orbit size adjustability.
3-1. Dry Test
Based on the design, the primary prototype was developed and its performance was
observed and evaluated (without the use of animal eyes).
3-2. Wet Test
The second prototype was used for 8 representative anterior segment procedures: microkeratome assisted keratectomy (as in laser in situ keratomileusis), epithelial
debridement (as in photorefractive keratectomy), intrastromal corneal ring segment
implantation, capsulorhexis, phacoemulsification, anterior lamellarkeratoplasty,
posterior lamellar keratoplasty, and trabeculectomy.

4. RESULTS
The system and its elements are illustrated in Figures 1 to 3. The fixation system
worked well in the 8 procedures noted above performed by 2 ophthalmologists in 20
sheep eyes (supplied from the slaughterhouse). Minor refinements were incorporated
into the final prototype.

Fig. 1 The globe-fixation system for ophthalmic
Surgery training.
The device comprises a rustproof cup (A) mounted
over a hollow base (B) constructed from powdercoated rustproof steel to play the role of the human
skull. The inset shows details of the base opening,
which has 3 trapezoid dentil-like projections inside
(C) over which the cup slides or rotates.

Fig. 2 A schematic view that shows the maneuverability
of the eye holder and the connection inside.

Fig. 3 Surgical performance of the globe-fixation
system on a mounted sheep eye. The upper portion of
the base is designed to provide a convenient rest position
for the surgeon’s hands.

5. DISCUSSION
Globe fixation systems have different features. Styrofoam heads are easy to use and not
costly, but they do not provide sufficient stability. The Mendel eye mount [20] is a userfriendly low-cost system with no hand-positioning skill training. Otto’s device [15]
offers better stability and intraocular pressure adjustability and also features handpositioning skills training. The Porrello et al. device [18] is complex and has multiple
components: plexi-glass bulb holder, red reflector plate, and polyvinyl chloride base
support. It also needs a long setup time. A dummy orbit [17] has been designed with the
primary elements of an adjustable eye support for intraocular pressure regulation, a
cylinder, and a removable ring for didactic purposes for training in direct and indirect
ophthalmoscopy, laser applications, ultrasonography, and tonometry. Stability is the
crucial requirement for any globe fixation system, but this creates a dilemma as it is
normally associated with stiffness of the field of ophthalmic surgery, i.e., the globe,
which is not desirable. In our system, stability is achieved in two ways: background
stability, which is provided by the heavy base, and static stability on the cup, which is
achieved by the negative pressure exerted through the cup to the posterior pole of the
globe by the vacuum pump. The cup rides over the cavity top, sliding on the dentil-like
projections of the opening. This makes the eye maneuverable in three-dimensional
space and flexible to leave the primary position for another position, as is the case in
real surgery. The heavy ballast creates a tendency to return to the primary position,

which provides natural tactile feedback and a very reversal move; the automatic reversal
to the primary position prepares the eye for the next surgical step. This is the ultimate
state in simulating actual surgical experience and what we call “dynamic stability.” Few
systems combine these features. Pressure adjustability has already been introduced [15]
and is a feature of our system. This offers the ability to adjust the globe pressure for
different procedures or different steps of a single procedure. It is achieved through the
use of an automated vacuum that has pressure gradient valves and achieves a gross
tactile range of 10 mm Hg to 50 mm Hg. A microkeratome pass, for instance, requires
relatively high globe tension. The adjustability feature was further enhanced: Through
the installation of different weights to the thread of the cup, the tendency to return to the
primary position can be modified. The other adjustability dimension is that different
sized globes can be mounted on the system from a variety of sources, for example,
human cadaver or animal eyes of different ages and species, through variable-sized
apertures. This is in contrast to current devices, which are mainly designed to
accommodate human cadaver or pig eyes. Our system can also fixate sheep globes,
which are the most readily available eyes in Central Asia and the Middle East. (There is
no access to pig eyes on religious grounds.) The metal handle screwed onto the aperture
edge increases maneuverability, similar to the action of traction or bridle sutures during
ophthalmic procedures. Because of things we learned during the design and
development of the globe-fixation system, we made several major revisions. In the
earlier designs, we intended to fixate the globe in the cup rather than over it. This meant
the eye had to be fully inserted into the cup to leave only the anterior segment out of the
cup. This had 2 limitations: It was not flexible for accommodating different globe sizes,
and, more important, the vacuum hole was often obstructed by the periglobal tissue
(Tenon capsule, optic nerve). Removing these elements from the globe is not practical;
however, such tissue may act as a space filler and sealer in these settings, which is
desirable. We resorted to mounting over rather than in the cup. This means the globe is
captured at its pre-equatorial region around the aperture. This leaves a free space behind
the globe and transforms the mechanism of negative pressure application from a focal
one to a diffuse one and prevents the vacuum hole from being stuffed by the periglobal
tissue. It also makes the system compliant to a wide range of globe sizes. In the earlier
designs, we used an O-ring around the aperture of the base for sliding the cup. In these
versions, the vacuum was exerted diffusely in the hollow base and while it was being
applied, it also pulled the cup down and adversely increased the friction around the
O-ring. Later, we used three trapezoid spurs to facilitate sliding the cup over the base
instead and directed the vacuum specifically through the thread of the cup. Our system
lacks a face form, which has a decorative value but, more important, has a role in
mimicking other aspects of the ophthalmic surgical field; i.e., natural obstacles of nose
or (prominent) brow. This must be considered in future versions. The wrist-rest feature
should also be considered and optimally should be designed along with the face form.
The accompanying vacuum system of the platform is voluminous; a compact vacuum
system might fit in the hollow cavity of the base. The current system may need
enhancement and modification to enable it to simulate posterior segment procedures.
In conclusion, we recommend the use of this globe-fixation system as it provides the
trainee or surgeon with the dynamism and versatility needed to practice anterior
segment procedures; namely, stability, rotation, an adjustable tendency to return to the
primary position, globe pressure adjustability, and a modifiable orbit size for various
animal and human eyes of different ages.
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ANALYSIS OF HUMAN SPINAL CURVATURE FOR THE
DEVELOPMENT OF PATIENT-MADE SPINAL TRACTION
S.B. Oh1, S.J. Park2 and M. Subramaniyam3

1. ABSTRACT
Back pain with 70-80 % of the population suffers at least once during their lifetime, and
is a very common symptom. The back pain frequency is increasing due to busy business
and lifestyle. Most of the back pain related with disc has been treated without surgery or
by rehabilitation therapy such as spinal traction stage. This paper explains the
development of the spinal traction guideline using Korean lumbar shape and character.
This study focused on the development of intelligent spinal traction by developing
spinal tractor using Korean lumbar spinal shape and its characteristics. The three
dimensional (3D) Korean spinal shapes has been captured using 3D scanner and
analyzed for the curvature. For safer spinal traction pathway, the spinal shape templates
have been created by considering Korean lumbar shape characteristics. The traction rule
has been developed by using back strength, electromyography and character. It is
possible to produce and change the template and it shapes by applying human body
dimensions and measures. Moreover, the traction could be produced in domestic as well
as international industry.

2. INTRODUCTION
The human spinal cord consists of nerves that connect the brain to nerves in the body. It
is a superhighway for messages between the brain and the rest of the body. It is clear
that the brain and spinal cord are critical to the survival and health of the individual.
Protecting them is absolutely vital. The spinal column is an elaborate “tunnel” of small,
interlocking bones slightly curved in the shape of the letter “S”. It is flexible enough to
allow the body to twist and bend, but study enough to protect the spinal cord. The spinal
cord is surrounded for most of its length by the bones such as vertebrae that form the
spine [1, 2]. Human spine as a load bearing structure consists of intervertebral discs,
vertebras and supporting muscles and ligaments. Each of these plays a very important
role in the stability of the back, and in general any abnormal conditions may cause low
back pain (LBP). The LBP and related disorders may arise from the wide range of
motion in the lumbar spine, improper posture during the lifting of heavy objects, or
maintaining an irregular posture for a long period of time [3, 4]. About two-thirds of the
adult population suffers from LBP at some time [5, 6]. From the viewpoint of disorder’s
incidence, labor loss, and cost, work-related LBP is a very important occupational
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health area. According to estimates, 70-80 % of all people have back pain at some time
in life. Back pain disorders are becoming large socioeconomic burden in Korea
especially low back pain disorders are enormous. In Korea, work-related LBP was
reported about 15% of all work-related disorders for which workers’ compensation is
claimed, since the mid-1990s [7]. According to worker’s compensation statistics in
Korea, the occurrence of Work-related Musculoskeletal Disorders (WMSDs) increased
from 124 cases in 1998 to 4,532 in 2003 and then gradually decreased from 4,112 cases
in 2004 to 2,901 in 2005. In 2006, the figure increased again to 6,233 cases; however,
this was largely due to the inclusion of accidental low back pain as a type of WMSDs
[8]. As per NHIC-2010 report, 1.8 million people had back pain in 2006 was increased
to 2.19 million at 2010 by 1.2 times [9]. Therefore, protecting spinal column is
absolutely important. The fact is that traction is the only known conservative method
used to restore normal curves to the spine. Traction is simply a sustained force applied
to the spine in a specific direction, for the purpose of restoring normal spinal position.
These traction forces are necessary to reduce abnormal spinal curvatures, correct
abnormal postures, and will provide increased stability to damaged spines. The proper
application of spinal traction will ensure safety and effectiveness of care [10]. The
objective of traction is to produce a separating force over the intervertebral discs to
counteract the shrinkage caused by compressive loading and restore its mechanical
functioning, thereby relieving symptoms. Many studies have been performed to analyze
the effects of such procedures, in which unloading of the intervertebral discs has been
induced by a variety of means. These include gravitational inversion, manual traction,
mechanical traction and self-traction. Some degree of success from the use of spinal
traction has been suggested, although the benefits have not been always confirmed [1115]. The lack of standardization in terms of load and its magnitude constitutes a
confounding factor in attempting to understand the effects of spinal unloading.
This paper explains the development of the spinal traction guideline using Korean
lumbar shape and character. The three dimensional (3D) Korean spinal shapes has been
captured using 3D scanner and analyzed for the curvature. For safer spinal traction
pathway, the spinal shape templates have been created by considering Korean lumbar
shape characteristics. The traction rule has been developed by using back strength,
electromyography and character.

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS
3.1 Analysis of Spinal Curvature
For the spinal curvature analysis, the three-dimensional spinal shapes have been
captured from the subjects using 3D scanner. The Whole Body Color 3D Scanner from
Cyberware technology was used. The subjects were grouped by ages: in 20’s 83
subjects, in 30’s 104 subjects, in 40’s 60 subjects, and in 50’s 96 subjects [19]. The 3D
spinal shape such as curvature was extracted from captured data. The 3Dimensional
Measurement (3DS) program was used to measure the body dimensions.
3.2 Lumbar back strength and EMG measurement
For biomechanical studies at the spine the loads are an essential factor. The spine is
stabilized by muscle forces. Thus, the muscle forces are an important factor for the

spinal loading [16]. Muscle forces have been estimated form some standard exercises
like standing, flexion and extension of the upper body, and lifting a load [17, 18].
Difference approaches have been used in these studies. The average back strength of the
subjects has been measured using back dynamometer from 3 trails with 5 min rest
between each trail. During trails, subjects asked to pull the dynamometer handle hard to
their maximum capacity without bending their knees with 30 degree upper body bend.
At the same time, EMG experiment also performed to measure the back muscle strength.
A wireless type EMG measurement system (The Noraxon Telemyo 2400T G2
Telemetry System, Noraxon, USA Inc., USA) was used to capture the EMG signals of
the erector spinae with a sampling rate of 1000 Hz. All surface EMGs were collected on
both right and left side. EMG data were captured from the two muscles for a 5-s period
in each loading condition. The disc shaped (10 mm diameter) 3M red dot electrode was
used. The skin was abraded and cleansed with alcohol before placing the electrodes.
The electrodes were applied using standard placement procedures.

4. RESULTS
4.1 Spinal Shape Analysis
The spinal column is an elaborate “tunnel” of small, interlocking bones slightly curved
in the shape of the letter “S”. The spinal shape analyses were grouped by age (Fig. 1).
From C7 to Posterior Waist distance decreases, when age increases: 20’s 16.27 mm,
30’s 13.21 mm, 40’s 10.89 mm and 50’s 8.87 mm. One of the possible and suggested
causes for these changes is natural aging. From the spinal shape analysis, the key
characteristics of the spine have been extracted by age group. And for the safer spinal
traction pathway, the spinal shape templates have been created by considering the
Korean lumbar spinal shape characteristics.

Fig. 1. Shape of the spine grouped by age
4.2 Traction Calculation based on personal characteristics
The changes in the subject’s physical characteristics have been investigated using peak
RMS values from EMG experiment based on weight, age and exercise level. The
changes in the physical characteristics have been used to calculate traction strength
characteristics.

Table 1. RMS Value based on subjects weight group
Male
Weight Range
Under 55 kg
55 ~ 65 kg
65 ~ 75 kg
Over 75 kg

Female
RMS value
30.83
42.97
53.95
61.47

Weight Range
Under 40 kg
40 ~ 50 kg
50 ~ 60 kg
60 ~ 75 kg

RMS value
29.04
29.28
35.17
45.18

The RMS values increases, when subject’s weight increases for both genders (Table 1).
In the case of male, significant difference has been found in the RMS values for: over
75 kg & under 55 kg (p-value=0.002); over 75 kg & 55~65 kg (p-value=0.011); and
over 75 kg & 65~75 kg (p-value=0.095). In the case of female, there is no significance
difference in RMS values between under 40 kg & 40~50 kg; and under 40 kg & over 50
kg (p-value=0.158).
Table 2. RMS Value based on subjects age group
Male
Age Group
10 ~ 20
20 ~ 50
Over 60

Female
RMS value
60.94
44.27
39.41

Age Group
10 ~ 20
Over 20

RMS value
42.97
31.09

The RMS values increases, when subject’s age group decreases for both genders (Table
2). For male, there was large significant difference in RMS values between 10’s &
20~50’s (p-value=0.037); 10’s & over 60’s (p-value=0.034) and no significant
difference between 20~50’s & over 60’s. For female, significant difference in RMS
values between 10’s & over 20’s (p-value=0.038).
Table 3. Time and level of exercise
Exercise time per week Level of exercise Exercise time per week Level of exercise
0
1
9 ~ 10
6
1~2
2
11 ~ 12
7
3~4
3
13 ~ 14
8
5~6
4
15 ~ 16
9
7~8
5
17 ~ 18
10
Exercise time/week was calculated by multiplying exercise time/day with number of
days exercised/week labeled from 0 to 18 and level of exercise labeled from 1 to 10
(Table 3). The range of exercise days 0 to 6; exercise time less than 1 hour and more
than 3 hours was assigned point from 1 to 3.
The RMS values increases, when subject’s exercise level increases (Table 4). For male,
significant difference in RMS values between 1~4 & 5~10 (p-value=0.041). For female,
significant difference in RMS values between 1~3 & 4~10 (p-value=0.095).

Table 4. RMS value based on exercise
Male
Level of Exercise
1
2~4
5~7
8 ~ 10

RMS value
41.30
42.66
48.29
51.26

Female
Level of Exercise
RMS value
1
27.00
2
34.33
3
34.47
4 ~ 10
50.02

Presently in hospitals, the traction strength has been calculated as 1/2 of the patient
weight, but it does not reflect the personal characteristics’ of the patient. This error
creates many health problems. We need to consider variation ratio in the calculation.
Therefore, we are proposing a new equation by considering variation ratio in the
traction strength calculation (Traction strength = (Weight/2) + ((Weight/2) x variation
ratio)). Comprehensive analyses of the physical characteristics (weight, age and
exercise) were performed to determine the traction strength (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 Comprehensive analysis flow chart considering physical characteristics
5. CONCULSION AND DISCUSSION
In this study, the spinal shape templates have been created for age groups by
considering the Korean lumbar spinal characteristics. . It is possible to produce patient
made templates by applying human body dimensions and measures. . At present in
hospitals, the traction strength has been calculated as 1/2 of the patient weight, it creates
many health problems. The traction rule has been developed by using back strength,
electromyography and spinal characteristics. The rule proposed in this work could
prevent the errors in current practice. For determining traction strength, comprehensive
analyses have been performed by considering physical characteristics (weight, age and
exercise) and new equation has been proposed. Further studies needed to calculate
accurate and detailed traction strength, and also for combination of cervical and lumbar
traction.
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YOUNGER KOREAN MALE AND FEMALE’S BIOMECHANICAL
ANALYSIS FOR LUMBAR SPINAL FORCES
M. Subramaniyam1, S.J. Park2, S.B. Oh3 and S. Park4

1. ABSTRACT
According to estimates, 70-80 % of all people have back pain at some time in life. Back
pain disorders are becoming large socioeconomic burden in Korea especially low back
pain disorders are enormous. The low back pain is a common symptom of
musculoskeletal disorders, of disorders involving the lumbar vertebrae, of disorders
muscle, ligaments, nerves and intervertebral disc related to lumbar. One approach to the
low back pain prevention involves the study of the forces acting on the spine during
manual handling/lifting.
This study focused to biomechanically analysis younger
Korean male and female’s lumbar muscle forces and spinal loads during manual lifting
with initial and stooped standing postures. Surface Electromyography(sEMG)
experiment was performed to measure the muscle activities of lumbar erector spine and
multifidus, the measured muscle activities are MF, MPF, RMS mean and RMS peak.
For the sEMG experiment, total of forty healthy younger Korean male and females were
considered. The lumbar spinal loads such as moment, compression and joint shear for
the postures were obtained with Digital Korean Model. During material handling/lifting,
0, 10, 20 and 30 degree angles were considered for stooping posture with symmetrical
hand loads 0, 6.5, 11.5 and 16.5kg. The study will be providing the guideline to know
how much load Korean adults can carry without affecting their back, to know whether
carrying load is within the limit and to know the effects on L4/L5 for a particular load,
percentile and posture.

2. INTRODUCTION
Human spine as a load bearing structure consists of intervertebral discs, vertebras and
supporting muscles and ligaments. Each of these plays a very important role in the
stability of the back, and in general any abnormal conditions may cause low back pain
(LBP). The LBP and related disorders may arise from the wide range of motion in the
lumbar spine, improper posture during the lifting of heavy objects, or maintaining an
irregular posture for a long period of time [1, 2]. About two-thirds of the adult
population suffers from LBP at some time [3, 4]. Although up to 85% of LBP has no
known causes, scientific evidence indicates that non-specific LBP is basically an agerelated disorder that is affected by difference in occupation, genetics, and personal
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behavior [5]. From the viewpoint of disorder’s incidence, labor loss, and cost, workrelated LBP is a very important occupational health area. In the U.S.A., LBP claims are
the most common category of workers’ compensation losses, accounting for 15% to
25% of all claims and up to 40% of costs [6, 7]. In Korea, work-related LBP was
reported about 15% of all work-related disorders for which workers’ compensation is
claimed, since the mid-1990s [8]. Work-related musculoskeletal disorders (WMSDs)
are a type of functional disorder caused by external factors such as occupational
repetitive movements, overexertion, awkward postures, and vibration. According to
worker’s compensation statistics in Korea, the occurrence of WMSDs increased from
124 cases in 1998 to 4,532 in 2003 and then gradually decreased from 4,112 cases in
2004 to 2,901 in 2005. In 2006, the figure increased again to 6,233 cases; however, this
was largely due to the inclusion of accidental low back pain as a type of WMSDs [9].
When a person lifts a load, the mass of his/her upper body and the load to be lifted
induce torques at various joints of the body. When we stand, the lower back is
functioning to support the weight of the upper body. Movements in the lumbar spine,
including flexion and extension, are governed by a complex neuromuscular system
involving both active and passive components, where muscles are active components
and vertebral bones, intervertebral disks, ligaments, tendons, and fascia are passive
components [10, 11]. Stooped, restricted, kneeling, and other awkward postures adopted
during manual materials handling have frequently been associated with LBP onset [12].
There is a lot of research that shows that sustained stooped postures and poor movement
patterns cause stresses and strains that may have something to do with getting LBP.
The discs at levels lower lumbar discs L4/L5 and lumbosacral joint (L5/S1) are the sites
that appear to be most associated with clinical problems and the development of spinal
diseases. Furthermore, elucidating how the posture or loading mode influences the
biomechanical behavior at such level is also interest to researchers [2].
For biomechanical studies at the spine the loads are an essential factor. The spine is
stabilized by muscle forces. Thus, the muscle forces are an important factor for the
spinal loading [13]. Muscle forces have been estimated form some standard exercises
like standing, flexion and extension of the upper body, and lifting a load [14, 15].
Difference approaches have been used in these studies. Some groups used mathematical
models with and without EMG measurements. There is evidence to suggest that EMG
differences exist between patients with back pain and healthy subjects during dynamics
flexion tasks performed at peak flexion [16]. To this extent, several studies have
examined the apparent myoelectric silencing of the low back extensor musculature
during a standing to full trunk flexion maneuver or the flexion-relaxation phenomenon
(FRP). The FRP is modulated by a number of factors including the magnitude of
applied load, loading rate, and patient clinical status.
For the last several decades, despite the growing advancement in mechanization and
automation, MMH has attracted great interest from researchers in many disciplines,
since huge amount of work and financial losses, and human suffering caused by LBP
and injuries. Consequently, it is a major concern to researchers and organizations to
predict, control, and prevent such injuries [17, 18]. One approach to LBP prevention
involves the study of the forces acting on the spine and related muscles during MMH.
The main assumption underlying this approach is that the risk of injury to the low back
associated with MMH is causally related to spinal loading [19]. This study focused to
biomechanically analysis younger Korean male and females lumbar muscle forces and

spinal loads during manual lifting with different postures. The study will be providing
the guideline to know how much load Korean adults can carry without affecting their
back, to know whether carrying load is within the limit and to know the effects on
L4/L5 for a particular load and posture.

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS
Biomechanics modeling plays an important role in estimating individuals’ lifting
capacities, comparing different lifting modes, and designing workspace conditions.
Using such models, the potential for injuries can be estimated in advance and greatly
reduce the need for often difficult, expensive and potentially invasive laboratory
measurements [20 - 22]. The DHM technology is the human modeling solution for 3D
CAD designers, who need to perform ergonomics and human factor analyses. Several
studies have been carried out to validate different DHM tools for ergonomics evaluation
in the industries and showed that outcomes of the different tools are fairly accurate. In
this study, we have used a DHM tool CATIA V5 R18 from Dassault System’s, to
biomechanical model and analyze the postures to explore the lumbar spinal loads. To
study musculature behavior, measuring the EMG activity is one objective means used
by biomechanists and clinicians to access the function of the lumbar spine. In this
context, we have used a wireless type EMG measurement system (The Noraxon
TeleMyo 240T G2 Telemetry System) to capture the EMG signals of the erector spinae
and multifidii muscles with a sampling frequency of 1000 Hz. All surface EMGs were
collected on both right and left side. The raw EMG signals from the experiment were
analyzed using MyoResearch XP Master Edition 1.04.01 and statistically analyzed to
understand the significance level. For MMH or lifting, 0, 10, 20 and 30 degree angles
were considered for stooping posture with symmetrical hand loads 0, 6.5, 11.5 and
16.5kg.

4. RESULTS
The lumbar spinal loads such as moment, compression and joint shear for the postures
were obtained with Digital Korean Model for average male and female subjects. During
MMH or lifting, to maintain the postural stability or static equilibrium, the support
moment is needed by the trunk muscles, the necessary trunk muscle support moment is
L4/L5 moment (Fig. 1), and where negative values represent flexor and positive values
represents extensor moment. The L4 and L5 vertebrae are compressed together by the
mass of the upper body, external loads applied on their hands and also by the trunk
muscles that are used to generate the support moment. The L4/L5 compression values
(Fig. 2) represents the force acting upon the L4/L5 intervertebral joint. The L4/L5 joint
shear (Fig. 3) is the resultant shear force due to the sum of the reaction shear produced
by mass of the upper body and external load, and the muscle/ligament shear.

Fig. 1 Average Male and Female's L4/L5 Moment (N.m): Drawn for different stooping
angles and symmetrical hand loads.

Fig. 2 Average Male and Female's L4/L5 Compression (N): Drawn for different
stooping angles and symmetrical hand loads.

Fig. 3 Average Male and Female's L4/L5 Joint Shear (N): Drawn for different stooping
angles and symmetrical hand loads.
Surface Electromyography (sEMG) experiment was performed to measure the muscle
activities of lumbar erector spine (right and left side) and multifidii or multifidius (right
and left side). For the sEMG experiment, total of forty healthy younger Korean male
and females were considered with 4 different stooping angles and 4 different

symmetrical hand loads. The raw EMG signals from the experiment were processed
and analyzed for EMG parameters: Mean Power Frequency (MPF), Median Frequency
(MF), mean Root Mean Square (mRMS) and peak Root Mean Square (pRMS). Sample
of results from the experiment for the male subject 1 are given: MPF (Fig. 4) and MF
(Fig. 5).

Fig. 4 Mean Power Frequency: Right Side Erector Spinae (RTES), Left Side Erector
Spine (LTES), Right Side Multifidii (RTMI) and Left Side Multifidii (LTMI)

Fig. 5 Median Frequency: Right Side Erector Spinae (RTES), Left Side Erector Spine
(LTES), Right Side Multifidii (RTMI) and Left Side Multifidii (LTMI)
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COMPUTATIONAL STUDY OF THE EFFECTS OF CELL SHAPE AND
SIZE ON MIGRATION IN A THREE-DIMENSIONAL MATRIX
H. C. Wong1 and W. C. Tang2

1. ABSTRACT
Cancer metastasis, wound healing, and the immune response are facilitated with cell
migration. Though many computer models have been used to study the effects of
extracellular matrix (ECM) degradation on 3D cell migration, more studies are needed
to investigate the impact of cell shape and size on these models. In our work, the cell
was modeled as an ellipsoid where the aspect ratio was defined as the semi-axis in the
direction of migration divided by that in the transverse directions. The cases where the
cell–ECM adhesion coefficient was constant or dependent on cellular dimensions were
considered. Results showed that cells migrated faster and at higher ECM densities as
they elongated in the direction of migration. When the adhesion coefficient and cell–
ECM tractions increased with the semi-axis of the cell in the direction of migration, cell
speed peaked at a higher degradation coefficient for the case where the aspect ratio was
greater than one. It would be of interest to investigate how cell shape and size impact
actin-based and amoeboid cell migration behaviors in a 3D environment. With these
additional considerations, this modeling effort would represent a crucial step in
improving our understanding of how cells move in their native environment.
2. INTRODUCTION
Cancer metastasis, wound healing, and the immune response are facilitated with cell
migration [1]. It is a coordinated process that involves adhesion to the extracellular
matrix (ECM) in order to exert forces that are needed for the cell to move in a specific
direction. These forces arise from the contraction of the cell’s intracellular actomyosin
cytoskeleton [2]. The sites of cell–ECM contact are known as focal adhesions, which are
complexes that consist of many different proteins. These include the integrin receptors
that can selectively bind to ECM ligands, such as fibronectin [3]. Cells that utilize the
mesenchymal mode of migration in a 3D space secrete matrix metalloproteinases
(MMPs) that partially degrade the components in the ECM in order to construct a path
for them to migrate through [4]. Cell shape and size have also been shown to be an
important indicator of cell function, and are determined by the cell’s cytoskeleton and its
adhesions to the ECM [5].
Though many computer models have been published that studied the effects of ECM
degradation on cell migration [6, 7, 8], more studies are needed to investigate the impact
of cell shape and size on these models. In particular, there is a need to study how the
1
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geometry of the cell and ECM degradation can independently impact the movement of
cells. In this study, we examined a model that follows the approach of Harjanto and
Zaman [6], and investigated how cell shape and size can independently influence
mesenchymal cell migration. Focal adhesion mechanical properties that were
independent or dependent on cell shape were considered.

3. METHODS
The geometry of the cell was modeled as an ellipsoid. The semi-axis of the cell that was
aligned with the direction of motion was given by bcell and acell was used to refer to the
semi-axes in the transverse directions. Since the model was axisymmetric with respect
to the centerline of the cell (r = 0) that was parallel to the direction of cell motion (zdirection), only half of an ellipse was constructed in COMSOL Multiphysics 4.2.
Rotating this 2D slice with respect to r = 0 would result in the ellipsoid. A schematic of
the different geometries is provided in Fig. 1.

Figure 1. Schematic of the cell geometry and traction distribution for the case where
(a) fcell = bcell/acell = 2 or (b) fcell = 0.5.

The expressions for the cell–ECM traction and drag forces applied on the surface of the
cell as well as the equation that governed the degradation of the matrix followed the
approach we described earlier in [9]. For the present study, we computed an adhesion
coefficient of βadh = 600 nm2/molecule by using 0.6 as the ratio of traction to substrate
stiffness [10] and an average bound receptor cell surface concentration of 1,000
molecule/µm2. The initial receptor and substrate cell surface concentrations were set at
10,000 molecule/µm2 in the simulations [11], and the Young’s modulus of the cell was
1 kPa. All of the other parameters were the same as those given in our earlier paper [9].
Simulations were used to study the effects of the cell shape and size on cell migration as
the ECM degradation coefficient (α) was varied. The aspect ratio of the cell,
fcell = bcell/acell, was used to characterize the cell shape, and the values that used were
fcell = 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.5, and 2. In this set of simulations, the cross-sectional area of the
cell was kept constant and equal to that where acell = bcell = 25 µm, which was
1,963.5 µm2. The traction was normal to the cell surface in each case [10]. A schematic
of the traction distributions for different cell shapes can be seen in Fig. 1. It was
assumed that βadh = 600 nm2/molecule for fcell = 1, and the adhesion coefficient was
increased with bcell using the data reported by Rape, et al. where it was shown that cell
shape influences adhesions and tractions [12]. For comparison purposes, simulations
were also conducted for the case where the adhesion coefficient was fixed at

600 nm2/molecule. Furthermore, the cell size was varied in another set of simulations
where bcell = 25, 35, and 55 µm, and fcell = 1. Both the cases where the adhesion
coefficient was insensitive to bcell or increased with bcell were considered.
Simulations were performed using the Solid Mechanics Module in COMSOL
Multiphysics 4.2. Linear elastic material properties were assumed for the cellular
domain. Time-dependent analyses were run with 1,000 time points from t = 0 to 600 s,
which is in the range of one cell contraction cycle [13]. Results were then compared at
the final time point.

4. RESULTS
Shown in Fig. 2(a) is a plot of the cell migration speed as a function of the ECM
degradation coefficient for different values of fcell. For this case, the adhesion coefficient
was independent of bcell and fixed at 600 nm2/molecule. As discussed in [9], the cell
speed exhibits a biphasic relationship with respect to α since high ECM densities can
impede movement whereas low densities do not provide enough mechanical support for
the cell to exert tractions on. Note that as fcell was increased, the maximum cell speed
increased in magnitude and occurred at a lower degradation coefficient as well. Since the
traction was kept normal to boundary when the cell shape was altered, there was less
traction in the direction of cell movement for the cells with the higher aspect ratios. As a
result, these cells required higher ECM densities (lower degradation coefficients) to
compensate. For the case where fcell = 2 in the simulations, the matrix density never
approached a high enough value to impede cell movement. Thus, the speed did not drop
to zero as the degradation coefficient was lowered.

Figure 2. Plot of the average migration speed as a function of the ECM degradation coefficient for an
aspect ratio of 2, 1.5, 1, 0.75, and 0.5 where the adhesion coefficient was (a) independent of bcell or (b)
increased with bcell. (c) Plot of the dependency of the maximum traction on the degradation coefficient for
the same case as part (b).

Shown in Fig. 2(b) is a plot of the average speed for the case where the adhesion
coefficient was dependent on bcell. The adhesion coefficient for fcell = 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.5,
and 2 was multiplied by approximately 0.62, 0.83, 1, 1.29, and 1.54, respectively, in the
simulations. For the case where fcell was greater than one, the maximum cell speed
occurred at a higher degradation coefficient when βadh increased with bcell than when βadh
was constant. When fcell was less than one, the cell speed shifted in the direction towards
the lower degradation coefficients. These shifts were greater when fcell deviated further
from one. Since the adhesion coefficient increased with fcell, the cell was able to achieve
optimal migration speed at a lower ECM density for fcell > 1. Lower matrix densities
corresponded to higher values of α.
Another way to understand these shifts is by using the acquired data for the computed
tractions. Figure 2(c) shows the traction as a function of the degradation coefficient for
different cell aspect ratios. Note that this is for the case when the adhesion coefficient
was increased with bcell. For the different aspect ratios where βadh (and the traction) was
independent of bcell, the traction distributions corresponded with the case where fcell = 1.
For each aspect ratio, the cell required a certain level of traction in order to achieve the
maximum migration speed. This could either occur with a higher adhesion coefficient
(provided by an increase in bcell) and lower ECM density or vice versa.

Figure 3. Plot of the average cell speed as a function of the matrix degradation coefficient for an aspect
ratio of one and cell sizes of 25, 35, and 55 µm.

Figure 3 shows the simulation results of the average speed for spherical cells (fcell = 1)
with different sizes of bcell = 25, 35, and 55 µm. For this set of data, the adhesion
coefficient and traction increased with bcell. As a result, as the cell size increased, a lower
ECM density was sufficient to provide enough support for the cell to achieve its optimal
migration speed. Note that there was no change in the magnitude as the cell size was
altered. For the case where the adhesion coefficient was fixed at 600 nm2/molecule, the
cell speed exhibited no changes as the cell grew larger.

5. DISCUSSION
In this study, we investigated how cell shape can impact proteolysis-based cell
migration. Quantitative information is provided in terms of how both the aspect ratio of
the cell and the extent of degradation are required to determine the traction that the cell
exerts on its environment as well as the resulting migration speed. In general, the results
show that cells that are longer in the direction of migration do not need to secrete as
many MMPs and are able to move through a denser matrix. As the matrix becomes

degraded, cell shape becomes less of an important factor in governing migration. These
results are more applicable for a mesenchymal mode of cell migration where forming
adhesions and degrading the extracellular environment are important. On the other hand,
cells that use amoeboid migration do not form strong connections with the matrix and
squeeze through the gaps instead. Migrating cancer cells can utilize both modes of
migration [14]. Since cell shape also plays an important role for amoeboid migration
[15], it would be of interest to study this with a computational approach as well to be
able to develop a more comprehensive understanding of cell motility.
Many cells that migrate on a 2D substrate tend to elongate in the direction of cell
migration, such as fibroblasts [5]. These results reported in this paper for 3D cell
migration show that cells are able to migrate faster as they get more elongated.
Keratocytes represent a departure from this type of behavior in that they are fan-shaped
and are wider in the transverse direction instead [5]. They have been shown to move at
relatively high speeds of 0.25 µm/s, which seem to contrast the results suggested here
that cells reduce speeds as their aspect ratio decreases. However, keratocytes rely more
heavily on the actomyosin machinery to migrate and adhesions that are more uniform
across the cell [16]. As a result, these cells rely on some different mechanisms of cell
migration than the ones considered in this study. Others have used 2D computational
models to quantitatively understand how these mechanisms contribute to their shape and
mode of migration [16, 17, 18]. It would also be of interest to develop a model to
investigate how the shape and migration of keratocytes would be altered once placed into
a 3D environment.
We also investigated the effects of an adhesion coefficient that was a function of bcell on
the cell–matrix tractions and the migration speed. This function was based on the data
acquired by Rape, et al., who showed that the maximum cell–matrix traction increased
with the distance from the center of fibroblast to its leading edge. They also showed that
the total focal adhesion area increased linearly with this distance [12]. Thus, we assumed
that the adhesion strength also increased linearly with bcell in our model. However, the
data acquired was for rectangular shaped cells with different aspect ratios that were
migrating on 2D surfaces. It would be of interest to see how the simulation results would
be affected by using data acquired for cells with more rounded shapes. Experimental data
of the dependency of traction and total focal adhesion area on cell shape for 3D cell
migration would also provide more realistic assumptions for this mathematical model.
We have shown using a computational approach how cell shape and size can
independently impact proteolysis-based cell migration. With more information on the
cell–ECM adhesion properties of 3D cells and implementation of actin-based and
amoeboid mode of cell migration, this model would be able to produce more realistic
results for different cell types. This would represent a crucial step in improving our
understanding of how biological processes, such as wound healing, cancer metastasis,
and the immune response function in their native 3D environment.
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1 A BSTRACT
Using the particle-based simulation software DEMeter++ , we created an off-lattice individualcell based model to investigate the role of adhesion mechanics in the cell sorting phenomenon of
Saccharomyces Cerevisiae. Simulations in three dimensions show that only a small difference in
adhesion, caused by the expression of FLO genes, is required to create sorted colonies. In these
colonies, f lo− cells remain unattached or in the outer layers of the flock, and FLO+ cells are all
found in the center. Cell adhesion is described by a modified Hertz-potential with adhesion, in
which the attracting force is proportional to the contact area of two adhering cells. The cells are
modeled as suspended in liquid and move by Brownian motion. Furthermore, the effect of the
budding mechanism in growing colonies on the cell sorting is being addressed.
2 I NTRODUCTION
In budding yeast, Saccharomyces Cerevisiae, the expression of “FLO genes” has been identified
as a cause of flocculation in colonies. For yeast, flocculation is a protection mechanism in stress
conditions. Cells expressing the FLO1 gene preferably stick to other cells that also express this
gene. Because they stick more strongly, FLO1+ cells aggregate to the center of the flock, where
they are physically shielded against toxics in the medium, including ethanol and antimicrobials.
From a socio-evolutionary viewpoint, FLO1 can be considered a “green beard gene”, which promotes co-operation between individuals that express this gene [2], p.89. It is known that the FLO
genes code for a number of surface proteins influencing inter-cellular interactions. The following work substantiates the hypothesis [10], that the “kin-recognition” mechanism relies solely on
the fact that cells expressing the FLO1-protein adhere more strongly to other cells expressing the
protein than to cells which do not express it.
3 M ATERIALS AND M ETHODS
3.1 Model structure
To investigate the flocculation behavior of yeast cells in solution in silico, we construct a mathematical model which is as simple as possible while capturing the flocculation dynamics well. To
that end, an Individual-cell Based, mesh-free model (IBM) is used. We approximate the cell shape
to be spherical, since the shape of yeast cells in solution deviates only slightly from spheres.
We opt for a fully three-dimensional, mesh-free implementation to avoid artifacts in the number
of possible contacts a cell can have, since these direct contacts with “next neighbors” strongly
influence the dynamics of the system.
To model the “kin-recognition” process, it is crucial to capture the movements of the cells with a
precision high enough to resolve the dynamics of single contact-events.

We implemented our individual-based model (IBM) for cell expansion in the software DEMeter++
[5]. DEMeter++ offers a generic platform for particle-based simulations, such as the discrete element method and smoothed particle hydrodynamics. Cells are considered as particles that interact
by physical forces. At each time-step, the forces are integrated for each particle, its resulting
velocity is calculated and the cell positions are updated accordingly.
3.1.1 Equation of motion
Central to the individual-based model is the equation of motion. Since yeast lives in a low
Reynolds number environment, their inertia can be neglected. Therefore we obtain a first-order
equation of motion for each cell i that needs to be solved for the velocity, similar to [3]:

∑ ~Fi j + ~Fi,budding + ~Fi,Brownian = Γiw~vi + ∑ Γi j (~vi − ~v j ),

(1)

jnni

jnni

with at the left hand side the mechanical forces between next neighboring cells jnni, the biological
force of cell division (budding) and a force representing Brownian motion. The viscous terms are
at the right hand side of this equation: the viscous drag force due to suspension in liquid, Γiw~vi and
the cell-cell friction forces between contacting cells jnni.
We use the conjugate gradient method to obtain a coupled solution for the velocities. Next, a
forward Euler scheme updates the cell positions as ~xi (t + dt) =~xi (t) +~vi (t + dt) · dt.
3.1.2 Contact Mechanics
The crucial step in “kin-recognition” happens when two yeast cells come into close contact. There
are abundant models in the literature to capture the potential between two cells in close contact,
see e.g. [6, 7, 1, 3, 8]. The simplest would be a harmonic potential, i.e. a linear spring which
is at rest for a non-zero apparent overlap δ of the cells. Hertz showed that the repulsive forces
between solid, elastic bodies are actually non-linear. This repulsive potential can be modified to
take adhesion forces into account. Typically, it is assumed that the energy released by “binding” of
adhesion-molecules is constant, and that those molecules are relatively evenly distributed. Then,
the total energy released by the contact is proportional to the area of contact, thus yielding for the
modified Hertz-potential:
5
8δ 2 p
V (δ) = −
R̂ + σ · πδR̂.
(2)
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with Ei and E j being the Young’s moduli, νi and ν j the Poisson numbers and Ri and R j the radii
of cells i and j, respectively. In equation (2), σ is defined as “surface energy per unit area” and is
therefore the measure for cell adhesion. It can also be interpreted as average number of adhesionmolecules per area multiplied with their respective adhesion-energy.
Interestingly, the adhesive part of the interaction-force due to this model for cell-cell contact does
not directly depend on the overlap anymore:
F(δ) = −

p
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δ 2 R̂ + σπ R̂
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(3)

The more complex JKR-potential (after [7]) yields for small apparent overlaps and the high
Young’s moduli of the yeast cells the same forces as the modified Hertz-model, which performs
slightly faster in the implementation and is therefore used.

3.1.3 Budding and Growth
We assume that the proliferating yeast cells are in the exponential growth phase. Because the
intracellular biology of the cell cycle is not explicitly modelled, only the changes of cell shape
during the cell cycle have to be taken into account, as they will influence the cellular interaction
forces. Morphologically, the cell cycle can be subdivided into two important stages: cellular
growth and cytokinesis. According to [9], cellular growth can be described by:
dm
= K [R] Ao ,
dt

(4)

in which the rate of mass change in time (dm/dt) is proportional to the outer surface area of the
cell just after division (Ao ) and the total ribosome content, which we assume to remain constant.
Cells of S. Cerevisiae divide by budding. The daughter cell appears as a small bulge from the
cell wall of the mother cell, and steadily grows while still attached until it separates from the
mother cell. Analogous to how binary fission can be described by two overlapping spheres with
changing distance and radius ([4, 3]), we approximate the budding mechanism geometrically by a
combination of two spheres. During the budding process, the increase in volume over time of the
mother-bud complex is assumed to remain constant and the average time for the budding process to
complete is set. Next, the appropriate bud radius r and displacement d are calculated accordingly.
Figure 1 shows how two overlapping spheres are connected to approximate the shape of budding
cells.
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Figure 1: Approximation of a budding cell by two overlapping spheres. Initially, the minor sphere (bud) has
a predetermined radius Ri and is completely inside the mother cell. The displacement d increases
until r = Ri . Next, both radius and displacement increase until the bud separates from the mother
cell when r = Ro .

We model mechanical inhibition of cell division by including a division force Fd . Biologically, this
force arises from the assembly of cytoskeleton and polysaccharides in the cell wall. The magnitude
of Fd is dependent on the mechanical environment: a higher force is required when the cell is
closely surrounded by other cells than when the cell is freely suspended in liquid. In the model
Fd is adjusted dynamically in order to complete division in the prescribed time. Furthermore, a
maximum value for Fd is set which corresponds with the threshold for mechanical inhibition.
3.2 Model parameters
The model parameters used for the simulations are listed in table 1. This set represents the standard
conditions for a growing colony starting with both one FLO+ and one f lo− cell.
3.3 Measuring sorting
There are several ways to measure, how “well sorted” the system is at any point during a simulation.

Table 1: Base parameter set for the individual-based model
Parameter

Symbol

Units

timestep
simulation time
conjugate gradient precision

∆t
Tend
emax

s
s
m/s

division size
division size sdev
division force threshold
division time
growth time
attr constant FLO+ -FLO+
attr constant FLO+ - f lo−
attr constant f lo− - f lo−
youngs modulus
poisson ratio
perpendicular friction coef.
parallel friction coef.
viscosity
temperature

R0
δdiv
Fd,max
Td
Tg
σ++
σ+−
σ−−
Ec
νc
γ⊥
γk
µ
T

m
m
N
s
s
J/m2
J/m2
J/m2
Pa
kg/s
kg/s
Pa·s
K

Value
0.5 ·10−3
65 ·103
10 ·10−12
4.5 ·10−6
0.1 ·10−6
0.5 ·10−9
3.6 ·103
7.2 ·103
8 ·10−6
4.5 ·10−6
1 ·10−6
1600
0.4
0.06 ·10−6
0.2 ·10−6
0.7 ·10−3
310

3.3.1 Centers of mass
The easiest is to compare the centers of mass for the different constituents. We define
N f lo−

ε=

∑

i=0

~xi
−
mi

NFLO+

∑

i=0

r
3
~xi
3
/ Voltotal ·
mi
4π

(5)

which is normalized with the theoretical minimum radius of a cell-mass with the same volume for
better comparison (see figure 3 (e)). For an ideally sorted and spherical flock, ε approaches zero.
A problem of this method is, that ε becomes zero for completely randomly mixed flocks as well.
3.3.2 Radial distribution function
Another generic description of particle distribution in such a system that is often used, is the
radial distribution function (also called pair-correlation or two-point correlation function). We
encountered two problems with this approach: The statistics are even at the end of the simulation
not very good, and the normalization is questionable, since the algorithm we employed uses the
smallest rectangular box aligned with the global coordinate system, into which the whole colony
fits. This leads to results comparable to figure 2, but both problems make it impossible to compare
more than the first peaks of different realizations of the system. Therefore, we prefer to directly
compare the average coordination numbers of the constituents (for which the first peak of the
radial distribution function is indicative):
3.3.3 Coordination number
The average coordination number can be calculated by counting how many other cells a given cell
has contact with - here we define contact as being closer than 102 % of the added radii of the cells.
The precise number does not influence the outcome (see figure 3 (a) - (d)). We distinguish contacts
between a FLO1 expressing cell (FLO+ ) and a non-expressing cell ( f lo− ), etc.
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Figure 2: Radial distribution function for t = 18 : 03 h for a simulation with Young’s modulus E = 6.4 kPa.

4 R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
4.1 Natural Young’s Modulus of yeast
Since it is not currently feasible to simulate how yeast grows and sorts with the natural Young’s
modulus of the cells because the time-step would have to be prohibitively low1 , we analyzed the
influence of stiffness on sorting behavior. The results (see figure 3 (a) - (e)) show that increased
stiffness leads to better sorting, but that the differences become negligible in the kPa range. The
differences between 1.6 kPa to 6.4 kPa Young’s modulus are comparable to the differences of two
simulations with the same Young’s modulus and a different random seed. The figures shown
average over six different realizations of the simulation.
4.2 Sorting by adhesion strength
In absence of reliable measurements of adhesion strength incurred by the expression or nonexpression of the FLO1 protein, we simulated several absolute and relative adhesion strengths
for both types. Strongest sorting as well as most dissociated f lo− cells were found, if the f lo−
strain had an adhesion energy σ−− = 0 J/m2 (figure 4). We set the adhesion energy between the
−−
two different types σ+− = σ++ +σ
, since the FLO1 proteins not only adhere to each other, but
2
also to other cell wall proteins. Our results indicate, that sorting still occurs for differences in
adhesion strength σ++ vs. σ−− as small as two-fold or even smaller depending on the definition
of “sorted”. As described above, the model only takes Brownian motion and movement due to
budding into account (the latter of which contributes significantly to the sorting, data not shown).

1 estimated

time for one simulation to complete: 190 days
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Figure 3: Average Coordination numbers and the center-of-mass comparison show that stiffness does not
significantly influence sorting above ca. 4.6 kPa. Plots are averages over six different sets of
random numbers.

Figure 4: Typical representation of sorted flock at t = 18 : 03 h. Note the detached cell.

5 C ONCLUSION AND O UTLOOK
The individual-cell based model could be specialized for the case of budding yeast. We were able
to significantly substantiate the hypothesis that the FLO1 gene is recognized simply by the mechanical parameter of adhesion strength by other cells also expressing FLO1. This is an interesting
case of a “green beard gene” showing how evolution lead to cooperation in yeast.
When measurements on σ++ and σ−− become available, the model can be further validated. It will
be interesting to see, whether the model’s predictions about sorting of mixed colonies of different
adhesion strengths can be validated (experiments are under way).
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BIOMECHANICAL ANALYSIS OF THE MUSCULAR AND LIGAMENT
BEHAVIOR OF THE KNEE JOINT THROUGH A SUBJECT-SPECIFIC
COMPUTATIONAL MODEL

S. Bersini1,2, V. Sansone3, F. Anasetti4, F. Galbusera4, C.A. Frigo5

ABSTRACT
The interaction and load sharing between muscles, ligaments and articulating surfaces is
crucial for the stability of the knee. The aim of the present work is to develop an
effective multibody dynamics-based model that allows a quick subject-specific
assessment of ligaments, muscular behavior and contact forces.
This paper shows the results of ‘quasi-static’ simulations of a squat movement between
0° and 90° of flexion in gravitational force field. During this movement the lengths of
anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) and lateral collateral ligament (LCL) decreased up to
21% and 10.5%, respectively, while the lengths of medial collateral ligament (MCL)
and posterior cruciate ligament (PCL) increased. Quadriceps muscle force at
equilibrium increased during flexion reaching a value of 3.88 body weight (BW) at 90°
of flexion. Tibio-femoral contact forces changed non-linearly with joint angle and
achieved a maximum value of 4.58 BW at 90° of flexion.
Once completely developed this model could be used to investigate the effect of several
key factors in the surgical planning that could affect the knee biomechanics and the
results of the intervention.

1. INTRODUCTION
The load sharing between muscles, ligaments and bone’s articulating surfaces represents
a critical point for the stability of the knee joint and has yet to be completely understood
[1].
To date several mathematical and numerical models have been developed to study knee
kinematics and dynamics under prescribed conditions of loading and constraints.
Computational simulations have been carried out to analyze how implant malpositioning or deformity affect the patient's total knee arthroplasty output in terms of
contact forces [2], while analytical studies have been performed to quantify ligament
loading and tibio-femoral or patello-femoral forces during activities of daily living [1,
3-5].
In this work we present a multibody dynamics-based musculoskeletal model aimed at
analyzing ligaments and contact forces between bony structures in a physiological knee
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joint. The purpose of this study is to develop an effective tool that could be useful to
analyze ligaments, muscular behavior and contact forces in patients affected by joint
diseases and to help planning a proper positioning of prosthetic components in total
knee arthroplasty.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scan (Siemens Medical Systems, T1 weighted, 1
mm slice thickness) of a fully extended leg of a Caucasian male (age=42 years,
height=1.76 m and weight=72.6 Kg) was made. MRI image processing software (Amira
5.3.3, Visage Imaging, Inc., San Diego, CA, USA) was used to generate 3D models of
pelvis, femur, patella, tibia and fibula. A multibody dynamics-based model (Fig. 1) was
generated using a commercial modeling software (Working Model 3D, MSC.Software
Corp., Santa Ana, CA, USA). The pelvis was constrained to translate along a vertical
axis and the femur was connected to the pelvis through a spherical joint representing the
hip. The ankle was modeled as a two joint system: a) talo-crural joint, cylindrical,
mediolaterally oriented, to permit dorsi-plantar flexion; b) sub-talar joint, cylindrical,
anteroposteriorly oriented, to permit inversion-eversion. The foot was fixed on the floor.
The knee joint was just defined by the contact between femoral condyles and tibial
plateau, and was constrained by forces due to anterior and posterior cruciate ligaments,
lateral and medial collateral ligaments, patellar tendon and quadriceps tendon. The
attachment points of ligaments and tendons were derived from our MRI images with the
help of anatomical atlas.

Fig. 1 - Multibody dynamics-based model of the lower limb and detail of the knee joint.

According to the work of Blankevoort and Huiskes, (1991), ligaments were assumed to
be elastic with a non-linear force-strain relationship described by a piece-wise function
0.25 ∈ /∈ 0 ≤∈≤ 2 ∈
=
∈> 2 ∈
(∈ −∈ )
∈< 0
0

(1)

where f is the tensile force, k is the ligament stiffness and  is the strain in the ligament
calculated from its length L and the zero-load length L0. The l parameter is assumed to
be 0.03. If the ligament strain is less than 2l the ligament force is a quadratic function

of the ligament strain; a linear relationship is assumed when the ligament strain is larger
than 2l. At the reference (extension) position of the joint, the initial strain in a ligament
is given by the parameter r. This parameter determines the zero-load length if the
reference length Lr is known
=

/ (∈ + 1)

(2)

Stiffness values were based on data reported by Shelburne and Pandy, (1997), while
reference strains in fully extended knee were set according to the numerical data of
Mommersteeg et al., (1995), and Blankevoort and Huiskes, (1991). Values of Lr are the
ones obtained from our model (Table 1).
Ligaments were treated as non-linear springs and divided in multiple bundles to analyze
their specific behavior: anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) and posterior cruciate ligament
(PCL) were simulated considering an anterior and a posterior bundle while medial
collateral ligament (MCL) was divided in anterior and intermediate bundle; the lateral
collateral ligament (LCL) was represented by a single bundle.

Ligament
ACL
PCL
LCL
MCL

K [N]
1500
2600
2000
2500

Lr [mm]
34.4
28
56.6
94.8

r
0.07
-0.1
0.065
0.07

Table 1 - Values of stiffness (K), reference length (Lr) and initial strain (r) assumed in the model.

Quadriceps tendon wrapping on the distal femur was reproduced by using a chain of
three short cylinders that could come in contact with the femoral groove. The patella
could then slide over the trochlea, while the patellar tendon was generated with a rigid
rod connecting patella and tibial tuberosity. Quadriceps muscle was considered as a
linear actuator that could be controllable by the program.
In order to reduce the roughness of the bone surfaces obtained from MRI segmentation,
that could prevent a proper sliding of femoral condyles over the tibial plateau, the
contact surfaces were remodeled and smoothed by means of a CAD software
(Rhinoceros 4.0, McNeel, Seattle, WA, USA).
A 300 N constant vertical load (about 42% of body weight) was applied to the pelvis. A
quadriceps force was applied through the controllable linear actuator in order to sustain
the external load at a set of different knee joint angles. These angles were: 0° (full
extension), 15°, 30°, 40°, 50°, 60°, 75°, 90°.
Ligament forces and elongations, quadriceps force and tibio-femoral contact forces
were extracted from the model when a steady-state condition was achieved. Contact
forces are expressed in body weight (BW) referring to our subject BW that was 712 N
(≈72.6 Kg).

3. RESULTS
3.1 Quadriceps muscle force
Muscle force was almost nil at fully extended knee, and increased with flexion as

expected. In our graph it is possible to recognize two distinct linear tracts characterized
by a low slope up to 40° and a higher slope above 50° of flexion (Fig. 2).
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Figure 2 - Quadriceps muscle force computed during ‘quasi-static’ simulations.

The maximum value of muscle force, that was obtained at 90° of flexion, was 2760 N
which corresponds to 3.88 BW.
3.2 Ligament forces and lengthening-shortening patterns
Starting from a reference length, at full extension, of about 34.5 mm, the ACL was
found to lengthen reaching a peak at 15° of flexion; the ACL then gradually shortened
and reduced its length by 21% of its reference length at 90° of flexion (Fig. 3).
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Figure 3 - ACL length depicted as a function of the knee flexion angle.

The correspondent ACL force pattern was characterized by a considerable decrease,
from 130 N to 40 N, in the angle range from 0° to 40° of flexion; then the ACL
ligament force progressively approached a zero level near 60° of flexion (Fig. 4).
The PCL length pattern showed a small decrease up to 30° of flexion with a subsequent
elongation from 26 mm to 36 mm at 90° of flexion. Correspondent ligament force (Fig.
4) increased up to 400 N with an exponential growth (R2=0.983).
The LCL and MCL were characterized, on average, by a 10.5% shortening and a 5%

lengthening, respectively, if compared to their full extension lengths.
The maximum forces experienced by lateral and medial collateral ligaments were 230 N
and 170 N, respectively (Fig. 4).
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Figure 4 - Ligament force pattern: data extracted when a steady-state condition was achieved.

3.3 Tibio-femoral contact forces
Our numerical simulations showed that TF contact forces increased with flexion in a
non-linear way; a gradual growth in the early stages was followed by a sharp increase,
up to a value of 4.58 BW, in the angle range between 60° and 90° of flexion.

DISCUSSION
Although the results of our multibody musculoskeletal model have been obtained in a
‘quasi-static’ condition, the model itself includes the dynamic properties of rigid bodies,
and allows to compute the final position achieved as a result of the applied forces and
constraints. Starting from an initial, unbalanced condition, the model is led to adjust its
ligament lengths, muscle force, and bone relative positions in order to sustain the load at
a predefined knee joint angle. No kinematic constraints are applied to the knee, except
the prevention of interpenetration between femoral and tibial surfaces.
Our results have a good similarity with data already presented in literature. Quadriceps
muscle force is in agreement with the pattern identified by Innocenti et al., (2011), and
Sharma et al., (2008). At 90° of flexion we obtained a force value of 3.88 BW. By
considering that our vertical load at the hip was 300 N (50% more than the load applied
by the above authors) our results are very similar to theirs (2.7-2.9 BW).
Ligament length patterns are consistent with the ones reported by Bergamini et al.,
(2011). Particularly, the ACL trend presents a peak at 15° of flexion and a decrease of
21% of the full extension length at 90°, in agreement with literature data [9]. Our
preliminary results show a 10.5% shortening for the LCL and a 5% lengthening for the
MCL: these findings are consistent with those of Bergamini et al., (2011), who reported
11% and 3%, respectively.
TF contact forces are very high during a squat movement. Previous studies [4,10] have
obtained a range from 3.73 BW to 6.2 BW. Our results are within this range of values.
As a reference, Innocenti et al., (2011), reported an average contact force between 3.2
BW and 3.7 BW at 90° of flexion; by considering the higher vertical load we applied,

our result (4.58 BW) is in agreement with these data.
Some limitations of the present study should be noted: the insertion locations and
reference lengths of ligaments and quadriceps muscle were based on MRI images but a
certain degree of indeterminacy should be considered. The ACL, PCL and MCL were
divided in two bundles but the estimation of the reference strains was critical and
successive analyses are required to optimize the model. However, in conclusion, our
numerical values are in agreement with literature data reported by several authors, and
so we are confident that the model could provide interesting information even in
different loading conditions and in different simulated exercises. Future developments
include a sensitivity analysis, the insertion of prosthetic elements and the study of
movements involving a combination of forces produced by different muscles.
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THE EFFECT OF HIGH TIBIAL OSTEOTOMY ON STRESS
DISTRIBUTION IN THE TIBIO-FEMORAL JOINT: A FINITE
ELEMENT STUDY
F. Reisse1, H.J. Hillstrom1,2, R. Walker1 , D. Carpanen1, C. Imhauser2, Z. Dewan2,
M. Koff2 , J.K. Dowell3, R. Mootanah1 ,2

1. ABSTRACT
Osteoarthritis (OA) is a degenerative disease of the joints and a leading cause of
disability. Lower limb malalignment, which results in increased peak compressive
pressure in the knee joint, is a primary factor for knee OA. High tibial osteotomy (HTO)
is a realignment surgery to restore knee function and minimise excessive loading across
the knee articulating surfaces. However, the link between malalignment and stress in the
knee is not well understood. Therefore, the aim of this study is to develop a threedimensional (3D) finite element (FE) model to predict the effects of realignment
techniques on the knee joint contact stresses for improved surgical outcomes. High
resolution magnetic resonance imaging scans of a cadaveric knee were acquired to
create 3D models of the knee joint. FE packages were used to determine stress
distributions in the medial and lateral compartments of the knee joint. This FE model
was validated by a parallel in-vitro cadaveric study carried out at the Hospital for
Special Surgery. The peak compressive stress was 60% higher in the malaligned knee
than in the well-aligned knee. Our results highlight the importance of understanding the
effects of HTO on the knee joint contact stresses to delay OA progression.
2. INTRODUCTION
Osteoarthritis (OA) is a debilitating degenerative disease involving all the tissues
within the diarthrodial joint, which often leads to significant pain, loss of joint function
and is the leading cause of physical disability in the elderly. Radiographic studies of
US and European populations show that 14.1% of men and 22.8% of women over 45
years of age show symptoms of knee OA (Valkenburg 1980). The World Health
Organisation reports that OA accounts for 1% of total deaths in 2002 and is projected
to be in the ten leading causes of disability adjusted life years (2.5%) in high-income
countries in 2015 (Mathers, Loncar 2005). The reported total cost of OA on the UK
economy is estimated at 1% of annual gross national product and $185.5 billion
annually in the United States (Mathers, Loncar 2005). There is no known cure for OA
and current therapeutic approaches cannot arrest disease progression.
Lower extremity malalignment and corresponding overloading of specific regions
within the joint have been associated with knee OA and is considered to be at least a
component of disease onset and progression (Sharma et al. 2001, Sharma et al. 2010).
Coventry explained how such a slight malalignment initiates a ‘vicious circle’, in
which the resulting excessive stresses to localised cartilage, subchondral bone and the
surrounding soft tissues produces more laxity and joint deformity, thereby repeating
the cyclic degradation mechanism (Coventry 1965). This dramatic increase in
compressive load corresponds to a fourfold increase in the odds of medial tibiofemoral OA worsening over 18 months (Sharma et al. 2001). The most common
1
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treatment for the end stage disease is the total knee arthroplasty (TKA), which costs
around £720 million in the UK alone. TKA, although often very effective for relieving
pain, presents several major challenges: - (i) one or more ligaments are sectioned
during implantation, (ii) a ‘normal’ gait pattern is not restored, and (iii) the prosthesisimplant construct has a limited lifespan.
High tibial osteotomy (HTO) is a commonly performed realignment surgery and aims to
relieve pain and restore high-level function in active patients by re-aligning the lower
limb. By preserving all the natural tissues, HTO is more successful at restoring a normal
gait pattern and is more suitable, for the younger, and more active patient. HTO is
carried out by either removing or adding a wedge of bone to the proximal tibia such that
the mechanical axis deviation (MAD - the perpendicular distance between the knee joint
centre and the axis through the hip and ankle joint centres) is restored to 0 mm or the
Fujisawa point (Fujisawa, Masuhara & Shiomi 1979). The MAD is a common
approximation used by orthopaedic surgeons to realign the lower limb.
Excessive joint stress is considered to be the common antagonistic load that damages
the tissues within the diarthrodial joint, irrespective of the specific biomechanical
etiology (Adusumilli 2007). Although stress cannot be measured in vivo, it can be
predicted from FE models. Therefore, the aim of this study is to develop and verify a
three-dimensional (3D) finite element (FE) model of a knee joint that integrates preoperative imaging, motion analysis and computational biomechanics to understand
how MAD influences knee joint contact stresses and relate it to the geometry of the
HTO wedge.
3. METHODOLOGY
Dicom images of the SPGR and XETA MRI datasets of the cadaveric knee joint
(Figure1) were acquired and imported into Mimics V14.2 (Materialise, Belgium) to
generate a volumetric dataset for the segmentation of cartilage, bones, meniscus, and
ligament. Although computerised tomography (CT) images are commonly used to
provide accurate geometry of bones, our previous study showed that discrepancy in
geometry between CT and MRI images of different sequences was minimum (1.5% to
4.3%) at the joint line (centre of the field of view), where knee joint contact mechanics
were computed (Mootanah et al. 2011). The XETA sequence was used to create
accurate 3D representations of the medial and lateral menisci, the anterior and posterior
cruciate ligaments and the medial and lateral collateral ligaments (Figure 1a). The
SPGR sequence was used to create accurate representations of the tibia, femur, and
fibula, as well as the medial and lateral tibial and femoral cartilages (Figure 1b).

Figure 1: MRI images of the frontal view of the knee joint in (a) XETA
sequence for accurate representation of meniscus and ligament and (b)
SPGR sequence for accurate representation of cartilage and bone.

The 3D LiveWire tool was used as an interactive segmentation method to identify
points lying at the tissue boundaries from the MRI images in all three planes (Figure 2).
This segmentation method overcomes the challenges associated with imaging
modalities (e.g. MRI) that do not support thresholding-based segmentation.
The segmented boundaries of the
different tissues were utilised to
create 3D masks, which were
then used to create accurate 3D
models of the different tissues
comprising the knee joint.
Surfaces on the bones and
common
borders
between
adjacent masks were created for
the application of loading and
boundary
conditions
when
generating the FE model at a later
stage. Additionally, the quality of
the surface mesh was improved
Fig. 2: 3D LiveWire algorithm used to create
to allow high quality 3D
accurate geometries of the different tissues.
elements to be produced during
the finite element meshing stage.
The knee joint surface assembly was then exported to the computer aided design (CAD)
package CATIA V5R18 (Dassault Systèmes, France), where accurate solid geometries
of the osseous and soft tissues were created. The geometrically accurate solid 3D knee
joint assembly model were then exported to ABAQUS V6.11-2 (HKS, USA), and
meshed in hexahedral elements.
Following sensitivity analyses (Mootanah et al. 2012), the material properties, shown in
Table I, were assigned to the knee osseous and soft tissues (Shepherd, Seedhom 1997,
Shepherd, Seedhom 1999, Perie, Hobatho 1998, Schreppers, Sauren & Huson 1990,
Weiss, Gardiner 2001). In this preliminary study, for the standing posture, material
properties of the individual parts were created as homogenous, isotropic structures with
linear behavior and were described by Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio.
TABLE I
Material properties assigned to different tissues comprising the knee

Tissues
Bone
Cartilage
Meniscus
Ligament

Young’s
Modulus
(MPa)
1000
50
112
400

Poisson's
Ratio
0.3
0.45
0.45
0.45

Attachment of each ligament and cartilage to the corresponding bone was modeled by
merging the nodes on the corresponding surfaces that were previously created using
the 3-matic routine. Cartilage-cartilage and cartilage-meniscus contact surfaces were
simulated by creating contact elements between the corresponding surfaces. Each
meniscal horn was attached to the tibial plateau by using the constraint definition
capabilities in the FE package.
The loading conditions matched those of the in vitro tests on the cadaveric knee. The
distal femur was fixed in all six degrees of freedom (DOF), flexion-extension was fixed
for the tibia and an axial load of 300N was applied to the proximal tibia, simulating the

double limb support position of the stance phase of gait. A varus bending moment of
12Nm was then applied to the knee joint, simulating knee adduction moment. A
pretension was applied to the ligaments to eliminate slack. Sensitivity analyses were
carried out on element size and material properties of the different tissues to identify
those parameters that the FE results are sensitive to. A 10° wedge of bone was removed
using virtual surgery from the well-aligned knee joint model and the corresponding
stress patterns were analysed.
4. RESULTS
Figure 3 illustrates the stress distributions in the tibio-femotal compartments obtained
from in vitro and computational studies for the loading conditions of a 300N axial
force and a 12 Nm varus bending moment. The intra-articular pressure, as measured by
the Tekscan transducer is shown in Figure 3a. The normal stress (MPa) for the finite
element model derived from the imaging data of the same cadaver specimen under
identical loading conditions is shown in Figure 3b. The medial and lateral
compartment forces (N) and peak pressure (MPa) from the experimental data is shown
in Table II.
Locations and values of compartmental forces and peak tibio-femoral contact stresses
predicted from the FE model corroborated with those measured during the
corresponding in-vitro tests on the cadaveric knee.
The peak pressure in the tibial cartilage of the simulated intact knee was 2.44 MPa.
After carrying out a simulation on the malaligned knee the peak pressure increased to
2.52 MPa. The area of tibial cartilage exposed to a pressure greater than 2 MPa in the
malaligned knee increased by 36% compared to the well aligned knee. A bending
moment of 6 Nm and a 10° varus malalignment results in an increase in compressive
loading of the medial tibio-femoral compartment from 68.6% to 94.0%.
Faxial=300N

Faxial=300N; Mvarus=12Nm

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Preliminary results: (a) in vitro contact pressure distribution and (b) computer
simulated pressure distribution in the medial and lateral tibial cartilage. The left side of each
figure displays the pressure resulting from Faxial =300N; the right side of each figure displays
the pressure resulting from Faxial=300N and Mvarus=12Nm.

Table II: Peak medial and lateral forces and stresses in response to Faxial=300N and
Mvarus=12Nm of applied load
Max lateral stress

Max medial stress

Total lateral force

Total medial force

lateral(MPa)

medial(MPa)

Flateral(N,%)

Fmedial(N,%)

In Vitro

0.09

2.33

6.04, 2%

308, 98%

FE model

0.59

2.44

9.9, 3.5%

267, 96.5%

% Diff

496

4.7

1.5

1.5

5. DISCUSSION
In vitro testing for two loading conditions corroborated predicted joint loading. The
predicted joint forces and stresses were a function applied loading and alignment. Our
results of forces in the medial and lateral compartments are consistent with Tetsworth
and Paley (1994) who reported that as little as 5° of varus ("bow-legged") malalignment results in an increase in compressive loading of the medial tibio-femoral
compartment from 70% to 90% (Tetsworth, Paley 1994). Although the FE knee model
tissue geometries were subject-specific, the material properties were acquired from the
literature in this preliminary study. The subject specific FE knee model presented will
be enhanced by addressing the following: evaluation at different knee angles and loads
spanning the full range of motion during functional activities (e.g. gait); representing the
cartilage and meniscus by more realistic non-linear viscoelastic material properties; and
representing the ligaments by transversely isotropic hyperelastic materials (Gardiner,
Weiss 2003).
6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, an FE model of the human knee joint was developed. It was found that
the area of tibial cartilage subjected a pressure higher than 2 MPa increased by 36% for
the malaligned knee joint. The results of this study show that malaligned knees are
subjected to higher stress levels. The management of alignment and joint stress may be
of importance towards treating knee OA. Understanding the effects of realignment
surgical techniques, such as the HTO, may be of substantial clinical importance towards
improving knee joint contact mechanics in those afflicted with knee OA.
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INVESTIGATING CHANGES IN JOINT LOADING FOLLOWING HIGH
TIBIAL OSTEOTOMY
G.M. Whatling 1, D. Watling2, C Wilson 3 and C.A. Holt 4

1. ABSTRACT
High tibial osteotomy (HTO) surgery is performed as a treatment for medial
compartment knee osteoarthritis (OA), where the joint is realigned to redistribute
loading and relieve pain. Changes in joint alignment intend to shift the location of force
transmission and the mechanical stresses from the diseased medial to the healthy lateral
knee compartment. The aim of this study is to identify the efficacy of HTO surgery in
modifying knee loading. Peak external knee adduction moment (EKAM) and knee
adduction angular impulse (KAAI) provide useful information on medial compartment
loading and disease severity. In this study, KAM and KAAI measured during level gait
were investigated from 10 patients pre HTO surgery and 6 patients post HTO surgery
using three-dimensional motion analysis and biomechanical modeling using Visual3D
(C-motion. Inc). Two patient reported outcomes (The Knee Outcome Survey and
Oxford Knee Scores) were also completed by each patient. A statistically significant
reduction in EKAM, KAAI was calculated post-HTO surgery, indicating decreased load
through the medial knee compartment. There was also a statistically significant increase
in the two patient scores indicating improved patient perceived function. A decrease in
EKAM and KAAI for the contra-lateral non affected limb was identified, though this
was not statistically significant.

2. INTRODUCTION
Osteoarthritis (OA) affects 8 million people in the UK [1]. It is a degenerative joint
disease most prevalent in the medial compartment, where articular cartilage deteriorates,
causing joint stiffness and pain. Increasing evidence supports the hypothesis that joint
degeneration is driven by biomechanical forces and the pathological response by the
surrounding tissues [2]. The knee joint bears up to 2.5 times body weight during level
gait [3]. The ground reaction force (GRF) passes medially to the joint centre, resulting
in the medial compartment experiencing the greatest proportion of the load [4,5]. Thus,
knee OA predominantly affects the medial compartment leading to loss of cartilage,
change in the subchondral bone, a reduction in joint space and consequently a varus
deformity [6]. Varus deformity results in increased loads in the medial compartment.
Thus patients with varus knee alignment are prone to developing more severe medial
compartment OA unless the mechanics are corrected [7,8].
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High tibial osteotomy (HTO) surgery (Fig 1.) is a treatment
option for medial compartment knee osteoarthritis (OA). The
joint is realigned to correct varus malalignment and relieve pain.
This is achieved through the lateral removal or medial addition
of a wedge of bone in the proximal tibia, followed by rigid
fixation. The ‘opening wedge’ procedure is becoming more
commonly employed [9] and is used for subjects in this study.
This involves a cut across the proximal tibia, which is opened
up, filled with calcium phosphate or bone graft and rigidly fixed
with a plate [10]. The gap subsequently fills with bone. The
change in joint alignment intends to shift the location of force
transmission and the mechanical stresses from the diseased
medial to the healthy lateral knee compartment. It delays the need for a joint
replacement, making it a favorable treatment option for younger and active patients.
Studies investigating the relationship between dynamic gait measurements and longterm clinical outcome have identified peak external knee adduction moment (EKAM) as
an important clinical marker [8, 11-13] of medial compartment loading and OA severity
[14], where an increase in EKAM indicates an increase in medial compartment loads. It
has been identified as a predictor of the ratio of medial-to-lateral proximal tibial bone
mineral content and load distribution on the tibial plateau. Studies using two and threedimensional models have found correlations between KAM and internal kinetic changes
[15,16]. Therefore it can be used to quantify the benefits of HTO. Increased external
EKAMs is indicative of increased loads in the medial compartment relative to the lateral
compartment. Peak adduction moment for subjects with no pathology ranges between
2.5 to 4.75 (% Body weight (BW) x height (h)). Patients with OA have been reported to
have a higher 1st peak EKAM than subjects with no pathology. Those with severe OA
with a KL score greater than 3 also have a higher 2nd peak EKAM [17]. Patients with
below-average KAMs post-surgery (less than about 2.5 %BW x h) were found to have
better long-term clinical outcome [11], regardless of their pre-surgery moment.
Birmingham [18] have shown that the largest change in EKAM moment occurs at 6
months post op, with only a small increase (13%) observed from 6 to 24months. Thus
patient assessments between 6-9 months post-op were selected for investigation in this
study.

3. METHODS
Bi-lateral knee function during gait was evaluated for 10 subject’s pre-HTO surgery
(height: 1.71±0.11m, mass: 85.9±15.9Kg). 6 subjects were re-assessed between 6 to 9
months following unilateral HTO using the opening wedge approach. Ethical approval
was granted by the Research Ethics Committee for Wales and Cardiff and Vale
University Health Board. 49 light retro-reflective markers were positioned in a
modified Cleveland clinic marker set [19] and 3D motion capture (Qualisys, Sweden
and Bertec Corporation) used to record 6 trials of level gait at self-selected speeds.
Biomechanical models of each subject were created in Visual3D (C-motion, Inc) to
compute temporal, kinematic and kinetic data. Each subject completed the Knee
Outcome Survey (KOS) [20] and Oxford Knee Score (OKS) [21] at the start of each
data collection. One way ANOVA was performed to identify changes in EKAM and
KAAI (for the operative and non-operative leg), OKS and KOS following HTO surgery.

4. RESULTS
Table 1 shows the mean maximum EKAM and KAAI for the operative and nonoperative knee pre and at 6-9 months post-HTO surgery. The mean percentage
reduction in EKAM for the operative limb post-HTO surgery was 49.77% (maximum:
74.75%; minimum: 29.03%).

Table 1: Gait and patient-reported outcome measures pre and post –HTO surgery
Outcome Measure

Pre-op (n=10)
Operative limb Non-operative
limb

Post-op (n=6)
Operative
Non-operative
limb
limb

Maximum EKAM
3.13 ± 1.21*
2.62 ± 0.92
1.55 ± 0.55
2.16 ± 0.80
(%BW.H)
Knee adduction
angular impulse
1.17 ± 0.44*
1.04 ± 0.47
0.42 ± 0.27
0.81 ± 0.48
(%BW.H.s)
OKS (%)
42.41 ± 9.93*
N/A
62.22 ± 7.35
N/A
KOS (%)
58.47 ± 10.93*
N/A
73.34 ± 13.26
N/A
*statistically significant differences between pre and post- operative values (P<0.05).

Fig 2. Displays the peak EKAM pre and post surgery, for both the operative and nonoperative knees. HTO surgery significantly reduces the peak EKAM. In addition there is
also a reduction in the EKAM on the non-operative side. The mean (± 1 SD) EKAM
profile during the stance phase of gait is displayed in Fig 3. There is a reduction of both
moment peaks and the trough at mid-stance is less pronounced post-HTO surgery.

Fig2. Mean (±SD) peak EKAM for the operative and non-operative knee, measured presurgery and between 6-9 months post-operatively. * indicates significant reduction in
EKAM for the affected knee post surgery (p<0.05).

Figure3. Mean EKAM during the stance phase of gait pre (red lines) and post HTO
surgery (blue lines). Dotted lines indicate the mean ± 1SD. * indicates where the
maximum EKAM measures are selected for Table 1.

Fig.4 displays the KAAI pre and post-surgery for the operative and non-operative knees.
KAAI is an important variable to consider for patients with OA as it incorporates both
the magnitude and the duration of the EKAM to a single variable. Both loading and
loading time are important variables to define wear conditions of the joint. HTO surgery
reduces the KAAI for both the operative and non-operative knees. The reduction is
statistically significant for the operative limb.

Fig4. Mean (±SD) KAAI for the operative and non-operative limbs pre-operatively and
between 6-9 months post-operatively. * indicates significant reduction in KAAI for the
affected knee post-surgery (p<0.05).

Fig.5 displays the OKS and KOS pre and post-surgery. Both patient reported scores
increase significantly indicating reduced pain, improved function and quality of life.

Fig5. Mean (±SD) OKS and KOS pre-operatively and between 6-9 months postoperatively. * indicates significant increase in OKS and KOS following HTO surgery
(p<0.05).

5. DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION
The aim of this study was to identify the efficacy of HTO surgery in changing joint
loading. This pilot study has identified changes in dynamic knee joint loading following
surgery. A statistically significant decrease in EKAM was observed. This is a
commonly used clinical marker of medical compartment OA, thus implying the cohort
in this study had reduced load through their medial compartment following a HTO. A
statistically significant reduction in KAAI was also measured. This is an important
variable for patients with OA as their time in stance and EKAM are described in one
measure providing more information relating to loading and wear of the contact
surfaces. Both the OKS and KOS patient reported scores showed significant
improvement after surgery implying the patients had improved function and quality of
life.
Interestingly, changes were also observed in the contra-lateral limb. Both EKAM and
KAAI were decreased following surgery on the other limb, though these changes were
not statistically significant. These changes may be due to changes induced by the
realignment of their other limb or due to the reduction of pain avoidance compensatory
mechanisms. This will be investigated, along with the other lower limb joints as part of
an ongoing study.
The differences in loading identified in this study will be investigated further using
musculoskeletal modeling, finite element modelling and will be linked to biological
changes in the subchondral bone as part of an ongoing study within the Arthritis
Research UK Biomechanics and Bioengineering Centre.
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1. ABSTRACT
Researchers have investigated how the dynamics of the golf swing including that
related to wrist function may be affected by the rotation of individual anatomical
segments via a full-body model, rather than in terms of the movement of specific
segments. We are revisiting the classic dogma of “the significance of left-hand
extension during a golfer’s downswing [1].” Recent studies have suggested that the
inertia tensor, a physical property whose values are time- and coordinate- independent,
may be an important informational invariant that is used by the proprioceptive system to
control the movement of our limb. We use this ‘dynamic touch paradigm’ to explain
why much of traditional golf instruction has stressed the importance of a neutral left
wrist position, classically called the ‘flat left wrist.’ We tested the hypothesis that the
aforesaid is important to the efficacy of the golf swing by comparing the perception to
action diagrams of a high- handicap, and a low-handicap, amateur. We found that a
skilled golfer might achieve stronger relationship between perception and action in
terms of their correlation. The implication of our preliminary findings about wobbling
inertia with respect to the functioning of the ‘flat left wrist’, are discussed.

2. INTRODUCTION
Researchers have reported on the kinematics and kinetics of golf swing in terms
of the relative contribution of each of the anatomical structures that are involved. Here,
we asked whether the mechanics of the golf swing could be modeled in terms of a more
simple integration of perception and action rather the customary full-body computer
model. It has been suggested that kinesthetic perception, largely acting through the
detection of deviation from (normally) established pattern(s), plays a major role in the
movement of hand-held objects (such as a racquet, a hammer, or a pencil) by the intact
arm [2]. However, the precise role of kinesthetic perception in the management of a
hand-held club by an intact limb, during the golf swing, has not been reported as yet.
When a hand-held object is wielded, hefted, carried and so on, hand movements,
in conjunction with and related to the physical properties of the object, produce torque
and angular motions. Both the variables, torques and angular motions are related to each
other in terms of one unchanging quantity, i.e. the object’s inertia for rotation about its
principal axes. Seminal work conducted by Solomon et al. [3-4] suggested that the
haptic perception of length during such action is related to the inertia tensor of the
object that is being wielded. Dynamic touch is the label given to the particular kind of
tactile extro-perception that involves a non-spatial input from muscles and tendons [2].
It has been suggested that the inertia tensor provides the domain for two sets of
functions of the “dynamic touch.” One of said functions relates to the principal

moments of inertia or eigenvalues which map on to perceived object magnitudes (such
as length and weight). The other consists of the principal directions or eigenvectors,
which map on to perceived relations between the hand and the object (such as position
of grasp). The interaction between said processes of “dynamic touch” is acknowledged
to play an important role in the adjustment of movement from the originally conceived
cognitive “framework”.
The main focus of our investigation is the identification and solution of
meaningful eigenvalue problems for spatial inertia tensor(s) that are associated with
proprioceptive invariants during the downswing. The first aim of the present study was
to clarify this issue in terms of a new set of eigenvalue problems. Essentially, we
attempted, a mechanical characterization of the connection between the inertial tensor
and dynamic touch via the spatial (free- and line-) vector components that are engaged
and responsive for such proprioceptive invariants. We then applied both the free-vector
and line-vector eigenvalue problem to the spatial inertia tensor of a golf club with hand
grasping. It has been suggested that the collection of all information variables relevant
to perception and action in some task can be represented on a low-dimensional simple
form or manifold [5]. We deal with manifolds that are coordinate-invariant in Euclidean
space albeit represented in the coordinates that we have chosen. We chose the club’s
Instantaneous Screw Axes (ISA)[6-7] and principal moment of inertia axes (e3) [8] and
used their instantaneous successive locations during swing as generating manifolds for
the perception to action diagram.
The second aim of our study was to apply the perception to action diagram that
we obtained, in the sense of dynamic touch paradigm to the role of perceptual learning
in the golf swing, i.e. movement across the information manifold of perception and
action.
Our working hypothesis was that a more skilled performer would exhibit a
stronger relationship between e3 and ISA. We therefore explored the influence of
perception on skill level, by comparing the perception to action diagrams of—a high
handicap player swing and a low handicap player swing. The implication of these
finding in conjunction with the functioning of the ‘flat left wrist’ are discussed.
3.

METHODOLOGY

We developed a representation of spatial vector quantities that are relevant to the
action of the golf swing, using screw theory [9] to represent a directed line in space. It
has long been known that Instantaneous Screw Axes (ISA) are fundamental to the
description of a rigid body motion. The instantaneous motion of the club may be
considered to be rotating about the ISA. It is important that the general motion of the
perceiver’s action towards his/her perceived orientation of the hand-held club be such,
that it can be characterized by the ISA of the club. Said ISA is considered as the sum of
contributions of all the joints and muscles that are involved during the golf swing (i.e.
not only those that influenced by the wrist action). Line coordinates (or Plücker
Coordinates) [10] were extended here to describe screw motion (i.e. rotation with
translation) and thus to locate screw surfaces in terms of the set of ISA.
As we indicated in the introduction of this paper, the eigen structure of the
spatial inertia tensor as a proprioceptive invariant in motor control and learning has not
been fully explained. Since dynamic touch paradigm is based on the detection of
deviation from (normally) established patterns [2], in this study it is thought to be
analogous to the error covariance tensor that is encountered in estimation theory for
linear system[11]. Note that the spatial inertia tensor summarized the inertia and mass

properties of a golf club and hand about a wrist joint. The system can then be described
more simply, by separating the quantities into constitutive and geometric contents. This
results in a family of problems collectively known as eigenvalue problems. An
alternative and useful eigenvalue problem for the analysis of dynamic touch paradigm
was proposed in our paper. Therefore, we proceed a method of free-vector
decomposition of the spatial rigid-body inertia tensor. The linear map from the spatial
acceleration space to the spatial force space is defined as the spatial inertia tensor.

Figure 1: Position of attached markers on the body of the subject that adopted the
stance at the instance of the club addressing the ball. The separate panel depicts
individual markers attached on the hand. The labeled markers were used to build up an
anatomical reference frame, within which the grip reference frame was coincident at the
beginning of the downswing.
It is not clear what the precise influence of the inertia tensor is on the relevant
proprioceptive mechanical variables of the “dynamic touch”, (which may be computed
through separation of pure rotations and pure translation) [12]. The moment of inertia
ought to be computed with respect to the wrist, the presumed point of rotation [2-3]. On
the other hand, the end of the rod ought to be taken as the reference point [13].
Two female golfers with handicaps (accredited by the Federation of Portuguese
Golfers) provided their written informed consents, volunteered to participate in this
study. Passive markers were attached to the subjects as illustrated in (Figure 1). In
totals, twenty four reflective markers and 4 marker clusters were used for the
reconstruction of eight body segments (trunk, pelvis, thighs, shanks and feet). Marker
coordinates for the period between beginning of the downswing to the instance before
impact were then acquired. Motion capture was undertaken using an optoelectronic
system of 12 Qualisys cameras (type: Oqus-300, Qualisys AB, Sweden) operating at
300Hz. Ground reaction force (GRF) was measured using a Kistler force plate (type:
9865B, Kistler Instruments, Switzerland) and Center of Pressure (COP) data was also
obtained so as to standardize the same foot locations over the course of the two players’
swings. The first position of the COP of the each subject’s left foot was used to set for
the origin of the global frame as the downswing began.

Data has been collected from two players’ swings using a driver (R580XD, Taylor
Made Golf Company, USA), instrumented with six markers. The players were
instructed to actually hit the ball that is covered in retro-reflective tape, and this enables
the swing to be more transparent to the player.
4.

RESULTS

A difference in profiles of perception to action diagram exists between two different
players. The two swing patterns produced the typical shape of surfaces of generators
with small motion steps of the club in the spatiotemporal view as down swing
progresses (Figure 2 for player A and Figure 3 for player B; ISA as solid and e3 as
dashed lines respectively). The ISA of both cases were represented relative to the origin
of the global frame which is set at the initial position of COP of the left foot during
down swing phase. Note that those action pathways show a distinctive profile that is
characterized by the sharp down turn progression of ISAs of player A (Figure 2 (b))
that is leading the e3 pathways, whereas the residence of the ISAs of player B (Figure 6
(b)) show wider distributions and is lagging the e3 pathways as locations of them (50 cm
(C) moved 95 cm to left from the origin vs. 100 cm (D) moved 170 cm to left from the
origin). These differences directly indicate that player B began the swing consciously
assuming the migration of the ISA and e3. Her ISA is to be assumed to consistently lag
behind the e3. Player A, however, is unconsciously producing an ISA leading the e3 to
maneuver the club.

Figure 2: Player A produced a three-dimensional spatiotemporal view on the
instantaneous screw axe (ISA, solid lines) and the instantaneous principal axes
of inertia (e3, dashed lines) for small motion step (300Hz) that were projected
onto the postero-medial side of the player (a) and onto the superior side of the
player(b). The endpoints of axes are at the intersections with anterior (Ant) and
Posterior (Pos) planes, which are located 100 and 300 cm off the origin of the
global frame. The first axis, indicated by 1, represents the beginning of
downswing. The arrow indicates where the subsequent axes are migrated at
every 0.0333 sec of time step (units in cm). The origin of the coordinates
coincides with the first COP location of the left foot.
A screw surface ruled by an ISA is formed to visualize migration of action screw.
Another screw surface ruled by e3 is formed to visualize migration of the motion screw
so that swing motion characteristics can be estimated intuitively based on the shape as
well as their relative alignment. The profile of e3, indicative of the correct swing plane,
showed different forms in the expert and non-expert player: Player A produced a

perturbation in e3 whereas player B produced e3 whose shape is more uniformly aligned
to the path of ISA (Figure 2 (a) and 3 (a)). Greater congruency was observed in the
alignment of the two surfaces in Player B compared to player A. Moreover, by virtue of
positioning the ISAs alongside with e3 of the club, Player B achieved a skill that the
ISAs could be somewhat connected with the principal inertia axes e 3 .

Figure 3: : Player B produced a three-dimensional spatiotemporal view on the
instantaneous screw axe (ISA, solid lines) and the instantaneous principal axes
of inertia (e3, dashed lines) for small motion step (300Hz) that were projected
onto the postero-medial side of the player (a) and onto the superior side of the
player (b). In a verification effort positioning perception and action relation in
time-sequence of motion data, the club ISA screws are shown to regularly
projective to the e3. This representative analysis indicates a close connection
(Spatial-temporal representation of ISA versus the e3) during the down swing for
the player B.
If e3, the principal axes are not aligned with ISAs, the instantaneous location of
rotational axes in player A, then the perturbation is observed as the club wobbles. A
practical example of this phenomenon is the routine automobile task of balancing a tire,
which basically means adjusting the distribution of mass of a car wheel such that its
principal axis of inertia is aligned with axle so the wheel does not wobble. This
occurrence of the wobbling inertia is indicative of how player A swings the club in
conjunction with an idiosyncrasy in wrist extension/flexion (as noted in the method
section, e3 and the joint axis are located in the same reference body). The dynamics of
the player-club interaction dictate that these events result in changes to the forces
applied to the golfers by the club. Thus mal-alignment of two screw surfaces is
indicative of how a higher handicap player swings the club in a manner of wobbling
inertia. Collectively, the results suggest that the wobbling inertia may explain the
dynamic performance of the golf swing in holistic terms.
5.

DISCUSSION

The purpose of this study was to obtain the desired perception to action
diagrams that can be used to connect the golfer to the club together in the sense of
“dynamic touch” paradigm. We demonstrated that said perception to action diagram,
which was generated in terms of two screw axes surfaces during the downswing, is a
purely geometric representation of the player-club interaction. Therefore, the shape of
the perception to action diagram can be regarded as the “genome” of swing performance

of all abilities. Each player has their own characteristic interaction traces during the golf
swing. This interaction diagram, which utilizes correlating alignments of both the
generating lines of ISA and e3 can be directly applied to investigate the dynamics of the
player-club interaction, thereby offering an essential precursor to the improvement of
performance. We utilized the e3 in order to kinesthetically dictate the correct geometric
path of the inertia of the club, in contrast to the previous research where mostly the
contribution of individual segment(s) to the end effectors (e.g., e3 of the club) was
evaluated [14].
One of the major drawbacks to the biomechanical modeling of golfers has been
the application of full-body computer model to the actual game of golf. The full-body
generalized model [15] is easily influenced by tuning parameters such as contacts of
foot ground interface, muscle activation, and types of joint constraints. Moreover, these
generalized models are not representative of all players. Therefore we propose the screw
axes surfaces, that are less influenced by tuning parameters, may be the basis of swing
performance, and be the basis of, or allow for identification of each player’s
“signature.” The ISA’s of clubs have not been reported yet and are not currently
considered to be as important influencing factors for golf swing. We note, however, that
in the automobile industry, it has been proposed that the ISA surfaces for the car’s
suspension be included in the vehicle dynamics’ performance index [16]. While golf
shaft manufactures have previously used instrumented golf club in attempt to
understand the characteristics of each golfer’s swing, it is still unclear how to connect
shaft strain and actual swing performance. If the primary means of improving technique
of golf swing by learners is repetitive replication of certain trajectories, then, paying
more attention to the ISAs of the club in holistic terms, (as opposed to how the
segmental movements are produced, as in traditional golf research) could be important.
To our knowledge, this is the first time that the dynamic touch method of assessing golf
biomechanics has been used to assess differences in technique between elite and nonelite players.
Presented as an equivalence of error covariance with inertia tensor, wobbling
inertia is directly related to the perturbation of error covariance. The latter may be
connected to uncertainty in probabilistic models in human sensorimotor control [17]
according to anecdotal evidence, and would indicate a measure in deviation from
established patterns, as we hypothesized. Wobbling inertia could be one of the factors
that would be able to confirm our conclusion that more swing to swing variability in
muscle activity and swing time exists in high handicap golfers[18]. It may also explain
why the significance of the left-hand extension during a golfer’s downswing is much
focused upon in traditional golf instruction of the golf down swing [19]. Potential uses
and applications of the perception to action diagram range from the reduction of club’s
wobbling inertia to optimally matching of golfer to specific equipment. Basically this
means that our system offers the advantage of allowing for the measurement of playerspecific model rather than a generalized model.
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1. ABSTRACT
Researchers have reported on the generation of instantaneous axes of the knee (IAK)
utilizing the screw theory to describe the motion of the knee between two generally
disposed axes. However, how geometric change to the dynamic alignment of IAK may
affect the stance phase of foot loading has not yet been fully explained. From the
principle of virtual work applied for a small displacement about IAK, we know that the
reaction torque on the knee joint will be zero if the ground reaction force (GRF) vector
lies along the screw that is reciprocal to it. The reaction forces of the stance phase are
then taken by the body as a whole. We tested the simple computational frame through
readily accessible benchmark data [1]: passive muscle contraction and GRF are
compounded into a wrench which is reciprocal to the IAK and resolved into component
wrenches belonging to the reciprocal screw system. We found that a knee that is at or
close to a reciprocal configuration can exert a wrench of substantial intensity on the
corresponding reciprocal screw, without knee torque overload. The aim of this paper
was to establish the framework for estimation of constraint forces, a process much
simplified by judicious generation of IAK for the arbitrary virtual displacement in
equilibrium. We found that the resulting external force on this reciprocal system must
be neutralized by the reaction of the constraints, thus resulting in heavier pay loads on
constraints.

2. INTRODUCTION
Researchers have reported that osteoarthritis of the knee is associated with deformation
of the lower limb and malalignment of the limb segment. Current modeling algorithms
for human gait emphasise the use of knee adduction moment (KAM) [2], i.e. a risk
factor for medial knee osteoarthritis because of varus knee alignment. Consider the
stance phase of a gait, where the leg is nearly fully extended and the foot is in contact
with a reaction surface. Let the knee receive a twist of small amplitudes around an
instantaneous axis of the knee (IAK). It is proposed to find an expression for the energy
required to effect the displacement and this new method could be a useful addition to
the existing ones.
From the principle of virtual work [3] applied for a small displacement about the
IAK, we found that the reaction torque on the knee joint will be minimum if the ground
reaction force (GRF) vector lies along the screw that is reciprocal [4] to it. Then some
new knee modeling applications are then possible using the principle of aligning a foot
in the stance phase with the knee joint to take advantage of the reciprocal

configuration.[4] have explained how the forces that constrain the movement of the
knee joint, and infinitesimal displacement, are interlinked in terms of reciprocal
conditions. They have located the instantaneous axes of the knee (IAK) which is
reciprocal to five constraints−the anterior cruciate ligaments (ACL), the posterior
cruciate ligament (PCL), the medial collateral ligament (MCL), and articular contact in
both the medial (P1) and lateral (P2) compartments. The reaction of the five constraints
which limit the motion of the knee will neutralise every wrench on a screw reciprocal to
the IAK as workless constraints that do not work.
In this paper, we apply the principle of virtual work for static equilibrium [5] to
add a new dimension to current research regarding the connection between the foot and
IAK. The virtual work involves equilibrating the externally applied forces of the knee
joint with the workless constraints.
3.

METHODOLOGY

The foundation of the framework is a reciprocal configuration model connecting knee
kinematics to the ground reaction vector in the sense of “reciprocal connection”,
utilising the fact that the virtual work in equilibrium with workless constraints is equal
to zero. [4] indicated that the ligaments and cartilage contacts of the knee joint
contribute to its mechanical constraints (Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Five constraints $ s are
collectively reciprocal to the instantaneous
screw $ . The instantaneous motion of the
knee is guided by the constraints of the
anterior cruciate ligaments (ACL), posterior
cruiciate ligament (PCL), medial collateral
ligament (MCL), and articular contact in the
medial (P1) and lateral (P2) compartments.
Note that no combination of the constraint
$forces that might be generated at the $ will
result in a turning at the $ and no angular
velocity at the $ will cause the constraint
force to do any work at the points on medial
and lateral contacts. (The figure was
originally published by Kim and Kohles
(2011)).

We thus have to prove (Figure 2) that if a knee has a freedom of the first order, then
there is always one −and only one −screw,  , for the GRF that determines the freedom
of the knee, such that an impulsive wrench on it makes a given screw,  , the
instantaneous screw for the IAK. The reaction of the constraints which limit the motion
of the knee will neutralise every wrench on a screw reciprocal to the given IAK  . We
may, therefore, discard all the wrenches except those on the muscle  and GRF  .
Draw the cylindroid (  ,  ), and determine there on the screw  which is reciprocal to
 . The body will not be in equilibrium unless the wrenches about  and  constitute a
resultant wrench on  and hence the ratio of the wrench intensities about  and  is

determined. The higher ratio value on intensity of  results from the reaction torque
and

will



produce

larger





forces

on

the

constraint

such

as
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Figure 2: The knee joint provides the
instantaneous screw $ which is reciprocal
to the impulsive ground reaction force $ .
No combination of angular velocity at the
$ will cause instantaneous translational
movement, and any force at the ground
contact will cause no rotation at $ . The
reaction forces (and torques) of the GRF
will then be taken by the structures of the
limbs (i.e. the femur is the largest bone)
than they would have been taken by joint
constraints.

To validate the modeling approach, a comprehensive experimental data set was
accessed to determine the IAK during gait. The Grand Challenge Competition to Predict
In Vivo Knee Loads” [1] data included motion capture, fluoroscopy data, ground
reaction forces, electromyography, medial and lateral knee contact forces, and strength
data. The data was collected from an instrumented right knee replacement in an adult
male subject (mass 65 kg, height 1.7 m). The gait trial for said subject involved a
medial-lateral trunk sway gait pattern similar to that reported [6]. This study used the
following framework to predict constraint forces. The inputs were a reciprocally
connected knee model, experimental kinematics (i.e., x-y-z trajectories of marker data at
patella, shank and thigh), knee medial and lateral (static only) and ground reaction
forces that were all obtained from the instrumented right knee of the subject. The “knee
radiograph” contained a frontal plane view of the knee region and provided information
about the alignment of contact forces at the medial and lateral compartments. In Step 1,
the experimental kinematics were used to generate the ISA of the shank and thigh that
best approximated the experimental kinematics. In Step 2, the three axes theorem [7]
was used to obtain the ISA of the knee joint (i.e. IAK) from the previously obtained two
axes. In Step 3, a reciprocally connected knee model was used to locate a set of screw
axes of contact forces that were reciprocally connected to the IAK. Then, we tested the
simple computational framework through readily accessible benchmark data [1]:
passive muscle contraction and GRF are compounded into a wrench which is reciprocal
to the IAK and resolved into component wrenches of the constraints belonging to the
reciprocal screw system.
4.

RESULTS

In the model presented in this paper, the static equilibrium condition was considered so
that the smaller forces could be estimated: Passive muscle contraction (Muscle in Figure
3) and given GRF are compounded into a wrench which is reciprocal to the IAK and
resolved into component wrenches (Medial and Lateral Contacts in Figure 4
respectively) belonging to the reciprocal screw system. The muscle forces must
compound into a wrench on the given screw. The forces in the medial and lateral

compartments as well as a single muscle force are presented (Figure 4) as a first
approximation, similar to that described within the work of [8]. The process was
simplified by astutely choosing the arbitrary virtual displacement when all the wrenches
are to equilibrate. For instance, we took as the small displacement the IAK which is
reciprocal to the five workless constraints in Figure 1.
The instrumented knee data for the trunk-sway gait trials for the data sets were
compared to the model prediction. The predicted maximum medial contact force—
642N, which was scaled to subject’s body weight (BW) as 1.01, as referred to in Figure
4. The maximum in vivo medial contact force that was reported ranged from 1.2 to 2.0
BW, typically remaining between 1.2 and 1.7 BW [1]. These results could be an
indicator of our framework performance. During the initial contact of the foot with the
ground (the first 25% of the stance phase in Figure 4), where the muscle contraction is
thought to be passive, the two curves were closely matched.
Figure 3: Model predictions of the
individual force contributions from
the GRF in terms of the medial
compartment, lateral compartment,
and total muscle force during the
stance phase using the IAK. The
second peak is a result of the
quadriceps identified during actual
measurements and confirmed in this
approach. As a limitation, the
model here was constructed with
only one muscle group.
Figure 4:
A comparison between the results of this
theoretical approach and those data
gathered from an instrumented knee
acquired during trunk-sway gait trials [1].
The force in the medial compartment is
compared between Predicted and
Measured values. As a limitation, the
model applied a single muscle force. Also
note that the magnitude is consistently
lower than the measured entry due to the
lack of inertial effects included for the
lower limb. A similar trend is evident in
both approaches.
5.

DISCUSSION

The purpose of this study was to obtain the desired reciprocal configuration diagrams
connecting the instantaneous screw to the external reaction in the estimation of
constraint forces. By the careful generation of the knee ISA, the workless constraints are
connected to the IAK with their virtual works being automatically zero, then only the
muscle forces are to equilibrate to the GRF. The connection diagram is very easy to

understand and implement in the sense of a “simple computational framework”. We
have demonstrated that a reciprocal configuration diagram, that was generated in terms
of two screw axes surfaces during the stance phase, can be used for geometric
representation of the interaction between gait kinematics and ground reaction force.
Therefore, the shape of the reciprocal condition in the diagram can be regarded as the
“genome” of gait pattern under all load-bearing physiological conditions. As reported in
the results section, there exists a unique one-to-one correspondence between the GRF
and the IAK, whose unique characteristic may have a strong clinical implication
regarding gait disorders on a patient-specific basis.
We may state this result (the discrepancies in Figure 4) in a somewhat different
manner. The wrenches about GRF and muscle (act passively as a braking mechanism in
Figure 3) constitute a wrench which is reciprocal to the IAK. However, we also perceive
a portion of wrench by muscle contraction which acts upon a knee to produce the IAK.
The given wrench can in general be resolved into two wrenches: one may in general be
replaced by a wrench on a screw belonging to the screw system, i.e. IAK, which defines
the freedom of the knee, the latter may be termed the reduced wrench (i.e. appropriate
intensity) [9]; The remainder must compound into a wrench in the reciprocal system and
are neutralized by the reaction of the components, indicated as a gap between two
curves (Figure 4).
One can align the IAK along with the GRF to reduce the payload on the
medial/lateral compartment, thus instead transmitting the reaction (braking) torque to
the structure of the whole body. The reciprocal configuration aligns a GRF with a
reciprocal screw such that the reaction (braking) torques and forces on the joint are
eliminated. Special orthotic or orthopaedic treatments which are rich in reciprocal
configuration may be designed for the post-treatment outcome of gait-related disorders,
and the optimal treatment in this sense requires further investigation. Notice that if the
GRF is not exactly aligned with the reciprocal screw, due to a positioning error for
example, the braking torque on the knee joint axes will not be zero, but will still have a
slight value.
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PREDICTION OF INTERNAL SPINE CURVATURE USING BACK
SURFACE INFORMATION
K. Ben Mansour1, T. T. Dao2, M. C. Ho Ba Tho3 and F. Marin4

1. ABSTRACT
The estimation of lumbar spine curvature during rehabilitation and daily life activities
require knowledge of the shape of internal lumbar spine. Several techniques exist for
quantifying spinal internal curvature [1], however these methods are designed to be
used in a clinical environment for a limited range of postures and are not adequate for
the study of motion. The aim of this study is to propose a model for predicting the
internal lumbar curvature using external back surface information. Five asymptomatic
male subjects with an age ranging from 28 to 55 years participated in this study on a
voluntary basis. The 3D reconstructions of the lumbar spine were realized using a
supine MRI (Sagittal T2 FRESE sequence). Each subject performs three postures in the
supine position: standard supine, hyper-lordosis and hypo-lordosis. Using MRI data, the
study of the correspondence between internal and external lumbar curvature support the
possibility to predict one using the other (R=0.88). This funding was implemented in
real time allowing the estimation of internal curvature during rehabilitation exercises
using a motion capture technique.

2. INTRODUCTION
The human spine can exhibit three types of spinal deformity or curvature, namely:
scoliosis, kyphosis and lordosis. These curvatures can lead to pain and discomfort of the
individual involved, disturbing productivity; and require expansive and prolonged
treatment. The low back pain is one of the most common and costly problem in
industrialized countries. Nearly 80% of people over the age of 30 will experience low
back pain problems during some periods of their life [2].
Thus, the need for frequent follow-up evaluations during therapy and the necessity to
greatly reduce the overall radiation load during the duration of the treatment motivate
the development of accurate, reliable and low cost methods. Various techniques such as
Moiré topography [3], structured light [4] and laser scanners [5] are currently proposed
to estimate the spinal curvature. However, these techniques are limited to the analysis of
static standing positions. The purpose of this study was to propose a model for
predicting the internal lumbar curvature using external back surface information to
estimate lumbar curvature during clinical functional evaluation and rehabilitation.

3. METHODS
3.1 Subject identification and data acquisition

1,2
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Biomécanique et Bioingénierie, France

Five healthy volunteers (age: 38.3 ± 10.5 years, weight: 78.8 ± 11.2 Kg, height: 175 ±
0.09 cm, BMI: 25.8 ± 4.7) without low back pain or disability participated in this study.
Each participated subject signed an informed consent form. Before acquiring the MRI
images, the purposes of the study and the protocol were clearly explained to every
subject. An extra session was performed to familiarize subjects with the different
postures proposed in this study. Thus, from a supine standard position in the MRI,
subjects are asked to perform and maintain hyper-lordosis and hypo-lordosis by rotating
their pelvis respectively forward and backward (Figure 1).
(b)

(a)

(c)

Figure 1 Three typical postures performed during MRI acquisition:
(a) hypo-lordosis, (b), normal supine and (c) hyper-lordosis

The data acquisition of the lumbar spine images was performed using a sagittal T2 SE
MRI sequence (GE Medical Systems) at the Polyclinique St Côme (Compiègne,
France). The slice thickness was set up as 3 mm. The field of view (FOV) is 36x36 cm².
The repetition time (TR) is 3780 ms. The echo time (TE) is 104.4 ms. Each acquisition
has 19 adjoining slices with a resolution of 512 x 512 pixels leading to a voxel
resolution of 0.70x0.70x3 mm3 (around 1.47 mm3). The acquisition time of T2 SE MRI
sequence is around 5 minutes.
3.2 Data processing
After MRI recording sessions, images segmentation was manually achieved using
ScanIP software (Vers. 4.3 Build 577). Three trials from the 15 recorded trials are not
used in this study due to the insufficient quality of the data. The reconstruction and the
biomechanical modelling of the lumbar spine and the low back surface (Figure 2) were
realised for all trials using MatLab software (Vers. 7 R2010b).
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Figure 2 (a) Reconstructed lumbar spine and low back surface during normal supine posture

A Cartesian axis system was defined for each vertebra. In accordance to Stokes’s
(ISO2631) conventional recommendation [6], the origin ‘Oi’ is set up at the centroid of
the vertebral body and the local ‘zi’ axis passes through the geometric centers of the
upper and lower end plates (index i ranges from one to five). In this study, the local ‘xi’
axis was built to pass throw the origin ‘Oi’ and the barycenter of the spinous process ‘Si’
of the defined vertebra (Figure 3). The local ‘y’ axis results from the cross product of
the two other axes: ‘zi’ and ‘xi’.
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Figure 3 Internal (Oi) and external (Ei) references of the lumbar spine used for
the estimation of internal and external curvatures

In this study, the choice of the local ‘xi’ axis allows the estimation of the external
position of the correspondent vertebra. In fact, the intersection point of the ‘x i’ axis and
the low back surface correspond to the external position ‘Ei’ of the vertebra which could
be estimated through the conventional palpation method (Figure 3).
The definition of ‘Ei’ is performed using the property of the cross product as follow:
find Ei  [low back surface] which verify this equation:
Eq.1
OiSi  EiSi = 0
3.3 Data analysis
Once the positions of the internal (Oi) and external (Ei) references of the lumbar spine
were defined, a MatLab routine was developed to estimate internal and external radius
of curvatures. This method is based on least-squares fit of circle to a set of defined
points (Oi or Ei). Therefore, the prediction of the internal radius of curvature using
external information during three postures was studied. To estimate the robustness of
the prediction model, a change of the ‘Ei’ positions on the cephaladocaudal axis,
through the spinous line were simulated. The magnitude of the perturbation is equal to
+0.03 m. This magnitude corresponds to the relative movement between low back skin
surface and the underlying bone during maximal flexion.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
High correlation values were observed between external and internal curvature of the
lumbar spine (Figure 4). Thus, the use of external lumbar curvature for the estimation of

internal lumbar spinal shape was demonstrated. However, the changes of the length of
the considered spinous process line (used for the estimation of the external curvatures)
could have an impact on the model. Thus, the robustness of the prediction model was
verified using a modified length of the spinous process line (+ 0.03m).
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Figure 4 Correlation between internal and external curvatures. External curvature was estimated using two
set of data: Raw data and disturbed data (spinous process line considered in the estimation of the external
curvature was changed + 0.03m)

Figure 4 show that the modification of the considered spinous process line length
doesn’t disturb the model and the correlation still high (Figure 4).

5. CONCLUSION
It’s well known that quantitative evaluation of lumbar curvature is valuable for
determining reference values in normal and pathological conditions leading to the best
planning of surgical procedures and monitoring the progression and treatment of
deformities. The present study demonstrates a good linear relationship between internal
lumbar curvature and corresponding external back surface. Therefore, the use of the
defined model with a Motion capture systems, based on the location of fixed skin
markers on the spinous process line, would provide important kinematic information
regarding movement behaviour during rehabilitation exercises and daily life activities.
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Airflow Simulation of Nasal Cavity with Maxillary Sinus using Latent Heat
Model.

S.Hanida1, F.Mori1, K.Kumahata2, M.Watanabe3, S.Ishikawa4 and T.Matsuzawa5

1. ABSTRACT
The nasal cavity is a space between the nostril and the pharynx. The nasal cavity wall is
covered by the mucous membrane except nasal vestibule region. The nasal cavity has
temperature and humidity adjustment function to preserve the trachea and the lungs.
Temperature and humidity of inhaled air is controlled to suitable condition (temperature
is 34 °C, relative humidity is 100%) before reaching the pharynx via mucous membrane.
The nasal flow simulation is continued to understand nasal cavity functions. Although
latent heat effect was not considered in our previous model, latent heat is deprived due
to transition of water through the mucous membrane to the air. It influences temperature
of inhaled air in the nasal cavity. Therefore, we developed the nasal cavity wall model
for heat and humidity exchange considering latent heat. We simulated airflow of nasal
cavity included maxillary sinus using developed model. Furthermore, for verification of
simulation, temperature and relative humidity was compare with measured data in the
nasal valve region, unrealistic high temperature distribution was simulated using our
previous model. Excessive high temperature region was disappeared in this simulation.
And, the result using developed model illustrated good agreement with the
measurement results. Consequently, the developed model can simulate heat and
humidity exchange in the nasal cavity.

2. INTRODUCTION
The nasal cavity is a space between the nostril and pharynx. The functions of nasal
cavity are temperature and humidity adjustment of inhaled air, filtering and smell
sensing. The function of temperature and humidity adjustment is important to preserve
the trachea and lungs. Moreover, the nasal cavity wall is covered by the mucous
membrane except nasal vestibule. Temperature and humidity of inhaled air is controlled
to suitable condition before reaching the pharynx via mucous membrane. The nasal flow
simulation is continued to understand nasal cavity functions [1][2]. To understand nasal
1
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cavity functions, nasal cavity wall model was developed by us. Although latent heat
effect was not considered in our previous model [3], latent heat is deprived due to
transition of water through the mucous membrane to air. It influences temperature of
inhaled air in the nasal cavity. Therefore, We developed the nasal cavity wall model for
heat and humidity exchange considering latent heat. We simulated airflow of nasal
cavity included maxillary sinus using developed model. Furthermore, we examined it
comparing temperature and relative humidity in the nasal cavity with the measurement
result. Near nasal valve, unrealistic high temperature distribution was simulated using
our previous model. In developed model, Excessive high temperature region was
disappeared. And, the result using developed model illustrated good agreement with the
measurement results. Consequently, the developed model can simulate heat and
humidity exchange in the nasal cavity.

3. Nasal Cavity Model
Nasal cavity wall is consisted of mucus membrane, layer of blood vessel and etc [4].
The nasal cavity wall surface is covered by mucus membrane. Temperature and
humidity of inhaled air is adjusted by heat and humidity exchange through mucus
membrane. Our previous model showed the temperature and humidity distribution in
the nasal cavity [3]. However, latent heat effect was not considered in our previous
model. Latent heat is deprived due to transition of water through the mucus membrane
to air. It influences temperature of inhaled air in the nasal cavity. Therefore, the nasal
cavity wall model that was considered latent heat was developed.
3.1 Nasal Cavity Wall Model for Temperature exchange

Fig.1 Nasal Cavity Wall Model for Heat exchange
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Figure 1 illustrates the nasal cavity wall model for temperature exchange. Heat is
translated between airside and organ side via mucus membrane, where TS is temperature
on the surface on the membrane. TO is temperature on the organ side. Kmemb is thermal
conductance of the membrane. Qmemb is defined by equation (1). When TS is lower than
TO, the air in the nasal cavity is heated by heat supply from the organ side. When TS is
higher than TO, The air in the nasal cavity is cooled by deprive heat from the organ side.
Qlatent is defined by equation (2), where L is the latent heat that calculated by

temperature [5], and Wbl is the water flux that is calculated by equation (4). If Qlatent is
positive, Qlatent represent condensation latent heat. If Qlatent is negative, Qlatent represent
evaporation latent heat. Total of Heat flux represent equation (3).
3.2 Nasal Cavity Wall Model for Humidity exchange

Fig.2 Nasal Cavity Wall Model for Humidity exchange
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Figure 2 illustrates nasal cavity wall model for humidity exchange. The humidity of
nasal cavity air is adapted via mucus membrane. Wbl is defined by equation (4). Wbl
represent water flux to the inhaled air from the surface of membrane. Wmemb is defined
by equation (5). Wmemb represent water flux to the surface of membrane from the organ
side, where F is water fraction in the inhaled air, FS is water fraction on the surface of
membrane, FO is water fraction in the organ side, Dmemb is mass diffusive coefficient of
the membrane and Dbl is mass diffusive coefficient of the boundary layer. Since water
transfer to the airside from the organ side via the membrane and the boundary layer, the
water flux Wmemb and Wbl should be equal according two-films theory. FS is obtained as
shown in equation (6) by solving equation (4) and equation (5). FS is fixed to boundary
condition for humidity exchange.
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4. Calculation Condition
4.1 Reconstruction of Nasal Cavity Geometry

Fig.3 Reconstructed Nasal Cavity Geometry
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To simulate actual nasal cavity flow, the geometry of nasal was reconstructed from CT
images. The CT images used in this study are 50 years old Japanese male. The CT
images consisted of 524 sheets of the slice images, and the each CT images had
512x512[pixels] in the DICOM format. The resolution of these images was
0.234[mm/pixel], and slice pitch was 0.3[mm/slice]. Figure 3 illustrates reconstructed
nasal cavity Geometry.
4.2 Boundary Condition

Fig.4 Boundary Condition
Figure 4 illustrates calculate condition. The nasal cavity wall is covered by the mucous
membrane except nasal vestibule. Heat and humidity were exchange via mucous
membrane except nasal vestibule. At the nasal vestibule, only heat was exchange via the
skin. Wall-1 is nasal vestibule part that exchange heat only. Boundary condition of
Wall-1 is that temperature is 34[℃] and relative humidity is N/A. Wall-2 is mucous
membrane part that exchange heat and water. Boundary condition of Wall-2 is that
temperature is 34[℃] and relative humidity is 100[%]. The inlet is pressure free at the
nostrils. The outlet condition is 0.794[m/s] at the pharynx. The velocity was calculated
by cross section area and tidal volume in a resting state. The inhaled air condition is
used experiment value of Keck et al for examine the result using developed nasal cavity
wall model. The temperature of inhaled air is 25[℃] and relative humidity is 35[%].

4. Simulation Result

Fig.5 Flow in the Nasal Cavity and Flow in the Maxillary Sinus
Figure 5 illustrates flow in the nasal cavity and flow in the maxillary sinus using
streamline. In the nasal cavity flow that is showed Figure 5(a), the middle meatus was a
region that passed the maximum amount of inhaled air. And the flow velocity was high.

In the vestibule, the flow velocity was also high, because the cross section area of
vestibule is one of the smallest in the nasal cavity. Figure 5(b) showed the flow in the
maxillary sinus. In the maxillary sinus, the flow velocity was quite slow and circulating
flow was observed.

Fig.6 Temperature Distribution in the Nasal Cavity
Figure 6 illustrates temperature distribution of nasal cavity using counter. Figure 6(a)
shows temperature distribution calculated by latent heat model. Figure 6(b) shows
temperature distribution calculated by our previous model. Temperature distribution
calculated by latent head model was lower than previous the result of our previous
model at the nasal valve area and the kiesselbach area. It is thought that effects of
evaporation latent heat. In the both case, temperature was heated to body temperature
until the pharynx.

Fig.7 Relative Humidity Distribution in the Nasal Cavity
Figure 7 illustrates relative humidity distribution in the nasal cavity. Figure 7(a) is
relative humidity distribution calculated by latent heat model. Figure 7(b) is relative
humidity distribution calculated by our previous model. Relative humidity distribution,
calculated by latent heat model, is higher than our previous model’s result, because
temperature was decreased by latent heat and both cases have same mass water fraction
in inhaled air of nasal cavity. Therefore, relative humidity was increased.

5. Comparing Simulation Result with Measurement Results
Keck measured temperature and relative humidity at 1.6[cm], 2.5[cm] and 6.0[cm] [6].
The temperature, relative humidity and standard definition of these was plotted in

Figure 8. Figure 8(a) illustrates the measured and simulated temperature value. The
horizontal axis represents the location and the vertical axis represents temperature.
Figure 8(b) illustrates measured and simulated relative humidity value. The horizontal
axis represents the locations and the vertical axis represents relative humidity. As
compared with the measured temperature and humidity, the temperature simulated by
our previous model, is too high at the 1.6[cm] and 2.5[cm]. And, the relative humidity
simulated by our previous model is too low at the 1.6[cm] and 2.5[cm]. The result was
simulated by latent heat model using membrane thickness equals 0.5[mm] was most
agree with the measurement data of Keck et al [6].

Fig.8 Temperature and Relative Humidity Verification

6. Conclusion
We developed the nasal cavity wall model including latent heat for nasal simulation.
For the validation of nasal cavity model, the simulation results were compared with
measurement data. Consequently, the result that simulated latent heat model using of
membrane thickness equals 0.5[mm] was consistent with the measured results.
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AN ENHANCED DISCRETE ELEMENT ANALYSIS METHOD FOR
PREDICTING HIP CONTACT STRESSES
C.L. Abraham1, S.A. Maas1,2, B.J. Ellis3, J.A. Weiss4, C.L. Peters5, A.E. Anderson6

1. ABSTRACT
Discrete element analysis (DEA) may provide an efficient alternative to finite element
analysis (FEA) for the study of contact stresses in the hip. Previous applications of
DEA have made simplifying assumptions that resulted in unrealistic predictions for the
magnitude and distribution of cartilage contact stress, precluding their clinical use. The
objectives of this study were to develop and verify an enhanced DEA model that
incorporates subject-specific bone and cartilage geometry and to compare predictions of
hip cartilage contact stresses predicted by DEA with FEA. CT image data of a
cadaveric hip were segmented to determine cartilage thickness and the geometry of the
bone-cartilage interface. Bones were represented as rigid bodies and cartilage was
represented as an array of springs. The same material properties were used by DEA and
FEA. DEA and FEA contact patterns both predicted irregular, complex contact
patterns, consistent with patterns observed in-vitro. Peak contact stresses for DEA and
FEA ranged from 9.8-13.6 and 6.2-9.8 MPa, respectively. Average contact stresses for
DEA and FEA ranged from 3.0-3.7 and 2.0-2.5 MPa, respectively. The use of subjectspecific bone and cartilage geometry with the DEA method predicted realistic patterns
for contact stress. Because of its low computational expense, the DEA algorithm may
provide an alternative to FE modeling for the prediction of contact stresses in the hip for
surgical planning or to assess the mechanical effects of surgery.

2. INTRODUCTION
Chronic exposure of the articular cartilage in the hip to elevated pressure predicts the
progression and onset of osteoarthritis (OA) [1, 2]. Developing methods for accurately
quantifying cartilage stress is clinically relevant. For example, pressure maps may be
used to quantify differences between normal and pathologic hip joints, generate
preoperative surgical plans using optimization routines, and predict long-term prognosis
following surgical treatment. Computational modeling offers an approach to estimate
cartilage contact pressures, which cannot currently be measured in-vivo. Both finite
element analysis (FEA) [3-5] and discrete element analysis (DEA) [6-8] have been
developed to estimate hip cartilage pressures.
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Finite element models of the hip can predict cartilage pressures consistent with
experimental data when subject-specific bone and cartilage geometry are accurately
represented and bones are modeled as deformable [3-5]. Most published FE models,
however, do not model the complex geometry of the hip joint. Prior studies have
assumed spherical geometry and neglected cartilage [9] or assumed a constant cartilage
thickness [1, 10, 11]. Models that assume ideal geometry underestimate peak pressures
by 60%, average pressures by 21%, and overestimate contact area by 10% [4]. When
bone and cartilage geometry are reconstructed from high-resolution CT images, average
pressures are within 16% and contact areas are within 21% of those measured in-vitro.
However, the construction and analysis of FE models of the hip is time-intensive and
computationally expensive.
DEA (i.e. rigid body spring method) is a computationally efficient method for
calculating cartilage stresses [6-8, 12]. Bones are modeled as rigid bodies and the
cartilage surface is inferred to have thickness equal to the distance between bones,
represented as an array of springs [12]. Cartilage contact stress is quantified based on
the deformation of each spring. Previous DEA models have assumed concentric hip
joint geometry and constant cartilage thickness. These assumptions underestimate
cartilage contact stress and predict unrealistic, simplified contact patterns [4, 8]. It is
possible that DEA could provide realistic predictions of cartilage contact stress if
subject-specific bone and cartilage geometry were incorporated. The objectives of this
study were to develop and verify a DEA model that includes subject-specific bone and
cartilage geometry, and to compare DEA model predictions of cartilage contact stresses
with predictions from validated FEA models.

3. METHODS
High resolution CT image data (512×512, 320 mm field of view, resolution
0.625×0.625 mm2, 0.6 mm slice thickness) of a 25 year old male cadaveric hip were
segmented to determine cartilage thickness and the geometry of the bone-cartilage
interface for the acetabulum and femur [3]. A previously validated subject-specific
FEA model provided baseline geometry (cortical bone and cartilage surfaces) for both
the DEA and FEA analysis [3].
3.1 Discrete Element Analysis Implementation and Verification
A custom C++ program was used to perform the DEA analysis. As the DEA method
requires rigid bones, both the pelvis and femur were modeled as triangulated rigid
surfaces, with position dependent cartilage thickness values assigned to each node.
Nodal cartilage thicknesses were computed as the distance between subject-specific
cartilage and cortical bone surfaces projected along the surface normals. Cartilage was
represented by a distribution of compressive springs generated in the region of the
femoral head underlying the acetabulum. A spring was defined for each triangular
element of the acetabulum surface in this region. One end of the spring was attached at
the center of the triangle on the acetabulum. The other end was determined by
projecting the first point along the acetabulum surface normal onto the femoral head.
The total length of each spring accounted for the acetabular and femoral cartilage
thickness as well as the joint space (Fig 1). Each spring had an initial length defined as
the sum of acetabular cartilage thickness, femoral cartilage thickness, and joint space at

ha =acetabular cartilage

d = joint space
hf =femoral cartilage

spring length = ha + hf + d
spring compression = ∆x
spring force = k∆x when ∆x > d

Figure 1. Sagittal view of DEA representation. Bones were rigid and cartilage was represented
by an array of springs (left). 3D FE model; triangular shell and hexahedral elements defined
cortical bone and cartilage, respectively (right).

the corresponding location. Since the spring attachment at the femoral side did not
necessarily coincide with a surface node, the femoral cartilage thicknesses were
interpolated from neighboring nodes on the femoral surface. Joint space for each spring
was calculated by subtracting the sum of the acetabular and femoral cartilage
thicknesses from the initial spring length. The springs resisted compressive forces
(spring length less than the sum of acetabular and femoral cartilage thickness) but not
tensile forces (Fig. 1). The force generated by compression of an individual spring, fi
was calculated according to Hooke’s law:
fi  ki xi ni ,
[1]
where ∆xi = distance of spring compression, ki = spring stiffness, and ni = local surface
normal. The spring stiffness, ki, depended on Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio (E =
11.85 MPa, v = 0.45) [7, 8] and was defined as:
E (1  v ) Ai
ki 
.
[2]
(1  2v )(1  v )hi
Here Ai is an element area and hi is the sum of acetabular and femoral cartilage
thicknesses. The spring forces (Eq. [1]) that balance the applied force are a nonlinear
function of the femur position. To solve this nonlinear problem, Newton’s method was
used to determine the position of the femur so that the spring forces balance the applied
force exactly. At each Newton iteration, projection points of
springs on femoral head were re-generated to account for the
updated position of the femoral head. Contact stresses were
Rigid
calculated from the spring force and element area where each
Deform.
spring was attached.
Rigid

θ

20mm

A convergence study was performed to determine the number
24mm
of springs necessary. The DEA modeling method was also
verified by comparisons to the analytical solution for a classic
boundary value problem [12, 13] (Fig. 2). DEA contact Figure 2. Schematic of
stress predictions were compared to the analytical solution of verification
problem
an elastic sphere supported bilaterally by concentric rigid under 2000 N load.
spheres [12, 13].

3.2 Finite Element Analysis
Following a previously validated subject-specific FE model, bone was represented by
triangular shell elements and was modeled as rigid [3]. Using hexahedral elements,
cartilage was modeled as a neo-Hookean hyperelastic material using the following
relationship:
E
G
[3]
2(1  v )
where G is the shear modulus, E is the elastic modulus (11.85 MPa), and v is the
Poisson’s ratio (0.45). For strains less than 30%, the neo-Hookean hyperelastic material
provides equivalent properties to those used for the DEA implementation (Hooke’s
Law) [14]. FE models were analyzed using NIKE3D.
3.3 Loading and Boundary Conditions
The pelvis was assumed to be rigid and fixed in space. The femoral head was modeled
as rigid, but was only restricted to rotation (free to translate in all three axes). Loading
conditions and geometric orientation of the femur relative to the pelvis followed
previously published data for in-vivo hip loads [15]. Here, data collected from patients
with instrumented femoral implants were averaged to determine the equivalent hip joint
force and bone orientations at peak load. The average data specified the relative
positioning of the femur and acetabulum and magnitude/direction of applied force
assuming a body weight of 800 N. Walking (W), descending stairs (DS), and ascending
stairs (AS) were analyzed. Force was applied to the center of rotation of the joint,
which was determined as the centroid of the sphere fitted to the femoral head.

3.4 Prediction Comparisons

4. RESULTS
The convergence study demonstrated that ~20,000
springs were required to achieve <5% change in
average/peak contact stress and contact area upon
further refinement. For the verification problem,
DEA predicted peak contact stress was within 0.5%
of the analytical solution (Fig. 3).
The solution time for each DEA model was ~7
seconds (IBM ThinkPad Intel Core 2 Duo cpu @2.80

Contact Stress (MPa)

To facilitate the comparison between DEA and FEA results, DEA nodal results (defined
on the triangulated bone surfaces) were projected onto the articulating (quadrilateral)
surface of the FEA cartilage mesh and interpolated. Interpolation was done by finding
the closest point projection of each quadrilateral node onto the triangular bone surface.
Then, the value at the projection point was interpolated from the nodal values using
element shape functions. Predictions of peak contact stress, average contact stress, and
2.5
contact area were compared between DEA and FEA.
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Figure 3. Comparison between
DEA predictions and the
analytical solution for the
verification problem.

GHz, 3 GB RAM). FE models required an average solution time of ~65 minutes (SUN
FIRE X2270 2 cpu / 8 core Intel Xeon X5550 @ 2.67GHz (16 cores with HT) 48GB of
RAM 1GB network interface).
DEA and FEA contact patterns corresponded well and predicted irregular, complex
contact for all three loading scenarios (Fig 4). For walking and descending stairs, both
methods predicted contact predominantly in the superolateral region, whereas for
ascending stairs, contact was predicted posteriorly (Fig. 4). DEA peak/average contact
stresses and contact areas were higher than FEA predictions (Fig. 5). Peak contact
stresses for DEA and FEA ranged from 9.8-13.6 and 6.2-9.8 MPa, respectively.
Average contact stresses for DEA and FEA ranged from 3.0-3.7 and 2.0-2.5 MPa,
respectively.
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Figure 4. Contact stresses corresponded well between DEA and FE for all loading scenarios.
The top/middle rows were scaled differently to show similarities in contact pattern (DEA contact
stresses were higher than FE). The bottom row shows the FE results scaled the same as the DEA
results (top row).
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Figure 5. Contact areas corresponded well in all loading scenarios (left). DEA peak (middle) and
average (right) contact stresses were higher than FEA predictions for all loading scenarios.

5. DISCUSSION
Previous DEA implementations have assumed simplified geometry for bone and
cartilage, producing unrealistic, concentric contact patterns [8]. Prior research has
shown that simplified hip models grossly underestimate contact stresses, overestimate
contact area, and predict simplistic contact patterns [4]. Subject-specific bone geometry
and cartilage thickness were included in the enhanced DEA model developed for this
research, and this model was able to predict contact areas and contact stress
distributions that were consistent with FEA predictions. This is best illustrated in the
top and middle panels of Figure 3. To better appreciate similarities in contact pattern,
FEA results were scaled to a lower peak contact stress of 7 MPa. By doing so, contact
patterns between FEA and DEA were nearly identical. Thus, differences in the
magnitude of pressure between DEA and FEA were the primary cause for discrepancies
in results between the two modeling approaches (see below). As such, DEA may be
useful for applications where contact pattern, rather than the magnitude of contact
stress, is of primary interest (e.g. preoperative planning for hip pathologies, where the
goal may be to increase contact area and decrease contact stress).
Contact stresses predicted by DEA were higher than those from FEA. This is likely due
to the fact that cartilage deformation is limited to the direction of surface normals for
DEA. Although the femoral head is free to translate in all directions, the springs are
generated normal to the contacting surfaces at each Newton iteration.
The
representation of cartilage as a distribution of compressive springs normal to the surface
effectively ignores any transverse displacement due to the Poisson effect. The inability
to model the shear response in DEA may explain why DEA predicted cartilage stresses
of higher magnitude that FEA.
A major limitation of the DEA method is the assumption of rigid bones. In this study,
FEA simulations modeled bones as rigid bodies to be consistent with DEA. It has been
shown that rigid bone models predict contact stresses of higher magnitude than models
with deformable bones [3, 4]. Therefore, average and peak contact stresses in this study
may be elevated in comparison with previously reported values that considered
deformable bone models [3, 4].
In summary, the use of subject-specific bone and cartilage geometry with the DEA
method predicted realistic patterns for contact stress. Because of its low computational
expense, the DEA algorithm presented herein may provide an alternative to FEA
modeling for the prediction of contact stresses. In particular, this DEA model may be
especially useful for generating pre-operative planning optimization routines or intraoperative feedback systems in the treatment of bony hip pathology.
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STATISTICAL SHAPE MODELING OF CAM-TYPE
FEMOROACETABULAR IMPINGEMENT
M.D. Harris1, M. Datar2, E. Jurrus3, C.L. Peters4, R.T. Whitaker5 and
A.E. Anderson5

1. ABSTRACT
Cam femoroacetabular impingement (FAI) is characterized by a malformed femoral
head that may cause shearing between the femur and acetabulum, leading to intraarticular damage and early hip osteoarthritis. Radiographic measurements are used to
diagnose cam FAI, but provide only a planar view of the femoral head and often assume
the ideal femur shape to be spherical. Statistical shape modeling (SSM) can be used to
objectively compare complex 3D morphology without the need to assume ideal
geometry. The objective of this study was to generate accurate 3D reconstructions of
femoral heads and apply statistical shape modeling to quantify 3D variation and
morphologic differences between control and cam femurs. Femurs from 33 controls
and 15 cam FAI patients were CT scanned and 3D surfaces were generated by image
segmentation. Correspondence particles were optimally positioned upon each surface
using a gradient descent energy function. Resulting particle configurations were used to
generate mean shapes for each group. Morphological differences were calculated as the
distance between mean control and patient geometries. Differences were consistent
with the location and approximate shape of cam lesions found intra-operatively.
Deviations in mean shape between groups were pronounced at the anterolateral headneck junction, where the mean cam femur protruded from the mean control femur by a
maximum of 2.7mm. Sustained protrusions of ~1.0-2.5mm were distributed from the
anterior-posterior midline of the femoral neck along the entire anterolateral head-neck
junction and distally along the anterior section of the neck. Future work will refine our
statistical shape modeling software to quantify, on a patient-specific basis, the severity
of cam lesions for pre-operative planning.

2. INTRODUCTION
Femoroacetabular impingement is a recently described disease of the hip that is marked
by reduced clearance between the femoral head and acetabulum due to morphologic
abnormalities of the femur (termed cam FAI), acetabulum (termed pincer FAI), or both
(termed mixed FAI)1. Cam FAI is caused by a bony lesion on the femoral head or
reduced concavity in the femoral head-neck junction, which may cause shearing
between the femur and acetabulum thereby damaging articular cartilage and the
acetabular labrum (Fig. 1).
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Currently, diagnosis of cam FAI is largely done using two-dimensional radiographic
measurements of femur morphology2. Such
measures are useful for cursory detection of
cam FAI but their reliability has been
debated2,3. In addition, there is no agreement
on the range of values that should be
considered normal. Furthermore, most
radiographic measures give only a limited 2D
description of femur morphology and do not
provide quantitative information that translates
well for preoperative planning (i.e. they
cannot specify the exact location and extent of
Figure 1. Radiographs of subjects with
a lesion, nor the amount of bone that should be
healthy (left) and cam FAI (right) femurs.
debrided to achieve a “normal” shape). If
Circles indicate the anterolateral head-neck
physicians could be provided with knowledge
junction.
of the size and shape of a cam lesion, a more
exact diagnosis, as well as detailed preoperative planning, may be facilitated.
Three-dimensional (3D) reconstructions of femurs built from subject-specific computed
tomography (CT) images can present femoral head morphology as a continuum.
However, even most studies incorporating 3D femur reconstructions fall back upon the
questionable assumption that a sphere is the ideal femoral head shape4. Statistical shape
modeling (SSM) can be applied to 3D reconstructions to objectively compare complex
morphology without the need to assume ideal geometry. Most SSM strategies use a
point distribution model that allows representation of a class of shapes by the mean
positions of a set of labeled points to describe geometric variation among shapes within
a population5,6. Application of the SSM method to cam FAI patients may facilitate
improved diagnosis and pre-operative planning by allowing physicians to classify cam
lesions of various shapes and sizes with respect to an objectively determined 3D
“average” healthy and average cam FAI femurs.
The objective of this study was to generate accurate 3D reconstructions of femoral
heads from volumetric CT images and apply statistical shape modeling to quantify 3D
variation and morphologic differences between control and cam femurs.

3. METHODS
3.1 Subject Selection
Fifteen patients (14 male, 1 female) with symptoms of cam FAI consented to receive a
CT arthrogram (IRB #10983). All patients had hip and groin pain during activity, tested
positive during a clinical impingement exam, showed radiographic evidence of a cam
lesion and/or reduced femoral head-neck offset, and underwent or were scheduled for
hip preservation surgery to address cam FAI. CT scans were acquired using a Siemens
SOMATOM 128 Definition CT Scanner. Tube voltage was 120 kVP with an
acquisition matrix of 512 x 512, slice thickness of 1.0 mm, and pitch of 0.9 to 1.0. The
baseline tube current was 250 mAs (CareDose used to minimize radiation exposure).
The field of view covered both hips and varied between 300-400 mm.

Thirty-three control femurs (25 male, 8 female) were selected from a database of
cadaveric specimens (IRB #11755). All control femurs were qualitatively screened for
cartilage damage and bony abnormalities. Femurs were aligned anatomically in a GE
High Speed CTI Single Slice Helical CT scanner. Slices were 1 mm thick with tube
voltage at 100 kVP, a 512 x 512 acquisition matrix, tube current of 100 mAs, pitch of
1.0 and a 160 mm field of view.
Using the CT images, digitally reconstructed radiographs were generated to mimic the
commonly used frog-leg lateral x-ray7. Radiographic description of possible cam lesions
and head-neck concavity was completed for all subjects by measuring the alpha angle
and head neck offset as adapted by Clohisy et al. for using the frog-leg lateral view7.
3.2 Three-Dimensional Reconstruction and SSM Preprocessing
The proximal femur to lesser trochanter
was accurately segmented from the CT
image data using Amira (v5.4, Visage
Imaging, San Diego, CA) and validated
threshold settings8 (Fig. 2). To improve
resolution of the segmentation mask, CT
images were up-sampled to 1536×1536,
0.3 mm thickness for patients and
1024×1024, 0.5 mm for controls. A
sensitivity study of voxel sizes found that
further up-sampling of either control or Figure 2. Volumetric CT images from a cam
patient images did not appreciably alter FAI patient. Validated threshold settings were
the morphology of resulting 3D applied to CT images to segment and reconstruct
reconstructions. Reconstructed surfaces the bony morphology of each femur.
were triangulated and segmentation artifacts were removed by slightly smoothing
surfaces using tools available in Amira. Femurs were aligned in Amira using a built-in
iterative closest point algorithm to minimize the root mean square distance between
surfaces.
Surface reconstructions were then converted to binary segmentations (white = femur,
black = exterior space) within a uniform bounding box with consistent voxel resolution
of 512 x 512 x 400 (voxel size = 0.235 x
0.235 x 0.258 mm) for each femur.
3.3 Statistical Shape Modeling
The SSM method used has been
described in detail by Cates et al.5.
Briefly, a smooth surface is sampled
using a set of N points, considered as
random variables Z ~ (x1,x2,…,xN)T,
where positions x are particles. The
method then iteratively moves a system
of dynamic particles across the surfaces
to find positions that optimize the
information content of the system,

Figure 3. Correspondence particle distribution on a
control and a cam FAI femur. 2048 particles were
placed on each femur and optimally positioned to
balance model compactness and accurate shape
representation.

denoted by H(.). An ensemble comprised of M surfaces can be described by a 3NM
matrix of particle positions P = (xjk), where k = 1,…,M and j = 1,…,N. Now, the
combined ensemble and shape cost function is defined
[1]
Q  H  Z    k H  Pk 
The first term of Q produces a compact distribution of samples in shape space, while the
second term provides uniformly-distributed correspondence positions on the shape
surfaces, to achieve a faithful shape representation. Binary segmentations of the femur
were preprocessed to remove aliasing artifacts, and 2048 particles (aka
correspondences) were initialized and optimized on each femur (Fig. 3), using a
splitting strategy. The generalized Procrustes algorithm was applied during optimization
to align shapes with respect to rotation and translation, and to normalize with respect to
scale. Group labels were used to separate the point representation of controls and
patients, and the mean shape for each group was constructed as the mean of the
correspondences from all shapes belonging to that group.
3.4 Analysis
From optimized correspondences, mean shapes were generated to represent the average
geometry of control and cam FAI femurs. A Hotelling T2 test was used to test for group
differences, with the null hypothesis that the two groups are drawn from the same
distribution. Morphological differences were then calculated as the distance between
mean control and cam geometries. Principal component analysis (PCA) was used
determine the co-ordinate system best suited for analysis of variation present in the
selected population of femurs. Parallel analysis was used to project the correspondences
into a lower dimensional space determined by choosing an optimal number of basis
vectors from PCA.

4. RESULTS
Figure 4. Mean control
(left) and cam (right)
shapes. Middle images
show the mean control
shape with color plots
depicting how the mean
cam shape differed
across the femoral head,
neck and proximal shaft.
Top and bottom rows
show different rotations
of the femoral head.

The average and standard deviation age, weight, height, and BMI of the cam FAI
patients were 26 ± 7 years, 83.0 ± 10 kg, 180.7 ± 7.7 cm, and 25.5 ± 3.3 kg/m2,
respectively. Alpha angles and head-neck offsets of the cam FAI patients were 71.9 ±
13.2° and 6.7 ± 1.4 mm, respectively. For controls, the average and standard deviation
age, weight, height, and BMI were 32.4 ± 10.9 years, 85.2 ± 19.9 kg, 176.3 ± 9.9 cm,
and 27.5 ± 6.8 kg/m2. Alpha angles and head-neck offsets for the control femurs were
39.8 ± 4.9° and 9.0 ± 1.2 mm, and fell within previously reported values for

asymptomatic subjects7,9.
The Hotelling T2 test demonstrated significant differences between the control and cam
FAI group mean shapes (p = 0.002). Morphologically, the mean cam FAI shape was
found to protrude above the control mean by a maximum of 2.69 mm in the
anterolateral head-neck junction (Fig. 4). Sustained protrusions of ~1.0-2.5 mm were
distributed from the anterior-posterior midline of the femoral neck along the entire
anterolateral head-neck junction and distally along the anterior neck.
From parallel analysis it was determined that the first 6 modes (or components) from
PCA captured non-spurious information for statistical comparison. Those 6 modes,
captured 84.6% of the cumulative variation among the ensemble of femurs.
Specifically, mode 0 captured 42.4% of the variation, with mode 1 capturing 22.9%,
mode 2 capturing 8.6%, mode 3 capturing 5.1%, mode 4 capturing 3.1%, and mode 5
capturing 2.5% of the variation, respectively. Qualitative descriptions of variation
captured by the first 3 modes are shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Mean shapes (μ) for both groups and shapes at ±3 standard deviations for the first 3
modes. For both groups, mode 0 captured variation in head-neck concavity and distance between
greater and lesser trochanters; mode 1 captured neck extension and anteroposterior curvature of the
greater trochanter; mode 2 primarily captured coronal curvature of the greater trochanter.

5. DISCUSSION
In this study, statistical shape analysis was used to quantify and compare femoral head
morphology between normal controls and cam FAI patients. Prior orthopaedic
applications of SSMs have included analyses of tibiofemoral and patellofemoral joint
shape with respect to osteoarthritis and knee pain, or to femoral shape with respect to
neck fracture10-12. However, to our knowledge, our study is the first application of SSM
to quantify and characterize morphological differences between control and cam FAI
femurs.
The primary result of this study was the computation of mean femoral shapes for
controls and cam FAI patients. The greatest differences between the mean shapes were
located along the anterolateral head-neck junction (Fig 4.), which corresponds very well
with clinical findings of cam lesions locations and intraoperative findings of damage to
the articular cartilage and labrum13,14. The mean shapes, as well as color plotted

differences of individual cam femurs compared to the mean shapes, can serve as a
quantitative “road map” for the location and amount of debridement required to restore
a cam femur to a normal shape.
The majority of variation for the femur groups, as captured in mode 0, was in the
contour of the head-neck junction and the distance between the greater and lesser
trochanter. Variation at the head-neck junction suggests that while control and cam
femurs are distinctly different in that region, there may be considerable differences even
among control femurs with healthy head-neck offset or cam femurs with reduced offset.
Interestingly, even cam femurs showed large head-neck offset at +3 standard deviations
in mode 0. Computationally, this may have been influenced by the disproportionate
number of control vs cam femurs analyzed. Alternatively, the current sample size of
cam femurs may not be sufficiently large to capture all the variation that may exist
among cam FAI patients. Thus, the number of cam femurs will be increased and cam
femurs will be analyzed independently to determine if the morphological variation
changes considerably. Variation in the distance between trochanters has not been
shown previously to have any effect on the biomechanics of FAI, and may be secondary
to size variation among femurs that was accounted for during Procrustes alignment.
Having information about where variations among control and cam femurs (Fig. 5) are
most common could further help physicians classify unusual FAI cases and aid in
tailoring surgical intervention to individual subjects.
Until recently, most SSM correspondences for shape statistics were established
manually by choosing small sets of anatomically significant landmarks on regions of
interest, which would then serve as the basis for shape analysis6. The demand for more
detailed analyses on ever larger populations of subjects has rendered this approach
increasingly difficult. The current study used a method presented by Cates et al. for
extracting dense sets of correspondences that describe large ensembles of similar
shapes5. Thus instead of a reliance on relatively few correspondences or the necessity
for training shapes, correspondence positions in this study resulted in a geometrically
accurate sampling of individual shapes, while computing a statistically simple model of
the ensemble. Because of this advantage over previous SSM techniques, we are easily
able to increase the number of correspondences used and the number of femurs included
in the analysis, both of which are part of our future work.
Cam FAI can be painful and has the potential to shorten the lifetime of a native hip
through degeneration of articular cartilage and separation of the cartilage from the
acetabular labrum13. Current hip preservation surgeries seek to mitigate damage by
removing cam lesions and increasing head-neck concavity14,16. Under correction of a
cam lesion may cause lingering pain and could require revision surgery, while over
correction could endanger the mechanical integrity or blood supply of the femur17. The
use of statistical shape modeling with control and cam FAI femurs, as done in the
current study, allows physicians to visualize individual cam lesions in context with
average normal and pathologic shapes. Our control and cam femur databases are
continually growing, thus improving the strength of the statistically determined shapes.
SSM of cam FAI avoids the assumption that healthy femurs are spherical and allows
objective determination of true femoral shape among normal and pathologic
populations. Use of SSM of cam FAI in the clinical setting could improve not only our
understanding of femoral morphology but may provide more exact diagnoses and
improved pre-operative planning.
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NUMERICAL IDENTIFICATION OF THE PERMEABILITY OF A
BIOCERAMIC WITH CONTROLLED INTERCONNECTED SPERICAL
MACROPOROSITY
T.K Nguyen1, O. Carpentier2, P. Herin3 and P. Hivart4

1. ABSTRACT
Large bone deficits may arise from trauma, disease or congenital defects. For healing or
decreasing these defects skeletal reconstructions are necessary. Bone graft is so often
required to repair these defects. Several materials of a natural or synthetic
(biocompatible porous ceramics) origin have therefore been developed to create bone
substitutes. When this bioceramic is quite large because the skeletal defect to fill
reaches a critical size, it can no more be directly integrated by the natural bone tissue. In
most cases, a device called a bioreactor ensures the perfusion of large ceramic scaffolds
by the nutritive medium; it so allows the in vitro expansion of cells inside large bulk
materials under appropriate conditions. Actually, biologists generally choose the mass
flow rate in a bioreactor according to their experience and after experimentations.
Changing the geometry or the porosity of the scaffold obliges to renew all the
experimentations.
We present a study approach of the fluid flows through a macroporous bioceramic with
interconnected spherical pores. The final aim is to build a numerical modeling to be able
to predict the optimal mass flow rate to apply in a bioreactor in relation to geometrical
properties of our ceramic scaffolds. The first step of such a study is to identify the
permeability of the material. We have so done it by means of the velocity field through
a unit cell by using Darcy’s law. The prediction of permeability K was effected for three
types of arrangement of spherical pores. The results were compared with the empirical
or analytical models.

2. INTRODUCTION
For the filling of a loss of bone tissue, the graft is a current process in bone surgery, but
a significant deficiency leads to the use of artificial materials. Alternative to metallic
implants, bone substitutes bioceramics are now widely used 1. But these ceramics, such
phosphocalcic ones, are basically osteoconductive but not osteoinductive. So, if small
volumes can be assimilated in situ through the natural osteosynthesis process, a large
volume, i.e. a few cm3, remains a ceramic at least in the heart of the bulk. In addition to
1
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the intrinsic problems of this very material, a discontinuity will persist in the repaired
tissue. It will so prohibit the complete restoration of the bone tissue and, particularly, of
its vascularization.
A solution developed these last years consists in manufacturing a hybrid biomaterial,
i.e. a ceramic pre-colonized by cells, for example osteoblasts for bone tissue restoration
or endothelial cells for vascularization restoration 2-3. It aims to facilitate the in situ cells
to assimilate the volume once grafted. The future implant is so seeded then put in a
culture medium. Static conditions (the scaffold dips in a flask) are sufficient for small
volumes. For larger scaffolds, the initial problem remains: feeding the cells even far
from the interface and evacuating their waste, difficult indeed impossible for large
bulks. In such a case dynamic conditions are necessary to allow the medium to reach all
the cells on pain of cell death. Devices called bioreactors are then used usually more or
less elaborate and complicated pump systems to perfuse the scaffold 4.
Of course a bioceramic must be macroporous with interconnected pores to allow the
cells to settle and to develop and the medium to circulate through the entire scaffold 5.
The importance of the pressure and of the velocity of the medium is well known for the
survival and the proliferation of the cells. But the problem consists thenceforth in
determining the input flow leading to the optimal pressure and velocity in any pore.
Indeed the size of usual such internal structures does not allow to experimentally
measure these parameters. The input condition so usually depends on the expertise of
the biologists and can change according to the geometry and to the internal structure of
the scaffold. Developing a numerical method to modelize then to calculate these
parameters according to the pump output would be time saver and an interesting way to
lead to the optimal growing conditions.
The first step of our works, exposed in this paper, so aims to identify through numerical
modeling the permeability of a macroporous bioceramic used as a bone substitute.
Indeed the permeability allows reaching the velocity and the pressure of the flow
through the Darcy's law, a phenomenological derived constitutive equation that
describes the flow of a fluid through a porous medium. This parameter is then
fundamental and our first step for the numerical determination of the velocity and the
pressure in the heart of a bioceramic. The macroporosity of this bioceramic is indeed
controlled and open; randomly arranged spherical macropores (diameter 600 µm) are
interconnected (diameter 100 µm) and it allows the medium to circulate through the
whole bulk 6.
Due to the size of the macropores of the ceramic and of their interconnections, the flow
across them can be considered near the micro-fluidic domain and the influence of
gravity can be neglected. The very low mass flow rate generally chosen by the
biologists leads to a steady laminar regime for the fluid flow. So, after having
remembered the basis of the theoretical determination of the permeability, our work has
consisted in identifying some behavior laws fitting to this type of flow regime for a
macroscopic scale and being able to lead to this parameter. The limits of these empirical
or analytical models have then led to look for a numerical model to directly solve fluid
mechanics equations. The results in term of permeability or dimensionless permeability
are compared for some systems able to describe the real macroporous bioceramic and its
internal structure while a numerical method to apprehend whole complex bioceramic
bulks has been searched. The chosen method, model, system and calculation, have
finally been validated.

2

2. METHOD AND NUMERICAL MODEL.
2.1 Method
Studying the flow of fluids through out porous media is a current problem in
engineering and industry as demonstrated by numerous investigations covering a wide
range applications in biomechanics, ceramic engineering, chemical engineering,
geophysics etc. 7 The flow of fluids are described by the Navier-Stoke's equations.
Unfortunately, there are no analytical general solutions of this system. So we chose a
numerical method to obtain a numerical solution. Through tools of computational fluid
dynamic (CFD), the fields of velocity and pressure for a considered bulk domain are
determined. However, it is nearly impossible for a flow of fluid in a porous medium
because of the complex internal and external geometry of such a macroporous structure.
Add to this the limits due to computers such as power, calculation time and cost. So we
propose to use a known solution: to solve the Navier-Stoke's equations in one small
volume then to generalize the results to a bulk domain. The concept “Representative
Elementary Volume”(REV) is often used but a problem still remains which consists in
the determination of this REV (Fig.1a). For example, BACHTMAT 8 used the variation
of porosity adjacent to a point as a function of the average volume (Fig.1b).

(a)
(b)
Fig.1. Example of REV (a) and REV as function of the packing spheres (b).
In several particular cases, porous media have an isotropic and periodical structure. So
we will use another small volume called “Unit Cell” (UC) instead of a REV (Fig.2). The
volume of a unit cell is generally smaller than a REV so the solving of Navier-Stoke's
equations is simplified.

(b)
(a)
Fig.2. Example of UC (a: 2 dimensions, b: 3 dimensions) in a porous medium (cubical
system).
2.2 Numerical model to determine the fields of velocity and pressure of REV or UC.
To solve directly the Navier-Stoke's equations in one domain through numerical
methods and tools of computational fluid dynamic, a numerical model must be
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established. An ideal model used for a REV or a UC of porous media is presented in the
figure 2a. It means that for a fully developed flow through out a porous medium, the
periodic boundary condition (BC) is applied to the whole opposite surface (Fig.3).

Fig.3. Numerical model: REV or UC (2D).
The main steps to create a numerical model to solve Navier-Stokes equations by a CFD
software are so summarized below:
Step 01: determining a REV or a unit cell (form and size) and creating one
corresponding geometry,
Step 02: importing the geometry of step 01 to a meshing tool to create a grid
(structured or unstructured one) with the linked-mesh between the two faces
applied the periodic boundary condition,
Step 03: importing the grid to CFD software,
Step 04: establishing the parameters for a CFD software to solve the equations.
In our case:
 We chose to consider the properties of the water because of the similarity of this
fluid with the currently used biological fluids.
 We made the assumption that there is no slip between fluids and bioceramics.
 Due to the very small velocity of the flow in our bioceramics (Reynolds number
smaller than 1), we solved the equation for a laminar regime of flow.
 To have a fully developed flow, we applied either a mass flow rate or a pressure
gradient.
2.3 Predicting the permeability K of porous media by using the simulation.
In porous media, one of the most important parameter is the permeability K because it
represents the flow conductance of media. There are several methods that can be used to
obtain this value: experimental method, semi-empirical or analytical model, predicting
through simulation.
We focused on a numerical method to predict the permeability K based on the Darcy’s
law 9 recalled in the equation 1.

K
u   p   g
(Eq. 1)

where u is the superficial velocity [m.s-1], p is the pressure [N.m-2],  is the dynamic
viscosity of the fluid [Pa.s], and K is the permeability of the porous medium, a second
order tensor [m2]. Using the numerical model presented in 2.2 for a small volume (REV
or UC) we will determine the fields of velocity based on a pressure gradient. In
addition, according to the formulation established by WHITAKER10, the superficial
velocity can be calculated according to the equation 2 by the integration of the velocity
in the considered volume:
4

1
u.dV
(Eq. 2)
V V
The permeability K is then determined by the equation 1. In our case, the size of the
spherical pores in our bioceramics (radius about 300m) leads to neglect the influence
of the gravitation force 11-12.
There are many empirical models to predict the permeability K but only for packed beds
or granular porous media. To use theses models the interconnected spherical pores of
our bioceramics porous media must become the “spaces” of the packed bed or of the
granular porous media.
u 

3. Validation of the numerical model.
To validate the numerical model, an academic 3D case of a porous medium was tested
(similar to Fig. 2). The variation of the distance between the uniform cubes (edge size 1
mm) allows fixing a porosity ranging from 0.2 to 0.8. This porous medium is isotropic
and its structure is periodic. So, we are able to simplify the simulation using the UC
(Fig.2b) instead of the REV. The procedure above mentioned (for a structured grid and
a pressure gradient equal to 20 Pa.m-1 imposed in one couple of periodic boundary
condition) leads to the fields of velocity and of pressure shown in the figure 4.

(a)
Fig.4. Fields of velocity (a) and fields of pressure (b) in UC.

(b)

The permeability K of this porous medium was then calculated and compared with the
results issued from classical models. Note that the second order tensor K becomes a
scalar in this case; we need only to solve the Navier-Stokes equations by applying a
pressure gradient in one direction. The table 1 shows the permeability determined
through three empirical models: Ergun 13-14, Carman-Kozeny 15, Rumpf-Guptes16, an
analytical model: Du Plessis 17 and our numerical simulation method.
Porosity Ergun’model
K
3

2
2
d
150 1   

0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7

1.185E-003
3.333E-003
9.000E-003
2.541E-002

CarmanKozeny

RumpfGupte

K
3

2
2
d
180 1   

K  5.5

d 2 5.6

9.877E-004
2.778E-003
7.500E-003
2.117E-002

1.156E-003
3.946E-003
1.076E-002
2.511E-002

Du Plessis



1



3
K  11  11 

2
4
d
411  3

7.930E-004
2.190E-003
5.742E-003
1.542E-002

2

3



Numerical
simulation

1.022E-003
2.749E-003
6.955E-003
1.761E-002

Tab.1. Dimensionless permeability according to the porosity and to the model (d mean
particle diameter of the spherical granular medium).
For an isotropic porous medium , the numerical simulation is close to the Duplessis's
model as shown by the results (tab.1).
5

4. CONCLUSION
Comparisons with classic empirical or analytical models (Ergun, Carman-Kozeny,
Rumpf-Gupte, Du Plessis) have shown that the permeability K of a macroporous
bioceramic (or the dimensionless permeability K') can be directly and numerically
calculated from a computed model with enough accuracy from the Navier-Stoke's
equations and the Darcy's law. These comparisons have been performed for a steady
laminar regime flow of a physiological fluid which properties are similar to those of the
water.
These results will lead us to study the random packing spheres. It will aim the
determination of the distribution of the velocity and of the pressure in a macroporous
bioceramic through the simulation of the flow in it.
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PASSIVE AND ACTIVE MUSCLE TISSUE APPROACH
FOR HUMAN BODY MODEL CASIMIR
A. Siefert1 and T. Siebert2

1. ABSTRACT
Detailed human body models are applied in a wide range of scientific and industrial
investigations. Thereby, the focus nowadays is more and more shifted to the evaluation
or inclusion of internal model states, as e.g. detailed stresses and strains of the tissue,
leading to enhanced applications within the medical or automotive sector.
Meeting this challenge the human body model CASIMIR1 is continuously improved.
One aspect in this process is the generation of a detailed geometric model setup based
on MRI data enabling investigations with a higher resolution. Besides the focus is on
the adequate representation of the mechanical properties of the soft tissues. Thereby the
modeling of the skeletal muscles causes particular requirements as the active
filamentary force transmission has to be coupled with the passive volumetric behavior.
The work here presented describes the latest development, including an enhanced
approach for the coupling of active and passive behavior within an isolated muscle. The
validation by comparison with measurements consists of a three dimensional load case.
Furthermore, as a first step the invented modeling method is implemented within a
detailed buttock model of CASIMIR. Using this approach for the simulation of a typical
driving scenario, i.e. activation of knee flexors required for pedal operations, the real
behavior out of test person measurements could be shown.

2. INTRODUCTION
The application of human body models is continuously increasing as improved
numerical simulation capabilities enable detailed simulations with acceptable effort. The
human body model CASIMIR was invented in the 1990s with the initial goal to
compute internal forces acting on the lumbar spine due to vibrational exposure. Within
the last 15 years the model has been improved stepwise (see Fig. 1) and nowadays is
used to investigate static and dynamic seating comfort1.
(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 1: CASIMIR current model (a) and detailed approach for buttocks (b, c)
________________________
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Germany

Within its application in the seat development process the question arose as to the
implementation of muscle forces caused by pedal operations influencing the seat
pressure distribution. As a first approach2 the model was enhanced by a detailed
continuums model superimposed with discrete elements representing the muscle action
of the lower extremities (see figure 1).
The investigation showed that influences of the muscle activation on the global human
body behavior could be realized. However, local effects as e.g. tissue stiffening due to
muscle activation, as essential for the desired detailed analysis, were not captured so far,
as the direct link between both model parts is missing. Consequently the next step is the
development and implementation of an active and passive coupled modeling approach.
This paper presents the first step of an investigation on an isolated muscle. Thereby the
analysis with contracting muscle pre-loaded in cross-fiber direction +represents a real
driver scenario using thigh muscles for pedal operations. Finally an outlook on the
implementation of this approach in CASIMIR is given.

3. MODEL SETUP
Although in the last years methods3 for combining active and passive behavior by one
continuum approach were presented, a realization by two modeled parts is here
preferred. This is due to a simpler final implementation in a detailed buttock model of
CASIMIR.
In the investigated setup of an isolated muscle the volumetric part is modeled via
tetrahedrons and the muscle fibers are represented by spring elements. The coupling is
defined via an Embedded Element Formulation with the FE-solver ABAQUS4 internally
generating kinematic couplings.
Compared to a direct merging of the element nodes presented by Hedestierna5, this
procedure has the advantage that the two meshes are independent from each other and
that tetrahedrons can be used. Accordingly the volumetric mesh must not follow the
orientation of the muscle fibers. This simplifies the meshing process of complex muscle
geometries as automatic mesh generators are applicable.
3.1 Passive Material Properties
Before modeling the isolated muscle the material properties have to be defined. First the
passive properties of the volumetric part are reviewed. In the current setup of CASIMIR
a hyperelastic, incompressible and isotropic behavior following the material model of
Mooney-Rivlin is implemented. Regarding the setup of a detailed approach this must be
enhanced to represent the anisotropic behavior of muscle tissue. For implementation in
ABAQUS the generalized Fung6 strain energy potential U, see Equation 1, is used:
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(Eq. 1)

Within the formula the shear and the compression behavior are represented by the
variables c and D. Jel is the elastic volume ratio. The anisotropy comes into account by
the fourth order tensor Q, which combines all parts of the modified Green strain tensor
by dimensionless material constants.
For identifying the free parameters experimental data of compression tissue tests by Van
Loocke7 are employed. The tests have been carried out on several porcine fresh samples
in fiber (F) and cross fiber (XF) direction. The material parameters are computed using
an optimization algorithm defined in Matlab. As optimization criteria the nonlinear
behavior in the tested directions and the incompressibility of the tissue are assumed. As

presented in figure 2 the simulation correlates well with the experimental results. Small
deviations are only observed for higher load range in fiber direction.
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Fig. 2: Comparison of passive compression behavior in F (a) and XF (b)
Furthermore, the tensile properties have been investigated. In comparison with different
sources of experimental data an underestimate of the tensile behavior is found in the
simulation. Reflecting application scenarios of CASIMIR only tension in F due to
muscle activation is expected. As workaround these will be neglected for the volumetric
part and considered with the definition of the discrete spring elements.
3.2 Active Material Properties

Fcomb / F act@ l opt [-]

For the discrete elements existing definitions of Blemker8 are used which specify the
muscle force depending on the relative fiber length and on the level of activation.
Thereby the relative fiber length is defined by the quotient of the current to the initial
model state. Additionally, and as mentioned before, the passive tension behavior is also
considered, see figure 3. The implementation for the discrete spring elements is carried
out by nonlinear force-deflection curves. For this purpose the level of activation,
controlled by the nodal temperatures, is superimposed.
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Fig. 3: Nonlinear behavior of discrete model part
3.3 Model Setup
After defining each model part the coupling method using the Embedded Element
Formulation must be validated. Therefore we used experiments9 with transversal
muscle loading performed on isolated rat M.gastrocnemius medialis. The measurement
consists of two steps: first the muscle is loaded transversally in XF by a rigid indenter
and then it is activated by an artificial stimulus, thereby performing an isometric
contraction at optimal muscle length (figure 3, l/lopt=1). Muscle force and lifting height
of the indenter are measured during the contraction. Considering the nonlinear tissue
behavior the indenter mass is varied (65, 115, 165, 215 and 265 g).

The overall dimensions10 of the muscle are: length: 24 mm, volume 928 mm³. As shown
in figure 4 the modeling is carried out by tetrahedrons (initial length 1.0 mm). The
fibers are represented by spring elements which are concentrically arranged in rows of 8
lines. Considering a continuous coupling each line consists of several elements in series
(length 1.5 mm).
Indenter
Movement

(a)

(b)

Outer row

(c)

lines

Fig. 4: Experimental setup, complete model setup and cross section

4. SIMULATION AND RESULTS
The simulation procedure corresponds to the real measurements. By using the
ABAQUS explicit solver geometrical and material nonlinearities are considered. The
several modeling parts are connected to each other by a general contact definition using
a penalty formulation. Friction is assumed with a coefficient of 0.2.
In a first test the passive tension behavior is neglected. Thereby instabilities occur while
contracting the muscle, see figure 5. Background is the influence of the local strain resp.
differences of local strain states of the discrete elements. This effect is reduced by the
passive behavior, but still exists.

Fig. 5: Instabilities while muscle contraction due to local strain influence
In order to solve this problem a global control of the influence of the fiber length on the
activated force is introduced. It is implemented by a sensor, measuring the average
strain of the muscle as feedback of the simulation. Finally the force-displacement curves
of all discrete elements are controlled globally by this value. An additional benefit is
that the discrete element length has no influence on the muscle force, i.e. it can be
chosen arbitrarily.
The evaluation of the simulation is carried out by the measured muscle force and the lift
up of the indenter (see figure 4). In figure 6 the results of the simulation are compared to
the measurements. Regarding the indenter stroke there is a qualitative correlation
between simulation and measurement. With a quantitative comparison of the results,
however, the computation seems to be less sensitive. Similar effects are observed for the
muscle force.
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Fig. 6: Comparison of simulation and measurement for indenter stroke and muscle force
Although the simulation shows deviations in both results, the developed modeling
approach will be used for CASIMIR. The reason therefor is that materials of the current
isolated muscle model are based on general tissue data, i.e. the specific properties of the
investigated M.gastrocnemius are not considered so far, leading to small deviations per
se.

5. IMPLEMENTATION IN CASIMIR
For a first qualitative test the validated modeling method is mapped from the isolated
muscle state to a detailed model of the human thigh. The simulation represents a real
scenario, with a test person sitting on a rigid plate and activating the muscle group for
knee flexion. The simulation procedure is similar to the isolated muscle, i.e. first the
model is loaded by gravity and then the muscles are contracting. In figure 7 the vertical
displacement is presented for each computation step.

(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig.7: Vertical displacement: Initial state (a), loaded by gravity (b) and contracted (c)
Comparing the results two effects can be observed: Firstly, that due to the gravity load a
reliable seating behavior for the thigh (b) can be determined. Secondly, that the
influence of the muscle activation is apparent as the vertical displacement due to the
gravity load decreases (c compared to b), which is caused by the stiffening of the
muscle tissue.
The final evaluation is carried out by the seat pressure distribution. In figure 8 the
simulation results are presented for one thigh after loading with gravity and after
contraction. A qualitative comparison between results and real measurements of a test
person sitting on rigid plate is made.

Gravity

Muscle
contracted
(a)
(b)
Fig.8: Seat pressure distribution beneath one thigh measurement (a) and simulation (b)
Comparing the changes between the two states an increased pressure in the frontal part
of the thigh can be observed for the simulation as well as for the measurement.
Background is the stiffening of the muscle tissue due to muscle contraction. This first
step shows that the selected modeling technique and the material properties are adequate
for implementation of the muscle activity in the CASIMIR model.

6. CONCLUSION
With respect to the simulation results for the isolated muscle and the model of the
complete thigh it was shown that the invented modeling approach enables the possibility
for implementing the muscle activation in the human body model CASIMIR. The next
step will be the qualitative validation procedure with the thigh resp. the complete human
body model. Later this process will have to be enhanced to consider internal values as
e.g. the stress and strain states to fulfill the requirements for clinical relevance to apply
the model for medical investigations.
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Long bone failure characteristics under
impact bending: an in-depth study
Mike WJ Arun, A Chawla, S Mukherjee, Debasis Sahoo, Sourabh Barouah
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Objectives

1.5 m drop

1.0 m drop

The objective of the current work is to experimentally study the tolerance of long bones
bending under impact and to understand the
mechanism which causes their failure.

Materials & Methods
Twelve isolated human humerus were tested
in three point bending mode in the anterior
to posterior direction. Bone specimens were
“potted” with fixtures using a quick setting
bone cement (Poly Methyl Methacrylate, PMMA).

Figure 1 Drop tower setup

An instrumented drop tower was used to impact the bone. The drop tower consists of a carriage of mass 31 kg that can fall freely through
guided slots. The height of the drop can be adjusted to vary impact velocity.

Results
Figure 2 shows the force vs time plot for the experiments. All plots are plotted till the fracture
initiation as observed in high-speed videos.

0.5 m drop

compression side of impact. This pattern is observed only in 0.5 m drop tests. The transverse
fracture is shown in Figure 3.c.

a. Oblique fracture with
crack diversion

Average

Figure 2 Force-Time plots

The average load taken by the bones for both
1.5 m and 1.0 m drop was around 2.7 kN, while
for 0.5 m drop it was 1.9 kN . Thus there was
a 30% increase in maximum load at higher
drop heights (i.e. higher strain rates), which is
a well-documented behavior of bones. In 1.0
m drop tests, the force vs time plots had two
peaks before failure. This phenomenon was
due to the inertial effect. For 1.0 m drop, the
average time to fracture was 0.57 ms and for
1.5 m drop, it was 0.3 ms. The slope of the force
history during the first peak was observed to
be the highest (20.1 kN/ms) in the 1.5 m drop
case while the 0.5 m drop tests recorded the
lowest (10.4 kN/ms). This shows an increase
in bone stiffness with increase in impact velocity and signifies the strain rate dependency of bones. It was observed that the average
time for fracture propagation across the tensile side of bending was 0.1 ms, while across
the compressive side was 0.8 ms. This is due
to the asymmetric strength of bone in tension and compression. Eleven fractures were
oblique and one fracture was transverse in nature. Eight of the oblique fractures were of the
pattern as shown in Figure 3.a, where there
was a crack diversion in the compression side
of impact. These fractures are observed only in
1.5 m and 1.0 m drop experiments. The other
three were of the pattern as shown in Figure
3.b, where there was no crack diversion in the

b. Oblique fracture with no
crack diversion

c. Transverse fracture
Figure 3 Observed fracture types

The fracture event captured by high speed
camera is shown in Figure 4.

a. at time=0.26ms

b. at time=0.37ms

c. at time=1.1ms

Figure 4 Fracture captured by high speed camera

Conclusion
A detailed experimental work had been carried
out to study the tolerance and the mechanism
of fracture in long bones. Interesting observations have been made, which were not previously reported. This information can be used
effectively to derive material models that can
be used in finite element simulations.

Estimating Dynamic properties of long bones under impact bending using
inverse finite element method
Mike W J Arun1, Anoop Chawla1, Sudipto Mukherjee1, Girish Sharma2, Parthiv Shah2, Christophe Ageorges2

1. ABSTRACT
A formulation for material model for bone, which can predict stresses and fracture
initiation and propagation for wide range of strain rates is proposed. Force-data
recorded in 3-pt bending impact tests on twelve human humerus was used. Detailed FE
mesh of the specimen was obtained using CT scans. In order to capture the nonhomogeneity of the material, the mesh was divided into twenty material sets based on
Hounsfield Number from CT Scans and material properties were assigned to them. A
user defined material model was developed that incorporates the rate dependency of
stiffness, yielding and failure. A Drucker-Prager plastic model is effective in predicting
dilation of bone and asymmetry in yielding. A phenomenological damage model
captures the shear failure mechanism. Sum of the squares of the errors between the
simulation and the experimental result for the three drop heights were minimized using
constrained Genetic Algorithm. A logarithmic relation was used to model strain-rate
dependency of elastic modulus, yield and damage initiation. The quasistatic modulus of
bone is found to vary between 0.7 and 6 Gpa for cancellous and between 7 and 19 Gpa
for cortical bone. For bone with Hounsfield Number of 1600 the modulus is found to
vary from 19 to 50 Gpa as strain rate varies from 0.001 to 300/s. The resulting single
material model predicts the experimental results (correlation >0.9) in all cases.

2.INTRODUCTION
Nearly 30% of the cost of a consumer vehicle can be traced back to engineering and
testing efforts [1]. Automakers trust the ability of mathematical simulation tools to
reduce engineering costs, making vehicles more cost effective. Full scale testing is very
expensive, as millions of dollars of space and equipment are needed to perform
experiments. To develop accurate simulations of crashes, it is necessary to have
accurate FE models of human body parts. In a crash incidence, it is presumed that
organs fail structurally in response to external loading when stresses or strains at a point
reach some limiting values. Study of the failure process is conducted in three ways as
reported in vehicle safety literature: cadaver testing, using Anthropomorphic Test
Devices (ATD or commonly known as dummies) and using Finite Element Models.
Information from cadaver experiments is used to validate both ATDs and finite element
models. The aim of this work is to develop a finite element model for long bones, which
will predict the response including fracture pattern that is observed in laboratory
experiments.
3. MATERIALS AND METHOD
3.1. Experiments
Twelve isolated human humerus were collected from All India Medical Sciences, New
Delhi, India and scanned radiologically. An instrumented drop tower was used to impact
1
2
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the specimens in three point bending mode in the anterior to posterior direction. The
drop tower consists of a carriage of mass 31 kg that can fall freely through guides. The
drop height of the carriage is adjusted to vary impact velocity. A piezoelectric load cell
was used to record the impact force history. A strain gauge was fixed on the tensile side
of the specimen to measure the uniaxial surface strain. Data was recorded in a digital
oscilloscope at the rate of 430 kilo samples per second and filtered using CFC 1000 low
pass filer to remove high frequency components. Two high-speed video cameras along
with flicker free lights were used to record the fracture event. Three drop heights,
namely 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5 m were used to generate an initial velocity of 3.23, 4.43 and
5.42 m/s respectively.
3.2. Finite element model
Materialise MimicsTM was used to generate a finite element mesh from CT scans. The
mid diaphysis, where the bending moment was expected to be maximum had an average
mesh size of 1 mm. Refinement of geometry of this region is needed to capture the
bending phenomenon [2] and the contact phenomenon during impact. Differential grid
resolution was needed to manage the simulation times needed for multiple runs when
applying optimisation methods. Density values were mapped from Hounsfield numbers
from CT scans.
Five sets were used for a Hounsfield unit range of 50 to 800, which is representative of
cancellous bones [3] and fifteen sets were used for a Hounsfield unit range of 800 to
1600 that correspond to cortical bones [4]. The number of material sets were decided
based on convergence tests described in [5] Comparing the mass of FE model generated
on the basis of a Hounsfield to bone density mapping with the measured mass validated
the density mapping in the model. The error was less than 2% in the eleven cases. In
earlier studies conducted by the authors [6, 7] using a dilatational cut-off stress [8]
based failure criterion to predict fracture was effective in reproducing fracture patterns,
but the peak forces were over estimated. In a more recent study, a Von Mises plastic
model with Cowper-Symonds constitutive model was used. Plastic strain was used as a
failure criterion. Though the structural response agreed with experiments, the failure of
long bones was not predicted. In the current work, Drucker-Prager plastic model has
been used to capture yielding and failure in bones. Bone failure is not instantaneous but
progressive, with the stiffness of bone degrading gradually due to the progressive failure
of collagen fibers and due to the presence of micro cracks. A detailed experimental
analysis [9] has showed that shear damage and failure is the primary mechanism in
fracture of cortical bone, suggesting that a phenomenological damage model based on
shear failure be used to capture the fracture event. Theory of the material models is not
discussed here for brevity.
Density to Young’s modulus is mapped as a bilinear curve and the parameters of the
curve are varied to generate the spanning space for modulus variation.
3.3. User material development
Rate dependency of elastic modulus, yielding and failure of bones has been studied by
[10, 11]. These studies have proposed a logarithmic variation of elastic modulus,
yielding and failure with respect to strain rate. In the current study, the following
relation was assumed to model the material behavior, which is similar to Johnson-
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(Eqn 1). In this, Ai and Ai0 represents the
.

total and quasi static values of the material parameters, ε is the strain rate and Ci is a
scaling parameter. The reference strain rate for quasi-static response was assumed to be
0.001/s. However, a constitutive model that can take into account of this behavior is not
readily available in commercial packages. Therefore a VUSDFLD subroutine was
written in Abaqus/ExplicitTM. Most material properties in ABAQUS/Explicit can be
defined as functions of field variables, fi. Subroutine VUSDFLD allows the user to
define fi at every integration point of an element. In the subroutine, the material
properties can be a function of parameters like σ, ε, εpl, ε ̇, computed at solution time.
The computed material properties inside VUSDFLD routine are then passed to the main
code for stress updation. The user subroutine developed was validated using single
element simulations and compiled in double precision along with the main model.
3.4. Optimisation module
Genetic algorithms (GA) are widely used in search and optimisation problems. They use
procedures motivated by evolution such as selection, inheritance, mutation and
crossover. When the location of the optimum of the problem cannot be analytically
reduced to a subset of the solution space, GA can be used to extract a good solution
though a reduced search process. For the current study an open source C++ GA code
developed by Sastry and Goldberg [12] was used. Some studies have used optimization
techniques to derive material parameters for bones under impact starting with CT scan.
The present study differs in that subject specific material assignment and analysis was
done instead of working with a nominal geometric model and establishing nominal
material properties. A schematic diagram of the workflow of the optimisation procedure
is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1 Schematic diagram of the workflow of the optimisation procedure.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The material property sets arrived at are listed in Table 1, where C1, C2 and C3 are the
scaling parameters for modulus of elasticity, yielding and failure used in Eqn 1
respectively. Using the obtained material parameters individual tests were simulated by

developing a subject-specific finite element model and the results are plotted in Figure
2. The initial slope of the simulation plot, which is influenced by the modulus of
elasticity, was a good match to experiments. The slopes are approximately 20 kN/ms, 17
kN/ms, 10 kN/ms for 1.5, 1.0 and 0.5 m drop height respectively. The first peak in the
1.0 and 0.5 m drop is due to inertial loading, and the force dropped as the bone
accelerated away from the impactor momentarily. The load carrying capacity of the
bone was lost before visible fracture due to progressive internal damage. Therefore the
visible fracture did not always occur during peak load. The simulation results agreed
well (correlation > 0.9) with the experimental results. Hence by capturing both the
material non-homogeneity and the geometry of the specimen using the CT scan data,
along with an optimisation technique; an accurate finite element model was obtained.
Sets

Bone type

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Youngs Modulus
(Mpa)
734
2097
3460
4823
6186
7549
8403
9257
10111
10945
11799
12653
13507
14361
15215
16069
16903
17757
18611
19465

Cancellous

Cortical

Yield stress (Mpa)
(Tension)
5
13
21
30
38
47
52
57
63
68
73
78
84
89
94
100
105
110
115
121

C1

Y.P

C2

εf (%)

C3

uf (mm)

0.3045

0.0062

0.18828

1.81

-0.16

0.24

Table 1 Optimised parameters

Figure 2 Finite element simulations with optimised material properties

4.1
Fracture types from experiments and simulation
Of the 12 tests conducted, eleven fractures were oblique and one was transverse in
nature. Eight of the oblique fractures were of the pattern as shown in Figure 3(a), where
there is a crack diversion in the compression side of impact. These fractures are
observed only in 1.5 m and 1.0 m drop experiments. The other three were of the pattern
as shown in Figure 3(b), where there is no crack diversion in the compression side of
impact. This pattern is observed exclusively in 0.5 m drop tests.

(a)

(b)
Figure 3 Fracture types observed in experiments.

Figure 4 shows the comparison between high-speed video and simulation results on
selected frames for the most frequently occurring fracture type.

Figure 4 Comparison between high-speed video frame and simulation for 1.5 m drop. (a) At time
t=0.26 ms: Fracture initiation in lhu13. (b) At time t=0.37 ms (c) At time t=1.1 ms

The fracture type that was observed in 0.5 m drop experiments is shown in Figure 5.
The main difference between this fracture and the one observed in 1.5 m and 1.0 m drop
experiments is that there is no crack diversion seen in the concave (compression) side.
This is also well predicted by the simulation. Thus out of a total of 12 experiments
conducted , fracture type from 10 experiments were predicted correctly. Transverse
fracture was predicted instead of oblique fracture in the remaining 2 simulations.
However the fracture initiation time was predicted in all the 12 cases.

Figure 5 Fracture type observed in 0.5 m drop experiments

5. CONCLUSION

Models used in the past, mostly based on critical plastic strain limit for fracture were
able to predict the force response but not the fracture details [13, 14]. This work
proposes a finite element material models for bones which can predict both force
response as well as fracture types. The methodology presented uses experimental
measurements of impact test on bones, subject specific material mapping, subject
specific geometry generation and optimisation tools to derive a single material model
that predicts the force response as well as the fracture pattern for a range of loading
rates. The capability to predict the complete impact response of a bone, based on CT
imaging data and loading condition has hence been demonstrated.
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EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF DIVERSE WALKING
FACTORS TO BE APPLIED IN A NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
A. Márquez-Sánchez1, G. Urriolagoitia-Sosa1, S. González-Díaz1,
B. Romero-Ángeles1, F. Carrasco-Hernández1, and G. Urriolagoitia-Calderón1.

1. ABSTRACT
The walking is defined as the period of time that separates the repetitive actions of
locomotion, depends on simple and double supports which are successive in order that
the body does not lose contact with the soil managing to preserve the biped position.
Human marche analyses are useful for a wide range of diagnosis application and an
important choice for patient treatment with orthopedic, neurological, skeletal or
muscular pathologies. For this work, it was necessary to realize marche tests to a 24year-old patient without pathologies, with past traumatic injuries after total recovery.
The study was divided into two cases; the first one was performed on a flat surface
(seven samples); the second case was carried out on an electric walking machine (due to
the facility for obtaining images). Both tests were analyzed by image comparison, in
which it was concluded that walking presents a senoidal trend in agreement to the
movement of the foot during the march, presenting high and low peaks at different
points during the locomotion examination. The results have shown, that in a biped
position, at 90o there is the resting condition, with a 4.35o maximum flexion in regard to
the position of rest by the tibia-fibula. The next analysis considers the dorsal flexion in
the step of 2.28° and 88.63° with respect to the floor at the point of fingers deployment.
Results and diverse variants will be used and applied in a foot numerical analysis
regarding steps and positions, to obtain the stress distribution while walking.
Keywords; Walking cycle, Foot, Locomotion, Stress distribution.

2. INTRODUCTION
The foot is defined as a human body part from the ankle to the height transtibial up to
the top of the fingers. The foot allows the body to move, as well as, to offer support [1].
Nevertheless, the foot is part of the muscle-skeletal-system, which distributes the weight
of the body in diverse situations or positions [2]. The foot is a complex structure
conformed by 26 bones, which form 30 joints that allow having the movements due to
the subordination of ligaments, muscles and articulate capsules. The foot is capable of a
conjunction movement in three space planes and that is why, the foot is able to adapt to
different surface topologies, ground irregularities and maintain the balance of the body
on two feet [3]. Locomotion is considered as the displacement between two points and
which is responsible the low member of the body. By following the walking cycle it is
possible to study and analyze the locomotion [2]. The walking cycle initiates with the
first contact of the foot onto the surface and ends when it returns to this same position.
Walking is composed by simple and double supports, which are successive and
alternated with the purpose that the body does not lose contact with the ground [4].
During walking there are two phases (support and balancing) and the linear distance
between the each foot contact is defined as a step.
1
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In this work it is presented the determination of the angles applied by the foot to
produce the walking cycle, which can be used to cure some illness, treat diverse kind of
pathologies and develops more efficient prosthesis for a low member. The study was
carried out by recording the walking cycle of a patient, which will allow to personalize
any kind of solution for the person and making a unique the numerical analysis, which
will lead to the treatment or cure.

3. WALKING PARAMETERS DETERMINATION
It has been established, that the ankle movement depends on the foot joints, as well as
the conjunction of muscles, ligaments and cartilages. Movement takes place on the
transverse axis at the level of the lateral malleolus and lightly below the medial
malleolus. It is possible for the ankle joint to perform dorsi-flexion and foot flexion with
a maximum extent of 90 ° from the normal position (Figure 1) [5]. Additionally, from
the point of view of the sagital plane, it is possible to determine the contact produced by
the movement of the joints between the heel and the support medium point [6].

Figure 1.- Ankle movement graphic representation

4. WALKING TESTS
Walking analyses can be performed in different manners, nevertheless, all test have the
tendency to obtain movement trends. These analyses have the main objective to produce
some kind of cure which can be applied to different and diverse pathologies, as well as
offer rehabilitation treatments for patients. The case of study presented in this paper, is
that of a 24 year old female patient without any apparent pathology, with a total
recuperated traumatic injury in the left knee (which had affected the walking cycle).
Measurements were taken from the low extremities, as well as a physical exploration
and transtibial section tomography (Figure 2). Additionally, to perform the walking
analysis it was necessary to establish the normality degree of the patient foot tread [7].

Figure 2.- Patient tomography and foot print

Applying Hernandez-Corvo procedure [7] it was determined that the metatarsus width
is 0.85 m. Meanwhile, the impression width in relation with the external arch is 0.45 m
and the relation percentage between these two values is 47 %, which allows to conclude
that it is a normal foot (since it is inside the 40 % to 54 % range). The tests were video
recorded during the step length (Figure 3), to later on use the video footage and define
the maximum parameters during the walking, as well as some other diverse information.
Tests were divided in two; on a flat surface (flat and rigid floor) and non-flat surface
(walking machine) (Figure 3). The foot was instrumented with three marks in specific
locations and data was taken during the walking cycle (Figure 3), later all these data will
be used to build the foot numerical model.
a)

b)

Figure 3.- Walking tests. a) Flat surface. b) Non-flat surface.

Figure 4.- Foot location for instrumentation
Point 1 (Figure 4) is very important because it indicates the extreme part of the foot,
which is used to determine the magnitude of the dorsi-flexion and the instant the foot
leaves the floor. Point 2 (Figure 4) allows to locate and visualize the tibia position, as
well as of the fibula [8]. Finally, point 3 determines the metatarsus-phalangeal joint,
which is the traction transition for the final phase of the step [9]. The average obtained
results from 4 tests are presented in Table 1 (Figure 5), where position 1; illustrates the
beginning of the walking cycle, position 2; tibia at 90o with respect to the floor, position
3; an instant before the heel looses contact with the floor and position 4; is the end of
the walking cycle. These illustrations are applied during the numerical analysis, and are
very use for due to the fact that they are the maximum angles that the patient reaches
during the walking cycle and the real foot work performs during the walking cycle.

Table 1.- Walk average tests results
Position
Average

1

1

2

3

4

2.28°

90°

4.35°

88.63°

2

3

4

Figure 5.- Walking position
From the images it is possible to analyze walking behavior their evolution, so it will be
simple to show it in a graphical way (Figure 6). It is possible as well, each picture in
Figure 8, to determine mobility angles and rotation of the foot, as well as the maximum
height that is reached in any particular instant of the step.

Figure 6.- Patient locomotion

Height

It is clear from Figure 8, that the patient walking around shows a senoidal trend in
agreement to the movement of the foot during the cycle. Also, it can be obtained the
higher and lower picks during the motion of the foot. Despite that the walking cycle is
not identical in each step, it is possible to determine on the whole what kind of tendency
is present (Figure 7).

0

2

4
6
8
10
12
Figure 7.- Patient walking trend
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5. NUMERICAL MODEL
Once the data was collected, it was developed a numerical model of the patient foot by
the application of tomography importing it as a SAND IP® file, from which it is
possible to generate the foot geometry. Later the model was smoothed of the roughness
on the surface by a VisCAM Mesh® achieving a mesh with smoothed points. To
accomplish the solid foot from it was necessary to develope a quadratic superficial mesh
from points in a Copy Cad® program, lastly by the application of a Power SHAPE®
program the solid was developed and exported to a finite element method program
(ANSYS®) to produce the numerical analysis (Figure 8). Once the numerical model of
the foot has been developed diverse and different analyses can be produced, which can
be used to assess the possible cure of illness and/or the treatment of a varied group of
pathologies.

Figure 8.- Numerical model process
6. CONCLUSIONS
The walking process is a very complex matter, which depends on many different
variables such as; weight, stature, dimensions of the extremities, sustentation base, sex,
age, etc. It is extremely important delimiting some of these variables to be able to
manage and attack the problem that the walking process analysis raises. So, later on it
should be possible to incorporate variables produced by the illness or pathology and
produce a cure or solution. This is why, in this paper was especial emphasis has been
put in to the experimental walking analysis from the point of view of the sagital plane,
from which it is possible to clearly show the foot displacement and main parameters in
the locomotion procedure.
From the collected data obtained by the walking experimental analysis, it can be
concluded that the walking process has a senoidal trend, presenting maximums and
minimums during the examination of locomotion process. The results showed are for a
biped position, 90o leg extension, with a 4.35o of maximum flexion regarding to the
arrest position (fibula and tibia). Later it is presented the dorsal flexion that counts with

angles for the step of 2.28° and 88.63° respectively, in the position in which the fingers
foot are leaving the floor. The experimental results and diverse variables obtained from
the analysis had been used in a development of a foot model to be applied in a
numerical analysis where the position of the foot, can be studied so as to obtain the
steps and the stress distribution during the walking cycle.
The accomplishment of the numerical model was satisfactory due to the complexity of
the experimental study and the foot bone structure. The numerical analysis allows carry
set diverse numerical analyses, for example; determine the contact area of the foot
during the walking cycle, obtain the specific angles of dorsi flexion for a specific
walking, the manner the patient produces the locomotion, etc. From a specific point of
view the numerical analysis could bring the possibility to produce treatment solutions
for different pathologies or even the cure for a specific illness. From a general point of
view, it could be possible to develop tools, prosthesis or foot wear to relieve pain or
regain functionality to the body low member.
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DOWNSIZING THE VEPTR™ DESIGN TO AVOID COMPLICATIONS
M. Reimeringer1, N. Nuño2 and J. Ouellet3

1. ABSTRACT
Vertical expandable prosthetic titanium rib (VEPTR™) is a device used to treat early
onset scoliosis. Some complications such as wound breakdown or deep infections were
related due to its rather prominent size. Finite element analyses were carried on different
VEPTR™ designs and compared to the standard design subjected to compressive load
in order to analyze if its design could be downsized. Our results show that overall Von
Mises stress distribution within VEPTR™ remains below the titanium yield stress.
Thus, this study indicates the VEPTR™ design could be optimized.

2. INTRODUCTION
Idiopathic scoliosis can be classified into two categories: early and late onset. Late onset
scoliosis, the prevalent form, is associated with severe deformity without organic
consequences to the patient, whereas early onset scoliosis (EOS) refers to scoliosis
present on child aged at an early age and associated with severe deformity and
cardiopulmonary morbidity [1, 2].
There are different surgical and non-surgical options to manage EOS [3, 4], mainly
depending on the etiology of the EOS and always with the intention of preventing curve
progression while maintaining longitudinal growth of the spine. Among the nonsurgical options, the use of casting followed by bracing is recommended until spinal
deformities reach a critical level. Once these critical levels of deformation is reached
(critical curve > 50° [5]), surgical management of the EOS is warranted, either by
fusion or fusionless technique. Fusionless technique involves implantation of
instrumentation of rod adjacent to the spine such as single or dual rod, vertical
expandable prosthetic titanium rib (VEPTR™), or Luque Trolley, to correct and control
the curvature. Once growth is completed, definitive fusion is performed to achieve
permanent correction. Debnath [3] underlines that spinal fusion before the age of 10
years is discouraged for fear of compromising spinal growth and final height [6].
More recently, some surgeons have used VEPTR™ as a fusionless technique to treat
spinal deformity. This device was developed by Dr. Campbell. It is composed of two
sliding sleeves: the distal extension (Fig. 1a) and the proximal extension (Fig. 1b) held
in place by a distraction lock (Fig. 1c) and fixed either to rib, pelvis or vertebra. It was
approved by Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in 2004 especially to treat thoracic
1
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insufficiency syndrome (TIS), defined as the inability of the thorax to support normal
respiration and lung growth [7]. The first use of VEPTR™ relates complications such as
deep infection and wound breakdown due to the significant soft tissue dissection needed
for the insertion of the device and its rather prominent size under the subcutaneous
tissues [4].
Therefore, the aim of this study is to determine whether the VEPTR™ could be
downsized to avoid the above mentioned complications.
a)
c)

b)
Fig. 1 – Vertical expandable prosthetic titanium rib (VEPTR™): a) distal extension; b) proximal
extension; c) distraction lock
(Source: www.synthes.com)

3. MATERIALS & METHODS
Proximal and distal extensions as well as a distraction lock, of an implanted VEPTR™,
were modeled and assembled using CatiaV5R19 (Dassault Systèmes, Lowell, MA,
USA), with respect to the lordosis and kyphosis curvatures of the spine. The proximal
and distal extensions of the VEPTR™ can be decomposed into two parts: a bendable
rod section and an unbendable section (T-section for the distal extension (Fig. 2a) and a
rectangular cross section for the proximal extension (Fig. 2b)). The distraction lock also
has a rectangular cross section (Fig. 2c). Fig. 2d shows the assembly of the various
sections. The standard VEPTR™ has a rod diameter of 6mm for proximal and distal
extensions; the distal extension is 6mm height and 6.7mm width. The effect of different
design parameters on the Von Mises stress distribution of the VEPTR™ have been
analyzed: the decrease of the proximal and distal rod diameters from 6mm to 5mm, a
decrease of the width from 6.7mm to 5.7mm and of the height of the distal extension
from 6mm to 5mm (Fig. 2a and Fig. 2d).

a)

b)

c)

d)

Fig. 2 - Cross section: a) distal extension b) proximal extension c) distraction lock d) VEPTR™

All 3D models were transferred into Ansys Workbench 12.1 (Ansys Inc., Canonsburg,
PA, USA) pre- and post- processing programs. To reduce the computing time, the
symmetry property of the model was taken into account; half of the model was
imported. A tetrahedral (10 nodes) mesh was generated with a size of 1mm (Fig. 3a).
The VEPTR™ is made of titanium alloy, defined as non-linear isotropic homogeneous.
The modulus of elasticity was set to 96 GPa and the plasticity defined as bilinear
isotropic hardening with a yield strength set to 930 MPa and a tangent modulus set to
2150 MPa (Fig. 3b). The Poisson ratio was set to 0.36. In our study, VEPTR™ is fixed
with two pedicle screws on lumbar vertebras. The pedicle screws are represented by two

surfaces on the 3D distal extension model (Fig. 4 in blue) and were assumed to be
rigidly fixed.
A 5mm distraction of the VEPTR™ is realized approximately every 6 months to keep
up with the child’s growth. Through an experiment in our laboratory made by an
experimented surgeon (co-author), a force of approximately 300N was measured to
achieve a 5mm distraction of the VEPTR™. This result was in agreement with Teli et
al. [8]. Indeed, Teli et al. [8] measured every 1mm until a limit of 12mm, the in vivo
force generated by a surgeon distracting a growing rod system (Tab. 1). The mean load
measured for a 5mm distraction was 308N. Then finite element analysis was carried out
for a static compressive force of 700N which represents the distraction force with a
safety factor. To modulate a growing rod construct using the VEPTR™ we simulated
the proximal and distal spinal anchors as a set of pedicle screws rather and simulated in
the standard proximal VEPTR™ rib cradle, and distal laminar hook. The screws are
represented by two surfaces on the 3D proximal extension model for the application of
the force (Fig. 4 in red). Contacts within the VEPTR™ were modeled using the
augmented Lagrange algorithm with face to face contact element and divided into three
zones: contact between the distal and proximal extension (Fig. 5a); contact between
distal extension and the distraction lock (Fig. 5b) and contact between the proximal
extension and the distraction lock (Fig. 5c). These contacts were modeled as
frictionless.

b)
a)
Fig. 3 – a) Illustration of the mesh b) Bilinear isotropic hardening curve of titanium alloy

Fig. 4 – Boundary condition: fixed support (in blue) and application of force (in red)

Distraction
(mm)
Mean load
(N)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

133

203

247

282

308

354

364

354

402

Tab. 1 – Force (N) – distraction value (mm) (Teli et al. [8])

10

11

12

430 404 485

a)
b)
c)
Fig. 5 – Contact interface: a) proximal extension with distal extension b) distal extension with
distraction lock c) proximal extension with distraction lock

4. RESULTS
Overall, analyzed Von Mises stress remains under the titanium yield stress (≈930 MPa)
for all designs. Within the distal extension, Von Mises stress increases up to
approximately 400 MPa. Regarding the proximal extension, Von Mises stress remains
under 600 MPa with the exception of the rod and the underside of the rectangular cross
section. Regarding the distraction lock, Von Mises stress distribution does not exceed
400 MPa, excepting a small portion of the pin, where Von Mises stress increases up to
900 MPa. Fig. 6, Fig. 7, Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 show the Von Mises stress distribution of the
standard VEPTR™, the decreased diameter configuration (from 6mm to 5mm), the
decreased width configuration (from 6.7mm to 5.7mm) and the decreased height
configuration (from 6mm to 5mm), respectively.
Maximum Von Mises stress is reached around the hole of the distal extension, where
the distraction lock is inserted, in the standard design (diameter 6mm), as well as in the
decreased diameter design (from 6mm to 5mm) and in the decreased width design (from
6.7mm to 5.7mm). This maximum is likely due to the sharp edge in contact between the
distal extension and the distraction lock. This also explains the peak stress within the
distraction lock. In the decreased height design (from 6mm to 5mm), the maximum Von
Mises stress is reached at the end of the rod of the proximal extension.

Fig. 6 – Von Mises stress distribution within the standard
VEPTR™

Fig. 7 –Von Mises stress distribution within the decreased diameter configuration (6mm to 5mm)

Fig. 8 - Von Mises stress distribution within the decreased width configuration (6.7mm to 5.7mm)

Fig. 9 – Von Mises stress distribution within the decreased height configuration (6mm to 5mm)

5. DISCUSSION
EOS can lead to severe spinal deformities that hinder lung development, which is the
primary morbidity associated with EOS. There are different surgical options to treat

EOS. Among these options, VEPTR™ has recently been used to treat EOS. The first
use relates complications such as deep infections and wound breakdown due to
significant soft tissue dissection needed for the insertion of the device and its rather
prominent size under the subcutaneous tissues. This study aimed at evaluating different
design of the VEPTR™ in order to decrease its dimensions. In order to do this, finite
element analysis was carried out four VEPTR™ design subjected to a compressive load:
the standard dimension, one design with a decrease from 6mm to 5mm of the rod
diameter, another one with a decrease of the width of the distal extension and finally a
design with a decrease of the height from 6mm to 5mm.
Results show that the rod of the proximal extension (where the load is applied) is more
solicited than the distal extension. The lower side of the rectangular cross section of the
proximal extension is overall more stressed than the upper side. However, Von Mises
stress decreases within the proximal extension with increasing distance from the area of
load application. The decrease of the rod diameter (from 6mm to 5mm) increases
mainly the stress within the rod of the proximal extension and in a small area on the rod
of the distal extension. The decrease of the height (from 6mm to 5mm) shows an
increase of the stress in the upper part of the proximal extension. The stress within the
distal extension as well as the distraction lock remains the same. The same observation
can be made for the decreasing width (from 6.7mm to 5.7mm) design. The stress within
the distal extension as well as the distraction lock remains the same as in the standard
design and increased in the upper part of the proximal extension.
To conclude, this study shows that the VEPTR™ design, mainly the distal extension,
could be downsized in order to avoid complications such as wound breakdown and deep
infections.
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INFLUENCE OF BIOMECHANICAL FACTORS IN THORACIC
AORTIC DISSECTION: A COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS
STUDY

A.Y.S. Tang1, S.K. Lai2, S.W.K. Cheng3, K.W. Chan4, A.C.H. Yu5 and K.W. Chow6

1. ABSTRACT
Thoracic aortic dissection is a severe pathological condition where blood infiltrates into
the layers of the vascular wall. As a result, the vascular wall layers are torn apart, and
this catastrophic separation creates an artificial channel, namely the false lumen, while
the original channel is termed the true lumen. Without appropriate medical treatment,
the expansion of the false lumen due to the weakened wall will increase the risk of
vessel rupture, which will result in a high mortality rate. In an attempt to evaluate the
hemodynamic effects on this cardiovascular disease quantitatively, a three-dimensional
(3D) thoracic aortic dissection model is constructed herein. By using computational
fluid dynamics techniques, the biomechanical factors associated with an idealized
dissection model can be investigated. In this paper, our main interest is to assess the
influence of the size of the dissecting aneurysm in the case of a partial thrombosis in the
false lumen. Partial thrombosis occurs since the blood flow may become stagnant only
in part of the false lumen. This is a difficult scenario clinically, as patients suffering
from such a condition might be exposed to several risk factors. From our simulation
results, the hydrodynamic force of blood flow exerted on the wall of the false lumen
generally becomes larger with increasing size of the dissecting aneurysm. Moreover,
ultrasound-based flow measurements of thoracic aorta phantom models are
being conducted to compare with those results obtained computationally. Such
quantitative information can assist clinicians to assess the risk of vessel rupture in
making therapeutic decision.

2. INTRODUCTION
Cardiovascular diseases, involving various disorders of the heart and blood vessels,
have long been a leading cause of death worldwide. According to the official statistics
from the World Health Organization [1], almost 17.3 million people (30% of all global
deaths) died from such diseases in 2008. It is well-known that the thoracic aortic
dissection (TAD) is one of the fatal cardiovascular diseases. In terms of pathology,
1
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dissection occurs when blood intrudes into the wall layers of the thoracic aorta, creating
an artificial channel known as the false lumen. The original channel for blood flow is
termed as the true lumen. The incidence rate of aorta dissection is approximately ranged
from 2.9 to 3.5 cases per 100,000 persons in the population [2]. Although the formation
mechanism of TAD is not exactly known, the hemodynamic and biomechanical factors
are believed to play a significant role, in particular for the thoracic aorta under high
blood pressure. Without appropriate medical diagnosis and treatment, the weakened
aortic walls may continue to expand and cause the rupture of the false lumen, resulting
in high mortality rate due to massive bleeding.
In accordance with the Stanford classification scheme [3], TAD can be divided into two
different groups, i.e. Type A / B. This clinical nomenclature is used to identify the
anatomical location of a dissection occurring in the ascending or descending thoracic
aorta. In this work, we focus on the investigation of Type B TAD which occurs in the
descending aorta and originates below the subclavian artery. In clinical practice, the
conventional management of Type B TAD is open surgical repair [4]. With modern
technological advances, a less invasive medical treatment of Type B TAD is
endovascular repair, where a stent graft is placed inside the thoracic aorta to prevent
blood flowing into the false lumen [5]. Nevertheless, both procedures may carry a
certain degree of risk, depending on the physical conditions of the patients. In general,
uncomplicated Type B TAD can be treated with antihypertensive medication to prevent
further dissection [6]. For more complicated scenarios, e.g. imminent expansion and
rupture, surgical repairs must be performed [7]. In terms of mortality and associated
complications, endovascular treatment provides better short-term outcomes than those
using open surgery for acute Type B dissection [5, 8].
The false lumen is likely to be the most dangerous location since the blood vessel walls
have been weakened. Basically, the status of the false lumen can be classified as patent,
partial thrombosis, and complete thrombosis. The formation of complete thrombosis is
capable of reducing the risk of growth and rupture of aortic dissection, i.e. dissection
healing. Before receiving medical treatment, the case of complete thrombosis in the
false lumen seldom occurs in patients. On the other hand, the risk of death for the
patients with partial thrombosis of the false lumen is relatively high for those patients
with a fully patent false lumen [9]. In order to prevent the occurrence of partial
thrombosis in the false lumen, the endovascular stent grafting technique can be
employed. The coverage of the entry tear can induce stagnant blood flow inside the
false lumen, leading to a high level of thrombus formation. However, the effect of
endovascular treatment for Type B TAD and the timing for medical intervention are still
under study [10, 11]. To gain new insights into Type B TAD, the objectives of this
paper will include
 creating an idealized three-dimensional (3D) aortic dissection model for
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) analysis; and
 investigating the effects of the dissecting aneurysm size and the corresponding force
in the false lumen with partial thrombosis.

3. METHODOLOGY
3.1 Software and model

Three pieces of software are utilized in this study. The software SOLIDWORKS 2010
(Concorde, Massachusetts, USA) is used to create an idealized 3D aortic dissection
model, which is based on a contrast-enhanced Computerized Tomography (CT) scan
image of a patient. Clinically, the size (diameter) of the dissected aorta can serve as an
indicator in the decision for medical treatment [12]. It is the greatest dimension of the
swollen part of the dissected aorta (see Fig.1). To assess the effect of this factor
quantitatively, five dissection models with different diameters (L as defined in Fig. 1a =
40, 50, 60, 70, and 80 mm) are investigated. The two channels, namely the true and
false lumens, are separated by the intimal flap, which is treated as a rigid wall with
negligible thickness. For the next stage of the analysis, the software GAMBIT 2.4.6
(developed by FLUENT) is adopted for mesh generation and mesh quality control.
Finally, the FLUENT 6.3.26 (ANSYS, Canonsburg, Pennsylvania, USA) will carry out
the task for blood flow simulations.

Fig. 1 False lumen with partial thrombosis: (a) planar view; (b) three dimensional view
3.2 Fluid properties
In the present simulations, blood behaves as an incompressible and Newtonian fluid,
this assumption is reasonable when blood flows in large arteries [13]. The density and
dynamic viscosity of blood are taken as 1060 kg m-3 and 0.0035 kg m-1 s-1 respectively.
The effects of red blood cells and platelets can be ignored, because the diameters of red
blood cells (7.6 m) and platelets (2.5 m) [14] are sufficiently small as compared to
the size of the aorta (40-80 mm).
3.3 Governing equations
The governing principles of the motion of a 3D fluid are the conservation laws of mass
and momentum, i.e. the continuity and Navier-Stokes equations
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where  = fluid density; ui (i = 1, 2, 3) = components of the velocity vector; ij = normal
and shear stresses; and p = pressure. These equations can be iteratively solved using the
unsteady solver of the FLUENT. The time step size is taken as 0.005s. To ensure better
convergence of each time step, the residual error is set as 10-6. Tetrahedral / hybrid
elements and T-grids mesh are used for computation, and the spatial grid size of the
mesh is 1.5 mm.
3.4 Boundary conditions
The pulsatile velocity waveform (Fig. 2a) mimics a realistic patient condition and it
contains a maximum value of 0.186 m s-1; a minimum value of -0.0336 m s-1; and a

mean value of 0.0310 m s-1. The outlet pressure (Fig. 2b) is set to be 122/82 mmHg (1
mmHg = 133.322 Pa), which corresponds to a normal pattern in a healthy person. The
cardiac cycle in Fig. 2 is assumed to be one second, modeling a patient with 60 bpm.
The Reynolds number ranges from 280 to 1690. In addition, the no-slip boundary
condition is applied at all vessel walls. Since the first two cycles of computations can
already generate a periodic output, data for the third cycle will be collected and
analyzed. The properties reported here are obtained at the systolic phase of a cardiac
cycle unless otherwise specified.

Fig. 2 Pulsatile blood flow waveform: (a) velocity inlet; (b) pressure outlet

4. RESULTS
In this section, various sizes of the dissected aorta are investigated. As the false lumen
changes from 40 mm to 80 mm, the spatial grids used in these five models are 40mm
(386,793 grids), 50mm (502,459 grids), 60mm (603,618 grids), 70mm (728,385 grids),
and 80mm (798,974 grids). In order to validate the simulation results, both mesh and
time step size independence tests are performed. These tests show that the results will
not be altered by either increasing the number of grids or reducing the time step size.
4.1 Effect of dissecting aneurysm sizes
Making use of the CFD software, the hemodynamic force can be calculated by
integrating the pressure over the surface area of the false lumen wall. This force is
computed for various dissecting aneurysm sizes at peak systole (time = 0.25s in the
cardiac cycle). As the dissected aorta swells from 40 mm to 80 mm, the resultant force
acting on the false lumen wall goes up from 54.5 N to 94.2 N, a 73% increase in force
magnitude (see Fig. 3).

Fig. 3 Relationship between the hemodynamic forces (horizontal, vertical and resultant
components) acting on the false lumen wall and the size of the aorta dissection

4.2 Partial thrombosis versus Patent false lumen
A false lumen with a partial thrombosis is a serious issue for clinicians, as patients
under such conditions might be exposed to more risk than those with a patent false
lumen [9]. A direct comparison on the force magnitude between the cases of a fully
patent false lumen and a partial thrombosis is not appropriate, since the areas subject to
hydrodynamic pressure are different for each case. Consequently, it is more sensible to
discuss the pressure in the present comparison. Pressure inside the false lumen is
another critical parameter to cause the further expansion of the aortic walls. In Table 1,
the systolic pressures of various dissecting aneurysm sizes inside the false lumen for the
fully patent and partially thrombosed cases are 120.48-120.74 mmHg and 124.91125.02 mmHg respectively. The absolute difference of the systolic pressure between
these two scenarios is greater than 4 mmHg.
Furthermore, we shall also consider the mean arterial pressure (MAP) [15]. This is an
important quantity in the determination of the mean pressure in an artery, defined by
1
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where DP = diastolic pressure; SP = systolic pressure. Swelling from 40 mm to 80 mm,
the mean arterial pressures of the patent false lumen are in the range of 94.71-94.81
mmHg, while the mean arterial pressures in the false lumen with partial thrombosis
become 95.98-96.01 mmHg (see Table 1). This increases 1.20-1.29 mmHg when the
false lumen changes from the patent state to partial thrombosis.
Table 1 Systolic and mean arterial pressures inside the false lumen
Aneurysm
Size
(mm)
40
50
60
70
80

Systolic Pressure (mmHg)
Mean Arterial Pressure (mmHg)
Patent
Partial
Patent
Partial
Difference
Difference
Lumen Thrombosis
Lumen Thrombosis
120.48
125.01
4.53
94.71
96.00
1.29
120.51
124.96
4.45
94.72
95.99
1.27
120.62
124.91
4.29
94.77
95.98
1.21
120.66
124.95
4.29
94.78
95.99
1.21
120.74
125.02
4.28
94.81
96.01
1.20

5. CONCLUSIONS
In practice, a false lumen with a greater area means further weakened wall, resulting in
an even greater risk of rupture. The present work shows that the hemodynamic force
acting on the false lumen wall increases by 73%, as the aortic dissection size changes
from 40 mm to 80 mm. Moreover, the blood pressure is also affected by the dissection
size. For the false lumen with partial thrombosis, both systolic and mean arterial
pressures are higher than those of the false lumen without thrombus formation. These
findings are critical for clinicians in determining the need for surgical intervention. To
gain further insights into the pathophysiology of TAD, we will next pursue an in-vitro
experimental investigation using dissection phantoms fabricated with rapid prototyping
techniques. The fluid-structure interactions of these phantoms will be measured with
high-frame-rate ultrasound imaging methods that can provide millisecond-range
temporal resolutions. It is anticipated that such an investigation will allow us to more
rigorously assess how different biomechanical factors may play a role in TAD

progression. It can in turn contribute to the ongoing strive to improve the clinical
management of this vascular condition.
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CHRONOPHOTOGRAPHIC VISUALIZATION FOR TIME-DEPENDENT DATA SETS
T. Fogal1 and J. Krüger2

Fig. 1: Chronophotographic visualization of a bouncing ball. Successive timesteps are placed to
the right of one another. As the ball hits the right wall and reverses direction, this appears as a
compression of the spatial subdivision.
1. ABSTRACT
Conventional visualization tools for time-dependent data provide a user interface widget which
allows the user to set which time step is currently active. However, such an interaction paradigm
discourages qualitative comparison between timesteps. Various preprocessing techniques have
been presented to enable analysis of multiple timesteps, but the purely quantitative nature of such
approaches leaves much to be desired. We propose using chronophotographic visualizations to
enable simultaneous visualization of a large set of time steps. Using this technique, researchers
can quickly obtain a broad understanding of how data changes over time, as movement is
prominently displayed using chronophotographic images.

2. INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK
Growing data sizes present larger challenges to researchers in all fields. Sequences of threedimensional data tracking the mechanical response of organs or joints are now becoming
commonplace. Effective analysis of such data could have an important impact for localized
radiation treatments1, for example. However, despite numerous advantages, uptake of this
dimension of data has been slow to permeate clinical practice.
There has been a variety of previous work applicable to visualizing time-dependent data. van
Wijk and van Liere introduce HyperSlice, a method for visualizing multi-dimensional data as a
set of orthogonal two-dimensional slices3. Mascarenhas and Snoeyink provide a survey of
isocontour visualization in the context of time dependent fields4. Bajaj et al. introduce Hypervolume visualization, a technique for visualizing data of many dimensions which could easily be
applied to 4D data5. Jankun-Kelly and Ma investigate the creation of transfer functions for time	
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dependent data. They conclude that in the common case in which features possess regular
structure, a single transfer function is sufficient to represent the time evolution of the data6.
Bernardon et al. detail transfer function generation for multi-volume visualization problems,
including time-dependent data7. They detail aspects of their user interface; of particular note is
the need to quickly identify, modify, and save new transfer functions for the time points which
require updated functions.
Our work builds directly on that of Woodring et al.2 They propose a method of volume rendering
time-dependent data by considering the data to be a 4D function and designing transfer functions
directly in that space. However, we find that, for many users, the mapping introduced by a
transfer function for 3D data is already fairly complex, and we therefore endeavor to create a
simplified paradigm for the user. We improve up on their work by providing a more natural twostage presentation, an improved exploratory process which does not rely on reorganizing the data
volume, and improved performance through a novel rendering architecture.
3. CHRONOPHOTOGRAPHIC VISUALIZATION
Fig. 2 Chronophotographic visualization of a bouncing
ball with all timesteps occupying the same space. The
timestep under focus (just before the ball hits the 'floor') is
viewed normally; past and future timesteps are viewed
with transparency which increases based on the distance
from
the
time
point
under
investigation.
Chronophotography, as the name suggests, is a
photographic method for conveying time. There are two
primary types of photographic visualizations. The first
places timesteps spatially adjacent to one another, to form
a tiled display of multiple time points, as depicted in
Figure 1. It should be noted that this can extend to two dimensions, despite Figure 1 only utilizing
the X dimension for this tiling. The second method layers time points, as shown in Figure 2. As
utilized in that figure, it is common to have a 'focus' time point which is visualized normally, with
nearby times deemphasized. In Figure 2, this deemphasis is realized via transparency, but other
methods are possible, such as a decrease in color saturation or a translation in the Z dimension.
3.1 Challenges
There are a variety of visualization challenges which are exacerbated by or unique to the addition
of the additional dimension of time. The first is supplying meaningful overview or context
visualizations: identifying the subset of timesteps which warrant deeper analysis. For this process
to be productive, users require an easy and more importantly, fast, method for understanding
qualitative differences between a set of timesteps. Finally, once identified, tools are required to
extract quantitative differences between timesteps of interest.
As can be seen by comparing Figure 1 with Figure 2, the adjacent method has difficulty
conveying low-frequency motion. In Figure 1, these motion implied is difficult to quantify,
whereas Figure 2 makes this information available at a glance. The adjacent method tends to

perform better when there is movement within an object of interest, as opposed to the object of
interest itself moving.
3.2 Importance Functions

Fig. 3: Example mapping from timesteps to visualized result. Here, the function on the right maps
to the opacity of the associated timestep. Normal distributions are a natural way to visualize a
particular time point, as the slow ramp-up and ramp-down provides a useful mechanism to
discern where the peak is in the visualization.
In many instances, viewing the entire time sequence at one time can result in far too much
information being displayed at one time. The result can be difficult to interpret, and may even
imply an evolution of the data's features which did not actually occur. For this reason, it is
important to have a mechanism by which the user can choose which which timesteps are visible.
To this end, we propose the use of window functions which enable the user to choose how this
mapping works. These importance functions are multi-channel functions which detail the
emphasis of a particular timestep in the visualization. Large values indicate an emphatic
response, whereas zero indicates that the timestep should not contribute to the visualization. A
sample importance function is depicted in Figure 3, right. Here, time is represented linearly, with
earlier timesteps appearing to the left. The white line indicates the emphasis on the timestep in
that area. Users can click and drag to create any arbitrary function, and the visualization (Figure
3, left) is updated in real time. Right clicking allows the importance function to be translated
horizontally, allowing an easy way to quickly obtain a ‘movie’ depicting the evolution of the data
over time.
Timesteps can be selected individually for transfer function modification. Initially, all timesteps
utilize a simple smoothstep transfer function. When a user makes a change to a timestep’s
transfer function, the initial configuration shares that modification across the transfer functions
for all timesteps. However, users may unlock particular timesteps to define a custom transfer
function. This follows the practical reality of transfer functions for time-dependent data: it is
common for a single transfer function to be appropriate for a large number of timesteps, with a
few timesteps not following the general trend and requiring some minor modifications from the
mode.
An alternative formulation to is to consider the transfer function space to be 4 dimensional
instead of 3 dimensional. While this allows a more general specification by the user, we have

found that it is extremely difficult to identify useful transfer functions in this 4D space. The
importance function more naturally fits the natural methodology which people utilize when
confronted with the problem of visualizing time-dependent data. Namely, the extraction and
display of features of interest are utilized just as they are in existing packages for 3D
visualization, and then after this step, the user adjusts the parameters to explore the time
dimension. Currently, we enforce that the importance function maps to opacity or color
saturation. While we can of course define any such mapping, limited choice in this domain
seems to be more useful than the complex mappings available through the more general 4D
representation.

4 IMPLEMENTATION
As mentioned earlier, a problem with existing chronophotographic visualization methods is that
they require reconstruction of the entire volume on each change of the window function. This
effectively makes it impossible to explore a data set’s temporal evolution interactively. To
circumvent this drawback we propose a different approach which reconstructs the volume on the
fly while performing the ray cast traversal. This approach is based on a novel volume rendering
mode integrated into the out of core volume rendering system ImageVis3D8.
4.1. Bricking
The basic idea to visualize large volumes interactively on commodity hardware is to build a
bricked, level of detail (LoD) hierarchy of the data, such as an octree. Therefore, the volume is
first cut into smaller bricks, each representing a cube shaped sub-volume of the original data set.
To visualize a data set that is too large to fit into memory, the renderer traverses the data brick by
brick by submitting them to the graphics processing unit (GPU) and composites the visualizations
of each brick into the final image. This effectively decouples the size of the data set from the
available memory, which makes rendering of arbitrarily sized data possible.
This does not necessarily result in interactive performance, as a large number of bricks may have
to be traversed. To circumvent this issue, the volume is stored at multiple resolutions, a number
of down-sampled versions of the volume are generated in a pre-processing step. At run-time the
renderer first computes the most appropriate resolution based on the size of the volume on screen.
Next, it traverses only the bricks of that down-sampled resolution, considering only those bricks
that are in the view frustum. With this approach the amount of data required to render a frame is
effectively decoupled from the data set size, depending only on the screen resolution.
Our novel traversal is based on the same data structure as described above but instead of predetermining a resolution to use and then traversing all visible bricks, we generate the list of
required bricks during the ray cast traversal. This allows us to discard many more bricks than
only view frustum culling would allow alone.
4.2. GPU Based LoD traversal
The idea is based on a GPU based multi-grid traversal algorithm, a 3D texture atlas based brick
storage,
and
a
hashing
function
implemented
on
the
GPU.

For each pixel on screen we first compute the ray parameters using the method proposed by
Krüger and Westermann9. This process spawns one thread on the GPU for each ray that intersects
the volume, making optimal use of the GPU’s massive parallelism.
4.2.1 Basic Raycasting Loop
To traverse the volume we perform the following two operations in a loop until the ray exits the
volume:
1. compute the current brick and the entry and exit positions inside the brick
2. perform ray casting, progressing until we leave that brick
While the second operation is performed mostly as described by Stegmaier et al.10, the first
operation is novel. Using the current ray position and direction, the operation determines the
appropriate level of detail to utilize. It then searches for the brick in a 3D texture atlas. If the
brick isn’t found, we use a coarser resolution for this rendering pass, and write the brick identifier
into the page cache table (described in detail below) for fetching later. It then returns whatever
brick was found, with an indicator of whether it was the desired brick or a lower-resolution
version.
The second operation needs only a few small modifications for chonophotographic visualization.
First, the compositing must take all active time steps (those with an importance value greater than
0) into account. Secondly, we need to be sure all the required data is in memory, which is done
by always uploading a corresponding bricks in time when uploading a new brick.
4.2.2 Hash Function
GPUs in general do not have native support for containers (e.g. hash tables), so a new
implementation
had
to
be
designed.
Our
implementation
is
based
the
EXT_shader_image_load_store extension in OpenGL (native in version 4.0). This extension
gives a shader random read and write access to a 2D texture in any pipeline stage. The
mechanism allows not just for simple load and store calls, but also atomic operations such as a
atomic compare and swap. With that call in particular, we implement a lock free hash table with
rehashing as the collision avoidance method. Therefore, we compute a hash value from the 4D
brick coordinates (i.e. 3D for the brick position and 1D for the LoD) and use atomic compare and
swap to check that entry. If the entry is (i.e. zero), we enter our data into that table and the hash
function is done. If the entry was not empty we compare with our current brick. If it is identical,
we are also done, as it implies that the current brick has already been flagged as missing by
another ray. In any other case a new value is computed.
4.2.3 Atlas Update and Ray Resume
At the end of a frame we read the hash table back into CPU memory and check if it contains any
non-zero entries. An empty table indicates that the image was fully rendered at an appropriate
resolution, and therefore our rendering is complete. If the hash-table does contain non-zero
entries, the corresponding bricks are fetched from disk and inserted into the texture atlas, using
least recently used as an eviction strategy. Once the entire hash table has been processed, the atlas
presence table is updated and both the presence table and atlas are uploaded to the GPU. A new

rendering loop is started and the ray resume positions stored in the previous iteration are used as
new starting points for the rays, while the accumulated color to this point is used as a start value
for the compositing.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have introduced a tool and methodologies surrounding chronophotographic visualization, and
simplified the method by which a four dimensional volume renderer would be used.
Identifying the timesteps of interest is a complicated process. We allow arbitrary mappings from
timesteps to emphasis in the final visualization as a separate step from transfer function
generation. This greatly simplifies the interface over a 4D transfer function.
Finally, we discussed parallel-aware methods by which one can implement this technique.
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THE EFFECT OF PARTIAL MENISCECTOMY ON KNEE JOINT
CONTACT STRESS: A FINITE ELEMENT STUDY
D. Carpanen1, R. Walker1, F. Reisse1, M.Koff2, K. Cheah3, H. Hillstrom4 and R.
Mootanah1, 4

1. ABSTRACT
A recognised consequence of partial meniscectomy is the premature degeneration of the
articular cartilage in the knee joint. The aim of this study is to investigate the
relationship between partial meniscectomy with corresponding knee joint contact
pressure for different activities. A three-dimensional model of the knee was created
from magnetic resonance images of a cadaveric limb, using Mimics v14 (Materialise,
Belgium). The model was exported to Abaqus v6.11 (HKS, USA) where loading
conditions, simulating weight acceptance during the stance phase of gait, were applied.
Stress analyses show that peak compressive stress in a meniscectomised knee was twice
that of the intact knee. This highlights the importance of the meniscus in reducing knee
joint contact stress and is a first step towards understanding the safe location and
proportion of partial meniscectomy.

2. INTRODUCTION
The meniscus and cartilage play an important role in the absorption and distribution of
load in the knee joint [1]. It is therefore important to maintain as much intact menisci as
possible for the prevention of osteoarthritis. Meniscal lesions, the most common intraarticular knee injury, are normally treated by partial meniscectomy. This has a dramatic
adverse effect on load distribution in the knee joint and the development of knee OA
[2]. Hence, it is important to know the safe proportions and locations of a partial
meniscectomy and the corresponding joint contact stresses. The overarching aim of this
study is to investigate the relationship between partial meniscectomy size and location
with corresponding knee joint contact pressure during the different phases of gait. The
work reported in this paper will focus on the stress distributions in (i) a simulated
healthy intact knee and (ii) a simulated knee with (a) total meniscectomy, (b) total
medial meniscectomy and (c) partial medial meniscectomy (50%) at 20° flexion angle
in the sagittal plane to simulate weight acceptance.

3. METHODS
A subject-specific finite element (FE) model of a cadaveric knee joint was developed
and verified by in vitro testing [3]. Total meniscectomy was then simulated, using the
validated model. Results for 20° of flexion will be presented in this paper.
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3.1 Imaging protocol of the knee
A high-resolution 3 Tesla magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scan of a left cadaveric
knee was acquired, using an 8-channel transit-receive phased array knee coil. A 3D T1weighted frequency fat-suppressed spoiled gradient recalled echo (SPGR) sequence
and a 3D XETA sequence were used to generate a volumetric dataset for the
subsequent segmentation of cartilage, bones, meniscus, and ligament structures (Figure
1a, b). High-resolution settings were used for the SPGR sequence (TE: 3ms, TR:
14.6ms, acquisition-matrix: 512x512, NEX: 2, field-of view: 15cm, slice thickness:
0.6mm) and the 3D XETA [4] sequence (TE: 33ms, TR: 2500ms, acquisition-matrix:
512x512, NEX: 0.5, field-of-view: 15cm, slice thickness: 0.6 mm). The in-plane
resolution for both series was 0.29mm x 0.29mm.
Computerised tomography (CT) images are commonly used to provide accurate
geometry of bones. Nonetheless, our previous study has shown that the discrepancy in
geometry between CT and MRI images of different sequences was minimum (1.5% to
4.3%) at the joint line (centre of the field of view), where knee joint contact mechanics
were computed [5]. Thus, the MRI datasets were used to create accurate geometrical
representations of both the osseous and soft tissues.

a

b
Fig.1: MRI images of the frontal view of the knee joint in (a) XETA sequence for
accurate representation of meniscus and ligament and (b) SPGR sequence for accurate
representation of cartilage and bone.
3.2 Knee Geometry
The SPGR and XETA dicom formatted datasets of the cadaveric knee joint were
imported into Mimics V14.2 (Materialise, Belgium). The XETA sequence was
segmented to create accurate 3D surface representations of the menisci and the four
ligaments. Similarly, the SPGR sequence was used to create the tibia, femur, fibula, as
well as the respective femoral and tibial cartilage structures. The 3D surfaces of all the
individual tissues were then merged together to form a complete knee assembly. This
method ensured that the correct attachment points were obtained. The knee joint
surface assembly was then exported to CATIA V5R18 (Dassault Systèmes, France),
where solid geometries of the osseous and soft tissues were created for the subsequent
generation of an FE model.

3.3 Finite Element Model
3.3.1 Meshing
The solid 3D knee joint assembly model was then
exported to ABAQUS V6.11-2 (HKS, USA), and
meshed using hexahedral elements (Figure 2).
Following mesh convergence sensitivity analyses, the
osseous tissues were meshed with an element size of 7
mm while 1 mm was used for the soft tissues.

3.3.2 Material Properties

Fig. 2: Finite element
mesh of a cadaveric knee.

The material properties [6, 7, 8, 9 and 10] assigned to
the osseous and soft tissues were obtained from the
literature and summarised in Table 1.

Tissues
Bones
Cartilage
Meniscus
Ligaments

Young’s Modulus (MPa)
1000
50
112
400

Poisson’s Ratio
0.3
0.45
0.45
0.45

Table1: Material properties assigned to the different tissues in the knee joint
3.3.3 Boundary Conditions
Attachments of each ligament, meniscal horns and cartilage to the corresponding bone
were modelled by merging the nodes on the corresponding surfaces in Abaqus.
Frictionless cartilage-cartilage and cartilage-meniscus contact surfaces were simulated
by creating contact elements between the corresponding surfaces.
3.3.4 Verification of Model with Cadaveric Experiment
The same cadaveric specimen that was used to obtain the MRI dataset was mounted in
an inverted posture (femur inferior, tibia superior) within a six-degree-of-freedom
Kawasaki robot based knee joint testing system. The distal end of the femur was
mechanically grounded. The proximal tibia was affixed to the 6 degree of freedom load
cell within the robot gripper. A pressure transducer (model 4010N, Tekscan Inc., USA)
was inserted within the tibio-femoral joint to measure medial and lateral compartment
loading values. A 300N axial force and 0 to 12Nm ramped bending moment were
applied to the distal end of the tibia, simulating different varus-valgus moments at 20°
of flexion. The same loading conditions were applied to the FE model to compare the
contact force and peak pressure values in the medial and lateral compartments. The
results, summarised in Table 2 and Figure 3, show good agreement of the knee joint
contact mechanics between our FE and in vitro studies.

Fig. 3: Pressure distribution in the medial and lateral tibial plateau articular cartilage
obtained from (a) in vitro cadaver experiment and (b) finite element study
Table 2: Forces and peak pressures obtained from in vitro and finite element studies for
the medial and lateral compartments of the tibio femoral joint. * Percentage
difference in ratio of medial to lateral force between in vitro experiment and
FE model.
Peak lateral Peak medial Total lateral Total medial
pressure
pressure
force (N, % of force (N, %of
(MPa)
(MPa)
total force)
total force)
0.09
2.33
6.04, 2
308, 98
In Vitro
0.59
2.44
9.9, 3.5
267, 96.5
FE Model
496
4.7
1.5*
1.5*
% Difference

3.3.5 Modelling of Meniscectomy
For both the simulated intact and meniscectomised knees, the proximal ends of the tibia
and fibula were mechanically grounded. An axial compressive load of 800 N was
applied at the distal end of the femur with the knee flexed at 20 degrees simulating the
weight acceptance portion of the stance phase of gait.
4. RESULTS
Figure 4 illustrates the stress distribution in the medial and lateral tibial cartilage and
meniscus when an axial load of 800 N was applied to the simulated intact and
meniscectomised knees. The meniscus of the simulated intact knee transmitted 70% of
the total axial load. The peak pressure value in the tibial cartilage was higher in the
medial compartment for the intact knee, as shown in Table 3. Following simulated
meniscectomy, peak pressures in the medial and lateral tibial cartilage increased by 39%
and 105%, respectively.

a

b
Fig. 4: Stress distribution for (a) an intact and (b) meniscectomised knee

Table 3: Medial and lateral peak pressures in an intact and meniscectomised knees.

Healthy Knee
Partial Medial Meniscectomy (50%)
Total Medial Meniscectomy
Total Meniscectomy

Peak lateral
pressure (MPa)
0.88
0.96
0.90
1.82

Peak medial
pressure (MPa)
1.29
1.53
1.83
1.79

5. DISCUSSION
In this paper, a verified FE model of the human knee joint was developed. The main
objective was to understand how locations and percentage removal of partial
meniscectomies influence loading in the tibio-femoral compartment of the knee joint.
The stress distributions in a healthy knee was compared to those of a totally
meniscectomised knee, at 20 degrees flexion in the sagittal plane to simulate the weight
acceptance portion of the gait cycle.
It was found that the peak compressive stress over the tibial cartilage increased
approximately two fold for the meniscectomised knee. These results are consistent with
those published by Pena and co-workers (2005) who reported that the peak compressive
stress in the tibial cartilage rose from 2.55 MPa to 4.55 MPa after total meniscectomy.
However, they simulated a load of 1150 N and full extension of the knee. In Pena’s
study, bones were treated as rigid bodies and the cartilage and meniscus material as
linear static. Both studies show that total meniscectomies have undesirable effects as
deduced from this analysis.
Several limitations of our analysis are acknowledged. As a first step, the results were
obtained for a knee joint in the 20 degrees flexed position. Our next step is to
investigate loading in the knee joint at different joint angles. In this study, the meniscus
and cartilage were considered to be single-phase linear and isotropic materials. In future
studies, viscoelastic material properties will be used to better represent the meniscus and
cartilage. Bones were modelled as a linear elastic and isotropic material in this
preliminary study. In fact, although bones have heterogeneous properties [12], our
sensitivity analyses show that a change in material property from 500 MPa to 5000 MPa
contributed to only 6% change in peak pressure at the tibio-femoral joint [3]. In future
studies, we will model ligaments as transversely isotropic hyperelastic materials [9].
6. CONCLUSION
Stress analyses show that peak compressive stress in a meniscectomised knee was
twice that of the intact knee. This study demonstrates the importance of the meniscus
in reducing knee joint contact stress, which is a first step towards understanding the
safe location and proportion of partial meniscectomy.
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NONUNIFORM MOTION IN THE ACHILLES TENDON OBSERVED USING
QUANTITATIVE ULTRASOUND ELASTOGRAPHY

L. Chernak1, D. Thelen2

1. ABSTRACT
Achilles tendinopathies, which are often difficult to treat clinically, have recently been
shown to respond favorably to eccentric rehabilitative exercises. A possible underlying
mechanism to this response is that these exercises induce shear stress within the tissues
that stimulate healing responses. The purpose of this study was to use ultrasound
elastography to evaluate variations in regional tendon motion during eccentric
plantarflexor loading. Ultrasound radiofrequency (RF) data were collected from five
healthy young adults. An inertial load was used to induce eccentric plantarflexor
contractions while the subjects cyclically dorsi- and plantarflexed their ankle. The
relative recruitment of the gastrocnemius and soleus muscles was modulated by
collecting data while the subject was in both an extended and flexed knee posture.
Tendon tissue motion was computed using two-dimensional (2D) cross-correlations to
track frame-to-frame displacements of the ultrasound speckle pattern visible within the
tendon. During eccentric loading, we found evidence of non-uniform tissue motion with
the deep (anterior) region of the tendon undergoing significantly greater motion than
superficial (posterior) region of the tendon. Tendon motion was significantly diminished
in a flexed knee posture, which could reflect greater soleus loading and stretch of the
distal free tendon. The non-uniform tissue motion observed supports the hypothesis that
shear deformations are induced during lengthening plantarflexor muscle contractions.
2. INTRODUCTION
Tendinopathy is a common overuse injury that is both painful and challenging to
resolve clinically (Maffulli, et al. 2008, Longo, et al. 2008, Maffulli, et al. 2004). Recent
studies show that eccentric exercises may enhance the healing of tendinopathies
(Alfredson 2003), though the underlying mechanisms are not understood. Anatomically,
the Achilles tendon extends from the distal gastrocnemius muscle-tendon junction to its
insertion at the calcaneus (Fig. 1). The Achilles tendon is shared between the
gastrocnemius, which tends to insert on the superficial side of the tendon, and the
soleus, which tends to insert more deeply and closer to the calcaneus (O'Brien 1984).
Achilles injuries commonly occur in characteristic locations (deep edge 3-5 cm
proximal to the calcaneus (Jozsa, et al. 1989, Gibbon, et al. 2000)), which may be due in
part to the nonuniform tendon loading (Arndt, et al. 1998) and shear deformations
which occur as a result of this complex anatomy.
Numerous prior studies have used cine ultrasound imaging to track tendon tissue motion
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and estimate in vivo tissue strains during loading (Maganaris, et al. 2002, Maganaris, et
al. 1999, Peixinho, et al. 2008, Maganaris 2003). However, spatial variations in tendon
motion over the cross-section have not been considered. Hence, the purpose of this
study was to investigate variations in tissue motion with eccentric plantarflexor loading.
Our primary hypothesis was that variations in tissue motion would be observed during
lengthening contractions, consistent with the idea that shear deformation is occurring.
We tested subjects in both an extended and flexed knee posture to better understand the
potential for variations in soleus-gastrocnemius load sharing to alter tendon motion
patterns.

3. METHODS
Five healthy young adults were recruited and asked to lie prone on an examination
table, with their foot secured in an inertial loading device. Subjects were asked to cycle
between 15 of dorsiflexion and 15 of plantarflexion at a metronome guided rate of 0.5
Hz. Real-time feedback of ankle angle was provided to subjects to assist them in
producing repeatable, cyclic motion. The device induced lengthening plantarflexor
loading (peak plantarflexor moments of ~10 Nm) with dorsiflexion. Subjects were first
given three minutes of practice to precondition the tendon. Subjects were then tested at
fixed knee flexion angles of 10 and 90, referred to as extended and flexed knee
postures, respectively. Three eight-second trials were collected at each knee angle in a
randomized order.
Cine ultrasound radiofrequency (RF) data were collected with a 10 MHz linear array
transducer (Ultrasonix Corporation, Richmond, BC). A 2 cm thick ultrasound standoff
pad (AquaFlex, CIVCO Medical Solutions, Kalona, IA) was placed over the Achilles
tendon and secured with an elastic ankle wrap. The standoff pad helped to reduce
transducer motion and also provided clear image contrast at shallow depths. The
transducer was positioned to image the distal Achilles tendon throughout the motion
(Fig. 1).
Tissue displacements were computed retrospectively using a 2D cross-correlation based
elastography technique (Konofagou, et al. 1998). RF data were first upsampled by a
factor of 2 and 4 in the directions parallel to, and perpendicular to the ultrasound beam
to increase the spatial density of the
cross-correlation functions (Konofagou,
et al. 1998). A region of interest (ROI)
within the tendon was then manually
defined in an image from the unloaded,
plantarflexed ankle, and a grid of nodes
was defined. Rectangular kernels (2 mm x
1 mm) centered at the nodes were crosscorrelated with corresponding search
Fig. 1. The Achilles tendon is shared by regions in the subsequent frame.
the soleus and gastrocnemius muscles.
Ultrasound data were collected distally Frame-to-frame nodal motion was
near the calcaneal insertion with a standoff determined by finding the displacements
pad used to diminish transducer motion. that maximized the normalized crossImage
adapted
from
Healthwise, correlation function for each kernel
Incorporated.

Fig. 2. Significantly greater tissue displacement was observed in the deep region of the
tendon when transitioning from plantar- to dorsiflexion. This result suggests that tissue
shear deformation was induced with eccentric loading.
(Ophir, et al. 1991). A quartic spline method was used to estimate sub-pixel
displacements (Azar, et al. 2010), and a 3 x 3 node median filter was used for
smoothing the nodal displacement information (Thitaikumar, et al. 2008). Motion
tracking was also performed in the reverse direction by starting at the last frame and
incrementing to the first. A weighted average of the forward and backward
displacement trajectories (Pelc 1995) is reported in this study. Average motion in the
superficial (posterior) region of the tendon and deep (anterior) region were determined
by dividing the ROI into two equal regions (Fig. 2). Paired t-tests were computed to
evaluate the influence of location (deep, superficial) and knee angle (0, 90) on tissue
displacements.

4. RESULTS
Regional differences in Achilles tendon motion were observed as the tendon was
stretched and loaded. Significantly greater motion was observed in the deep region of
the tendon when compared with the superficial region (Fig. 3), with that difference
increasing significantly with a flexed knee (Table 1). However, significantly less motion
was observed in a flexed knee posture compared to an extended knee posture.
Table 1. Along-fiber tissue displacements (mm) were
significantly greater in the deep region of the Achilles tendon,
with the largest motion observed in a flexed knee posture.
Knee Flexion Superficial
Deep
p-value:
10
6.7  2.7 7.5  2.9 0.004*
5.5  2.1 6.5  2.3 0.010*
90
p-value:
0.012*
0.012*

5. DISCUSSION
Nonuniform motion was observed across the Achilles tendon under eccentric loading
conditions, with the largest motion observed on the deep edge of the tendon. This result
is contrary to what might be expected biomechanically. The superficial aspect of the

tendon has a larger moment arm
about the ankle and hence might be
expected to undergo greater motion
with dorsiflexion. The opposite
observation suggests the tendon is
undergoing
non-uniform
deformation, with greater alongfiber stretch arising superficially
and shear deformation developing
across the tendon. This behavior
was consistent across all five
subjects tested.
Changing from an extended to a
flexed knee posture resulted in less
overall tissue motion and a slight
increase in nonuniformity over the
cross-section. Biomechanically, the Fig. 3. Gross measures of ankle dorsiflexion and
flexed knee posture should shorten moment were obtained from the inertial loading
the gastrocnemius muscle-tendon device. Achilles tendon loading, as indicated by
unit substantially beyond its the ankle moment, peaked with ankle
optimal length for force generation dorsiflexion. Distal motion of the tendon
(Cresswell, et al. 1995). This, in corresponded with ankle dorsiflexion.
turn, should increase the relative
loading on the soleus, and hence increase stretch in the portion of the Achilles tendon
that transmits soleus force. Our results were consistent with this idea, as less deep
tendon motion with dorsiflexion could result from greater stretch of the tendon distal to
the ROI. We note that while motion non-uniformity was enhanced in a flexed knee
posture, the deep-superficial differential was relatively small with only a 0.2 mm
difference from the extended knee. Such a result could reflect lateral force transmission
within the tendon that offsets non-uniform loading of the tendon via the gastrocnemius
and soleus.
Non-uniform tendon deformation may be relevant to consider in the context of treating
tendinopathies. Clinically, rehabilitative eccentric exercises have been shown to help
resolve chronic tendinopathies (Alfredson, et al. 1998). It is suggested that this clinical
response may result from stimulating tenocyte activity by inducing shear stresses during
eccentric tendon loading (Fong, et al. 2005, Lavagnino, et al. 2008, Maeda, et al. 2011).
Indeed our studies suggest that shear tissue deformation may arise with lengthening
Achilles tendon loading. Future studies will consider how tissue motion non-uniformity
varies between concentric and eccentric loading conditions, which could provide further
insight into the mechanisms by which eccentric rehabilitation may promote tendon
healing.
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AN IN VIVO METHOD TO QUANTIFY BIOMECHANCAL
COMPROMISE IN TENDON
R. Vanderby 1, S.E. Kuehl 2, M.J. Wu 3, K.S. Lee 4, and W.A. Sethares 5

1. ABSTRACT
Computational and in vitro studies of tendons provide insight into functional behavior
and demonstrate the intrinsic value of mechanical metrics. Methodological limitations,
however, make in vivo data more challenging to gather and hence, rarely used clinically.
Acoustoelastic (AE) analysis of ultrasound data has shown promise for providing in
vivo mechanical data. AE studies analyze the changing ultrasound echoes in a loaded
tissue and compute tissue stiffness from the AE equations. Herein, we extend these
methods to tendons with local pathologies, combining AE analysis with a new method
called projected empirical segmentation (PES). In cine B-mode ultrasound images, PES
segments an imbedded pathological region and tracks it during functional loading.
Using statistical features optimized for B-mode sonography, PES checks each pixel in a
region of interest (ROI), determining whether its properties better match the interior
pathological region or the exterior region of normal tissue. After objectively bounding
the tendinopathy, PES segments and tracks it through subsequent cine images. The
pathological tissue within this region and the normal tissue outside of this region then
undergo AE analyses. Results provide localized tissue stress, strain, and stiffness from
only ultrasound echo intensities. We demonstrate our method on tendinopathy regions
in human Achilles tendons. Comparative local stiffnesses (normal versus tendinopathic)
indicate the degree of mechanical compromise in the pathological region. Within limits
of resolution and modeling assumptions, these data can quantify structural compromise
and monitor functional healing in pathological tendons.

2. INTRODUCTION
Hughes and Kelly’s [1] theory of acoustoelasticity (AE) describes changes in acoustic
properties in a deformed medium, e.g. when waves travel through a medium under
tensile stretch, wave velocity and reflected amplitude change. An example of this
behavior in tendon (Fig. 1) shows three sets of reflected ultrasound waves from a single
2 MHz transducer superimposed to evidence AE effects for increasing tissue loads.
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Fig. 1. Single line transducer results
from an acoustoelastic test of tendon.
Note: 1) Signals from the first echo
from the near surface and the second
echo from the far surface are
distinctive. Travel times for the waves
can be accurately determined from the
distance between peaks. 2) Echo
amplitudes increase significantly as
applied force increases. Echo changes
indicate tissue stiffening.
A strong correlation between the change in wave velocity and the amount of stretch
applied to tendons was reported by Crisco et al. [2] and Pourcelot et al. [3], but neither
of these studies described the phenomenon within the framework of acoustoelasticity.
Crevier-Denoix et al. [4] correlated mean echogenicity to the elastic modulus equine
superficial digital flexor tendon and Pan et al. [5] reported an increase in echo intensity
with increasing strain in skin. Neither of these phenomena were used to calculate or
predict stress or strain in the tissues. De Zordo et al. [6] used sonoelastography (low
frequency shear waves to analyze tissue vibration) to determine differences in shear
stiffness (stiffer materials vibrate less) and measure softening of human extensor
tendons with lateral epicondylitis. Direct measurements of tissue properties were not
performed, but a comparison between healthy and pathologic tissues was included.
Since the target tissue (tendon) in Fig. 1 is subjected to axial stress (direction of tendon,
x1 , and normal to the ultrasound beam direction, x3 ), the following acoustoelasticity
equations can be written for each of the three directions:
∂ 2u3
d 2u
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∂ 2u
∂ 2u
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Here, C pq = C pq (ε ) and t11 (ε ) represent the pq entries of the strain (ε) dependent stiffness
matrix and Cauchy stress in the x1 direction, respectively. Thus, reflected echo intensity, as
manifested by the amplitude of the reflected ultrasound wave (Fig. 1), is altered as a
tissue is loaded and relates to changes in C 33 ( ε ) if density is relatively constant. If the
tissue is relatively incompressible and transverse isotropy, C ( ε ) ∝ C ( ε ) , making
11

33

strain-dependent axial stiffness C11 ( ε ) a function of the transverse ultrasound signals.
Kobayashi and Vanderby introduced a new strain energy function [7] and applied it to
strain-dependent materials, computing stiffness from changes in echo intensity during
deformation [8]. Duenwald et al. generalized this approach and applied it to the analysis
of B-mode ultrasound images of porcine flexor tendons loaded in vitro [9].

Most current image segmentation algorithms are designed for segmenting a certain
Region of Interest (ROI) from a single frame. For example, a texture discriminant is
proposed for characterizing B-scans of Achilles’ tendon [10], a filter algorithm is
proposed for equine tendon structure identification [11], and a watershed segmentation
algorithm was applied to breast tumor [12]. The active contour (snake) model [13] is an
energy-minimizing spline guided by external constraints and influenced by features
such as lines and edges. These image segmentation algorithms select threshold values
using only features within the ROI. In contrast, the proposed Projected Empirical
Segmentation (PES) algorithm operates by comparing features from within the ROI
with features from a region known to be outside the ROI, allowing more advanced
techniques from pattern recognition to more accurately segment.
Different frames of the video may carry different amounts of information: some frames
may be blurrier than others and more difficult to segment. This paper proposes a way to
segment the ROI using PES by combining two special features: projected segmentation
and empirical segmentation. The projection provides automated starting points for the
segmentation of the next frame and helps to prevent degradations due to the variation in
image quality.
The goal of this study was: 1) Develop a computational method (PES) to segment and
track tendinopathic regions as they displace and deform during functional tendon
loadings and 2) integrate PES with AE analysis to obtain localized mechanical
behaviors of these tissues.

3. METHODS
3.1. PES (Projected Empirical Segmentation)
We use empirical segmentation to generate three regions: internal, intermediate, and
external to an imbedded region of tendon pathology. The internal region (user selected
in the first frame) is assumed to lie well inside the final ROI (region of pathology), the
external region lies outside the final ROI, and the pixels in the intermediate region must
be categorized. The user specifies a seed region in the first frame, whose polygonal
convex hull lies within the ROI. Two expansion ratios are applied to create two new
regions: the external and the intermediate. By comparing the differences in the
statistical features of the internal and external regions, an empirical value is calculated
through minimum squared-error and pseudoinverse equation, as used for pattern
classification [14]. The algorithm then calculates the statistical features of points in the
intermediate region and compares with the empirical value to give the final ROI, which
is saved for projection into the next frame. Starting with the second frame, the algorithm
requires no manual intervention, since the initial region is created by combining motion
estimation and the final ROI from the previous frame. The motion estimation evaluates
the shift of points along frames, and the final ROI from previous frame defines the
shape of the current ROI. The algorithm repeats through all remaining frames.
Then, a projection algorithm maps information from the current frame into succeeding
frames, including the boundaries of the final current ROI, helping ensure that the
algorithm performs well even if image quality degrades. The projection creates an initial
region in the succeeding frame by combining the final ROI and the motion estimate,
decreasing the time needed to compute an internal region and removing the need for the
user to manually intervene in succeeding frames.

Let PINT be the data set of the location of points in the internal region. Applying an
expansion ratio IR creates a larger region PA that encloses the internal region ( PINT ).
The intermediate region PMID is given by:
PA = IR × PINT

(3)

PMID = [( x, y ) ∈ PA ]  [( x, y ) ∉ PINT ]

(4)

The second expansion ratio ER is applied to create another region PB that encloses both
the internal region and the intermediate region. The external region PEXT is given by:
PB = ER × PINT

(5)

PEXT = [( x, y ) ∈ PB ]  [( x, y ) ∉ PA ]

(6)

Digital image correlation (DIC) is used to isolate, track and compute features of a
region of interest through frames. DIC tracks the location of data set in different frames
by minimizing the feature difference of selected data sets in different frames.
Statistical features are key to the successful application of empirical segmentation since
they are used to distinguish the final ROI from the external region. In the PES
algorithm, the statistical features are a collection of moments, which are the
combinations of the pixel intensity and different orders of distance. [15]

µ PQ =

y= y+2 x= x+2

∑ ∑ (x − x ) ( y − y )
P

Q

f ( x, y )

(8)

y = y −2 x= x−2

Suppose x and y define the location of a pixel, x and y are locations of surrounding
pixels, and f ( x, y ) is the intensity of point ( x, y ) . P and Q are the orders of distance
factors. With these moments, the normalized central moments can be defined. A set of
invariant moments are then derived from the second and third moments. The algorithm
uses a five by five matrix centering at each pixel and calculates the seven moments.
This reduces the influence of inconsistent speckles and other irregularities.
3.2 Acoustoelastography
Mechanical analysis was performed using acoustoelastography (EchoSoftTM, Madison
WI, USA) which is based on AE theory. We adapted this software to analyze tissue
within a moving and deforming region of interest both within the segmented
tendinopathy and in tissue away from the pathology. The echo intensity (average gray
scale brightness in the B-mode image) and spatial location of each pixel was recorded for
each frame. The overall echo intensity was averaged over regions of interest to record the
echo intensity changes over time, and overall strain was calculated from pixel
displacement information. Echo intensity changes during stretching were interpreted
within the context of the AE equations. This provided stiffness and stress via the
methods of Kobayashi and Vanderby [7,8] and Duenwald et al. [9].
3.3 In Vivo Experiment
Two human subjects with Achilles tendinopathy were scanned with B-mode ultrasound
while their tendons were passively loaded. Images were taken under protocols approved

by our Human Subjects Committee and informed consent was obtained. The exam was
performed with an iU22 ultrasound system, Philips Healthcare (Andover, MA) with a
variable high-frequency high-resolution 12 MHz linear-array transducer.
4. RESULTS
Figure 2 is a result of segmenting tendinopathy from the rest of the tendon image. In
Figure 2a, the bright curve on the right is the surface of calcaneus. The relatively dark
elliptical region on top of calcaneus (in this image) has been diagnosed as tendinopathy.
Our algorithm is applied to segment the tendon from the rest of the image with
expansion ratio (ER) 2.65, and the result is as Figure 2b. PES segments the regions of
tendinopathy and tracks throughout the subsequent video images. Figure 2c shows the
mean stress versus nominal strain behaviors for the pathological (segmented) region
(blue line and data) and for a normal region of tendon proximal to the pathology (red
line and data).

Fig. 2. a) Ultrasound image of a human Achilles tendon, b) PES segmentation to locate
the tendinopathy, c) AE calculated stress in normal tissue vs. ROI as tendon is loaded

5. DISCUSSION
Tendinopathies can include regions of inflamed regions (tendinitis) and pathological
region without inflammation (tendinosis). In both cases, the region is mechanically
altered and compromised. Therefore, an in vivo mechanical evaluation would be of great
value. An experienced radiologist is needed to diagnose tendonitis from ultrasound
images. The PES algorithm objectively segments the region of tendonitis from the
remainder of the tendon in ultrasound image. Then, subsequent AE analysis provides
data lacking in any other evaluation, i.e. mechanical compromise of affected regions.
Compared to other clinical imaging modalities such as magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) or computed tomography (CT), ultrasound is simpler, less expensive, and more
portable. This makes ultrasound an ideal tool for use for diagnosis and evaluation of
tendinopathy. When used in the manner described herein, ultrasound based analyses

could quantify the initial structural compromise at presentation and track patientspecific efficacy of treatments to customize therapy.
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SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL VARIATION OF VESSEL STRESS AS A
STIMULUS FOR NEOINTIMAL GROWTH
C.M. Amatruda1, P.V. Lawford2 , D.R. Hose3 and A.J. Narracott 4

1. ABSTRACT
Stent implantation in stenotic arteries is a technique used to restore blood perfusion to
downstream tissues; unfortunately neointimal tissue growth leading to in-stent
restenosis often occurs a few months after this procedure. Previous studies have
considered the stress within the vessel as one of the factors acting to stimulate this tissue
growth. In this context, the compressive stress imposed by the contact between stent
struts and the wall and the hoop stress in the stretched wall are believed to be relevant.
An evaluation of the distribution and magnitude of stress within the vessel wall is
important to improve our understanding of the stimuli for tissue growth. This study
develops a structural model of a stented vessel. The relative influence of a number of
parameters on the stress distribution within the vessel wall is considered. The initial
conditions prior to stent expansion are examined to include the combination of in vivo
blood pressure and longitudinal pre-tension. The contribution of viscoelastic effects is
included along with pulsatile pressure variation. Application of initial pre-stretch and
systolic pressure increases the peak compressive stress generated by the stent by 280%.
The viscoelastic effects influence both the magnitude of stress within the stented region
and the area of the vessel wall subjected to high compressive stress outside the stented
region. Such spatial and temporal variations in stress distribution may contribute to the
stimulus for neointimal formation.

2. INTRODUCTION
The most common cause of death and disability in western countries arises from arterial
diseases. These can occur as an occlusion of the vessel, resulting in an insufficient
blood supply to the tissues, or as aneurysms, local enlargements which might evolve in
rupture of the vessel [1]. Obstructive coronary artery disease, in particular, is due to the
formation of an atheromatous plaque within the wall of the coronary artery and reduces
the oxygen supply to the heart.
In many cases coronary artery stenosis can be treated by angioplasty, the inflation of a
balloon mounted on a catheter in order to expand the occluded vessel, followed by the
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expansion of a stent, a metallic scaffold with the function of maintaining the vessel
dilation. At present this technique is used in more than 70% of percutaneous coronary
interventions, but the placement of a stent often results in in-stent restenosis (ISR), a renarrowing of the artery due to neointimal hyperplasia [1-2].
Models of ISR can provide further detail of the factors involved. Boyle et al. [3] studied
development of neointima using a cell-centred lattice-based approach. This model
considers tissue growth as a result of vessel injury based on the stress state immediately
after stent deployment without evolution of the mechanical stresses over time. Evans et
al. [4] present a model of restenosis using an agent-based approach to describe smooth
muscle cell behaviour following stent deployment. This approach is able to capture the
rupture of the internal elastic lamina but does not consider the contribution of the
extracellular matrix. The mechanical environment of the vessel wall and how this
changes over time is currently not well understood. Anatomy, biochemical contents,
mechanical properties of arteries have been reported in the past [5], both for human and
animal vessels. The material properties alone are not sufficient to represent the
interaction between the stent and the vessel as the boundary conditions of the problem
will also determine the stress distribution within the vessel wall.
This study aims to address the importance of some of the spatial and temporal
parameters associated with vascular stress, evaluating in particular the effect of
considering the axial pre-stretch of the vessel and the viscoelastic long-term response
after the short-term stent deployment. These are considered in the context of a
simplified stent expansion in a 3D finite element model.

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A section of a coronary artery has been generated within ANSYS Mechanical APDL
version 12.0 (ANSYS Inc.): 1/6 of a straight tube represents a 3D vessel, with an initial
radius of 1.4 mm, thickness of 0.1 mm and a length of 30 mm, thus longer than the stent
length of 18 mm (Fig.1).

Fig. 1 - The Finite Element model of the vessel and the stent. The model is a 1/6 symmetry, on the
right the symmetry expansion and an example of stent deployment are shown.

Half symmetry along the axial direction has been assumed. The extremes of the vessel
are constrained in the axial (z) direction, both with and without application of a 40%
longitudinal pre-tension, whilst the vessel is free to expand in the x and y directions.
The stent is simplified in order to focus on changes in stress arising from the boundary
conditions and material properties. The stent strut is represented by a cylinder with
rounded end, which expands to a final radius which is 40% larger than the internal
radius of the vessel. This large overexpansion of the stent has been used in porcine
models of restenosis to induce arterial injury [6] in the absence of initial vessel disease.
The arterial wall behaviour is described by a SEDF third-order hyperelastic model,
which is suitable for an incompressible isotropic material (Equation 1) and describes the
typical behaviour of arteries during tensile tests [7].
U = 0.04 · (I1 - 3) + 0.003 · (I2 - 3)2 + 0.085 · (I2 - 3)3

(1)

3.1 Influence of initial conditions: pre-stretch and systolic pressure
In order to obtain an accurate representation of the stress distribution and magnitude
within the vessel wall due to stent expansion it should be noted that the arteries are not
at a stress-free state in vivo. Zhang et al. [8] proposes that an axial pre-stretch of the
coronary artery is present in order to homogenize the distribution of stress and strain in
the wall. These studies focus on arterial behavior under normal physiological
conditions, whilst stent deployment will impose an additional loading to the vessel wall.
This study compares two models; stent expansion in a vessel which is initially stressfree and expansion in a vessel where a pressure representative of systolic conditions (16
kPa = 120 mmHg) and a longitudinal prestretch of 40% are imposed.
3.2 Influence of viscoelasticity: stress relaxation
When considering arterial tissue growth, the time-dependent evolution of vessel stress
becomes important. There are a number of time scales which are relevant to the
development of arterial restenosis. Both stent expansion and variation of blood pressure
during the cardiac cycle occur over a period of seconds. Arterial tissue relaxation has
been reported over a period of hours [9], whilst restenosis in patients typically develops
over months [1].
As the stress in the arterial wall may contribute to the development of in-stent
restenosis, changes in stress over time may change the stimulus for tissue growth. This
time variation of stress is considered in this study using the Prony series given by
Equation 2.
G(t) = G∞ + G1 exp (-t/τ1)

(2)

Where G∞ is the long term elastic modulus and τi are the relaxation times for each Prony
component. Previous studies [9] of porcine coronary arteries have shown viscoelastic
behaviour during ex vivo tests corresponding to a time constant of the order of 500
seconds. The magnitude of stress relaxation over these timescales does not appear to be
well characterised, previous studies of short term stress relaxation in arteries indicate
changes in magnitude of the order 30% after sudden initial loading of the vessel [10].
In this model we have used a single time constant of 500 seconds and a value of
G1 = 0.43G∞ which reproduces similar behaviour.
Following the application of a longitudinal prestretch of 40% stresses are evaluated both

immediately after stent expansion and after a time of 2500 seconds, under a cyclic
pressure (diastolic/systolic = 80/120 mmHg).

4. RESULTS
4.1 Influence of initial conditions: pre-stretch and systolic pressure
The radial displacement imposed by the stent struts expanding is similar in the two
models, as the vessel radius after application of both systolic pressure and pre-tension
increases by less than 10% relative to the zero-stress condition. However, the
application of the physiological initial conditions results in a stiffening of the vessel
response. This is illustrated in figure 2 which shows the radial stress in the two models
after stent expansion for the region directly under the stent strut.

Fig. 2 - Radial stress distribution on a central section of the stress-free model (a) and the prestretched model with systolic pressure (b).

Both the magnitude and distribution of stresses show differences: in the second case, the
maximum compressive stress is much higher (-298 kPa vs. -107 kPa), due to the
increased stiffness of the vessel after application of initial conditions.
4.2 Influence of viscoelasticity: stress relaxation
The temporal variation in radial stress is shown in figure 3 at both systolic and diastolic
pressure, both immediately after stent deployment and after a further elapsed time of
2500 seconds. A reduction in the peak compressive stress (29%) is observed after stress
relaxation has occurred along with a reduction in the area of the vessel subject to higher
compressive stress at the end of the stent. It is also noted that the changes in vessel
geometry between systolic and diastolic pressure values are influenced by the state of
relaxation.

Diastolic

Systolic

Diastolic

Post-relaxation

Post-stenting

Systolic

Fig. 3 – Contours of radial stress (Pa) seen from the cross-section of the stented vessel. Results are
shown at both systolic and diastolic pressure. The stress distribution is shown immediately after
stent deployment (Post-stenting) and after a further elapsed time of 2500 s (Post-relaxation).

5. DISCUSSION
Application of initial pre-stretch and systolic pressure increases the peak compressive
stress generated by the stent by 280%. The viscoelastic effects influence both the
magnitude of stress within the stented region and the area of the vessel wall subjected to
high compressive stress outside the stented region. The role of structural stress in the
development of neointimal formation is currently not well described. The stress state of
neointimal tissue is unknown and may be related to stresses present in the vessel wall at
the time of neointimal formation. Therefore, stress relaxation in the vessel may
influence both the growth rate and the stress state of newly formed tissue constituents.
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3D OPTICAL RECONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUE FOR BALLOON
EXPANDABLE STENT CHARACTERISATION
I.Zwierzak1, J.W.Fenner2, A.J.Narracott3

ABSTRACT
Balloon angioplasty with stenting is a commonly used interventional procedure to treat
stenotic arteries. Clinical studies have examined the relationship between vascular
injury considering both stent design and the symmetry of stent deployment. Stent
deployment provokes a biological response (proliferation of smooth muscle cells),
which leads to neointimal tissue growth, resulting in restenosis of the vascular lesion.
This study presents experimental characterisation of balloon expandable stent
deployment. A non-contact stereo-photogrammetric method was used to determine
stent deformation during balloon inflation using a clinical implantation device. Two
stereoscopically positioned high resolution cameras were used to record the expansion
process. Three dimensional reconstruction of strut separation was undertaken using
stereo image pairs. The results demonstrate that local variations are observed in the
deformation of stent cell geometry at either end of the stent despite similar global
deformation, as assessed by changes in stent diameter. This may have implications for
the local strains generated during contact of the stent with the vessel wall.

INTRODUCTION
Cardiovascular diseases (CVD) cause approximately half of all deaths in Europe [1].
Atherosclerosis is one of the most common of such diseases. It causes stenosis in
arteries that supply blood to the heart [2]. Non-invasive treatment such as angioplasty
with stenting is commonly used to restore normal blood flow in coronary arteries and
prevent heart attacks [2]. Nevertheless, in-stent restenosis after coronary intervention
still remains an unsolved and important clinical problem due to neointimal hyperplasia
in response to stent deployment and vessel wall injury [3]. It has been suggested that the
degree of restenosis is related to the magnitude of the strains during stent implantation,
due to the resulting vascular injury [3].
Computational simulations are often used to characterise stent expansion, with
applications including stent interaction with a stenosed artery [4] and stent flexibility in
curved vessels [5]. Detailed study of such problems can be difficult to achieve with
clinical or experimental studies. However, the results of computational simulations need
to be validated with experimental data.
For experimental investigation of stent expansion a non-contact system is desirable due
to the small scales involved and the delicate nature of the stent structure. Previous
experimental studies have used optical methods to examine two dimensional (2D)
global characterisation of stent expansion, with focus on changes in stent diameter and
length with increasing balloon pressure [6, 7]. Kiousis et al. [8] reported 2D
experimental measurement of free expansion of six vascular stents and provided
comparisons with a computational model. This study described three components of the
expansion process: foreshortening, maximum dog-boning and elastic recoil.
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Deformation of the arterial surface after stent expansion in vitro and in vivo was
determined by Squire et al. [10]. In this study 2D images of deformed reference points
marked on the vessel were used to back-project onto a 3D cylindrical model for strain
analysis.
Very few experimental studies present 3D characterisation of stent expansion. Narracott
et.al [9] reported experimental data of 3D reconstruction of stent geometry during free
expansion using two different balloon folding patterns. This study confirmed the
hypothesis that folding pattern of the balloon influences the symmetry of the
deployment. 3D reconstruction techniques offer the potential to determine detailed 3D
deformation of the stent during the expansion process. We have previously reported the
application of a stereo-photogrammetric 3D optical reconstruction technique to examine
local strain variation in an elastic sheet (field of view >30 mm) during a tensile test [11].
This scale was too large to accurately resolve stent expansion. Adaptation of this
method to smaller scales (~10 mm), whilst maintaining a sufficient depth of field
(~4.3mm) to observe stent expansion has been shown to be feasible [12].
This study reports an experimental investigation with focus on the dilation behaviour of
balloon expandable coronary stents in 3D. The aim is to examine the variation between
local deformation of individual stent struts and global deformation assessed by change
in stent diameter.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Two balloon-expandable 316L stainless steel alloy Taxus Express stents (Boston
Scientific) were inflated to the nominal balloon pressure of 9 atmospheres using a
clinical implantation device (Merit Medical Basix25, Ireland). Both stents were 8 mm in
length, with rated inner diameter in the fully expanded state of 3 mm and 4 mm.
The experimental rig employed to image stent expansion is shown in figure 1. The stent
catheter was clamped to maintain a horizontal position and to ensure an appropriate
distance from the cameras was maintained during stent expansion. The pressure in the
balloon was incrementally increased in steps of 1 atmosphere for the 3 mm diameter
stent and in smaller increments for 4 mm diameter stent. Water was used as an inflation
medium.
Images of stent expansion were obtained using two stereoscopically positioned high
resolution Flea2 cameras (Point Grey, Canada) separated by an angle of approximately
85° and operated with FlyCap2 software (Point Grey, Canada). In order to visualise the
full diameter of the expanded stent within the field of view a magnification of 0.4 was
achieved using a 31.5 mm focal length lens. Camera calibration was undertaken prior to
balloon inflation to provide camera position and orientation. The experimental rig was
calibrated as described previously [11] using the Bouguet camera calibration toolbox for
Matlab [13]. Following calibration, a control object of known size was imaged to ensure
calibration and reconstruction accuracy, prior to stent expansion. The results from
calibration and reconstruction accuracy assessment using a control object suggest
measurement accuracy of the order 25 μm.

a:
Fig 1: Image of experimental system
showing camera pair.

b:

Fig 2: a- example of a single unit of the stent,
b- method used to calculate unit angle (equation 1).

During stent expansion pairs of images were obtained at each pressure value. Following
stent expansion the stereo image pairs were used, along with camera calibration data, to
determine the 3D coordinates (x, y, z) of two points on selected stent struts (Fig. 2).
These points provided the 3D orientation of the struts at each stage of stent expansion.
The orientation of neighbouring stent struts was used to provide a measure of the
expansion of a strut unit, as illustrated in figure 2a. The angle (β) between the direction
vectors along each strut was calculated as follows:

(1)
where u and w are vectors along each strut direction and cosβ is angle between vectors
(figure 2b).
Using the same method as Kiousus et al, the extent of dog-boning (DB) was determined
as follows:

(2)
where Ddistal is the distal diameter and Dcentral the central diameter. The extent of dogboning was also calculated using the proximal diameter for comparison.
RESULTS
Figure 3 demonstrates a typical stent response, along with the definition of the strut
orientations used to quantify inter-strut angle. Three images taken during the inflation
of the 4 mm diameter stent are presented in figure 4. These images clearly show
significant dog-boning at the proximal end of the stent at a balloon pressure of 3.75
atmospheres.
Figure 5 presents the variation in dog-boning ratio with balloon pressure, as defined in
equation 2, for both the proximal and distal ends of each stent. Figure 6 shows the
change in inter-strut angle for selected stent units at the proximal and distal ends of the
stent. The error bars in figure 6 represent the estimated error in angle from comparison
between optical methods and micro-CT reconstruction of stent geometry from a

separate study to be described in a future publication. This value may underestimate the
error for measurements where the angle between the stent unit and the camera results in
reflection which compromises the ability to judge strut location.

Fig. 3: Illustrative image of sent deployment with the inner balloon
pressure of 4 atm, dog-boning effect on distal end proximal end.

3 mm diameter stent

Fig. 4: Images of 4 mm Taxus
Express stent during balloon
inflation at three values of balloon
pressure.

4 mm diameter stent
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DISCUSSION
3D reconstruction of stent geometry during balloon inflation allows characterisation of
the local deformation of stent units around the proximal and distal circumference. In
addition, measures used in previous studies employing 2D methods which provide a
more global assessment of changes in stent geometry have also been computed for
comparison. The results shown in figure 5a are in good agreement with the results
obtained by Kiousis et. al. [8]. The dog-boning ratio demonstrates greater deformation
at both the proximal and distal ends within the range 3 to 6 atmospheres. During
inflation of the 4mm stent the proximal end deformed first at an applied pressure value
of 3.75 atmospheres. Further increase in pressure to 4.5 atmospheres caused full
expansion of the stent, as shown in figure 5b.
For the two stents observed in the current study, it is clear that the local deformation of
individual stent units does not always correspond directly with changes in stent
diameter. It was not possible to assess all stent units due to the field of view and stent
rotation relative to the camera during balloon inflation. Figure 6 shows the expansion
of two proximal and one distal unit. Results from the 3 mm diameter stent (Fig.6a)
indicate that as the pressure load increased to 3 atmospheres the angle of the unit in the
distal part increased significantly. These results are in good agreement with the
computed dog-boning effect (Fig. 5a). However, the two units in the proximal part of
the stent expand more gradually. This occurs due to smaller separation of chosen units
and does not agree with the dog-boning response (Fig. 5a). Results from the 4 mm
diameter stent (Fig. 6b) indicate the angle of the units in the proximal part increased
significantly as the pressure load increased to 3.75 atmospheres whilst the distal unit
remained unexpanded. This is also depicted in Fig. 4. This behaviour agrees with the
dog-boning results (Fig. 5b) for both ends of the stent.
CONCLUSION
The present study computed both local and global measures of proximal and distal stent
deformation under applied pressure. It has been shown that local strut deformation does
not always correlate with changes in stent diameter. This may have implications for the
local strains generated during contact of the stent with the vessel wall. The methods
have been employed at coronary stent length scales and hence are appropriate for
extension to the study of stent-vessel wall interaction.
LIMITATIONS
The present study considers the free expansion of the stent and does not consider the
interaction of the stent with the vessel wall.
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MODELLING ADULT SUBVENTRICULAR NEUROGENESIS:
INVESTIGATION OF MIGRATORY MECHANISMS AND
PARAMETER SPACES
L. Geris1,2, J.M.A. Ashbourn3 , J.J. Miller4 and R. Beard5

1. ABSTRACT
Neurogenesis has been the subject of active research in recent years and many authors
have explored the phenomenology of the process, its regulation and its purported
purpose. Recent developments in bioluminescent imaging allow direct in vivo imaging
of neurogenesis and in order to interpret the experimental results, mathematical models
are necessary. This study proposes such a mathematical model which describes adult
mammalian neurogenesis occurring in the subventricular zone and the subsequent
migration of cells through the rostral migratory stream to the olfactory bulb (OB). The
model investigates the effect of various modes of migration including chemoattraction
(by a single chemoattractant secreted in the OB and by the neuroprogenitors),
chemorepulsion and general inhibition.
The solutions to the system of partial differential equations in the model are compared
to the physiological rodent process as previously documented in the literature and
quantified through the use of bioluminescent imaging; a parameter space is described
for which the corresponding solution matches that of the rodent model. A sensitivity
analysis shows that this parameter space is stable to perturbation and furthermore that
the system as a whole is sloppy. A large number of parameter sets have been
stochastically generated and it is found that parameter spaces corresponding to
physiologically plausible solutions generally obey constraints similar to the conditions
reported in vivo. This further corroborates the model and its underlying assumptions
based on the current understanding of the investigated phenomenon. Concomitantly this
allows the possibility of further quantitative predictions pertinent to the design of future
proposed experiments.

2. INTRODUCTION
Neurogenesis has been the subject of active research in recent years and many authors
have explored the phenomenology of the process, its regulation, and its purported
purpose in both the subventricular zone (SVZ) and the dentate gyrus. In the adult SVZ,
type-B astrocytes which are present close to endothelial cells act as slowly dividing
neural stem cells, capable of generating a progeny of type-A neuroblast precursors
through a rapidly proliferating type-C cell intermediate. Type-A neuroblasts then
1
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migrate in a unique fashion to the olfactory bulb (OB) along a path known as the rostral
migratory stream (RMS), which is large (of the order of millimetres) in comparison to
the size of each individual cell (of the order of microns). Their migration is not guided
(as in embryonic neurogenesis) by radial glial cells or existing axon fibres, but rather by
each other: in a process known as chain migration, type-A cells form an elongated
aggregate that becomes ensheathed by fixed type-B (and a small number of type-C)
astrocytes. After migrating through the RMS, these type-A neuroblasts arrive in the
centre of the OB and then move radially outwards, specifying further into either OB
granule cells or OB periglomerular cells, and become fully developed mature neurons
that stain with NeuN but are otherwise indistinguishable from OB cells. Thus, to a first
approximation, the stem cells differentiate linearly in a cascade throughout their
complex spatial journey: B 6 C 6 A 6 N.
During migration, type-A cells continue to divide and initiate neuronal maturation, but
their rate of proliferation is drastically reduced and the cell cycle time is lengthened.
The migration is predominantly towards the OB, but many parts of the individual paths
can point in other directions. As no clear anatomical structure guides migration it is
often theorised that differentially expressed migration factors might be responsible for
steering migration, and a very large number of factors have been shown to influence the
process [1]: Brain-Derived Neurotrophic Factor; growth factors such as Endocrine
Growth Factor, Nerve Growth Factor, and Fibroblast Growth Factor-2; Polysialylated
Neural Cell Adhesion Molecule (PSA-NCAM) and many other substances have been
shown to have a mixed effect upon the entire neurogenic process. It therefore appears
likely that an attractant factor in the OB might direct migrating type-A neuroblasts
towards the bulb. However, cells migrate successfully even when the OB is surgically
separated from the rest of the brain, although the magnitude of migration is greatly
reduced. Insertion of an explant culture of OB cells subsequently ameliorates the
process, but insertion of any other piece of brain tissue does not, nor do many known
chemoattractants. This implies that attractant factors are both present within the OB and
secreted from the cells in either an endocrine or paracrine fashion, or are present within
the wider environment; the exact mechanism remains currently unknown.
Recent developments in Bioluminescent Imaging (BLI) have allowed direct in vivo
imaging of neurogenesis within rodents over a prolonged time period and the
measurement of a number of tagged cells temporally throughout the process and
spatially throughout the brain [2]. Properties such as cell migration speeds, proliferation,
specification and apoptosis rates undoubtedly have a significant influence upon the
results of such experiments and would prove troublesome to quantify in rodents.
Furthermore, the specific mechanism and chemical factors responsible for the regulation
of the process are at present largely unknown as outlined above. We therefore propose a
simplified mathematical model, the results from which will, we hope, guide further
experimentation. The model describes adult mammalian neurogenesis occurring in the
subventricular zone and the subsequent migration of cells through the rostral migratory
stream to the olfactory bulb (OB). The model investigates the effect of various modes of
migration including chemoattraction (by a single chemoattractant secreted in the OB
and by the neuroprogenitors), chemorepulsion and general inhibition. The solutions to
the system of partial differential equations are compared to the physiological rodent
process as previously documented in the literature and quantified through the use of
bioluminescent imaging; a parameter space is described for which the corresponding
solution matches that of the rodent model. A sensitivity analysis is carried out to
investigate whether this parameter space is stable to perturbation and whether the
system as a whole is sloppy providing clear directions for further experiments.

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS
Spatially, the migration of cells through the RMS is a complex three-dimensional
process, but to date quantifying bioluminescent imaging has only occurred in twodimensional axial slices. We therefore consider that modelling the process in two
dimensions at greatly increased computational and mathematical ease is an acceptable
simplification. We assume that the computational domain can take the form of two
interconnected boxes, the larger corresponding to the anatomically larger OB and the
smaller to the much smaller SVZ, as illustrated in Figure 1A.
Figure 1B shows a schematic overview of the model presented in this study. We assume
that every cell specifies in a linear way (B → C → A in the SVZ) with


ni = ni ( x , t); i = A, B, C being the cell density of type-A, B, C cells, x the twodimensional position vector and t the non-dimensionalised time. We take type-B and
type-C cells to be fixed in space and we let type-A cells move under the influence of a

single chemoattractant factor, f A ( x ,t ) . This factor is assumed to be diffusible, taken up
by the type-A cells, able to undergo some natural decay, produced by the other species
of cells present and produced by the OB environment. We further assume that the
mature neurons are diffusible, have a slow rate of apoptosis, and as a simplification in

the model, undergo taxis against a constant environmental factor f B (x ) that is present
in the form of a Gaussian to represent the radial migration found in the physical system.
The spatiotemporal dynamics are expressed by means of a system of 6 partial
differential equations of the taxis-diffusion-reaction type. The system’s general
structure is:

 ∂n
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are reaction terms describing cell differentiation, proliferation and decay and growth
factor production and decay. The PDE system defined above was closed with
appropriate boundary (zero-flux) and initial conditions. According to the BLI
experiment, the initial concentrations of mature neurons, type-C and type-A cells were
set at zero with type-B cells and the factor fA had an initial two-dimensional Gaussian
distribution in the centre of the SVZ and the OB respectively. The model was run for
300 days according to the experimental set-up [2]. The model equations are
implemented in a customized finite volume code [3]. Additional information, including
the complete set of equations, boundary and initial conditions, parameter values and
implementation details, is provided in Ashbourn et al [4].

Fig. 1: Domain and schematic representation of the model. A: illustration of the computational
domain and its approximate physiological location (inset bioluminescent mouse image taken
form [2]). B: schematic overview of the model and its terms.
The sensitivity of the solution to small perturbations in the parameter set was
investigated in a straightforward manner by considering the space defined through the
subjection of each parameter value to a ±10% perturbation, stochastically sampling this
space 200 times and then solving the resulting systems. This showed that spaces
yielding physiological solutions with plausible taxis times are not unique. As is
common in biological models, one has to consider the system as a whole and observe
correlations and correspondence with experimental data; little can be gained by trying to
accurately determine the values of a small range of individual parameters. This problem
is well documented, and similarly to Gutenkunst et al. [5], we defined a generalized
parameter-space least-squares metric ζ 2 that quantifies how the solutions change
throughout parameter space relative to one particular set of parameter coordinates θ * as
T , X b , Yb

c
1
ζ (θ ) = ∑ ∫
A s,c

2

∫ ∫ [y

2

*
sc (θ , t , r ) − y sc (θ , t , r ) dr dt .

]
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where t represents the time ordinate, θ represents the parameter space coordinates, X b
and Yb are the maximum extent of the computational domain in the x and y directions,
Tc the time up to which the simulation was run, and A = 2 ⋅Tc N s is a normalization
factor with N s being the number of species within the model and the sum extending
over all species present. As documented by Gutenkunst et al. [5], the Hessian matrix of
all possible 2nd order derivatives of the function ζ 2 , i.e. the matrix
ζ2

H ij

∂ 2ζ 2
=
∂θ i ∂θ j

(3)

has eigenvectors that are the principal axes of the such ellipsoids and has eigenvalues
that span many orders of magnitude. We obtained this matrix from the interpolated
approximation to ζ 2 via standard numerical high-order finite difference approximations
with the use of suitably small step-sizes.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Solutions to this system broadly fell into two categories: those which were
physiologically plausible and those which were patently not. Those that we considered
plausible showed signs of a steady, controlled migration, the relatively quick
equilibration of nB and nC to their steady-state values, and a steady growth of mature
neurons in the OB over time until a maximum value was reached as shown in Figure 2.
Changing the migratory mechanisms from chemoattraction to chemorepulsion resulted
in the loss of controlled migration and a negligible cell density in the OB (despite a
wide variety of chemorepulsion parameters tested). Combination of chemoattraction
and chemorepulsion led to a higher cell density with respect to chemoattraction only.
The density profile for the chemoattraction only case and the combined case was
qualitatively similar to the experimental measurements.

Fig. 2: Representative snapshots (time=31) of neuroblast migration (left) and
neurogenesis (right) and temporal evolution of the average cell density within the OB
(right). Top row: chemotaxis, Bottom row: combined chemoattraction and repulsion.

In the sloppy parameter analysis, we observed multi-dimensional ellipsoids for the ζ 2
function. This quantifies how the results of the model change as a function of its
parameters, and therefore allows one to understand which parameters have the greatest
effect upon the model outcome. Directions in parameter space where a small change in
parameter values results in a large change in ζ 2 are referred to as ‘stiff axes’; those
where ζ 2 deviates little are known as ‘sloppy’. The magnitude of the eigenvalues of the
Hessian matrix showed a substantial variation by decades. The eigenvalues span some
ten orders of magnitude when normalized by the value of the largest, indicating that the
sloppiest axes of the ellipsoids illustrated are more than 105 times as long as the stiffest.

Furthermore, the values are spread out within this interval, thus indicating that there is
no sharp distinction between ‘important’ and ‘unimportant’ parameter combinations and
confirming the sloppy nature of the model under investigation [5]. The results presented
in [5] suggest that sloppy sensitivity spectra, as observed by the sustantial variation in
eigenvalue magnitudes in the model presented here, are universal in systems biology
models. This prevalence of sloppiness highlights the power of collective fits and
suggests that the focus of modelling efforts should be on predictions rather than on
parameters.
In summary, we have shown how a relatively simple system of differential equations
can accurately model the biological process of subventricular neurogenesis and that the
individual parameter values of this system are of equal importance in determining the
properties of its solutions. We have found a particular parameter space (which is likely
not to be unique) that is stable to perturbation and that yields results which match others
in the literature. We compared different mechanisms of migration and found that
chemoattraction is required to obtain physiologically relevant migration into the OB and
that chemorepulsion can fortify this migration pattern. We believe that this model could
be extended and reapplied once more accurate information on the various parameters is
available in order to make quantitative predictions of neurogenic behaviour.
Furthermore, the agreement between this model and the BLI data implies that at least
one chemoattractant factor is secreted in an endocrine/paracrine manner and is
responsible for directing migration, as it is produced by all types of neural stem cells
present. Whether this is physiologically the case remains to be confirmed
experimentally.
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OPEN KNEE: CAPACITY TO REPRODUCE ANTERIOR CRUCIATE
LIGAMENT DEFORMATIONS
A. Erdemir1,2 and S. Sibole3

1. ABSTRACT
Simulation-based explorations of the knee have commonly relied on finite element
analysis. For example, for the anterior cruciate ligament, studies explored injury
mechanisms, impingement, and load transmission. Finite element analysis of the knee
requires a model representative of joint and tissue level mechanics. In this study, our
goal was to establish the predictive capacity of Open Knee, an openly developed and
disseminated tibiofemoral joint model, for specimen-specific representation of anterior
cruciate ligament deformation. Specimen-specific mechanical testing data,
representative of a 100 N anterior drawer test at 0° and 30° flexion angles, were utilized.
The data set included ligament length change acquired with a DVRT (MicroStrain, Inc.,
Williston, VT) placed on the anteromedial bundle. The loading and boundary conditions
of the experiment were reproduced in simulations. The association of model predicted
ligament length changes against those measured by the DVRT was established by linear
regression. While predicted and measured ligament deformations were highly
correlated, simulations consistently overestimated relative change in anterior cruciate
ligament length. Overpredictions were more pronounced for initial and high loading
levels but less for the middle range. It is possible that current representation of the
anterior cruciate ligament and also that of other anatomical structures, e.g. menisci,
particularly related to assignment of generic material properties, may describe such
discrepancies. Future work, to test such statements is planned, and can also be
accomplished by others, given the open nature of development and dissemination of the
knee model.
2. INTRODUCTION
Simulation-based exploration of knee biomechanics has commonly relied on finite
element analysis. For the anterior cruciate ligament (ACL), many modeling studies have
been conducted to explore injury mechanisms [1], impingement [2], and load
transmission [3]. Like any other modeling studies, finite element analysis of the knee
and its components requires a robust model representative of joint and tissue level
mechanics [4]. Recently, we have openly developed and disseminated a finite element
representation of the tibiofemoral joint, Open Knee (https://simtk.org/home/openknee)
[5], and explored its capacity to reproduce normative passive joint kinematics [6]. In
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this study, our goal is to establish the predictive capacity of Open Knee for specimenspecific representation of gross ACL deformation during an anterior drawer test. A
successful evaluation process will increase confidence in finite element analysis of the
knee underline in situ
behavior of the ACL. It will
also
establish
a
computational tool for virtual
prototyping of interventions
to reproduce this ligament's
biomechanical
function.
Even when unsuccessful, a
detailed depiction of model's
failure
to
reproduce
experimental results will
potentially identify directions
for model improvement.
3. METHODS
Open Knee, a finite element
representation
of
the
tibiofemoral
joint,
was
reconstructed from a right
Figure 1. Components of Open Knee, a finite element
cadaver knee (70 year old
representation of the tibiofemoral joint, as shown from a
female, 77.2 kg) [5] (Figure
posterior view, from Open Knee User's Guide [5]. In this
1). For the same knee,
study, contact between collateral ligaments and
mechanical testing data
bone/menisci were not modeled. The experimental
representative of anterior
scenario for anterior drawer test was replicated by the
drawer were also available
application of a posterior force on the femur at the origin
[7]. For this study, anterior
of the femoral coordinate system. Flexion was
laxity data acquired at 0° and
prescribed; the rest of femoral rigid body degrees of
30° flexion (all other
freedom were set free; tibia was fixed.
tibiofemoral joint degrees of
freedom free), for a 100 N tibial load (with 10 N increments) were utilized. The data set
included gross measurements of ACL length change, acquired with a DVRT
(MicroStrain, Inc., Williston, VT). The DVRT was placed on the anteromedial bundle
of the ACL, with the distal end approximately 3 mm above the tibial insertion and the
proximal end approximately 11 mm proximal to distal end of the DVRT [7]. Time
history of the loading and boundary conditions of the experiment were reproduced in
the finite element analysis, utilizing approximately the same joint coordinate system [8].
FEBio (http://www.febio.org), a nonlinear finite element analysis software package for
biomechanics, was used for implicit dynamic simulations. Predicted ACL deformations
were calculated from the distance between nodes representative of DVRT insertion
points on the model (Figure 2). For both the model and experiment, and at both flexion
angles, the relationship between anterior drawer force and ACL length change was
established. The association of model predicted change in ACL length against those
measured by DVRT was conducted by scatter plot regression, separately for 0° and 30°
flexion [4]. Kinematics of the tibiofemoral joint were also quantified as a function of
anterior drawer force, utilizing the Grood and Suntay convention [8].

4. RESULTS & DISCUSSION
As expected, the application of an anterior drawer force resulted in changes in ACL
length regardless of flexion angles (Figure 3, left). Model predicted ACL deformation
exhibited a nonlinear toe region followed by a linear region as a function of the anterior
force. In the experiments, on the other hand,
this nonlinear behavior was more
pronounced with the ACL length change
reaching an asymptote at high anterior
forces. While experimental and measured
changes in ACL length were highly
correlated,
simulations
consistently
overpredicted gross ACL deformation
(Figure 3, right). This was more pronounced
for initial and high loading levels but less
for the middle range. Slopes of linear fit,
which established the relationship between
experimental and model predicted ACL
length change, were 1.50 and 2.52 for 0°
and 30° flexion, respectively.
It is possible that representation of the ACL
Figure 2. Model predicted length change
properties, i.e. constitutive parameters, lack
of the anterior cruciate ligament was
of in situ strain [9], may contribute to the
calculated from the distance between
discrepancies in its predicted and measured
model predicted locations of two nodes
deformations.
Nonetheless,
predicted
(indicated in red). These
nodes
tibiofemoral kinematics also exhibited large
approximated the insertion areas of the
discrepancies (Figure 4), indicating that
DVRT, which was utilized in the
other components of the joint, i.e. collateral
experimentation to calculate anterior
ligaments, and menisci, may need attention.
cruciate ligament length change [7]. The
If not represented appropriately, these
ligament is shown from an anteriorstructures may not restrain movement under
medial direction.
loads and result in erroneous positioning of
ACL insertion and origin, which in turn influences the deformation predicted within.
For example, simulation of the anterior loads resulted in an internal rotation of tibia,
which was an unexpected behavior when compared to experimental rotations. In
addition, when the joint moved from 0° flexion to 30° flexion, simulation results largely
deviated from measurements of tibiofemoral joint kinematics. This most likely caused
the unexpected behavior of the ACL in flexion, during which the mismatching
kinematics may have stretched the ACL and caused an “inverted” behavior of ligament
length change when compared to experiments (Figure 3).
At this stage, Open Knee, at least for a loading condition representative of an anterior
drawer test, does not reliably predict specimen-specific ligament deformations and
kinematics. Nonetheless, a complete one-to-one comparison of model results against
experimentation allows an in-depth understanding of problem areas for a given model.
While both the model and experimental anterior translations increased with anterior
loading, the model appeared to be stiffer in that direction as indicated by the predicted

Figure 3. Relative length change in the anterior cruciate ligament (ΔL/Lref) as predicted
by the model (see Figure 2) and as measured during experimentation [7], left. Both the
model and the experiment exhibited a nonlinear-toe region. The reference length, Lref,
was obtained at unloaded 0° flexion for all cases. On the right, one can observe the
relationship between experimental measurements and model predictions. Overall,
simulations overpredicted the anterior cruciate ligament length change. During the
experiments, anterior cruciate ligament get shorter with 30° flexion, yet the simulations
predicted that it would stretch.
anterior kinematics of the joint having a smaller range of movement. Simply evaluating
anterior translation predictions alone, one may expect the predicted ACL length change
to be low. Nonetheless, this is not the case. A full depiction of all degrees of freedom of
the joint allowed identification of off-axis movements (Figure 4) that potentially caused
undesirable model predictions. Large internal rotation of the tibia, combined with
mismatching medial positioning, may have caused large deformations of the ACL when
compared to the experiments. It is also worth noting other assumptions that may have
caused mismatching model predictions. Alignment of the model and experiment
coordinate systems relied on anatomical landmarks, which may have caused erroneous
positioning of the joint origin where the anterior load was applied.
Recent developments in uncertainty estimation for finite element analysis of the knee
[10] provide pathways to explore sensitivity of our model predictions to be conducted in
a systematic manner. Given the open nature of the model presented in here, this
laborious work can be conducted in a collaborative fashion, not only by the research
team but also by anyone who is interested in utilization of knee models for research and
clinical purposes. In following, reliable estimation of joint mechanics, and ligament
deformations, e.g. Figure 5, can be obtained to guide research studies and medical
interventions.
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Figure 5. The 1st principal stress in the anterior cruciate ligament as a function of an
anterior drawer force at 0° and 30° flexion. A sagittal view (from the medial side) is
shown along with an anterior view of the ligament. The 1 st principal stress was
predominantly along the fiber direction, therefore it illustrates relative loading on
individual regions of the ligament. Regardless of the flexion angle and the load, the
anterior-superior region seemed to be loaded more than any other region. With flexion,
bending of the anterior cruciate ligament was visible (row 2, column 1).

FORCE RATIO IN CHEWING MUSCLES AFTER IMPLANTATION A
TOTAL REPLACEMENT OF TMJ
M. Vilimek1 and T. Goldmann2

1. ABSTRACT
In this project we study the changes in force ratio after implantation the
temporomandibular joint (TMJ) replacement. During implantation of the artificial
temporomandibular joint must be often removed the temporalis and/or masseter muscle.
In order to perform true loading of temporo-mandibular joint, the loading during
mastication was investigated. Input kinematic variables and mastication force were
experimentally examined. The inverse dynamics approach and static optimization
technique were used for solution of the redundant mechanism. Muscle forces, and
reactions in TMJ were calculated. We modified the model with several different tasks.
The temporalis muscle, masseter muscle or both together were removed and the forces
in chewing muscles and TM joint were newly calculated.

2. INTRODUCTION
The knowledge of temporo-mandibular joint (TMP) reactions and musculotendon
masticatory forces as well as development of realistic musculoskeletal mathematical
model of the system lower jaw-skull is a matter of considerable interest since the
eighties [1]. Those data are important in many medical and scientific fields such as
dentistry, implantology, and biomechanics, because they are necessary for
understanding of bone and joint loading.
During the artificial TMJ implantation, often the surrounding muscles have to be
removed. The most often it is masseter muscle or temporalis muscle or both muscles
together. This removing is cause of the TMJ implantation technology. This study
analysis what will happen with muscular forces and loading distribution in TMJ after
removing of these muscles. In case of increasing loading we must respect these forces
during dimensioning of artificial TMJ. The main goal of this study is to investigate the
sensitivity of load distribution after removing some muscles.

3. METHODS
The mathematical 3D model of mandible and skull including 16 actuators for two
temporo-mandibular (TM) joints was created as first. These actuators included two parts
of masseter (deep and surface), two parts of temporalis (anterior and posterior), two
parts of pterygoideus medialis (anterior and posterior) and two parts of pterygoideus
1
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lateralis (inferior and superior) for each left and right side. The model consist of
mandible, skull and muscle attachments positions, and was symmetrical according to
the medial plane. The mandible can move with 6 degrees of freedom against the skull
and distance between both of TM joints is assumed invariable. Muscle attachments and
muscle parameters as physiological cross-sectional area, pennation angle, muscle mass,
optimum muscle lengths etc. were taken from literature [2].
The 3D mandible and skull motion was experimentally analyzed by three cameras and
processed with APAS software (Ariel Dynamics Inc.) during bolus processing.
Simultaneously with an experimental measurement of kinematic parameters was
investigated a chewing force during soft bolus mastication. The chewing force was
measured by developed 3D force micro sensor. Force sensor was implanted into the
specimen bolus side. This method for in vivo chewing forces measurement was
described in [3]. This study has limitation in measurement of chewing force. The force
sensor was implanted in one tooth and chewing force was measured only in one place.
In real situation is chewing force distributed among other surrounding teeth.
Totally six equations of equilibrium were derived for the mandible. 16 unknowns of
actuators forces and 2 unknown reactions in TM joints, each in three directions occur in
these equation.
A representation of the musculotendon complex (Hill type model) using idealized
mechanical objects is expressed in eq. (1). Disadvantages of these types of models
include the assumptions associated with the input data, such as kinematic measurement
of actuator length, and the muscle parameters of the model.
Here is the basis for the physiological EMG-driven model [4,5,6,7] and it considers
factors related to force-velocity fv, force-length flact and activation level a(t) of the
contractile muscle component, force-length relation of passive muscle component flp,
maximum isometric muscle force F0M, and pennation angle α(t). This model
corresponds with a full Hill type musculotendon complex.

[

]

F = F0M f l act ⋅ f v ⋅ a(t ) + f l p cos(α (t ))

(1)

An EMG recording for activation signal estimation of all single and deep muscles is
practically impossible. One potential method of addressing these discrepancies is to use
an optimization scheme which assumes that EMGs are inherently imperfect, and the
driven activation signal a(t) (normalized EMG) is calculated by optimization method.
So, in place of actuators forces the unknown variable is now activation (for each
muscle).
This problem was solved with constrained static optimization technique. Optimization
criteria were minimization of muscle activation, eq. (2), and minimization of TM joint
reactions, eq. (3).
n

J = ∑ ai2 ,

(2)

J = ∑ Ri2 ,

(3)

i =1
n

i =1

The function (1) was constrained so that all of the musculotendon forces were possible
1 ≥ ai ≥ 0

because muscles can not produce compressive force. Limitation of an activation level is
next inequality constraints were
.
After calculation of muscular and TMJ forces during mastication, the same forces were
calculated, but with missing out the muscles which are usually during implantation
removed (masseter and temporalis).

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Chewing force (Figure 1) was measured only in one place, the most loaded tooth, on
specimen bolus side even if in real situations the mandibles are contacting in multiple
points. Has been examined, that chewing forces in both left-right and anterior-posterior
directions are not insignificant.

Figure 1 Experimentally collected chewing force on balance side.
The calculated TM joint forces are higher or with the similar values on the specimen
balance side and with smaller values on the bolus side which is in conformity with [1].
The calculated masseter muscle forces are higher on the bolus side, and temporalis
muscle forces are higher on balance side as shown on Figure 2. Inertia and mass
properties of mandible have not significant influence in results because the mandible
accelerations during our investigation were very small. The TM joint forces were
investigated with smaller values than was published [4,8]. In our experiment was
masticated soft bolus (bread), probably from this reason these force are smaller than
published.
In case cut off masseter and temporalis muscles, the force ratio was changed on bolus
and balance sides. First, if the cut off muscles are on balance side, the masseter muscle
on bolus side has similar values as in case with muscles on both sides, but the
temporalis muscle forces on bolus side increase, as shown on Figure 3.
In case cut off muscles on bolus side, the masseter muscle force on balance side was
with similar values as with muscles on both sides, but temporalis muscle force
increases, as shown on Figure 4.
Pterygoideus medialis muscle forces are in every cases increase more on side where the
cut off masseter and temporalis muscle are, it means that pterygoideus adopt their role

during mouth closing and chewing. Other muscle forces are in cases with cut off
masseter and temporalis muscles higher and there is not significant difference between
bolus and balance sides, which shows their main stabilizing role.

¨
Figure 2.: Calculated m. masseter and m. temporalis forces on bolus and balance sides
with all muscles on both sides.

Figure 3.: Calculated m. masseter and m. temporalis forces on bolus side. Muscles on
balance side were interrupted during artificial TMJ implantaion.

Figure 4.: Calculated m. masseter and m. temporalis forces on balance side. Muscles on
bolus side were interrupted during artificial TMJ implantaion.
Is interesting, the values of TMJ reactions forces are little bit higher in cases with
interrupted muscles but similar values on bolus and balance side.

7. CONCLUSION
This study describes 3D model of the mechanism of the skull and lower jaw consisting
of two bodies and two joints. Kinematical and force conditions inputting into this model
were obtained experimentally, muscle physiological properties literary.
Those data were used for the creating of equilibrium equations and problem was solved
by static optimization, according to various criteria. Calculated muscle strength and
muscle forces resulting sequences were compared with the applied literature [6,8] with a
very good agreement.
The calculation was done also with simulation of TMJ implantation, which means the
masseter and temporalis muscle was interrupted where TMJ was implanted. Was shown
that every muscles on both bolus and balance sides increase force values and help
stabilizing and closing jaw function. The closing mouth function on the side with
interrupted muscle is adopted by musculus pterygoideus. There is no difference if
interrupted muscles are on bolus or balance side. Obtained results are close to published
conclusions in literature [9].
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BIOMECHANICAL MODELING OF THE HUMAN ARTICULATION
FOR OSTEOARTHRITIS ANALYSIS
L. Assassi1 and N. Magnenat-Thalmann2

1. ABSTRACT
Different studies have shown that hip osteoarthritis (OA) is a multi-factor disease.
Nevertheless, the exact pathogenesis for idiopathic OA is still not completely identified
and needs, hence, to be further investigated. The aim of this work is to examine the
potential role of the kinematics in the development of hip OA. We propose a noninvasive approach combining subject-specific anatomical, kinematical and physical
models for analyzing the mechanical behavior of hip cartilage during movement. The
simulation results show high stresses in the superior region of the acetabular rim. These
results correlate with the clinical analysis performed by medical experts.

Keywords: Hip osteoarthritis, extreme movements, biomechanical modeling,
simulation.

2. INTRODUCTION
Musculoskeletal disorders are common causes of different pathologies and physical
disability, affecting many people across the world. Among these pathologies, hip OA
characterized by the breakdown or degeneration of the joint’s cartilages. Bones are thus
uncovered and rub against each other, causing symptoms such as pain, stiffness and
limitation of range of motion at the joint.
Different causes such as genetics, aging, obesity and traumatic injuries were identified
as marginal factors and morphological abnormalities of the hip bone (e.g. hip dysplasia
[1,2] and femoroacetabular impingements (FAI) [3,4]) as the most frequent reasons.
However, hip OA is considered by medical expert as idiopathic pathology and different
hypotheses related to kinetics and kinematics are suggested as potential factors for the
cartilage degeneration. Some studies highlight the role of hip overloading in the
degeneration process [1,2], while others correlates hip instability and excessive
movements practiced by athletes in their daily exercises with the development of hip
OA [3,5]. To investigate these hypotheses, the estimation of the contact stress
distribution and its peak values within the cartilages is fundamental to understand the
abnormal joint mechanics and the related pathologies [6].
1
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The assessment of the intra-articular contact stress of the hip joint was performed in
different biomechanical studies. Experimental approaches based on in vitro and in vivo
methods are proposed for the direct measurement of the stress in the hip joint. Different
techniques such as pre-scaled sensitive films [7] and pressure transducers implanted into
patients’ hip prostheses are used [8]. Unfortunately these methods are either limited or
highly invasive and difficult to implement in non-operated hips. Therefore,
computational models based on mathematical functions and numerical models (e.g.,
Finite Element Method) [1,9] were proposed as alternative. These models were
successfully used in different applications, such as for analyzing the stress on
symptomatic and asymptomatic hips during daily activities [2,10]. However, these
studies present some limitations. In fact, analysis were performed by using not fully
subject-specific models (anatomical, kinematical and physical data) and the studied
movement are limited to routine activities (e.g., walking, climbing stairs) characterized
by low amplitudes. Consequently there is lack of numerical study for analyzing the hip
joint during excessive movements.
To address this issue, we present a numerical approach, where subject-specific models
resulting from the different methods are combined to analyze the biomechanical
behavior of the hip joint under movement. The hip analysis is performed for a female
professional ballet dancer performing four different extreme motions (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1: Examples of dancing postures.
For validation, the simulation results are compared with the results of clinical analysis
performed by radiologists.

3. PROPOSED APPROACH
The proposed approach (Fig. 2) uses non invasive modalities (Magnetic Resonance
Imaging (MRI), motion capture system and simulation models) computer graphics
techniques to create subject-specific models. From the subject MRI data, a segmentation
method based on discrete deformable models [11,12] is used to reconstruct the
anatomical models (bones and soft tissue). Since required in numerical simulation,
tetrahedral meshes are generated from the resulting anatomical models. To ensure the
simulation accuracy and stability, tetrahedral meshes with acceptable quality are created
by using a method exploiting deformable meshes and topological properties of the
reconstructed models [13,14]. According to the tissues properties and their attachments,

appropriates mechanical properties and boundary conditions are assigned to mesh
elements. The results of biomechanics studies [15,16] are used to define the mechanical
parameters, while boundary conditions are defined by selecting the mesh elements
consistent with external and geometric constraints.

Fig. 2: Proposed approach based on computer graphics techniques.
An optical motion capture system (Vicon MX 13i, Oxford Metrics, UK) is used to
obtain bone poses of the subject 3D models. Compared to others techniques (e.g. intracortical pins [17], external fixators [18]) this modality is non invasive and allow to
record large ranges of movements. However, the internal bone remains inaccessible and
the estimated poses integrate errors due to the relative displacements of individual
markers which known as soft tissue artifacts (STA) [19]. To optimize the effects of
STA, we apply a mathematical method based on non-linear optimization and joint motion
constraints [20].
We exploit neuromuscular simulations for estimating the subject joint reaction force
[21]. Our neuromuscular simulation pipeline starts by scaling a generic model to match
the anthropometry of the subject. In this step, data resulting from different
measurements (e.g., markers positions, MRI, subject weight, etc) are used to achieve
accurate scaling. Then, the scaled model and motion capture data are used in an inverse
kinematics (IK) step to calculate joints parameters related to the markers positions. The
scaled model and IK output are used in the inverse dynamics (ID) approach to estimate
the muscles activations which produce the movement. Finally, results of previous steps
are used in analysis approach to estimate the loads on the subject hip joint.
To calculate the anatomical models deformations, we use a specific simulation model
[13,14] based on finite element method (FEM). Different criteria are considered in this

model to create an efficient simulation model according to biomechanical constraints
(e.g., nonlinear model, large displacements and deformations of soft tissues and
collisions.).
Finally, resulting data of the mentioned methods are used as inputs to setup the
physically-based simulation model which is used for estimating the joint mechanics.
To evaluate our approach, a clinical analysis of the subject is performed by radiologist.
Standard morphological measurements based on anatomical parameters [4] (e.g., alpha
angle, acetabular version and acetabular depth) (Fig.3) are performed by using subjectspecific data (MRI and 3D bones models). Moreover, radiological analysis is completed
on the subject’s MRI data to verify potential abnormalities in the subject hip joint [22].
The results of this analysis are compared with the simulation results.

Fig. 2: Left: acetabulum divided into 4 regions. Middle: measurement of acetabular
depth and alpha angle. Right: standard hip joint anatomical axes.

4. RESULTS
Given the mechanical properties (Young modulus) of bones and cartilage [2], our
biomechanical model is simplified by considering the cartilage as deformable models,
and bone as rigid.
This model is used to simulate the subject hip joint mechanics during dancing
movements. These movements are characterized by the leg in air position with extreme
hip flexion and/or abduction. These movements are discretized in several frames and
expressed according to standard hip joint anatomical axes (Fig. 3). For each frame, the
estimated load is applied and the stress along the direction of the maximal compression
is computed. Given the importance of the stress distribution, the location of peak
stresses is detected during the simulation.
For simulated dancing movements, peak stresses are frequently observed in the superior
region of the actabular rim of the subject hip joint (Fig. 4). In parallel, during the
medical analysis, radiologists have detected lesions in the same region (Fig. 4), but they
didn’t find any morphological abnormalities.

Fig. 4: Correlation of the location (superior region of actebulum rim) of computed stress
peaks and observed lesions.

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The correlation of the simulation results and medical analysis shows a relation between
the location of high stresses and lesions. Moreover, no morphological abnormalities
have been observed by radiologists in the subject's hip joint. Therefore, we can say that
the detected lesions are not the result of a morphological problem but of an idiopathic
OA. To investigate the causes of these lesions, we suspect that it can be explained by
the nature of extreme and repetitive movements practiced by the subject during her
daily exercises. However, additional work is necessary to accept this assumption by
evaluating more accurately the biomechanical model elements and by extending the
analysis for more subjects.
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COMPUTER AIDED TUMOR RESECTION AND BONE
RECONSTRUCTION IN MAXILLO-FACIAL AREA
E. Świątek-Najwer1, R. Będziński2, M. Żuk3 and M. Majak4

1. ABSTRACT
The purpose of this work was to develop a method for a safe and optimal resection of
tumor in the maxillo-facial area and post-resection bone reconstruction. To optimize
these procedures it is crucial to design the surgical scenario on virtual models based on
individual medical images and implement the designed scenario intraoperatively under
control of computer navigation.
The paper describes the newly developed system for virtual planning of tumor resection
and designing the geometry of bioimplant which is provided to reconstruct the loss of
bone. The system applies both CT and MRI data. The developed system possibly will
enable optimization of surgical procedure, since the designed surgical scenario can be
followed intraoperatively under simultaneous control of optical and electromagnetic
navigation.

2. INTRODUCTION
The procedure of cancer resection demands high precision regarding safety of vital
structures such as blood vessels and nerves [1]. Moreover to reconstruct bone after bone
loss involved by tumor resection it is crucial to define the geometry of implant or bone
graft.
The application of bone allograft causes problems, such as non-efficient vascularization
causing loss of the graft or mismatched autograft to the bone loss after cancer resection.
The surgical procedure using autograft is time consuming, demands additional operation
access, what causes additional pain and higher risk of infection.

3. MATERIAL AND METHODS
3.1 Idea
The paper describes an idea of cancer resection and bone reconstruction using computer
aided system with electromagnetic and optical navigation as well as CT and MRI
1
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imaging. Basing on the image dataset the surgeon identifies the region of cancer
resection and geometry of individual bioimplant (see fig. 1). First stage of bioimplant
production is to generate a custom-made scaffold with geometry designed in the
computer system. On the scaffold there are plotted growth factors and developed stem
cells grafted from the patient to develop a product of tissue engineering, a bioimplant
which could be bioacceptable. Intraoperatively the surgeon resects the tumor according
to the designed plan. After the precise resection, during the same surgical procedure the
bioimplant is implanted under control of navigation using the developed software.

Fig. 1. Idea of bone reconstruction after tumor resection

3.2 Planning of the surgery
The developed system enables reading DICOM data and binary or ASCII STL files.
A. The tumor identification
In the first stage, the surgeon manually identifies the contours of tumor on the scans (CT
or MRI examination) (see fig. 2). The contours are saved in a file and may also be read
during next analyses. Basing on the contours a 3D model of tumor tissue is generated.

Fig. 2. The tumor identification

B. Cutting planes
The surgeon defines the cutting planes located possibly close to the generated model of
tumor with appropriate margin of safety. The cutting planes can be adjusted using
translation and rotation options (see fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Cutting planes

C. Planning of bioimplant geometry
After planning of cutting the surgeon needs to design the geometry of bioimplant which
will reconstruct the bone loss. To define the proper geometry of bioimplant, which will
restore the proper shape and function, such as occlusion in case of mandible or maxilla
bones, the surgeon needs to apply so called mirroring method. The healthy part of bone
is reflected in the plane of face symmetry defined through three landmarks marked by
surgeon. The mirrored part can be adjusted to fit the bone loss appropriately.
Afterwards, the mirrored part is cut using the resection planes to obtain the geometry of
implant which fits the bone loss (see fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Mirroring and planning the geometry of bioimplant

The geometry of bioimplant is saved in STL file and its detail internal scaffold
geometry is designed to provide optimal conditions for cells growing.
3.3 Aiding surgery
To follow the surgical scenario, the developed system supports surgeon by the tracking
of surgical tools using optical and electromagnetic navigation simultaneously (see fig.
5). The system applies optical system - Polaris Spectra and electromagnetic systemAurora from NDI, Canada.
The systems are working in parallel, which enables tracking when the line of sight is
disturbed or the level of electromagnetic disturbances prevents work of electromagnetic
navigation system.
The surgeon needs to mount a reference frame with optical and electromagnetic markers
to identify the real time position of patient head on the operation table. The surgical
tools need to be equipped with markers and calibrated to track them intraoperatively in
the real time.

Fig. 5. Computer aided resection

To track the tools and relate their position and orientation in the coordinate system of
DICOM CT/MRI dataset a crucial procedure is matching. The accuracy of
intraoperative system depends on the precise registration procedure. The Target
Registration Error describes the accuracy of the intraoperative system, since it is the
distance between corresponding points other than fiducial points after registration [2].
The system presents location of instruments and the value of the Target Registration
Error for control points selected by the user. The user decides how many landmarks are
used for the registration procedure. For the registration procedure the surgeon applies
the landmarks of face surface, bone and teeth.
The surgeon observes the visualization of saw cutting plane on the screen and the
designed cutting planes to fulfill the virtual surgical scenario.

4.RESULTS
To test the developed system an ATOM®MAX Dental & Diagnostic Head Phantom,
model 711-HN from CIRS, USA was used. The phantom is built of epoxy resin and is
constructed of proprietary tissue equivalent materials. The phantom contains anatomical
structures such as bones, brain, larynx, trachea, sinus, nasal cavities and teeth [3]. The
phantom is scanned by the producer and CT data was provided.
A 3D models of phantom coating as well as bone were generated. The accuracy of the
registration procedure was investigated.

Fig. 6. Test of registration procedure accuracy

For the registration procedure external landmarks of phantom coating were used: two
points of eyebrows, tip of the nose, two points of nasal base. Four points were applied
for registration - to calculate matching matrix, and two another points (A and B) were
applied to calculate Target Registration Error (TRE) (see tab. 1). Target Registration
Error is a distance between a point measured using navigated pointer, related to the
intraoperative reference frame coordinate system (IO) transformed to DICOM
coordinate system, and the real position of the point in DICOM coordinate system.
Tab. 1. Results of test of registration using surface points

x
[mm]

y
[mm]

z
[mm]

TRE
[mm]

Point A in IO coordinate system
394,08 180,33 159,77
Point A transformed to DICOM coordinate system 132,61 28,76 -92,19
Point A in DICOM coordinate system
140,27 29,75 -91,78

7,74

Point B in IO coordinate system
425,48 197,10 163,13
Point B transformed to DICOM coordinate system 97,53 35,07 -89,35
Point B in DICOM coordinate system
100,40 33,89 -92,56

4,46

The results presented in Tab.1 were compared to tests on easily accessed fiducials
mounted on a simple model. In the second test the TRE value equaled 2.41 mm + 0.45
mm [4]. The geometry of tested object has a significant influence on the accuracy of
matching procedure.
5. DISCUSSION
The accuracy of the developed system for aiding of tumor resection and bone
reconstruction may be influenced by various factors. The results of tests revealed crucial
influence of accurate palpation of landmarks on the object. Even a small deviation in all
landmarks palpation introduces a high value of TRE. Unfortunately, the tests on the
phantom are difficult to perform, because the landmarks are not accessible with high
repeatability. The same problem is observed in case of real surgery. The surface points
are susceptible to a pressure of the tip of a navigated pointer. The most accurate
registration concerns landmarks on bone or teeth.
Another factor is the accuracy of the electromagnetic navigation. Despite, the producer
of the system promises it is stable in the presence of external electromagnetic field
generated for example by electro-medical devices, the system is prone to the
disturbances connected with eddy currents generated in conducting materials.
The next stage of tests on the system is to analyze the influence of various disturbances
typical in operation room conditions.
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FROM PATIENT-SPECIFIC DATA TO MULTISCALE
HEMODYNAMICS SIMULATIONS: THE CHALLENGE OF
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
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1. ABSTRACT
Computer fluid dynamics is now a common tool to explore hemodynamics in patientspecific simulations, either to better understand a specific physiopathology, explore
several physiological states or to create a representative hemodynamics model
preoperatively to explore several virtual surgical options. In this context, the
specification of boundary conditions is key because pressure and flow within the
modeled domain are driven by the interplay between geometry (form) and
hemodynamics boundary conditions (function). However, these boundary conditions are
rarely the measured variables. We thus show how one can go from patient-specific
clinical data (MRI and catheterization) to simulation input parameters, including
modeling assumptions and the impact of both on simulation results. To take into
account the rest of the circulation outside of the three-dimensional modeled domain, a
number of reduced order models exist. We explain how Windkessel models and more
involved lumped parameter models can be calibrated, and discuss their predictive
aspects. The specification of boundary conditions in patient-specific simulations can
also create numerical challenges for which recent developments are explained.
Applications include preoperative modeling and virtual surgical options in the Fontan
palliation of single ventricle congenital heart disease, under rest and exercise.

2. INTRODUCTION
Computer fluid dynamics is now a common tool to explore hemodynamics in patientspecific simulations. Blood flow in the larger vessels is highly three-dimensional and
modeled by 3D Navier-Stokes equations (3DNS). In this context, the specification of
boundary conditions is key because pressure and flow within the modeled domain are
driven by the interplay between geometry (form) and hemodynamics boundary
conditions (function), and thus must be modeled with care [1]. In the next section, we
therefore present a summary of our work done in the coupling of more detailed models
(3DNS) with reduced models of the rest of the circulation, including how to address
numerical instabilities in the presence of backflow and to devise reduced-models that
take into account patient-specific pressure and flow measurements. The results section
features applications to multi-stage Fontan palliation of single ventricle congenital heart
disease. Examples are given of how such tools allow to study a specific
1
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physiopathology and to create a representative hemodynamics model preoperatively to
explore several virtual surgical options or optimize them. In the last section, we then
discuss aspects such as sensitivity to input data and surgery planning predictability
enhanced by 3D-closed loop representation of the circulation coupling.

3. METHODS
3.1 Mathematical and numerical methods
In these patient-specific applications, 3D simulations can only be realistically carried
out in a few branches, while the rest of the circulation must be taken into account
through appropriate boundary conditions. A number of numerical methods can be used
to solve the 3D incompressible Navier-Stokes equations, here Newtonian. Most work
presented in this article has been done with an in-house finite element solver (see
references in [2]). Flow at the boundaries where the velocity profile is not prescribed, is
often complex, an interplay between patient-specific geometry and flow. Due to this or
to physiological flow rate time oscillations, flow reversal can occur at the coupling
boundaries, inducing numerical instabilities. Several remedies have been proposed and
compared ([3] and references herein): the stabilization approach proved to be the more
robust one. Coupling of the 3DNS with reduced models (0D or 1D) of the rest of the
circulation is a continuing matter of research (see the already cited papers for
references). In this work, the coupling has been done implicitly (with a monolithic
approach described in [2, 4]) or explicitly [5, 6]. The former is numerically more stable
while the latter more modular, especially for closed-loop models of the circulation.
Recently, we proposed an approach that combines these two qualities [7].
3.2 From patient data to boundary conditions specification
The 3D model is constructed from magnetic resonance imaging, giving the geometrical
information of the main vessels, which for the applications of this paper consist in the
superior (SVC) and inferior (IVC) venae cavae, the left and right pulmonary arteries
(PA) and their main branches, and possibly artificial grafts. Velocity or pressure must
be prescribed as boundary conditions to the 3DNS. However, for patient-specific multibranched models, these are rarely quantities that are measured in the clinics for each
boundary. Thus a relationship between pressure and flow must be prescribed from a
reduced-order model that represents the circulation outside of this outlet, and which
parameters need to be chosen in coherence with available imaging, catheterization or
pressure cuff clinical data [1]. Phase-contrast magnetic resonance imaging gives
temporal flow information usually at the inlet of the domain and in a few other
locations, such as for the applications considered in this paper flow to the left and right
pulmonary artery. Resolution issues may restrict this information to an average flow
split between the two lungs. In addition, catheterization measurements may also be
acquired in several locations, giving direct or indirect average pressure values, such as
aorta, atria, SVC, IVC or the pulmonary arteries (PA). Their limited spatial resolution
prohibits imposing them directly as boundary conditions. Furthermore, for predictive
simulations (such as intervention planning and change of the geometry or physiological
state), pressure and flows at the boundaries are part of the solution. Tuning of the
parameters is then necessary so that the 3D simulation is reflective of measured data,
such as of the average flow rate measured in a few vessels and of blood cuff pressure or

catheterization mean measurements (e.g. [4, 8, 9]). In [10], a multistep procedure has
been devised to construct a lumped-parameter model representative of the right and left
pulmonary trees based on measured flow waveforms at the inlet and two outlets and
pressure data at a location inside the 3D domain and in the left atrium. In [11], an
involved multiscale automatic tuning procedure has been constructed to match typical
pressure waveform features at the abdominal aortic inlet and features from the measured
infrarenal flow waveform. In [12], a simple automatic tuning algorithm has been
proposed to construct Windkessel models to represent the pulmonary tree downstream
of each pulmonary artery outlet, based on the measured inlet flow data, pulmonary flow
split (fig. 1) and transpulmonary pressure gradient, and on morphometric data. It was
further assumed that on average flow to each small outlet was proportional to its crosssection with a power law. This is the method used for the results section.
However, such algorithms have to be devised depending on where the measurements
are done and “trusted” [13]. When a surrogate of a pressure measurement is done (such
as wedge pressures), then to localize the pressure measurement in the 3D model is not
straightforward. In such cases, boundary conditions have to be constructed in coherence
with these data. Moreover, if a first subset of measured hemodynamics data gives rise
for example to a simulated pressure loss in the 3D model that is incoherent with the
other measured data, then an iterative process between clinicians and modelers is
necessary to devise boundary conditions that are representative of the patient’s state.

4. RESULTS
Patient-specific 3D model of the PAs and SVC were constructed from MRI data on five
pre-stage 3 (Glenn) patients (fig. 1). Velocity was prescribed at the inlet based on the
measured flow and Windkessel outlet boundary conditions were constructed as
described in the methods section [12]. The resulting total left and right resistances were
not the same (e.g 1658*105 kg.s-1.m-4 vs 671*105 kg.s-1.m-4 for the last patient of fig.1).
The resistances were even more different at the all the outlets [14]. 3D pulsatile
simulations resulted in low wall shear stress (potentially deleterious for these patients)
and complex pressure waveform at the SVC which dampens after the anastomosis.
Although the five patients anatomies varied largely, energy loss correlated strongly with
cardiac index (linear correlation, R2=0.94), and was in low (a few mW). The complex
flow observed until the first bifurcations can explain why imaging flow in such
locations is challenging (fig. 1). The results confirmed that pressure measurements
would need to be much more accurate than currently to be prescribed at the different
outlets, since pressure losses in the 3D domain were around 1mmHg. We highlighted
common features among the five patients, but the results demonstrated clearly
differences in the main indicators presented above and in 3D maps (fig. 1), motivating
the search for virtual surgical designs specific to each patient.
Subsequently, for the five patients above, virtual surgical designs of the stage 3 Fontan
palliation were explored [14]: the artificial graft sutured on one end to the IVC can be
attached to the Glenn anastomosis at its other end in different ways. Typical “Tjunctions”, or with an offset towards the left lung, and several non-conventional “Yjunctions” were compared in terms of energy, wall shear stress, venous pressure and
hepatic factors distribution between the right and left lungs (linked to pulmonary
arteriovenous malformations) – see fig. 1. Overall the “Y” design led to better
performances, but design should be customized for individual patients. In fact, for each

patient, flow conditions drive its optimum hepatic factor distribution. However shape
optimization methods help to achieve such optimum [15]. The non-intuitive interplay of
geometry and hemodynamics requires patient specific optimization of the Fontan
design. The results suggest that such optimization might be facilitated by a careful
choice of the anastomosis for the SVC-PA junction in the Glenn procedure, especially
for highly uneven pulmonary flow splits.

Figure 1: For the five patients, streamline representation of the flow at peak deceleration zoomed at
the anastomosis and the full Glenn models used for simulations. Flow splits to the right lung are
from left to right [0.6 0.5 0.6 0.8 0.7]. Lower right: example of Fontan virtual Y-design with
particles assessing hepatic factors distribution to the left and right lungs.

5. DISCUSSION
5.1 Sensitivity to input data
Since the boundary conditions are constructed based on a combination of measurements
and models, sensitivity of the results to these input data is an important validation step.
However little work has been done in this area, apart from inflow studies (on pulsatility
or velocity profiles – e.g. [16]). In [10] the location of the pressure measurement and the
downstream capacitances were varied when constructing the two pulmonary boundary
conditions of a patient-specific Glenn case, without much influence on the resulting
resistance of the pulmonary arteries and pulmonary flow waveforms, respectively. In
[12], the sensitivity of patient-specific simulations to hemodynamics input data was
systematically investigated: with only small variations of input parameters, some output
indicators (such as power loss or wall shear stress) varied non-negligibly. Efficiency
was found to be an indicator more sensitive than power loss to pressure uncertainties.
However, power loss was less sensitive to the power law relating cross-sectional area of
a branch and its mean flow rate than to flow split variation between right and left lungs.
To lower output uncertainties, more precision in the flow split acquisition would thus be
expected to be more important than to further refine the repartition of flow in the
smaller branches. The study suggested that ±10% flow split imprecision seemed
reasonable in terms of patient comparison but that the patient-specific flow split should
be used (fig.1). This sensitivity to the flow split was thus investigated when comparing

the different virtual surgical designs of these patients, with the “Y” shape often less
sensitive to this parameter [14]. Sensitivities of the results to rest versus exercise
conditions, or with respiration effects are other examples of robustness tests [6, 14, 17].
5.2 Predictability enhanced by 3D-closed loop model of the entire circulation
The results section featured virtual surgical designs simulations with hypotheses on the
boundary conditions [14]. Outlet boundary conditions were kept unchanged compared
to preoperatively, state for which they were designed based on patient-specific clinical
measurements as described in the methods section [12]. At the outlets, a relationship
between pressure and flow was prescribed, so both could adapt to the virtual surgery
where a graft was connected in different ways to the preoperative geometry and thus
bringing additional flow. By contrast, flow rates were prescribed at the inlets based on
preoperative PC-MRI measurements boundary conditions and hypotheses on how they
might have changed from preoperatively to postoperatively. To rather predict these
inflow changes, a closed-loop lumped-parameter model of the entire circulation was
thus tuned for one patient to its MRI, ultrasound and catheterization pressure
measurements and coupled to the 3D model [6]. Results showed that flow rates at both
inlets (SVC, IVC) changed from the preoperative to the postoperative states, in
coherence with physiological knowledge. Of course, the closed-loop model presents
many parameters that are not easy to tune based on clinical measurements, and it
remains to be validated that the parameters do not change significantly due to the
surgery, but such an approach enhances the predictability potential of virtual surgeries.
6. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have presented a summary of numerical methods that we have
developed for patient-specific 3D-0D simulations and shown different ways of
translating patient-specific measurements into boundary conditions specification.
Applications to single ventricle palliation included a 5-patient study before their Fontan
surgery and, based on these preoperative data, a performance evaluation and
optimization of different virtual surgical designs in which the non-conventional “Y”
shape seems the most promising. Sensitivity of the results to hemodynamics input data
shows that it needs to be evaluated to enhance the significance of the results. Finally,
patient-specific 3D-0D closed loop lumped models present an increased predictability
potential. However, boundary conditions parameter estimation remains a challenge and
for which new methods are actively sought for [18].
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DIGITAL ULTRASOUND DESPECKLING FOR AUTOMATIC
SEGMENTATION

Ali S. Saad1,

1. ABSTRACT

Noise is the main factor which hampers the visual quality of ultrasound images. The
noise in such images is called "speckle" can be modeled as a random multiplicative
process. Computerized speckle reduction techniques are applied to digital ultrasound
images in order to reduce the noise level and improve the automated segmentation
process. Several results prove that wavelet filtering perform the best for speckle
reduction in digital ultrasound images. Other results on x-ray images compared wavelet
filtering with multi-scale contrast enhancement prove that the last one performs better.
The purpose of this study is to compare the two filtering approaches for speckle
reduction on digital ultrasound images as preprocessing step before applying
unsupervised segmentation.
The first method uses the wavelet soft threshold (WST) approach for speckle reduction.
The second method is based on multi-scale contrast enhancement. This approach is
constructed from the combination of a smoothing and derivative of the image. Contrast
enhancement is applied on local scale by using varying size of median filter.
The two methods were applied to synthetic and real ultrasound images. A comparison
between WST and multi-scale contrast enhancement method was also carried out.
Application of these methods to the ultrasonic images proved that there was a
significant improvement of the visual quality of the ultrasound images and more
accurate precision of the automated and unsupervised segmentation of real ultrasound
images.
The comparison confirmed that WST filtering gives better results than the other one as
preprocessing process for unsupervised segmentation of ultrasound images.
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2. INTRODUCTION
Ultrasound imaging techniques are widely used in medical diagnosis. Its noninvasive
nature, low cost, portability, and real-time image formation make ultrasound imaging
an attractive means for medical diagnosis. One of the limitations of ultrasound images
is poor image quality affected by speckle noise. Speckle reduction remains a difficult
problem due to the lack of reliable model to estimate noise.
Speckles hamper the perception and the extraction of fine details from the image. It is a
characteristic phenomenon in different fields such as in Laser, Synthetic Aperture
Radar (SAR) or in ultrasound images. Its effect is a granular aspect in the image.
Speckle is caused by interference between coherent waves which are backscattered by
targeted surfaces and arrive out of phase at the sensor [1]. Speckle can be modeled as
random multiplicative noise [1,2]. Filtering techniques are used for enhancing the
visual quality of the image. Furthermore, they are used as preliminary treatment before
segmentation and classification. Several filtering methods have been proposed for
speckle reduction. They can be divided roughly into two categories. The first category
improves the image by summing several observations of the same object, with the
assumption that no change or motion of the object occurred during the reception. The
second category enhances the image using statistical models for both noise and signal.
Some techniques are applied in the spectral domain [3]. The purpose of this paper is to
apply two filtering methods proven to be effective on speckle reduction and compare
them to each other for ultrasound images speckle reduction for segmentation purpose.
The first method is based on wavelet filtering using soft-thresholding [4] of the wavelet
details components. The second method is based on enhancing of the image contrast [5,
6]. Results of these techniques are presented and compared to each other, using
synthetic and real ultrasound images.

2. METHODS
2.1. Model of Speckled Ultrasound Image
The wave reaching any point of the ultrasound sensor is the sum of several waves which
are reflected from the target surface. Waves arrive at a sensor point out of phase and
interference among these waves causes the granular aspect termed speckle.
A generalized model of the speckle is proposed in [7]. Evidence exists that, when
applied to ultrasound images, only the multiplicative component u of the noise is
considered, hence, model can be considerably simplified by disregarding the additive
noise term. This leads to the following simplified model:
g(x,y) = f(x,y)u(x,y) (2)
here the indices x and y denote the axial and lateral indices of the image samples. g is
the noisy image and f is the noise free image and u is the noise function.
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2.2 Filtering Based Wavelet
2.2.1 Choice of wavelet Base

An investigation to choose the best wavelet bases for ultrasound images was performed
on a simulated ultrasound image (image accessible at http://telin.rug.ac.be/~sanja). The
majority of the wavelet bases which exist in the Matlab software [8- 9] were tested.
In [10-11] a study about wavelet bases choice for image denoising was proposed using
PSNR (peak signal to noise ratio) as criterion for discrimination between bases.
The criterion used to determine the best wavelet basis was the one which optimized the
PSNR in homogenous areas and preserved edges at the boundaries. The bi-orthogonal
wavelets basis [12-13] especially the 3.5 basis in Matlab yielded the best average
PSNR among others. This base was chosen in this paper to be applied to ultrasound
image.
2.2.3. Wavelet denoising by Soft-Thresholding

In [4], a simple thresholding procedure for the recovery of functions from noisy data
was proposed. The processed wavelet coefficients are inversely transformed, supplying
an estimation of the actual image. As a result, denoised images generally are much less
over-smoothed, in comparison with the images denoised by, e.g., linear filtering.
In this paper the first step in the processing was a log-transformation applied to the
original ultrasound image in order to transform the multiplicative noise to an additive
one. The method used in this paper differs slightly from the methods cited above in the
way of estimating the noise standard deviation, and the threshold chosen in this paper is
as follows:
Ts,l=(2/l)s,l
(3)
Where Ts,l is the threshold and s,l is the standard deviation of the noise at the level l
and for the sub-band s.
D6

D4

a

D1

D3

D5

b

D2

Fig. 1.a synthetic image; 1.b decomposition of level 2 uses spline-bi-orthogonal bases.

2.3 Filtering based on contrast enhancement
The method described here for speckle reduction is based on multi-resolution contrast
enhancement. This method enables an adaptive approach regardless of the shape and
size of the homogenous area in the image. At low resolutions the homogenous area is
strongly smoothed (loss of small details). As the resolution increases, this method adds
meaningful details to the resulting image. Contrast enhancement can be applied on a
local scale. The pyramidal representation of an image enables different levels of
resolution to be obtained. A multi-scale representation of contrast is called a contrast
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pyramid. This pyramid is built by using the Gaussian filter and the derivation. A
detailed description of the construction of the contrast pyramid is presented in [5].
2.4 Synthetic image reconstruction
In order to investigate the quantitative performance of the selected methods, an image
with artificial speckle noise was employed. A synthetic speckled image used in [14]
and modeled as d = f.v is commonly used where f is a reference noise-free image, and
v is a unit mean random field.

3. RESULTS

a

b

e

c

f

d

g

Figure 2. Synthetic image used to show the quality of filters used in this study. 2a. a noise free synthetic
image. 2b. synthetic image after noise multiplication. 2c. filtering of 2b by WST method. 2d: filtering of
2b by contrast enhancement method. In 2e shows the error map between the noisy image and the noise
free one. In 2f. shows the error map between 2a and 2c. Figure 2g. shows the error map between 2a and
2d.

In figure 2a a synthetic image without any noise is presented. In 2b a generated noise
with SNR of 8.3 db is shown. In 2c the result obtained with WST filter with proposed
thresholding an SNR of 15.8 db was obtained from this image. In 2d the result from
contrast enhancement method the SNR calculated from this image is 11.3 dB. Another
criterion which was evaluated is the absolute difference (error) between the noise free
image and the other three. This error image (map) shows us the location of error in the
filtered image, if the resulting error map is all black (zeros) the implication is that the
filtering is ideal. The image in 2.e shows resulting image of the difference between
noisy and noise-free image, this difference shows the error image or the noise
distribution and intensity. Figure 2.f shows error map between the filtered image using
SWT method and the noise free one. Figure 2.g shows the error map between the
contrast filtered image and the noise-free one. The table 1 summarizes the quantitative
measure used for all three error maps.
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Table 1: quantitative criteria used for phantom image.
criteria
NoisyWST
Contrast
image
MSE
53
24
38
SNR (dB) 8.3
15.8
11.3
The methods described in the methods section were applied on some ultrasound images
with some selected areas of interest. First, a WST filtering was applied on six
ultrasound images, an example of real ultrasound image is shown in figure 3 a. Wavelet
decomposition of level two with biorthogonal 3.5 basis was used during enhancement
process.

a

b

d

c

e

Figure 3 ( a) original image, (b) result of multiresolution contrast enhancement method, and (c) result of
the wavelet soft thresolding method, (d) segmentation of (b); (e) segmentation of (c) using snack
algorithm.

A soft-thresholding of two standard deviations as in(3) was applied on the first level
of detail components and one SD on the second level of components details, the
resulting image is shown in figure 3.
Figure 3.a shows an original image, 2b shows filtered image using a contrast method. A
two level contrast pyramid was used. A median filter of size 5x5 was applied on the
first level of contrast and a median filter of size 3x3 at the second level. Then,
subsequently, a reconstruction was used in order to obtain the enhanced image. It is
difficult for non-expert in the diagnoses of ultrasound images to notice the difference
between the two enhanced images. Fig 3.c shows the result of the wavelet soft
thresholding method. Figure 3d shows the segmented region using snack algorithm
after despeckling using contrast enhanced method. Figure 3e shows the segmented
region using the same segmentation algorithm after despeckling using WST method.

4. CONCLUSIONS
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In this paper two multi-scale methods were tested and compared for enhancing visual
quality of ultrasound images. Those methods were proven to be very efficient to treat
multiplicative noise and reduce speckle in ultrasound images. Several studies prove that
WST was among the best methods for ultrasound images. The contrast method using
median filtering was applied recently on ultrasound images and proves to give very
good results. To date, WST and contrast have not been compared to each other using
ultrasound images where a lot of variation exists in the background. The overall
quantitative assessment in terms of homogeneity inside the ROI, contour preservation
and error distribution indicated that WST provided a better overall improvement for
image segmentation.
A qualitative assessment of few ultrasound images performed by a diagnosis expert
(using some areas of interest) confirms that the WST method shows a much better
segmentation.
This study proves that wavelet filtering using soft-thresholding is an excellent tool for
despeckling of digital ultrasound images as a preprocessing step to unsupervised
segmentation of ultrasound images.
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Mural Thrombosis in a Two-Level Computational Approach; Combination
of Continuum and Particle-Based Methods
S.M.R. Hassani 1, N. Fatouraee 2

1. ABSTRACT
Blood, as a complex fluid, incorporates many components which influence the process
of platelet aggregation in different scales; Chemical activation of coagulant factors in
microscale, cells suspension in mesoscale and plasma flow in macroscale. To model the
process, the proper approach is to consider as many characteristics of the process as
possible. In our work, we implemented the Dissipative Particle Dynamics (DPD)
method to simulate plasma flow and platelet suspension in a 2D channel. Beside this,
the transport of coagulant factors and their activation modeled by a set of interconnected
convection-diffusion-reaction (CDR) equations. The results have shown that number of
deposited-platelet growth rate as well as distribution of aggregated platelets are in a
good agreement with the prior computational and the in-vitro studies. In conclusion, the
proposed approach, in comparison with prior works, provides a deeper view on the
phenomenon since it illuminates the colloidal characteristic of the flow and eliminates
the uncertainty involved with the distance-dependent activation models.

2. INTRODUCTION
One of the most crucial functions of blood constituent is to contribute in coagulation
mechanism which in pathological cases turns into thrombosis and embolisation. Fragmentation
of mural thrombosis is the major cause of the ischemic myocardial infarction. Strokes play as
third leading cause of death in United States and the thromboembolic strokes includes 80% of
them. Therefore, the computational modeling of clot formation process can help investigators to
reach a better understanding of the phenomenon and may also help to optimize endovascular
prosthesis design, clinical interventions, and extracorporeal devices designs as future goals.

There is a vast history of research in the area of thrombogenesis computational
modeling, hence adding new features to the computational models needs a great
knowledge of thrombosis physiology; the critical core of the thrombosis is the
interconnected activation of coagulant factors in blood, resulting in an insoluble fibrin,
which creates a matrix to entrap cells and links between the adhered platelets. The
accompanying processes to the activation cascade are: the platelet activation
accommodated by the coagulant factors in their vicinity, the activated platelets adhesion
to each other and the subendothelial layers, and the release of additional coagulant
factors by the activated platelets [1]. These processes, creating a positive feedback loop,
have multiscale characteristics that in many different computational approaches, some
of these scales, have been illuminated through scholar papers.
To briefly include the history of mural thrombosis modeling, we should start from
1
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continuum approaches; in initial works, platelets and their activated counter parts were
assumed as solutes, which were traced by convection-diffusion-reaction equations [2];
in some other continuum models, the cells were supposed as virtual particles whose
motion were controlled by the hydrodynamic forces which were derived from one-way
coupled solution of Navier-Stokes equations [3]. Later Lattice-Boltzmann method was
also used to model deposition of platelets; although their approach was particle-based,
there was no distinction between colloidal cells and plasma constituent particles [4].
Filipovic et al. in [5] used Dissipative Particle Dynamics (DPD), as another particlebased method, to simulate thrombosis in a tube expansion. Although this method has
much potential to emphasize on colloidal characteristics of blood cells in the
surrounding plasma, there was no distinction made between platelets and cells in
mechanical terms other than the adhesive capability of the activated platelets. The thesis
of Pivkin, [6], had much more merit in colloidal trait of blood using DPD, however, the
interaction of platelets with each other and wall were modeled based on their prior
force-coupling model, which draw shadow on their approach.

3. Method
3.1 Dissipative Particle Dynamics treating Fluid
In our model, Dissipative particle dynamics is used to keep the trajectories of coarsegrained particles through inter-particles well-defined, short-range forces and application
of the second Law of Newton. The inter-particle forces are typically conservative force,
𝐹𝑖𝑗𝐶 , dissipative force, 𝐹𝑖𝑗𝐷 , and random force, 𝐹𝑖𝑗𝑅 . The role, which these forces play in
equilibrium state of the liquid and structure of the fluid, can be found in [7] but the
formulations are as followed:
𝑑𝒓𝒊
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In relations (1) to (4), vi and ri are velocity and position vectors of the ith particle,
𝒓𝒊𝒋
respectively, and the operator (•)𝑖𝑗 represents (•)𝑖 − (•)𝑗 . The 𝒆𝒊𝒋 = 𝑟 is the unit
𝑖𝑗

vector along the line connecting the center of ith particle to the jth particle center. The
conservative force, which has a repulsive nature, is controlled by the maximum
repulsive force, 𝑎𝑖𝑗 . The amplitude of the random force, 𝜎, and the amplitude of
dissipative force, 𝛾, have to follow the relation (5) in order to reach the equilibrium
temperature, 𝑇0 . The random characteristic of the random force is due to the Guassian
random number, 𝜁𝑖𝑗 , with zero mean and unit variance. Here in (5), 𝑘𝐵 is the Boltzmann
constant.
𝜎 2 = 2𝛾𝑘𝐵 𝑇0 (5)
The modified velocity-Verlet integration scheme, presented in [7] with 𝜆 = 0.5, is used
for the equation (1) . It should be noted that in equation (1) the mass of the particles are
assumed to be 1.
The wall boundary condition is applied by frozen layers of dissipative particles (DP).

But, the soft repulsive force can not prevent the penetration of the fluid particles into the
wall; therefore, bounce-back reflection is used as in (6) to provide the no-slip boundary
condition. In addition, the fluctuation in density profile near solid boundaries is
mitigated by softening the maximum repulsive force between wall and fluid particles by
the relation (7) provided by Pivkin in [8]. In (6), the superscript –, over the vector 𝒗𝒋 ,
indicates the velocity of the jth particle before the collision with the wall and the
superscript + represents the velocity after the collision. The vector 𝒏𝒘 , in (6), is the unit
vector normal to the solid boundary. In (7), the subscript f, stands for fluid, the subscript
w stands for wall particles, and 𝑎𝑓 = �𝑎𝑓𝑓 . The new parameters, in (7), 𝑛𝑤 and 𝑛𝑓 are
the number density of the wall and fluid, respectively.
−
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3.2 Dissipative Particle Dynamics treating suspended cells

(7)

There are two different approaches for modeling suspended particles; first method uses
a single particle, having a different mass from fluid particles, with a core radius [9]. The
core radius is effective in calculation of inter-particle separation where it is subtracted
from 𝑟𝑖𝑗 in force calculations, i.e., the fluid particle interact with the surface of the
suspended particle. The other approach uses relatively frozen DPs, which construct the
geometry of suspended particles [10]. The latter is mostly used due to its ease of
technical application and its applicability for non-circular geometry. In this work, using
the second scheme, in order to form platelets with the radius of 3rC, we have constrained
DPs, placed on the nodes of a finite element mesh of a 2D circular entity. The
constrained DPs motion is governed by the linear momentum conservation (8) and
angular momentum conservation (9). It should be noted that the forces acting on the cell
constituent particles are the same triple DPD forces but with different coefficients.

𝐼

𝑀𝑠

𝑑𝝎𝒔
𝑑𝑡

𝑑𝑽𝒔
𝑑𝑡

= ∑𝑖 𝒇𝒊,𝒔 (8)

= ∑𝑖 𝑹𝒊𝒄,𝒔 × 𝒇𝒊,𝒔 (9)

In (8), the subscript s stands for the suspended particle; 𝑀𝑠 is the sum of the mass of the
constituent particles of the suspended particle; the vector 𝝎𝒔 is the angular velocity of
the modeled rigid circular entity; 𝑅𝑖𝑐,𝑠 is the separation vector between the ith
constituent particle and the center of mass of the suspended particle; I is the moment of
inertia of the suspended particle; and the most important variable is the vector, 𝒇𝒊,𝒔
which is the sum of the forces acting on the ith constituent particle; this forces are due to
the interaction of the constituent particle with the surrounding fluid and other suspended
cells.
The boundary condition over the suspended cell surface is the specular reflection
preventing the fluid particles from entering the suspended particle [10]. Moreover, we
applied the elastic collision for cells colliding with each other [11].
3.3 Convection- Diffusion- Reaction Equation

In order to have a better understanding of platelet activation, we employed convectiondiffusion-reaction (CDR) equations for the distribution of coagulant factors. These
coagulant factors, in the vicinity of platelets and over a critical amount, can result in
activation of platelets. Here, in this model, we are concerned in thrombin concentration
([T] in unit/ml) and neglected other factors; as previously shown in [12], thrombin is the
most predominant factor in platelet activation. The CDR equation in 2D for thrombin
can be written as (10). In (10), the last term includes the reaction which results in
inactivation of thrombin. The reaction coefficient, Γ, is derived from the relation that
Sorenson et al. proposed in [2], where we assumed uniform concentration of heparin
and anti-thrombin (ATIII). Here, D, the diffusion coefficient for thrombin is assumed to
be constant with the value of 4.16×10-17 cm2/s. We used alternating direction implicit
(ADI) scheme to solve the equation on a structured grid over the whole domain, which
overlay the cells and fluid. The fluid velocity is averaged from the DPD solution and
thrombin concentration on the grid points, which overlaid platelets, are set to zero.
𝜕[𝑇]
𝜕[𝑇]
𝜕[𝑇]
𝜕 2 [𝑇] 𝜕 2 [𝑇]
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+
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4. Aggregation Model

The simulation starts with a 2D Cartesian structured lattice of particles in a 80rC×150rC
rectangular domain which is bounded by two two-layered walls at top and bottom of the
domain. Periodic boundary condition is applied in axial direction with a parabolic
specified velocity profile at the inlet (with mean value of 200-400 µm/sec). Platelets are
introduced in random positions by grouping DPs as initial boundary conditions. Number
density of fluid, platelet, and walls are set to 3. We have also assumed that at the middle
of the lower wall, there is a 20µm lesion with specified rate of thrombin influx and
capability of platelet adhesion [12].
Platelet in our model has three phase (activation with delay-time); resting platelet,
triggered platelets, and activated platelets. Platelets, in the vicinity of the lesion with
interpolated concentration of thrombin over critical value of 0.1 unit/ml, become
triggered. After 0.2 seconds, equivalent to 1000 DPD time steps of 0.01𝜏𝐷𝑃𝐷 , the
triggered platelet changes its status into activated phase. The activated platelets, aside
from the adhesion capability, emit thrombin radially; the radial diffusion rate from the
activated platelets is 7.7×10-10 unit/s.
Activated platelet adhesion to each other and to mural lesion are based on proximity of
these to each other. The critical distance for the adhesion is 1.5rC equivalent to 1µm.
This value has also been used by Filipovic et al. in [5]. The other concern in adhesion of
platelets is to keep the density of suspended platelet at physiologic amount of 450×103
ml-3 which is handled by newly introduced resting platelets in the inlet region.
The very important feature of our c programmed code is our platelet detachment
function. Its superiority to other prior models is the drag-dependent detachment of the
adhered platelets. The other models used spring links for adhesion bonds and
detachment occurred beyond a certain value of spring deformation. But no measurement
could be done to reach this critical deformation experimentally. The critical drag, on the
other hand, can be measured by Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM), which we are
working to derive experimentally in near future. Furthermore, we have assumed that the
drag force detachment threshold for a given adhered platelet increases linearly by the
time elapsed from its adhesion. Beside this drag threshold, we have assumed that the
number of platelets supporting an adhered platelet is important and only adhered
platelets, which have less than three supporting platelets, can be released. In this model,

a simplification used is that only a single platelet can be detached.

5. Result and Discussion
Our model capability to capture the aggregation of platelets is shown in Fig.1. It is vivid
in some snapshots that the drag-dependent detachment function played very crucial role
in adapting the aggregation to flow regime. The Fig.1 can show mountain-like structure
of the aggregated platelets which was observed in in-vivo experiment of [12].

(a)
(b)

(d)

(c)

Fig.1; snapshots of aggregation of platelets; there are detachments between picture C and D.

The rate of adhesion, as can be seen in Fig.2, is constant in 60 seconds of simulation. It
is comparable with the previous study of Pivkin [6] and Goodmann et al. [13].
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Fig.3; platelet distribution along the lesion; normalized
by the maximum number of aggregated platelet

In Fig.3, the distribution of the aggregated platelets along the lesion is depicted. By a
good comparison with all previous works, the same pattern of distribution was achieved
as in [2,5,12].

6. Conclusion
In conclusion, it can be pointed out that the model incorporates the important features of
the previous models proposed in [2,5,6] and added more physiological concepts such as
the CDR equation and the drag-dependent detachment function. In this study, we also
implemented a better approach to shed light on colloidal characteristics of blood
components in microcirculation.
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DEGRADATION OF MAGNESIUM ALLOY STENTS: FINITE
ELEMENT ANALYSES AND PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTAL TESTS
W. Wu1, D. Gastaldi2, L. Petrini3, S. Chen4, K. Yang5, L. Tan6, M. Vedani7, F.
Migliavacca8

1. ABSTRACT
Biodegradable magnesium alloy stents (MAS) have attached lots of attentions in recent
years because MAS can reduce the long-term incompatibility between vessels and
permanent stent platforms. However, the insufficient scaffolding ability for the vessel
due to corrosion is a main limitation of MAS. Following the previous finite element
analysis (FEA) work of an optimized MAS design, this study simulated the corrosion
process of two MAS models with the help of a proposed biodegradable material model.
In particular, two FEA models according to the optimized MAS design and a patent
design were compared for their property of corrosion resistance. After that, corrosion
experiments were carried out to preliminarily verify the simulation using two MAS
samples based on the same designs. The simulation showed that the stent models
corroded with both uniform and stress corrosion mechanisms. The former mechanism
led to a "layer by layer" corrosion phenomenon and the former led to early breaks on the
stent struts. The simulation also predicted the optimized design would have better
corrosion resistance than the patent design. The experiments fairly verified the
simulated corrosion phenomenon and proved the better corrosion resistance of the
optimized design. The FEA model can provide an effective tool for design and
improvement of novel biodegradable MAS.

2. INTRODUCTION
Long-term incompatibility between vessels and permanent stent platforms can be much
reduced by biodegradable magnesium alloy stents (MAS) [1]. However, a multicenter
trial of an existing MAS showed that the vessel lumen loss was severe after four months
of implantation [2]. One reason of the insufficient stent scaffolding may be the fast
structural weakening caused by degradation in human body [3]. An improved stent
design by finite element analysis (FEA) can be an effective way to increase the property
of MAS to resist corrosion. A previous FEA work of the authors has proposed a new
MAS design using shape and topology optimization [4].
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In this study, a biodegradable material model of magnesium alloy was proposed and the
corrosion simulation was applied to two FEA models of MAS designs for comparison
of the corrosion resistance. Preliminary corrosion experiments were followed to verify
the corrosion simulation of the two FEA models. The aim of this study is to verify the
FEA model can simulate the corrosion process of MAS and prove the optimized design
can improve the corrosion resistance of MAS.

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS
3.1. Corrosion simulation of two stent models
A MAS model (Model A) from an optimized design [4] and another model (Model B)
from a patented design [5] are shown in Fig. 1. Only one ring of both designs was
chosen for the 3D model to save simulation time.

Fig. 1. Two MAS models and detailed dimensions
The material property was from a commercial magnesium alloy AZ31 with the
chemical composition of Al 0.03, Zn 0.01, Mn 0.002 and Mg balance (mass percentage).
The AZ31 has a modulus of 43.5 GPa, Poisson’s ratio of 0.35 and density of 1.77
g/mm3. The yield stress is 175 MPa and the tensile strain limit is 0.17. A biodegradable
material model was proposed based on the continuum damage approach to scale linearly
with the scalar damage parameter (D) for both the elastic and plastic properties of the
undamaged material [6]. Two corrosion mechanisms are considered in a cooperating
way. The former is the uniform corrosion damage DU, which has phenomenological
correspondence to the micro galvanic mechanism experimentally observed in Mg alloys
that results in corrosive attack uniformly distributed on the surface exposed to the
aggressive environment [7]. The latter is the stress corrosion damage DSC, describing
the damage related to stress corrosion process, namely the localization of the corrosion
attack in the areas of the material where the maximum principal stress is more
concentrated and the corrosive phenomenon evolves mediated by the stress field [8].
The corrosion damage variable D responsible for the global degradation is considered as
a linear superposition of the two mechanisms under the isotropic damage assumption :
D  DU  DSC

(1)

When D equals 0, it means the element of the FEA stent model is intact; while when D
equals 0.9, it means that the element is completely damaged and will be deleted in the
model during simulation. A detailed description of the damage model adopted in this

study and the parameter setting can be found in [9].
The simulation applying ABAQUS explicit solver used a crimping rigid cylinder to
crimp the stent models to the outer diameter of 1.2 mm. After that, an expanding rigid
cylinder was used to expand the stent models into a vessel model to the outer diameter
of 3.0 mm, then the stent recoiled with the interaction of the vessel (Fig. 2). Finally A
subroutine compiled for the biodegradable material model was applied in the corrosion
simulation. With the degradation of the stent, the vessel was expected to recoil until the
stent model lost its scaffolding ability. In order to make an effective comparison
between different stent structures, a time unit (t*) normalized on the longer time for
stent models to lose the scaffolding ability was adopted for the results description.

Fig. 2. Meshes of the 3D model of the Model A, including one stent ring, two rigid
cylinders to crimp and expand the ring respectively, and the arterial vessel.
3.2. Corrosion experiments of two MAS samples
After simulation, two MAS samples based on the two designs said before were
manufactured by laser cutting then followed by electro-polishing (Fig. 3). They have
complete structure with the similar length of about 13 mm. Sample A is composed of 9
rings connected by two links between each other, while Sample B alternative three short
rings and two long rings connected by four links between each other (only short ring
was modeled in the previous simulation).

Fig. 3. Samples A (upper) and B (down) according to the two stent designs
The experiment procedure is as following: both samples were first crimped to the outer
diameter of 1.2 mm using a costumed stent crimping machine. After that, the samples
were expanded using an angioplasty balloon to the outer diameter of 3.0 mm then

recoiled. Finally, both expanded samples were immersed in the D-Hank’s solution
(Table 1) with 20ml per stent for a corrosion test lasting 7 days. The samples were
observed by the unaided eyes for the check of the structural integrity during corrosion.
After 7 days the samples were taken out for the observation of scanning electronic
microscope (SEM) to review the morphological changes and broken points due to
corrosion.
Table 1: Composition of D-Hank’s solution (without Mg, Ca ions) (g/L)
KCl
KH2PO4
NaCl
NaHCO3
Na2HPO4•7H2O Phenol red
0.4
0.06
8.0
0.35
0.06
0.02

4. RESULTS
4.1 Simulation of corrosion for both models
After the expansion step, the Model A had the lower values in the maximum principal
strain and stress than the Model B. The distribution of maximum principal stress for
both designs at beginning of degradation were concentrated mainly at the more
deformed locations during stent expansion (Fig. 4). The Model A had more uniform
stress distribution than Model B. The highest maximum principal stress of the Model B
was concentrated at the inner surface near the bow.

Fig. 4. The maximum principal stress distribution for (a) Model A and (b) Model B after
stent implanting process. The areas of high stress concentration are indicated by circles.
During simulation of degradation, Model A and Model B lost their scaffolding ability at
normalized time unit t* of 1 and 0.7, respectively, which means that the Model A had a
longer time prior to loss of scaffolding ability. The detailed corrosion evolution of the
two designs showed that the degradation was due to combined effects of uniform and
stress corrosion. As depicted in Fig. 5, the element deletion occurred first at simulated
locations of concentrated high stresses (indicated in Fig. 4) for both models (t* equals
0.19), and Model B had faster and concentrated stress corrosion near the bows. The
uniform corrosion evolved at the outer surfaces throughout the whole degradation
process. When t* equals 0.57, the structure of the Model B was severely damaged by
stress corrosion near the bows. The damages near the Model B bows led to a lack of
structural integrity at t* of 0.7, the same time as its loss of scaffolding ability. The
Model A kept more uniform stress corrosion than the Model B. When t* equals 0.95, a
layer of elements at the original outer surface of the Model A was fully deleted and
some locations were severely damaged; however, the Model A still conserved its
structural integrity.

Fig. 5. Damage evolution of the three stent designs. The locations where the stent
structure was severely damaged were indicated by circles. The legend is related to the
damage parameter D.
4.2 Corrosion testing of stent sample
After the first day of immersion, the expanded Sample B had several broken points on
struts due to corrosion while the Sample A kept the structural integrity. After 7 days of
immersion, the Sample B had scattered into many pieces while the Sample A just had
several broken points on struts due to corrosion (Fig. 6). From SEM observation it can
be seen that the corrosion of the stent samples was combined with uniform and stress
corrosion. The surfaces of the samples were covered by an oxide layer caused mainly by
uniform corrosion, which were composed of dense small blocks separated by cracks.
Many parts of the oxide layer had been shed from the samples and the matrices were
exposed to be attacked by new uniform corrosion. This "layer by layer" mechanism was
compatible with the simulation on uniform corrosion. The breaks on struts were mainly
caused by stress corrosion, and many locations of the broken points are compatible with
the expected locations from the simulation shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 6. The SEM observation of Samples A and B after 7 days of corrosion. The red
circles indicate the breaks of struts which are compatible with the expectation in
simulation.

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The proposed biodegradable material model of magnesium alloy was preliminarily
verified by corrosion tests. With the material model, the simulation predicted combined
corrosion effects of uniform and stress corrosion. The former expected a "layer by
layer" corrosion on the model surface and the latter predicted the early breaks on struts
of both models. The morphological changes of the sample surfaces and the locations of
the struts breaks of both samples were fairly compatible with the simulation. Thus the
choices in the material model of the micro galvanic corrosion mechanism (uniform
corrosion) [7] and principal stress based corrosion mechanism (stress corrosion) [8] are
suitable for this corrosion case of MAS. Moreover, the advantages of FEA optimization
in stent design was also verified through the corrosion tests. The design of Model A has
been optimized according to the balance between principal stress distribution and stent
mass [4], and the higher stress distribution of the Model B in simulation led to earlier
breaks in struts of Model B in simulation. This expectation was compatible with the
corrosion results where the Sample B lost structural integrity much earlier than the
Sample A.
The main limitation of this study is that the simulations considered the interaction
between stent and vessel models while the samples corroded freely. The vessel model
caused more residual stress in the stents and continuously applied compressing force on
the stent. That means that the interaction would accelerate the stress corrosion for the
two stent kinds in a similar way, thus the broken time from experiments just need to be
advanced for the case of stent-vessel interaction.
In conclusion, with the help of the proposed biodegradable material model, the FEA
model simulated the uniform corrosion on the MAS surface and predicted the breaks of
struts caused by stress corrosion. The FEA model also provided an optimized design to
comply with the demanding of MAS. The corrosion tests preliminarily proved the FEA
model to be a powerful tool for design, test and improve novel magnesium alloy stents.
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NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS OF FATIGUE FOR
TWO OVERLAPPED STENTS IN PERIPHERAL ARTERIES
A. Meoli1,2, E. Dordoni1,2, L. Petrini1 ,
W. Wu1, G. Dubini1, G. Pennati1, F. Migliavacca1

1. ABSTRACT
A typical endovascular procedure to restore blood flow perfusion in stenotic peripheral
arteries consists in balloon angioplasty and deployment of self-expanding Nitinol stents.
However, movements during gait produce large and cyclic deformations of the
superficial femoral artery, increasing the risk of fatigue fracture of implanted stents.
Fatigue failure typically occurs in cases of very extended lesions, which often require
the use of two or more overlapping stents. In this study, finite element models were
used to study the fatigue behavior of overlapped Nitinol stents. Two different
approaches were adopted: i) simulating the deployment of a stent into another stent and
ii) using a single stent with double stiffness in the overlapping region. Simulations of
cyclic axial compression of stents deployed in a simplified cylindrical model of a
peripheral artery were then performed (Ansys Inc., Canonsburg, PA, USA). Fatigue risk
was assessed on the basis of amplitudes (εIa) and mean values (εIm) of the cyclic first
principal strain through the stent. Similar results were found in both approaches: strain
concentrates in the links close to the overlapping portion where the abrupt change in
stiffness causes higher cyclic compression (εIa  0.19%), while in the overlapping region
the value of εIa is lower ( 0.15%), due to a higher stiffness. These findings help to
explain the high incidence of stent fracture observed in various clinical trials located
close to the overlapping portion. Moreover, this study demonstrates the possibility of
using a simplified model with a region with double stiffness, reducing significantly the
computational time.

2. INTRODUCTION
Among different interventional techniques for treatment of stenotic peripheral arteries,
the most interesting endovascular procedure used to restore blood flow perfusion
consists in the placement of self-expanding Nitinol stents in the pathological vessels
preceded by a lesion pre-dilatation with an angioplasty balloon. Several clinical studies
[1,2] reported high rates of technical success of the stenting procedure and higher vessel
patency rates in the medium to long-term follow-up than that obtained with balloon
angioplasty alone. Although Nitinol femoropopliteal stent implantation has proved to be
a valuable therapeutic strategy in restoring blood flow, to date its long-term
effectiveness is undermined by complications related to fatigue failure of these devices.
Numerous studies [3,4,5] reported high fracture rates of stents implanted in the
femoropopliteal segment, often associated with in-stent restenosis, with a significant
correlation between the incidences of stent fracture, the lesion length and the number of
implanted devices to treat a single long lesion. In this district hip and knee joint
movements during gait produce quite large and cyclic deformations of the superficial
femoral artery, increasing the risk of fatigue fracture of implanted stents. Fatigue failure
1
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typically occurs in cases of very long lesions, which often require the use of two or
more overlapping stents. Moreover, several authors [3,4,5,6] reported that in case of
overlapped stents fracture often occur in region next to the overlapped portion. As
hypothesized by Smouse et al. [7] this is due to the fact that the devices overlapping
portion has a greater stiffness than that of the individual stents, and as such tends to
deform less in relation of the biomechanical forces acting in the femoropopliteal district.
It is assumed therefore that in the stent portions adjacent to the overlapping region is
created a stress concentration which can lead to failure of the devices. Based on these
evidences, in this study, finite element method was used to investigate the cyclic axial
compression fatigue behavior of overlapped Nitinol stents after their deployment in a
simplified artery model. Two different approaches were adopted: i) simulating the
deployment of a stent into another stent and ii) using a single stent with double stiffness
in the overlapping region.

3. MATERIAL AND METHOD
To investigate the fatigue behavior of overlapped self-expandable Nitinol stents finite
element models were created using the commercial code ANSYS (Ansys Inc.,
Canonsburg, PA, USA). For this purpose stent models, resembling the geometry of the
Maris Plus self-expandable pheripheral stent (Medtronic Invatec, Roncadelle, BS, Italy)
with an outer diameter of 8 mm, were reconstructed. The Nitinol pseudoelastic behavior
was described through the Shape Memory Alloy material model implemented in
ANSYS [8], using typical material parameters.
To simulate cyclic axial compression of two overlapped stents after their deployment in
a simplified artery model two different approaches were adopted. In a first model
(double stents model) the subsequent deployment of two different stents with a common
overlapped region were simulated. In a second simplified way (single stent model) in
order to resemble the overlapped condition only a single stent with increased stiffness in
the central overlapping portion was considered. For the first approach two distinct stent
models were used each with a length of 28.4 mm. Based on literature [9,10], the
overlapping region was assumed to be 11 mm. Hence after stents deployment in the
artery model the two stents cover a total length of 45.8 mm. For the simplified approach
a single stent with a whole length of 45.8 mm was considered with a central region of
11 mm in which the material properties were modified increasing double the material
stiffness (Figure 1).
To better understand the stent fatigue behavior in the case of overlapping also a finite
element model with a single stent (total length of 45.8mm) without any stiffening in the
central region was simulated.
As the presence of the artery was considered only to simulate the oversizing to witch
stents are subjected in vivo, for both approaches a silicon tube with elastic behavior was
used. Accordingly with the in vitro study of Nikanarov [11] an oversizing ratio (outer
stent diameter/inner tube diameter) of 1.4 was assumed that corresponds to an inner tube
diameter of 5.7 mm. Both stent and artery models were meshed using completeintegration cubic eight-node elements (SOLID 185).
Stent deployment in the artery requires the simulation of stent crimping within the tube
followed by a step in which the stent is left free to self-expand and comes into contact
with the artery inner wall. Both phases were simulated by imposing a uniform radial
displacement to a rigid cylindrical surface which is in contact with the stent outer
surface.

Figure 1. Scheme of the two approaches used to simulate stent overlapping. On left, two distinct stents
was used, with an overlapping region of 11 mm (corresponding to four strut rings). On right, a single stent
model was considered, for which to the four central strut rings a twice elastic modulus was assigned.

Standard rigid-flexible contact pairs were created between the rigid body and the outer
surface of the stent. No separation flexible-felxible contact pairs were defined between
the outer surface of the stent and inner surface of the artery. For both type of contact a
friction coefficient of 0.2 was assumed. In the double stent models approach another
contact pairs have to be defined between the two overlapped stents. Based on the
hypothesis that in the overlapping region relative movement of the two stents is nearly
zero a bonded flexible-flexible contact pairs were defined between the inner surface of
the first deployed stent and the outer surface of the second deployed stent. According to
literature [11], for all the 3 simulations considered in this study (see Tab. 1), cyclic
loading compression of 5% was applied by means of displacement control on the ends
of the artery model.
Proper boundary conditions were applied during the various step of the analysis. In
Table 1 the steps required for the analysis were summarized for both double stents and
single stent simulations.
Table 1. Summary of the simulation steps for the three considered models.
step

Double stents model

Single stent model
(with stiffening)

Single stent model
(without stiffening)

1

Crimping of the two stents

Crimping of the stent

Crimping of the stent

2

Deployment of the first stent

Deployment of the stent

Deployment of the stent

3

Deployment of the second
stent

Axial compression (5%)

Axial compression (5%)

4

Axial compression (5%)

Axial release

Axial release

5

Axial release

-

-

As reported in literature [12,13] the risk of fatigue fracture was assessed on the basis of
amplitude and mean values of the cyclic first principal strain through the stent.
Appropriate user-define script written in APDL language were developed to compute
mean (εIm) and alternating (εIa) first principal strain values that occur in each stent
element in response to the application of a load cycle. The results thus calculated are
shown in the form of contour maps and plotted on a constant-life diagram as mean
strain vs. strain amplitude, on which they are qualitatively compared to the 107 fatigue
strain limit of Nitinol for stents derived from Pelton et al. [13].

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Results indicated that a proper way to apply global 5% compression on the stents was
used in simulations. In fact, after the compression, stents show a shortening about 4.7%
of the total length (45.8 mm) in all the 3 models.
Figure 2 shows the distribution of mean and alternating first principal strain through the
stent in the case of single stent without stiffening. A maximum value of 4.53% and
0.168% respectively was reached and the strain distributions are uniform along the
whole stent length.

Figure 2. First princiapl strain mean (on left) and amplitude (on rigth) distribution through the 5% axially
compressed stent in the single stent configuration without stiffening after deployment in a silicone tube.
In the magnification areas higher strain regions are depicted.

Concerning the double stents model, while there is no relevant difference in the
maximum value of mean strain, higher alternating strain is reached (0.2%). Moreover,
the alternating strain field (Figure 3) show a non-uniform distribution with higher strain
values concentrated in the links close to the overlapping portion. Here the passage from
two stents to a single stent caused a relevant change in the axial stiffness. Hence, the
regions next to overlapped portion were subjected to higher cyclic compression while in
the overlapping region lower value of εIa ( 0.15%) is reached due to a higher stiffness.
The comparison on the constant-life diagram (Figure 3) of stent εIm and εIa strains in the
two above conditions, as expected, shows that the overlapped condition is associated
with a higher risk of fatigue failure. Indeed as the mean values are quite the same the
strain amplitude is higher (0.168% vs 0.2%). For the double stent model all the
alternating strain values higher than 0.168% are located in the link of the single stent
portion next to the overlapped region. These finding may explain the higher rate of stent
fracture at this location reported in literature.
The single stent model with stiffening of the central region shows interesting results.
The alternating strain distribution through the stent (Figure 4) is very similar to that
obtained for the double stents model. Higher strain values are concentrated in the link
near the overlapped region due to the stiffness change effect while the central portion is
subjected to lower cyclic compression. The comparison on the Constant-life diagram
shows very similar results for the two considered overlapped stent models confirming
that the simplify model is consistent in simulating the overlapping condition.
Moreover, the single stent model implies lower computational cost as the complexity of
the model is reduced due to the number of implemented contact required by the two
approaches (2 vs 5). The total computational time on an 8-cpus cluster node is
significantly reduced (about 3 vs 5 days).

Figure 3. On the left, alternating strain distribution map through the axially compressed (5%) ovrelapped
stents (double stents model) after deployment in a silicon tube. Red line demarcates the overlap region of
which two rings are shown; in the magnification areas higher strain regions are depicted. On the right the
correspondent constant-life diagram is shown (green), compared with the single stent without stiffening
released in the same tube (yellow).

Figure 4. On the left alternating strain distribution map through the axially compressed (5%) stent in the
overlapping configuration after deployment in a silicon tube. Red line demarcates the overlap region of
which two rings are shown; in the magnification areas higher strain regions are depicted. On the right the
correspondent constant-life diagram is shown (dark red), compared with the double stent model (green).

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this work the use of finite element method allowed us to investigate the fatigue
behavior of overlapped stent when subjected to cyclic axial compression. Based on
simulations it can be concluded that:
i) higher risk of fatigue failure is associated with the stent overlapping configuration
with an alternating strain concentration that affect the link in the region next to the
overlapped portion;
ii) our findings help to explain the high incidence of stent fracture located close to the
overlapping portion observed in various clinical trials;
iii) this study demonstrates the possibility of using a simplified model with a region
with double stiffness, significantly reducing computational time required for
simulations.
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INVESTIGATION OF HEAD-NECK KINEMATICS AND POTENTIAL
LIGAMENT INJURIES DURING DIRECT, LATERAL AND OBLIQUE
IMPACT USING FINITE ELEMENT MODEL

E.C. Teo 1, Q.H. Zhang 2, T.X. Qiu 3 and H.K. Wong4

ABSTRACT
In current study, a detailed three-dimensional finite element model of head-neck
complex (C0-T1) was employed to predict and compare the variations of the kinematics
and potential ligament injuries of the cervical spine under rear-end, front-side, rear-side
and front-side impacts by applying horizontal accelerations on inferior surface of T1
vertebral body. The predicted peak primary segmental rotations under rear and side
impacts were validated by comparing with the corresponding experimental data. Under
rear and front impacts, the primary sagittal overall (C0-C7) and segmental (C0-C1, C1C2, etc) rotations of the head-neck showed nearly symmetric deformation and S-/Ccurvatures about a mid-frontal plane, respectively. The primary frontal overall (C0-C7)
rotation showed similar rotational trends but of different magnitudes in side, rear-side
and front-side impacts. The predicted primary sagittal rotational angles of the neck in
direct front and rear impact conditions were higher than the primary frontal rotational
angles in other side impact conditions. The effect of the impact direction on ligament
injury is significant. Under the same input acceleration input, both the possibility of any
specific ligament being injured and the magnitude of strain in certain ligament would be
varied under different impact directions. It was predicted that the capsular strains under
all the simulated impact conditions were higher than its failure limit even at low speed
impact as in current study, indicating its potential vulnerability during impact.
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INTRODUCTION
The cervical spine is frequently injured during motor vehicle accidents (MVAs). In
MVAs, a low-speed 8-mile/hour rear-end collision can produce a 2G acceleration of the
vehicle and a 5G acceleration of the head within a span of 300ms or less [1]. The energy
imparted to spinal tissues in this short span of time may cause acute and chronic pain in
soft tissues (ligaments, muscles, etc.). These injuries may not be instantaneous evident
or demonstrable using general clinical assessment methods (CT, MRI or X-rays) [2].
Profound understanding of the underlying mechanisms of vehicular cervical trauma may
lead to improved methods of prevention, diagnosis, and treatment.
Numerous in vitro and in vivo studies have been devoted to study the mechanism and
tolerance of the cervical spine during whiplash [3-16]. The corresponding kinematic
movements of either each motion segment [6, 8] or the strain values of soft tissues
(especially the capsular ligaments) [4,7,10] were analyzed. Many experimental studies
using human cadavers and FE studies have shown that the cervical spine develops an Sshaped curvature in the early phase of whiplash, characterized by lower cervical
extension and upper cervical flexion. In the later phase of whiplash, global cervical
hyperextension (C-shape) occurs [8,12]. In most FE studies, the vertebrae of the headneck complex [14,15] or even the whole body [16] were either geometrically simplified
or modeled as rigid bodies connected by spring elements to predict the motion segment
rotations and internal stress and strains of various components during whiplash.
Although the previous studies provided valuable information on the mechanism of
whiplash, most of them focused solely on one specific (direct or lateral) impact
condition. There are no known experimental and FE studies to determine the head neck
responses under oblique impact conditions.
Accordingly, a detailed 3-D C0-C7 FE model of the whole head-neck complex
developed previously and validated globally under normal physiological loadings, lowspeed rear impact and near vertex drop tests [17] was modified to include T1 and
accomplish this study. It was shown that the C0-C7 model reasonably reflects the
intervetebral rotation distributions under static moments and basic responses of head
and neck under dynamic situations. In current study, the predicted segmental kinematics
of the modified C0-T1 model would be validated under rear and side impact conditions
firstly. The global and segmental response and strain variations of various ligaments of
the head-neck complex under five impact directions would then be investigated using
the model. We believe this computer model can provide both the primary and
secondary segmental motions in multiple planes, and the variation of ligament strains
over time in different impact directions and lay some insights for future experimental
studies reducing the associated high cost of any cadaveric experiments.
METHODS
The three-dimensional FE models of the skull and C1-T1 vertebrae were developed with
geometrical data based on the actual geometry of a 68 year-old male cadaver specimen.
Adopting the digitizing technique by Teo et al. [18], a flexible digitizer (FaroArm,
Bronze Series, Faro Technologies, Inc., Florida, USA) with accuracy up to 0.1-mm was
used to extract the surface profile of the bony structures (skull, C1-C7). The Surfacer
7.0 (Structural Dynamics Research Corporation, Ohio, USA), to create the sequential
cross section outline of the vertebra at 1-2 mm intervals on the regional geometrical

complexity of the vertebrae and skull. The ANSYS 8.0 (ANSYS, Inc. Pennsylvania,
USA) for the three-dimensional solid volume and mesh reconstruction using bottom-up
approach.
The geometry of bony structures was obtained from the dry embalmed specimens and
the geometrical data of the associate soft tissues was obtained from literature [19-24] in
the development of the FE modeling. The completed neck model was also configured
to contain a lordosis of about 37o, which is consistent with the neck posture of a seated
50th percentile male. Figure 1 shows the final C0-T1 FE model consisting of 27,712
elements and 31,749 nodes.

Fig.1 FE model C0-T1 complex (lateral and posterior views)
The muscle properties were represented by basic Hill-type muscle model consisting of a
contractile element and a parallel elastic element to provide the active and passive
muscle force, respectively. The active muscle force was calculated by the following
dimensionless form as:
Factive = a(t ) ∗ Fmax ∗ fTL (L ) ∗ fTV (V )
where a(t ) , f TL (L ) and f TV (V ) are the functions describing the muscle active leveltime, tension-length and tension-velocity relationships, respectively, from previous
studies on muscle active state modeling [25,26] and shown in Figure 2. Fmax is the
muscle peak isometric force and was calculated by the initial muscle cross section area
and a peak muscle stress of 50 Ncm-2 [25]. The passive muscle force F passive was
determined directly from the current length of the muscle using an exponential
relationship [26].
To investigate the responses of the head-neck complex during motor vehicle collision at
different impact directions, the acceleration onset vectors (direction) experienced at T1
were assumed to be in the same as impact collision directions. The oblique side impact
directions for front-side and rear-side impacts were set at –45o and –135o respectively.
For each simulation, horizontal acceleration of a half-sine-wave pulse with peak value
of 5G and duration of 100ms, which was adapted by Panjabi et al. [27] was applied on
the inferior surface of T1 vertebral body. In the whole process, the T1 inferior surface
was constrained to move only in the same direction as the impact direction in a
transverse plane. The global head neck (C0-C7), spinal motion segments intervertebral
rotations, and peak strain in various ligaments under these conditions were further
investigated for possible injury analysis.
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Fig.2. Curves used to control the behavior of activated muscles during simulation of the
multi-plane impacts. (L) The activation level of muscle as a function of time; (M);
Normalized tension of activated muscle as a function of normalized length; (R)
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RESULTS
The predicted kinematics of the head-neck complex under rear-end and side impacts, as
shown in Figure 3, were first examined and compared with the available experimental
data [27] to validate the current model. Under rear-end impact, the primary rotational
motions of the cervical segments occurred in the sagittal plane. Upon impact, the head
translated longitudinally for about 30ms without significant rotation, while the
intervertebral segments exhibited different directional rotations, resulting in an S-shaped
curvature. Subsequently, the cervical spine formed a C-shaped curvature during which
the head reached its peak rotation at about 150ms with magnitude at about 75o (Fig.
3R). For any particular cervical level, the peak primary lateral bending along the frontal
plane occurred earlier than the peak secondary torsion. The head reached its peak
rotation (30.5o) in frontal plane at 100ms followed by the peak axial rotation (21.2o) at
around 110ms. These results were consistent with the observed responses of human
neck from in vitro experimental studies [27].
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Fig.3. Predicted primary segmental rotational angles under rear-end and side impact
conditions. (L) Rotations in sagittal plane under rear-end impact; (R) Rotations in
frontal plane under side impact.
For all the simulated impacts conditions, the head-neck complex formed an early Sshaped and a late C-shaped curvature in all rotational planes. Figure 4 showed the
global variation of head (C0) rotations with respect to the lowest cervical vertebra (C7)
with time in the three anatomical planes under various impacts.
Figure 5L showed the predicted peak strains of the five main ligament groups in C6-C7
segment under different impact conditions as a representative. Under rear-end impact,
the capsular ligament (CL) experienced the greatest tension, followed by anterior
longitudinal ligament (ALL) and posterior longitudinal ligament (PLL). There was

nearly no tension occurred for the ligamentum flavum (LF) and inter spinous ligament
(ISL) since only obvious extension was observed in the lower segments under rear
impact. It was obvious that the CL was the most possible to be injured under impact
because the peak strain value of CL under any simulated impact condition was predicted
to be higher than its failure limit ( 1.16 ± 0.20 ) reported by Yoganandan et al. [23]. In
addition, the strain magnitude of ISL was also above its failure limit ( 0.68 ± 0.14 ) under
front impact. The ligament strain data obtained from other levels showed similar results.
When further investigate the effect of impact direction on the peak strain values of
capsular ligament, it was found that the side and oblique impacts may cause higher
capsular tension than direct impacts (Figure 5R).
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DISCUSSION
A detailed 3-D C0-T1 FE model was developed and used to characterize the
biomechanical response of the cervical spine in various simulated impact vectors.
Under the low-speed rear impact condition, the predicted rotations of each motion
segment during the first 150ms after impact were compared with the experimental
corridors obtained by Stemper et al. [14], the basic variations of intervertebral rotational
angle and head motions were in similar trends and consistent with experimental
observations. Further validations were conducted by comparing the predicted peak
segmental rotational angles against the mean value from experimental studies under
both rear-end and side impacts [27,28].
To simulate rear impact condition, some assumptions in current study may make the
results different from those obtained under actual impact conditions. Firstly, only the
horizontal acceleration acting on T1 vertebra bottom was considered. In real car impact
condition, interaction of the occupant with the seatback may result in secondary thoracic
motions include superiorly directed acceleration and extension rotation of the upper

thoracic spine. Stemper et al. [29] compared the segmental kinematics of a C0-T1 FE
model with and without this secondary motion under low speed impact. The result
showed that the vertical motion of T1 just had a minimal effect on cervical segmental
kinematics during the retraction phase and therefore should play a minimal role in the
whiplash injury mechanism since segmental kinematics could describe level-by-level
soft tissue distortion. The predicted ligament injuries under the simulated rear impact
condition at low speed could accordingly be properly applied to actual whiplash injury
study. However, the vertical motion under other impact directions need to be further
examined. Secondly, the effects of the safety accessories such as seat back, headrest,
seat belt and airbag, were neglected in current study. These either effects might cause
difference of predicted head-neck kinematics from those under real impact conditions.
For example, Garcia and Ravani [30] investigated the effect of distance between the
head and headrest on the S-shaped kinematics during whiplash. They found that if the
distance were less than 50mm, the cervical spine even would not form an S-shape. The
effects of the various equipments on the head-neck response will be discussed in future
studies.
In summary, the model behavior at simulated acceleration history compared favorably
to data observed during whiplash simulation under rear and side impacts, and the
extrapolation of the kinematics analysis of head and neck biomechanical response under
other impact shows that S- and C-shaped curvatures, and relative smaller magnitudes of
intervertebral rotation in frontal plane compare to those in the sagittal plane. Based on
the simulated results the capsular ligaments seem to be at greater risk for injury,
especially under direct side and oblique impacts.
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PATIENT-SPECIFIC EVALUATION OF PULMONARY VASCULAR
RESISTANCES AFTER CORRECTED TRANSPOSITION OF THE
GREAT ARTERIES

D. Cosentino1, G. Tanda2, A. Bavo3, M. Quail4, H. Ntsinjana5, V. Diaz-Zuccarini6,
F. Migliavacca7, G. Pennati8, A.M. Taylor9 and S. Schievano10

1. ABSTRACT
Patients with corrected transposition of the great arteries (TGA) can develop unilateral
pulmonary stenosis as a long-term complication of the surgical correction. It is assumed
that pulmonary vascular resistances (PVR) in these patients remodel to allow the lung in
the stenotic side to be correctly perfused. A patient-specific computational model was
developed using MR and flow patients’ data to better understand this phenomenon and
to evaluate the fluid dynamics in this class of patients.

2. INTRODUCTION
Transposition of the great arteries is a congenital heart defect with the aorta arising from
the right ventricle, and the main pulmonary artery (MPA) arising from the left ventricle
[Cohen et al., 2010]. Such defect has to be corrected within the first 2 weeks of life, and
the method currently used for the correction is the arterial switch operation (ASO). One
of the major long-term complications of ASO is branch pulmonary artery (PA) stenosis
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[Ntsinjana et al., 2011], commonly treated with balloon angioplasty or stenting. Our
clinical experience showed a few cases with the flow-split between right and left
pulmonary arteries (RPA and LPA) in favour of the stenotic side, contrary to fluid
dynamics expectations. This may be explained by a mismatch in the distal pulmonary
vascular resistances (PVR) between the two lungs [Cohn et al., 1976]. Patient-specific
computational modelling could help finding an answer to clinical questions about the
fluid dynamics developed in the PAs after the surgical correction, the remodeling of the
PVR, and eventually to investigate the need for stenting the stenotic branch.

3. MATERIAL AND METHODS
3.1 Patients’ selection
Fifteen patients who had undergone ASO for the correction of TGA in their first week
of life had been retrospectively selected from our Centre database according to the
following inclusion criteria: (i) at least one cardiac MRI performed in their second
decade of life, (ii) continuity in the inflow-outflow PA balance from MR flow data, (iii)
absence of artifacts or blurring in the MR images. On the basis of clinical data, patients
were divided in 2 groups, according to the absence or the presence of pulmonary
stenosis. The former group included 5 patients, and was used as a Control group; the
latter included 10 patients (Stenotic group). No pulmonary hypertension was reported in
the selected patients. Average age at the scan was 15 years (9-18), while the average
body surface area index (BSA) was 1.64 (1.1-2). Informed consent for research use was
given by the patients or by their parents in case of minor age.
3.2 Geometry reconstructions
The reconstruction of the 3D pulmonary tree was performed post-processing MR
patients’ data with the commercial software Mimics (Materialise, Leuven, Belgium).
The models included the proximal RPA and LPA (outlets) cut before further branching
and the portion of MPA (inlet) distal to the pulmonary valve. Following a mesh
sensitivity analysis, a tetrahedral grid with 0.5 mm element size was chosen.

Fig. 1 – Reconstruction of one patient’s pulmonary tree (left), and model prepared for the CFD analysis
with the tetrahedral mesh.

3.3 Working hypothesis
The blood was considered as a Newtonian incompressible fluid, with a viscosity of 3 cP
and a density of 1060 Kg/m3. The computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations
were run with the software Fluent (Ansys Fluent, Fluent Inc, Lebanon, NH) using
rigid wall models, while lumped parameter network (LPN) equations were written and
solved with a C compiler.
3.4 CFD stand alone simulations
With the solely knowledge of the 3D geometry and the flow curves of the patient, CFD
simulations were performed in order to characterize the resistances offered by the local
anatomy of the pulmonary branches. The time-varying patient’s MPA flow, as
measured from MR data, was imposed at the inlet, while the measured RPA flow was
imposed at the right outlet. A constant atrial pressure of 1067 Pa was set at the left
outlet. Three cardiac cycles were simulated and results from the last cycle were used for
post-processing. Pressure drops (ΔP) measured on each branch were plotted against the
flow (Q) streaming in the branch, and a second degree polynomial relationship was
obtained for each side.
3.5 LPN simulations
A LPN was developed as in figure 2 to model the pulmonary circulation of each patient.
Patient’s time-varying MPA flow (QMPA) was imposed as inlet of the network, and the
values of the resistances in the network were tuned in order to obtain the same flow split
and flow curves of the patient [Spilker et al, 2010] at the outlets (QRPA and QLPA).
The ΔP/Q equations derived from the patient-specific CFD stand alone simulations
were used to represent the RPA and LPA non-linear resistances (RRPA and RLPA), while
the downstream resistances of the pulmonary tree were modelled with the linear
resistances RR1, RR2, RL1 and RL2. The capacities CR1 and CL1 represent the compliance
of the patient-specific geometries, whereas CR2 and CL2 simulate the distensibility of the
pulmonary vascular tree. The ratio between the inner and the outer resistances (RR1, RL1
and RR2, RL2 respectively) was set to 0.3, and the total PVR were assumed to range from
1 WU (mmHg/l/min) up to 10 WU because no pressure data were available from the
patients’ reports.

Fig. 2 – Lumped parameter network of the pulmonary circulation.

The relation between the total resistance and the total compliance on each branch was
defined according to allometric equations as in Pennati et al, 2011. Values of the

impedances were maintained within physiological ranges [Muthurangu et al, 2004;
Pennati et al, 2001] in all the simulations. For every patient different simulations were
run changing the value of total PVRs, in order to get a complete scenario of
possibilities. Finally, one value of PVR was chosen for each patient according to the
following decisions: (i) pressures obtained from the simulations had to be within a
physiological range; (ii) in case reasonable pressures were obtained with more than one
PVR value, the simulation with the lowest PVR was considered, taking into account that
no patient was pulmonary hypertensive. In this way the mismatch of the PVR between
the two branches was identified for each patient.
3.6 Multi-domain simulations
The chosen impedances were later used as boundary conditions to run a multi-domain
simulation [Migliavacca et al, 2006; Pennati et al, 2011] replacing the non-linear
resistances RR1 and RR2 with the reconstructed 3D model of the pulmonary branches.
Patient’s MPA flow was imposed as input in the 3D model, and RPA and LPA flows
were used for validation.

Fig. 3 Scheme of the multi-domain simulation.

4. RESULTS
The LPN accurately reproduced the fluid dynamics behavior of the 3D models, thus
helping in the tuning of the boundary conditions for the multi-domain simulation saving
computational time. As expected, with the increase of the total PVR, the contribution of
the asymmetric geometry for an asymmetric flow-split between RPA and LPA become
smaller since the distal resistances overcome the local resistances. The multi-domain
simulation flow outcomes matched the patients’ data, showing an asymmetrical PVR
distribution only in the Stenotic group. Figure 4 and table 1 report the example of one
patient (Stenotic group) whose right impedance (Zr) had to be set double the left
impedance (Zl) to obtain the patient’s flow split. Peak velocities were measured at
systole in the pulmonary stenosis where present (fig. 4 right).
Tab. 1 – Flow-split between LPA and RPA as percentage of MPA from MR, in the case of equal Zr and Zl
and in case of Zr being twice Zl
% of QMPA
QLPA
QRPA

MR
55.5
44.5

Zr:Zl = 1:1
16.7
83.3

Zr:Zl = 2:1
54.4
45.6

v
QLPA

[m/s]

2.1

[cc/s]

time [s]

0.0

Fig. 4 – Left: Flow curves at the LPA from MR (black), in case of equal Zr and Zl (blue) and in case of Zr
being twice Zl (red); right: flow velocity pathlines in a stenotic patient at peak systole.

5. DISCUSSION
Combining MR image data with patient-specific computational modelling helped to
better understand the fluid dynamics conditions in patients affected by stenosis of the
pulmonary artery branches. Particularly, from the comparison between the Control
group and the Stenotic group it emerged that the presence of a stenotic branch causes a
vascular remodelling, thus a mismatch in the right and left PVRs. The developed
methodology applied to patients with known flow data and pressures will allow
understanding whether it is the lung belonging to the stenotic side to decrease the
vascular resistances, or the contralateral lung to increase them. Furthermore, it will help
clinicians in deciding whether a stent implantation in the stenosis is preferable.
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Abstract
In the present work, a parametric study has been performed on a finite element model
of an intact knee, to compare the influence of different meniscal attachment on the
stresses and displacements of the different components of the knee. The bone models
were developed from MRI scans of a healthy volunteer, and the soft tissues (femoral
cartilage, ligaments and menisci) were idealised to approximate shapes and
attachments. The bones were modelled as rigid bodies, and the soft tissues were
modelled as linear isotropic materials, with parameters obtained from previous
studies. The menisco-tibial attachments were modelled in three different scenarios:
fully attached, partially attached under the horns and just attached at the tips of the
horns. The results showed that the increase of the sliding contact of the menisci with
the tibia produced a significant increase of stress and displacement of the menisci, a
significant increase of the femoral range of motion, and a significant decrease of the
ACL first principal stress.
1. Introduction
The knee joint is a very complex system composed of bones and many load bearing,
absorbing, and stabilising structures, such as ligaments, bone cartilage, menisci,
synovial fluid, joint capsule, etc [1]. In the knee joint, all the different structures
interact and influence each other, i.e., those which are in contact, such as femoral
cartilage with patellar cartilage, or femoral cartilage with menisci, and those which
are attached to each other, such as ligaments and bones, or menisci and tibial
cartilage. The menisci are crescent shaped fibrocartilagenous components that protect
the articular cartilage of the femoral condyles and tibial plateau during load
transmission through a number of roles. For years they were considered functionless
remains of leg muscles that, through evolution, had become intra-articular [2]. Later,
in 1932 [3], it was found that menisci have a crucial role in the formation of wedgeshaped films of synovia, necessary for load transmission in the knee. In 1936 [4], a
study also suggested that the menisci act as shock absorbers to protect the femoral and
tibial articular cartilages. More recently, in 2006 [5], it has been suggested that the
menisci have a proprioceptive role and aid in the nutrition of the articular cartilage.
Other evidences of the weight-bearing function of the menisci are found on studies on
menisectomies [6-9]. Some studies have suggested a relation between menisectomy
and the development of osteoarthritis [10,11]. In the present study, the aim was to
investigate the effects of the variation on the menisco-tibial attachments. The
menisco-tibial contact is particularly complex, there are several ligaments that link the
menisci between them and with the tibia, and there are studies that have shown some
degree of motion of the menisci [12-14]. These studies show evidence of the influence
that meniscal mobility has on stabilising the knee.
The most recent FE models of the intact knee have considered the horn attachments of
the menisci through a few ligaments to the tibia [16-18]. The object of this study is to

analyse the effect that different attachments of the menisci have on the behaviour of
the knee using a FE model.
2. Materials and Methods
The knee model was built using bone models (femur, tibia, fibula and patella) from
MRI scans from a healthy volunteer using Simpleware© software. Using
Rhinoceros© software, the soft tissues were made up and added to the bone models.
The main ligaments of the knee [17] were included in the model: the anterior and
posterior cruciate ligaments (ACL, PCL), the medio and lateral collateral ligaments
(MCL, LCL), the patellar tendon and the quadriceps ligament (PT, QL). The MCL
was composed of two parts, a large one that was attached at the farthest regions on
both the tibia and the femur, and a short one that was attached very close to the edges
of both the femur and the tibia, to simulate the wrapping effect that the real MCL has
on the medial side, also limiting the motion on the medial meniscus. The femoral
cartilage and the menisci were also included. The ligaments were modelled as three
dimensional surfaces, the femoral cartilage was built with an approximate thickness of
2mm [20], and the menisci were made up with approximate contour curves and
thicknesses to make them fit in the tibio-femoral gap. The meshing was performed
using ANSYS ICEM CFD©. The approximate maximum element size for the bones
was 2 mm and for the soft tissues was 0.7 mm, giving a total of 88,594 elements.
The FE model of the knee was developed using FEBio software (Freeware, University
of Utah). Rigid bodies were used to simulate the femur, tibia, fibula and patella [16].
All the soft tissues were assigned isotropic elastic material properties, with material
parameters selected from analogous studies (Table 1). The long MCL had the same
material properties as the other ligaments, whereas the short MCL was assigned a
much lower Young’s modulus of 50MPa, since its objective is to constrain the
meniscal motion and to lightly stabilise the medial side of the knee making it more
robust without adding much more resistance to tensile stress compared with the long
MCL. Sliding contact interfaces were assigned between patella-femoral cartilage,
femoral cartilage-menisci and femoral cartilage-tibial plateau. The interaction
between the menisci-tibia surface was the subject of the parametric study, and three
cases were considered: a) menisci fully attached to the tibia, b) menisci partially
attached to the tibia in a section of their horns (Figure 2, left), and c) menisci attached
at a few nodes at the tips of the horns (Figure 2, right). All the sliding contacts had a
friction coefficient of zero.

Ligaments [19]
Femoral cartilage [20]
Menisci [16]

Young’s
Modulus (MPa)
300
12
80

Poisson’s ratio
0.8
0.45
0.3

Density
(Kg/mm3)
1.2
1
1

Table 1: Material parameters of the soft tissues

A compressive load of 1,000 N in the Z direction, and a posterior load of 1,000 N in
the X direction were applied at a node at the approximate centre of the top surface of
the femur. The tibia was fully constrained, whereas the femur was completely
unconstrained. The models were run and the simulations finished when the constraints
were not sufficient to balance the loads.

Figure 1: Views of the Knee model
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Figure 2: Representation of the attachments for menisci partially attached (left) and menisci tips
attached (right).

3. Results
Figure 3 shows colour maps of the following outputs: ACL first principal stress,
femoral cartilage shear stress in the patello-femoral contact, menisci total
displacement measured as the sum of the x-y-z nodal displacements, and femoral total
displacement. The maximum of these values and of the menisci maximum shear strain
are represented in Table 2. From this table, it can be seen that for menisci horns and
tips attachments, there was an increase on the total displacement of the menisci. The
maximum value of 2.21 mm was reached for the case in which only the tips were
attached. A similar effect happened on the average effective stress of the menisci.
This value significantly increased on the regions were there is a change from sliding
to attached interface. Another important effect with the same characteristic happened
for the maximum shear strain, and in this case there is no relation between the sliding
to attachment interfaces sites. The last parameter that suffered a similar effect was the
maximum femoral displacement, reaching their maximum values in the last time step.
This value significantly increased with the degree of meniscal displacement.
However, values of the first principal stress suffered by the ACL decreased when the
meniscal motion was included, not being very different for either case. The only
parameter that did not seem to suffer a clear change on its values related to the
meniscal attachment was the femoral cartilage maximum shear stress. In both partially

attached cases this value was higher than for the fully attached case, but the
magnitude was much higher for the horns section attachment (2.79 MPa) case than for
the tips attachment case.

Meniscal
displacement
(mm)

Meniscal
Effective
Stress
(Mpa)

Meniscal
Max Shear
Strain

Max Femoral
displacement
(mm)

ACL 1
Principal
Stress
(Mpa)

Femoral
cartilage
Max Shear
Stress (Mpa)

0.04

0.0594

5.81

0.0135

14.5

28.2

0.22

0.07

0.46

22.81

0.0512

19.8

16.9

2.79

0.05

2.21

38.8

0.0754

25.8

15.9

0.786

Max
simulation
time (sec)
Fully
attached
Horn
section
attached
Tips
attached

Table 2: Maximum values for the outputs for each case scenario.

Figure 3: ACL 1 Principal Stress (first left), femoral cartilage Shear Stress in patellar contact (second
left), meniscal total displacement (centre right), and femoral total displacement (last right) at the end of
the simulations, for menisci fully attached (top row), menisci partially attached at a section under the
horns (centre row), and menisci attached at nodes of the tips (bottom row).

A similar result was obtained for the maximum simulation time, which increased in
both partially attached cases but was higher for the horns attachment case (0.07 sec)
than for the tips attached case (0.05 sec). From the color maps on Figure 3, each of
which correspond to the last time step, different changes can be observed. The ACL
first principal stress is more distributed across the whole section in both sliding
contact cases, compared to the menisci fully attached case, where the stress was much
higher and concentrated on one corner of the tibial attachment. The patello-femoral

contact area is very different for the three cases, which seems to be more concentrated
on the lower anterior site for the sliding contact cases, whereas it is more spread on
the whole anterior surface for the fully attached case. The meniscal total
displacements differ significantly for each case, being reduced to those elements in
the femoro-meniscal contact for the fully attached case, a slight increase on the
number of elements that present displacement for the horns section attachment case,
and a displacement of almost the entire menisci for the tips attachment case, being the
lateral meniscus the one that experiences the largest displacement, especially in its
anterior site. The femoral total displacement also significantly differs for each case
scenario, gradually increasing with the degree of menico-tibial sliding contact, and a
much larger knee flexion can be observed for the tips attachment case.
4. Discussion and Conclusion
The three case scenarios represented show the high influence that meniscal
attachment had on the performance of the knee. The case in which just a few nodes at
the tips were attached, presented meniscal displacement similar to those from
cadaveric and in vivo studies [12-14]. The increase of effective stress on the areas
around the attachments in the FE model would not occur in reality as they seem to be
attached to the tibia through several ligaments [16-18]. The same may be applied to
the shear strain. Therefore, a model with the menisci attached through ligaments
should be tested to check on the same effects and see the degree of error obtained.
Another important result was the effect on femoral displacement and rotations, since
menisco-tibial displacement allowed for a higher degree of motion of the femur in a
controlled manner, i.e., before the collapse of the model. This provides evidence on
the role of menisci as stabilisers. The horns sections attachment case allowed for both
larger femoral motion and much longer simulation time compared to the fully
attached case. This case demonstrates increased stability and motion. In the nodal tips
attachment case the length of simulation time was lower than for the horns sections
case, since it allowed for a much longer femoral rotation, leading to a much faster
collapse of the model. Perhaps the most interesting finding was the effect on the
maximum value of the ACL first principal stress and its distribution. With the
increase of the menisco-tibial sliding motion, this maximum value significantly
decreased, and the stress was more uniformly distributed through the length and width
of the ACL. This is evidence of how the increase of freedom of motion of the menisci
helps to accommodate the knee in a position that minimises the stress suffered by the
ACL and avoids its concentration in a reduced area, what could lead to ligament
damage. The femoral cartilage shear stress on the patello-femoral contact did not
show a correlation with the degree of menisco-tibial sliding contact, only that it was
higher than for the fully attached case. This is explained since the increase of motion
of the femur would equally create an increase of the patello-femoral motion and
interaction, which is less controlled than for the fully attached case. This could be
compensated with the addition of the patellar cartilage, which would absorb part of
the stress suffered by the femoral cartilage in this model.
In conclusion, the increase in the menisco-tibial sliding contact allowed for a higher
degree of motion of the femur, a lower and more uniform stress distribution on the
ACL, and a larger motion of the menisci.
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PATIENT-SPECIFIC FE MODEL OF THE
LEG UNDER ELASTIC COMPRESSION
L. Dubuis1, P.-Y. Rohan2, S. Avril3, P. Badel4, J. Debayle5

1. ABSTRACT
Elastic compression (EC) is a medical treatment which relies on the use of socks to
improve the venous return and, thereby, control or treat various vein-related diseases
such as ulcers. The beneficial effects of EC have been known for centuries, but their
mechanism of action is not totally understood. In order to validate and improve current
treatments, it is necessary to determine how the pressure is transmitted from the sock to
the vein walls.
To address this issue, a patient-specific 3D FE model of the leg under EC was created
for a group of six subjects. CT-scans of each patient were segmented into three regions,
namely the superficial soft tissues (mostly adipose and skin), the deep soft tissues
(mostly muscles) and the bones, to create the geometry of each model. The local
pressure applied by the sock on the skin was estimated using Laplace's law. The hard
tissues, considered here as not deformable, were fixed in the model. Soft tissues, namely
the adipose tissue and muscle, were defined as isotropic and hyper-elastic (NeoHookean strain energy function). The mechanical properties were identified in 3D by an
inverse method to fit the FE models on the CT-scans of the legs under EC.
The main result is that the mean pressure applied by the EC onto the skin is similar to
the pressure applied by the compressed tissues onto the wall of the three main deep
veins. This suggests that the mean pressure applied can be used as an indicator of the
efficiency of the EC. In a similar way, the maximal hydrostatic pressure can be used to
estimate the comfort. Indeed, the results showed that this pressure is inversely
proportional to the adipose tissues thickness.

2. INTRODUCTION
Compression therapy is a very effective modality for controlling and treating venous
disorders of the lower leg such as varicose veins and ulcers. It has been correlated with
both physiological effects on venous blood flow and clinical benefits. In practical
applications however, it has been observed that the response of the internal tissues of the
calf to external compression is highly variable, thereby impacting on the effectiveness
of the treatment. Conflicting results have been reported for example regarding the
beneficial effect of EC on venous hemodynamics and on the resulting efficacy of EC
1
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therapy to achieve the desired medical goals. This highlights the strong need to improve
the current understanding of the mechanisms by which elastic compression (EC)
stockings participate in the management of venous insufficiency.
Developments in that respect have focused on two main approaches, namely the
evaluation of the hemodynamic response of the leg to EC [1, 2] and the assessment of
the contact pressure performance of elastic stockings [3, 4] both experimentally and
numerically. However, very few studies have addressed the essential question of the
transmission of pressure through the soft tissues of the leg and the resulting stress
distribution which is very likely to condition the performance of EC in achieving the
medical goals [7, 7]. The aim of the present study is to model the pressure distribution
in the calf resulting from external compression on a significant number of patients.

3. METHOD
3.1

Protocol

In this study, the medical images of the leg of six voluntaries were acquired. The
protocol followed consisted of the following three steps. First, the volunteers signed an
informed consent form, according to a protocol approved by the local institutional ethics
committee. A medical examination was then carried out on all the volunteers to make
sure that neither of them had venous return diseases. Their leg perimeters were
measured to prescribe the right EC socks according to the manufacturer’s
recommendation. Pro Recup EC socks from the BVSport® society were used. Finally,
the subjects did a CT-scan imaging of one of their leg with and without EC.
3.2

Image processing
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Segmentation
The 3D CT-scan images were segmented into three regions (Fig. 1):
1. the superficial soft tissues, composed principally of adipose tissues, skin and
some veins,
2. the deep soft tissues, composed principally of muscles, tendons and blood
vessels,
3. the hard tissues, consisting of the two bones (the tibia and the fibula).
The segmentation was performed using the ImageJ software. A 3D visualisation of the
segmentation for each subject is shown in Figure 1.

Fig. 1: Segmentation
Image warping
The images of the legs with and without EC needed to be in the same reference mark so

that an inverse method could be used in the later steps. In order to identify the rigid
transformation of the leg between the two images, a least-squares method was used to
superimpose the hard tissues of both legs according to the formula:
𝑁

[𝑅̂ , 𝑇̂] = 𝑎𝑟𝑔(𝑅,𝑇) 𝑚𝑖𝑛 ∑‖𝑄𝑖 − 𝑅𝑃𝑖 − 𝑇‖
𝑖

where R and T are the optimal rotation and translation respectively to superimpose the
two images, N is the pixel number in the images, 𝑄𝑖 and 𝑃𝑖 are the coordinate of the leg
without and with EC, respectively. Only the two bones were used to perform image
warping because it is assumed that only the bones are not deformed under EC.
3.3

Finite element model

Meshing
The segmented images were meshed with linear tetrahedral elements (approximately
500,000 elements and 60,000 nodes for each model).
Boundary conditions
The bones were supposed not deformable compared to the soft tissues, thus the hard
tissues were fixed.
A pressure modelling the action of the EC sock was applied on the leg. This pressure, P,
was computed with the Laplace’s law:
𝜀
1
𝑃 = 𝑆𝑡𝑖𝑓𝑓
𝑅𝑐
where Stiff is the stiffness of the sock textile (estimated from a previous study [7]), Rc
the curvature radius of the leg with EC (to have the pressure in the final state) in the
horizontal plane and ε is the strain of the sock in the horizontal plane. The latter was
derived knowing leg and sock perimeters from the CT-scans.
Constitutive equation
Both soft tissues were assumed homogeneous, isotropic, quasi-incompressible and
governed by a neo-hookean strain energy function, φ:
𝜅
2
𝜑 = 𝑐10 (𝐼̅1 − 3) + (𝐽 − 1)2
2
where c10 and κ are the neo-hookean parameters driving the constitutive equation,
̅. 𝑭
̅ 𝑡 ) is the first deviatoric strain invariant and 𝐽 = det(𝑭) is the volume ratio.
𝐼̅1 = 𝑇𝑟(𝑭
The κ parameter was fixed at 1 kPa for both soft tissues and the parameter c10 was
identified by an inverse method.
3.4

Identification

Inverse method
The inverse method is schematized in Fig. 2. First, a FE model is created from the initial
experimental data (CT-scans of legs without EC). The result of the simulation is
compared with the final experimental data (CT-scans of legs with EC) by a cost
function. This cost function, detailed bellow, estimates the difference between the target
and the simulated leg. Then, an optimisation algorithm computes the new constitutive
parameters and the loop starts again. When the cost function’s minimum is found, the
constitutive parameters are considered to be identified.
The used optimisation algorithm is the Nelder Mead algorithm (implemented in
Matlab® in the fminsearch function).
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EF Model
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Fig. 2: Inverse Method
Cost function
The cost function used depends on the shape of the leg contours:
ℎ2

2

𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑙 (𝑧, 𝜃) − 𝑟𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 (𝑧, 𝜃)
𝐶 = ∑ ∑ ([
]
𝑟𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 (𝑧, 𝜃)
𝑧=ℎ1 𝜃

𝑒𝑥𝑡.

2

𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑙 (𝑧, 𝜃) − 𝑟𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 (𝑧, 𝜃)
−[
]
𝑟𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 (𝑧, 𝜃)

)

3

𝑖𝑛𝑡.

where rsimul(z,θ) and rtarget(z,θ) are, respectively, the simulation and the target radius at
the θ angle of the contours (Fig. 3b), for the outer (exterior) and inner (interior) contours
of the superficial soft tissues (Fig. 3c) at the height z of the leg; h1 and h2 are the
boundary heights for the identification (Fig. 3a).
This cost function was chosen following a precedent study. It allows having a unique
solution of this problem.

Fig. 3: Cost function. Minimisation of the difference of the target and simulation radius
for all the contour of the leg (b) (minimisation of the red area on the scheme), for five
slices between the heights h1 ‒ h2 (a), and for the interior and exterior contours (c).
4. RESULTS
4.1

Identification

The c10 value identified for the deep soft tissue was 3.25±0.93 kPa. This result is in the
same order of magnitude than the value obtained by [1] for an in vivo indentation of a
pig muscle (4.25 kPa). The value for the superficial soft tissue was 8.17±7.22 kPa,

which is closed to the value used by [2] for the buttock fat (11.7 kPa).
4.2

Pressure

The aim of this study is to characterize the pressure transferred from the compression
garment to the soft tissues. Thus, the hydrostatic pressure was analysed. This quantity
was chosen for the analysis because it does not depend on the coordinate system and it
could be used to predict local fluid flows. It is assumed to equal the pressure applied by
the tissue onto the wall of a vein at the same location. Results are displayed in Figure 4
for two subjects. Whereas the sock size is adapted for each subject, the models show
large inter-individual variability of the pressure field.

Figure 4: Pressure field for two subjects in the leg cross section and the deep vein
locations.
The pressure at the deep vein locations (Figure 4) is similar to the applied pressure
(averaging in the circumference) for almost all the subjects (Figure 5). This result
indicates that the deep veins are subject to the same pressure as the one applied
externally on the skin. Thereby, the mean applied pressure could be an indicator of the
EC efficiency. Indeed, the leg venous return depends on the flux in the deep veins
because the later are the bigger veins of the leg. Furthermore, the mean applied pressure
could be estimated by the leg perimeter with the Laplace law (using the mean radius of
the leg).

Figure 5: Mean (in the circumference) applied pressure and mean hydrostatic pressure
in the main deep veins locations
Also, the models show that there are significant local variations of the maximal
hydrostatic pressure in the soft tissue between the subjects, and this seems to depend
linearly on the adipose tissue thickness. Considering that the maximal hydrostatic
pressure could be related to comfort [9], this result suggests a simple way to estimate
the EC comfort of patients by measuring the adipose tissue thickness.

3 CONCLUSIONS
In the present work, a 3D FE model of the leg was developed to analyse the

biomechanical response of the leg to external compression in a group of six subjects.
The non-linear properties of the soft tissues were identified using an inverse method.
Using the model, it has been shown that the spatial variations in pressure are significant
across the leg. It has also been shown that the mean pressure applied by the EC onto the
skin is similar to the pressure applied by the compressed tissues onto the wall of the
three main deep veins. Nevertheless, it has been observed that the maximal hydrostatic
pressure is directly proportional to the adipose tissue thickness. This indicates that
adipose tissue thickness is an indicator of comfort.
Yet, the relationship between the hydrostatic pressures measured in the vicinity of the
veins using the developed model and the impact on vein-related diseases needs to be
further investigated to improve our current understanding of the mechanisms of action
of EC. To address the latter point, a more realistic model will be implemented in 2D to
analyse the local response of the vein wall. Refinement of the muscle models are also
under progress
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A FULLY NONLINEAR FINITE ELEMENT MODEL FOR ORTHODONTIC
TOOTH MOVEMENT PREDICTION.
M. Mengoni1, V. d’Otreppe2 and J.P. Ponthot3

1. ABSTRACT
This work presents a finite element model of a tooth and its surrounding tissues in
orthodontic tooth movements. It includes the following features: the periodontal
ligament mechanical behaviour is modelled as nonlinear bilateral contact conditions
between the bone and the tooth; the alveolar bone is considered as an anisotropic
organisation of elastoplastic trabeculae; a remodelling algorithm accounting for the
pressure dependency due to the periodontal ligament cellular activity is used. We test
this model for two types of loading. The first, applying a pressure to the crown, leads to
a remodelling along the whole height of the tooth, leading to a tipping movement. The
displacement of the tooth for a constant force increases in time due to remodelling. The
second, applying a constant rotation of the tooth, shows a decrease of the force needed
to keep the rotation angle as well as a latency period before a decrease of the force.
Using a pressure dependency of the remodelling rate therefore allows representing most
features of orthodontic tooth movement in both the loading cases presented.

2. INTRODUCTION
Orthodontic tooth movement (OTM) is the result of bone remodelling at the interface
with the periodontal ligament (PDL) around a mechanically loaded tooth in response to
a biomechanical stimulus. A simulation-based treatment using computer models could
allow accounting for some patient-specific features in the treatment planning, and
therefore OTM software would be a valuable tool for the orthodontist. Such a
simulation tool needs to address several issues such as acquiring the geometry of both
the anatomical features and the appliances but also the (bio-)mechanical behaviour of all
involved tissues and materials. We will address in this work two issues: first, the
periodontal ligament representation in patient-specific models; then we will present a
fully integrated remodelling and constitutive non linear model for the alveolar bone.
For the past few years, 3D finite element (FE) models based on computer tomography
(CT) are increasingly used in the field of OTM [1,2 among many others]. However,
clinical CT resolution allows only for differentiation of bone and teeth. Specially, the
surface geometry of the PDL cannot be directly derived from CT images. In most recent
studies, the PDL is generated using scaling and/or Boolean operations on the teeth and
bone interface in order to obtain a thin enclosure [1,2]. This approximation is performed
despite the fact that most authors agree on the importance of geometrical and material
properties of the PDL in the achievement of OTM. We here present a novel approach
for the representation of the PDL mechanical behaviour.
In order to model long term OTM and not only initial tooth mobility, a remodelling
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algorithm has to be integrated into the mechanical behaviour of the bone, using here a
biomechanical approach, focusing on the mechanics and considering remodelling on its
phenomenological aspects. For the past decade, there has been a profusion of models,
either constitutive laws or remodelling algorithms, for trabecular bone at a macroscopic
level. On the one hand, the constitutive laws for trabecular bone account for
morphological effects, including anisotropy through the use of fabric tensors, as well as
non-linear materials effects, such as (anisotropic) plasticity or damage. However, these
complex models usually assume a constant morphology, such as in [3]. On the other
hand, remodelling algorithms usually assume small strain linear elasticity for the bone
tissue, such as in [4]. We propose here to reconcile both these approaches with a
constitutive model for trabecular bone at macroscopic level, built on morphological
parameters such as the fabric tensor, accounting for effects such as plasticity of the
trabeculae, that can be used in finite strains, and for which the continuum parameters
such as stiffness can evolve with morphology as remodelling occurs in the tissue.

3. MODEL
3.1 Geometry and periodontal ligament representation.
A geometry was obtained from the INRIA/GAMMA repository4, consisting of a surface
reconstruction of the mandible (no differentiation between cortical and trabecular bone
available) and its teeth (crown and root). The 2D outline in the mesiodistal plane of the
left central incisor was extracted and meshed (so that it is composed of a finite number
of nodes). However, the PDL is not present in the geometry. Indeed, it cannot be
extracted from CT data. We therefore need first to find a way to represent this
periodontal ligament. For this, three FE models were created: one for an actual PDL
creation (referred to as the reference model), one for a spring representation of the PDL,
and one for a contact representation. We then first tested the initial mechanical response
of these three models to show we can use contact conditions for the periodontal
ligament. For this, material behaviours are first assumed to be linear isotropic (see Table
1). For the spring model, the spring stiffness takes into account the PDL Young’s
modulus and the distance between consecutive springs. Some non linearity is accounted
for as the springs initial length is zero while the PDL thickness is 0.2 mm. For the
contact model, bilateral sticking contact conditions allows for an inter-penetration of
half the thickness of the PDL and a penalty factor accounting for the PDL Young’s
modulus is used. We also compare nonlinear material models between the spring
representation and the contact representation of the PDL, accounting for its stiffness
dependence on the strain as in [5]. A pressure representative of a 1N force was applied
on the labial side of the tooth crown and the basal line of the bone was considered fixed.
Table 1: Material parameters for the comparative study.
Young’s modulus Poisson’s ratio
[MPa]
[-]
0.3
Bone 1770.
0.3
Tooth 20230.
0.45
PDL 0.6
An FE analyses was then performed on each model using Metafor5. No remodelling is
4
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present at this stage as we only want to compare the PDL mechanical representation.
3.2 Alveolar bone material model, including remodelling
As stated in the introduction, the alveolar bone remodelling is the key factor of OTM.
Therefore, its modelling is also of major importance. Alveolar bone is composed of an
anisotropic arrangement of trabeculae, here considered as an elastoplastic material (vonMises plasticity). The remodelling phenomenon mainly leads to a change both in the
density of the trabecular network and its orientation. A remodelling model integrated in
the constitutive law is here presented. We use as constitutive law a validated model at
the tissue level representing the anisotropic arrangement of the trabeculae through the
use of a fabric tensor [6]. The fabric tensor is translated into an anisotropic damage-like
tensor; the damage is therefore representative of the morphology, not the actual damage
of the trabeculae. The remodelling is considered as having an effect on the fabric tensor,
therefore modelled with an evolution law. Following other models [7,8], the fabric
tensor variation is assumed to be proportional to the difference between a measure of
the strain energy density at trabecular level (referred to as the remodelling stimulus) and
a homeostatic value of the same measure. In OTM, it is assumed that the pressure level
in the PDL (through the activity of fibroblasts) is the key stimulus to differentiate
between formation and resorption [9]. As we represent the PDL as non linear contact
conditions at the bone/tooth interface, we do not have access to the pressure level in the
PDL. However, we here translate the hydrostatic pressure level in the bone into a
pressure value in the PDL, using as a scaling factor the bulk modulus ratio of the two
tissues. This pressure dependency appears in the remodelling algorithm through a
remodelling rate directly function of the hydrostatic pressure (and not only through the
strain energy density). We therefore have a remodelling law which can be fully
integrated into the constitutive model as it does not depend on any field values of other
tissues. In particular, it satisfies the local action principle for a constitutive law in finite
strains.
3.3 Two cases of orthodontic tooth movement.
We present here two different cases representative of OTM. The first one is a force
driven problem (FDP), similar to the one presented in the comparative study for the
PDL model. The tooth is considered as linear elastic; the alveolar bone has an initial
apparent density of 50% and is initially considered as isotropic (see Table 2).
Table 2: Material parameters for the remodelling study.
Young’s modulus Poisson’s ratio
[MPa]
[-]
Bone (Initial value) 1770. 0.3
0.3
Tooth (FDP) 20230
(DDP) rigid
The second case is a displacement driven problem (DDP): the tooth is rigidly translated
(1 mm, i.e. five times the PDL width) in a labio-lingual direction. The displacement
prescriptions of the bone are the same as the previous problem.
For both simulations, the maximal force or displacement is applied almost
instantaneously (application of the force/displacement in one physical minute) and kept
constant over several physical weeks. Remodelling is observed, and leads for the FDP

to a modification in the tooth displacement and for the DDP to a modification of the
force needed for the applied displacement.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
4.1 Periodontal ligament representation
The results for the tipping movement simulations of the tooth initial mobility produced
by the 1N force are presented in Figure 1. Both the linear models with springs or the
linear bilateral contact model ensure the transfer of the hydrostatic pressure through the
ligament with the same intensity as for the reference model. However, on the lingual
side, the shear intensity of the spring model is higher than the reference one and its
maximum position is less apical than the reference maximal position.

Figure 1: Stresses (top) and strain energy (bottom) in the bone along the root (left:
linear model – right: non linear model). Plain lines are obtained for a solid PDL, dotted
lines for springs, dashed lines for bilateral contact conditions.
The contact model shows a shear intensity lower than the reference model on the labial
side with the same position for the maximal value of shear. For the non linear models,
comparison can be made only between spring models and contact models. One can see
the shear intensity is higher for the contact model on the labial side while the
hydrostatic pressure is higher on the lingual one. The non linear models also show
hydrostatic pressure and shear intensities twice as low as the linear models produce.
They also lead to a stress intensity distribution which is more homogeneous on the
lingual side than the linear models. The non linearity of the material therefore has a
large impact on the results. From these observations, we can conclude that using a non
linear contact method to represent the periodontal ligament mechanical response gives
results on the stress and strain intensity in the bone that are similar to a non linear spring
model. Both the spring and the contact models also give similar results in the linear case
than the inclusion of a PDL enclosure between the tooth and the bone. Therefore, the
contact model will be used from now on as the bone/tooth geometrical interface does
not need to be moved to include the PDL and it also does not require conforming
meshes at the interface (while the spring model does).

4.2 Force driven problem.
The applied pressure on the crown leads to a rotation movement of the tooth with a
centre-of-rotation situated at about one third of the tooth height as can be expected from
such a tipping movement. Therefore, the hydrostatic stress distribution is antisymmetric from this rotation centre. We observe compression at the lingual collar and
the labial apex while tension conditions are observed at the labial collar and lingual
apex. This leads to two sets of antagonist remodelling sites around the tooth root. Both
sites show each on both sides of the tooth a remodelling stimulus higher than the
reference stimulus (with a stimulus higher in the compression parts). In classical
remodelling theories both sites would therefore undergo bone apposition. In a
remodelling model accounting for the fibroblast activity such as proposed, the
compression parts of both sites undergo resorption and the traction ones apposition,
therefore leading to a tooth rotation as expected. As the applied pressure does not give a
pure moment, a slight translation is also observed (see Figure 2(a)).
4.3 Displacement driven problem.
A tooth translation obviously leads to a hydrostatic stress distribution which is more
homogeneous than for the previous problem. However, the pressure in the alveolar bone
is larger at the apex than at the collar, leading to a slower remodelling as a hyaline zone
needs to be resorbed (accounted for in the model when the remodelling stimulus is
higher than a maximal physiological level). Once this zone is resorbed, the force needed
to keep the fixed displacement decreases slowly to zero after 4 weeks (see Figure 2(b)).

(a)
(b)
Figure 2: (a) – Remodelling stimulus and von-Mises equivalent stress in the tooth for
the FDP after 5 weeks (constant pressure on the crown); (b) - Force variation as a
function of time for the DDP (fixed translation)

5. CONCLUSIONS
5.1 Geometry and periodontal ligament representation
Clinical CT data precision does not allow for the PDL surface reconstruction. Extensive
pre-processing is often used to create a PDL. This study demonstrated the potential of
using customized contact conditions on the bone/tooth interface, as both the hydrostatic
and shear stress in the bone could be represented while reducing the pre-processing of
the model.
5.2 Long term orthodontic tooth movement.
We proposed a remodelling algorithm of the alveolar bone fully integrated to the
constitutive law. The pressure dependency of the bone remodelling, mainly due to the
fibroblast activation within the PDL, is accounted for considering a remodelling rate
directly function of the hydrostatic pressure. This pressure is evaluated in the bone and
corrected as an equivalent PDL pressure through a scaling factor representative of the
bulk modulus ratio of both materials. Using such a remodelling law allows us to
represent long term orthodontic movement, both in force driven and displacement
driven problems. In particular, it allows representing the latency period of remodelling,
observed between the application of the force and the remodelling phase. Further work
should investigate not only other type of boundary conditions due to orthodontic
appliances but also 3D models and interactions between the different teeth that are
involved in OTM.
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A finite element analysis of skull bone fractures through frontal head
impacts for forensic applications
D. Baumgartner1, Z. Asgharpour2, S. Peldschus3 and R. Willinger1

1. ABSTRACT
A head injury is any trauma that leads to injury of the scalp, the skull, the brain or the
brain/skull interface tissues. The injuries can range from minor skull fractures to severe
brain injuries. In this study, the model that is used to analyse the experimental head
injuries on cadavers is the Strasbourg University Finite Element Head Model
(SUFEHM). That head model includes the scalp, the facial bone, the skull, the cerebralspinal fluid, the meninges, the cerebrum and the cerebellum. It is used to simulate three
frontal head impacts using a cylindrical padded impactor. The impacts have been
performed at varying velocities. Skull bone fractures have been investigated as a special
focus and compared to observed fractures on cadaver heads. Besides, such a numerical
tool could be used for reconstructions of head impacts in forensic applications to
investigate the causes and scenario of an injury or of death.

2. INTRODUCTION
Head injury can occur due to road accidents, sport, assault and work activities. Head
injuries to car occupants in crashes, motorcyclist, pedestrians and cyclists are a major
cause of death and permanent brain damage. Evaluation of accident statistics shows that
the most frequent cause of head injury in western countries is caused by road accidents
[1], followed by falls, assaults and sport. Besides, head injuries account for 40% of road
fatalities in the European Union [2]. In developing countries, the number of deaths and
fatalities due to road accidents increases as traffic increases. These countries account for
about 85% of the deaths as a result of traffic crashes [3]. Head injury is related to most
of the fatalities and skull fracture is reported in 69% respectively [4]. Due to the
advances in computer technology, the mathematical modeling and numerical simulation
has become an important tool in injury reconstruction and impact biomechanics. Finite
element (FE) models of human head provide a better insight in the mechanical response
to impact loading of the human head. The advantage of FE models compared to other
methods is that the local mechanical response of the different structures of the head can
be computed. A validated FE model is able to simulate the dynamic load response
realistically and the local response parameters can provide valuable information for
getting a better understanding of head injury mechanisms. The main objective of the
1
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present work is to show the ability of such numerical tools to predict human head
injuries and especially skull fractures. Three experimental cadaver head impacts were
reconstructed by using a FE model of the human head and of the head impact device.
The cases that are considered here stem from the database of the University of Leuven.
These three cases belong to three cadaver heads that were impacted by using a
cylindrical mass surrounded by a damping material. Skull fractures were observed in
each case and reconstructed numerically by using a FE model of the human head
developed at the University of Strasbourg.

3. MATERIAL AND METHOD
3.1 Human head FE model
The FE model used in the present study has been developed at the University of
Strasbourg [5]. It is commonly called the Strasbourg University Finite Element Head
Model (SUFEHM). That model, which is illustrated in Figure 1, includes the main
anatomical features of the human head: face, scalp, skull, falx of the brain, tentorium of
the cerebellum, brain/skull interface, brain, cerebellum, brain stem. The falx of the brain
and the tentorium of the cerebellum are meshed in shell elements. The skull is meshed
by three layered composite shell elements and the other features are represented by
brick elements. The FE mesh is continuous and represents an average adult human head.
The brain/skull interface was modelled to represent every anatomical component that is
included in that space: membranes (dura, arachnoid and pia), cerebral spinal fluid and
vessels. This space is meshed in one layer of brick elements and surrounds entirely the
brain, the cerebellum and the brain stem. The tentorium of the cerebellum separates the
brain and cerebellum and the falx of the brain divides both hemispheres. One layer of
brick element simulating the cerebral spinal fluid surrounds theses membranes. The skin
was modelled by one layer of brick elements and surrounds the skull and the facial
bone. Globally, the SUFEHM consists of 13,208 elements. It has a total mass of 4.5 kg.
Material properties assigned to the different parts are all isotropic, homogenous and
elastic. They stem from generally accepted literature. In particular, the skull was
modelled by three layered composite shell elements representing the cortical inner table,
the diplöe and the cortical external table of the human cranial bone. In order to
reproduce the overall compliance of the cranial bone, a thickness in combination with
an elastic plastic brittle law were selected for each layer. In order to model the material
discontinuity in the case of fracture, it was necessary to use values for the limiting
(ultimate) tensile and compressive stresses thanks to the Tsaï-Wu criterion. The whole
mechanical properties and element characteristics of the SUFEHM are summarized in
Table 1.

Figure 1: Mesh of the SUFEHM.

Part

Material
property

Material
parameter

Value

Density
2,500 kg.m-3
Face
Elastic
Young modulus
5.0E+03 MPa
Poisson’s ratio
0.23
Density
1,900 kg.m-3
Young modulus
1.5E+04 MPa
Poisson’s ratio
0.21
Elastic Plastic
Cortical skull
Brittle
Bulk modulus
6.2E+03 MPa
UTS
90.0 MPa
UCS
145 MPa
Density
1,500 kg.m-3
Young modulus
4.6E+03 MPa
Elastic Plastic
Poisson’s
ratio
0.05
Trabecular skull
Brittle
Bulk modulus
2.3E+03 MPa
UTS
35.0 MPa
UCS
28.0 MPa
Density
1.0E+03 kg.m-3
Skin
Elastic
Young modulus
1.67E+01 MPa
Poisson’s ratio
0.42
Density
1,040 kg.m-3
Bulk modulus
1.125E+03 MPa
Brain,
4.9E-02 MPa
cerebellum and Viscous Elastic Short shear modulus
brain stem
Long shear modulus 1.62E-02 MPa
Decay constant
145 s-1
Density
1,040 kg.m-3
Brain/skull
Elastic
Young modulus
0.12E-01 MPa
interface
Poisson’s ratio
0.49
Density
1,140
kg.m-3
Falx and
tentorium of the
Elastic
Young modulus
3.15E+01 MPa
brain
Poisson’s ratio
0.45

Element
type

Shell
thickness
[mm]

Shell

10.0

Shell

2.0

Shell

3.0

Solid

/

Solid

/

Solid

/

Shell

1.0

Table 1: Mesh and mechanical behaviour characteristics of the SUFEHM.
3.2 Human head injury mechanisms and tolerance limits
As described by [5] and illustrated in Table 2, four injury criteria are computed with this
model.
Injury type
Skull fracture
Subdural haematoma
Moderate neurological injury
Severe neurological injury

Proposed injury criterion
Global strain energy of the
skull [mJ]
Global strain energy of the
brain/skull interface [mJ]
Brain, cerebellum and brain
stem Von Mises stress [kPa]
Brain, cerebellum and brain
stem Von Mises stress [kPa]

50% risk
833 mJ
4211 mJ
27 kPa
39 kPa

Table 2: Human head injury mechanisms and tolerance limits for four kind of traumatic
head injuries.
3.3 Human head impact reconstructions
The experimental cadaver heads impacts have been achieved by the same way for each
case. A double pendulum has been built with different impactor masses for each case

[6,7]. In order to reproduce numerically that impacting device, a cylinder was built
numerically with brick elements. That cylinder is divided in two parts. One part behaves
like linear elastic aluminium:
 Density = 2,700 kg/m3.
 Young modulus = 70 GPa.
 Poisson’s ratio = 0.33.
The contact second part, which is the contact part with the head, has the same
mechanical properties as human skin, that is to say a linear elastic behaviour:
 Density = 1,000 kg/m3.
 Young modulus = 16.7 MPa.
 Poisson’s ratio = 0.42.
For each impact case, the experimental conditions have been adapted to the basic
numerical impact configuration:
 The impactor mass and velocity.
 The head circumference and mass.
 The skin and bone thickness at the impact point.
The results for each numerical impact reconstruction were recorded in terms of:
 Deleted elements on the skull. These elements allow predicting skull fractures.
 Interaction force between the head and the impactor. That calculated force is
compared to the experimentally measured force.

4. RESULTS
4.1 Case NG04
The numerical impact simulation predicts fracture patterns on the frontal bone as
illustrated in Figure 2. The linear fracture through the right orbita is not predicted since
the face has only a linear elastic behaviour in the model. Therefore, the fracture pattern
stops on the frontier between the skull and the face. Nevertheless, a global fracture
region is predicted by the model even if the location is not as accurate as the one
observed in the experience. In terms of interaction force between the head and the
impacting mass, the numerically calculated amplitude in 2,000 N higher than the
experimentally measured one as illustrated in Figure 2. Nevertheless, the duration of the
first impact in numerical simulation and in the experimental impact are the same.
Moreover, the numerical simulation shows a second impact which is also observable in
the experience but with a lower amplitude. Eventually, the calculated global strain
energy of the skull reaches levels of 10,000 mJ and thus allows the model to predict
skull fracture since the limit relies on 833 mJ.

Figure 2: Skull deleted elements numerical prediction (left), and experimental (blue)
and numerical (pink) interaction force between the head and the impactor (right).

4.2 Case NG09
The numerical impact simulation predicts fracture patterns on the frontal bone as
illustrated in Figure 3. The linear fracture through the left orbita is not predicted since
the face has only a linear elastic behaviour in the model. Therefore, the fracture pattern
stops on the frontier between the skull and the face. Nevertheless, a global fracture
region is predicted by the model even if the location is not as accurate as the one
observed in the experience. In terms of interaction force between the head and the
impacting mass, the numerically calculated amplitude reaches the same level than the
experimentally measured one as illustrated in Figure 3. Moreover, the duration of that
first impact is the same in the experimental impact as in the numerical impact. Besides,
the numerical simulation shows a second impact which is also observable in the
experience with approximately the same amplitude and duration. Eventually, the
calculated global strain energy of the skull reaches levels of 12,000 mJ and thus allows
the model to predict skull fracture since the limit relies on 833 mJ.

Figure 3: Skull deleted elements numerical prediction (left), and experimental (blue)
and numerical (pink) interaction force between the head and the impactor (right).
4.3 Case NG15
The numerical impact simulation predicts fracture patterns on the frontal bone as
illustrated in Figure 4. It can be concluded that the multiple fracture patterns extending
to left temporal are basically predicted by the model. In terms of interaction force
between the head and the impacting mass, the numerically calculated amplitude is 3,000
N higher than the experimentally measured one as illustrated in Figure 4. Nevertheless,
the first impact duration is the same in the experimental impact as in the numerical
impact. Moreover, the numerical simulation shows a second impact which is also
observable in the experience but with a lower amplitude. Eventually, the calculated
global strain energy of the skull reaches levels of 22,000 mJ and thus allows the model
to predict skull fracture since the limit relies on 833 mJ.

Figure 4: Skull deleted elements numerical prediction (left), and experimental (blue)
and numerical (pink) interaction force between the head and the impactor (right).

5. DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
Three experimental impacts, achieved on cadaver heads, have been reconstructed
numerically in the present study. The fractures that were observed in the experience
were also relatively well predicted by the numerical tools. Nevertheless the prediction is
not as accurate as it could be desired but rather coarse. In terms of interaction force
between the head and the impacting mass, the comparison between the experimental
measurements and the numerical predictions are rather good. Some discrepancies exist
and a high amplitude second impact appears in the numerical simulation. That
numerical second impact has to be explained especially in its comparison to the
experimental one: why is it so dampened in the experience? Why is it so in relief in the
simulation? Eventually, the SUFEHM predicts very well the skull fractures in terms of
global strain energy of the skull. However, efforts have to be made in the accuracy of
the fractures location. More generally, the following perspectives can be explored to
increase the correlation between experience and simulation:
 A more detailed meshing of the skull including reinforcement beams and
variable bone thicknesses.
 A face with an elastic plastic brittle mechanical behaviour and a more accurate
meshing. Such a face, modelled like the skull, could allow predicting fractures
that extend to an orbita.
 A more realistic boundary condition for the head which is left free in the
numerical simulation but embedded in the pendulum in the experiment. This
means to model the complete experimental impact device with respect to the
masses and inertias.
 More experimental impacts. This could allow us to have a better understanding
of the phenomenon that occur and especially the second impact which has a very
high amplitude in the numerical simulation compared to the experimental test.
 A future use of the SUFEHM as a prediction tool for forensic application in
assault or falls for example.
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MBS – Model for the Estimation of Forces and Torques in the Structures of
the Lumbar Spine
S. Bauer, K. Gruber and U. Hausen

1. ABSTRACT
In order to estimate the load in the various structures of the lumbar spine a computer
model of the lumbar spine was generated. The model consists of vertebrae with realistic
surfaces and correct positioning relative to each other which is based on computer
tomography (CT) measurements and segmentation processes. The facet joints are
provided with individually formed 3D cartilaginous layer in order to simulate the
surface to surface contact without friction.
Intersegmental discs as well as ligament structures are included. For these elements the
physical behaviour like force-deformation relations and characteristic curves for the
torque-angle relations are formulated. The material properties of the different structures
were extracted from experimental in vitro studies [1] and from literature [2].

2. INTRODUCTION
The reason for back pain in the region of the lumbar spine often is excessive mechanical
load in the biological structures of the spine during different movements. Unfavourable
movements in daily life can cause high load in the spine with lasting effect of injuries of
the biological structures and spinal diseases. Medical images provided by radiology
exactly identify degenerative processes of the concerned regions. In order to investigate
the causality it is of interest to quantify the forces and torques which are transmitted
between the vertebrae and in the facet joints as well as in the intervertebral discs and in
the ligaments of the lumbar spine. Invasive measurements require a high risk approach
to determine the load only on selective places of the lumbar spine. A none invasive
method is the calculation of the load distribution in the spine by computer modeling. In
order to determine the transmitted forces and torques in the bony and elastic structures a
computer model of the lumbar spine is developed. The Multi-Body-System (MBS)
model reflects geometry and surfaces of the different elements in an accurate way. For
the biological structures relations and characteristic curves are included which represent
their mechanical behaviour during movement caused by an external force on the lumbar
spine.

3. MBS MODEL
The MBS model of the lumbar spine consists of os ilium, os sacrum, and vertebrae L1L5. The vertebrae are connected by about 160 ligament structures which are attached to
characteristic points of the skeletal parts (see Fig.1).

3.1 Generation of the vertebral surfaces
The surfaces of the vertebral bodies are generated from a computer tomograph (CT)
data set of cast models of human vertebrae which represent the Central European size of
vertebral bodies. A specially developed segmentation algorithm provides the smooth
surfaces of the vertebrae. Contact between the bony parts is realized in ten facet joints in
the region of the assigned spinous processus.

Fig.1 MBS model of the lumbar spine

3.2 Modeling of the intervertebral discs
In the model the intervertebral discs are realized as elastic elements between the
corresponding vertebral bodies. Resultant transmitted forces and torques cause
movements of the vertebrae which are described by 6 degrees of freedom.
The mechanical behaviour of force, deformation and deformation velocity is described
by the relation

F c

r CSA d

r

(1)

which considers the deformation r and the deformation velocity r as well as the
cross section area (CSA) of the disc and the parameters for stiffness c and damping d.
The values of the parameters are found by cadaver experiments and additional
sensitivity analysis. The mechanical behavior of torsion is implemented by
characteristic curves for each direction (flexion/extension, lateral bending and axial
rotation). They are calculated following the results of experimental measurements of
isolated postmortem disc material [1]. In Fig.2 the characteristic curves of the disc
Sacrum-L5 in 3 degrees of freedom is described.
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Fig.2 Characteristic curves of the intervertebral disc L4-L5
for flexion/extension, lateral bending and axial rotation

3.3 Modeling of the ligaments
The several vertebral bodies are not only connected by intervertebral discs but also by
surrounding ligaments. The model the lumbar spine includes, in every functional spine
unit, the ligaments: lig. longitudinale posterius, lig. longitudinale anterius, lig. flavum,
lig. interspinale as well as the lig. supraspinale, lig. intertransversarium, and lig.
iliolumbale. All ligaments have a characteristic initial length. If ligaments are stretched
due to movement of the vertebrae they produce a reaction force corresponding to the
extension l following their characteristic curves in Fig.3.
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Fig.3 Characteristic curves of the ligaments according to Panjabi [2]

3.4 Modeling of the facet joints
The contact between the bony parts is realized by the facet joints. Every functional
spine unit has a left and a right facet joint. The localization of the facet joints and
configuration of individually formed cartilaginous layers are shown in Fig.4a and
Fig.4b.

Fig.4a Localization of the
facet joints

Fig.4b Individually formed cartilaginous layer
modeled as 3D contact area

The contact force in a first step acting in normal direction between the corresponding
cartilaginous surfaces counteracts the penetration of the surfaces during contact. For this
contact force an allowed depth of penetration is defined. In relation to the depth of
penetration r and the velocity r the contact force is built.

4. DISTRIBUTION OF LOAD IN THE LUMBAR SPINE DURING UPRIGHT
STANDING
In order to simulate the effects of an external load in the structures of the lumbar spine,
an external force in the range of the weight of the upper body (F= 500 N) is acting on
top of vertebra L1. Because of the fact that the sacrum is fixed the external load presses
the vertebrae together and effects small movements in the structures of the lumbar
spine. Therefore internal forces and torques are built up in the vertebral discs according
to Newton's axiom actio = reactio. Simultaneously ligaments are stretched and produce
internal forces. Touching of the articular surfaces causes contact forces in the facet
joints.

5. RESULTS
As an example the forces (Fig.5) and torques (Fig.6) in the intervertebral discs as well
as the forces in several ligaments (Fig.7) under the loading of the lumbar spine by an
external force of F = 500 N are shown.
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The column diagramm of Fig.8 shows the intradiscal pressure calculated with the MBSmodel compared to results from Finite Element - modeling [3] and in vivo measurements [4], [5], [6]. Obviously the results are in the same order of magnitude.
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Fig.8 Intradiscal pressure. Comparison of the simulation results with FE modeling and
the results of in vivo experiments
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DRUG RELEASE IN CORONARY BIFURCATION STENTING.

Elena Cutrì1, Paolo Zunino1, Stefano Morlacchi2,3, Claudio Chiastra2,3, Francesco
Migliavacca2

1. ABSTRACT
The treatment of coronary bifurcation lesions represents a challenge for the
interventional cardiologists due to the lower rate of procedural success and the higher
rate of restenosis. The advent of drug eluting stents (DES) has dramatically reduced
restenosis and consequently the request for re-intervention [1]. The aim of the present
work is to provide further insight about the effectiveness of DES by means of
computational analysis that combine virtual stent implantation, fluid dynamics and drug
release for different stenting protocols used in the treatment of a coronary artery
bifurcation. An explicit dynamic finite element model is developed in order to provide
realistic configurations of the implanted device used to perform fluid dynamics analysis
by means of a previously developed [2,3] finite element method coupling the blood
flow and intramural plasma filtration in rigid arteries. To efficiently model the drug
release, a multiscale strategy is adopted, ranging from lumped parameter model
accounting for drug release, to fully 3-D models for drug transport to the artery [4].
Differences in drug delivery to the artery are evaluated with respect to local drug
dosage. The model allowed to compare alternative stenting configurations thus
suggesting guidelines in the treatment of coronary bifurcations lesions and addressing
clinical issues such as the effectiveness of drug delivery to lesions in the side branch, as
well as the influence of incomplete strut apposition and overlapping stents.

2. INTRODUCTION
The treatment of coronary bifurcation lesions by means of drug eluting stents (DESs)
represents an open issue for the cardiologists since the need for standard guidelines on
the choice of the optimal stenting procedure has not been fulfilled. In particular,
atherosclerotic coronary bifurcations are currently treated by means of either single-or
double-stenting procedures. The former procedure is easier to be performed but might
not be able to adequately deliver drug to the SB and lead to partial coverage of the SB
origin. On the other hand, the conventional double stenting procedures might lead to
stent under-expansion at the SB ostium, stent overlap, incomplete stent apposition and a
high density of metal at the carina [5]. Computational models [6] represent a valuable
Modelling and Scientific Computing (MOX), Department of Mathematics, Politecnico di Milano, Milan,
Italy
2
Laboratory of Biological Structure Mechanics (LaBS), Structural Engineering Department, Politecnico di
Milano, Milan, Italy
3
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1

tool to evaluate the drug distribution into different regions of the arterial domain, thus
providing fundamental indications on the effectiveness of each procedure in the
treatment of the SB lesions. The aim of the present work is to analyze drug distribution
in the arterial wall after different stenting procedures (namely provisional side branch
(PSB) and culotte technique (C)) by means of computational method developed in
[3,4,7].

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS
In order to provide realistic configurations of the device implanted in the coronary
bifurcation an explicit dynamic finite element model was developed. A model of
coronary bifurcation is created with an angle of 45°, a thickness of the arterial wall of
0.9 mm and internal diameters of the main branch (MB) and SB equal to 2.78 and 2.44
mm, respectively. The stent geometry resembles a commercial device Multilink Vision
(Abbott Laboratories, Abbott Park, IL; USA). Two different stenting procedures were
investigated (Fig. 1): (i) the PSB approach which is a single-stent procedure consisting
in the implantation of a stent in the MB across the bifurcation followed by a final
kissing balloon (FKB) inflation to free the SB access from stent struts; (ii) the culotte
(C) procedure, a two-stent technique in which, after a PSB stenting, another stent is
inserted in the SB with a wide stent overlap in the proximal part of the MB. This
procedure is ended with the FKB inflation.

Figure 1: Coronary bifurcations after stents implantation using the provisional side branch
(PSB) and the culotte (C) techniques.

The stented configurations are achieved running structural analysis by means of
ABAQUS/Explicit with the method developed in Gastaldi et al. [8]. These final
configurations are then used to perform the analysis of fluid dynamics and drug release
using an in-house code [3,9]. Specifically, a finite element method is used to couple the
blood flow and the intramural plasma filtration in rigid arteries. Under the assumption
of Newtonian rheology, the former is achieved by using the incompressible NavierStokes equations while the latter is described by means of Darcy's law.
In order to reproduce the physiological coronary flow rate within a cardiac beat, a
steady parabolic velocity profile is applied at the inlet of the artery bifurcation reaching
a peak of 240 mm/s while 70/30 flow division is applied at the outflow of the MB and
SB, respectively.
The velocity fields in the arterial wall and in the lumen are then used to perform the
drug release according to the model developed in [4]. This model relies on a multiscale
strategy involving a lumped parameter model (0D) that accounts for drug release in the
stent coating, a 1D model to describe the complex stent geometry and a 3D model for
the drug transfer in the lumen and in the arterial wall. The model reproduces the drug

release and absorption of the heparin. According to [10], the diffusivity of the drug in
the arterial wall Dw and in the lumen Dl are set equal to 7.7x10-6 mm2/s and 1.5x10-4
mm2/s. Concerning the interaction involving drug and ligand/receptor we apply a model
from [11] where the binding reaction constants are kon =102 s-1 and koff=10-2 s-1 and the
average concentration of receptors in the tissue is set to bw,0 =5 (we recall that all data
refer to non-dimensional concentrations with respect to the reference value ĉ, which is
the drug saturation level in water). For the modeling of the stent struts we assume a
circular section radius equal to Rs =0.052 mm which represents the equivalent radius
accounting for the stent thickness. We assume that the initial drug charge, cs, is 10 times
ĉ. In order to evaluate the drug delivery to the arterial wall, we define the dose which is
the time-averaged drug concentration at each point of the arterial wall defined as
T

dw (x) = T

−1

∫ c (t, x) dt
w

eq. (1)

0

where cw(t,x) represents the total drug concentration within the arterial tissue given by
the sum of free aw(t,x) and bound drug (bw,0-bw(t,x)) and its mean value
d w (V ) = V −1 M (dw ,V ) where V represents the control volume. All data refer to the time T
when the drug in the stent coating has been released (T= 6h 20').
The results are evaluated over four different regions of the coronary bifurcation (Fig. 2):
the whole volume of the bifurcation (V-TOT), the proximal part of the MB (V-MBP),
the distal part of the MB (V-MBD) and the SB region (V-SB).

Figure 2: Regions of the coronary bifurcation: whole region (grey), proximal main
branch (V-MBP), distal main branch (V-MBD) and side branch region (V-SB).

In order to evaluate the drug waste due to either the incomplete stent apposition or the
stent struts overlapping in the case of multiple stent implantation, we consider for both
the procedures an idealized configuration in which all the stent struts are perfectly
apposed to the arterial wall.

4. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
For each stenting procedure, we report the total amount of drug delivered to V-TOT, VMBP, V-MBD and V-SB.
The delivered drug is quantified by means of bars for both the realistic and idealized
cases. The concentration scale refers to non-dimensional concentration units relative to
the saturation level of dissolved drug in water.
First, comparing the two configurations we observe that the drug dose is higher in all
the four regions when the two-stent technique is performed. Moreover, the analysis of
drug dosage over the four different regions (Fig. 3) gives rise to interesting
considerations.

Figure 3: The mean value of the dose, namely d w (V ) = V −1 M (dw ,V ) , quantified over the regions

VTOT , VMBP , VMBD and VSB from left to right, top to bottom.

First, the drug dosage provided to the SB when the one-stent procedure is performed is
only due to drug convection from the lumen of the MB to the SB. Such amount of drug
does not seem to be adequate to provide a significant drug supply to the SB regions in
order to avoid re-stenosis.
Concerning the proximal region of the MB we observe a higher dose in the case of the
double-stent procedure. Nevertheless, the drug dosage in the case C is not doubled with
respect to PSB (stent surface in case C is 2 times stent surface in PSB) but it is only
about 3/2 larger. This finding is mainly due to the significant amount of drug charge
that is washed out in the blood stream where stent struts overlap. Compared to the case
of idealized strut apposition, the amount of drug loss in realistic configurations can be
quantified by the incremental part (Fig. 3, light grey) of the bar plots.
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INFLUENCE OF KYPHOSIS ON SPINAL LOADING
G. Spreiter1, P.F. Heini2, P. Galibarov3, S. Dendorfer4 and S.J. Ferguson1

1. ABSTRACT
Osteoporosis affects an estimated 75 million people in Europe, USA and Japan. The
biggest risk of fracture is in the spine. Literature shows that an excessive thoracic
curvature is an important risk factor for future fractures. The objective of the present
study was to evaluate the influence of kyphosis on local spinal segment loading, using a
numerical musculoskeletal model. This study extends a previous musculoskeletal model
of the spine to include the multi-axial stiffness of all lumbar and thoracic intervertebral
discs (6 DOF). The model was constructed with the AnyBody Modeling System. The
improved model incorporates intra-abdominal pressure and lumbar ligaments inherited
from the base model. The simplified thorax model has been refined, adding individual
thoracic vertebral bodies to allow the degree of kyphosis to be altered. The multifidus
and semispinalis muscles for the thoracic spine have been added. Segmental
compression and shear forces were compared for three different kyphosis severities
(37°, 50°, 70°) during simulated box lifting. Simulation results for these different
kyphosis severities showed good agreement with literature for compression forces
between T6 - T9. The most severe kyphosis curvature lead to an increase in segmental
compression forces at these levels of up to 20%, compared to the model with normal
curvature. For a moderate kyphosis curvature, the increase in compression was
approximately 10%, compared to the normal curvature. This study has demonstrated
that increasing kyphosis is associated with higher compression forces between T6 - T9,
and therefore may increase the risk of vertebral fractures.

2. INTRODUCTION
Osteoporosis affects an estimated 75 million people in Europe, USA and Japan. The
biggest risk of fracture is in the spine. A 50 year old woman has a 16% lifetime risk of
experiencing a vertebral fracture [1]. Literature shows that an excessive thoracic
curvature is an important risk factor for future fractures, even independent of low bone
mineral density or prior fracture [2,3]. Recently, the influence of sarcopenia, the agerelated decrease of muscle volume and quality, has been implied to be also a potential
risk factor. This is based the work of Sinaki M. et al. [4], who has shown that stronger
back muscles reduce the incidence of vertebral fractures in estrogen-deficient women.
However, the relative importance of these factors is unknown and, therefore, the goal of
this study was to evaluate the influence of kyphosis and sarcopenia on local spinal
segment loading, using a numerical musculoskeletal model. For a comprehensive spinal
musculoskeletal model, the inclusion of passive soft tissue structures seem to be
1
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essential [5]. The following components are important for a numerical spine model to
investigate the influence of posture and muscle strength on spinal loading: Individual
thoracic vertebral bodies allowing a variable degree of kyphosis, intra-abdominal
pressure (IAP), inclusion of all relevant long and short muscles, the intervertebral disc
(IVD) stiffness and paraspinal ligaments. Recently developed models from de Zee M. et
al. [6], Han et al. [5] or Spreiter G. [7] have some, but not all of these components
included.
This work combines the properties of these previous models and includes additionally a
translational stiffness between the VBs. The model allows also scaling the erectus
spinae muscle according to the physiological cross section area (PCSA) derived from
MRI data to mimic different stages of sarcopenia. Our first hypothesis is that a higher
degree of kyphosis will produce a higher spinal load. Our second hypothesis is that
sarcopenia also contributes to a higher spinal load through sub-optimal stabilisation.

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS
The model was constructed with the AnyBody Modeling System (AnyBody
Technology, Aalborg, Denmark). The software is a three-dimensional multi-body
dynamic simulation package which defines the model in a text-based, declarative,
object-oriented language called AnyScript. The Anybody Modeling System uses inverse
dynamics to calculate forces and moments. The developed model replicates a box lifting
task. The simulated motion is a flexion of the lumbar spine of 30 degrees over a period
of 4 seconds. The upper extremities, the cervical spine, the skull and the box are
represented by boundary conditions of applied moments and forces simplify the model
and to avoid problems with modelling the shoulder complex in combination with the
newly defined thoracic VBs. The lower extremities are also excluded and the pelvis is
fixed to the ground. Intervertebral joints in the previous spinal models were spherical
joints. In this work, the connection between all VBs was represented by a 6 degree-offreedom (DOF) joint with linear stiffnesses in all DOF. This allows motion in both
translation and rotation.
The lumbar paraspinal ligaments were represented by the supraspinous, interspinous,
anterior and posterior longitudinal, intertransverse ligaments and ligamentum flavum.
All ligaments have a linear stress-strain relationship, with the properties of the
ligaments taken from the AnyBody repository and based on Pintar F.A. et al. [8] and
Chazal J. et al. [9].
The curvature of the kyphosis is defined with the Cobb angle between T12 and T4. The
three representative degrees of kyphosis are 37°, 50° and 70° for the normal, moderate
and severe case [10]. To interpolate the coordinates of each joint between the vertebral
bodies, a third-degree polynomial function was used (Fig. 1). The individual muscle
fascicles have a constant maximal strength as their only input parameter (Fig. 2). To
represent varying degrees of sarcopenia, we scaled the maximum strength of the erector
spinae muscle with two components; the cross-section area and the fat percentage. Both
can be read out from MRI data and were represented in the AnyScript by a factor (ESFactor). These erector spinae scaling factors combined with the three thoracic
curvatures to result in 12 situations.
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Fig. 1. The three representative degrees of kyphosis: (a) 37°, (b) 50° and (c) 70° for the normal, moderate and severe
case. The thoracic vertebral bodies are removed for better visualisation. The red spheres represent the 6 DOF
connection between two neighbouring vertebral bodies.
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Fig. 2. Pelvis, sacrum and vertebral bodies with; (a) erectus spinae muscle, (b) multifidus muscle, (c) semispinalis
muscle and (d) abdominal muscle group

To evaluate the influence of kyphosis on spinal loading, the compression and shear
forces between the vertebral bodies for the three degrees of kyphosis were computed
and compared. Similarly, the compression and shear forces between the vertebral bodies
for the different sarcopenia stages were computed and compared, to investigate the
influence of sarcopenia on spinal loading. To validate the model, we took the ratio of
the compression force from the flexed to the upright posture (normalisation to standing).
These normalised spinal loads are compared to three different in vivo measurements
from the literature; direct measurement with an instrumented vertebral body
replacement (VBR), spinal force calculated from direct intradiscal pressure
measurement (IDP) and spinal force derived from muscle activation patterns (EMG)
[11,12,13].

4. RESULTS
The predictions of spinal loading for varying degrees of kyphosis showed a good
agreement with literature values for compression forces between T6 and T9. The most
severe kyphosis curvature (70°) lead to an increase in segmental compression forces at
these levels of approximately 20%, compared to the model with a normal curvature. For

a moderate kyphotic curvature (50°), the increase in compression was approximately
10%, compared to the normal curvature. The compression forces in the lumbar spine
were similar for all three different kyphotic curvatures; the load had even a slightly
opposite trend to that predicted in the literature. The predicted shear forces in the
lumbar spine were almost the same for all kyphotic curvatures. In the upper thoracic
spine, the shear forces increased with the degree of kyphosis. In the lower thoracic
spine, the opposite was observed; the normal curvature produced the highest, and the
most severe curvature the lowest shear force (Fig. 3). For the investigation of the
influence of sarcopenia on spinal loading, the predicted compression force increased in
the lower lumbar spine with stronger erector spinae muscles. In the thoracic spine, the
compression forces were similar for the different muscle strengths. The compression
maximum was at the intervertebral disc between T12 and L1. The predicted shear forces
in the thoracic spine were again similar for all muscle strengths. However, strong
erector spinae muscles induced higher shear forces in the lower lumbar spine. For the
weakest muscles (ES-Factor 0.1), the shear forces between L3 and T10 acted in the
opposite direction than for the other muscle strengths. This effect was most pronounced
for the 70° kyphosis (Fig. 4).

Fig. 3. Comparison of the compression and shear forces of different kyphosis angles. For the erector spinae scaling
factors 0.1 and 0.84.

Fig. 4. Comparison of the compression and shear forces for different degrees of sarcopenia for both the 30° and 70°
thoracic curvature.

5. DISCUSSION
The first goal of this study was to evaluate the influence of kyphosis on local spinal
segment loading. Our model demonstrated an increase of the compression forces

between T6 and T9 with a higher degree of kyphosis, thus supporting out hypothesis. In
the study of Briggs et al. [14], two-thirds of the wedge shaped vertebral fractures are
reported to occur between T6 and T9, which is in agreement with our results. Briggs et
al. used a sagittal-plane model to explore the difference in compression and shear
loading between two groups of patients, with the spinal sagittal profile derived from
lateral radiographs. Their study also demonstrated increased compression forces in the
lower thoracic spine, anywhere from 1.1 – 17.1% higher for normal erect standing. The
current musculoskeletal model allows the investigation of more complex activities,
highlighting further the risk for subsequent fractures in the mid- to lower-thoracic spine.
The second goal of this study was to evaluate the influence of sarcopenia (of the erectus
spinae) on local spinal segment loading. Our model showed that higher erector spinae
strength leads to an increase in the compression and shear forces in the lumbar region,
but does not influence the compression and shear forces in the thoracic spine. Therefore
the hypothesis that sarcopenia increases spinal load could not be supported by the
present simulation.
The main limitation of the present model is the assumed spinal rhythm. With the
standard spinal rhythm of the AnyBody model, the total angulation of the spine is
distributed between the individual segments, using predefined, constant ratios. As the
internal disc moment is dependent on the relative angle between two neighbouring VBs,
the predefined motion distribution introduces a degree of uncertainty in the true balance
between internal (disc) and external (muscle) moments.
Validation was performed by comparing our model predictions to the compression
changes reported in the literature for the transition from the upright to the flexed posture
(i.e. normalised to standing). The VBR device is an instrumented spinal implant that
measures the compression force between L1 and L2 [11], the IDP was measured by
Wilke et al. [12] at the L4-L5 spine level , while the muscle activation and subsequent
prediction of the compression forces was taken at L2-L3 [13]. Additionally, these values
are compared with the musculoskeletal model of Han et al. [5]. The normalised
compression force between L1 and L2 reported by Rohlmann A. et al. [11] with the
VBR (233%) is similar to the normalised compression force at this level in our model
with a normal kyphotic curvature (237%). Also Han et al. [5] reported values in the
same range for the same situation (211%). Schultz et al. [13] reported a normalised
compression force between L2 and L3 of 270% based on EMG measurements. For
comparison, our model predicted only 196% for the normalised compression force at
this level, and also Han et al. [5] predicted a lower value (232%). Wilke et al. [12] have
derived a normalised compression force of 220% at L4-L5 with their IDP
measurements. This is again closer to our prediction of 226% and Han et al. [5] reported
values in the same range (240%). Despite the difference between our model and the
force predictions based on EMG measurements (-27%), our model showed good
agreement with both the VBR outcome (+2%) and the IDP results (+3%).
In summary, the present simulation model has demonstrated the importance of sagittal
balance for segmental loading. Increasing kyphosis is associated with higher segmental
loads, and by association with an increased risk of vertebral fracture. The influence of
muscle changes due to sarcopenia is less clear, however model improvements,
specifically in the timing and pattern of the motion of individual segments, may allow a
more definite prediction of the consequences of this poorly understood condition.
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A COMPARISON BETWEEN STANDARD AND DEDICATED STENTS
FOR CORONARY BIFURCATIONS: STRUCTURAL AND FLUID
DYNAMIC NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
C. Chiastra1,2, S. Morlacchi1,2, G. Dubini1 and F. Migliavacca1

1. ABSTRACT
Stenting implantation in coronary bifurcations remains a challenging area in
interventional cardiology. Nowadays the concurrent use of two devices is limited and
the culotte technique is a commonly applied procedure. A new dedicated device has
been proposed on the market to overcome the main drawback of this procedure which is
the wide overlap region in the main branch. The aim of this work is to investigate the
culotte technique both from a structural and fluid dynamic point of view, comparing the
behavior of the dedicated stent with a standard one.
Structural simulations of the stenting procedure were carried out by means of a
commercial finite element code. Then, obtained realistic final geometrical
configurations were used as fluid domains to perform transient CFD analyses.
The biomechanical influence of the two-stents culotte technique was investigated in
terms of easiness of implantation, von Mises stresses in the device, velocity and wall
shear stress (WSS) patterns. Results showed that the dedicated stent facilitates the
access to the main branch in comparison with the standard stent (63.4% of area
available for an optimal re-crossing against 10.9%) and reduces the metal-to-artery ratio
and the deformation of stent struts. Moreover, the dedicated stent caused a smaller area
(28.7% against 35.5%) with WSS lower than 0.1 Pa, values considered critical for the
restenosis process.
This work indicates that new dedicated approaches could contribute to improve the
biomechanical influence of the current treatment for coronary bifurcations.

2. INTRODUCTION
Percutaneous coronary interventions (PCI) in bifurcation lesions are associated with
lower procedural success and worse long-term outcomes as compared to PCI in simple
lesions [1]. Because of the asymmetrical shape and great anatomic variability present in
bifurcations, current PCI techniques with conventional stents may be laborious and
limited by the degree of anatomic/morphologic complexity encounter [2]. Even
common complex techniques with double stenting are associated with stent
underexpansion or gap at the side branch (SB) ostium, excessive metal density at the
carina, incomplete stent apposition, and stent distortion or disruption. To overcome
some of the limitations associated with conventional stenting in bifurcations, dedicated
bifurcation devices were developed and introduced [1].
In this work, the dedicated stent Tryton (Tryton medical, Newton, MA, USA) is
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considered. It has been proposed on the market to overcome the drawbacks of culotte
technique, which is one of the most commonly applied double-stenting procedures [2].
This technique consists of the implantation of a device in the SB of the bifurcation, the
re-wiring, the treatment of the main branch (MB) through the struts of the previously
implanted stent and, finally, the final kissing balloon inflation (FKB, simultaneous
expansion of two balloons in both branches of the bifurcation). Main advantages of the
culotte technique are the good coverage of the whole bifurcation and the suitability for
all the bifurcation angles. However, this method provokes a high concentration of metal
in the proximal part of the MB due to the overlap of the devices that could lead to instent restenosis and thrombosis. The particular design of the Tryton stent, characterized
by few struts in its proximal part, should allow a decrease of the overlap region and also
an easy access to the implantation site for the second device.
The aim of this work is the numerical analysis of the culotte technique both from a
structural and fluid dynamic point of view, in order to compare the behavior of the
Tryton stent with a standard one. In particular, the performance of the dedicated stent is
evaluated in terms of ease of use during the treatment and biomechanical influence after
stents implantation. From the structural point of view, stress fields obtained in the
device and in the arterial wall and the metal-to-artery ratio are analyzed. From the fluid
dynamic point of view near-wall quantities like wall shear stress (WSS) are evaluated.

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS
3.1 Structural model
An ideal coronary bifurcation model (Fig. 1b) is created with realistic geometrical
dimensions and a bifurcation angle of 45° using Rhinoceros 4.0 Evaluation CAD
program (McNeel & Associates, Indianapolis, IN, USA). An isotropic hyperelastic
behavior is assigned to the three different layers composing the arterial wall,
considering the experimental data obtained by Holzapfel [3].
Stent geometries (Fig. 1a) are obtained using the previously mentioned CAD software
and resemble the Tryton and the Multilink Vision (Abbott Laboratories. Abbott Park,
Illinois, U.S.A) stents. The material, a cobalt-chromium alloy, is described through a
Von Mises-Hill plasticity model with isotropic hardening.
In order to simulate the stenting procedures, cylindrical polymeric balloons are created
in the expanded shape and then deflated by applying a negative pressure to the internal
surface, obtaining a multi-folded geometry (Fig. 1c). The balloons are modeled as an
elastic membrane. Bended configurations of the balloons are needed to reproduce some
steps of the procedure like the FKB. To achieve these configurations, preliminary
simulations are carried out where a deflated balloon slides along a specifically drawn
guide (Fig. 1c).
Numerical simulations of stents deployment are performed using the ABAQUS/Explicit
commercial code (Dassault Systemes Simulia Corp., RI, USA) assuming the condition
of quasi-staticity of the phenomenon [4]. Contacts between parts of the model are
defined according to general contact algorithm.
Two different simulations of the culotte technique are carried out. In the first analysis
(Fig. 2A) a Tryton stent is expanded as a SB device with a Multilink Vision stent
implanted in the MB as a workhorse stent. In the second analysis, the bifurcation is
treated with two standard Multilink Vision devices in either the SB and the MB (Fig.
2B). The whole technique can be summarized through the following steps: i) stenting of

the SB with a 2.5 mm balloon; ii) opening of the MB access by deploying a 3 mm
balloon through the struts of the first device; iii) expansion of the second device across
ostium of the SB; iv) FKB procedure by simultaneously expanding a 3 mm balloon in
the MB and a 2.5 mm balloon in the SB.
3.2 Fluid dynamic model
The fluid domains were created starting from the final geometrical configurations of the
structural simulations [5]. In order to obtain accurate results on 3D complex geometries
in the shortest time compatible with computational resources available, a hybrid mesh
method is applied using ANSYS ICEM CFD 13 (Ansys Inc., Canonsburg, PA, USA)
[6]. This method uses both hexahedral and tetrahedral elements. Hexahedral elements
should be preferred because of higher accuracy and reduced number of elements for a
certain volume. Nevertheless, hexahedral elements are difficult to use in highly complex
A
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Figure 1. A) Uncrimped configurations of the investigated stents. Left: dedicated device (Tryton) Right:
standard device resembling the Multilink Vision. B) CAD model of a 45 degrees coronary bifurcation. In
the magnification area, the stratification of the arterial wall in the adventitia, media and intima layers is
shown. C) Deflating (top) and bending (bottom) procedures of a cylindrical angioplasty balloon.
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Figure 2. Steps of the culotte technique performed with a dedicated and standard stent (A) and with two
standard devices (B): 1) positioning of the SB stent by inflating a 2.5 mm cylindrical balloon; 2) opening
of the MB access by crossing and deploying a 3 mm cylindrical balloon through the struts of the SB
device; 3) positioning and deployment of the second device in the MB across the bifurcation; 4) Final
Kissing Balloon procedure with a 3 mm balloon and a 2.5 mm balloon in the MB and SB respectively and
5) final configuration achieved. All the balloons are inflated at 15 atm.

geometries, such as the intersection zones between strut stent and arterial wall, where
tetrahedral elements become necessary. The discretization method consists in the
creation of internal cylinders along the MB and the SB. These cylinders are meshed
with only hexahedral elements while in the region between them and the arterial wall a
tetrahedral mesh is created. Lastly, merging of the two mesh types is performed through
pyramidal elements.
Transient simulations are carried out using ANSYS Fluent 13 (Ansys Inc., Canonsburg,
PA, USA). Artery and stent struts are assumed to be rigid and defined with a no-slip
condition. A pulsatile blood flow tracing is applied at the inlet as a paraboloid-shaped
velocity profile according to Davies et al. study [7]. The average flow rate value is 60
ml/min (mean velocity = 0.13 m/s) and the duration of the cardiac cycle is 0.903 s. The
adopted profile is representative of a typical flow tracing of a human left anterior
descending coronary artery. At the outlet cross sections, a flow split of 70% in the MB
and 30 % in the SB is imposed. Blood flow is modeled as a non-Newtonian fluid
through the Carreau’s model proposed by Seo et al. [8]. A coupled solver is used with a
second-order upwind scheme for the momentum spatial discretization and a first-order
time implicit scheme to discretize the governing equations. Under-relaxation factors of
0.3 for pressure and momentum and 1 for density are used. Convergence criterion for
continuity and velocity residuals are set to 10−6.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Despite their current success, stenting procedures are still involved in several medical
complications like sub-acute thrombosis and in-stent restenosis. Clinical and biological
studies relate these drawbacks to the non-physiological biomechanical conditions
provoked by the presence of the stents in the bifurcation.
From the structural point of view, the metal-to-artery ratio and the deformation fields in
the implanted device are used to compare the culotte technique in the two simulated
procedures. Figure 3A illustrates the amount of struts in contact with the arterial wall in
the proximal part of the MB where the two devices overlap. The expansion of two
standard devices causes a higher metal-to-artery ratio leading to a major possibility of
injury during stent placement and an extremely modified hemodynamic field. Secondly,
considering the stent implanted in the SB, simulations show that lower values of plastic
equivalent deformations are found in the dedicated device if compared to the standard
(Fig. 3B). Literature studies [9] show that very high deformations in the device could
lead to structural damage and delamination of the polymer that covers the stent struts
and carries anti-proliferative drugs. The delamination could bring to an inhomogeneous
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Figure 3. A) Qualitative comparison of the metal-to-artery ratio between the simulation with dedicated
(left) or standard (right) devices. B) Plastic equivalent deformations on the SB stent implanted. As shown
in the close-up details, higher values are found in the Multilink stent (left).
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Figure 4. Comparison of the near-wall fluid dynamic variables in case of the culotte technique performed
with the Tryton stent (top) and with two Multilink stents (bottom). Contour maps of: A) time-averaged
WSS (regions with low WSS are red colored), B) OSI, C) RRT.

distribution of the eluted drug disturbing the correct healing process of the artery.
In Fig. 4 the main fluid dynamic results are shown. In particular, the following nearwall quantities are represented: TAWSS (time-averaged WSS), OSI (oscillatory shear
index) and RRT (relative residence time). Low TAWSS, high OSI and high RRT are
recognized as critical for the process of atherogenesis and in-stent restenosis. The case
of the culotte technique performed with the Tryton stent show a smaller area with
TAWSS lower than 0.1 Pa in comparison to standard stents (28.7% versus 35.5%).
Moreover the dedicated model has a lower area with high OSI. RRT contour maps
confirm TAWSS and OSI results, with lower values in the case of the dedicated stent. In
fact, RRT is a combination of the two previously mentioned quantities but it has a more
tangible connection to the biological mechanisms underlying atherosclerosis [10].
Concerning stenting procedures involving two or more devices, another important
aspect is the difficulty of stent positioning inside the bifurcation. In this work, the ease
of access to MB for the second device implanted during the culotte technique is
investigated. Figure 5 illustrates the geometrical configuration at the MB access of the
Multilink and Tryton stents. The green area corresponds to the optimal crossing region
to obtain a good access to MB, few struts at the SB ostium and low stent deformations.
The dedicated device provides a wider area (63.4%) available for an optimal re-crossing
if compared to the Multilink stent (10.9%). Furthermore, a sub-optimal procedure
performed with Tryton rotated of 30° or 60° (worst scenario) still enhances the
performances of the standard device examined, maintaining the crossing area at 45.4%
and 37.6%, respectively.

5. CONCLUSIONS
Structural and fluid dynamic simulations of the culotte technique were performed in
order to compare the behavior of a dedicated device, the Tryton stent, with a standard
one. Results show that Tryton stent reduces the metal-to-artery ratio and the
deformation of stent struts, improving also the fluid dynamics with a smaller area
subjected to low and oscillating WSS. Moreover, the dedicated stent facilitates the

Figure 5. Comparison of the access to MB after SB stenting: A) Multilink Vision; B)Tryton; C) Tryton
rotated of 30°; D) Tryton rotated of 60°. The green region represents the area available for an optimal
re-crossing.

access to MB providing a higher area suitable to obtain an optimal final configuration.
This work indicates that new dedicates approaches could contribute to improve the
biomechanical influence of the current treatment of coronary bifurcations.
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CONSTITUTIVE MODELLING OF THE LUMBAR SPINE
MUSCULATURE
Th. Toumanidou1, G. Fortuny2, D. Lacroix3 and J. Noailly4

ABSTRACT
Spinal muscles provide stability of the trunk and transmit loading onto the vertebra and
intervertebral discs. Current lumbar spine finite element models overlook such muscle
contribution or suggest simplifications far from the reality. This study proposes to
address this limitation by developing a novel active lumbar spine muscle model. A
modified quasi-incompressible fibre-reinforced hyperelastic constitutive model was
adopted for the passive and active behavior of the lumbar musculature. The constitutive
relation was expressed in terms of muscle fibre, matrix deviatoric and volumetric
stresses. A single unidirectional element was used to assess the model under 30%
traction and 20% compression strains. For the active fibre stress, a parametric study
defined suitable values for a strain-like parameter ζCE that controls muscle activation
through deformation thresholds. Stress analysis revealed that ζCE values derived for the
different lumbar muscles from literature-based morphometric criteria were unable to
induce any active response. Thus, alternative values were proposed keeping the relative
activations of the muscles modelled as suggested by the relation of ζCE to the functional
geometrical characteristics of these muscles. Stress results for all models were in the
plausible range of values reported in literature for the erect posture. The Psoas Major,
though, showed an unrealistic high activation for compression strains over 15%.
Therefore, a phenomenological calibration of the parameter ζCE would allow further
implementation of the constitutive model proposed in a lumbar spine model, given the
limited number of parameters involved.

1. INTRODUCTION
Mechanical factors have a significant influence on the degenerative progression of spine
tissues. The muscles of the spine provide stability of the trunk and transfer most of the
kinematical forces to the vertebra and intervertebral discs. Mechanistic simulations of
the boundary conditions through explicit muscle modeling, using tension-only
unidirectional elements representing muscle fascicles were initially proposed to capture
the effect of in vivo loading conditions [1]. Advanced kinematical models deriving
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muscle fascicle forces from EMG, kinematic or anthropometric measurements [2], as
well as multi-level optimization models [3] were developed to better approximate the
action of lumbar muscles. However, none of these models addressed the constitutive
behaviour of the spine muscles. Indeed, muscle constitutive modelling would add to the
existing simulation approaches by allowing predictive calculations of the forces that
apply on the osteo-ligamentous spine for any simulated deformation, at any strain rate.
Accordingly, such models were already explored for the cervical spine [4]. Yet, no
constitutive models have been reported for lumbar spine to our knowledge, despite the
presence of particularly high mechanical loads in this area. As such, this study proposes
to address this contribution by developing a novel active lumbar spine muscle model
and assess its potential to be calibrated specifically to simulate the action of the lumbar
spine muscles.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A modified quasi-incompressible transversely isotropic hyperelastic constitutive model
was adopted for the passive and active behavior of the lumbar muscles. The model was
based on a modified hyperelastic model originally proposed for cardiac tissues [5] and a
similar approach used previously to accommodate transversely isotropic material
symmetry of soft tissues [6,7]. An uncoupled form of the strain energy was used to
simulate the nearly incompressible behavior of the passive matrix of the muscle
fascicles through the superimposition of the dilatational (
(Eq. 1) and deviatoric
̅
(
(Eq. 2) components of the tissue mechanics. The embedded muscular fibres
̅
̅
accounted for both a passive (
(Eq. 3) and an active (
(Eq. 4) fibre
̅
strain energy terms, where
is the uncoupled fibre stretch ratio,
is the muscle peak
stress and
is a strain-like quantity measured from the rest state of the muscle. The
whole constitutive relation was the additive contribution of the fibre and of the matrix
deviatoric and volumetric stresses (Eq. 6), where J is the Jacobian determinant, K is the
matrix bulk modulus, G is the matrix shear modulus, N is the undeformed fibre
direction and C is the right Cauchy-Green strain tensor.
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A single unidirectional element (L=40 mm, A=100 mm2) was used to assess the
implemented model by means of user-defined material subroutines. 30% traction and
2

20% compression strains were imposed. Material constants for the matrix quasiincompressible behaviour and fibre passive resistance were derived from [5,6], while
muscle peak stress was based on [8] (Table 1).
Table 1. Material parameters.
Description

Parameter

Value

References

Stress in the DEV term

G [MPa]

16.42 x 10-4

Adapted from
Martins et al. (1998)

Stress in the VOL term

K [MPa]

1.642

Blemker et al (2005)

Stress in the PE term

A

4

Lu et al (2010),
Martins et al. (1998)

Stress in the PE and SE

T0 [MPa]

0.46

Bogduk et al.
(1992b)

For the active fibre term, morphometry-based estimations for the Erector Spinae (ES)
(Longissimus thoracis pars lumborum and Longissimus thoracis pars thoracis, LT,
Iliocostalis lumborum pars lumborum, IL), the Multifidus (MF) and the Psoas Major
(PS) muscles based on [9] were used to calculate the parameter CCE (Eq. 5) and to
simulate muscle activation (Table 2). A parametric analysis was planned for further
exploration of the influence of CCE on muscle stress predictions in order to assess
possibilities of model calibration based on muscle activation criteria. Such exploration
was performed assuming that the proportion of activation from one muscle to another
due to the morphometric differences should be preserved.
In the end, the contribution of each stress term represented in Eq. (6) was analyzed in
order to conclude about the most critical term to consider for further model adjustments.
Table 2. Morphometry-based values for CCE for lumbar muscles.

CCE

MF

LT

IL

PS

0.811

0.825

0.846

1.111

3. RESULTS
Stress analysis of the models indicated that the initial CCE values based on the literature
(Table 2) were not able to induce any active response of the muscle due to a systematic
overestimation of
at any fibre stretch ratio. Therefore, further parametric analysis
showed that CCE values below 0.637 in traction and above 0.706 in compression were
necessary to predict non-zero active stresses at some point (Fig.1).

3

Figure 1. Range of parameter CCE for active stress calculation

Alternative CCE values were explored by keeping the relative activations of the muscles
modelled as suggested by the relation of ζCE to the functional geometrical characteristics
of these muscles (Table 3).
Table 3. Alternative CCE values suggested for lumbar muscles
compression

traction

MF

0.706

0.465

LT

0.718

0.473

IL

0.737

0.485

PS

0.967

0.637

For all muscles tested, the new stress results obtained (Fig. 2a) were within the plausible
range of values reported in literature [10] for
values between 0.9 and 1.1. The
relative contribution of the different terms in the total stress indicated the dominant role
of the active fibre term followed by the passive volumetric term for MF, LT and IL
muscles for traction up to = 1.2 (Fig. 2b). For PS, on the contrary, the passive
volumetric resistance had the highest contribution in the total stress.

Figure 2. (a) Normal Cauchy stress for MF, LT, IL & PS muscles, (b) Relative contributions of stress
terms for =1.2

4

4. DISCUSSION
The limited number of parameters, i.e. 5, needed in this model is advantageous
compared to the minimum number of 11 parameters involved in other models [11].
Indeed this model is more easily falsifiable and the parameters can be more easily
determined empirically. Parametric analysis of active fibre parameter CCE showed that
the stress results obtained were in good agreement with other studies reported in
literature. However, a phenomenological calibration of the parameter CCE may be
needed out of the studied strain range in order to achieve more realistic stress
predictions. Thus, clinical explorations of the strain range of activation of lumbar
muscles, e.g. through MRI explorations [12], could provide realistic calibrations for
further implementation of the equations in a lumbar spine model, opening the way also
to patient specific calibrations. Such explorations would be particularly necessary for
the Psoas Major, since results showed an unrealistic stress response over = 0.85
compression (Fig. 2a), where the active stress accounted for more than 90% of the total
stress. On the contrary, under traction, Psoas Major volumetric stress response was
prominent (Fig. 2b), suggesting the need to assess its dependence upon muscle fibre
activation. Indeed, the model sensitivity was related to the bulk modulus K for which, a
ten-fold increase would allow a more realistic approximation of the incompressible
muscle behaviour. However, although previous studies reported 15% maximum muscle
activation simulating the biceps brachii behaviour [6], literature still lacks references for
the possible strain range of activations that the Psoas Major can undergo during
occupational and athletic activities.

5. CONCLUSION
A new constitutive model for the lumbar spine muscles was proposed and tested. The
stress predictions of the muscle active response were very sensitive to variations of the
parameter CCE. For the MF, LT and IL models, similar stress-strain dependencies were
observed for the studied range of strains. Relative stress terms contributions analysis
pointed out the significance of realistic simulations of muscle activation for all muscles.
Nevertheless, PS strongly indicated possible overestimations of the muscle resistance to
volumetric deformations under traction and of the active stress term under compression.
This suggests that the mechanisms of activation for this very specific muscle may have
to be explored independently on the other lumbar muscles simulated.
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AN ALGORITHM FOR MODELING THE FIBRE DISTRIBUTION OF
THE ANNULUS FIBROSUS WITHIN ARBITRARILY-ALIGNED
MESHES
G. Marini1, I. Koh1, H. Studer2 and S. J. Ferguson1

1. ABSTRACT
The continuous evolution of numerical techniques in computational biomechanics has
driven the field ever closer to patient-specific models for both research and clinical
applications. The study of spine-related pathologies is particularly relevant. Although
algorithms exist for the semi-automatic extraction and reconstruction of vertebral
models from medical images, the description of the intervertebral disc, with its
anisotropic multilayer structure, remains a challenge. We have developed an algorithm
for the automatic inclusion of fibre reinforcement, given only the external and internal
geometry of the annulus. A continuum description of fibre reinforcement has been
developed. To support automatic meshing algorithms, which employ irregular
tetrahedral elements, the algorithm was refined to describe an anatomical fibre
alignment within arbitrarily-aligned tetrahedral elements. We investigated and
compared the results provided by a semi-elliptical disc model meshed with either brick
or tetrahedral elements. A nonlinear hyperelastic formulation has been used for the
material model of the nucleus pulposus and annulus fibrosus. A pre-stress technique has
been applied to simulate swelling pressure in the initial state. Loading cases included
axial compression, flexion, axial and lateral torque. The simulations showed that
collagen fibre reinforcement of a tetrahedral mesh with irregularly sized and aligned
elements can be achieved with an automated algorithm. This allows the automated
generation of patient-specific models of the intervertebral disc. Depending on mesh
size, element type and integration scheme, the method provides a similar response to a
model with a regular hexahedral mesh, for the investigated loads, with a maximum error
of approximately 3% for an equivalent mesh seed. However, the convergence of the
tetrahedral model towards the hexahedral reference highlights the importance of
appropriate mesh refinement.

2. INTRODUCTION
The efforts to analyse the mechanics of the spine segment through computational
methods have been growing exponentially in the past decade. New numerical
techniques and theories within the domain of Finite Elements (FE) methods have been
developed to better estimate stresses and strains experienced by the human spinal
segments through daily activities [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. However, studies of the mechanics of
spinal segments still demonstrate ambiguities due to the high efforts involved in
creating adequate patient specific FE models. Although algorithms exist to semiautomatically [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11], and automatically [12] segment medical images to
create FE models of vertebrae, the description of the intervertebral discs remain as a
1
2
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challenge due to its anisotropic multilayer structure. The anisotropy of annulus fibrosus
(AF) is derived from its alternating layers of fibre-reinforced lamellae. These lamellae
surround a gelatinous central core, the nucleus pulposus (NP) [13]. The orientations of
fibres in each lamella vary with respect to the circumferential and radial positions of the
lamella [14, 15]. To describe such variations, FE models of intervertebral discs
developed in the past assigned the fibre directions based on the shape of the elements
used for the model. The most commonly used element was the hexahedral element, as
its structured vertices act as convenient geometric reference points to describe fibredirections using either reinforcement bars (discrete elements) or a continuum
characterization. The use of tetrahedral elements was generally avoided despite their
versatility to describe complex geometries [16]. This was because of i) difficulties to
describe fibre-orientations due to element irregularity and ii) slower convergence
compared to hexahedral elements, although the latter is debatable depending on the
initial element shape. The aim of this study was to develop an algorithm to calculate and
assign the fibre-orientations automatically using only the external and internal geometry
of AF as the geometric reference. The novelty of the developed algorithm is the fact that
the computation of fibre-orientations is performed independent to the element shapes.
An idealized semi-elliptical disc model was used to compare the mechanical behaviour
provided by using tetrahedral and hexahedral elements. Compression, flexion, torsion
and lateral bending response of the disc were investigated and compared.
3. METHODS
A representative IVD was designed, based on the work of Little et al. [17], with a major
axis of 50 mm and a minor axis of 37 mm. A height of 8.5 mm was defined. The
volume of the nucleus pulposus was set to 45% of the entire disc geometry [18]. Rigid
body endplates were added at the top and bottom. The model was then meshed and
element sets were created for the AF and the NP. Node sets were defined for the
superior and inferior endplates and for the internal and external surfaces of the AF. The
IVD had the major axis aligned with the x-axis and the minor axis aligned with y-axis of
a xyz system of reference, Figure 1.a.
3.1 Algorithm to compute fibre orientation
The task to determine the fibre orientation at a material point Pi is similar to defining a
local system of reference. Therefore, three mutually orthogonal unit vectors have to be
selected, {n1, n2, n3}, where n1 is a vector tangent to the curve on the transversal crosssection, n2 is a vector tangent to the bulge and vertically oriented and n3 is determined
by the cross product of n1 and n2. Once this reference has been locally defined, the
rotation of the system around n3 will provide the local fibre orientation, fibre. The
pseudo-code is shown in Box 1. The algorithm was implemented in Matlab® (The
MathWorks Inc., Natick, Massachusetts).
3.2 Material model and numerical analysis
A large deformation approach was used to describe the mechanical response of the
tissue. Through hyperelastic continuum theory, the stress-strain relationships were
derived assuming given the strain energy function for each tissue. A Neo-Hookean
model was used for the NP, assuming a homogeneous, incompressible material, Eq.(1).
A modified Yeoh's model has been used for the ground matrix of the AF, assuming a

௧
1 - Compute the centre of the bottom and top endplate, ௧௧
ௗ௧ and ௗ௧
௧
2 - Compute the disc centre, ௗ௦ = (௧௧
ௗ௧ + ௗ௧ )/2
3 - Loop over the elements of the AF
.1 - Compute the position of the integration points for each element
.2 - Loop over the integration points, 
.1 - Computation of ଵ , Figure 1.b
.1 - Read and store the coordinates of the nodes which lay on the same plane (same
z-coordinate) for the internal and external surfaces, ± ∆z (e.g seed size)
.2 - Resampling of the points of the external and internal surfaces of the AF
.3 - Compute the temporary centre disc cross-section, ௧
௩ௗ
.4 - Definition of sets of n points around  on the external,  ௧ , and internal
surfaces,  ௫௧
.5 - Definition of polynomial curves of order n (e.g. second order) by fitting over
the  ௧ ,  ௧ , and the  ௫௧ ,  ௧
௧
.6 - Compute the line over  and ௧
and  ௫௧ , ௧

௩ௗ and its intersection with 
௫௧
and 
.7 - Compute the vectors tangent at the intersection points, ௫௧ and ௧
௧
௫௧
.8 - Compute the distance ଵ = |௧
 −  | and ଶ = | −  |
௧
௫௧
௧
+ ଵ
−
/ ଶ
.9 - Determine ଵ =
.2 - Computation of ଶ , Figure 1.c
.1 - Compute the angle ௭ between x-axis and the line over the ௧
௩ௗ and  ,
.2 - Rotation of ௭ of the AF elements to have  aligned over x-axis
.3 - Selection of the nodes within a certain offset ± ∆y (e.g. seed size)
௧
.4 - Repeat steps 3.2.1.4 – 9 using the ௗ௦ instead of ௧
௩ௗ to determine ଶ
⁞
.10 - Determine ଶ by rotation of − ௭ of ௧
ଶ
.3 - Determine ଷ = ଵ × ଶ
.4 - Rotation of ± around ଷ of ଵ , where  is the fibre angle with respect the
transversal plane, (30°). The sign of  has to be chosen according to the number
of layers described and the relative position of  in the AF. The rotated ଵ
represents the fibre orientation at  , fibre
.5 - Storing of the element number, the integration number and the fibre components.
4 - Write in a file the fibre orientation per integration point or per element (average and
normalization)

Box.1 Algorithm to compute fibre direction
homogeneous, slightly compressible material,  = 0.45, Eq.(2). The embedded collagen
fibres were described by a polynomial formulation [2], Eq. (3). The material
components of the fibres have been modelled as reacting only to elongation.
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Figure 1. 3D sketch of the IVD (a); sketch for computation of  (b); sketch for
computation of 
 (c); FE model (d) with tetrahedral, λ=2, (left) and hexahedral
mesh, λ=8, (right).


 


 
 


[MPa] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa]
[MPa]
0.0033 67.02 0.036 0.069 2.16 0.093 53.23

Table 1. Finite element
model properties.

Where     is the right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor,  is the deformation
gradient tensor measure of the transformation,   det  is the Jacobian determinant, a
measure of the volume change. ̅ is the first invariant of the deviatoric deformation
tensor    /  and       is the square of the fibre stretch.


  ,   ,  ,  ,   ,  and , are the material coefficients for the NP and the AF,
see Table 1. The constitutive equations have been implemented in the ABAQUS finite
element package (ABAQUS 6.9.3, Hibbit, Karlsson and Sorenson Inc., Pawtucket, RI,
USA) with FORTRAN subroutines and tested through simple FE models. Linear fullyintegrated hexahedral elements (C3D8) and second order fully-integrated elements
(C3D10) were used for the discretization of the system. The seed size was chosen by
dividing the disc height by a factor λ. For the hexahedral mesh, we have chosen λ = 8,
whereas λ = 2, 4, 6, 8 were used for the tetrahedral element models. We assumed the AF
to be comprised of eight alternating layers, with the fibre orientation described as in
Holzapfel et al. [15]. The study cases were: Axial compression (-1mm), flexion (5°),
torsion (5°) and lateral bending (5°). A pre-stress analysis was implemented prior to the
studies to compute the stress distribution induced by a swelling pressure of 0.1MPa.
4. RESULTS
The load-displacement curves obtained from the tetrahedral and hexahedral mesh
models showed a comparable disc response (Figure 2.a). The model with a coarse
tetrahedral mesh (λ=2) showed similar results to the hexahedral mesh in axial
compression (max. error 4.6%) and flexion (max. error 6.1%) when responses were
compared at the organ level. However, the coarse tetrahedral model started to diverge
when lateral bending greater than 2.5° was applied (max. error 17.6%). This was
improved by using a model with a finer tetrahedral mesh (λ=4). For torsion, both

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. Load-displacement curves (a) and NP pressure-displacement curves (b)
provided by the FE model with hexahedral (λ = 8) and tetrahedral mesh (λ = 2, 4, 6, 8).
models with a tetrahedral mesh provided different results to the hexahedral mesh.
However, a finer tetrahedral mesh reduced the errors by half, to maximum 12.6%. The
internal pressure of the NP was always underestimated by the model with a coarse mesh
(λ=2) for all loading cases (Figure 2.b). The prediction of internal pressure improved
with a finer tetrahedral mesh model (λ=4) with the exception of torsion.
5. DISCUSSION
In this study, an algorithm to compute the fibre direction in an arbitrarily aligned mesh
of the IVD was developed. Tetrahedral and hexahedral meshes of an IVD model were
tested with various loading cases to investigate the numerical outcome of the two types
of grid discretization. The numerical analyses showed that, depending on the load case,
the IVD has to be discretized with a fine enough mesh to provide a similar behaviour to
a reference hexahedral mesh when using a tetrahedral mesh. In particular, this aspect
was found to be critical when simulating torsion. Although we had expected to observe
a stiffer behaviour in the coarse tetrahedral mesh than in the hexahedral mesh, the
opposite was observed. The cause of such behaviour is suspected to be a repartitioning
of loads within the discretised model. Since one large tetrahedral element may radially
cover the entire AF area, the positions of the integration points are inadequate to
describe the intermediate layers accurately. However, such an outcome should be
verified when using alternative formulations of the constitutive equations i.e. [19, 1]
Further, to improve the accuracy of the fibre computation, the parameters ∆z, ∆y, and n
can be adjusted. However, if for instance ∆y, ∆z, are too small no nodes are detected; if
n is too high an inconsistent description of the geometry could be computed (i.e. a zigzag line between the nodes). A check of the fibre distribution by plotting the fibre
directions, i.e. quiver3() in Matlab®, should highlight anomalies. In summary, the
presented algorithm provides a possibility to model the IVD with arbitrary meshes
which will act as a useful tool to develop subject-specific IVD FE models.
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A bio-mechanics based methodology to optimize vehicle front
profile for pedestrian safety
H. Subramanian1, D. Göhlich2 , S. Mukherjee3 and A. Chawla4

1. ABSTRACT
Car front design is based on performance and passenger safety requirements by
regulatory and rating tests. Pedestrian safety tests are mandatory in regions like
European Union and Japan while other regions do not have such regulations. These tests
involve impacts of head-form, upper leg-form and lower leg-form to simulate collisions
with bumper, bonnet edge and bonnet regions while excluding regions like windscreen.
In this paper, we address this issue by the interaction of a complete human body model
and not just independent “body-forms”. The focus is to study the human body
interaction with the complete front end profile and addressing the front end shape in the
perspective of injury reduction. In this process, kinematics of vehicle-pedestrian crash is
considered on the basis of a multi-body simulation using MADYMO software. Four
different body dimensions are analyzed comprising of one child dummy and 3 adult
dummies. The optimization of vehicle shape is based on an “injury cost” measure as a
single objective function using indicative cost for various body segments from leg to
head. A genetic algorithm based optimization was implemented in
MATLAB/MADYMO environment. Constraints of the optimization process denote the
geometric limits of the specific car segment. This process has the objective of
supporting the initial concept stage of a vehicle design process. An optimization at this
stage allows the design to be more pedestrian friendly without compromising the rating
and mandatory requirements.

2. INTRODUCTION
Cars of today appear in varied shapes and sizes expressing stylistic features combined
with features for better performance. The design of front ends is to score better points in
New Car Assessment Program (NCAP) tests and pass the regulatory crash tests.
Pedestrian fatalities are found to be higher in urban areas in particular across the world
(Naci et al. 2009; WHO 2009). In a step to minimize the injury to pedestrians from
impacts with vehicle fronts, the pedestrian safety tests were proposed. These tests
involve the usage of “body-forms” to assess the threat of vehicle to the pedestrians. The
results were based on injury measures calculated from the dynamics of the body-form
with vehicle impact.
When NCAP scores are analyzed, one can find cars with two different profiles have
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same rating in the tests, but they do not look similar!! We wish to address the design of
shape of the front end of a car, based on safety of a pedestrian considering whole body
kinematics and one unified representation of the threat to the pedestrian.

3. CRASH SCENARIO SIMULATION
Frontal crash scenario with pedestrian being hit at right side is considered. There is also
data epidemiological studies showing major scenarios of pedestrian crash are lateral
impact to the front of the vehicle. . The NCAP tests also assume impact with the front
end of the vehicle. The pedestrian dummy is positioned with legs at walking position.
The speed of impact is assumed 40 kmph reduced by 0.7g due to normal braking up to
around 150 ms after contact with the pedestrian. After 150ms of crash, a further
deceleration of 7g is introduced to avoid carry over with the vehicle. The focus here is
to study due to primary impact and studies have indicated head contact to occur around
100ms from the time of initial contact (Mizuno et al. 2001).
For accounting the variation in population, available MADYMO human pedestrian
dummies of 6 year old child, 5th percentile Female, 50th percentile Male and 95th
percentile Male are used. The stance considered is based on the values used by Carter et
al. 2005. Simulation using multi-body codes is carried for at least 250ms after the first
contact with the pedestrian dummy. The dummy is allowed to fall in the field of gravity
so as to have a preloading in the legs before crash.
Vehicle representing a car is modeled in segments as hyper-ellipsoids in MADYMO
having two ellipsoids for bumper, one each for bonnet leading edge, bonnet, cowl
region and windscreen. The contact between vehicle and pedestrian dummy is defined
using simplified force-deflection curves based on data from (Mizuno et al. 2001; Rooij
et al. 2003). The characteristics as force-deflection used for simulation are to represent
body interaction with the car surface. Figure 1shows a screen shot of preprocessor
(xMADGIC) application.
Friction between the body surface and vehicle surface is taken as that for a nylon
surface with metal as used for dummy ((Han et al. 2001). Various friction
values have been used but variation of the results significantly was not observed, so the
above mentioned value has been used. Friction is also used between the pedestrian foot
and ground (based contact between sports shoes with road (Feist et al. 2009).

Figure 1 Vehicle Model and pedestrian dummies before impact
4. MEASUREMENT OF SAFETY TO HUMANS
4.1 Injury Measures
Abbreviated Injury Scale (AIS) is a number from 1 to 6 to represent severity of injuries

to a particular body part based on the probability of death occurring due to it. It was
developed by Association for the Advancement of Automotive Medicine (Gennarelli &
Wodzin 2006). The new version was updated in 2008. Measurement of injury is still a
researched area. It is understood that the injury measures do not completely represent
the injury severity and it‟s implication to the pedestrian. The nature of injuries varies
from soft tissue damage in internal organs to torsional or bending failure of bones.
Injury measures like HIC, Nij, and VC for Torso with head and peak forces with index
for long bones are considered for this study. There are further injury measures like
Angular acceleration based injury measurement on head (Schmitt et al. 2007) to
represent injuries better. We restrict to these measures which can be computed with
simple multi-body simulations of a vehicle pedestrian crash in a manner of representing
one major injury measure for each of the body regions namely head, neck, thorax, upper
leg, knees and lower leg.
4.2 Unitary Measure - Injury Cost
There have been attempts to optimize based on one measure or two of injury measures
(Carter et al. 2005; Linder et al. 2004). The optimizations were based on HIC and HIC
with chest accelerations. We take it further by considering the method of calculating
„injury cost‟ used in ISO 13232: part5 and formulate a representative cost based on the
injury AIS values. The „injury costs‟ involve medical costs and auxiliary costs, both
based on AIS level of injury. For our study, we had considered the limit values based on
the Injury limits used in (Payne A R, 2001). A sample calculation is shown in Table 1.
This attempt of „injury cost‟ can represent the injuries to whole body rather than just
specific parts. It is understood that the data quoted for finding reference AIS values
from injury measures was for a different application. Our objective here is to have an
initial representative values for illustrating the procedure.
Table 1 Sample Calculation of the Injury Cost
Injury Values obtained
HIC
Nij
VC
FFC (kN)
TI
Force above knee on femur (kN)
Lower Extremity PPI
Total Injury Cost (USD)

Car 1_95
Value AIS Cost
135 1 3448
0.667 1
0
0.002 0
0
9.09 3
0.339 0 128302
12.24 4
0.27
131750

Car 1_50
Car 1_05
Value AIS Cost
Value AIS Cost
793 2 14625
357 1 3448
0.369 1
0
0.47 1
0
0.002 0
0
0.001 0
0
10.9 4
10.2 4
0.31 0 128302 0.29 0 128302
11.17 4
10.72 4
0.27
0.27
142927
131750

Car 1_6c
Value AIS Cost
896 2 14625
0.267 1
0
0.007 0
0
4.15 1
0.977 1 128302
3.53 1
0.27
142927

5. PROCESS OF OPTIMIZATION
The whole design of vehicle front design can be formulated as a function of single
objective namely „injury cost‟. The injury cost measure is an indicative number and it
has been shown to have inverse relationship with Euro-NCAP scores (Sankara
subramanian et al. 2011). A higher injury cost means a profile with higher risk for
injury to a pedestrian. So, we formulate the problem vehicle front design to be a
problem of minimization of injury cost.
Optimization algorithm is used to control the shapes of car fronts and MADYMO solver
is used to simulate the vehicle pedestrian crash. MATLAB codes are used to compute
the AIS equivalent for the injury measure and the injury cost from it .With outputs from

MATLAB / GA

solver the optimization cycle continues till stopping criteria is reached.
Constraints

MADYMO

Shape Generation

Vehicle

Pedestrian
6Y C, 5%le F, 50, 95 %le
M

Injury Measures

MATLAB / GA

AIS

Injury Cost

Stopping Criteria

Solution

Figure 2 Methodology of Optimization
5. SAMPLE APPLICATION
A specific problem of urban car with conventional engine is addressed in this study. The
design space for centers of ellipsoids is set in red box shown in Figure 4. The limits are
based on the measurements of 6 compact car fronts. Optimization cycle stopping criteria
is set with number of generations to be computed as 10. The number of samples in one
generation is 100; effectively (10*100*4 = 4000) simulations are computed. It has been
observed in previous calculations that median costs approach the minimum cost by the
end of 9th generations in the trials conducted.
Constraints are placed in the length variations and angle variations of ellipsoids are
restricted to represent only conventional shapes.
Injury cost is computed as the sum of injury costs of all four anthropometric sizes of
humans. The injury cost is expected to serve as an indicator and not actual cost.

Million
Injury Cost (USD)

0.7
0.6
0.5
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Figure 3 Injury cost variation

Figure 4 Best 4 Shapes at the end of optimization
6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 3 shows injury costs for six reference car profiles and 4 optimized profiles with
shares of the various sizes of pedestrians indicated in different color. The resulting
optimal shapes show injury costs around 30 to 40% of the shapes of cars considered.
This reduction has been observed with variation of the shapes alone and not altering the
stiffness characteristics. A further deeper analysis on the contribution of various costs
showed a trend of severe injuries in lower extremity for the taller (95% Male) and more
severe upper extremity injury for the child and shorter (5% Female). All 4 optima have
nearly equal injury cost for the four dummies considered, hence they should cause
minimal injury for adults and children.
Figure 4 shows the shape of vehicle as a line chart connecting the center of the hyperellipsoids. The actual shape would involve the ellipsoids with their inclinations included
forming a conventional looking vehicle front.
It is known that the hood is the softest part in the body of the car and windscreen
denotes a harder part followed by hood edge. The new shapes show a shift of the
vehicle hood down and hood leading edge to a point where the head of child impacts the
hood and point of first impact with hood edge is below the shoulder. Within the limits

of the our design space, the head hits of all the other sizes of humans are found to be on
the windscreen and not on the high stiffness cowl region below the windscreen or above
the windscreen. Peak lateral force exceeding the limits of large bone failure was
observed for all the standard car profiles considered. There was a reduction in this force
also observed in the new profiles. The height of hood leading edge is found near 0.75m.
The contribution of thorax VC measure and the Nij measure of injury cost was not
significant in almost all simulations indicating the requirement of a better measure.
This injury cost based optimization addresses the threat of a particular vehicle shape
factor to a human assuming no variation in stiffness across profiles. The role of stiffness
in vehicle parts impacting is critical in fine tuning for injuries to specific body parts.
Though more than one solution is found, the trend shows grouping towards local
minimal points.
With better data from epidemiological studies, „injury cost‟ can represent in a better
way the injury threat to humans. A finite element Human body model would be
essential for calculation of specific injury measures to carry out in depth study. Since
this method shows some probable results, the next step is to use a three dimensional
model of the vehicle considering more detailed packaging considerations. In
combination, the vehicle design problem can be better addressed for minimizing injury
to pedestrians at concept stage without interfering with design for the rating and
regulatory tests.
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A SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF ADAPTIVE BONE REMODELING
SIMULTATION IN THE PROXIMAL FEMUR USING 3D MODELS
S. Walscharts1, J.M. Garcia-Aznar2, G.H. van Lenthe1 and J. Vander Sloten1

1. ABSTRACT
The typical bone density patterns in the proximal femur can be explained using bone
remodeling simulations [1]. Yet, density variations have been measured between
individuals. The aim of this study was to use patient specific loading characteristics to
estimate the bone density distribution in the proximal femur and to determine the
importance of different modeling parameters in doing so. We combined a generic
anisotropic bone remodeling scheme [2] with a patient specific musculoskeletal model
of the lower limb. The model includes patient specific muscle attachments of the
relevant muscles of the lower limb. Gait analysis data was used to quantify the loads
that occur during daily life. We varied the initial homogeneous density of the bone, the
load intensity, the number of load cases, their relative importance, as well as the number
of muscles taken into account. We evaluated our findings against the results of
simulations using generic loading. We found that the number of load cases had little
effect on the estimated density, as long as they are distributed over the entire gait cycle.
A high initial density resulted in too high density values in the medullary cavity,
whereas low initial values all led to very similar outcome. The action of the muscle
forces was most pronounced near the attachment regions. The direction of the head
contact force greatly influenced the estimated density pattern. Since this direction is
known to be strongly determined by the gait, data from an entire gait cycle representing
all loads acting on the bone are necessary for predicting physiological density
distributions.

2. INTRODUCTION
The relationship between bone structure and applied loads was first observed and
described by Wolff in 1892 [3]. Since then a lot of models have been proposed that
model bone adaptation in response to mechanical stimuli. Depending on the model,
these stimuli differ from functions of stress or strain to strain energy.
Not only the mechanical stimulus but also the kind of load that is applied varies
between models. Earlier models only considered 2D geometry and thus the load cases
differed mainly in abduction angles [4], with forces acting on the major trochanter.
Although these loads are still being used for 3D simulations [5], a gait based approach
gives a more realistic representation of the mechanical environment [6]. Also extreme
loads like stair walking are sometimes considered [7]. The bones used, as well as the
loads considered, are mostly generic and patient-specific differences are generally
ignored. Valuable information could be lost by omitting the subject-specificity and
simplifying the loads.
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The main goal of this study is to combine the bone remodeling scheme with a subjectspecific musculoskeletal model for estimating the loads, and to determine the model
parameters that have the biggest influence on the bone remodeling outcome when
estimating bone remodeling for a 3D geometry with 3D loading cases. Secondly to get
an insight which aspects of a patient-specific load-based bone remodeling model are
important to accurately predict the bone density distribution in the proximal femur by
comparing the results with image based material properties.

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS
3.1 Bone remodeling model
The anisotropic bone remodeling model used is based on the principles of continuum
damage mechanics [2]. It uses a fabric tensor and the apparent density as internal
variables to model both the change in bone density distribution as well as the
directionality of the microstructure. Starting from isotropic material properties, the
material will adjust and align its principal directions with those of the stress tensor,
while also resorbing bone where it is not contributing to the load-supporting structure of
the bone. The bone remodeling algorithm was implemented and executed for hundred
increments of analysis, after which changes in bone density became negligible.
3.2 FE-model
A semi-automatic segmented triangulated surface mesh was constructed from CTimages using Mimics (Materialise NV, Leuven, Belgium). Starting from a bone
threshold of 226 HU, followed by a cleaning operation including manual editing and
morphological operations, Standard Triangulation Language (STL) files were generated.
A linear tetrahedral volume mesh was constructed using an automatic meshing in
MSC.Patran after smoothing and homogenizing the surface triangles. To limit
calculation time, the volume mesh was reduced to only contain the most proximal third,
and was then distally fixed in three vertices around the border of the cut. The density
profile of the proximal part was very similar whether or not a larger part of the femur
was used. Only near the elements that were clamped, was there a visual difference.
After relative positioning of the femoral head with respect to the pelvic bone, the
maximal contact surface was determined by thresholding the maximum distance
between the contact surfaces. Contact forces on this surface were chosen pointing
towards the hip joint center, with amplitudes proportional to the projected vertex surface
area, diminishing in amplitude away from a pole [8]. The magnitude and location of this
pole was determined iteratively starting from the direction of the total contact force until
the required total contact force was acquired. When no relative positional data of the hip
bones was available, as is the case when using generic loading conditions, the maximal
contact surface was chosen by a conical cut with an opening angle of 45 degrees from
the direction of the force.
The FE-meshes were imported into Mimics again and material properties were assigned
by relating the HU from the CT-image with bone mineral density. In literature different

relationships can be found that relate bone mineral density and HU. In the present study
we used ρ = 131+1.067*HU as proposed by Rho et al. [9].
3.3 Musculoskeletal model
The loads and boundary conditions used in the bone remodeling FE-model are
generated based on a subject-specific musculoskeletal model. Muscle attachment
regions of the femur are located using the segmented bone and a bone database. An
optimal match between the femur and one of the database bones follows after rigid ICPregistration [10] or rigid paired point matching [11] of automatically located anatomical
landmarks. Registered muscle insertions are further aligned with the studied bone and
projected onto the surface triangles via a normal-weighted closest point matching.
Grouped mapping of adjacent regions helps to prevent overlap and improve the
accuracy of the generated patient-specific muscle set.
During walking, reflective markers [12] tracked the motion of the patient. Two AMTI
force plates measured the ground contact force. Combined with the location of the
muscle attachments and the automatically detected joint axes, the muscle and contact
forces can be estimated. For this an inverse dynamics framework was used with a goal
function containing a performance term and a joint moment balance term. Non-zero
ground contact forces indicate the time of heel-strike and toe-off. Since loading during
gait is highest during this stance phase, load cases were chosen equidistantly between
these positions.

4. RESULTS
4.1 Sensitivity analysis parameters
Different model parameters were varied and the resulting bone density distributions
were compared. The initial homogeneous density of the bone was changed between 50
and 500 kg/m³. For the loads we varied the load intensity between 0.8 and 1.4 times the
measured values, while maintaining the same load frequency. Also the amount of load
cases (three, five and seven) and their weights were changed. Four different weight
distributions were applied while using three cases with relative weights of the midstance loading case compared to those resulting from the beginning and end of the
stance phase between one and six. When using a higher number of loading, the load
cases were given equal weights. The gluteus medius muscle (separated into three fiber
bundles) was used in all simulations. This muscle set was expanded with the gluteus
minimus/maximus, piriformis and psoas major for the other simulations. The resulting
muscle forces were always calculated based on the full set of muscles independent on
whether those forces were applied onto the FE-model.
4.2 Sensitivity results
For the parameter sensitivity the apparent density differences were compared to the
reference model with an initial density of 0.1 kg/m³, with three load cases with a relative
weight of three for the mid stance, and using the expanded set of muscle forces.
Results showed that the amount of load cases had little impact on the estimated density

distribution, with an average difference of 41 kg/m³ and 14 kg/m³ for resp. five and
seven load cases compared to the reference simulation. Changing the weights however
did have a more pronounced impact on the density. The main difference seems to be a
decrease in the average density, with 455 kg/m³ when lowering the relative weight of
the mid-stance to two compared to the 657 kg/m³ for the reference model. Since the
weight of the body at the beginning and the end of the stance phase is also partially
balance by the other leg, the mechanical stimulus will be lower when a higher weight is
given to these load cases, which eventually leads to a lower density estimate. Reducing
the attachment regions to only the three gluteus medius fibers resulted in similar
average density (618 kg/m³), but with increased bone formation near the muscle
insertion.
A high initial density distribution (500 kg/m³) resulted in a relative high density in the
medullary cavity and the femoral head. The model does not predict enough resorption to
lower the density to realistic values. Note however that the bone remodeling of the
femur in vivo will never start from this (relative high) homogeneous bone distribution.
Further research is needed to evaluate whether this problem also manifests in cases
where resorption does happen, like after total hip arthroplasty. When decreasing or
increasing the amplitude of the muscle and contact forces, the same pattern emerges,
however the apparent density values scale with average densities of 572, 690 and 742
kg/m³ for a scaling factor of resp. 0.8, 1.2 and 1.4.
4.3 Bone density comparison
To compare the simulated result with the bone density estimate from CT scan we
calculate the error level, defined as the minimum of the absolute and relative error. The
absolute error was calculated as the difference between the bone density prediction and
the density computed from HU, both in g/cm³. For the relative error this was normalized
with the image based density estimate. These errors were calculated for four different
ranges of densities (0≤ρ<500, 500≤ρ<1000, 1000≤ρ<1500, 1500≤ρ<2000), as calculated
from HU.
The results of the simulation and its accuracy can be seen in Fig 1 and 2 respectively.
The best overall result was obtained for the reference case. But since difference were
sometimes quite small, parameter changes could shift the result towards the real values
in a specific subject. The average apparent density, derived from the CT-image, was 636
kg/m³ while the simulation results showed an average density of 657 kg/m³.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1: Bone density results (a) for the reference model and (b) calculated from HU

Fig. 2: Percentage of bone volume with a certain error
for different density ranges for the reference
simulation parameters

5. DISCUSSION
Multiple sources cause the discrepancy between the densities acquired from the bone
remodeling simulations and those derived from CT scans. The linear correlations
between the medical image data and real bone properties are an approximation, and
formulations in literature for these vary greatly. This is related to the fact that the scale
of the HU’s varies according to the scanner used. Additional errors arise from the mesh
itself. Since the maximal edge size of the elements used, was bigger than the voxel
resolution, the material properties are calculated from interpolated HU’s instead of the
real values. This results in a blurring of the cortical bone, with a lower density and a
thicker border. Also since some smoothing was performed to provide a better mesh
quality, the outer shell of the mesh will contain volumes that lie outside the bone. The
bone remodeling model will predict cortical bone with a maximal density here, while
the real cortical border starts more inwards.
Only one gait cycle was used to calculate the load cases used. However human gait,
even within one subject, varies a lot. This cycle is not necessarily representative for the
average gait cycle of the subject and the loads that act on the femur. When simulating
bone remodeling with loads coming from an atypical gait cycle, patterns that are far
from reality can be found. Measuring multiple cycles and using the averaged cycle, or a
probabilistic methodology could improve the reliability of the model. Loads that
contribute to the bone remodeling, but that are not part of human walking like stair
walking, should be considered.
An accurate and representative set of muscle and joint forces, will still give bone
densities that deviate from the in vivo values. Factors that are not directly related to the
mechanical stimulus, like genetic predetermination, could skew the bone remodeling

result.
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APPLICATION OF REACTION-DIFFUSION WAVE TO SELFASSEMBLED NETWORK STRUCTURES OF DNA
Kentaro Doi1, Yukihiro Toyokita and Satoyuki Kawano

1. ABSTRACT
Recently, it is reported that DNAs tend to form self-assembled structures on several
kinds of substrate surface and that peculiar network patterns can be observed. In this
study, we develop a theoretical model to simulate a self-assembly network formation of
DNA by using reaction-diffusion wave. The network patterns on two kinds of solid
surfaces are obtained and are compared with the experimental results of AFM images.

2. INTRODUCTION
DNA has attracted much attention from technological aspects due to functional properties
such as electric conductivity, double strand structures, and base complementarity. Selfassembly is one of the most interesting characteristics of DNA, but the mechanism has
not been elucidated enough yet. In the present study, we have applied a reactiondiffusion wave model to the self-assembled network formation of DNA on twodimensional substrate surfaces. A reaction-diffusion system consisting chemical
reactions and molecular diffusion is adapted for modeling the adsorption phenomenon
on the surfaces. In particular, peculiar self-assembled structures on mica and highly
oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) surfaces can be simulated well. It is found that the
difference of surface conditions is taken into account by constraints for the stacking
structures and source terms which denote the provision of DNA near the surfaces.

3. REACTION-DIFFUSION WAVE MODEL
In this model, dissociated or adsorbed states of DNA above a substrate surface are
represented by reaction-diffusion equations:
u
(1)
 Du  2u  du  F u, v,
t
v
 Dv 2v  gv  Gu, v ,
(2)
t
where u and v are the number density of adsorbed and desorbed DNA, respectively,
and Du and Dv are the diffusion coefficient for u and v , respectively. The reaction rate
constants are presented by d and g , and the more higher order terms are usually
presented by functional F u, v and Gu, v. Solving Eqs. (1) and (2), peculiar structures
are obtained at the equilibrium conditions. Using this method, the self-assembly of
DNA is discussed in detail. In this study, the characteristic length is set to 1.7×10-8 m
based on the length of a 50bp DNA fragment employed in our experiments, and the
1
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Fig. 2 Snapshots of self-assembly process of
DNA on HOPG surface: (a) t =1×10-4 s, (b)
1×10-3 s, (c) 1×10-2 s and (d) AFM image.

Fig. 1 Snapshots of self-assembly process of
DNA on mica surface: (a) t= 1×10-4 s, (b)
1×10-3 s, (c) 1×10-2 s and (d) AFM image.

characteristic time is determined as 1.0×10-5 s with respect to the characteristic length
and diffusion coefficients. The non-dimensional forms of Eqs. (1) and (2) can be
obtained by using these quantities.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 1 shows computational results and the atomic force microscope (AFM) images
of self-assembled structure of 50bp poly(dA)poly(dT) DNA fragments on mica and
HOPG surfaces. Bright regions present higher density of adsorbed molecules. The time
evolution of u shows the distribution in the self-assembled structure formation. The
density is distributed randomly at t  0 s, and the difference in the density becomes
clearer as time passes. In this case, F u, v and Gu, v are given by
(3)
F u, v  au  bv  c ,
(4)
Gu, v  eu  f ,
where a , b , c , e and f are parameters which are summarized in Table 1. The surface
is divided into 100100 grids and x  y  1.0 10 8 m. The parameter, c and f are
the source terms. The characteristics of these patterns strongly depend on the difference
of constraints for F and G . For the case of mica surface, the condition is set to
0  F  Pu and 0  G  Pv , where Pu and Pv denote upper limits for interactions with
external systems as controlled by the source terms. On the other hand, for the case of
HOPG, the conditions of F  Pu and G  Pv are maintained. At the equilibrium
conditions, t  1102 s, computational results are in qualitative agreement with
experimental ones. Differences between network patterns on mica and HOPG surfaces
can be represented precisely. The length of both the vertical and the horizontal sides is
1.0 μm and the order of length corresponds to the experimental scale.
Table 1 Parameters for the reaction-diffusion wave model in the non-dimensional units.
Du
Dv
Pu
Pv
y 
t 
x
0.60
0.60
0.10
0.01
0.50
0.20
0.50

a
0.08

b
0.08

c
0.08

d
0.03

e
0.06

f
0.15

g
0.03

AIRFLOW VENTILATION THROUGH HUMAN MAXILLARY
SINUSES WITH SINGLE/TWIN ACCESSORY OSTIA: A CFD
SMULATION STUDY

Jian Hua Zhu1, Heow Pueh Lee2, Kian Meng Lim3, Shu Jin Lee4, Lynette Teo Li
San5 and De Yun Wang6

1. ABSTRACT
The effects of accessory ostium (AO) on ventilation through human maxillary sinus are
to be determined. In this study, realistic 3-Dimensional nasal models of two subjects
were reconstructed: one possessed two AOs on the left side of the nasal cavity (sinus I)
and one AO on the right side (sinus II); and the other subject without AO was recruited
for comparison (sinus III). Transient simulations corresponding to both calm respiration
(15 L/min) and nasal blow (48 L/min) were carried out with these two models using
low-Reynolds-number turbulent model. The results show that, at low flow rate, the
airflow through sinuses I and II were comparable, while the airflow through sinus III
was markedly lower. The flow direction through sinus I changed between inspiration
and expiration, while remained the same almost through the whole respiration cycle in
sinus II. Under high flow conditions mimicking nose blowing, in sinus II, the maximum
sinus flow rate increased compared to low flow rate. While it remained almost constant
in sinus I. In conclusion, the existences of AOs significantly increased the gas exchange
between maxillary sinus and nasal cavity. Whether these airflow changes impact
maxillary sinus physiology or pathophysiology is unknown.

2. INTRODUCTION
The natural ostium (NO) of maxillary sinus, connecting the sinus and nasal cavity, is the
only passage for gas exchange between these two lumens when the accessory ostium
(AO) is absent. The prevalence of AO was estimated to be between 4 and 50 percent1.
In the past, the existence of AO was found to be associated with mucus circulation
between AO and NO2. The circulation of mucus was considered as a cause of persistent
sinusitis and chronic maxillary sinus disease3. The air ventilation through maxillary
1
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sinus might be of great importance to the causes of sinus diseases. However, how the
existence of AO affects sinus ventilation is not well understood. In this study, we
assessed the influence of AO on air ventilation through human maxillary sinus using
CFD simulation.

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS
CT scans of nasal cavities of two subjects were obtained for model reconstruction.
Subject I is with one AO on the right and two on the left. Subject II is with sole NO on
each maxillary sinus as a comparison.
The same process as reported in our previous study was carried out to reconstruct and
discretize the models from CT scans using Mimics (Version 12.1, Materialise n.v.) and
Hypermesh (Version 10.0, Altair Engineering Inc.)4. Fig. 1(A) shows the 3-Dimensional
model of nasal cavity of subject I. A hemisphere with radius of 40 mm was integrated
around the human face for prescription of zero gauge pressure on the surface. Fig. 1(B)
shows the top view of left (sinus I) and right (sinus II) sinuses of subject I. On the left
the first AO (AO1) is located very close to the NO. The second AO (AO2) is far from
the other two ostia. On the right the NO and the AO are located far from each other. Fig.
1(C) shows the left sinus of subject II (sinus III).

Fig. 1 3D reconstructed model. A, Lateral view of 3D model of subject I. Superiorinferior views: B, sinuses of subject I. C, left sinus of subject II.
During the simulation, the air was assumed as incompressible and Newtonian. The nasal
wall was assumed as rigid wall. Zero gauge pressure was prescribed at the hemispheric
surfaces. This boundary condition stands for the realistic ambient pressure around the
human face. Simulations of transient airflow were carried out by applying sinusoidal
variation of flow rate corresponding to ventilation rate of 15 L/min at the pharynx (Fig.
2). Two cycles of respiration with duration of 4 seconds for each cycle were simulated.
The second cycle of respiration was evaluated. In addition, nasal blow was also
simulated for higher flow rate by applying 400 ml load within 0.5 second. Since the
current transient simulation would experience all the laminar regime, the transition
between laminar and turbulent regimes, and the full turbulent regime, low Reynolds
number (LRN) turbulent model of Wilcox5 was chosen for the simulation. The LRN
turbulent model has been reported to be capable of reproducing the behavior of laminar,
transitional and fully turbulent flows6. Fluent (Version 6.3.26, Fluent, Inc.) was used to

solve all the governing equations.

Fig. 2 Transient velocity load.

4. RESULTS
Fig. 3 presents the flow rate through ostia during respiration. Since the flow through
ostia of sinus III was zero due to the incompressible assumption, we calculated the
absolute airflow rate passing through the ostium with the following equation:

F



A

v n dA
2

(1)

where F is the rate of airflow entering the ostium, v is the velocity vector of the
airflow, n is the normal vector of the cross section of maxillary ostium and A is the area
of the cross section. The net volume flow rate in sinuses I and II were calculated as

F   v ndA
A

(2)

In sinus I at 15 L/min, airflow through NO and AO2 was in opposite directions and
equal in magnitude during inspiration. Flow rates through both NO and AO2 increased
to a maximum within the first 0.4 second, and remained elevated throughout the whole
inspiration until the last 0.4 second. The inspiratory flow rate through AO1 was almost
zero. Compared to inspiration, during expiration, flow directions through NO and AO2
reversed, and flow through AO1 became significant. Flow rates through all three ostia
had the same pattern seen during inspiration: rapid early increase, peaking in the
middle, and decrease during the second half. Unlike inspiration, where AO1 had no
flow, during expiration, flow through NO was opposite in direction, and equal in
magnitude to, the summation of flows through AO1 and AO2. In both phases, flow
through AO1 was less than through the other two ostia. In sinus II at 15 L/min, the
airflow pattern during both inspiration and expiration was very similar to that of AO2
and NO in sinus I. The only difference from sinus I was that the direction of flow
through the NO was opposite in the two sinuses during inspiration, and that sinus II had
two short periods of low magnitude flow reversal, in both NO and AO, at the beginning
of both inspiration and expiration, a feature not seen in sinus I. In sinuses III, with no
AO, at 15 L/min, flow rates through the NO were markedly lower.

The variation of flow rate with time in sinus I during nasal blow was very different from
the same sinus at 15 L/min. The flow rate through NO rapidly increased to nearly the
maximum at the very beginning, while the flow in both AOs each showed a short period
of low magnitude flow reversal, similar that seen in sinus II. Flow in AO1 initially held
steady, then increased until the midpoint of the blow, and finally declined, while flow in
AO2 increased at the very beginning, and decreased thereafter. Combined flows through
AO1 and AO2 equaled the flow through NO. Most of the time, the flow rate through
AO1 was proportional to the gross flow rate through the nasal cavity. Unlike sinus I
during nasal blow, both the variation of flow rate with time, and the magnitude of the
flow rate, for both the AO and the NO in sinus II were comparable to the responses of
the same sinuses during expiration at 15 L/min. At peak load during nasal blow, the
maximum flow rate through sinus I was 0.43 L/min compared to 0.46 L/min at 15
L/min, while the maximum flow rates through sinuses II during nasal blow were 0.74,
L/min, compared with 0.54 L/min at 15 L/min.

Fig. 3 Flow rate through the ostia during respiration.
Fig. 4 shows airflow streamlines passing through the ostia of maxillary sinuses at 15
L/min during peak inspiration and peak expiration. In sinus I, air entered NO and exited
AO2 during inspiration. No streamline was found passing through AO1 due to the low
flow through AO1. During expiration, sinus airflow reversed, by entering both AO1 and
AO2, and exiting NO. In sinus II, air entered AO and exited NO during both inspiration
and expiration. In addition, in both sinuses I and II, the streamlines through AOs were
relatively parallel to the cross-sections of AOs at both peak inspiration and peak
expiration. The streamlines through NOs, however, were almost perpendicular to the
cross-sections of NOs. In sinus III, the airflow entered and exited NO during respiration.
In addition, airflow circulated within all the three sinuses during both inspiration and
expiration.

Fig. 4 Streamlines through the ostia at peak loads of inspiration and expiration.

5. DISCUSSION
The most striking effect of having one or more maxillary sinus AOs is a very large
increase in ventilation through the sinus, compared with sinuses having only the NO.
The absence of any AO almost completely prevented air from passing through the
maxillary sinus. There are two possible reasons for the significant increase of air
ventilation through sinus with AO compared to sinus without AO. Firstly, the distance
between AO and middle meatus is much shorter than the distance between NO and
middle meatus, which makes the gas exchange between sinus and nasal airway easier.
Otherwise, in the absence of AO, the uncinate process prevents the airflow in the nasal
cavity from approaching the sinus. Secondly, connected to the middle portion of middle
meatus, the velocity magnitude around the AO is much higher than around NO
connecting to the superior of the middle meatus.
The mechanism of air ventilation through sinus with AO is complex. Our results
showed that it could be the shear force of the airflow in the middle meatus which drives
the air to flow through ostia. One of the evidences is that in sinuses I and II drastic
vortexes appeared near AOs as a sign of shear driven flow7. In addition, the streamlines
were parallel to the cross-sections of AOs, while perpendicular to the cross-sections of
NOs. Therefore it might be the shear force of the airflow in the middle meatus that
induced vortexes near AOs and promoted sinus ventilation. This effect could be more
clearly observed in an idealized model of sinus created by Hood et al.8.
An increase beyond two ostia is not necessarily associated with further increased flow,
since the flow through sinus I (with two AOs) was comparable to flow through sinus II
(with one AO). This increased ventilation of sinuses with AOs is complex. Under high
flow conditions mimicking nose blowing, in sinuses II, the sinus flow rate increased,
compared to the same sinus at 15 L/min. Sinus flow rates remained the same in sinus I,
with three ostia, under both high and low nasal flow conditions. Our simulations also
show small transient airflow reversals at both the beginning and end of respiratory
phases, during high flow conditions in sinus I, and at both high and low flow conditions
in sinus II. This finding could be caused by the inertial of air.
The sinuses differed in the direction of airflow with respiratory phase. Sinus I (two
AOs) exhibited flow reversal, with the flow through the NO moving in the same
direction as the gross nasal flow for both inspiration and expiration while sinus II (one
AO) showed the opposite, with flow through the AO always moving into the sinus,
despite the direction of nasal flow. Similar patterns of mucus flow were observed in
recurrent sinusitis patients, where mucus entered through AO and exited through NO3.
Also, mucus transport speed is reported to be proportional to sinus airflow rate9. With
only two examples, it is not possible to extrapolate to all multi-ostial sinuses, but the
present study has indicated that the presence of more than one ostium can radically
change sinus ventilation, and this could affect sinus function, mucus drainage, and
susceptibility to disease. Considering the reported significant prevalence of AO, there
will need to be systematic investigation of the influences of AO on sinus pathologies.

6. CONCLUSION
In CFD simulations, the existence of both one and two AOs, compared to a single NO,
markedly increased the ventilation rate through maxillary sinuses. The flow rate through
a sinus with two AOs is comparable to a sinus with one AO, however, the presence of
two AOs complicates the flow partitioning of the gross maxillary sinus ventilation
among the ostia. Accessory ostia also may affect the direction of flow through the NO.
Whether these alterations have an impact on physiology or pathophysiology of the
sinuses remains unknown, and needs to be investigated by future human studies.
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MOLECULAR DYNAMICS SIMULATIONS FOR DNA
DEFORMATIONS AFFECTED BY NANOPILLARS
WITH APPLIED ELECTRIC VOLTAGES
Kaito Morita1, Kentaro Doi1, Sakon Rahong2, Takeshi Yanagida2, Tomoji Kawai2
and Satoyuki Kawano1

1. ABSTRACT
In this study, we develop a coarse-grained model of single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) to
simulate the deformation and stretching phenomenon near a nanopillar by the use of
molecular dynamics (MD) method. In this simulation, the behavior of counter cations,
such as Mg2+ ions, are also taken into account to represent the aggregation of ssDNA.
As a result of our simulations, it is found that the cations move away from DNA and
adsorb to the nanopillar on which negative voltages are applied; then the ssDNA is
loosened near the surface of nanopillar due to the Coulomb interactions with cations.

2. INTRODUCTION
In recent, a tailor-made medicine has attracted much attention due to the progress of
DNA sequencing technologies, based on the fact that the genetic information is
determined by base sequences of DNA. It is well known that there is a difficulty to
obtain a separated ssDNA, which is needed in the sequencing process, in comparison
with a double-stranded one. One of effective techniques for the pre-process in order to
separate and linearize single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) is suggested by the use of
nanopillar devices. We focus on the detailed physicochemical and electrical effects of
the device on ssDNA which is initially aggregated in aqueous solution. In this study,
based on our previous research [1], a coarse-grained model of ssDNA is developed and
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are performed to investigate the behavior near
the nanopillar structure.

3. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
In the present system, it is simulated that a ssDNA and counter cations move interacting
with a metallic nanopillar under the background homogeneous electric field. A
bead-spring model is employed for modeling the ssDNA, in which three nucleotides are
presented by one bead and the nearest neighbors are connected by linear spring. Each
nucleotide has negative charges due to the phosphate group. The existence of cations
Mg2+ is assumed to neutralize the negative charges of a ssDNA. The validity of the
ssDNA model is confirmed by calculating the diffusion coefficient, comparing with
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experimental results. Langevin-dynamics simulations are carried out for this model. A
cylindrical-shaped nanopillar which has metallic surface is assumed to be covered with
a dielectric layer due to the polar solution. The boundary conditions of metal-insulator
and insulator-insulator interfaces are considered. External electric voltages can be
applied on the metallic region of the nanopillar.

4. RESULTS AND DISSCUSSION
Figure 1 shows snapshots during the MD simulation. Structures of DNA at t=0.0, 1.0,
2.0 and 3.0 s are presented. The DNA moves against the external electric field, and the
counter cations appear to be attracted by the nanopillar on which the negative voltage of
-0.5 V is applied. They separate from DNA and adsorb on the surface of nanopillar. In
this study, the aggregation of ssDNA is mainly induced by the interaction with the
cations, since the negative charges on DNA, which enhance repulsive interactions
between nucleotides, are effectively screened. At t=1.0 s, the ssDNA appears to be
trapped by the nanopillar. From t=2.0 to 3.0 s, the aggregation of DNA is loosened
due to the electrophoretic flow accelerated by the background homogeneous electric
field and interactions with the surface of nanopillar. Radius of gyration Rg is obtained
from the results of MD samplings in order to evaluate the shape of DNA. It is found that
Rg tends to increase faster according to the applied voltage on the nanopillar. The
counter cations are attracted by the strong force fields around the nanopillar and
separate from DNA. Consequently, repulsive interactions between base molecules are
induced and cause to loosen the aggregation.
(a)
ssDNA

(b)

Nanopillar

E
y
z

x

(c)

(d)

Fig.1 Numerical results of simulation of top view between ssDNA and Mg2+ ions near
the nanopillar at (a) t=0.0 s, (b) 1.0 s, (c) 2.0 s and (d) 3.0 s．
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COARSE-GRAINED MOLECULAR DYNAMICS SIMULATIONS OF
SELF-ASSEMBLED DNA STRUCTURES ON HOPG SURFACES
Hiroshi Takeuchi1, Ryosuke Nii, Kentaro Doi and Satoyuki Kawano

1. ABSTRACT
In recent, DNA is expected to be applied for bio-nanotechnology by the use of
peculiar characteristics of base complementarity, self-replicability and self-assembly. In
this study, self-assembly of double-stranded DNAs (dsDNAs) is investigated by using
molecular dynamics (MD) method. In our computation, a coarse-grained bead-spring
model is utilized, in which the sticky-end or dissociated-end of DNA fragments is
presented by the Morse type potential. Modeling a certain experimental condition, we
can observe the adsorption of DNAs which form the monolayer of the network
structures on the highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG). As a result, it is indicated
that DNA fragments form bundled structures interacting with counter cations and that
they are connected with each other due to the hydrogen bonds of their ends.

2. INTRODUCTION
DNAs have attracted much attention to apply their characteristics for technological
applications. We have focused on the several interesting functions of DNA and have
reported that self-assembled network structures strongly depended on the condition of
substrates and the concentration of the solution [1]. However, the mechanism of
self-assembly should be understood in more detail in order to control and apply this
property concretely for bio-nanotechnologies. In particular, it is known to be difficult to
make DNAs adsorb on HOPG surfaces which have atomically-flat surfaces and electric
conductivity, since both of them have negative charges and repulsively interact with
each other. In this study, the adsorption and aggregation of double-stranded DNAs
(dsDNAs) on the solid surface are investigated by using molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations. Based on our previous research [2], a coarse-grained bead-spring model is
developed for the present problem to simulate the self-assembly structure formation.

3. DEVELOPMENT OF COARSE-GRAINED MODEL OF DNA
In our model, three nucleotide pairs are replaced by a coarse-grained bead and each
bead is connected by linear spring. A DNA fragment consists of 17 beads due to 50 bp
dsDNA employed in our experiment. A bead has -6e charges, since dsDNA has two
phosphate groups which correspond to two negative charges are in a nucleotide pair. In
1
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addition, Mg2+ is also a particle which has two positive charges. Furthermore, the
HOPG surface is represented by a monolayer consisted of fixed carbon atoms, which
interacts with DNA fragments and Mg2+ ions via the Lennard-Jones potential. Several
types of potential function are also adopted for interactions between particles. Assuming
the sticky-end or dissociated-end of DNA fragment, we define hydrogen bond at the end
of DNA fragment by the Morse-type potential. Using these potential functions to
develop the force fields, Langevin-dynamics computations are carried out for the
coarse-grained DNA fragments and Mg2+ ions in aqueous solution.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this study, DNA fragments and Mg2+ are randomly located near the surface at the
initial condition in order to focus on the mechanism of self-assembly formation, where
400 DNA fragments and 20400 Mg2+ ions are contained maintaining electroneutrality.
The temperature is conserved at 300 K. Figure 1 shows an initial condition and the
snapshot at t = 50 ns. In this figure, Mg2+ ions are hidden to visualize DNA structures
clearly. As shown in Fig. 1(b), at t = 50 ns, DNA fragments get concentrated to settle at
the bundled states and form network structures connecting with each other. The
self-assembled structure is observed by monolayer. These characteristics are confirmed
to be in reasonable agreement with the experimental result, although the image is
omitted here. It is indicated that the hydrogen bonds connecting via the ends of DNA
fragments and the charge screening effect due to the counter cations play important
roles in forming the self-assembled structure. In addition, the complicated patterns are
also caused by collisions from solvent molecules excited by thermal fluctuation.
(a)

(b)

Fig. 1 Snapshots during MD simulations at (a) t = 0 ns and (b) t = 50 ns.
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DESIGN AND STRUCTURAL EVALUATION OF SCAFFOLDS
PROTOTYPES OBTAINED BY SELECTIVE LASER SINTERING
P. Coelho1, C. Flanagan2, S. Hollister3, P. Fernandes4 and H. Rodrigues5

1. ABSTRACT
In this work three scaffold microstructures for lumbar spine are designed via multiscale
topology optimization. An animal model of a Yucatan minipig is used for the modeling
of the lumbar spine. The scaffold design is carried out balancing mechanical and masstransport properties. Scaffolds prototypes are manufactured by Selective Laser Sintering
and subjected to compressive mechanical testing for validation purposes.

2. INTRODUCTION
The design of scaffolds for bone tissue engineering with controlled microstructure has
been an area of interest since it permits to obtain scaffolds with properties that satisfy
mechanical and biological requirements [1,2]. Design methodologies imply to solve
optimization problems in the continuum mechanics context that return optimal material
microstructures with equivalent macroscopic elastic properties usually obtained by
homogenization techniques. As regards the fabrication of scaffolds with controlled
microstructure Rapid Prototyping (RP) techniques are particularly adequate, e.g.
Selective Laser Sintering (SLS). The process of converting data from finite elements
codes to STL files may involve some perturbation of geometrical features. Furthermore,
the final product and its experimental testing may differ from predicted numerical
simulations. This motivates research work in order to evaluate mechanical properties
and then conciliate experimental and numerical results. In this work the actual
properties of scaffolds are assessed, both experimentally and using the Finite Element
(FE) Method. Three scaffold microstructures are designed via multiscale topology
optimization balancing mechanical and mass-transport properties [3,4]. Then, SLS is
used to fabricate prototypes in Polycaprolactone (PCL) with 4% Hydroxyapatite. The
specimens manufactured correspond to periodic patterns of 4×4×8 unit-cells. Different
sizes of specimens are built varying the length of the unit-cell edge (2, 3 or 4 mm). The
Young Modulus along x, y and z directions are evaluated by compressive testing. Each
experimental testing is simulated numerically running a FE linear analysis. The results
show a correlation between numerical and experimental compressive testing data, for all
designs, sizes and directions.
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3. METHODS
The main advantage of the multiscale optimization model [3,4] applied to the design of
scaffolds is that it allows not only to apply more accurately boundary conditions to the
scaffold design domain but also tailoring its material microstructure to meet proper local
mechanical and biological functions. This is achieved because the material model
comprises two scales, one identified with the organ level/scaffold (macroscale) and
another with the scaffold pore level (microscale), see figure 1. A material distribution
problem governed by density based design variables in the top of FE meshes is solved
for each scale characterizing thus scaffold topology and respective material
microstructure or unit-cell (periodically repeated). The scaffold domain is discretized by
750 hexahedral solid isoparametric finite elements with 8 nodes while the unit-cell
domain by 8000. Periodicity boundary conditions are applied to the unit-cell domain
and the material microstructure solution of the optimization problem is uniform across
the scaffold domain for the sake of manufacturability. A multiload case is considered
comprising compression combined with flexion, extension, lateral bending and torsion.

SCAFFOLD

Material
design
domain

Fig. 1 - Multiscale optimization model showing structure (scaffold) and material (unitcell) design domains for a Yucatan minipig lumbar spine FE model.

Figure 2 shows the optimal unit-cell designs (65% of porosity). The finite element (FE)
data shown in figure 2 (top) is converted into STL format shown in figure 2 (bottom)
and Selective Laser Sintering (SLS) is used to fabricate prototypes in Polycaprolactone
(PCL) with 4% Hydroxyapatite. The specimens built are periodic patterns of unit-cells
4×4×8 as can be seen in figure 3.

Fig. 2 - Optimal unit-cell designs: A, B and C respectively (from left to right). Top:
solution obtained on the top of the finite element mesh. Bottom: respective STL data.

Fig. 3 - Periodic patterns 4×4×8 generated repeating the unit-cell designs (STL data).
From top to bottom see design A, B and C, respectively.

For each design three different outer dimensions of specimens are considered as a result
of repeating the respective unit-cell with the different edge measures of 2, 3 and 4mm as
shown in figure 4a. As shown in figure 4b, a MTS machine is used for compressive
testing along x, y and z to evaluate the respective Young Modulus.
Superior plate

Specimen

Compression
load

Inferior plate

a)

b)

Fig. 4 - a) Three different sizes for each design; b) Compressive mechanical testing.
Each experimental testing is reproduced "in silico" running a FE linear analysis with
tetrahedral solid elements of 10 nodes and assuming PCL as an isotropic material (E =
290 MPa and ν = 0.3). As an example, figure 5 shows the FE model associated with the
microstructure design A. A finite displacement is applied at one end of the FE model
while the opposite end has displacement constrained in the load direction.

Fig. 5 - a) Finite element model of the prototypes manufactured and respective
simulation of the compressive testing.

4. RESULTS
Figure 6 shows the correlation of the data collected from the numerical models (e.g. see
figure 5) and experimental compressive testing (for all designs, sizes and directions).
The quality of the results is measured in terms of linear regressions and R-squared. Each
cluster of points in the graph has to do with a directional stiffness x, y or z (e.g. three
clusters are clearly seen for design B) whereas the range of Young Modulus E in each
cluster has to do with the different specimen sizes tested.
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Fig. 6 - Correlation of experimental and numerical Young Modulus (linear regressions).

5. DISCUSSION
As seen in figure 6, consistency between predicted and measured results for all sizes is
most clearly seen in design B (dashed line is ideal). On the contrary, design C with
smaller geometric details presents experimental Modulus (EEXP) more dependent on the
unit-cell size due to the feature size limitations of the SLS machine. The EEXP values
more closely match the numerical ones (ENUM) as the unit-cell size increases. Geometry
B is comparatively simpler and thicker and thus easier to manufacture, i.e., it fits better
the machine resolution that is around 500μ. Besides these size effects, all the
experimental values are below the numerical ones (on average this means -20% for
design A, -10% for B and -40% for C). This demand for further research work on "solid"
PCL characterization and modeling taking into account the directionality introduced by
the fabrication process, SLS.
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QUANTIFICATION OF 3D, IN-VIVO MENISCAL BIOMECHANICS
DURING LOAD BEARING IN CLOSED BORE MRI.
D. Watling 1 , Dr. G. Whatling 2 and Dr. C. Holt 3

1. ABSTRACT
The objectives of this study were to assess the feasibility of imaging the knee during invivo axial joint loading in a closed bore Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) scanner
and quantify meniscal translations due to tibio- femoral rotations. Novel, 3D, high
resolution MRI sequences and a custom MRI compatible loading device were used to
image the in-vivo knee during flexion and during transverse rotations, both passively
and under loaded conditions. 3D positions of medial and lateral menisci relative to the
tibia were quantified using MR image segmentation and image registration techniques.
The feasibility of high resolution imaging of the tibio-femoral joint and menisci during
loading from which 3D in-vivo menisco-tibial kinematics can be quantified has been
demonstrated. The medial and lateral menisci appear equally mobile in the posterior
direction, translating by a maximum of 10.6mm and 9.2mm respectively. The lateral
meniscus rotates around its anterior horn while the medial meniscus rotates around its
posterior horn during knee flexion. This appears to be a mechanism working in
conjunction with the ACL to resist posterior motion of the femur relative to the tibia
during knee flexion. Axial load bearing and transverse plane knee rotations introduce
large changes in meniscal displacement and are therefore important considerations in
the assessment of meniscal pathology and treatment in future studies.

2. INTRODUCTION
The menisci are fibrocartilagenous structures, located between the femur and tibia.
Menisci are important for load transmission, shock absorption, proprioception, joint
stability and increasing joint lubrication. Damage or pathology to the menisci
compromises these important functions leading to restricted joint motion, pain and a
high likelihood further degenerative changes in the joint such as osteoarthritis (OA) [1].
In-vitro studies have shown the menisci translate relative to the tibia, increasing tibiofemoral joint (TFJ) congruency, decreasing contact stresses while also protecting
themselves from secondary pathology [2]. Meniscal tears are widely recognised as a
risk factor for OA and commonly occur during twisting or squatting movements [3].
The understanding of in-vivo meniscal biomechanics, particularly during these loading
and movement conditions, is poor however. Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) has
previously been used to investigate in-vivo meniscal translations but these studies are
limited to evaluating single 2D MR slices and do not consider 3D movements [4] [5],
low resolution imaging [4-6] or do not consider joint loading [7]. Furthermore, no study
has investigated meniscal translation with transverse plane TFJ rotations during in-vivo
loading.
The purpose of this study is to: )i Assess the feasibility of high resolution 3D MR
imaging of the knee during joint loading in a closed bore scanner, ii) Quantify 3D in-

vivo menisco-tibial kinematics during passive knee flexion iii) Investigate the effects of
axial load on meniscal kinema tics during flexion and iv) Investigate meniscal
translations with transverse plane TFJ motion. It is hypothesized that the medial and
lateral menisci translate posteriorly with flexion and that the lateral meniscus is more
mobile than the medial due to ligament constraints. Furthermore it is hypothesized that
introducing axial load to the lower limbs will increase posterior translation of both
menisci. Internal rotation of the tibia will lead to increased posterior translation of the
medial meniscus relative to the lateral and increased posterior translation of the lateral
meniscus with external rotation of the tibia.

3. METHODS
One healthy volunteer, without history of pain or pathology to the lower limbs and free
from any other musculoskeletal or neurological condition which may affect knee joint
kinematics was evaluated in this study. Age, weight and height were 25 years, 55kg and
1.60m respectively. The recruitment of the healthy volunteer was approved by the
Research Ethics Committee for Wales and informed, written consent was obtained prior
to participation.
MRI was used to measure the kinematics of the medial and lateral menisci of the
dominant knee relative to the tibia during loaded and unloaded test conditions. The
volunteer was asked to lie supine while a series of 3D MRI images were acquired using
a 3.0T closed bore MRI (Signa HD-xt 3.0T, GE Medical Systems, USA.) and a FlexiCoil positioned around the knee. Each scan uses a FIESTA-C sequence approximately 5
minutes long, with a voxel resolution of 0.390mm x 0.390mm x 1.000mm. MR images
were acquired with the knee in a relaxed extended position and then passively
positioned at approximately 25º and 50º knee flexion. The volunteer was then asked to
lie prone and MR images were acquired with the knee in deep flexion, at approximately
130º knee flexion.
The same MRI scanner and imaging sequence were used to image the loaded knee.
Loaded scans were acquired as the volunteer resisted a 200N load attached to a custom
MRI compatible loading device similar to the design of [8]. The volunteer performed a
static supine leg press within the MRI field so that a force is produced longitudinally up
the lower limb. The knee was positioned at full extension and approximately 25 degrees
flexion during loading. Additional scans were acquired as the knee was internally and
externally rotated whilst maintaining 25 degrees knee flexion. Voxel resolution was
reduced from the unloaded scans to 0.625mm x 0.625mm x 0.800mm.
ScanIP software (Simpleware Ltd, UK) was used to create 3D models of both menisci
and the tibia by segmenting each structure from MR scan data. The 3D positions of each
menisci relative to the tibia was investigated. Rhinocerous software (Robert Mcneel and
Associates, USA) was used to create a tibial local co-ordinate system, defined using the
methodology of [9]. Meniscal motion is described by the co-ordinate position of the
meniscus centroid relative to the tibia local co-ordinate system. 3D meniscal translations
are also represented visually by superimposing the 3D meniscus and tibia models
created using ScanIP software (Simpleware Ltd, UK) of the test scan on to that of the
3D models created from neutral position scans using Rhinocerous software (Robert
Mcneel and Associates, USA).

4. RESULTS
All of the MR images of the loaded and unloaded knee were achieved. Imaging the knee
while flexed to 25 degrees and internally rotating the foot under axial loading required 3
repeats before motion artifact could be eliminated from the MR images. No motion
artifact or other distortion was present on any of the final scans and no abnormal
pathology was identified upon inspection of the MR images.

Table 1: Meniscal translation during passive knee flexion relative to the menisci
position in the unloaded, fully extended knee.

Knee flexion/
degrees
25
50
130

Medial Meniscus
Lateral Meniscus
Posterior
Medial
Posterior
Medial
translation/ translation/ translation/ translation/
mm
mm
mm
mm
3.2
0.4
1.0
-3.2
3.3
1.3
4.5
-3.6
10.6
1.3
9.2
-6.4

Table 1 shows the posterior motion of both menisci relative to the fully extended knee
during passive knee flexion. The medial meniscus remains stationary between 25 and 50
degrees knee flexion having initially translated 3.3mm posteriorly from the neutral
position before translating a further 7.3mm in deep knee flexion. The lateral meniscus is
more linear in its translation in the posterior direction during knee flexion up to a
maximum of 9.2 mm in deep knee flexion.

Figure 1: 2D representation of 3D meniscal displacement with 25° (left) 50° (middle)
and 130° (right) passive knee flexion. Blue represents the tibial plateau, black the
position of the menisci in the neutral position and red represents the menisci position
with flexion. The arrows represent the change in meniscus centroid location. Right on
the figure is the posterior direction while up is the lateral direction.

Loading the fully extended knee with 200N causes the medial and lateral menisci to
translate 1.5mm and 2.2mm respectively in the posterior direction relative to the
unloaded fully extended knee. Loading the knee when flexed to 25 degrees with 200N
causes the medial and lateral menisci to translate 1.3mm and 0.6mm respectively in the
posterior direction relative to the unloaded knee in 25 degrees flexion.
Externally rotating the foot when the knee is loaded with 200N and flexed to 25 degrees
causes the medial meniscus to translate anteriorly 6.3 mm and the lateral translates
0.9mm anteriorly relative to the loaded knee flexed to 25 degrees and the foot straight.
This is 0.2 mm anterior to the unloaded neutral position for the medial meniscus and
2.8mm posterior of the unloaded neutral position for the lateral meniscus. Internally
rotating the foot under the same conditions causes the medial meniscus to translate
anteriorly 4.5 mm and the lateral meniscus translates 3.3mm posteriorly relative to the
loaded knee flexed to 25 degrees and the foot straight. This is 1.5 mm posterior to the
unloaded neutral position for the medial meniscus and 7.0mm posterior of the unloaded
neutral position for the lateral meniscus.

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The vast majority of literature investigating meniscal translations is derived from
studies of cadaveric knees where tissue properties, muscle contributions and anatomical
structure are likely to be disrupted. MRI is an established technique for studying
anatomy and disorders of the menisci and the imaging and post-processing methodology
presented in this study have allowed for visualization and quantification of the 3D
movements of the menisci which occur in-vivo during joint loading, during knee flexion
and during transverse plane knee rotations.
Contrary to majority of published findings, the results of our study indicate that the
medial and lateral menisci are equally mobile, translating posteriorly a maximum of
10.6mm and 9.2mm respectively. It is possible that this discrepancy is due individual
variation since [7] also observed equal mobility of both menisci in 20% of subjects
tested. The difference between our results and those of the literature may also be due to
the methods used to describe meniscal motion. The high resolution imaging and 3D
modeling methods of our study allow for clear visualization of meniscus motion in
addition to quantification of meniscus centroid co-ordinate points. It can be seen from
Fig.1 that the lateral meniscus rotates around the anterior horn while the medial
meniscus rotates around the posterior horn in the transverse plane dur ing knee flexion.
These rotational movements are consistent with the anterior and posterior horn motions
previously reported [4, 7] and appears to be a mechanism working in conjunction with
the ACL to resist posterior motion of the femur relative to the tibia during knee flexion.
By introducing rotation of the menisci in the transverse plane it would also appear likely
that there is increased menisco-femoral contact area on the posterior femoral condyles,
thereby reducing the likelihood of posterior horn tears. This observation will be
examined in future Finite Element Analysis studies. The transverse plane rotation of the
menisci which accompany posterior meniscal motion during knee flexion has not been
reported previously in studies employing 2D sagittal MR slice analysis since the motion
is not exclusively in the sagittal plane. Furthermore, the posterior motion of the menisci
are misrepresented by 2D methods since the portion of meniscus visible in a single 2D
MR slice in not consistent as knee flexion changes. Despite the error in selecting the

same slice for 2D analysis for repeated measurements reported as very low [8], the out
of plane motion is still unaccounted for in the literature. Load bearing during high
resolution imaging of the knee is also poorly reported in the literature and the results of
our study indicate that load bearing of the in-vivo knee introduces additional posterior
motion of both menisci in comparison to that of the passive in-vivo knee. Load bearing
is therefore an important consideration when investigating patient meniscal
biomechanics in future work in order to better represent the loading conditions of
patients which results in pain and stiffness during daily activities.
The results of this study additionally indicate that the medial meniscus remains
stationary between 25º and 50º knee flexion having initially translated 3.3mm
posteriorly from the neutral position. The medial pivot observed in this flexion range is
consistent with the study of [8] which mapped tibio- femoral contact points during
flexion and found that the lateral condyle rolls posteriorly in a consistent manner
throughout flexion while the medial condyle rests in the centre of the tibial plateau. It
would appear that it is only with increased knee flexion that the medial meniscus
displaces posteriorly to a greater extent. Differences in posterior meniscal motion to
those described in the literature, both in the sagittal and transverse planes, may also be
due to knee kinematics during MR imaging, and geometry of the articulating bones and
menisci. It is unlikely that ‘flexion’ of the knee indeed represents pure flexion without
some combination of transverse or frontal plane rotations. The 6 degrees of freedom
(6DOF) of the knee must therefore be quant ified in all future studies of soft tissue and
contact behaviour in the knee in order to more accurately describe the biomechanics of
the meniscus. Although, not presented here, the methodology of this study allows for
the quantification of the 6DOF of the knee simultaneously to the quantification of
meniscal motion using similar methods as those employed to describe 3D movement of
the menisci relative to the tibia. Investigation of 3D bone and menisci geometry for
correlation to meniscal motion observed is also possible from the MR derived 3D
computational models used in this study. The need to report knee 6DOF when
describing meniscal biomechanics is further reinforced by the analysis of meniscal
motion with internal and external rotation of the foot where large differences in
meniscal position were observed. Externally rotating the foot under axial load was
accompanied by a large 6.3mm anterior motion of the medial meniscus and a much
smaller 0.9mm anterior motion of the lateral meniscus. It is interesting to note that this
represents a lateral pivot rather than the expected medial pivot described from previous
in-vitro investigations [10]. Internally rotating the foot under the same conditions causes
the medial meniscus to translate anteriorly 4.5 mm and the lateral translates 3.3mm
posteriorly relative to the loaded knee flexed to 25 degrees and the foot straight. These
motions of the menisci do not appear to be consistent with internal rotation of the tibia
relative to the femur, by medial pivot or by lateral pivot mechanisms. It is possible that
internal rotation of the foot was accommodated by the ankle and resisted in the knee
despite the best efforts to overcome such effects during MR imaging. Quantification of
knee 6DOF is clearly required in future work.
It is important to appreciate the limitations with the current study. Differences in image
contrast, brightness and magnification between MRI scans or between processing of
different operators may lead to changes in the pixels identified as meniscus or the
surrounding tis sue and lead to variation in the 3D models created. The registration of
3D computational tibia and meniscus models in the test condition to that of a reference
position (for example registration of the loaded knee models to unloaded knee models)

is also subject to variation due to the human judgment required in the registration
process. Quantification of inter- and intra-operator variation in measuring meniscus
displacements is also therefore clearly needed in future work. The financial and time
resources required by the methodology of the current study do not make clinically
investigations viable at present. Further work will continue to identify key features of
optimal meniscal biomechanics for positive clinical outcome of patients and hence
identify more efficient imaging and processing methods for clinical use.
In conclusion a new technique for measuring 3D in- vivo meniscal translations under
load bearing, with flexion and with changing transverse plane knee rotations has been
applied. Large posterior translations of both the medial and lateral menisci were
observed with flexion in conjunction with transverse plane meniscal rotations not
apparent in previous 2D methodologies in the literature. Further posterior motion of
both menisci was measured during axial load bearing which indicates loading of the
lower limb to be an important consideration to understanding the biomechanical
challenges in patients suffering from meniscal pathology in future work. The 6DOF of
the knee must also be accounted for in all future studies since internal and external
rotation of the foot introduced large changes in meniscal position relative to the tibia.
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CONSIDERATION OF MULTIPLE ACTIVITY LOAD CYCLES IS CRITICAL IN
BONE OPTIMISATION SIMULATION
D. M. Geraldes1 and A. T. M. Phillips1

1. ABSTRACT
Optimisation algorithms have recently been incorporated in finite element studies in an
attempt to simulate bone mechano-adaptation. In order to simplify these analyses, bone
is usually considered to be isotropic. This assumption does not explain the directionality
of continuum level material properties. Furthermore, simplified loading is usually
applied to these models resulting in an unrealistic driving signal for bone adaptation. A
3D optimisation algorithm where bone was modelled as a strain-adaptive continuum
with local orthotropic material properties was developed. The algorithm was applied to
a complete 3D model of the femur, where the hip, tibio-femoral and patello-femoral
joints, muscles and ligaments were included explicitly. Multiple frames from everyday
activity load cycles were modelled and their influence in the optimisation process
quantified. The impact of different frames of multiple activity cycles on bone structure
remodelling was compared, with alternative frames found to influence bone
optimisation in different regions of the femur. In addition, more physiological material
properties and directionality distributions were produced for the whole femur, when
compared to the isotropic or single load case approaches. It is hypothesised that
consideration of different instances of multiple activity load cycles is critical in order to
physiologically simulate bone optimisation for the whole femur. Creation of orthotropic
optimised constructs allows for better understanding of bone mechanical behaviour and
can impact many areas of interest in orthopaedic biomechanics, such as the study of
bone-implant interfaces or the study of the influence of certain activities in preserving
local bone material characteristics.

2. INTRODUCTION
It is hypothesised that bone adapts its architecture in response to the loading it is
subjected to, resulting in an optimized structure [1]. This optimization is driven based
on a remodelling plateau around a target strain where no bone is either gained or lost
[2]. Recently, finite element studies have incorporated remodelling algorithms in an
attempt to simulate bone’s response to altered loading conditions, such as bone-implant
interfaces [3]. In order to simplify these analyses, bone is usually considered to be
isotropic. However, this assumption does not explain the directionality of its internal
structures [4] or the orthotropic properties that have been measured in other studies [5].
The remodelling signal is dependent on bone’s loading configuration and the inclusion
of muscle forces has been shown to be a key factor when modelling the femur [6]. The
use of simplified loading, although time efficient, is considered to be unrealistic [7] and
the need for more physiological loading has been stressed [8]. A free boundary
approach to modelling the femoral construct produced more physiological stress and
strain distributions and was considered to provide a closer approximation to the in vivo
1
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environment in comparison to fixed boundary models [9]. The use of a single load case
is limiting when describing the complex mechanical environment the whole femur is
subjected to physiologically. Inclusion of more load cases for a variety of activities
allows for a more accurate prediction of the distribution of the mechanical properties
and associated orientations by creating a loading envelope more representative of the
loading environment in vivo [6, 8].
Previous work by the authors [10] introduced a 3D bone remodelling algorithm with
bone modelled as a strain-adaptive continuum with local orthotropic material properties.
This approach showed promising results, with stiffness distribution and bone structure
directionality being physiologically predicted for a coronal plane of the proximal femur,
under simplified loading.
This study describes the algorithm’s application to a more physiological model and
loading configuration of the femoral construct. Predictions for the proximal femur and
condyles compare well with previous clinical observations of material property and
directionality distributions. This indicates that the loading conditions modelled are
closer to those experienced in vivo in comparison to fixed boundary condition models.
Consideration of multiple activity load cycles was show to be critical in bone
optimisation simulation; indicating that attempt to model more frames for each load
case and more extreme load cases should be included in order to achieve a more
accurate material property distribution.

3. METHODS
A 3D orthotropic bone remodelling algorithm [10] was applied to a free boundary
condition model of the femur [9] modified at the patella-femoral, tibio-femoral and hip
joints, undergoing many loading configurations corresponding to different instances of
three daily activity cycles.
3.1 Model

Figure 1 - Frontal and side view of the model (left) and of the tibio-femoral joint structure (right).

A complete heterogeneous orthotropic model of the femur was produced with artificial
hip and knee joint structures, muscles and ligaments were included explicitly according
to the linear muscle model proposed [9] (Fig. 1, left). The geometry was extracted from
the Muscle Standardised Femur [11] and meshed with 326026 tetrahedral C3D4
elements with the same initial local orthotropic material properties (E1, E2, E3 = 3000
MPa, ν12, ν13, ν23 = 0.3, G12, G13, G23 = 1500 MPa) and orientations. The hip, patellofemoral and tibio-femoral joints were modelled as bi-layered structures with an internal
isotropic elastic layer representing the cartilage (E = 10 MPa, ν = 0.49) and an external
isotropic elastic cortical bone layer (E = 18GPa, ν = 0.3) connected to the scaled
functional joint centres [12] by stiff elastic beam elements, in order to promote a
physiological load distribution (Fig. 1, right).
3.2 Load Cases
Three frames for three daily activities (normal walking, going upstairs and going
downstairs) were modelled, including the frame resulting in the maximum measured hip
contact forces. Segment positioning was extracted from published data [17, 18]. Body
weight was applied at the L5S1 joint and a single node on the condyle structure fixed in
the translational degrees of freedom (Figure 1, right).
3.3 Algorithm
At each iteration, , the model’s strains and stresses were found and processed. For each
element, the maximum absolute value across all frames was chosen for each of the
loading diagonal components, , of the strain tensor, . The guiding frame was
selected as the one where the maximum absolute value among these could be found and
its corresponding stress tensor, , extracted. The element material orientations were
matched with the local principal stress orientations, (Equation 1) and their associated
strain stimuli, , found (Equation 2),
eig

,

(1, 2)

The elements outside the remodelling plateau (1000 – 1500 µstrain) were then updated
proportionally to the absolute value of their associated strains in order to achieve a
target normal strain value of 1250 µstrain [2] (Equation 3),
(3)
with
limited between 10 MPa and 30 GPa [13, 14]. E1, E2 and E3 were based on
the normal strains associated with the minimum, medium and maximum principal
stresses, respectively. Poisson’s ratios,
were restricted (Equation 4) [15], and shear
moduli, , taken as a constant fraction of the average of the Young’s Moduli (Equation
5) [16]. The model was considered to achieve a state of convergence when E1, E2 and E3
remained constant at less than ±5% between iterations for at least 95% of elements and
the change in the model average elastic moduli values was less than ±1% after the
twentieth iteration. [10].
ν

0.09 ,

(4, 5)

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Convergence was achieved after the 20th iteration with all femoral strains within
physiological limits, in agreement with Phillips [9]. The predicted hip and knee contact
forces were in the range of the forces measured by Bergmann [17] and D’Lima [19],
respectively, for all activities modelled.
%

Walking (red)

Iteration Number

Frame

Upstairs (green)

Downstairs (blue)
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3

4
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1

24.92

1.45

1.57

9.43
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36.31
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2

20.26

1.20

1.36

13.21

0.25

48.87

6.53

2.61

5.71

3

17.16

1.22

1.82

12.20

0.29

54.61

5.28

2.57

4.85

4
5

18.66

1.56

1.62

13.06

0.28

54.22

4.41

1.53

4.66

16.91

1.36

2.06

12.03

0.31

56.07

4.99

1.79

4.47

10

17.77

1.49

1.56

12.6

0.33

56.15

4.54

1.35

4.2

20

16.43

1.39

2.01

12.54

0.41

57.75

4.09

1.57

3.8

Influence

Position
Table 1 – Influence (%) of different frames in the material properties distribution for the femur for
different iterations; anterior/posterior view of the influence for the last iteration (right). * - peak frame

Table 1 shows the percentage of influence of each frame modelled in the material
properties calculated for four stages of the iterative process and their topological
influence for the last iteration (right). A frame was considered to influence the element’s
material properties when it produced the maximum absolute value of 11, 22 or 33. It
can be observed that different loading configurations influence the optimisation process
in different regions. All three daily activities have an impact in the optimised structure,
particularly in the proximal femur. Going upstairs seems to be the load case
predominantly driving the adaptation process in the distal half of the femur, apart from
the anterior side of the condyles, where walking is dominant. This might result from the
joint action of high hip and knee contact forces, muscle forces and the tibio-femoral
flexion angle. Table 1 also highlights the importance of considering multiple instances
of the activity load cycles. It is shown that consideration of only the frames where peak
contact forces have been measured does not create an envelope that represents the full
driving stimulus of the adaptation process [6, 8]. Table 1 also highlights that the
consideration of multiple activity load cycles is critical in bone optimisation simulation
and that an attempt to model more frames for each load case and more extreme load
cases will result in a more accurate stimulus distribution. Activities with high flexion
angles such as sit-to-stand might play an important role in producing accurate models of
material properties distributions, particularly for the distal part of the femur. However,
some modifications have to be implemented to the model in order to simulate such
activities, such as the inclusion of the possibility of muscle wrapping.

Figure 2 - Predominant material orientations and density distribution for a coronal (a), transverse (b) and
sagittal (c) slices of the proximal femur and sagital (d) slice of the medial condyle.

Figure 2 shows the predominant material orientations for each element associated with
the highest magnitude of directional Young’s Modulus. The length and shade is
proportional to the density values for each element calculated using a power correlation
with the mean Young’s Modulus [20]. The areas where medium or high density values
can be found for the proximal femur are the great trochanter, along the lateral epiphysis,
towards the articular surface of the femoral head, the inferior side of the femoral neck,
lesser trochanter, the calcar femorale and along the surface of the diaphysis (cortical
region of the femoral shaft) [21, 22]. These are areas of high compression or tension
stresses due to bending of the proximal femur because of the application of the hip
contact force and the action of the attached muscle groups [1, 23]. The lower value
regions observed included the Ward’s triangle, Babcock’s triangle and the
intermedullary canal, regions known for being either composed of thin and loosely
arranged trabeculae, or where virtually no trabecular bone can be found [24]. The main
documented trabecular groups are also clearly represented [24]. These arise as a
structural response to the necessity to transfer load along the femur from an oblique to
vertical direction [21]. Finally, the perpendicular arrangement of trabeculae along the
articulate surface of the condyles is clearly present as response to the compression
caused by the weight bearing function of the femur and its rotary movement. The high
density distribution around the epiphyseal line is a result of the thicker and coarser
trabeculae that can be found in this region; in contrast, finer and denser trabeculae were
also observed towards the metaphysis. Lastly, the trabeculae radiating from the
intercondylar notch towards both condyles were also predicted [25].

Because of the orthotropic assumption, the intersection of trabeculae in the region
below the epiphysis can be seen to be orthogonal. Although this agrees with Wolff’s
trajectorial theory, other studies have measured the angle of decussation to be acute [21,
23]. This is the limitation of assuming bone to be a continuum with local orthotropic
symmetry. The inclusion of a shear modulus adaptation algorithm may overcome the
limitation of modelling bone’s anisotropy using orthotropic symmetry. Nevertheless,
orthotropy has been shown to be a closer approximation to bone’s anisotropy than
isotropy [13]. Modelling of different frames for each of the activities allows for a more
accurate prediction of the distribution of the material properties and associated
orientations.

6. CONCLUSION
This study combined two developed approaches: considering bone to be a strainadaptive continuum material with local orthotropic symmetry and inclusion of free
boundary conditions in the model. Multiple activity load cycles were shown to be
critical in bone optimisation simulation. The stiffness distribution and structure
directionality for the whole femur can be correctly assessed, with results approaching
those observed in vivo. Further developments to this method will be the inclusion of
more daily activities, including sit to stand, thus creating a loading envelope more
representative of the loading environment bone is subjected to in vivo. Nonetheless, the
models obtained from this approach can be applied in structure and directionality
dependent research areas such as fracture mechanics (with applications in impact
protection devices and blast biomechanics) and implant design improvement.
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3D RECONSTRUCTION OF STENTED PORCINE CORONARIES FOR
CFD AND MASS TRANSFER ANALYSES OF IN-STENT RESTENOSIS
B.K. Keller1, S. Seshadri2, J. Gunn3, P. Lawford4, A. Narracott5, F. Migliavacca6
and G. Dubini7

1. ABSTRACT
Almost 10% coronary artery stenting procedures using bare metal stents are associated
with in-stent restenosis, that is, a severe hyperplastic intimal tissue response within the
stented region. This results in an obstruction to flow and a return of clinical symptoms.
The present study investigates the hypothesis that a greater neointimal growth response
is associated with regions of the vessel wall that are subject to low (<0.5 Pa) wall shear
stress (WSS) following stent deployment. Such regions may be associated with arterial
wall hypoxia. The 3D geometry of a stented porcine coronary artery was used to inform
a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model of coronary flow. This type of model has
the potential to predict flow patterns with greater accuracy than a model based on
idealised stent geometry alone, providing predictive capabilities for clinical application.
Current results support the role of low WSS in the formation of in-stent restenosis
through direct comparison of case-specific CFD results with the corresponding
histological sections. The methodology shows promise for the elucidation of the role of
arterial wall hypoxia.

2. INTRODUCTION
In-stent restenosis (ISR) is a hyperplastic tissue response following percutaneous
cardiac intervention for occlusive arterial disease such as atherosclerosis. The ISR
response is associated with three key phases, namely; thrombosis, accumulation of
inflammatory cells and mediators, and smooth muscle proliferation [1]. The local flow
field within the artery, modulates the surrounding tissue development through cell
shape, cell orientation, membrane ion transport, gene expression, and regulation of
immune cell recruitment and adhesion [2]. As reviewed by Malek et al. [3],
associations have been reported between maladaptive responses to healing in the form
of neointimal hyperplasia (NIH) and regions of reduced and reversed flow. In vitro
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studies provide evidence that the extent of NIH may be related to partial endothelial
denudation following stent expansion and decreased oxygen mass transfer resulting in
regions of hypoxia [4].
Use of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) allows quantitative study of the complex
environment of the fluid and mass transport within idealised and patient-specific stented
vessels. We have previously described [5] how micro-CT imaging in the detailed
reconstruction of stents deployed in real coronary arteries provides a basis for accurate
CFD simulations. Simultaneous availability of corresponding histological sections of
the stented arterial segment enables numerical results to be correlated with the NIH
response. It has been suggested that regions of low flow within the stented segment
affect the arterial response through an accumulation of inflammatory agents and a
decrease in the mass transfer of oxygen [6]. Furthermore, it has been reported that
supplemental supply of oxygen has been shown to decrease the NIH response to
vascular insult [7]. Better elucidation of the overall effects of the fluid environment on
the effective delivery of oxygen to the arterial wall following stent placement may lead
to improved options for clinical treatment. The aim of the current study is to employ a
simple model of blood flow and oxygen mass transport to investigate the distribution of
oxygen concentration at the wall of a realistic stented porcine coronary artery geometry.

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS
3.1 Computational model and domain
Geometric model. Three-dimensional micro-CT data sets of a BiodivYsio stent
(Biocompatibles International, UK) implanted into a porcine coronary artery were
obtained for the construction of the geometric surface mesh. Full details regarding the
protocol, histology, and 3D reconstruction methods are described elsewhere [5].
Structural model. Numerical analysis is performed using the full geometry of a right
porcine coronary artery (RCA) and deployed stent explanted at 14 days. The the first
two proximal repeating units of the stent were reported in a previous study [5]. The
computational domain is defined using the stent geometry obtained from the micro-CT
reconstruction. The vessel wall is not measured directly, instead a finite element code
(Abaqus Explicit, v6.10-EF1) is used to simulate the interaction of the stent/vessel.
The diameter of the structural model was 2.8mm, this was obtained from angiography,
the wall thickness is 100 µm; the length of the stent is 18 mm, with a vessel domain
(segment length) of 36 mm. The resulting finite element mesh was composed of
132,000 brick elements. Further details regarding the structural domain setup and
simulation is reported elsewhere [5].

Figure 1: A. Arterial and stent domain used for the numerical simulation with identification of three
locations (blue rings) along axial length. B. Tetrahedral mesh cross-section with close-up of wall detail.

Fluid model. The final configuration of the structural domain was converted into a finite
volume domain using Ansys ICEM CFD (v13.0) in preparation for CFD simulations
(figure 1). The final Octree mesh consisted of 3804294 tetrahedral elements and 744370
nodes (figure 1b).
3.2 Flow and mass transport conditions
Flow boundary conditions. The finite-volume commercial code Fluent (v13.0) was used
to solve the steady three-dimensional flow and mass transport within the geometry
shown in Figure 1a. The SIMPLE formulation was used for pressure-velocity coupling,
and the second-order upwind discretisation scheme was used for the momentum and
species transport equations. Convergence was achieved when the maximum mass,
momentum, and species residuals fell below 10-6. Blood was modeled as an
incompressible fluid (ρ = 1060 kg/m3), while viscosity was defined according to the
Carreau’s model using the following parameters: µ∞= 0.0035 kg/m·s, µ0= 0.25 kg/m·s,
λ=25.00 s and n = 0.25. Simulations were run in the steady state using a parabolic inlet
velocity waveform (peak velocity = 0.255 m/s) appropriate for flow within the porcine
coronary artery [8]. The relative pressure on the outlet was set to 0 Pa. The artery and
stent were considered a rigid wall boundary with no-slip boundary conditions.
Mass transport boundary conditions. Oxygen was assumed to be dissolved within the
blood plasma with diffusivity DO2 = 1.2×10-9 m2s-1, yielding an inlet Schmidt number Sc
= μ/ρDO2 ~ 2750 relative to the thickness of the mass transfer boundary layer. For the
given inlet velocity the Reynolds number Re = ρvd/μ = 225 indicates that the flow is
laminar. Oxygen conditions were based on the work of Coppola and Caro 2009 [6], the
fully developed inlet flow carried a uniform oxygen mass fraction, 0.002125, while
outlet flow maintained zero flux condition for the species as assumed for a stress-free
condition. For simplicity, the walls were defined by a fixed oxygen mass fraction,
0.0015.
Haemodynamic quantities of interest and oxygen profile patterns along the stented
vessel were then evaluated in terms of WSS, helicity, and Sherwood number at the
identified locations (proximal, middle and distal, as indicated in Figure 1a). For
quantitative evaluation, the WSS is calculated from the product of the dynamic viscosity
and the shear rate. Shear rate is calculated by the Fluent solver from the strain rate
tensor. Helicity is described as the scalar product of vorticity and the velocity vector.
Sherwood number (Sh) represents the non-dimensional mass flux through the arterial
wall,
Sh = k ∙ l / DO2

(1),

and is calculated from the oxygen mass transfer coefficient (k), the average
characteristic diameter of the model section (l), and the oxygen diffusion coefficient
(DO2).
4. RESULTS
Results are reported at three locations (proximal, middle, and distal) in the axial
direction for which corresponding histology and numerical data is available. Figures 2a

and 2b illustrate the WSS magnitude (clipped at 0.5 Pa), together with the
corresponding histological sections. The percentage restenosis was calculated from
histomorphometric evaluation. Results for the stent show that both inlet and outlet
regions of the stent display a large zone of low flow and a corresponding region of the
neointimal growth.

Figure 2: A. Histological cross-sections of stented vessel and histomorphometric evaluation of the
percentage restenosis; B. Numerical representation of WSS magnitude along slice surface. Black dashed
lines in proximal and distal slices indicate regions with higher arterial WSS (>0.3 Pa) and lower NIH.

Figure 3a shows the oxygen mass fraction concentration iso-contour plots with the Sh
number as calculated in Table 1 using equation (1) and the average characteristic
diameter at each of the selected cross-sections. Preliminary calculations for Sh, (Table
1) were performed to investigate if the strut distribution pattern influences the overall
oxygen transport. Figure 3b displays the helicity iso-contours which show dean vortices
within two locations (proximal and middle) of the stented vessel domain.

Figure 3: A. Oxygen concentration iso-contours in the three cross-sections with corresponding Sh
numbers. Variations in concentration occur at the arterial wall adjacent to the strut locations; B. Helicity
contours displayed at three corresponding locations within the stented geometry.

Table 1: Computed slice measurements for average characteristic diameter, oxygen concentration, and the
corresponding Sh number.
Position of
cross-section

Average diameter (mm)

AWA* Oxygen mass
fraction concentration

Sherwood number (Sh)

Proximal

3.59

0.0021187

63.24

Middle

3.61

0.0021235

63.60

Distal

3.81

0.0021218

66.82

* Area-weighted average

5. DISCUSSION
Physiological WSS in porcine arterial vasculature ranges between 0.4 < τ < 1.5 Pa [3]. It
has been proposed that the local value of WSS affects the overall physiological state of
the arterial wall. Locations exposed to shear stress within the physiological range are
thought to atheroprotective and thus cells in these regions remain in their quiescent
state. While endothelium exposed to shear stresses lower than τ, and in zones of
recirculation, are thought to be more susceptible to injury and disease [3].
The current study evaluates the variation of fluid dynamics and oxygen transport (WSS,
helicity, and oxygen concentration) along the stented geometry. It can be seen
qualitatively that regions in the proximal and distal cross-sections with an overall higher
magnitude of WSS (>0.3 Pa) have less NIH (fig. 2). However, it is important to note
that, these locations are at the extremes of the stent, and from the limited data presented
it is impossible to discount the possibility that the tissue response may be influenced by
the physical impact of stent into the arterial wall. Future analysis of additional sections
may provide more insight in this respect.
The Sh numbers in Table 1 indicate that there is a lower overall distribution of oxygen
within the proximal section. We are working towards further representation of the
oxygen gradient from entry to exit of the stent by means of a point-wise plot of Sh along
the axial length of the stent. In addition, the value obtained for the oxygen concentration
(Table 1) is lower in the proximal section when compared with the two successive (mid
and distal) sections (fig. 3a). This may be due to the sudden expansion caused by the
stent, which results in flow separation at the expansion point [9].
As there is evidence of disturbed flow patterns adjacent to the struts, a greater number
of struts may also affect the Sh value [10]. In addition, noticeable helicity, shown as
positive- or negative-direction Dean vortices, were observed in the proximal and middle
sections of the domain (fig. 3b); this occurrence may be enhanced due to the presence of
the over-expanded stent within the volume. It is important to note that the regions with a
positive helical directional flow are observed near zones with less NIH, while the
locations with negative (opposite) helical directional flow may induce larger regions of
disturbed flow and thus greater NIH. The identification of Dean vortex patterns within
stented geometries have been demonstrated in previous studies [6], but the correlation
with oxygen concentration patterns remains unclear.

6. CONCLUSION
A detailed 3D micro-CT reconstruction of the full geometry of a stented porcine
coronary artery was used to evaluate stent-induced disturbances in oxygen transport to
the arterial wall and the corresponding pathological response. This combined
histological and modeling approach is invaluable for improved understanding of the
interaction of fluid dynamic influences on the biological response to stent implantation.
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ANALYSIS OF THE EFFECT OF CONSIDERING GRAVITY IN X-RAY
MAMMOGRAPHY SIMULATION
M. Alajami1, J.A. Solves-Llorens1, F. Martínez-Martínez1, M.J. Rupérez1, C.
Monserrat1, V. Naranjo1, M. García2, E. Feliu2 and M. Lloret3

1. ABSTRACT
This work proves that prone gravity-loaded breast taken directly from a MRI (magnetic
resonance image) should not be used as an approximation of unloaded reference state
for X-ray mammography simulation. In this work, an approximation to the zero-strain
state of the breast is used for comparing the simulation of the breast compression during
an X-ray mammography in two cases, when gravity is considered and when it is not.
The committed error is measured for four different biomechanical models taken from
the literature and the simulation is performed for six patients. On the other hand, the
compression forces obtained for the used linear elastic, Neo-Hookean, and MooneyRivlin models were unrealistic, whereas more realistic forces were obtained for the
polynomial model.

2. INTRODUCTION
Currently, the most common imaging modalities used to diagnose breast cancer is the
X-ray mammography, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and ultrasound. Each
imaging modality displays the information about the breast tissues differently.
Researchers have found that a combination of these imaging modalities leads to a more
effective diagnosis and management of the breast cancer [1]. Therefore, image
registration techniques have been developed for tracking and assessing a specific region
of the tissue across different views [2]. In most cases biomechanical models based on
the finite element methods (FEM) were chosen to register MRI with X-ray
mammograms [2-4] due to its accuracy. To register MRI to mammograms data, MRI is
used to build the model of the breast. The prone gravity-loaded deformed configuration
was commonly used as the reference state for the standing up configuration [2, 3].
However, during MR, the patient lies prone with the breasts hanging down under
gravity. Therefore, for more realistic simulations, stress-free state is needed to be the
reference state.
Few publications talk about this unloaded zero-strain configuration. Some groups have
solved an inverse elasticity problem to get the reference state [5, 6]. However, the
provided algorithms present a high computational cost. Rajagopal et al. [7, 8], identified
the reference state by acquiring MRIs of the breast under neutral buoyancy (immersed
in water). However, this is out of the clinical protocol. Pérez Del Palomar et al. [9]
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estimated the morphological modifications of the breast under gravity loading for
plastic surgery. For that, they proposed that the effect of the gravity in prone position
was compensated by applying the gravity force in the opposite direction. This
approximation has been chosen in this work to study the influence of considering the
prone gravity-loaded breast taken from a MRI as the reference state for the simulation
of a mammographic compression.
In this paper, an approximated of zero-strain state was performed by applying the
gravity force in the opposite direction to the prone position as performed in [9], aimed
to find a reference state to simulate X-ray mammographies. In this work, the
compression force is used to compare two simulations of the X-ray compression, when
gravity is ignored and prone gravity loaded (obtained from MRI) is used as reference
state, and when gravity force is applied and the calculated zero-strain configuration is
used as reference state.

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS
The following four models from literature were used to simulate the breast tissue
biomechanical behavior:
•
•

Linear elastic model: proposed by Kellner et al. in [4] with the following
Young’s modulus for the different tissues Eskin= 88000 Pa, Efat=1000 Pa, and
Egland=10000 Pa and 0.49 for the Poisson's ratios.
Nonlinear hyperelastic models:
o Neo-Hookean: this model is characterized by its strain energy density
function which is given by Eq. 1:
(1)
With the constants provided by Pérez del Palomar et al. in [9]:
C1fat=3000 Pa and C1gland=12000 Pa.
o Mooney-Rivlin: A Money-Rivlin five parameter model is characterized
by its strain energy density function as Eq. 2 shows:
(2)
With the constants provided by Tanner et al. in [3]:
- Fat: C10= 46420, C01= -31770, C20= 37070, C11=1960, C02= 1510 Pa.
- Glandular: C10= 42830, C01= -36540, C20=51830, C11=7330, C02=
520 Pa.
o Polynomial: A Polynomial second order model (N=2) is characterized by
its strain energy density function as shown in Eq. 3:
(3)
With the constants provided by Samani et al. in [10]:
- Fat: C10= 310, C01= 300, C20=3800, C11=2250, C02= 4700 Pa.
- Glandular: C10= 330, C01= 280, C20=7700, C11=4490, C02= 9400 Pa.

For all these models, C1 = µ/2, µ is the initial shear modulus of the material, C10,
C01, C20, C11, C02 are material constants characterizing the deviatoric
deformations, d, d1, d2 are incompressibility parameters, I1, I2 are the first and
the second deviatoric strain invariants respectively, and J is determinant of the
deformation gradient.
Regarding the skin, a polynomial form obtained from [9] was used for all the
hyperelastic models with the following parameters: C10=31, C01=30, C11=22.5, C20=50
and C02=60 Pa. The density of skin, fat, and glandular tissues was taken from [9, 11],
and it was 1000, 920 and 1040 Kg/m3, respectively.
The following two cases (Fig. 1) were used to simulation CC mammography of six
patients referred to as P1-P6, with age ranged from of from 37 to 77:
Case A: The prone configuration (breast position when MRI is performed) was used as
the reference state for patient standing up position (breast position when mammography
is performed); the gravity force is ignored in this case.
Case B: From the prone configuration, the zero-strain state was calculated, and used as
a reference state for patient standing up position; the gravity force is applied in this case.

Figure1. Steps for the X-ray mammography simulation.
To study the effect of gravity, the breast of the six patients were scanned on a 1.5T
Philips ACHIEVE, with TR = 5000 ms, TE = 120 ms, flip angle = 90 °, matrix size =
448x512, and slice thickness = 2 mm . The resulting scan images were segmented into
three tissues: skin, fat, and glandular tissue. The segmented DICOM was used to
generate the volume of the breast by using the commercial package Simpleware 4.2.
The filters used to get more realistic 3D image data were Gaussian smoothing, cavity
fill and Island removal filter. After getting the 3D image data of the breast, Simpleware
was used again to mesh the volume. The fat and glandular tissues were meshed with
tetrahedral elements, while the skin was meshed with a triangular shell of 3 mm of

thickness [12]. Boundary conditions were determined as realistic as possible because
inaccurate boundary conditions could introduce big errors and possibly mask the effects
of different material models [13]. Breast compression was modeled as one sided plate
compression (the upper plate) formulated as a contact problem. The breast was
restricted in movement at the chest wall end in the anterior and posterior directions [2],
see Fig. 2.

Fig. 2: Boundary conditions for the simulation of the X-ray mammography. Case A:
without applying gravity force. Case B: applying gravity force.

4. RESULTS
Table 1: Compression force for the linear Table 2: Compression force for the Neoelastic model.
Hookean model.

P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6

Compression
force in N
With gravity
6.6118
7.2131
5.8576
2.6723
3.4528
5.1540

Compression
force in N
Without gravity
6.0815
6.5882
5.4040
2.1027
2.5349
4.2473

P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6

Compression
force in N
With gravity
7.1991
27.602
17.701
7.2231
11.946
19.278

Compression
force in N
Without gravity
6.7236
20.996
17.256
6.8221
10.771
18.099

Table 3: Compression force for the Table 4: Compression force for the
Mooney-Rivlin model.
Polynomial model.

P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6

Compression
force in N
With gravity
139.55
512.66
492.46
107.70
241.65
430.73

Compression
force in N
Without gravity
138.94
511.90
494.62
114.77
229.60
430.81

P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6

Compression
force in N
With gravity
61.669
259.59
291.84
48.617
134.07
195.26

Compression
force in N
Without gravity
66.123
233.61
287.67
52.971
157.38
210.55

In most cases, landmarks have been used to validate the biomechanical model proposed
[2, 3]. Also the compression force has been used [14]. In this work, the compression
force was measured for the comparison of the results for the cases under study:
simulation of the compression with gravity and without gravity. Tables 1 to 4 show a
comparison between compression forces obtained for these two cases. Table 5 shows

the difference in percentage between the compression force obtained in the simulation
of breast compression considering gravity and without considering it.
Table 5. Difference between the compression force obtained in the simulation of breast
compression considering gravity and without considering it (%).
Patient

Differences for the
linear elastic model

P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6

8.72%
9.48%
8.39%
27.09%
36.21%
21.26%

Differences error for
the Neo-Hookean
model
7.07%
31.46%
2.58%
5.88%
10.91%
6.51%

Differences for
Mooney-Rivlin
model
0.44%
0.15%
0.44%
6.16%
5.25%
0.02%

Differences for the
Polynomial model
6.74%
11.12%
1.45%
8.22%
14.81%
7.26%

5. DISCUSSION
The real compression force obtained ranged from 78 to 138 N. This agrees with
Sullivan et al. in [15] where the values ranged from 49 to 186.2 N. In our case, none of
the four models used in this work matched the real compression force for all patients.
The linear elastic and Neo-Hookean models provided values under of this range.
Mooney-Rivlin model was close to these values for two cases (P1, P4) where the real
forces were (118 N, 108 N), respectively. However, for the other four patients, greater
values were obtained for the compression forces which were far to be in the range. The
values obtained for the polynomial model where within the range of the real forces in
three cases (P1, P4, and P5), although, it was not possible to achieve the real forces
which were (118N, 108N, 137N). However, the values obtained for the rest of patients
were no so far of the real force range as in the case of considering the Mooney-Rivlin
model. These results suggest that a Polynomial model could represent the behavior of
the breast compression accurately, although the parameter should be measured for each
patient specifically. On the other hand, prone gravity-loaded breast should not be used
as an approximation of unloaded reference state for X-ray mammography simulation,
since important errors can be committed (Table 5). Although low differences between
the compression forces were obtained for the Mooney-Rivlin model, these models do
not provide compression forces closer to the real ones.

6. CONCLUSIONS
This work has proved that prone gravity-loaded breast should not be used as an
approximation of non-deformed state for X-ray mammography simulation since errors
of about 10% could be committed. However, the approximation to the zero-strain state
of the breast presented in this work, which take into account the gravity, can be used for
more accurate simulations of the breast compression during an X-ray mammography.
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A COMPUTATIONAL METHOD TO ESTIMATE THE ELASTIC
PARAMETERS OF BIOMECHANICAL MODELS FOR THE IN-VIVO
HUMAN LIVER
F. Martínez-Martínez1, M.A. Lago1, M.J. Rupérez1, C. Monserrat1, E. Pareja2, M.
Cortés2, R. López2 and S. Brugger2

1. ABSTRACT
In this work, a computational method to estimate the elastic parameters of models for
the in-vivo human liver is presented. A function based on similarity coefficients from
Medical Image, the Geometric Similarity Function (GSF), is formulated in order to
compare the similarity between two voxelized meshes, one from a simulated
deformation and the other from the real deformation caused for example, by the
breathing of the patient obtained from CT images. An iterative searching algorithm
(ISA) is implemented, where the model parameters change in each iterate depending on
the results of GSF, in order to find the optimum parameter. The method shows that the
ISA finds the parameters of two synthetic cases: The Young’s modulus of a linear
elastic model for a cube and the parameters of a Mooney-Rivlin’s model for an ex-vivo
human liver.

2. INTRODUCTION
Computer-Aided Surgery (CAS) is a useful technique that allows guiding the surgeons
to perform more reliable surgical interventions. In particular, CAS helps the surgeons
ensure the proper positioning of a needle in a biopsy or replace accurately a joint
implant. When the interventions are focused on organs, biomechanical models of them
can be useful to model the deformable behavior of soft tissue. In some interventions
where really accurate results are needed, a good biomechanical model is essential. This
is the case of the liver, which is subjected to the deformation due to the patient
breathing during radiotherapy or during some kind of biopsies [1-3]. In these cases it is
fundamental to know where the tumor is located to radiate the dose or to place the
biopsy needle. To achieve accurate results in biomechanical modeling, two critical
aspects must be solved: to select a model that better represents the behavior of the liver
tissue and to obtain the parameters that characterize its constitutive equations.
Many researchers have estimated the parameters of biomechanical models
experimentally. They measured the mechanical response of ex-vivo or in-vitro liver
tissue samples by means of indentation tests [4-6] or a combination of compression and
elongation tests [7-8]. However, these models are not able to reproduce faithfully the
liver behavior due to the mechanical differences between in-vivo and ex-vivo tissue
1
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behavior. Other researchers have measured the mechanical response of in-vivo liver
tissue [9-11]. However, they do it by means of invasive or open surgery.
In this situation, the use of Medical Image Techniques can play an important role to
estimate the parameters of biomechanical models since they can be obtained through
non-invasive methods avoiding surgery. Some researchers have used Elasticity Imaging
Techniques as Magnetic Resonance Elastography (MRE) [12-13]. MRE uses
propagating acoustic shear waves to measure the stiffness of the soft tissue.
Nevertheless MRE only allows the estimation of the Young’s modulus and viscous
effects, so parameters of non-linear elastic models cannot be estimated. Furthermore,
this technique requires additional and complex hardware to measure and create the
mechanical wave.
Therefore, the similarity coefficients commonly used for segmentation validation in
Medical Image can be quite suitable used over liver volumes reconstructed from
Computer Tomography (CT). They can be used to estimate how accurate are the
parameters comparing a real deformed liver volume with the liver volume of the
simulated deformation. This method allows estimating the parameter of any model and
only using a CT Machine, that is, no additional hardware is needed in the Hospital.
Inside this framework, this paper takes the last approach to estimate the parameters of
several biomechanical models. An Iterative Search Algorithm (ISA) is used to find the
optimum parameter of each model where the results of the Geometric Similarity
Function (GSF), based on similarity coefficients, provides information to the ISA about
the direction of the search.

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS
This section is divided in two subsections. The first one explains everything related to
obtain the model geometry of the liver and the simulation of its deformation due to the
patient breathing using biomechanical models. The second subsection explains the
method used to estimate the models parameters based on a Geometric Similarity
Function (GSF) and an iterative search algorithm (ISA).
3.1. Simulation of the human liver deformation due to the breathing.
The biomechanical models used for the simulations were two:
• Linear elastic model: Two parameters characterize the behavior of the material,
Young’s modulus E and Poisson’s ratio υ. These two parameters were taken
from the literature for the reference deformation [1], which would be equivalent
to the real deformation (E=7800 Pa and υ=0.3).
•

Mooney-Rivlin’s model: The strain energy potential for this model with two
parameters is defined as Eq. 1 indicates:
(1)
̅ −3 +
̅ −3 +
=
−1
2

Where C10 and C01 are material constants, ̅ and ̅ are the first and second
deviatoric strain invariant respectively, K0 is the Bulk modulus and J is the
determinant of the elastic deformation gradient. For the reference deformation

C10, C01 and d were taken from [10] (C10=9850 Pa, C01=26290 Pa and K0=107
Pa).
The following two cases were used to find a parameter of each model:
Case 1: A linear elastic model for a cube where a force of 4.9 N was applied
perpendicular to one of its surfaces. The Poisson’s ratio was fixed with a value from the
literature and Young’s modulus was found using the GSF and ISA.
Case 2: A Mooney-Rivlin’s model for the human liver. A displacement of 15 mm was
applied to the top part of the liver similar to the movement of the diaphragm due
to the patient breathing [2]. Both parameters, C10 and C01, were estimated
separately. First C01 was fixed and C10 estimated and vice versa.
To estimate the parameters of the biomechanical models, an ex-vivo human liver
supplied by Unidad de Cirugía y Trasplante Hepático from the Hospital Universitari i
Politècnic La Fe was scanned with the Brillance iCT from Philips. The scan parameters
were 80 KVp and 100 mAs. CT images of the liver were acquired in DICOM format
with a size of 323x125x289 pixels. The voxel size was 1.08555x1.08555x0.80 mm. The
DICOM images were processed in order to obtain a Finite Element (FE) mesh. The
commercial software Simpleware 4.2 was used to segment the liver and generate the 3D
model of the liver. A smoothing Gaussian filter was used to get a more realistic and
continuous 3D model. Finally Simpleware 4.2 was used again to obtain a FE mesh
which was exported to the commercial package ANSYS 13.0 for the simulations.
3.2. Computational estimation of the model parameters.
A Geometric Similarity Function (GSF) was formulated in order to compare the liver
volume after the simulation using the selected parameter in the iteration n with the liver
volume of the reference deformation. To formulate GSF, two similarity coefficients
typically used in validation of medical image segmentation was used [14]:
• Jaccard Coefficient: This coefficient measures the overlap between two volumes
providing a value between 0 and 1 where 1 means total overlap and 0 means that
there is no overlap at all.
| ∩ |
(2)
=
| ∪ |
•

Hausdorff Coefficient: This coefficient uses the distance between the voxel i and
the closest voxel of a volume V denoted as
. In this work, a modified
Hausdorff coefficient was used, as Eq. 3 shows:
= max

,

"

#

(3)

For each border voxel from the volume V1, Ɓ
(the voxels which have at least one
neighbor that does not belong to V1), the mean of the distances to the closest voxel i
, is used. The process is computed analogously
from Ɓ
to the volume V2,
from V2 to V1. Both mean distances are stored and the maximum is taken.

The combination of JC and H allows more information about the fit between two
volumes than by considering only one of them [15]. Fig. 1 shows an example of four
volume comparisons.

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Fig. 1: In (a) and (b) JC provides the same value for both cases; however H differs
between both deformations. In (c) and (d) H provides the same value while JC differs
now between both deformations.
Given the above, a combination of both coefficients called Geometric Similarity
Function was formulated as Eq. 4 indicates:
%&' =

2

(4)
2

The value of GSF is lower when the similarity between two volumes is better.
The Iterative Search Algorithm (ISA) evaluates GSF in each iterate. A search range is
given to the ISA and a step that is half of the range is defined. This step is divided by
two in each iterate till its value is 1, which is the stop condition of the algorithm.
The ISA starts simulating the liver deformation in ANSYS with the first parameter of
the range. The initial search direction is from the lower limit to the upper limit of the
range. After that, ISA voxelizes the FE mesh of the simulated liver and the FE mesh of
the reference simulation and calculates the GSF. Based on the value of the step, the
parameter is updated and GSF is calculated again. In each iterate, the value of GSF is
compared with its value in the previous iteration. Thus holding the search direction if
GSF is getting better and changing it otherwise. This criterion is held till the step is
equal to one, what means that ISA stops. The Fig. 2 shows the block diagram of the
entire method.

Fig. 1: Block diagram of the entire process of the computational method to estimate the
parameters of the biomechanical model of the liver.

4. RESULTS
Fig. 2 shows the results of the Geometric Similarity Function (GSF) and the parameter
values in each iterate.

(a)

(b)

(d)

(e)

(c)

(f)

Fig. 2: Results: Value of the parameters (top) E, C10 and C01 respectively and the value
provided by the GSF (bottom) in all the iteration of the search algorithm case 1 (a, d)
and for the case 2 (b, d, e, f).

6. CONCLUSION
This work has shown a computational method to estimate the parameter of any
biomechanical model without having to use complex hardware or expensive test
devices. The method permits to model in-vivo behavior of soft tissue avoiding invasive
surgery thanks to the use of Medical Image Techniques.
Currently a method for estimating more than one parameter is being developed. This
progress will solve the problem to fix some of the parameters in order to find the value
of the rest.
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COMPUTATIONAL AND EXPERIMENTAL MODELING OF A
UNIVENTRICULAR CIRCULATION WITH SYSTEMIC-TOPULMONARY SHUNT AND AORTIC COARCTATION
C. Corsini1,2, G. Biglino3, S. Schievano3, R.S. Figliola4, T-Y Hsia3, A.M. Taylor3, F.
Migliavacca1, G. Dubini1 and G. Pennati1

1. ABSTRACT
Circulation in a univentricular physiology, palliated with a systemic-to-pulmonary
shunt, is highly dependent on the hemodynamic behavior of the shunt and presence of
an aortic coarctation (AC). Both local (shunt and AC) and peripheral (pulmonary and
systemic, arranged in parallel) impedances need to be properly described to evaluate
this unique circulation. One approach is based on in-vitro experiments, testing a threedimensional (3D) phantom in a mock circulatory system. Similarly, this may be
achieved in-silico, coupling a 3D model to a lumped parameter network (LPN),
requiring substantial computational cost. In this study the results obtained by applying
the two methodologies are compared, enabling a mutual validation when matching each
other, and using their differences to better understand single-ventricle hemodynamics. A
patient-specific aortic arch model with AC and proximal shunt anastomosis was inserted
into a mock loop with several resistive and compliant elements representing the
downstream circulation. Pressures and flows were measured during pulsatile flow. A
computational analogue was developed, coupling a 3D model to a LPN, and a pulsatile
simulation with the same boundary conditions as in-vitro was performed. Comparison
of the experimentally measured hemodynamic variables with those calculated in-silico
suggested that typical in-vitro resistive components should be modeled as non-linear
terms, although they do not reproduce the linear behavior of peripheral vascular
resistances in-vivo. Moreover, pipe connections are likely to give a non-negligible
contribution to the resistances downstream the 3D phantom. Computational modeling of
complex hemodynamics is an important tool that can improve the understanding of invitro experiments. At the same time, validating the computational model against
experimental data can result in a more flexible tool for further investigating complex
hemodynamics.

2. INTRODUCTION
Univentricular circulation is a congenital pathological condition where the sole
functioning ventricle, tipically the right one in the hypoplastic left heart syndrome
(HLHS), has to support the entire vascular system. In the first days of life, HLHS is
1
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palliated with a surgical procedure, called ‘Norwood’ [1], reconstructing the hypoplastic
aortic arch and placing a Goretex conduit (i.e. shunt) between a systemic artery or the
right ventricle and the pulmonary arteries. Among the various shunt connections that
can be surgically performed, one option is the modified Blalock-Taussig (mBT) shunt
[2], whose proximal connection generates from the innominate artery. As all the energy
for the system is provided by a single ventricle, the Norwood procedure creates a
parallel arrangement of systemic and pulmonary circulations at the shunt level, enabling
unobstructed perfusion of the former and proper blood oxygenation through lungs.
Few months after palliation, Norwood patients can develop a coarctation (AC) of the
neoaorta, a narrowing of the proximal descending tract which is repaired either with
surgical or endovascular techniques. When AC is present, univentricular circulation is
highly dependent on the hemodynamic behavior of both the shunt and the coarctation.
Literature reports several experimental and/or computational studies on the Norwood
procedure [3-5] and AC [6,7]. However, most of these works focused on stand-alone
three-dimensional (3D) models of idealized or patient-specific geometries. The most
recent studies adopted a multiscale (or multidomain) approach, that couples a 3D
representation of the surgical area to a lumped parameter network (LPN) of the
remaining circulation [5,8]. This way, both local (shunt and AC) and peripheral
(pulmonary and systemic) impedances can be properly described to explore a unique
circulation, such that presented by a Norwood patient with concomitant AC. Not only
downstream flow distribution and pressure tracings, but also local hemodynamic
information within the surgical region can be extracted.
In modeling a circulatory system or device, in-silico results are usually validated against
experimental data [9,10]. Although the latter are considered more reliable, for a
mathematical model a complex physiological behavior may be easily described through
an equation (e.g. the non-linear pressure drop-flow relationship of a hydraulic tap),
whereas a physical component has to be constructed in a mock-loop simulator. Relying
on the respective advantages, a more effective combination of the in-vitro and in-silico
approaches may be achieved, i.e. matching of the results can provide mutual validation
while discrepancies help understand the processes, sometimes occult, that are involved
in the simulations.
The present study combines computational and experimental modeling of a patientspecific Norwood anatomy with mBT shunt and concomitant AC, using a multiscale
representation of the univentricular circulation. By comparing simulations results, this
work aims to allow a mutual validation of the two methodologies, when matching each
other, and to identify the hemodynamic effects that may be responsible for
disagreement.

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS
3.1 Patient-specific anatomical reconstruction
A patient with HLHS, who underwent a Norwood surgery with mBT shunt, was
selected for this study. Clinical data were collected from magnetic resonance (MR) and
cardiac catheterization performed 3 months after the operation, detecting the presence of
a coarctation of the neoaorta. The coarctation index, as derived from the ratio of the
isthmus and descending aorta diameters, was 0.5. The use of the imaging data for
research purposes was approved by the local Research Ethics Committee. A patientspecific anatomical model of the aortic arch was reconstructed from the available MR

data using commercial software (Mimics®, Materialise NV, Leuven, Belgium) and the
same methodology as that described in Biglino et al. [5]. The 3D volume (Fig. 1, in red)
was suitably modified for connection and pressure measurements in a mock circuit,
including fanning outlets and three small openings (Fig. 1, green arrows) on the wall at
the level of the arch a) right upstream the AC, b) right downstream the AC and c) about
10 isthmus diameters downstream the AC allowing for pressure recovery. The model
was either rapid prototyped using a robust transparent resin (Watershed® 11122, DSM
Somos, Elgin, IL) for use in the experimental test, or finite volume meshed with Gambit
2.3.16 (Fluent, ANSYS Inc., Canonsburg, PA, USA), after removing the pressure ports,
for use in-silico. In both cases, the 3D model was rigid-walled, with one inlet
(ascending aorta) and five outlets (three main brachiocephalic vessels, descending aorta
and mBT shunt).
3.2 Experimental study
Fig. 1 Schematic of the multiscale system. Qin: inlet
flow; Ri: resistance, Ci: compliance; UB (LB): upper
(lower) body, P: pulmonary; VAD: ventricular assist
device; RES: reservoir. Green arrows: pressure ports.

The phantom was inserted into a mock circulatory
system (Fig. 1), with the inlet attached to a
ventricular assist device (VAD) (Excor® 25 ml,
Berlin Heart, Berlin, Germany) simulating the
single ventricle, and the outlets to three
downstream
lumped
impedances,
namely
resistive-compliant (RC) elements representing the
peripheral upper body (UB), lower body (LB) and
pulmonary (P) circulations. The brachiocephalic
outlets were merged into a manifold and linked to
the UB impedance. An additional compliance was
interposed between the VAD and the 3D inlet in
order to simulate aortic arch compliance. This
mock loop configuration, combining a 3D structure and a LPN, can be considered as an
in-vitro multiscale system. The C elements were Windkessel chambers of adjustable air
volume, equal to 1.0·10-4, 5.7·10-4 and 5.4·10-4 L/mmHg for UB, LB and P, respectively,
while needle-pinch valves with different closure extents were used to replicate
resistances. Preliminary steady flow measurements were performed on the valves at
different flow rates in order to extrapolate the associated resistance, expected to be nonlinear, for in-silico implementation. Resistances of the lumped impedances were
connected to an open reservoir providing a constant pressure of 16 mmHg to feed back
to the ventricle.
An experimental test was performed during pulsatile flow with heart rate set at 125
bpm, stroke volume at 16.3e-3 L and diastolic time fraction at 50%, being these values
representative for a Norwood patient [11]. A solution of 33.5% glycerine in water by
weight, accepted in the literature as a suitable blood analogue for pediatric patients [5],
was used. Pressure was measured using a factory-precalibrated fiber-optic sensor
(Preclin 420, Samba Sensors, Västra Frölunda, Sweden) inserted via the three pressure
ports of the 3D model. Flow was measured with ultrasonic flow probes (9PXL,
Transonic Inc, Ithaca, NY, USA) placed at the UB, LB and P outlets upstream of the
compliances.

3.3 Computational study
The 3D model was meshed with unstructured tetrahedral grid and a sensitivity analysis
was conducted doubling the number of elements and ensuring that pressure drop across
the model did not change more than 2%. The mesh chosen for the in-silico study
contained around 300,000 elements (Fig. 4, left). As in the experimental setup, the 3D
model was coupled to the LPN comprising the UB, LB and P impedances merging into
the constant pressure generator (16 mmHg), while excluding the additional compliance
placed at the inlet. In fact, since the VAD flow signal was not measured, the inflow
boundary condition (Qin) was assigned as the Fourier series of the velocity waveform
derived from the sum of the three outflows (QUB, QLB, QP) recorded in-vitro. The C and
R values, experimentally measured and extrapolated, respectively, were implemented in
the LPN, resulting in a system of three ordinary differential equations and three
algebraic equations. A multiscale coupling approach [8] was adopted imposing timevarying uniform pressures, calculated by the LPN, at each 3D outlet and flow rates,
averaged over the sections, to the LPN. Blood was assumed as an incompressible
Newtonian fluid with density of 1060 kg/m3 and dynamic viscosity of 3.6·10-3 Pa·s [12].
A pulsatile simulation was run using commercial software (Fluent 12.1.4, ANSYS, Inc.,
Canonsburg, PA, USA), with the implicit Euler method as the time integration
technique for solving Navier-Stokes equations in the 3D domain and the explicit Euler
method for solving the LPN system. Time step was fixed at 5·10-5 s and four cycles
were considered sufficient for stability of the solution. The average time to complete
one cardiac cycle was about 24 hours, using an Intel® Core™ i7 (3GHz) personal
computer. Pressure was monitored and averaged over three cross-sections of the 3D
model, corresponding to the same locations of the pressure ports. All mean values were
calculated over three cycles to compensate the variability of the experimental data.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As expected, steady flow measurements performed on the valves indicated a non-linear
behavior (∆P ≈ αQ2 + βQ, being α and β constants, ∆P and Q the pressure drop and flow
across the valve, respectively). Values of α and β coefficients for each non-linear
resistance are displayed in Figure 2 in the fitting curve equations.
Fig. 2 Non-linear pressure drop-flow
relationships of the valves used in-vitro. The
blue curve is relative to the upper and lower
body resistances (RUB, RLB), the red curve to
the pulmonary resistance (RP).

Figure 3 shows the flow (left) and pressure
(right) tracings recorded during the in-vitro
and
in-silico
simulations.
Overall,
computational flows (dashed lines)
satisfactorily matched the experimental
data (solid lines), in terms of both
waveforms and mean values. A maximum
difference in mean flow of 17% was measured at the UB outlet (0.77 vs 0.90 L/min, invitro vs in-silico), where the computational model reported higher perfusion than in-

vitro (40 vs 34%), at the expense of QP (33 vs 38%).
The oscillating shape of the experimental pressure tracings (bright colors) at pressure
ports a and b and, conversely, the lack of pulsatility in the descending aorta (c) were
well captured by the computational model (dark colors) at the corresponding locations.
Mean values of in-vitro and in-silico pressures in the descending aorta showed good
agreement (9.2% and 0.8% difference at location b and c, respectively), while pressure
in the aortic arch upstream the AC (a) was 20% higher in-vitro than in-silico.

Fig. 3 Comparison of experimental and computational results. Left: in-vitro (solid) and in-silico
(dashed) flows through the upper body (QUB), lower body (QLB) and shunt (QP) outlets. Right:
in-vitro (brighter) and in-silico (darker) pressures at location a, b and c of the 3D model.

Figure 4 shows the velocity map (right) on a frontal plane of the 3D model (left) used
in-silico. Taken at the time instant (0.22 s) of maximum pressure drop across the AC, it
depicts the sudden increase of velocity in the AC and the non-uniform velocity field
along the proximal descending aorta. This is an example of the local information, hardly
or even not accessible in-vitro, which can be easily extracted from the numerical model.
Fig. 4 Velocity map
(right) on a frontal plane,
including the coarctation
(AC), of the 3D meshed
model (left), taken at the
time instant (0.22 s) of
maximum pressure drop
across the coarctation.

Comparison of the experimentally measured hemodynamic variables with those
calculated in-silico suggested that, due to high flow pulsatility, in-vitro resistive
components should be computationally modeled as non-linear terms, although they do
not reproduce the linear behavior of peripheral vascular resistances in-vivo. However,
the effects of using constant resistances could be easily explored thanks to the in-silico

model versatility. The disagreement found among results may be explained by the invitro presence of pipe connections, in particular the manifold collecting the
brachiocephalic outlets that, even though not intended to be part of the multiscale
model, is likely to produce remarkable energy dissipation.

5. CONCLUSION
This work combines, for the first time, computational and experimental modeling to
study the hemodynamics in a patient-specific Norwood anatomy with mBT shunt and
AC, using a multiscale approach. Validation of the computational model against
experimental data is important when investigating complex hemodynamics but, on the
other hand, in-silico simulations can improve the understanding of in-vitro experiments.
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FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSES OF IN VIVO FATIGUE BEHAVIOR OF
PERIPHERAL STENTS: EFFECT OF PLAQUE FEATURES
E. Dordoni1,2, A. Meoli1,2, W. Wu1,
F. Migliavacca1, G. Dubini1, G. Pennati1, L. Petrini1

1. ABSTRACT
Fatigue resistance of Nitinol peripheral stents implanted into femoropopliteal arteries is
a critical issue due to the particular biomechanical environment of this district. Hip and
knee joint movements associated with patient’ daily activities expose the superficial
femoral artery, and therefore the implanted stents, to large and cyclic deformations.
These loadings, combined with the cyclic loading due to the arterial blood pressure,
may cause fatigue fracture of stents. The stress/strain field throughout the stent is likely
affected by plaque features. In this study, finite element simulations of angioplasty,
stenting and subsequent in vivo loading conditions (cyclic pressure and axial
compression) have been developed in different stenotic vessel models. A model of a
stent, resembling the geometry of a commercial peripheral stent, has been reconstructed.
A parametric model of stenotic artery has been developed, described by vessel inner
diameter, obstruction ratio, length, plaque asymmetry and sharpness. The results,
analyzed in terms of amplitudes (ε1a) and mean values (ε1m) of the first principal strain
through the stent, showed that: i) cyclic pressure effects are negligible if compared with
axial compression ones; ii) replicating a realistic vessel morphology is fundamental,
since plaque features affect fatigue resistance of the stent with the same loading
conditions.

2. INTRODUCTION
Stenting in peripheral arteries has proved problematic, with success rates hindered by
in-stent restenosis and stent fracture. Initially, balloon-expandable stainless steel stents
were used, but the high initial technical success rates diminished over time, until the
cumulative patency rates were the same for angioplasty alone and stenting after 1 and 2
years1. The problems associated with the procedure lead to the development of more
flexible, self expandable Nitinol stents. While these stents decreased the rates of
restenosis compared with angioplasty alone2, restenosis rates are still high. Moreover,
the mechanical environment of the peripheral arteries, caused by joint movements, may
contributes to increase the risk of fracture associated to these devices3. Today’s device
manufacturers use a variety of experimental tests to ensure that stents have accurate
properties. However, the small and complex geometry of the stents often does not allow
to carry out all the test usually required for a standard medical device. In this regards
computational analyses, based for example on the Finite Element Method (FEM) can be
adopted. While in the literature there are many computational studies on the
optimisation of stent mechanical properties, which can surely lead to a better long-term
efficacy of the device itself, most studies do not consider how stenotic vessel features
and in vivo loading conditions influence stents fatigue resistance. The aim of this study
is to investigate how the plaque features and in vivo loading conditions influence the
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fatigue behaviour of Nitinol peripheral stents using finite element analyses.
3. MATERIAL AND METHODS
The Finite Element Method (FEM) was used to simulate the deployment of selfexpandable Nitinol stent in a peripheral artery and subsequent in vivo loading
conditions. The commercial finite element code ANSYS (Ansys Inc., Canonsburg, PA,
USA) was used to run the simulations.
The stent geometry resembling Medtronic-Invatec Maris Plus peripheral stent was
deduced from images obtained by optical microscopy of the devices; the dimensions
were derived from the same images and from the values defined by the manufacturers.
The stent had an external diameter of 8 mm, a length of 45.8 mm and a strut thickness
of 0.17 mm. The Nitinol material properties required for the ANSYS material model,
were obtained averaging typical values taken from literature. The reconstructed
peripheral stent is depicted in Fig. 1.

Figure 1. 3D model of the studied peripheral stent, which consist of open cell design, peak to peak
connections and 3 links for each crown.

A parametric model of stenotic artery was developed, described by vessel inner
diameter, obstruction ratio, length, asymmetry and sharpness. The distal SFA-proximal
PA segment was considered. It was modelled as a hollow cylinder with an inner
diameter of 5.6 mm, a thickness of 0.56 mm and a length of 100 mm.
The plaque shape was modeled according to the Hicks-Henne function4 (Fig. 2):

Figure 2. Hicks-Henne function used to model the plaque shape.

This function presents 4 parameters: DV (vessel diameter), RS (residual stenosis), LP
(plaque length), S (shapeness of the peak).
Varying the values of these parameters, different plaque geometries having the same
maximum stenosis rate (80% of the healthy vessel lumen) and the same length (45.8
mm), were made: a concentric plaque with a single peak (Fig. 3a), an eccentric one with
a single peak (Fig. 3b), and a concentric plaque with a double peak (Fig. 3c).

Figure 3. Vessel and plaque models.

The non-linear behaviour of the artery was described using nine parameter MooneyRivlin hyperelastic constitutive equation, which were taken from literature5 . The plaque
was modelled with an elasto-plastic material: the yielding point was identified from
experimental data of tensile tests on plaque samples6.
Both the vessel model and the stent were meshed with eight-node Solid185 elements.
Appropriate boundary conditions were used to simulate stent crimping and expansion
into the 3D model of the stenotic vessel, after a procedure of percutaneous transluminal
angioplasty (PTA). After that, physiological loading condition of blood pressure and
axial compression of the artery were simulated.
The simulation of the PTA requires a definition of a balloon model: this was considered
as a cylindrical rigid body, placed into the vessel (Fig. 4a) and then expanded in radial
direction until a diameter ensuring the recovery of the original vessel lumen (Fig. 4b).
After this step, the balloon is deflated, allowing the elastic recoil of the plaque and the
vessel (Fig. 4c). In the same time of the plaque pre-dilatation, the crimping of the stent
was performed, using a cylindrical rigid body in displacement control, resembling the
sheath (Fig. 4b). After the pre-dilatation of the plaque, the stent was released into the
vessel (Fig. 4d). In order to simulate the physiological condition of the vessel, constant
diastolic pressure acting on the inner surface of the artery was considered during all
stages of the procedure.

Figure 4. Stenting procedure: initial configuration (a), end of stent crimping and expansion of the balloon
for angioplasty (b), after the release of the angioplasty balloon (c), after stent self-expansion (d).

Flexible–rigid contact pairs between the rigid body and stent outer surface and between
the balloon and the plaque inner surface, and flexible–flexible contact pairs between
stent outer surface and plaque inner surface were created. A friction coefficient (0.2)
was set to all contact pairs for simulation stability.
After the stent placement into the vessel, in vivo cycling loading conditions acting on
SFA were applied: blood pressure and axial compression. In the first case, additional
steps were added to the previous model in which systolic and diastolic pressure were
applied on the inner surface of vessel and plaque. During the cardiac cycle the devices
reaches a minimum value of diameter in diastole and a maximum value in systole: it is
subjected to repeated cycles of deformation (1.1x105 cycles systole-diastole/day) that
could determine its fatigue failure.
In the second case, after the stent was deployed into the vessel, it was subjected to a
cyclic loading of 5% axial compression that reproduces the deformations caused by hip
and knee joint movement which could determine the device fatigue failure. The stent
was subjected to cycles of compression through displacement applied on plaque ends:
the plaque-vessel was axially stretched by 5% before the stent deployment, then after
the device release it was carried back to its original length and finally stretched again.
As a result of the friction (0.2) defined for the contact between the outer stent surface

and the plaque inner surface, the device was subjected to cycles of axial shortening of
about 5%.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Comparison between cyclic pressure and axial compression load in case of concentric
plaque. The effects of cyclic pressure and axial compression loading in terms of mean
and alternating strains, are reported in Figure 5, for the concentric plaque model.

Figure 5. Stent after the placement in the atherosclerotic SFA model. In the black boxes are proposed the
distribution map of mean and alternating ε1principal in the most stressed zones, in case of cyclic pressure (a)
and in case of axial compression loading (b).

The comparison between the two different loading conditions shows that εm values are
comparable as determined by the oversizing ratio, that is essentially the same in the two
cases analyzed: the maximum values in both cases corresponds to the plaque peak,
where the oversizing is higher. On the contrary, as regards to the εa values, it is evident
that the strain induced by cyclic pressure is one order lower than the strain induced by
axial compression (0.031% vs. 0.16%). In both cases, the maximum value of εa is
located at the ends of the plaque, where the plaque has a less thickness: this is due to the
non-uniform stiffness of the vessel-plaque system related to the different thickness of
the plaque along the longitudinal and radial directions. As a consequence, the stent
undergoes a higher loading in relation to the low radial and axial stiffness of the vesselplaque wall. Moreover, the comparison results are presented in terms of constant-life
diagram. Figure 6 shows a representation of the pairs of values (εm; εa) resulting from
cyclic pressure and axial compression loading on the stent deployed in the SFA model;
they are compared with the fatigue limit for 107 cycles, determined by Pelton and
colleagues7. Considering that the material parameters of the Nitinol tested by Pelton et
al. are not known and hence they could not correspond to the ones used in the finite
element simulations, in Figure 6 the limit curve obtained from literature (continuous
line) was shifted up and down (dot lines) in order to represent lower or greater risk of
fatigue failure for the material. This representation was made to take into account a
possible variability in the material fatigue properties.
Based on these results, it can be concluded that the loading due to arterial blood
pressure does not represent the predominant cause for the device fatigue failure. In both
loading conditions, it can be noted that all the most stressed point are below the curve
that defined the fatigue limit of the material: however, it must keep in mind that this is
only a qualitative comparison, because the fatigue characterization of the stent material
is not available.

Figure 6. Constant-life diagram for cyclic pressure and axial compression (5%) loads applied to the stent
after its deployment in the atherosclerotic SFA model. The data represented refer to mean and alternating
strain in the most stressed areas of the stent.

Comparison of axial compression load in different plaque models. Since the negligible
effect of cyclic pressure loading in terms of alternating strain, the comparison between
different stenotic vessel models was made only for axial compression loading. The
results in terms of constant-life diagram are shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Constant-life diagram for cyclic axial compression (5%) load applied to the stent, after its
implant in 3 different stenotic vessel models. The data represented refer to mean and alternating strain in
the most stressed areas of the stent.

The comparison between the different plaque models reveals that εm values are
comparable as determined by the oversizing ratio, which is essentially the same in all
the cases analyzed. The maximum value of εa is always found at the connection between
link and v-strut (as showed in Fig. 5b) and is always located where the thickness of
vessel-plaque system is less, due to the same reason described above. For every plaque
model the pairs of values (εm; εa) are below the limit curve of the material, suggesting
that the stent is reasonably safe under this loading condition. Despite the maximum
alternating strain values are comparable in all the cases, the more critical configuration
seems to be the one with a double peak plaque: the pairs of values highlighted by the

box in Fig. 7, are the nearest to the limit curve and so they have the high risk of fracture.
4. CONCLUSIONS
From the computational simulation the following results were obtained:
i) the cyclic axial pressure is the less critical loading condition; regarding the maximum
values of εa, it is evident that the strain induced by cyclic pressure is one order lower
than the strain induced by axial compression (0.031% vs. 0.25%).
ii) the non-uniform longitudinal and radial thickness of vessel-plaque system influences
the location of the most stressed zones of the stent, that undergoes a higher loading in
relation to the low radial and axial stiffness of the vessel-plaque wall.
iii) the distribution of pairs of values on the constant-life diagram for different plaque
shapes depends on plaque features: it has been found that a double peak plaque is the
most critical configuration because the most stressed zones are nearest to the limit curve
than in other cases.
Only a complex computational model that takes into account vessel and plaque features
could be useful in predicting the fatigue resistance of the device. However, in order to
predict correctly the risk of failure of the device under cyclic loading conditions, a
fatigue characterization of the stent material should be performed.
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Optimal acceleration adjustment to improve data computed using inverse
dynamics approach
F. Leboeuf1, F. Colloud2

1. ABSTRACT
Estimating accurately the acceleration of joint segments is crucial in inverse dynamics.
The double differentiation, usually used, amplifies noise measurement, leading to
inconsistencies between measured external force and the rate of change of linear
momentum. The aim of this paper was to propose an optimal joint acceleration
adjustment based on a dynamic optimization problem. The resolution was made through
a parametric problem, embedded the measured joint angles which prevents numerical
constraints. An application has been carried out on a flexion-extension movement. The
acceleration adjustment led to a superposition of the measured and calculated contact
forces. Optimal joint torques were smoothed and revealed new intrinsic information.

2. INTRODUCTION
Inverse dynamics procedure leads to the knowledge of the internal force coordination,
especially important for neuro-physiological or clinical investigations. Inverse dynamics
is very sensitive to the propagation of uncertainties because the mathematical model is
based on a set of iterative equations using noisy experimental data as guest. The
drawback of this iterative method is to be error prone (Riemer et al., 2008) whatever the
formalism implemented, e.g. Lagrange or Newton-Euler formalisms. As a result,
computed rate of change of linear momentum and measured ground reaction force
patterns usually show large inconsistencies. A residual force is always computed at the
last segment of the kinematic chain whatever the inverse dynamic strategy (bottom-up
or up-bottom) implemented.
Recently, some researchers addressed the residual force minimization by adjusting body
segment parameters. Delp et al. (2007) optimized the mass distribution to improve
human movement simulations. Riemer and Hsiao-Wecksler (2009) proposed a double
step optimization procedure. They showed that subject-specific body segment
parameters reduced joint torques errors by 77%. Their method consists in short
calibrations (first step) offering initial guests to a refinement optimization (second step).
Similar to functional methods used to locate joint centers (Ehrig et al., 2006), calibration
phases could be difficult to achieve with disabled subjects.
Another way to minimize residual force is to tackle the problem of joint accelerations.
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The double differentiation with digital filtering are usually implemented to access joint
accelerations. Blajer and Czaplicki (2001) stipulated that double differentiation leads to
“the inverse dynamics simulation failure”, i.e, the mismatch between kinematic input
and integration of joint torques. Kuo (1998) and Cahouët et al. (2002) have developped
adjustement algorithms to improve the estimation of joint accelerations. Both research
teams implemented mathematical processes based on a least-square problem. On one
hand, the solving was fast. On the other hand, the solution was still approximated.
The objective of the study was to propose a method able to cancel the residual force. A
dynamic optimization problem was stated. Its resolution should eliminate numerical
constraints and should adjust joint accelerations in order to respect measured external
contact force provided by a force plate.

3. METHODS
3.1. Dynamics Optimization
Our dynamic optimization approach was tested using a 4-segment planar model (see
Fig. 1). The dynamics of this multibody system is governed by:
 ,  ,  
 
(1)
where   is the vector of absolute joint coordinates (for i = 1, …, 4),  and  are the
first and second order time-derivatives of  and  is the vector of joint driving torques.
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Fig. 1: Schematic of the 4 segment planar model used to represent the subject.

The dynamic optimization problem consisted in finding optimal joint accelerations
minimizing the criterion (2) while respecting (1):


∑  ,  ,      



where  ,  ,   is the vector of ground reaction force expressed as a
function of the measured joint coordinates,    is the vector of ground reaction force
measured by a force platform and  and T are the initial and final times.
(2)

Kuo (1998) and Cahouët et al. (2002) have previously addressed this problem using a
pseudo-inverse method. In our study, we recasted a dynamic optimization problem
stated by equations (1) and (2) as a parametric problem with a piecewise spline
function. On an interval [0, T], a set of connecting times was defined:
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where N is the number of subintervals of equal length.
Over each subinterval (
) ,  # * and for every joint coordinates  , a fouth-order
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This polynomial was defined as class 7  , because the second derivatives is linked to
each other for every subset i, as follows:
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respecting the link relation:
. 1, '  1, +, 1  +, # 0 0
(6)
Whereas (3) denoted 5n coefficients, equations (4) and (5) led us to 5N-1 linear
equations. As a consequence, a cubic spline 8 , 0 was used on the last interval +" .
Then, considering that joint coordinates  provided from the measurement, the
coefficients appeared as a function of a vector C  to optimize which collects the joint
accelerations:

D / E, C  F , … , F" G  0, … ,   , … ,  $
(7)
The coefficients were deduced from the linear resolution of:
7  ΦC 
(8)

Finally, over the interval [0,T], we wrote the following approximations:
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which led to the rewriting criterion:
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Accounting that polynomial coefficients involve measured joint coordinates, the
parametric optimization stayed unconstrained and timeless consuming consequently.
3.2. Experimentation and inverse dynamics
Our approach was tested using a flexion-entension movement performed at self-selected
velocity on a force plate (Kistler, Switzerland) setting at 1000Hz. Kinematic data were
recorded at 50Hz using a motion analysis system (Biogesta, France). The joint
coordinates   were provided from sixteen markers (top of head, spinous process of
the 7th cervical vertebrae, acromio-clavicular joint, lateral elbow epicondyle, radius
styloid, great trochanter, lateral knee epicondyle, lateral maleous, second metatarsal
head). Their positions were low-pass filtered at 6Hz with a zero-lag Butterworth fourorder filter. A finite centred differentiation was used to determine the first ( ) and

second derivatives ( ) of  .

Joint torques ( ) were computed by a top-bottom process based on iterative NewtonEuler equations (Luh et al, 1980) in which inertial parameters were provided by tables
from de Leva (1996). Numerical optimizations were computed during the knee flexion
phase of the movement. We specified fifty-one connecting points to compute the
quantic splines.

4. RESULTS
Horizontal and vertical measured ground reaction forces were compared with those
computed by classical top-down inverse dynamics and optimal inverse dynamic
approaches (see Fig. 2). Large differences were observed between measured forces and
forces computed using classical inverse dynamic equations. The maximal plot deviation
was larger than 50N. In contrast, forces computed using dynamic optimization showed
similar patterns for each of the fifty-one connecting points compared with the measured
forces. The unknown joint accelerations were perfectly adjusted to match the discrete
force plate measurements. As a result, the residual force was not observed while using
our dynamic optimization approach.

Fig. 2: Horizontal (left) and vertical (right) ground reaction forces measured by the force plate (continuous
black lines) and computed using classical top-bottom inverse dynamics (red dotted lines) and optimal inverse
dynamics (black dots) approaches.

Optimal joint accelerations and joint torques showed smoother patterns compared with
those computed with the classical method (see Fig. 3). Joint acceleration values were
underestimated by the classical method. As an example, the knee acceleration amplitude
was 60% larger while it was computed using our optimization approach (see Tab. 1).
Table 1: Amplitude of the joint accelerations and joint torques computed using classical top-bottom inverse
dynamics and optimal inverse dynamics approaches.

Joint acceleration amplitude (rad.s-2)
Hip
Knee
Ankle
Joint torques amplitude (N.m)
Hip
Knee
Ankle

Classical approach

Optimal approach

4.56
5.6
7.6

4.9
9.16
8.4

110
115
93

98
110
47

The vertical force bump observed during time-interval [0-0.3s] was only reproduced
using our dynamic optimization approach. During this interval, ankle and hip
accelerations reached a local positive maximum while those computed by the classical
method decreased and showed negative values.

Fig. 3: Joint accelerations (left) and joint torques (right) computed using classical top-bottom inverse dynamics
and optimal inverse dynamics approaches.

Joint torques values computed by the classical method were over-estimated (see Fig. 3).
Due to the top-bottom iterations, ankle torque values were particularly disordered. At
time t = 0.6s, the observed deviation was larger than 50N.m (see Fig. 3). Its amplitude
decreased by about 50% while using our optimization approach (see Tab. 1). Moreover,
joint torque showed opposite values with respect to the approach used for the
computational process. As an example, opposite signs were observed for both ankle and
hip torque values at time t = 0.42s.

5. DISCUSSION
Our study proposed an optimal dynamic approach to adjust joint accelerations to
external force measurement. Then, our method prevents using double finite
differentiation well-known to amplify noise of measurement data.
To date, few researchers (Kuo, 1998; Cahoüet et al., 2002) have addressed this problem.
Nonetheless, they used a least-square approximation which did not completely cancel
the additional residual force. Our method differed by showing a perfect adjustment with
force plate measurements. This result was the consequence of solving of a dynamic
optimization problem. This problem has been recasted in a parametric problem with
piecewise quartic spline handling in order to the unknown vectors aggregate only joint
accelerations. A major interest was to keep an unconstrained nonlinear optimization
problem. Indeed, the joint coordinates, inherent to marker coordinates data, were
involved into spline connections. As a result, our method was less time consuming than
a classical dynamic optimization (Kuo, 1998).
An application on a measured knee flexion movement demonstrated both feasibility and
efficiency of our method. The acceleration adjustment method led to superposition of
the measured and adjusted reaction forces. Our results showed that the optimized joint
torques patterns were smoother combined with a strict respect of the equations of

motion. It showed new insight of the intrinsic dynamic hidden by uncertainties
propagation.
Our method is subject to limitations. Firstly, parametric optimization can be currently
only implemented for smooth dynamic movements. As a result, high impact motions are
not handling by this method. Secondly, the criterion does not consider force plate
uncertainties. Kuo (1998) and Cahoüet et al. (2002) injected these parameters within the
least-square optimization. Such an approach could be also carried out by addition of a
weighting matrix with the criterion. However, the influence of these uncertainties may
be negligible because force plate manufacturers proposed high accurate sensors
currently. Thirdly, joint torques were adjusted while keeping a classical anthropometric
model. Results obtained using our dynamic optimization approach may be improved by
integrating a preliminary numerical process. Inertial parameters could be personalized
by means of optimization or identification methods published recently by Riemer et al.
(2008) and Monnet et al. (2008), respectively.
In conclusion, the acceleration adjustment method improves the dynamic model by
proposing input kinematic data in accordance with force measurement. This innovative
method allowed computing joint accelerations without implement the double
differentiation. Improving joint torque computation should lead to better analyze human
movement coordination perform during complex tasks.
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NEURAL NETWORK-BASED PREDICTION OF HAND POSTURES
FOR GRASPING SIMULATION WITH A BIOMECHANICAL MODEL
M.C. Mora1, J.L. Sancho-Bru2, J.L. Iserte-Vilar1 and A. Pérez-González3

1. ABSTRACT
Most human interactions with the environment are performed by the hands. This
versatility is due to their more than 20 degrees of freedom. A lot of research has been
done in the field of robotic grasping in the last years [1,2]. All this work can be
extended to the biomechanics field due to the similarity between the grasping problem
in robotic and human hands, considering that the former are kinematically simpler than
the latter. In [3] we proposed a hand biomechanical model that merged the current
knowledge on biomechanics, ergonomics and robotics. One of the aims of this proposal
was to predict feasible grasping postures for a given object. As a first approach, we
present here a methodology for automatically generating grasping postures by means of
artificial neural networks (ANNs), inspired by the works presented in [1] and [4]. The
inputs to the ANN are the characteristic hand data, the dimensions of the object to be
grasped and the task. The outputs are the joint angles of the hand. For the training,
validation and test stages, we use data measured from a Cyberglove™ device. Our goal
is to estimate the hand posture performed when grasping objects of the daily life.

2. INTRODUCTION
The study of the human grasp is very interesting because of the knowledge it can
provide regarding manipulation [5]. In the last two decades a lot of research has been
carried out in the field of robotic grasping [1, 2, 5, 7] and is currently a very hot topic.
Many of the existing techniques could be extended to the biomechanics’ field due to the
similarities between human and robotic hands, although the former are simpler that the
latter. Within the wide variety of grasp-related problems, the computation of grasping
postures associated to particular objects is one of the most challenging, as it implies the
fulfillment of a large number of constraints that relate not only to the hand structure and
to the object, but to the requirements of the environment and the task to be performed.
From the biomechanics’ viewpoint, there are different studies of the grasping process
but very few tackle the prediction of grasping postures for given objects and tasks. Hand
posture prediction is an important issue as it allows the evaluation of biomechanical and
ergonomic parameters related to grasping [7, 8]. However, the few related works
usually measure hand postures using specific devices, such as data gloves [9], instead of
1
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predicting hand postures. In some cases, artificial intelligence techniques are used for
learning the hand inverse kinematics given the fingertips’ positions, as in [4].
From the robotics’ viewpoint, the questions posed by grasping are slightly different. For
a given object, grasp synthesis must provide the most appropriate set of contact points
and hand posture for grasping. This problem has been studied using analytical
approaches that have been nearly ruled out due to their poor results when it comes to
real implementations [6]. Currently, artificial intelligence algorithms are used, as those
based on artificial neural networks (ANN) [10]. These sensor-based approaches learn
the underlying rules of robot grasping without the need of explicit kinematic models, by
means of exploration. For instance, an ANN-based strategy was developed in [11] for
grasping tasks with a 5 degrees-of-freedom (dof) gripper. Similarly, a grasping model
was design in [13] for grasp synthesis of a 7-dof planar hand for circular and rectangular
objects. ANN methods have also been used in feasible contact point determination [1,
13]. In [13] an ANN able to learn generic grasping functions for simple 2-finger
grippers was developed. Still, it was not extended to multi-fingered hands due to the
lack of grasping information for an object (contact points). In [2] this problem was
tackled defining hand contact configurations, associated to feasible object contact zones.
Many researchers state that advances in the field of robot grasping and manipulation
require a better knowledge of human grasping [14]. This is especially true in the field of
service robotics, where robots move in human environments and interact with daily-life
objects [15]. The variety of robotics grasps studied so far is very scarce and depends on
the features of the particular robot hand. To deal with new hands or objects, some works
begin to use human grasping information to guide the robot grasp synthesis, as in [1],
where a data glove is used for training a neural network that produces robot grasping
postures from previously computed contact zones for different objects.
Along these lines, this paper aims at predicting the grasping posture for the index and
thumb fingers of human hands from characteristic hand data, the features of the object
to be grasped and the task to perform. Different feed-forward networks have been tested
for automatically providing hand postures given such inputs. This is the first step in the
elimination of the initial data collection phase required in a grasping study. The outputs
of the ANN are the fingers joint angles for the grasping posture. The ANN has been
trained with data collected from grasping experiments with daily-life objects (bottles)
and tasks (moving and pouring). Once trained, the network is able to predict grasping
postures for objects different to those used in training with an acceptable error.
ROLL
MCP1

DIP1

MCP2
ABD1
PIP2

a)
b)
Fig. 1. a) Bottles B1, B2, B3, and B4 (left to right); b) Cyberglove™ joint sensors.

3. MATERIAL AND METHODS
3.1 Experiments and Data acquisition
Sixteen grasping experiments were performed over 4 bottles of different sizes, weights
and materials (Fig 1a). Six right-handed subjects with different anthropometric
characteristics were selected for the experiments, which consisted in 2 grasping tasks
with each bottle and 2 different filling levels (L1 and L2), all of them carried out
randomly within the same session (4 bottles x 2 tasks x 2 filling levels). The tasks were:
to move the bottle to a different position (T1) and to pour the bottle content into a
recipient (T2). Each experiment implied 5 repetitions of the same task, bottle and filling
level, carried out after a rehearsal session (5 identical tests). The subjects were asked to
perform the tasks in a natural way. A right-hand Cyberglove™ was used to collect hand
postures during the grasping experiments, after a proper calibration [16] in every
session. The glove provides the main joint angles of the hand with an acquisition rate of
15Hz. The Cyberglove™ system has been proved to be valid for the measurement of
hand postures during grasping tasks, ranging its sensors’ repeatability errors from 1.2º
to 5º. In a previous grasping characterization study [17] it was stated that the hand
posture was repeatable for the same subject, bottle, filling level and task. Fig 1b
displays an image of the glove with the abbreviations used for the joint angles studied in
this work: thumb and index finger metacarpophalangeal joints (MCP1,2), proximal
interphalangeal joint of the index finger (PIP2), interphalangeal joint of the thumb (IP1)
and rotation and ab/adduction of the thumb carpometacarpal joint (ROLL, ABD1).
Table 1 shows the bottles’ features: identification, material, height (h), diameter at
contact area (d), empty weight (W0), and weights at filling levels 1 (W1) and 2 (W2).
Table 2 shows the subjects’ data, including hand breadth (HB) and hand length (HL).
These hand parameters, also displayed in Fig. 2a, are representative of the hand size and
are used for scalability purposes in the grasp model developed in [3]. Fig.2b shows an
image of one of the 16 experiments. Table 3 shows the 16 experiments. Each one
implied 5 new input-target sequences, yielding a set of 480 data sequences. A statistical
analysis over the output data standard deviations (SD) was done. For each joint angle
and experiment (8 different experiments as the filling level is not significant), the SD
was computed. The mean, standard deviation and maximum values were computed for
the 48 SD values in order to compare the ANN errors with the deviations of real data.
Table 1. Features of the bottles employed in the experiments.
Bottle ID
B1
B2
B3
B4

Material
glass
plastic
plastic
Plastic

h(m)
0.300
0.350
0.245
0.222

d(m)
0.08
0.08
0.075
0.065

W0(kg)
0.5235
0.0490
0.0445
0.0285

W1(kg)
0.550
0.150
0.150
0.150

W2(kg)
1.00
0.55
0.55
0.55

Table 2. Features of the subjects participating in the experiments.
Subject ID
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6

Gender
Male
Male
Female
Male
Male
Female

Age
47
38
28
40
25
35

Height(m) Weight(kg)
0.174
82
0.185
78
0.164
69
0.173
84
0.177
76
0.171
60

HL(m)
0.186
0.202
0.165
0.190
0.195
0.180

HB(m)
0.088
0.081
0.077
0.086
0.085
0.080

Fig. 2. Hand characteristic parameters (left and middle) and experiment example (right).
Table 3. Experiments carried out for each subject.
E1
Bottle B1
Level L2
Task T2

E2
B1
L2
T1

E3
B1
L1
T2

E4
B1
L1
T1

E5
B2
L2
T2

E6
B2
L2
T1

E7
B2
L1
T2

Experiment ID
E8 E9 E10
B2 B3 B3
L1 L2 L2
T1 T2 T1

E11 E12 E13 E14 E15 E16
B3 B3 B4 B4 B4 B4
L1 L1 L2 L2 L1 L1
T2 T1 T2 T1 T2 T1

3.2 Design of the Artificial Neural Network
An artificial neural network is composed of a large number of simple processing
elements, neurons, running in parallel. The system function depends on the network
architecture (number of layers and neurons), the number of synaptic connections and the
processing function for every neuron (activation function). The experimental knowledge
is stored as the strength of the neuron connections (synaptic weights) by means of a
learning process, similarly to what happens in the human brain. The method used to
iteratively compute these weights as the network receives new information (inputs and
desired outputs or targets) is called training algorithm. It is applied to train the network
to perform some particular task. The optimum weights are obtained by an optimization
technique, usually the calculation of the mean square error between the network outputs
and the targets, for data not used in the training phase. This is called the test phase.
There are two problems usually tackled by ANNs: pattern classification and functions
approximation. Multiple-layer networks are quite powerful for functions approximation,
which is the subject of this specific work. Also the connectivity plays an important role
in successfully solving the problem (see [18] for detailed information). Accounting for
the complex nature of our problem, we decided to use a multi-layer fully-connected
feed-forward network, able to learn complex relationships. The selected training
algorithm was the Backpropagation technique [18], which is the generalization of the
Least Mean Squares algorithm to multiple-layer networks. It minimizes the mean square
error and performs a supervised learning, where a set of examples of proper network
behavior are provided for learning.
We developed, trained and tested two different ANNs: 1) A 2-layer feed-forward
network with a hidden layer (100 neurons); 2) a 3-layer feed-forward network with 2
hidden layers (75 and 50 neurons). Over each ANN 3 different tests were performed:



Test B2: The training set was composed of data from all the subjects and tasks, but
from bottles B1, B3, and B4. The test set was composed of data from all subjects
and tasks but only from bottle B2, that were not used for training.
Test S4: The training set was composed of data from all the bottles and tasks, but



from subjects S1, S2, S3, S5, and S6. The test set was composed of data from all
bottles and tasks but only from subject S4, not used for training.
Test S2: Similar to Test S4 but saving subject S2 for the test stage.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Table 4 shows the results of the statistical analysis performed over the joint angles’
SDs. Obviously, the errors made by the ANNs prediction cannot be better than the
experimental values. Table 5 indicates the root mean square errors (RMS) for the tests
performed over the two implemented networks. It can be seen that the predictions made
with the 2-layer network, when trained with data from all the subjects (Test B2), are
fairly good taking into account that the collected data are scarce. In this case, the errors
are below 10º for all the joint angles except for the DIP1, due to the bigger deviation in
its posture repeatability, as observed in Table 4. In fact, a Pearson’s correlation
coefficient of 0.82 has been found between the mean SD values and the RMS errors
obtained from the 2-layer feed-forward neural network for the joint angles. These
results are slightly better when a new hidden layer is included in the network, but this
enhance does not justify the use of 3 layers instead of two for our estimation purposes.
Nevertheless, when requiring the estimation of joint angles for a subject who has not
been included in the training phase, the results are obviously worse. In this case, none of
the multi-layer neural networks is able to provide appropriate estimations for joint
angles ROLL, DIP1 and MCP2. The addition of a fourth layer might enhance the results
of Test S4. Note that the hand size for S2 is out of the range of the other subjects’ hand
sizes and this could be the reason for the poor prediction results of Test S2.
Future work includes new experiments with different subjects in order to collect enough
information for allowing the network a proper generalization. Thus, the joint angles of a
subject not included in the training phase could be estimated properly. Also an ANN has
to be design to predict the joint angles of the whole hand. Due to the big amount of data
required and the high computational costs implied, it is likely that different ANNs have
to be used for the different fingers of the hand, similarly to what is done in [4].
Table 4. Statistical description of the data deviations for the experiments (degrees).
Joint angle
ROLL
MCP1
DIP1
ABD1
MCP2
PIP2

Mean (º)
1.3
2.3
4.0
2.8
3.0
3.2

SD (º)
2.0
1.5
2.1
3.1
1.3
2.1

Maximum (º)
8.7
5.6
8.9
14.6
5.9
10.3

Table 5. 2-layer and 3-layer feed-forward network results (root mean square error).

ROLL
MCP1
DIP1
ABD1
MCP2
PIP2

2-layer feed-forward network
RMS (º)
RMS (º)
RMS (º)
Test B2
Test S4
Test S2
3.15
15.38
28.66
9.01
5.36
9.24
10.44
18.58
65.40
6.15
3.67
16.22
7.47
28.45
76.66
7.82
11.04
53.45

3-layer feed-forward network
RMS (º) RMS (º) RMS (º)
Test B2 Test S4 Test S2
3.59
7.36
37.94
8.50
7.26
18.21
10.11
17.90
64.41
5.95
3.79
19.35
7.27
25.59
96.34
8.46
12.46
46.44
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APPLICATION OF A MODIFIED ELASTIC FOUNDATION CONTACT
MODEL FOR SIMULATING HAND-OBJECT INTERACTION IN
GRASPING TASKS
A. Pérez-González 1 , J.L. Sancho-Bru 2 , M. Jurado-Tovar 3 ,
M. C. Mora2

1. ABSTRACT
The present work proposes the use of a modified elastic foundation model (mEFM),
previously developed in our group [1], for modelling soft contact in human hand-object
interaction. The model introduces three additional parameters to the classical Kalker’s
elastic foundation model for non-Hertzian contact [2]. A method is proposed to adjust
the parameters of this mEFM through an optimization process to fit in vivomeasurements of the force-displacement and force-contact area responses. The process
is illustrated in the present work for the index fingertip. The effect in the results of
spatial discretisation of the model is also analysed.

2. INTRODUCTION
Human grasp modelling is a challenging goal in biomechanics. The hand is a complex
system, with more than twenty degrees of freedom actuated by a considerable number
of muscles throughout the tendons, and controlled by the central nervous system.
Furthermore, large deformations of the soft tissues of the hand appear as a result of the
hand-object contact in human grasping. Research advances in the last decades in three
different areas might be combined to move towards a realistic and self-contained
biomechanical model of the hand in the next future [3]: hand biomechanics, hand
ergonomics and robotic grasping. In this context, grasp contact modelling is essential to
evaluate the stability of the object being grasped or to rate the performance of a grasp.
Point contact with and without friction and soft-finger contact models have been used in
the past to model hand-object interaction in robotic applications. Point contact models,
also named rigid-body contact models, assume rigid-body models for the hand and the
grasped object while the soft-finger contact models, also called compliant or regularised
models, assume that the hand is a deformable element grasping a rigid body [4]. The
point contact models do not represent real contact situations and thus different
researchers have moved toward more realistic soft contact models [5, 6, 7].
Some researchers have analysed in recent years the deformation of the fingertip against
a flat surface, proposing different models to account for the deformation of the fingertip
[8, 9, 10]. Serina et al. [8] proposed the use of a “waterbed” model, although this model
1
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assumes a constant pressure in the liquid inside the model and thus a non-realistic
constant pressure distribution in the contact between the finger and the surface. Wu et al
[9] and Shimawaki & Sakai [10] developed finite element models, in a more realistic
approach.
Recently, finite element (FE) analysis has been used in a preliminary model for contact
between hand and object for ergonomic application [11]. However, finite element
models are excessively time consuming for fast simulation in dynamic grasping and
manipulation models. Therefore, the use of simplified numerical models could be an
interesting alternative. In a previous work [1], we demonstrated that a modified elastic
foundation model (mEFM) could be used to improve the computation time in a contact
model of the prosthetic knee, with good accuracy in the results compared with a
reference FE model. It is hypothesized that a similar model could be used for simulating
the contact between the hand and an object while grasping it. The mEFM uses three
tuning parameters. In our previous work these parameters were obtained for the knee
model with an optimization procedure to fit the model results to FE results. In the
present work we propose to adjust the parameters of the mEFM through the comparison
of the model results to experimental force-displacement curves and force-contact area
data for the different hand contact zones. For the sake of brevity the process will be
illustrated here only for the index fingertip for which experimental data are available
[8].

3. METHODS
3.1. Contact model
Elastic Foundation Model (EFM) was developed to allow a simple discrete contact
calculation in general surface geometries, in which the half-space theory assumption of
the Hertz model could not be applied [12, 2]. In EFM the deformable part of the
contacting bodies is modelled as a layer over a rigid base, and a series of discrete and
independent springs, acting only in the direction of the contact normal, simulate the
interaction between the contacting surfaces. In the original formulation of this model
[2], one of the two solids is considered to be rigid and the elastic solid is taken as an
elastic foundation [13]. In these cases, the local pressure pi corresponding to each
discrete spring is calculated with Eq. 1, where k is the contact stiffness per unit area,
given by Eq. 2.
pi = k ⋅ δ i

k=

(1)

1 −ν
E
⋅
(1 +ν ) ⋅ (1 − 2ν ) h

(2)

where E is the elastic modulus, ν is the Poisson coefficient of the elastic foundation
material, and h is the thickness of the elastic foundation.
In our previous work [1], a more general EFM formulation was proposed, considering
both contacting bodies as deformable, with their own elastic properties (E1, E2, ν1, ν2).
The total deformation is taken as the sum of the deformation of both bodies (δi = δ1+δ2),

h1 and h2 being the thickness of the deformable layer in each solid (Fig. 1)

Fig. 1. Discrete springs in the EFM
The local pressure corresponding to position discrete spring i is calculated with the
same Eq. 1 but using the equivalent stiffness of the two springs, corresponding to each
solid, connected as two springs in series:

k=

k1 ⋅ k2
k1 + k2

(3)

However, the formulation of the EFM presented in the above equations is limited by its
approximate nature, which leads to inaccuracies in the results, as already reported by
Johnson [12] and confirmed in our previous study [1]. In that work we proposed a
modified model (mEFM) based on the use of three parameters, to adjust the model to
experimental data or FE results. In this model the pressure in each discrete spring is
calculated with Eq. 4:
pi = kc ⋅ δ ic

(4)

where kc and δic are the corrected stiffness and corrected deformation of the spring,
given by:

δ ic = max(0, δ i −

δo
f

) (5)
1− m

1 −ν
E ⎛ δ ref ⎞
⋅ ⋅⎜
kc =
(1 +ν ) ⋅ (1 − 2ν ) h ⎝ δ ic ⎟⎠

(6)

Where δo represents the maximal interpenetration between the contacting bodies and f,
m, and δref are the three parameters of the model, being f and m non-dimensional
parameters and having δref units of length. The parameter f corrects the contact area to
account for the deformation of the contacting bodies. The value of the parameter m
controls the relation between the pressure (pi) and the corrected deformation (δic) for
each individual spring, which is equivalent to considering a stiffness variable with
deformation, which is more realistic than a constant stiffness. The parameter δref allows
us to maintain unit homogeneity in Eq. (19) and represents the corrected deformation
for which the stiffness of the mEFM is equivalent to that of the original EFM.
3.2. Experimental data
Experimental data were used in the present work to test the model. Data come from

Serina et al. [8] who presented experimental curves for force-displacement and forcecontact area of the fingertip pulp of the index finger pressing against a flat, rigid surface
obtained in a previous work [14]. The experimental data of this work, corresponding to
displacements from 0 mm to 2.5 mm were fitted to approximated curves following
equations (7) and (8):

F = a ⋅ xb
An = c ⋅ x d

(7)
(8)

where x is the displacement of the finger with respect to the flat surface, F is the contact
force, An is the contact area normalised by the square of the fingertip width and a, b, c
and d are parameters. The following values were obtained for the parameters:
a = 0.052

b = 5.0

c = 0.11

d = 1.0

3.3. Adjustment of parameters for the mEFM
The parameters of the mEFM were obtained using an optimization procedure to
minimize the differences between force-displacement and force-contact area curves
obtained with the model and that obtained from curves fitted to experimental data (Eqs.
7 and 8). This process was performed in Matlab© using the fmincon built-in function.
The parameters f, m, and δref were iterated and the error function to be minimized was
defined as indicated by Eq. 9, were index i corresponds to each of the n different points
of the force-displacement and force-contact area curves (points taken for constant
increments of displacement), F stands for the contact force, A stands for the contact
area, the subscript mod refers to the model result and exp to experimental data. The
error in Eq.9 is a measure of the mean relative error between the experimental data and
the model results. A value of n = 5 was used for the optimisation.

1 n
error =
∑
2n i =1

⎛ Fmod_ i − Fexp_ i
⎜⎜
Fexp_ i
⎝

2

⎞ ⎛ Amod_ i − Aexp_ i
⎟⎟ + ⎜⎜
Aexp_ i
⎠ ⎝

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

2

(9)

The contact model requires the definition of the geometry of the contacting bodies and
its relative position and orientation. Also the surface of one of the bodies must be
divided in discrete elements, defining the discrete spring positions in the interference
volume. In this work the geometry of the flat surface was modelled as a flat disc with 15
mm radius, and the geometry of the fingertip was approximated by a toroidal surface
with principal radii 30.6 and 8.7 mm respectively, characteristic values for a male
subject index fingertip. The flat disc was divided using polar coordinates to define a
grid with the same number of divisions in radial than in circumferential direction. The
effect of the grid spacing on the results was tested changing the intrinsic coordinates
increment (Δu=Δv) from 0.01 to 0.2, equivalent to a radial distance between discrete
springs from 0.15 mm to 3 mm.
The Young modulus and Poisson ratio used in Eq. 6 for the fingertip were respectively
0.050 MPa and 0.38. These values were taken as mean values of those obtained by
Shimawaki et al. [10] as optimal to predict experimental deformation of the fingertip
with a finite element model. A Young modulus of 207000 MPa and a Poisson ratio of

0.3 were used for the flat surface (typical values of steel). A value of 5 mm was used for
h in the Eq. 6.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The optimised parameters of the mEFM obtained from the minimisation procedure for
different values of grid spacing (Δu=Δv) are shown in the Table 1, together with the
approximate CPU time for a contact position calculation in a computer with processor
AMD Turion 64 X2, 1.79 GHz and the mean error obtained with Eq. 9. The results
indicate, as expected, a reduction of the error with finer grids, although mean error is
small even for coarse grids. A grid spacing of Δu=Δv=0.05 or even 0.1 are a good
choice for intensive computations with the model, providing quite good results with
computation times far below one second.
Table 1. Optimised parameters for the mEFM
CPU time (s)
m
δref (mm)

Δu=Δv

f

0.01
0.02
0.05
0.1
0.2

1.471
1.471
1.474
1.540
1.512

3.803
3.803
3.802
3.837
3.900

0.276
0.276
0.275
0.313
0.252

error (Eq. 9)

30
4.0
0.6
0.17
0.05

0.10%
0.12%
0.25%
0.81%
1.42%

Figure 2 shows two plots comparing the experimental data and the results of the model
with Δu=Δv =0.02 represented for constant increments of displacement of 0.1 mm.
Figure 2a shows the contact force versus displacement and figure 2b the contact area
against the contact force. The agreement is quite good.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of experimental data and model results (Δu=Δv =0.02)
The method proposed in the present work allows a fast computation, interesting when
using a contact model for dynamic grasping simulation with the whole hand, where
finite element simulation would require excessive computation time. The mEFM could
predict accurately contact force and area, with the final accuracy of the model
depending on the quality of the available experimental data. The inclusion of friction or
viscous effects in this model is straightforward. Viscous damping could be modeled by
adding a discrete damper in parallel to each discrete spring in the model. On the other
hand, the Coulomb friction could be modeled with a friction force at each grid node as

opposed to the relative velocity between the contacting points on both surfaces.
In order to extend the use of the present contact model for simulation of grasping with
the whole hand, experimental data relating force with displacement and force with
contact area for different points of the palmar aspect of the hand would be necessary.
Future work is being addressed to obtain this data. Another question of interest to be
studied is the effect of the object curvature in the value of the optimized parameters of
the model. The adjusted soft contact model will be included in the future in a
biomechanical model of the hand previously developed in our group [15] and tested in
different simple grasping scenarios to evaluate its suitability to evaluate human grasp
performance.
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NEW FUNCTIONALITIES FOR ENDOSCOPIC CAPSULE
Tatiana D. C. A. Silva1, J. Correia1 and G. Gonçalves1,2

1. ABSTRACT
Endoscopy is a first line exam for investigation of diseases in the gastrointestinal (GI)
tract, such as cancers, inflammation and ulceration, closing the diagnostic gap by
enabling physicians to directly view the digestive tract and to understand the
pathological processes involved in disease pathogenesis. This is a bigger task than most
people realize, since the average adult digestive tract is approximately 9 meters long.
This article describes the advantages of an endoscopic capsule with a diagnostic support
module that will complement the conventional analysis with narrow band imaging
(NBI). An automated support system, based on pattern recognition to diagnosis GI
lesions, has been developed to support the medical specialist. This system will perform
a first analysis and highlight potential problems so that the doctor attention is directed to
segments of the GI where complications have been detected.

2. INTRODUCTION
Cancer of GI tract is the second most common cause of cancer death in industrialized
countries. People with high risk for developing this type of cancer are patients with a
family history of colon cancer, familial polyps, long-standing inflammatory bowel
disease and Barrett’s esophagus.
Endoscopy is a medical procedure that traditionally uses tube-like instruments
(endoscopes) to look inside the body. An endoscope is a medical device consisting of a
camera mounted on a flexible tube. Endoscopy is a minimally invasive diagnostic
medical procedure (introduced into the oral or rectal orifices), developed to look at parts
of the body that could not be seen otherwise. The conventional upper GI endoscopy
only reaches the duodenum, while lower GI endoscopy is limited to the terminal ileum,
which means that the vast majority of the small bowel, which has an average length of
six meters, is not visible with these conventional techniques [1].
A significant advancement in terms of accessibility occurred mainly in the diagnostic
field with the advent of video capsule endoscopy (CE), introduced in 2000. The
technology of capsule endoscopy is evolving very rapidly, and has an impact on many
aspects of GI disease. The capsule endoscopy system consists of the ingestible capsule,
of a sensor array applied to the abdominal or chest wall, of a digital recorder that the
patient wears on a belt, and of a workstation with dedicated software for downloading
and reading the images captured by the capsules. The procedure starts with the
application of the sensor array and of the belt carrying the recorder to the patient. The
patient then swallows the capsule and it travels through the GI tract by peristalsis, being
expelled with the stool after 24-48h [2]. During its travel the capsule acquires high
quality video frames at a rate of two per second and sends them to a logger that is worn
by the patient. At the end of the battery life, usually around eight hours, more than
1
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50000 images have been acquired. The analysis of this huge amount of data is done in a
workstation, visualizing the images as video by an expert physician and takes 40-60
minutes. To make the analysis, the physician has to be highly focused to minimize
failures in the diagnosis. Computer assisted diagnosis can reduce these errors and also
decrease costs, as having an expert analyzing the exam for such long period is an
important parcel in the total cost of the exam.
Image processing techniques can improve and enhance the information contained in the
original images. Additionally, image analysis techniques, such as image segmentation,
have a crucial role in extracting high-level information from the processed images.
Up to now, white light endoscopy is the main method in detection of GI tumors. Whitelight endoscopy is well established and widely used. We studied, in this project, a new
diagnostic module, based on tissue autofluorescence (AFI) or NBI, since conventional
white light is suboptimal and usually detects lesions, which already have symptoms of
obstruction, bleeding and pain, related to tumor growth. AFI and NBI are innovative
techniques that improve the identification and localization of malignant lesions [2, 3].
AFI is based on the principles of tissue excitation with a shorter wavelength, which
leads to emission of a longer wavelength of light. To perform “autofluorescence” a
fluorescent drug has to be administered. NBI is a novel endoscopic technique which
alters the wavelength of illumination light used, making the center wavelength shorter
compared to standard white light. Under NBI, superficial structures in mucosa, like
microcapillaries are selectively highlighted due to the shallower penetration of mucosa
with blue and green lights. The scientific basis for NBI is that short wavelength light
falls within the hemoglobin absorption band, thereby facilitating clearer visualization of
vascular structures due to sufficient contrast. The depth of penetration into the GI tract
mucosa is superficial for the blue band, intermediate for the green band and deep for the
red band (penetration depth range: 0.15 to 0.30 mm).
3. STATE OF THE ART
3.1 Image acquisition
Capsule Endoscopy is based on a miniature capsule that is used to visualize and record
images through the digestive tract. Capsule endoscopy has other names such as Wireless
capsule endoscopy, Miniature Ingestible Capsule, and is marketed as EndoCapsule by
Olympus and PillCam by Given Imaging. The capsule is an imaging device that can be
very useful for the early detection of gastrointestinal diseases and is considered as a
major breakthrough in medical technology. Due to the fact that the capsule is swallowed
and travels through the entire digestive tract, capsule endoscopy takes a longer amount
of time than traditional endoscopy. Research has shown that EC can detect evidence of
disease in some cases that traditional endoscopy cannot.
Problems like navigation of the capsule and real-time viewing of the study images,
which may take several hours, have been surpassed. There are some companies that
already have a capsule that takes pictures from the gastrointestinal tract that will form a
video. Two of the main companies in this type of technology are: Given Imaging with
the PillCam system from Israel/ USA and Olympus with the Capsule Endoscope from
Japan. But also from Japan, RF Systems Co. announced Sayaka capsule endoscope,
from China, Jinshan Science and Technology Company, developed capsule endoscope
system OMOM, and from Korea, the company IntroMedic, developed its capsule
endoscope system MIROCAM [1]. Meanwhile Olympus and Siemens announced the
development of a technology for a magnetically guided capsule endoscope (MGCE)
system for controlling magnetically capsule.

3.2 Image Processing
A system that would assist physicians to diagnose GI lesions like cancer, cancer
precursors, polyps, and bleeding would increase the efficiency of the typical screening
methodologies. The capsule endoscopic images possess rich information expressed by
color and texture. Color images acquired during the procedure, are usually recorded for
reevaluation and archiving purposes. Physicians search for changes in the cellular
pattern (pit pattern) of the GI lining, which might be the very earliest sign of polyps.
An automatic detection of anomalies can be based in alterations in the texture of the
small intestine mucosa. This innovative system will support detection of GI lesions by
processing CE video-frames, using texture segmentation, in conjunction with neural
networks techniques. The first part of the system implements the extraction of image
features, where the texture information of the image is represented by a set of
descriptive statistical features calculated on the wavelet transformation of the image. In
the second phase, a neural network undertakes the classification of these features.
Many methods have been reported in the literature for the analysis of texture, which
may be used in automatic detection methods of anomalies, which potentially indicate
disease. For instance, Maroulis et al. [4] and Karkanis et al. [5] proposed two different
methods based on the analysis of textural descriptors of wavelet coefficients in
colonoscopy videos. Kodogiannis et al. [6] proposed two different schemes to extract
features from texture spectra in the chromatic and achromatic domains, namely a
structural approach based in the theory of formal languages and a statistical approach
based in statistical texture descriptors extracted from the different color channels’
histograms. From authors’ previous work, the application of texture analysis techniques
to classify capsule endoscopic frames is feasible and presents promising results. Cunha
et al. [7] and Mackiewicz et al. [8] suggest that a significant reduction of the viewing
time can be achieved by automatic topographic segmentation the capsule endoscopic
videos. Szczypinski et al. [9] have recently proposed a different interesting concept to
aid clinicians in the interpretation of capsule endoscopic videos. They propose the use
of a model of deformable rings to compute motion-descriptive characteristics and to
produce a two-dimensional representation of the GI tract’s internal surface. From these
maps, certain characteristics that indicate areas of bleeding, ulceration and obscuring
froth can be easily recognized, allowing therefore the quick identification of such
abnormal areas. Alexandre et al [10] proposed a method that compares texture based,
color and position based methods for polyp detection in endoscopic video images. Two
methods for texture feature extraction that presented good results in previous studies
were implemented and their performance was compared against a simple combination
of color and position features. For further notes on the available methodologies for CE
image processing, Karargyris and Bourbakis [11] proposed different methods for
classification of capsule endoscopic video frames based on statistical measures taken
from texture descriptors of co-occurrence matrices, using the discrete wavelet transform
to select the bands with the most significant texture information for classification
purposes.
4. ENDOSCOPIC CAPSULE
4.1 Capsule’s architecture
In this section, a capsule’s architecture is proposed. The capsule will be composed by
modules – vision, communication, power and locomotion – and they were thought
according to space constrains (Fig.1).

Fig.1 Modules of the proposed capsule’s architecture.

4.2 Narrow Band Imaging (NBI)
It is most appropriate, by the principle of NBI, to choose 415nm (blue) to observe
capillaries on the surface and 540 nm (green) for thicker vessels. Deeper blood vessels
are reproduced in 600nm image (red). In this project, we decided to use white light and
NBI filters in the blue and green wavelengths as some tests were made, and we got good
results in these frequencies. Early stage cancer develops on the superficial layer and
changes the blood structure there, so the using 600nm in NBI would not contribute
much. NBI shows cancer areas, having a brown appearance, so the contour between
normal mucosa and a lesion can be easily identified. Through white light, it is difficult
to observe this contour, being easier to recognize a superficial red cancer. The idea of
using AFI was eliminated as it needs the ingestion of a fluorescent drug and NBI seems
to be a better option [12].
Figure 2 shows a test made in bleeding small intestine with the PillCam SB. With the
blue and green filters, the mucosa looks in the color of the filter and blood appears
black. Blue filter enhances the superficial capillaries and green filter improves the
visualization of subepithelial vessels. NBI enhances the contrast between the normal
and abnormal mucosa, being very useful to dysplasia detection and differentiation. It is
very good to detect polyps, which are hardly seen with white light. Vascular pattern
intensity is an additional feature in differentiating dysplastic and non-dysplastic lesions.
Early detection of GI lesions is very important as it could reduce mortality of people
due to these disorders. To objectively document detection and removal of GI polyps for
quality purposes, and to facilitate real-time detection of polyps in the future, a
computer-based research program that analyzes video files created during the capsule
trajectory must be created. For computer-based detection of polyps, texture based
techniques and neural networks are proposed.

Fig. 2- Small intestine with white light, blue filter and green filter.

As mentioned before, it is important to create an automatic diagnosis system that helps
doctors to analyze the high quantity of images acquired by the capsule. This system will
have: video frame classification; video segmentation; video analysis.
Video frame classification distinguishes between non-informative frames from
informative frames in the videos. The non-informative frames can be defined as tooclose or too-far focus or foreign substances, covering camera lens. This will be obtained
based on detected edges, Discrete Fourier Transform and clustering. For segmentation,
we intend to recognize lumen region in a frame and distinguish lumen from the walls.
Video analysis expects to make anomalies detection, like polyps detection, using texture
feature analysis.
Neural networks will be used to identify images with most common lesions in GI tract.
This system will have an Interface layer, which enables the interaction between the user
and the entire system, by using its functionalities and invoking other layers in a
transparent manner to the final user. In the Data Pre-processing module, the user should
identify the pill and insert some data about the patient. As hospitals maintain large
medical records, the patient information in this system is a simple set enabling the
reference with medical record system. This user interface for data analysis is composed
by a menu bar to open the desired models, manipulate 3D models and 2D images, a time
bar enabling annotations, and a visualization area enabling the presentation of 3D
models identifying the location of the CE and 2D images with the three different lights
used (Fig. 3). This interface allows a 3D model manipulation toolbox that enables the
users to perform several actions like zoom in and zoom out, rotate the 3D model,
positioning the 3D model, trajectory visualization and auto-rotation of the 3D model.
[Type a quote from the document or the summary of
an interesting point. You can position the text box
anywhere in the document. Use the Drawing Tools
tab to change the formatting of the pull quote text
box.]

Menu Bar

Visualization Area

Time Bar
Fig. 3 Model of the interface developed.

While visualizing the 3D model, it is possible to present the 2D images corresponding
to three different lights, in the location selected in the time bar. The user can click over
one of the 2D images to select it and manipulate that image. The time bar can present
the annotations where the automatic system detected anomalies or annotations that the user
makes over the model.

5. CONCLUSION
This paper describes new functionalities for a CE, based on the use of NBI and
automated analysis procedures for diagnosis support. The diagnosis support system is
currently under development, new algorithms are being implemented, and the main
objective is to decrease time needed to analyze the results of the exam and, at the same
time, increase the proportion of positive diagnosis and the reliability of differential
diagnosis (mainly benign–malignant) of intestinal diseases, aiming to reduce the
proportion of complications and deaths, to decrease the costs and to increase the health
related quality of life. Such a system will improve the early detection of precursor
lesions, aiming at increasing the success rate of treatment and life expectation.
The research described in this paper has been performed within NFCE project cofinanced by the European Community Fund through COMPETE – Programa
Operacional Factores de Competitividade.
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VALIDATION OF SPECIMEN SPECIFIC ROBOTICALLY
CALIBRATED KNEE VIRTUAL MODELS USING ROBOT
EXPERIMENTS
E. Siggelkow1, I. Sauerberg1, F. Benazzo2, M. Bandi3

1 ABSTRACT
Passive kinematics and kinetics of the human knee joint are dependent on the topology
of the component joint surfaces as well as the properties of the passive soft tissue
structures including ligaments and the capsule. Recent explicit computer models have
been used for prediction of knee joint kinematics based on experimental investigations.
However, most of these models replicated experimental knee simulators, which
simulated soft tissue structures as springs or elastomeric structures. New generations of
experimental setups deploy industrial robots for measuring kinematics and kinetics in
six degrees of freedom and directly assess the contribution of soft tissue structures.
Based on these experimental data specimen specific soft tissue properties can be
incorporated into computer models, which leads therefore to more realistic predictions
of kinematics. Final evidence of the quality of the kinematic prediction of computer
models is given by validating those models against experimental data derived from
robot experiments.
The objective of this study was to develop and validate specimen specific computer
models suitable for predicting knee joint kinematics for laxity tests of the reconstructed
knee.
The method presented here for modeling knee joints is generally well suited for
analyzing the behavior of total knee replacements (TKR) under laxity loading
conditions. The small averaged root mean square deviation (RMSD) values for varusvalgus (VV) rotation allow for accurate virtual assessment of ligament balancing after
virtual TKR which is the basis for all other laxity tests analyzed with the models.
2 INTRODUCTION
The application of finite element (FE) models is a common method for supporting
design of prostheses [1] through prediction of function. By enabling exploration of
kinematics and kinetics specific to the joint of a single specimen, reflecting both joint
surface topology and soft tissue properties, this method allows interrogation of different
design parameters within a short time compared to experimental evaluation. Specimen
specific joint laxity and its influence on kinematics and kinetics following TKR can be
analyzed.
Explicit dynamic FE analyses, validated against experimental investigations, have
recently been used to predict TKR kinematics and contact mechanics during dynamic
loading scenarios [2,3,4,5]. The quality of predictions made by those models is highly
1
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dependent on the implementation of the mechanical system into the computer model, as
well as the quality of the experimental data against which the model results are
validated. Most of the analyses used experimental data derived from knee simulators
like the Stanmore knee simulator [6] where the passive soft tissue structures were
represented by spring like or elastomeric structures [7]. In general it is difficult to
control the knee joint motion in six degrees of freedom (DOF) in these simulators.
Therefore, knee simulators constrained some of the DOF of the knee motion. Hence, the
data may not reflect the true kinematics behavior as well as the passive soft tissue
contributions of the in vivo knee.
More recent experimental investigations have deployed industrial robots for
determining realistic knee kinematics and kinetics [8] in six DOF. With these robots it
was possible to measure translation and rotation as well as forces and moments acting in
the knee joint under different experimental conditions (e.g. ACL sacrificing or ACL
intact states), thus building up libraries of specimen specific kinematic and kinetic data
sets. Determination of the mechanical properties of the different passive soft tissue
structures, and their respective individual contributions to governing joint motion, was
possible. The implementation of these robotically derived soft tissue property data into
computer models resulted in realistic, specimen specific computer models of the knee
joint. Validation of such a computer model against robotic experiments gives final
evidence of the ability of the model to predict passive knee joint kinematics and
kinetics.
This study focuses on the creation and validation of a library of specimen specific FE
models based on in vitro experiments utilizing an industrial robot. In particular, the goal
of this study was to compare predictions from specimen specific computer models to
experimental investigations performed under clinical relevant loading conditions
including varus-valgus, internal-external (IE), and anterior-posterior (AP) laxity tests.
The deviation between numerical and experimental approaches was used to quantify the
validity of the computer model against the experimental investigation.
3

METHODS

3.1 Robot Experiments
In an earlier study in-vitro experiments on six human post-mortem knee specimen were
performed using a six degree of freedom (DOF) industrial robot (KUKA KR140comp,
Augsburg, Germany) [9]. Passive kinematics of laxities under low (44N) and high
(500N) compressive loads were determined. Data for the intact knee joint, as well as of
the knee with implanted TKR, were obtained. The implantations were performed by a
well qualified surgeon. Force controlled laxity testing consisting of VV rotation, IE
rotation, AP translation, medial lateral (ML) and proximal distal (PD) translation of the
intact and implanted state were performed for the two compression load levels while
measuring the kinematics of the specimen. The VV laxity test was exclusively
performed under low compression load because a high compression load would lead to
a high VV counter moment and would prevent the resulting VV rotation for an applied
VV moment. Two different types of prosthesis design were implanted in three
specimens: a contemporary posterior cruciate retaining (CR) design and a contemporary
posterior stabilized (PS) design. The implant positions were determined using an optical
tracking system (Optotrak, Northern Digital Inc. Waterloo, Ontario).

After testing, the properties of passive soft tissue structures were investigated by
performing a resection study using a stepwise resection of the passive soft tissue
structures [9].
3.2 Virtual Model Creation
For each tested specimen, a specimen specific computer model was built in
Abaqus/Explicit (Dassault Systèmes Simulia Corp., Providence, RI, USA). A model
consisted of the 3D geometry of the femur, tibia and fibula bones including the joint
cartilage based on CT and MRI scans (Figure 1A). The patella was not included. Virtual
TKR surgery was performed using the same prostheses type, size and positioning
parameters as performed during experiments (Figure 1B, C).
A
B
C
Femur bone
Femur component
Tibia component with
insert
Tibia bone

Reference
nodes

Fibula bone
Figure 1: A) 3D geometry of virtual model, B) with implanted femur and tibia component, C) with
meshed implant articulating surfaces and visualized rigid body reference nodes.

The prosthesis component articulating surfaces were meshed using quad dominated
meshes of shell elements with global average element edge length of 1.8 mm for the
femur component and 1.5 mm for the tibia component (insert). Both meshed bodies
were defined to be rigid bodies. A rigid body analysis allows determining relative
kinematics with reduced computational time compared to a deformable analysis.
Contact between the joint surfaces was defined using the penalty based method with a
weight factor. The contact forces are defined as a function of the overclosure
(penetration) of the master (femoral component) into the slave surface. This “bed of
springs” method [10] from the elastic foundation (EF) theory [1,11,12] used the
pressure overclosure (PO) relationship [10]:

pressure 

1  E overclosure
1   1  2  thickness

Equation 1 [10]

where E is the Young’s modulus of the insert material and  is the Poisson’s ratio. In
order to improve the estimates of a linear relationship a piecewise linear pressure PO
curve was estimated based on a nonlinear stress strain material curve of the insert
material polyethylene (PE) [10].
The insert height was dependent on the implanted type of insert used during the robot
experiments. For each model the insert thickness was used as input parameter for the
PO relationship. In tangential direction, frictional contact was defined using a friction
coefficient as a function of sliding velocity and contact pressure determined
experimentally [13].
To drive the model boundary conditions were applied to the rigid body reference nodes.
Consistent with the experimental protocol, the femur bone reference node of the knee

joint computer model was driven with force and moment control in five DOF, while the
flexion was displacement driven (Figure 1C). The tibia bone was constrained in all
degrees of freedom via its rigid body reference node.
The structural connection between the femur and tibia bone as existing in the human
knee joint via ligaments and the capsule was incorporated using a phenomenological
ligament model [14] that was calibrated using the experimental data from the resection
study as determined during the in-vitro robot experiments. The ligament model
interpolated ligament forces and moments for an actual femorotibial relative position
using a neuro-fuzzy model [15] based on the experimentally determined kinematics and
kinetics and was incorporated into the computer model using the user subroutine
functionality of Abaqus/Explicit. Internally the subroutine processed the femorotibial
relative motion deploying the sensor functionality of the history output within
Abaqus/Explicit.
Finite element (FE) analyses of all six implanted specimen specific models were
performed using Abaqus/Explicit. Consistent with the robot experiments VV, IE and AP
laxity tests were analyzed for compression load levels at 44 N and 500 N [16] at
different flexion angles (extension, 30°, 45°, 60°, 90°, 120°). The initial extension angle
was found to be dependent on the specimen and the implantation of the components,
and therefore the flexion angles applied numerically were based on model specific
initial orientations.
Table 1: Applied loads and moments for the different laxity tests
Laxity test
Boundary Condition
Varus / valgus Internal / external
Compression load [N]
44
44; 500
Varus (+) valgus (-) moment [Nm]
10
0
Internal (+) external (-) moment [Nm]
0
6
Anterior (+) Posterior (-) load [N]
0
0

Anterior / posterior
44; 500
0
0
100

Laxity test loads and moments (Table 1) were applied to the rigid body reference nodes
of the femur component rigid body. Resulting kinematics in terms of translations and
rotations of the femur relative to the tibia were post processed. Kinematics was
quantified by tracking femur flexion facet centers (FFC) [17] of the femoral condyles as
well as the midpoint between the FFCs called the “Origin”. Resulting femorotibial
relative translations and rotations of these tracking points were post processed in clinical
directions of the knee joint based on the definition of an anatomical bone coordinate
system.
3.3 Model Validation
Validation of the specimen specific implanted computer models against the implanted
in-vitro robot experiments was quantified by comparing the resulting kinematics
(translations and rotations) of the analyzed laxity tests. In particular, the root mean
square of the differences (RMSD) between model predictions and experimental data
was evaluated across all specimens.
4 RESULTS
AP translations, VV and IE rotations predicted by the computer models agree well with
the experimental data in trend and magnitude for both compression load levels (Figure
2, Figure 3).

Valgus rotation border Varus rotation border Valgus rotation border Varus rotation border -

Simulation
Simulation
Experiment
Experiment

Figure 2: Average of predicted laxity kinematics and experimental kinematics for VV laxity test
including standard deviations

External rotation border - Simulation
Internal rotation border - Simulation
External rotation border - Experiment
Internal rotation border - Experiment

Posterior transl. border Anterior transl. border Posterior transl. border Anterior transl. border -

Simulation
Simulation
Experiment
Experiment

Figure 3: Average predicted laxity kinematics in comparison to the experimentally determined laxities
for IE and AP laxity test including standard deviations

The averaged RMSD between the kinematics predictions for the VV laxity test was 0.9°
± 0.4° for the valgus border of rotation, and 0.8° ± 0.2° for the varus border of motion.
Applying a low compression load, the averaged RMSD for the IE laxity test was 4.2° ±
2.2°, for the internal border of rotation, and 4.0° ± 1.1° for the external border of

rotation. The AP laxity test showed an averaged RMSD of 1.6mm ± 1.3 mm for the
anterior border of translation, and 3.7 mm ± 2.8mm for the posterior border.
For a high compression load, the IE laxity showed an averaged RMSD of 2.8° ± 3.2° for
the internal border of motion, and 3.3° ± 1.6° for the external border of rotation. The
averaged RMSD of the AP laxity was 1.7 mm ± 0.7 mm for the anterior translational
border, and 1.4 mm ± 0.6 mm for the posterior translational border.
5 DISCUSSION
Predicted kinematic results of the computer model showed good agreement with the
experimental data. Among the different laxity tests, the lowest averaged RMSD was
achieved for the VV test. The IE laxity prediction resulted in the highest averaged
RMSD for the same compression level (44N). Baldwin et al. [5] showed similar results
when comparing kinematic model predictions of the two laxity tests.
The averaged rotational RMSD of the valgus laxity test of 0.9° ± 0.4° (varus 0.8° ±
0.2°) determined within this study was comparable to or lower than the findings of
Baldwin et al. [5] (valgus 1.4° ± 1.0°, varus 0.6° ± 0.4°, when using optimized
tibiofemoral ligament properties). At low compression loads, the averaged rotational
RMSD of the predicted IE laxity test (external: 4.0° ± 1.2°; internal 4.2° ± 2.3°) was
higher than Baldwin et al. (external 2.2° ± 0.9°, internal 2.6° ± 0.3°). At the increased
compression load of 500 N, the averaged internal and external rotational RMSD were
reduced (3.3° ± 1.7° and 2.8° ± 1.8°, respectively), closer to the values determined by
Baldwin. The lower IE rotational RMSDs published by Baldwin et al. are attributed to
the exclusive use of PS implants in that study, which increases the level of constraint
and reduces joint range of motion. This hypothesis was supported by determining the
resulting RMSD of the IE laxity test of the analyzed PS implants only (low
compression: external: 3.7° ± 1.3°, internal: 2.7° ± 1.2°, 500N compression: external:
3.2° ± 1.5°, internal: 2.0° ± 0.6°). In comparison the CR designs showed higher RMSDs
for IE laxity (low compression: external: 4.3 ° ± 1.2°, internal: 5.7° ± 2°, 500N
compression: external: 3.4° ± 2.2°, internal: 3.7° ± 2.4°). Additionally, in contrast to the
study here, Baldwin et al. included muscle forces (quadriceps), which leads generally to
higher compression loads and thus a higher level of joint stabilization.
Averaged translational RMSD of AP laxities of this study for 44N compression load
(anterior 1.6mm ± 1.4mm, posterior 3.7mm ± 2.6mm) and 500N compression load
(anterior 1.7mm ± 0.7mm, posterior 1.4mm ± 0.6mm) were comparable to those of
Baldwin et al. (AP 2.7mm ± 1.5mm). Note that the translational RMSD values
determined by Baldwin et al. were based on tibiofemoral kinematics during a gait cycle
and not on pure laxity tests.
The trends of decreased laxities and RMSDs for increased compression loads are
attributed to the higher compression load increasing the impact of the articulating
surface (stabilization) on the resulting kinematics relative to the impact of ligament
properties. As accurately modeling the ligament properties is anticipated to be the
primary source of difference between predictions and experimental data, the increased
influence on articular surface geometry reduces the difference between prediction and
experiment.
In conclusion this study presented a method of modeling knee joints that is generally

well suited for analyzing the behavior of TKRs under laxity loading conditions. The
small RMSD values for the VV rotation, which were found to generally be comparable
to or lower than the literature [5], allow for accurate virtual assessment of ligament
balancing after virtual TKR, thus establishing a basis for all other laxity tests analyzed
with the models.
Based on the findings above the virtual models under low compression load can be
considered validated for the VV laxity test with a maximum averaged rotational RMSD
of 0.9° ± 0.4°. For the IE laxity tests the virtual models are validated with a maximum
averaged RMSD of 4.2° ± 3°. Using the virtual models for AP laxity test, the models are
validated with a maximum averaged RMSD of 3.7mm ± 2.8mm.
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A COMPUTATIONAL MODEL OF THE GROWTH PLATE
INCLUDING THE EFFECT OF MECHANICAL LOADING ON THE
FINAL CHONDROCYTIC HEIGHT IN THE HYPERTROPHIC ZONE
C.A. Narváez-Tovar1,2 and D.A. Garzón-Alvarado2

1. ABSTRACT
The growth plate is a cartilaginous structure with embedded chondrocytes that cause the
endochondral growth of long bones due to their proliferation and hypertrophy. There are
two main factors that modulate the growth plate activity: biochemical signals, like the
PTHrP-Ihh feedback loop, and sustained or variable mechanical loads. It is known that
mechanical loading modulates the rate of growth, according with the ‘Hueter-Volkmann
Law’, and it has been demonstrated that mechanical loading has a larger effect on
chondrocytes in the hypertrophic zone than it does on the proliferative zone. From a
computational point of view, the existing models describe the mechanical modulation of
the growth plate from the phenomenological aspect. They do not model the change of
the final chondrocytic height due to mechanical modulation and they ignore the
differentiation of chondrocytes from the proliferative to the hypertrophic phenotype.
This work proposes a new computational model that describes the growth plate activity
and its mechanical regulation from a biological aspect, taking into account the
chondrocytic enlargement as the main contribution to the modulated growth rate. The
model was implemented on a finite element code using a UEL subroutine for ABAQUS
and it was validated on a two-dimensional domain based on the histology for a 2-year
old male distal femoral growth plate.

2. INTRODUCTION
The growth of long bones depends on the proliferation and hypertrophy of the
chondrocytes that are embedded in the growth plates [1]. These cellular processes are
regulated by systemic and local factors [2]. The most important local biochemical factor
governing the behavior of the growth plate is the PThrP-Ihh negative loop [3]. On the
other hand, it is known that mechanical loads regulate the proliferation and hypertrophy
of the chondrocytes [4]. Several studies [5-7] had quantified the effects of the
mechanical modulation on the growth plate activity and it can be stated that mechanical
loading has a greater effect on the hypertrophic zone than in the proliferative zone [6].
The behavior of the growth plate has been modeled using the finite element method.
There are biochemical regulation models, like the proposed by Brouwers et al [8] or
Garzón-Alvarado et al [9], that take into account the PTHrP-Ihh regulatory loop and its
effect on the cellular differentiation process. Furthermore, there are mechanical
1
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modulation models like the proposed by Stokes et al [7] and Carter et al [10]. Carter et
al [10] described an isotropic growth tensor in terms of the hydrostatic and deviatoric
stresses, while Stokes et al [7] described the longitudinal growth as a function of the
tensile or compressive axial stresses. These models were compared by Lin et al [11],
revealing that the model of Carter et al [10] is less able to predict the growth retardation
under compressive loads than the model proposed by Stokes et al [7]. Both models
describe the ‘baseline’ growth rate as its mechanical modulation from a
phenomenological point of view; therefore the bone elongation is simulated using
equivalent thermal deformations [11].
The main objective of this work is to develop a finite element model that describes the
growth plate behavior and its mechanical modulation from a biological point of view.
We used a two-dimensional domain inspired on the quantitative histology of a human
growth plate [1]. The model was implemented on an ABAQUS User Element
subroutine (UEL) and it was used to simulate the growth for a 2-years old, male human
distal femur.
3. MATEMATHICAL MODEL
The mathematical model is based on the following assumptions:
a) Given that the PTHrP-Ihh regulatory loop is highly stable in time [9], it is assumed
that its mechanism of expression is insensitive to mechanical loads [13]. This
explains, to some extent, the “in vitro” results reported by Villemure et al [14].
b) The mathematical description of the cell distribution and concentration in the
growth plate is performed by second-order transversely isotropic tensors [12],
defined as

R PC = 3

C PC
(1 + (rPC − 1)n ⊗ n ) ,
rPC

(1)

R HC = 3

C HC
(1 + (rHC − 1)n ⊗ n ) ,
rHC

(2)

where R PC and R HC are the proliferative and hypertrophic distribution tensors,
respectively, rPC and rHC are the ratios of the number of proliferative and
hypertrophic cells in the growth preferential direction n to the number of cells in
the orthogonal direction, C PC and C HC are the concentrations of proliferative and
hypertrophic chondrocytes and 1 is the unit second order tensor.
c) According to Stokes et al [7] it is assumed that, in the growth direction, no
extracellular matrix exists between the hypertrophic chondrocytes. In addition, it is
supposed that all the new cells produced complete their maduration from the
proliferative to the hypertrophic state. Therefore, the growth per day can be
expressed as
G = n p × hmax ,

(3)

where n p is the number of proliferating chondrocytes per unit time (cells/day) and
hmax is the maximum height, in µm, of the fully mature hypertrophic chondrocytes.
d) Based on the mathematical model proposed by Garzón-Alvarado et al [12] the
growth rate can be written as:
ε& = d proliferat ion + d hypertroph y ,

(4)

where d proliferation and d hipertrophy are the strain rate tensors due to proliferation and
hypertrophy, respectively. The growth in the proliferative zone is due to cellular
mitosis, therefore it is given by
 d 
d proliferation =  n p n  n ⊗ n ,
 l 
p 


(5)

where d n is the width of the chondrocyte in the preferential direction of growth n,
and l P is the width of the proliferative zone. Furthermore, the growth in the
hypertrophic zone is due to the elongation experienced by the cells during their
differentiation from the proliferative state (ovoid) to the hypertrophic state (quasispherical shape) [12]:
 2  R (t ) − s  
 n ⊗ n ,
d hypertrpohy =  ∑  i

l
∆
t
i
C
∈
i

 h H

(6)

where Ri (t ) is the instantaneous radius of the i-th chondrocyte in the growth
direction once the cell begins to differentiate, s is the minor radius of the
proliferative chondrocyte ( d n = 2s ), l h is the width of the hypertrophic zone and
∆t i is the hypertrophy elapsed time. This time is limited by the maximum
chondrocyte maturation time t E [12].
e) According to Stokes et al [7] the final size of the hypertrophic chondrocytes is
mechanically modulated, so we assume that the instantaneous radius is a function of
the stress modulation over the preferential direction of growth ∆σ n :
Ri (t ) = s +

f
Rmax (∆σ n ) − s
−s
(1 + α ∆σ n )Rmax
∆ti = s +
∆ti
tE
tE

(7)

where ∆σ n = σ n − σ nf is the difference between the current stress over the preferred
f
direction of growth σ n and the stress under physiological conditions σ nf , Rmax
is
the radius of the sphere representing the hypertrophic chondrocyte achieved under
f
physiological loading conditions ( Rmax
= hmax 2 ) and α is the change in the
maximum size of chondrocyte per unit stress. α is calculated using experimental
data [6]

4. COMPUTATIONAL IMPLEMENTATION
As illustrated in Figure 1, we employed an 8 mm × 8 mm square domain, horizontally
divided into six regions: the upper and lower regions correspond to the epiphyseal and
metaphyseal trabecular bone, respectively, while the inner regions correspond to the
inert cartilage and the hypertrophic and proliferative areas of the columnar cartilage [1].
To simulate the growth produced by mitosis, we have included a thin strip of cartilage
between the proliferative columnar cartilage and the inert cartilage zones.

Figure 1: Square domain inspired on the quantitative histology of a 2-years old male
distal femoral growth plate.
The width of each cartilage zone is presented in Table 1. Based on the quantitative
histology reported for a 2-years old male distal femoral plate [1], 104 choncrocyte
columns were modeled with a separation of of 76.29 µm. Each column had 49
proliferative cells with an average size of 10 µm and 6 hypertrophic cells ( N CH = 6 )
with an average size of 30 µm.
Table 1: Width of cartilage zones, according to Kember y Sissons [2]
CartilageZone Width [mm]
columnar
0.7
Proliferative
0.52
Hypertrophic
0.18
Inert
0.9
Following a similar approach to the proposed by Piszczatowski [15], all tissues were
treated as linear isotropic materials and their mechanical properties are summarized in
Table 2. The model takes into account the change of mechanical properties for each of
the cartilage zones, according to the study of Sergerie et al [16].
Table 2: Tissue Mechanical properties
Tissue
E [MPa]
ν
Trabecular bone
2000
0.3
Inert cartilage
0.48
0.07
Proliferative columnar cartilage
0.25
0.13

Reference
[17]
[16]
[16]

Hypertrophic columnar cartilage

0.27

0.13

[16]

5. NUMERICAL RESULTS
Figure 2 illustrates the longitudinal growth of the domain and the number of cells (per
finite element) in the columnar cartilage during 31 days. It is observed that the growth
plate maintains its physiological equilibrium as the number of chondrocytes in the
columnar cartilage remains constant over time. The obtained growth rate was of 59.03
µm / day, which has a numerical error of 7.33 % compared with the real rate of 55 µm /
day [1].

Figure 2: Longitudinal growth of the domain and number of cells per finite element: (a)
5 days, (b) 10 days, (c) 20 days (d) 31 days.
6. CONCLUSION
This work has presented a computational model which describes the growth plate
behavior and its mechanical modulation from a biological point, unlike the existing
models where the bone elongation is simulated suing equivalent thermal deformations
[11]. Based on the experimental data reported by Stokes et al [7], the model includes the
effect of mechanical loading on the final choncrocytic height as a linear function of the
stress modulation over the preferred direction of growth. An UEL was implemented and
it was used to simulate the growth for a 2-years old human distal femur for 31 days,
obtaining a numerical error of 7.32%. The obtained results demonstrate that the model
can simulate the cellular activity of the growth plate if it has reached an equilibrium
condition.
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SIMULATION OF DAILY LIVING MOVEMENTS WITH THE
ANYBODY SHOULDER MODEL
Lemieux P.O.1, Séguin A.1, Nuño N. 1-2, Hagemeister N.1-2

1. ABSTRACT
The present numerical study compared the forces estimations of two daily living
activities (ADL) with pure “abduction/flexion” tasks, in order to better understand the
kinetic differences between ADL and pure “abduction/flexion”. The AnyBody Shoulder
model was used to simulate two ADL (hair combing and reaching a top shelf 60 cm in
front of the head) as well as pure abduction and flexion. Both the peak value and the
stability ratios (inferosuperior and anteroposterior) of the glenohumeral resultant force
(GHRF) were computed and compared between the different movements. In accordance
with the literature, reaching a top shelf produced the highest GHRF, followed by
abduction, flexion and hair combing. The highest variation of stability ratio was
observed during abduction and hair combing. The present study suggests that pure
“abduction/flexion” tasks produce peak GHRF similar to ADL. However, each
movement seems to produce distinct stability ratios. During the task of reaching a top
shelf, a high superior stability ratio of the GHRF was estimated by the model (i.e.
GHRF pointing near the superior border of the glenoid cavity). Further investigation is
needed to show if such movement is more sensitive to massive rotator cuff tear.

2. INTRODUCTION
Upper limb gesture is commonly involved in activities of daily living (ADL) such as
personal hygiene, self-feeding, and lifting/carrying tasks (van Andel, Wolterbeek,
Doorenbosch, Veeger, & Harlaar, 2008). However, some recent studies still consider
simple movements such as pure abduction or flexion (Lemieux, Hagemeister, Tetreault,
& Nuño, 2012; Nikooyan et al., 2010). These movements are easy to reproduce in an
experimental or numerical environment, but their clinical relevance may be limited,
since most ADL involve a complex combination of humerus plane of elevation,
elevation and axial rotation (van Andel et al., 2008). Thus, a recent trend is to focus on
ADL instead of “abduction/flexion” (Bergmann et al., 2007).
Comparing pure “abduction/flexion” to ADL may help to better understand the kinetic
differences between these two types of movement. The studies of Magermans,
Chadwick, Veeger, and van der Helm (2005) and van Andel et al. (2008) already
highlighted the complex kinematics of various common ADL including hair combing
and reaching tasks. However, the interpretation of kinematic data remains limited if the
kinetic aspect is not considered. To date, few ADL kinetic data estimated from
numerical analysis is available in the literature.
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The goal of the present numerical study was to assess the kinetic differences of two
types of movement: (1) ADL (hair combing and reaching a top shelf 60 cm in front of
the head) and (2) pure “abduction/flexion”. The first objective was to compare between
each movement the peak value and stability ratios of the GHRF. The second objective
was to compare the peak GHRF of these movements to literature data, in order to assess
if the kinematics simulated with the AnyBody shoulder model give reasonable forces
estimations.

3. MATERIALS & METHODS
3.1 AnyBody shoulder model
The AnyBody Modelling System v5.1 (AnyBody Technology A/S, Aalborg, Denmark)
was used with the shoulder model of the repository v1.3.1. The mathematical
background of this software is detailed in (Damsgaard, Rasmussen, Christensen, Surma,
& de Zee, 2006). Multiple muscular fibres are used in order to cover large muscular
origins and/or insertions. Thus, each muscle can have agonist and antagonist fibres at
the same time. Specific muscles have via-points or touch wrapping surfaces (cylinder,
sphere or ellipsoid). The complete method used to estimate muscle pathway (length and
moment arm) is described in Rasmussen et al. (2002). Muscle architecture is simulated
by a three-element Hill’s muscle model adapted for inverse dynamics analysis
(Damsgaard et al., 2006). Muscle recruitment was estimated using a quadratic muscular
optimization criterion, which seems to produce reasonable forces estimations for
shoulder muscles without pathology (Lemieux et al., 2012), like in the present study.
The AnyBody shoulder model uses the anthropometric data and modelling assumptions
of the Dutch shoulder model (van der Helm, 1994; van der Helm, Veeger, Pronk, Van
der Woude, & Rozendal, 1992; Veeger, Van Der Helm, Van Der Woude, Pronk, &
Rozendal, 1991). It represents a European male in the 50th percentile with 118
musculotendinous units. However, one particularity of this model is its strength, which
seems to be closer to an older adult. The present study wanted to simulate a young adult.
Thus, shoulder strength was first adjusted by increasing the strength of each muscular
functional group (shoulder abductor/adductor, elbow flexor/extensor, wrist
flexor/extensor) based on “young / old” strength ratios obtained from the data in the
study of (Vidt et al., 2012).
3.2 Simulated kinematics
Elevations from 10 to 120° in the frontal (abduction) and sagittal (flexion) planes were
simulated. The wrist was constrained to stay in the frontal or sagittal plane, while the
humerus axial rotation was kept at zero. Two common ADL were also simulated: (1)
Hair combing and (2) Reaching a top shelf 60 cm in front of the head. Hair combing
was simulated using the joint angles from the supplementary data of (van Andel et al.,
2008). Meanwhile, reaching a top shelf was constrained to be performed in the sagittal
plane, while a linear trajectory was imposed to the wrist, from a starting position near
the body (Fig. 1). This approximated trajectory was chosen to reproduce the trajectory
of the hand of the subject S2R of the Orthoload database, during its task of putting
something on a shelf at head height, for which the second phase of the task did not
involve a carried weight. For all the simulated movements, elbow pronation and wrist

rotations were kept at zero, since they were assumed not to influence the GHRF.
60 cm
Shelf

Shelf

Fig. 1. AnyBody model showing the ADL of reaching a top shelf 60 cm in front of the
head. The linear trajectory was used to guide the wrist towards the shelf.
3.3 Studied parameters
Both the magnitude (peak value) and the stability ratios of the GHRF were studied. The
stability ratio was computed as the ratio of the inferosuperior and anteroposterior
components by the compressive component of the GHRF, giving two distinct ratios
(Lippitt et al., 1993) (Lemieux et al., 2012).

4. RESULTS
Table 1 shows a comparison between the peak GHRF estimated by the AnyBody
shoulder model, the Delft shoulder model and in-vivo data from the Orthoload
database. Note that the GHRF is normalized by the body weight (%BW) of the subject.
Table 1 Comparison of the peak GHRF (%BW) for each movement with literature data.
AnyBody model
MOVEMENTS
(present study)

Delft model

In-vivo

Nikooyan et
al. 2010

Bergman et
al. 2007, 2011

61%

81%
73%

Abduction
Flexion

52%
47%

Hair combing
Reaching a top
shelf

51%

68%

79%

87%

61%

The GHRF of the abduction and flexion movements estimated with the AnyBody
shoulder model are comparable with both numerical and in-vivo data. Reaching a top
shelf is the task that produced the highest GHRF, followed by abduction, flexion and
hair combing. This order is also respected for literature data. The stability ratios of the
GHRF for each movement are shown in Fig. 2. Reaching a top shelf was the task that
created most superior destabilizing forces, followed by flexion, hair combing and
abduction. The variation of the stability ratios was the highest during abduction,
followed by hair combing, flexion and reaching a top shelf. During hair combing and
abduction, the superior stability ratio was lower near the end of the movement, while it
was high during reaching a top shelf.

Fig. 2: Stability ratios of the GHRF in the anteroposterior (horizontal) and
inferosuperior (vertical) directions for each movement. The starting (○), halfway (□)
and ending (∆) arm positions are shown.

5. DISCUSSION
The present numerical study assessed the kinetic differences between ADL and pure
“abduction/flexion” by comparing their respective GHRF. The results show that pure
“abduction/flexion” tasks may produce a similar peak GHRF compared to hair combing
and reaching a top shelf (Table 1). Moreover, these estimated peak GHRF are
comparable to published data from another numerical model, but are lower than the
experimental values of the Orthoload database for an instrumented hemiprosthesis
(Westerhoff, Graichen, Bender, Rohlmann, & Bergmann, 2009). The presence of
friction at the “hemiprosthesis-glenoid bone” interface could explain the higher GHRF
obtained experimentally (Bergmann et al., 2011). Indeed, this counterproductive friction
is believed to increase the necessary elevation torque, resulting in a higher muscle
activity and a higher GHRF. Thus, it is likely that these experimental data are not
representative of the intact glenohumeral joint (no friction) simulated in the present
study, for which an absence of friction is assumed to be ensured by the cartilage.
An interesting finding of the present study is the large differences found in the stability
ratios of the GHRF between the different movements (Fig. 2). It must be recall that
stability ratios are computed by dividing the anteroposterior and inferosuperior
components of the GHRF by its compressive component. Thus, when plotted in front of
a graph showing the glenoid, these ratios also show the orientation of the GHRF inside
the glenoid cavity. Current shoulder models are based on the assumption that
glenohumeral joint stability is ensured as long as the GHRF points inside the glenoid

cavity (van der Helm, 1994). However, this assumption does not necessarily mean that
there is no humeral head displacement (van der Helm, 1994). The simulation of humeral
head translation in the model should allow verifying for which movements these
translations are the highest. Moreover, the present study estimated that reaching a top
shelf produces a GHRF which is mainly oriented towards the superior border of the
glenoid. For this particular ADL, the model estimated that a higher rotator cuff
stabilizing action (adductor activity) was necessary, in order to prevent the GHRF to
step outside the glenoid cavity. This suggests that reaching a top shelf may become a
challenging ADL when the rotator cuff is absent (i.e. massive rotator cuff tear).
The present study has limitations. First, some of the movements were simulated using
an approximated trajectory and by constraining specific degrees of freedom. For
example, the task of reaching a top shelf was constrained in the sagittal plane, which
may explain that the peak value and the stability ratio of its GHRF are close to those
predicted during flexion. Such kinematics may not be as realistic as kinematics derived
from motion capture data. However, the present study used this approach for less
complex movements, which may be clinically performed in a constrained plane and in a
neutral humerus axial rotation. Thus, we believe that this approach is reasonable enough
to give reasonable forces predictions. For more complex and unconstrained movements
such as hair combing, the present study used kinematics derived from motion capture
(van Andel et al., 2008). However, a recent study found large standard deviations of
joint angles for this movement (van Andel et al., 2008), which suggests that each
subject may use its own optimized strategy to perform ADL. It may be interesting to
know if such strategy has a determinant role in the preservation of shoulder function of
asymptomatic patients with massive rotator cuff tear (Bedi, Dines, Warren, & Dines,
2010).
In a recent sensitivity study, the authors of the present work found that the AnyBody
shoulder model of the current repository 1.3.1 is more representative of an older adult.
In fact, when simulating anteflexion from 10 to 120° without carried load at the hand, a
muscular saturation occurred near 90°, which means that the shoulder was not enough
strong to perform the task. Thus, in order to avoid muscular saturation while simulating
challenging tasks, we adjusted the strength of the model using literature data (Vidt et al.,
2012) so that it would be more representative of a young adult. However, a better
assessment of the relative “age” of the model is still required and should allow a more
appropriate use of the model to study pathologies associated with young or older adults.
The present work proposes an innovative method to numerically compare the kinetics of
various types of movements, based on the study of the peak value and the stability ratios
of the GHRF. This method could now be used to study ADL that are more likely to be
impaired by rotator cuff tears. Finally, simulating ADL in shoulder models is a new
promising trend, which is likely to generate strong clinical interest. This is especially
true in the context of post-operative rehabilitation, for which exercises other than pure
abduction or flexion are performed.
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Solving Overconstrained Kinematic in Numerical Shoulder Model using Nullspace
Optimization
C. Engelhardt, D. Ingram, P.Muellhaupt, E. Pralong, A. Farron, D.Pioletti, A.Terrier
1.

ABSTRACT

A biomechanical finite element model has been set up for quasi-static analysis of the human
shoulder complex. The model is based on the anatomical male dataset of the Human Visible Project.
It includes thorax, clavicula, scapula, humerus and 16 muscles subdivided into 28 fibres spanning
over sternoclavicular, acromioclavicular and glenohumeral joint. Humeral head translations on the
glenoid cavity are allowed. Muscle forces are estimated using an inverse dynamic approach coupled
with pseudo-inverse null space optimization. To stabilize the glenohumeral joint, reaction forces
must fulfil a direction criteria. An abduction movement is simulated. Muscle forces, joint reaction
forces, cartilage loadings and humeral head translations are computed. Muscle forces, joint reaction
forces and cartilage loadings are in agreement with literature. Obtained humeral head translation are
too large compared to experimental data.
2.

INTRODUCTION

The human shoulder complex allows to reach a wide workspace and to execute complicated movements. This is possible due a complex underlying mechanical system. Over 20 muscles are spanning
over the participating bones forming three joints. Consequently the mechanical system is highly
overdetermined. Regardless the complexity, several shoulder models have been published [1][2][3]
[4][5][6][7][8][9][10]. To handle the mechanical situation, different simplifications are found in literature. Three simplifications are commonly used: 1) The mechanical system is reduced to the glenohumeral joint. 2) The glenohumeral joint is assumed to be a ball and socket joint. 3) The number
of muscles is reduced respectively muscles are grouped. The differences between the models lie in
the number of muscles, the technique to determine muscular forces and the simulated movements.
One of the first musculoskeletal shoulder models was published in 1978 [1]. It contains six muscles.
Their forces are computed following experimental data obtained from electromyographic measurements. Another method to solve the indetermined problem of muscle force distribution is to use optimization methods. Van der Helm [4] compared four optimization criteria. The minimization of the
sum of squared muscle stresses leads to a result that is in accordance with the physiological cross
section area (PCSA). The predicted load on the glenohumeral joint is 50% of the bodyweight during
abduction in the scapula plane. This model has been developed further and validated using EMG
data and in-vivo joint reaction force measurements [5]. Not only the total loading in the glenohumeral joint is of interest but also contact area and contact pressure on the cartilage. Therefore the
ball and socket joint simplification of the glenohumeral joint is not suitable. In several experimental
studies the translation of the humeral head on the glenoid cavity cartilage has been shown [11][12]
[13][14]. So far, few models have been published that compute loading patterns on the glenoid cartilage by taking into account the whole shoulder mechanism and humeral head translations.
Surgeons observed a shorter lifetime of prosthesis after total shoulder arthroplasty in patients, that
show unsymmetrical cartilage and bone wear. The questions arising out of this observation are:
How does a muscular imbalance influence the appearance and development of degenerative cartilage diseases? How should prosthesis be chosen and placed in patients showing characteristic cartilage damages? This issue motivated the set up of a new finite element musculoskeletal shoulder
model. Target specifications are to permit humeral head translation for the computation of cartilage
loading patterns and to take into account the whole shoulder girdle for the analysis of muscular coordination.

3.

METHODS

3.1. Bones
The shoulder model is based on the anatomical dataset of a male human [15][16]. We assumed a
bodyweight (BW) of 75 kg. It includes the thorax, clavicula, scapula, humerus and the linking joints
sternoclavicular, acromioclavicular and glenohumeral joint (fig. 1). The bones are modelled as rigid
bodies. They are represented by the bones reference coordinate system [17] and the insertion points
of the muscles attached to that bone [16]. The thorax is fixed in global coordinates. It is represented
by an ellipsoid. The scapula is attached to that ellipsoid and can glide along its surface. The sternoclavicular and acromioclavicular joint are modelled as spherical joints. The remaining rotational degrees of freedom are restricted by boundary conditions. The glenohumeral joint is modelled as
spherical joint during positioning steps, but translational degrees of freedom are liberated during
loading. The arm weight is 3.75 kg (5% BW).
3.2. Cartilage
A cartilage layer is reconstructed within the glenoid cavity. A Neo Hookean material is chosen [18].
The Neo-Hookean potential is defined as follows :
˙
w=c0 ( I 1−3)
where c 0 is the material constant:
J
c 0=1.8 3
m
and I 1 the first invariant of the right Cauchy–Green stress tensor:
I 1=λ 21+λ22+λ 23
with the prinicpal strains λ i . The cartilage is meshed using 1300 hexaedral quadratic elements
(fig. 2). They are linked to the rigid scapula on the medial side. The articular contact with the humeral head is defined to be frictionless.

Fig. 1.: The model of the upper limb
including bones and wrapped muscles.

Fig. 2.: Scapula with meshed glenoid
cavity.

3.3. Muscles
Muscles are modelled as 1D wires. A chain of 2-node quadratic truss elements is used. At the origin,
the muscle wire is attached to the corresponding bone. To generate muscular forces, the muscle is
linked to its insertion point using a connector element. This connector element has the ability to
generate the desired muscle force. For correct muscle wrapping on bony structures, the contact
areas between muscles and bones are added as cylindrical respectively spherical surfaces. The contact surfaces are defined to be frictionless.
3.4. Optimization
To obtain the muscular forces of the overdetermined system, an optimization algorithm has been developed [19]. It is based on an inverse dynamic approach coupled with pseudo-inverse null space
optimization. The optimization cost function f is the minimization of mean square muscle
stresses. Input parameter is the trajectory of the planed movement to be followed by the humerus.
Output is the set of computed muscle forces. The optimization routine solves the following minimization problem:
min f (F )
s.t.0<F i<F i max (Ai ) ,
F RF (F )∈ F RFstable
with the vector of muscular forces F containing the muscle forces F i . The muscles' physiological cross sectional area is denoted by Ai and the muscle's maximal force F i max . F RF Is the
vector of glenohumeral joint reaction force and F RFstable the set of glenohumeral joint reaction
forces that stabilize the humeral head. The joint reaction force F RF stabilizes the humeral head as
long as it pulls the humeral head into the glenoid cavity. The second criteria is consequently a direction criteria. It is defined to accept the set of muscular forces only if the resultant joint reaction
force is pointing onto the inner 50% of the surface of the glenoid cavity.
The optimization routine is implemented in a Matlab routine considering the glenohumeral joint as
a spherical joint.
3.5. Humeral head translation and cartilage contact
To obtain humeral head translation and cartilage loading patterns, the computed muscular forces are
passed to an Abaqus model. Initially the humeral head displacement is hold by a boundary condition, but released during the simulated movement.
3.6. Movement
An abduction movement of the humerus in the scapula plane is simulated. The initial position is a
rest position at 15° abduction angle. The final position is at abduction angle of 150°. The scapulohumeral rhythm is set to 2:1.
4.

RESULTS

Muscle force computation results in different muscular activity for several muscles during the abduction movement (Fig. 3,4). Acromial deltoid force shows a bell curve with maximal values
around 38% BW. Maximal forces are computed for infraspinatus at maximal abduction angle. Several muscles have inactive phases during the movement. Illiae and lumbar parts of latissimus dorsi

and teres minor rest inactive throughout the whole movement. The reaction force in the glenohumeral joint shows a local maximum at an abduction angle of 90° of 65% BW (Fig. 5). For abduction
angles larger than 120° the reaction force rises again up to 85% BW at abduction angle of 150°.
Vertical humeral head displacement starts at -5.5 mm, goes up to 6.8 mm and back down to -4.2
mm. Horizontal humeral head displacement goes from 5.4 mm to -5.4 mm in anterior direction (Fig.
6). The direction of the glenohumeral reaction force is restricted by the applied direction criteria
throughout the whole movement (Fig. 7). Loading patterns on the glenoid cartilage show maximal
pressure of 3 MPa for the articular contact area with the humeral head and 4 MPa on the scapula
side.

Fig. 3: Deltoid muscle forces (clavicular,
acromial and scapular part)

Fig. 4: Rotator cuff muscle forces

Fig. 5:Reaction force in glenohumeral joint.

Fig. 6: Vertical (blue) and horizontal (red)
humeral head translation

Fig. 7: Direction of glenohumeral reaction
Fig. 8: Cartilage contact pressure for
force (red). Sterographic projection on
abduction angle of 90°
glenoid cavity (blue).

5.

DISCUSSION

A musculoskeletal numerical model of the upper limb was developed. The anatomical data was
taken from the Visible Human Project [15][16]. It includes the three joints participating in humerus
movement. They are spanned over by 28 muscle fibres. Displacement boundary conditions on the
humeral head are released during the movement, to allow its displacement. To solve the mechanical
indetermination of the muscle force distribution, an optimization algorithm is used. Mean square
muscle stresses are minimized. The model is used to simulate an abduction movement in the scapula plane. Muscle forces, reaction forces in the glenohumeral joint, humeral head translation and
loading patterns on the glenoid cartilage are computed.
The obtained muscle forces are in principle in agreement with results from the literature [5][20].
The anterior parts of the deltoid are active during the entire motion making a bell curve with the
maximum situated around 90◦ absolute abduction. Nevertheless, posterior parts of the deltoid rest
almost inactive. This does not correspond with in-vivo measurements [14]. The loading of the glenohumeral joint is in agreement with the results found in literature [21]. In-vivo measurements
showed a continuous rise to 60-70% BW from 0° to 90° abduction. Peak forces of 80-90% BW
were measured at maximum abduction angles. Although the local minimum of the computed forces
at 120° is not documented in experimental data, the general trend of rising joint loading during abduction is visible in the numerical results. The directions of humeral head translations are in agreement with experimental data [11] but too large in magnitude. Contact pressure on the cartilage correspond to experimental data [22]. The joint loadings of 440 N used in experiments correspond to
an abduction angle of 70°. During the whole movement cartilage pressure is lower than injuries
joint loadings [23].
The model has still some limitations. Concerning the muscle modelling, it is known that maximal
muscle forces are not only dependent on physiological cross sections, but also on actual length, contraction rates and contraction/relaxation mode [24]. First approaches in that direction show a significant change in muscle force distribution with a higher number of active muscles during the whole
simulation. Furthermore, changes of muscle moment arms due to tissue deformation during movements can not be reproduced with 1D muscle modelling. The large humeral head translations can be
traced back to the fact, that glenohumeral reaction forces are restricted by the direction criteria
throughout the whole movement. In consequence, the humeral head moves along the cartilage border. This results in the maximum possible translation range. If the direction criteria is strengthened
to less than 50% of the glenoid cartilage surface, humeral head translation can be forced to reproduce experimental results, but leads to significant higher joint loadings. As the humeral head translations are too large, the contact zones are distributed along the cartilage border.
Although the humeral head translation seems excessive, the stabilization method of the humeral
head is working. Displacement boundary conditions can be removed during the movement and humeral head translation can be simulated. Furthermore, glenohumeral joint loadings show promising
results.
We have shown that a direction criteria on reaction forces of the glenohumeral joint can govern the
stability problem, but whether leads to large humeral head translations or large joint loadings. If optimization routines are used to compute muscle forces, monitoring of humeral head translation
needs to be included into the optimization routine and the computation of rotator cuff muscle activities might be handled differently.
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EFFECT OF OSCILATORY FLOW ON MORPHOGEN DYNAMICS OF
MESENCHYMAL STROMAL CELLS
A. Latypova1, M. Gortchacow2, A. Terrier2 and D.P. Pioletti3

1. ABSTRACT
Experiments have showed that mesenchymal stromal cells (MSCs) involved in the bone
healing process around orthopedic implants are sensitive to the flow. Nevertheless,
mechanism of how fluid flow influences MSCs differentiation - through flow-induced
shear stress, chemotransport, or both - is still unclear. It is well known that
differentiation starts when morphogens (ligands secreted by MSCs) bound to
transmembrane receptors form complexes, and thereby initiate transduction cascades.
Therefore we suggest that fluid flow can disturb ligands concentration profile providing
change in bound receptors number in comparison to its reference state (without fluid
flow) and regulating differentiation pathway. To test this hypothesis, we have developed
a numerical advection-diffusion-reaction model, which simulates a micro-fluidic
chamber with MCSs. In this paper, we analyze the effect of an oscillating laminar flow
on cells response, and more precisely the effect of its frequency. The model was
implemented in COMSOL. We found that cell response decreased when frequency
increased, which confirms experimental observations. As frequency increased, the state
of the MCSs was closer to a no-flow reference state. This result supports the importance
of chemo-transport contribution to cells response on fluid flow. Since bone-implant
interfacial flow is assumed to be oscillatory, regulated by activities of daily living such
as walking, we could propose an optimal activity level during bone healing phase
following surgery.
2.INTRODUCTION
Mesenchymal stromal cell (MSC) are multipotent stem cells that can differentiate into a
variety of cell types, such as osteoblasts, chondrocytes and adipocytes, therefore
providing normal organism development and maintenance [1]. The understanding of
MSC differentiation mechanisms has implication in developmental biology, in pathophysiology aspect such as cancer, and osteointegration of implants. Two factors are
proposed to influence MSC differentiation: soluble growth factors and mechanical
stimulation.
Role of soluble growth factors have been clearly identified and demonstrated to be
involved in MSC differentiation [1]. For example, morphogens such as bone
morphogentic protein (BMP) or Wnt protein were shown to be central in the
differentiation of MSC into osteoblastic lineage [2, 3]. As the morphogen-induced
differentiation starts when ligand/receptor complexes are formed, a dynamic situation is
1
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involved taking into account the concentration of morphogens, their decay rate, the
density of receptors as well as the association-dissociation rate.
Recently, mechanical factors generated through 2D flow chamber, were also proposed
to be involved in the MSC differentiation process [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. In particular, it has
been shown that direct mechanical loading of MSC through shear stress-induced fluid
flow stimulates late osteogenic markers [9]. Nevertheless, whether MSCs response to
flow occurs as a result of flow-induced shear stresses, chemotransport, or both, remains
unknown. The effect of direct mechanical stimulations on MSC differentiation cannot
be easily decoupled from chemotransport.
We propose to test the hypothesis that MSCs differentiation can be regulated by fluid
flow through changing the fraction of bound receptors on the cell surface.The aim of
this paper is to study the effect of the frequency of an oscillatory flow on the fraction of
bound receptors.
3. METHODS
In the context of experimental flow chamber setup, we modeled the ligands released by
the cells, which have a constant decay rate and bind to receptors on the cell surface
when submitted to flow (Fig. 1). We considered that cells can sense a change in the
fraction of bound morphogens, which induces what we generally call here a “cell
response”[10, 11].

Fig. 1. Illustration of the model

We used the following dimensionless variables:
,

,

,

,

,

,

(1)

where and are the longitudinal and transverse directions, L is the length of cell
colony, h is the height of flow chamber, is the time, D is the ligand diffusivity, is the
half-life of the ligand in solution, is the ligand concentration,
is the concentration
used for scaling, Pe is the Péclet number, and V is 4 times the maximum flow velocity
in the chamber.
We analyzed the effect of the frequency of an oscillatory fluid flow on the fraction of
bound receptors. The fluid flow had a sinusoidal profile characterized by a

dimensionless frequency . With the above definitions, the dimensionless advectiondiffusion-reaction equation at constant temperature and low density of ligands can be
written [12]:
(2)
At the cells surface (0 < x < 1, y = 0), we considered a first order two ways reaction for
ligands binding the receptors on the cell membrane [13]:
(3)
where B is the surface concentration of bound receptors normalized by total number of
receptors (RT),
is the dimensionless association rate, K is the dimensionless binding
affinity.
We considered ligands as autologous and secreted at a constant rate. Therefore,
boundary conditions on the reactive surface were defined as:
, for
where

(4)

is the dimensionless secretion rate.

The boundary conditions at the chamber entrance, downstream end and channel ceiling,
were respectively given by [14]:
,

,

(5)

This model was implemented in COMSOL 4.2a (COMSOL Inc, Palo Alto, USA).
Physiological constant values were used as input data [9, 15, 16]:
(V = 4.9 mm/s), D = 100 µm2/s,
, =
(L = 6.1mm, h = 0.25 mm),
4
-1 -1
-3
-7
3
20 nM (K = 100),
= 3 10 M s (
3.75 10 ), CT = 2 10 mol/m , = 15.7 10-3.
The stationary no-flow (Pe = 0) solution for infinite epithelia (L = ∞) was taken as
initial condition and set as reference state:
(6)
(7)

(8)
For the oscillatory flow, four values of frequency were considered: 0.1, 0.5, 1 and 2 Hz.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We observed a decrease of cell response as frequency increased (Fig. 2). We indeed
expect lower cell response with lower deviation of bound receptors number from
reference state (B/B0<<1, where
). From a physical point of view, the
concentration of morphogens is closer to the reference state at higher frequencies, which
does not lead to a significant change in the number of bound receptors. This result could
explain why steady and pulsatile flow induces higher cellular response than oscillatory
flow [17].

Fig. 2. Change in fraction of bound receptors with time for different frequencies
5. CONCLUSION
In this work we modeled a micro-fluidic flow chamber with MSCs cells and we
analyzed the influence of the oscillatory flow frequency on fraction of bound receptors
through advection-diffusion-reaction of morphogens. Due to our assumption, our results
predict a lower cell response at higher frequencies. These results are important for
understanding mechanotransduction of MSCs and support the idea of chemotransportinduced response mechanism. This model could be used to predict and regulate periimplant osteointegration process after arthroplasty. The validation of this theoretical
model with a micro-fluidic experiment is on-going.
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Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) for mass abnormalities segmentation in
mammographic images.
K.Djaroudib1, F.Derraz2, A.Taleb.Ahmed3 and A. Zidani4

1. ABSTRACT
This paper deals about mass segmentation problem. To solve this problem, we propose
a semi-automatic mass segmentation method based on Gaussian Mixture Model
(GMM).
The GMM give us important information about intensities probability
distribution of the mammogram images. Our method can be split in two steps, in the
first step, the mass statistics and shapes are learned by determining important
parameters. In the second step, we incorporated the learned statistics and shapes to
performed the mass segmentation by using an Expectation Maximization (EM)
algorithm witch estimates best fitting of GMM parameters. We applied the proposed
algorithm to some challenging breast images in BIRADS database including poor
contrast tissue density (fatty, dense or granular) and the segmented mass done by our
algorithm is compared to segmentation carried by an expert radiologist by measuring
Dice coefficient.

2. INTRODUCTION

Breast cancer is the first cause of death by cancer at the women. To detect anomalies
(mass or micro-calcification) at an early stage helps to decrease mortality rate, and
Computer Aided Diagnosis (CAD) being an effective tool for radiologist [1].
Masses are characterized by their location, size, shape and margin [2][3] and the large
variation in size and shape in which masse can appear, make mass segmentation a
challenging task for researchers. In additional, at the most of cases, mammograms
exhibit poor image contrast tissue density (fatty, dense or granular), then tissue can
overlap with mass [4][5]. According to these problems, many mass segmentation
methods are developed [6][7][8]. Here we contribute and propose a semi-automatic
mass segmentation method based on Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM).
The major force of GMM is prior information given by initial parameters to iterative
approach [9][10]. Then our method can be split in two steps, in the first step and for
initialization, the mass statistics and shapes are learned by determining important
parameters. These are extracted in suspicious region ROIs, and a number of clusters
regions are given by K-mean algorithm. In the second step, we incorporated the learned
statistics and shapes to performed the mass segmentation by using an Expectation
1
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Maximization (EM) algorithm witch estimates best fitting of GMM parameters.
Before these two steps, we applied smoothing (denoising) and enhancing method to
enhance breast image [11]. Respectively, an anisotropic filter diffusion SRAD (Speckle
Reducing Anisotropic Diffusion) [12] and Contrast-limited Adaptive Histogram
Equalization (CLAHE) are used.
We applied the proposed algorithm to some challenging breast images in BIRADS
database including poor contrast tissue density (fatty, dense or granular) and the
segmented mass done by our algorithm is compared to segmentation carried by an
expert radiologist by measuring Dice coefficient.

3. GMM FOR MASSE SEGMENTATION:
3.1 Mass Density estimation:
GMM model can give important information about intensities probability distribution of
the mammogram images, and specialy about intensities variations in mass region.
Indeed, the region mass is not in reality a completely homogeneous region. In other
words, she can be represented by several under homogeneous regions (under classes).
For estimating their densities distributions in several suspicious regions (ROIs), we
should introduce number of these class regions as prior information.
Expectation maximization (EM) is the most popular technique used to determine the
parameters of a mixture with an a priori given number of components. We used
iterative EM algorithm to estimate best fitting of GMM parameters.
On the other hand, as quoted in introduction, another important information which must
be take account is intensities distributions of region of tissue. These distributions are
introduced as the data completed of EM algorithm.
Then, we can give the parameters of GMM by leaving of its first definition (1):
M

g  x,     k f ( x,  k )

(1)

k 1

Where x is a data vector (pixels values),  k , k  1,..., M , are the mixture weights, and
f ( x,k ) , are the component Gaussian densities, where k   k , k ,  k  , k  1,...M .
M represents number of class in region mass, estimate by K-means algorithm, with
mean vector k and variance vector  k . The mixture weight satisfy the constraint that
M


k 1

k
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Each component density is Gaussian function of the form (2):
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3.2. EM algorithm:
We use EM with Maximum Likelihood function L  X ;  for observed data X  x1 ,..., xn ,
where n is pixels number of suspicious ROIs, as (3) (4):
n

L( X ; )  L( x1 ,..., xn ; )   i f  xi ; 

(3)

i 1

f  xi ;k   f  xi ; k ,  k  

 x  k 
1
exp i
2 k
2 k

2
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Where i  1,...n and k  1,...M

3.3 Initialization of EM parameters:
The first, initial number M of the components Gaussian densities: K-means algorithm
is commonly used for estimate this number.
The second, initial parameter 0   0 , 0 ,  0  : which represent at first the mass classe.
Thus, it is calculated in image selected inside the suspicious region containing the mass
ROIs. The estimation is then made on all ROIs region.
The third represents prior distribution of the tissue class. It is given by selected region
surrounding the mass.
3.4. EM Steps:
E-step:
Calculate the expected value of the log Maximum Likelihood function L( X ; ) given by
equation (3), with respect to the conditional distribution of f ( x) under the current
estimate of parameter  k  , respect equation (1):
n

( |   )  log L( X ; )   log i f  xi ;  

(5)

n
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k
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k
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M-step:
The M-step then consists of maximizing this lower bound with respect to parameter
k   k , k ,  k  . In another term, to find the parameter that maximizes this quantity
 k 1  arg max ( | k  )
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4. RESULTS:
We applied the proposed algorithm to BIRADS database of breast images. Tests are
done in images with different densities of tissue, fatty, dense or granular. For each
image, image segmentation done by any region of tissue based on segmentation
algorithm, and the segmented mass is compared to segmentation carried by an expert
radiologist by measuring Dice coefficient. Results are shown in Fig1, Fig 2 and Fig 3.

Fig1. Dice coef. mdb004, line1: ROI image, line2:segmentation by GMM by any region
of tissue (left: 96.92%, central: 97.30%, right:97.60%), line3:segmentation by expert.

(10)

Fig2. Dice coef. mdb019, line1: ROI image, line2:segmentation by GMM by any region
of tissue (left: 85.45%, central: 86.66%, right: 93.35%), line 3:segmentation by expert.

Fig3. Dice coef. mdb005, line1: ROI image, line2:segmentation by GMM by any region
of tissue (left: 89.35%, central: 91.02%, right: 93.86%), line 3: segmentation by expert.

5. CONCLUSION
In this work, a semi-automatic mass segmentation method based on Gaussian Mixture
Model is proposed. Our algorithm is applied in breast images including different
densities of tissue, and results show that this information made variation in Dice
coefficient. A judicious choice of the region which represents tissue class, will give a
better segmentation of the mass.
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A BIOREATOR TO BIOMECHANICAL AND BIOCHEMICAL
CHARACTERIZATION OF ENGINEERED CARTILAGE
A. Completo1, J. Pereira1, C. Relvas1, A. Ramos1, J. Simoes1,

1. ABSTRACT
Osteoarthritis is a degenerative joint disease characterized by pain and disability. Severe
osteoarthritis is the prime cause for joint replacement surgery [1]. The substitution of
tissues with allograft materials includes the risk of infections or a graft rejection [2].
Artificial implants have limitations and insufficient bonding to the bone. New therapy
concepts for practical medical applications are required. To this end, tissue engineered
substitutes generated in vitro could open new strategies for the restoration of damaged
tissues. Many of the tissues for which one may desire to engineer a replacement have a
biomechanical function. However, the mechanical properties of many tissues
engineered to date are inferior to those of native tissues [2], a finding that clearly
highlights two important key issues in biomechanics. The first is related to the relevance
of the mechanical properties of the engineered tissues to their function in-vivo. The
second, assuming that the mechanical properties will be important, concerns the control
of these properties. Some investigators had concluded that the mechanical properties of
artificial cartilage can be improved by appropriate mechanical stimulation [2]. These
indications are promising, but the properties of these engineered cartilages remain
inferior of native [1]. Much more investigation is required in what concerns new devices
for tissue culture namely the bioreactors in order to identify the types of required
stimulation to improve the mechanical properties of engineered cartilage tissue [2].
Together with biomechanical characterization, bioreactors could thus help in defining
when engineered tissues have a sufficient mechanical integrity and biological
responsiveness to be implanted [2]. Large part of the actually bioreactors cannot
accommodate the differentiated mechanical stimulations and don’t allow following in
real time its biomechanical and biochemists properties [1]. In order to answer at the
limitations of the actual bioreactors concepts a new bioreactor concept was developed.

2. METHODS
The general functions of the bioreactor (Figure 1) are the control and delivery accurate
and reproducible compression, tension, shear, bending and/or electric and/or magnetic
stimulation patterns, and the generation of a biochemical environment suitable for
growth and differentiation. In order to achieve this aim, the first design principle is high
versatile both of the actuator and culture chamber, so the device can be used with 3D
cell constructs or 2D cell constructs. Deriving from these general design criteria, the
most constraint and requirements are: Cytocompatibility of the materials in contact with
culture mean, Easy sterilization and sterility maintenance, Easy of use, Can be used in a
standard incubator, Comparative biomechanical and biochemical characterization
between mechanical stimuled and static cell constructs without interrupt cell culture and
1
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allow cell construct image inspection with x-ray, µCT without culture stoppage.

Figure 1: 3D Cad model and photo of bioreactor
3. RESULTS
The developed bioreactor system is capable to modulate different types of mechanical,
electrical and magnetic stimuli and follow in real time the evolution of biomechanical
and biochemical properties of cellular constructs without culture intervention. This
bioreactor allows the stimulation and mechanical and/or biochemical characterization of
three-dimensional construct with scaffolds or cartilage grafts, as well as bi-dimensional
cellular constructs in plane membrane. The linear and angular positioning accuracy was
verified by controlling system various displacements and measured with a digital
calliper. The calculated average error was inferior to 1µm. In real time and without
culture interruption, the controller system allow the calculation and follow of the
elasticity compression/tension modulus, shear modulus and permeability of the
construct, as well as the pH and oxygen tension of culture mean among others.
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Finite Element simulation of human skin deformation
behaviour during a sliding friction test
D. Gad1, R. Lewis1, S. E. Franklin1,2, R. M. J. Voncken2, M. Kwiatkowska3, M.J. Carré1, K. Hendriks2

1. ABSTRACT
This work is a continuation of previous research concerning the friction and deformation behaviour of human skin.
Kwiatkowska et al. measured the skin friction and deformation behaviour in-plane and perpendicular to the sliding direction
during in vivo reciprocating sliding of a smooth steel ball probe against human forearm skin. They found that the skin is
compressed in front of the probe, forming a „bow-wave‟, and stretched behind as a consequence of friction and lateral skin
displacement. This study provided much useful information regarding skin behaviour during a friction test.
In the current work, the experiments carried out by previously have been simulated using the Finite Element Method in
order to improve the understanding of the relationships between skin friction and skin deformation behaviour and to provide
validating data for further use of the numerical approach for human skin modelling. This understanding is important in
optimizing the design of consumer products that interact with the skin in a mechanical way, e.g. to improve the tactile “feel”.
Keywords: Skin, Friction, Deformation, Finite Element Method, Bioengineering.

2. INTRODUCTION
The Finite Element (FE) method has been using in many branches of industry since the second half of the 20th century
(Clough, et al., 1999). Simplicity and good results even for intricate non-linear problems gave the finite element method an
advantage over other methods. The FE approach gives many benefits such as time and money savings and is a method that
can be very flexible and easy to use for product and process optimisation (E. Keeve, 1998). This is the reason why FE
modelling is irreplaceable in many companies in the world. Already for many years FE modelling has been used in
bioengineering as well as for the more traditional engineering fields. Clearly modelling of biomaterials presents great
challenges due to their nature and the variability apparent, particularly in humans. FE modelling of human skin is of growing
interest in medicine with a wide range of possible applications such as physiological analysis, surgery planning and
interactive simulation (H. Delingette, 1998).
The main aim of this work is reconstruction of deformation behaviour of human skin during a friction test (for which
experimental data is already available (M. Kwiatkowska et al., 2009)) using an FE method.
The human skin is composed of four layers (stratum corneum, epidermis, dermis and hypodermis). The skin is very often
considered as a viscoelastic homogenous material (C.Pailler-Mattéi, 2006). Every layer has different structure, mechanical
properties, thickness etc. Moreover, the mechanical properties of human skin are dependent on the loading and environmental
conditions. The physical properties are also different for the different parts of the human body. This is the reason why many
researchers‟ around the world try to create a model of human skin for different parts the human body.
The biggest problem during the construction of a model of human skin is accessibility and satisfactorily describing the
multi-physical and mechanical properties of human skin. In many publications mechanical properties of human skin can be
found, but the values vary greatly (S. Diridollou et al., 2001) (M. Kwiatkowska et al., 2009) (Geerligs, 2009) (F.M. Hendriks,
2005) (F. M. Hendriks, 2003). This facet is obvious because skin properties change with age, sex, temperature, moisture etc.
Moreover, the mechanical properties are determined by different methods such as: suction, torsion, indentation, stretching
etc. (Giavazzi, et al., 2010) (Finlay, 1970) (Boyer, et al., 2009). In the literature, many authors have been trying to describe
mechanical properties by using a Young‟s modulus for the skin. This theory assumes that mechanical properties of soft tissue
are linear in the stress/strain relationship. Unfortunately, the reality is more complex, because linear behaviour is only correct
for a relative strain up 20% (Y.C. Fung, 1993). A different option is modelling dependent on the deformation range. In the
small deformation hypothesis or large deformation hypothesis the Green-Lagrange formulation is used to link the stress and
strain tensors in a linearized form by neglecting the second order term (O.C. Zienkiewicz et al., 1989). The Green-Lagrange
1
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formula can be written as a linear matrix inversion problem. Fung et al. performed a lot of experiments on the biological
tissue and they observed that the stress increases much faster than the strain as soon as the small deformation context is not
applicable (Y.C. Fung, 1993). This sudden increase of the stiffness cannot be described using a linear constitutive law such as
the Hook‟s law. Because the skin is a viscoelastic homogenous material, the best way to describe its properties is the
Mooney-Rivlin theory by describing an energy function W (M. Mooney, 1940) (Hung, et al., 2009) (E. Keeve, et al., 1998)
(Gladilin, et al., 2003) (Zachow, et al., 2000):
(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)(

)

(1)

where I1 and I2 are the first and second invariant of the deformation tensor E.
Although, as noted earlier, skin has different properties in difference body locations, in this work focus was placed on the
forearm skin as this was used in the experimental work to be modelled (see (M. Kwiatkowska et al., 2009)).

3. PREVIOUS EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
The FE modelling of human skin described in this paper is based on experiments with reciprocating sliding of a smooth
steel ball against human forearm skin in vivo (see (M. Kwiatkowska et al., 2009)) for full details). The aim was to study skin
friction and deformation.
The experiment consists of three steps. The first step was the indentation part when load was applied. Before the
indentation a reference point was marked (fig. 1(a)), located 8.8mm away from the point of indentation and in the plane of
the probe movement. The motion of this reference point was tracked using video image analysis for the lateral motion and an
LVDT sensor for the vertical motion. In the next step the probe was moved a further 8.8mm away from the indentation point,
initially deforming the skin, and then the friction test was started. The friction test consisted of a cyclical repeating movement
of the probe 17.6mm back and forth. Two diameters of probe (d1=2mm and d2=5mm) and two loads (0.19N and 0.5N) were
used in the study. The maximum probe velocity was 16mm/s. During the reciprocating sliding the forearm skin was observed
to deform forming a “bow wave” (as shown in Figure 1(b)), and “stick” and “slip” regions were observed between probe and
skin (M. Kwiatkowska et al., 2009). This behaviour can be attributed to friction between the skin and the probe and the
viscoelastic properties of the skin. The sizes of the “bow wave” effect and of the “stick” and “slip” regions were used for
validation of the FE model.

b)
a)
Figure 1 a) Method of deformation measurement of human skin during friction test (M. Kwiatkowska et al., 2009). b)
Deformation of human skin under spherical probe loading and lateral displacement (M. Kwiatkowska et al., 2009).

4. FE MODELLING
It is well-known that FE modelling is a compromise between the accuracy of the results and the time needed to achieve
them. As such it needs to be kept as simple as possible. In this case modelling of the human skin was broken up into two
steps: reproducing the skin geometry and attributing mechanical properties, boundary conditions.
In this study the deformation of the forearm skin was analysed using the FE code MSC-MARC. Figure 2 shows a small
section of the created 2D FE mesh. The structure of the human skin used is composed of four main layers with a muscle layer
added beneath.

2

Figure 2 Fragment of model and used FEM mesh

The FE modelling was started by data collection. Thickness of the top skin layers was obtained for a 25 year old man by
Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT). The OCT performs high-resolution, cross-section topographic imaging of the
integral microstructure in tissue. Fig 3 shows an OCT image of human skin on the inner forearm of healthy 25 year old man.
The OCT enables a measurement of the thickness of the outer layers such as epidermis and dermis. The different shades
represent different layers of skin (see fig. 3) (see (Podoleanu, 2005) for full details). The white line on the top of skin it is not
the stratum corneum, but a light reflection. The thickness of stratum corneum and deeper layers were obtained from literature
(C.Pailler-Mattéi, 2006) (F. M. Hendriks, 2003) (Geerligs, 2009). The thickness of the layers is shown in Table 2.

Figure 3 The OCT image of human skin on the inner forearm of healthy 25 years-old man.

A tentative validation of the FE model was carried out by comparing indentation depth of the probe for the real test and
the FE model. Unfortunately, Kwiatkowska et al. did not publish an indentation depth of the probe, but published a Young
modulus for skin that was obtained during different test conditions. The indentation depth for the different loads and
dimensions of the probe was calculated using Hertz theory. First the contact area was calculated between a smooth spherical
steel indenter and the flat human skin. The contact radius a (Fig. 6.) as a function of the normal load Fn radius of ball R and
reduced modulus E*, can be described by equation 2 (Fischer-Cripps, 2002) (D.A. Spance, 1975) (C. Pailler-Mattéi, 2006).

Figure 4 Contact between a sphere and an elastic half-space.

(2)
(

)

where the equivalent elastic reduced modulus E* is given by the following expression (C. Pailler-Mattéi, 2006):
(

)

(3)

For a rigid sphere in the contact with human skin the contribution of the elastic properties of the probe is negligible, so
equation (3) can be reduced to (see (M. Kwiatkowska et al., 2009) for full details):

3

(

)

(4)

Poisson‟s ratio was assumed to be υ=0.49 (M. Kwiatkowska et al., 2009). Equation 5 was used to calculated indentation
depth of a spherical probe. The indentation depth was used for validation of the mechanical properties of the human skin. The
indentation depth was compared with data obtained during FE modelling (table 1).
(5)

For a 2D model the thickness of the model (Fig. 5.) can be determined by calculating the radius of the contact area between
the probe and the skin. This dimension is important because for the difference probes and loads the contact area is also
different.

Figure 5 Contact between the probe and the skin in the FEM Simulation

(6)

where b is the thickness of the model. Table 1 shows the thickness of the models used in the FE simulations.
Table 1 The estimated values of the skin effective Young's modulus E [4] and deformation friction contribution.
Experiments
condition

D=2mm, load 0.19N
D=2mm, load 0.5N
D=5mm, load 0.19N
D=5mm, load 0.5N

E
[kPa]

85
120
30
76

Depth of
penetration
[mm]
(Eq. 5)
1.2
1.8
1.7
1.8

Depth of
penetration
[mm]
(FE model)
1.6
2.1
1.4
1.7

Thickness
of the
model
[mm]
1.7
2.1
1.8
2

The mechanical properties of the human skin are dependent on the loading and environmental conditions. Mechanical
properties were obtained by trial and error based on the literature data (S. Diridollou et al., 2001) (M. Kwiatkowska et al.,
2009) (Geerligs, 2009) (F.M. Hendriks, 2005) (F. M. Hendriks, 2003) (Bensouilah J., 2006) (Hung A., 2009). In all cases, the
same mechanical properties were used. Different layers have different influences on the model behaviour. The stiffness of the
bottom layers has a high influence on the horizontal displacement of skin during friction test. The middle layers determine
the indentation depth and the “bow wave” effect. The “stick” and “slip” effect is dependent on the stiffness of the stratum
corneum. If the stiffness of the stratum corneum is too high, the probe jumps and the “bow wave” and “stick” and “slip”
effects are small. However, the layers are dependent on each other. In the Table 2 the mechanical properties used in the
model are shown.
Friction of coefficient between probe and skin was obtained from the literature (M. Kwiatkowska et al., 2009). Table 2
shows the main parameters used in the FE simulation.
During the FE simulation only the probe diameter, load, thickness of the model and coefficient of friction were changed.
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Table 2 Thickness and mechanical properties of human skin.
Layer

Stratum corneum
Epidermis
Dermis
Hypodermis
Muscle

Thickness
of layer
[mm]
0.1
0.2
0.6
2
4

Mooney-Rivlin [MPa]
C10
C01
C11
0.084
0.3
0.3
0.005
0.06

0
0.6
0.06
0.05
0.02

0.92
0.2
0.02
0.02
0.02

The plane strain element type 11 was used to construct the skin layers (T. Maeno et al., 1998). The FE model consists of
about 1300 elements and 1460 nodes. The probe was located over the skin above the centre of the model. The probe was
created by a rigid curve. This because the real probe was made from steel and is many times more rigid than skin. Boundary
conditions have been applied to the bottom and both sides of the model. The first one blocks movement in the vertical
direction and the second one blocks movement in the horizontal direction.
As in the real test, the simulation consists of three parts: indentation, move to “zero” position and cyclical movement left
and right. All three steps were carried out for two different probes (R=2.5mm and R=1mm) and two loads (Fn1=0.19N and
Fn2=0.5N). Table 3 shows additional information used in the FEM model.
Table 3 Data used in FEM simulations.
2

Probe ball diameter [mm]
Normal force Fn [N]
Stroke length [mm]
Sliding velocity [mm/s]
Coefficient
of
friction
(dynamic)

0.19

0.9

5
0.5

0.19
17.6
16
0.7
1.1

0.5

0.8

5. RESULTS
The results obtained by FE modelling were compared with results from the experimental study (M. Kwiatkowska et al.,
2009). Figures 7(a) to 7(d) show the displacement for the reference point during the test. The results from the FE model are
quite similar to the real test results. The best fit was observed for the horizontal displacement of the reference point. The fit
was less good for the perpendicular displacement, where there is only a good fit at the extreme parts of the test. In both cases
the fit was not perfect. The 2D model does not describe the complete behaviour of the human skin and also the constant
friction coefficient has an influence on the test results. The constant average coefficient of friction was used during the whole
simulation, but in the real test the coefficient of friction varies during a cycle. Nonetheless, the mechanical properties used in
this work can be useful for both probes and loads. Worthwhile mentioning is the fact that the differences between real test
and the FE simulation are approximately the same for different test parameters. It should be noted that two effects influence
the skin deformation behaviour during the experiment: the horizontal motion of the probe, which induces lateral displacement
of the skin surface, and the probe indentation into the skin, which deforms layers in the skin. There are some issues with the
method used to monitor the reference point position in the experiments. Video cameras and LVDT sensors were used to track
the reference point. The camera was put between the outermost indenter positions. This could have influenced the results.
Moreover, the position between the camera and forearm has a big influence on the results, particularly when displacement
ranges from 0 to 3 mm.
During the simulation the “stick” and “slip” part between probe and skin is very similar to the experiment. This effect is
clearly visible on the figures from 7(a) to 7(d). As a consequence in front of the ball a “bow-wave” is formed (Figure 6).

Figure 6 Stages in the skin deformation - relaxation cycle: a) real test (4); b) FE simulation.
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 7 Validation: a) D=2mm, load=0.19N µd=0.9; b) D=2mm, load=0.5N µd=0.7; c) D=5mm, load=0.19N µd=1.1; d) D=5mm,
load=0.5N µd=0.8

6. SUMMARY
In the previous work the skin friction and deformation behaviour has been measured in-plane and perpendicular to sliding
direction during in vivo reciprocating sliding of a smooth steel ball probe against human forearm skin (M. Kwiatkowska et
al., 2009). In this work FE was used for the simulation of the deformation behaviour of the forearm skin. The numerical
model was used to assess the usefulness of FE to simulate deformation behaviour in-plane and perpendicular to sliding
direction during reciprocating sliding of a ball probe against human forearm skin. Simulations were made for two different
diameters of ball and two loads. During the simulation the position of a reference point was tracked in the horizontal and
vertical direction. The results of the simulations are in rather good agreement with the experimental results published by
Kwiatkowska et al. Differences between the test results and FE modelling results are on an acceptable level. The main
explanation for the differences is the fact that a 2D model has been used and a constant friction coefficient. The mechanical
properties used were taken from literature and modified to suit (S. Diridollou et al., 2001) (M. Kwiatkowska et al., 2009)
(Geerligs, 2009) (F.M. Hendriks, 2005) (F. M. Hendriks, 2003) (Bensouilah J., 2006) (Hung A., 2009).
During the simulation an average dynamic friction coefficient was used for each probe. In these simulations, the skin is
compressed in front of the probe, forming a “bow-wave” and stretched behind as a consequence of friction and lateral surface
displacement. The same effect is noticed in the experimental study.
A 3D FE model should give better results because it describes better the 3D geometry of the spherical probe. The
experimental part should be improved by Digital Image Correlation (DIC). The DIC can be used to control many reference
points, which is important for validation of the FEM model.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A NEW COMPUTATIONAL TOOL FOR RAPID
ANALYSIS OF IMPLANT POSITIONING EFFECTS IN TOTAL HIP
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1. ABSTRACT

The advent of image-based Finite Element (FE) modeling, advanced softwares and the
amount of computer power are increasingly easing the pre-clinical assessment of
implant performance in Total Hip Replacements (THRs). Computer Tomography (CT)
data can be processed faster and high-quality meshes that can accurately represent the
implanted femur geometries can now be generated. Accounting for variability in
implant positioning, however, requires many scenarios including different combinations
of alignment to be simulated and analysed. This paper shortcuts this iterative, tedious
and time-consuming process by customising and applying newly developed mesh
refinement and scripting tools, convenient for multiple simulations and statistical
analyses. An efficient Design of Computer Experiments (DOE) is conducted; the
considered femur is implanted with an implant in pre-defined positions that best sample
and adequately replicate the possible combinations of ante/retroversion, varus/valgus,
anterior/posterior orientations and implant offsets. The resulting micromotions are then
post-processed to arrive at implant positions that correspond to the best THR
performance. For a specific patient, the proposed tool can help both orthopaedic
surgeons and engineers when comparing different prostheses or searching for optimal
positioning.

2. INTRODUCTION
When a cementless THR is performed, the femur is either reamed or broached prior to
press-fitting of the metal stem into the bone in a pre-defined position. Unfortunately,
optimal implant positioning depends on the surgical approach, the design of the
prosthesis and the subject’s anatomy even when CT-based pre-operative planning
softwares and computer navigation are used. Ideally, surgeons want to cut the femur in a
neutral position thereby reducing for example the difference between the anatomical
and surgical reconstructed femoral anteversion [1]. An anteverted femoral stem can
increase the risk of dislocation. FE-based modeling can help in accounting for the
effects of variability in implant positioning. Typically, a CAD software is used to replace the implant; re-perform Boolean operations (cutting femur head, reaming, joining
implant and femur, partitioning, etc...) and export the new mesh to an appropriate FE
solver for solution. This process can require various computer softwares from
1
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segmentation to FE analysis. This computational burden can be eased by applying for
example mesh morphing techniques [2] to automatically generate meshes of the
implanted femur as the implant position varies.
The present work describes a new computational tool specifically designed for multiple
simulations of the effects of hip stem positioning in THRs. New scripting and imagebased FE modeling capabilities [3] are explored to allow the analyst to conduct a
complete DOE study taking into account possible changes in ante/retroversion,
varus/valgus, anterior/posterior orientations and implant translations. A refined FE mesh
is automatically generated for each pre-defined femur-implant configuration
incorporating assigned mechanical properties, contact pairs, node sets and
boundary/loading conditions required for analysis.
3. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A femur geometry is generated following the segmentation of CT scan images of a 63year old male patient using ScanIP [3]. It is virtually implanted in the medullary canal in
a neutral nominal position with the Furlong HAC titanium alloy stem (JRI Ltd,
Sheffield, UK) using +CAD [3]. For the automatic generation of multiple implanted
femurs, two wizards are developed. The +CAD wizard starts by defining a local
coordinate system chosen here to be at the implant centroid. A positioning mode
selection is created that allows to pre-define and update a set of implant orientations that
can be read from an excel sheet. Each data field is assigned accordingly to one specific
translation or rotation. Then, the wizard automatically creates new implant positions,
each resulting from fixed values of ante/retroversion, varus/valgus, anterior/posterior
orientation and translations along local axes (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1: Illustration of main steps in +CAD wizard.

The ScanIP wizard creates the new implanted femurs using the CT data, the neutrally
implanted model and positions created by the +CAD wizard. First, it searches for
misplaced implants i.e. outside femur cortex boundaries, by applying an ‘‘Out-ofBoundaries Removing’’ tool. A reference volume or mask is created to filter out all
misplaced implants. It is also possible to use a filter that allows the user to specify a
critical threshold that all new implant positions should not exceed, defined as a
percentage of the reference volume. For each selected position, the implant mask is
substracted from the reference mask. Finally each model is exported to a third ScanIPbased wizard to automatically generate a 3D 4-noded tetrahedral mesh, see Figs. 2a and
2b. For the neutrally implanted femur, the bone (implant) consisted of 63541 (58504)
nodes and 244085 (246161) elements. The bone-implant mesh is deliberately refined to
better capture micromovements at the interface. The bone apparent density of the bone
(  ) was assumed to be linearly related to the Hounsfield unit from the CT scan. For the
calibration between elastic modulus of the bone ( E ) and  , the relationship

E  7281 1.52 was used [4], see Fig. 2c. For frictional contact analysis, a pair of
surfaces is automatically defined with a coefficient of friction of 0.3. The boundary
conditions are fixed distal end of the bone. To simulate normal walking mode, joint and
abductor loads are applied at a single node at the center of the top surface of the head of
the implant and on the greater trochanter, respectively.

(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig. 2: FE mesh of implanted femur (a); View of refined internal mesh (b); distribution
of Young’s modulus (MPa) in bone (c).
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Initially, the neutrally implanted femur is considered and micromovements are recorded
at the entire interface between the bone cavity and the external surface of the implant,
see Fig. 3. It is assumed that this position corresponds to zero translations and rotations
around the implant local coordinate system. A maximum implant micromotion of
28.57µm was found near the distal tip of the stem. It is just above the reported
admissible micromotion level (28µm) for successful bone ingrowth [5]. The highest
micromotions were found laterally on the posterior side. The neutral position suggests
that bone osseointegration will not be prevented and not cause the formation of
undesirable fibrous tissues around the implant. Note that the average micromotion is
only 2.35µm. Next, using the automatic positioning wizard, an efficient DOE is
conducted, based on a Latin Hypercube Sampling technique. For each of the 36 new
implant positions considered, micromotions are computed at the femur-implant
interface. Fig. 4 displays the considered implant translations and rotations and the
resulting variability in both average and maximum micromotions.

Fig. 3: Neutral implant micromotion (mm): anterior (left) and posterior (right) views.

Fig. 4: Computer experiments: input implant translations (top left) and rotations (top
right); recorded maximum (bottom left) and average micromotions (bottom right).
Fig. 5 displays the distribution of micromotions at the femur-implant interface, scaled to
the limit value of 28µm for each of the considered configurations. For the sake of
simplicity, only the posterior side of the contact surface is displayed. The maximum
micromotion can significantly vary from 17.38 to 56.35μm compared to 28.57μm in the
neutrally positioned case; the resulting average micromotion can vary from 1.74μm to
3.67μm. Fig. 5 clearly confirms that implant positioning can have an impact on
micromovements at the femur-implant interface, thus on the implant primary stability.

Fig. 5: Computer experiments: posteriorly recorded micromotions (mm) at the femurimplant contact surface.
The DOE results revealed that maximum micromotion is lowest (17.38μm) when the
implant is placed in -2.5 of retroversion, 1.29 of valgus, 0.26 posteriorly orientation
and with offsets of -1.75mm, 2.38mm and -1.5mm along z, y and x local coordinate

axis, respectively. The last step was to conduct a surrogate model-based optimization
routine [3] to identify new implant orientations with maximum micromotion lower than
17.38μm. A maximum micromotion of 14μm was found, located posteriorly on the
lateral side (Fig. 6). Future work will validate this result by: (a) using the corresponding
implant orientation angles and offsets as new inputs to ScanIP and +CAD wizards; (b)
simulating the resulting FE model.

Fig. 6: Femur-implant micromotions (mm) resulting from optimum positioning.
5. CONCLUSIONS
A new computational tool is developed that combines Simpleware image processing,
CAD, mesh refinement and scripting capabilities to study the individual or combined
effects of implant orientations. FE meshes of implanted femurs are automatically
generated for contact analysis at the femur-implant interface in THRs and
systematically study the effects of implant positioning on the primary stability of a
cementless implant. More importantly, it gives the analyst the option of pre-defining
and analysing specific implant positions that are likely to affect implant stability or
conduct a DOE to identify the best possible positions in terms of microvement levels.
Therefore, for either the orthopaedist or engineers, the tool can be used to gain an
understanding of the effects of possible differences between the ‘‘achieved’’ and
planned position using for example antero-posterior X-ray images.
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A BIOMECHANICAL CONCEPT FOR CONSTRUCTION OF THE
TRAJECTORIES OF ANISOTROPIC ELASTICITY OF MAMMALIAN
BONY ORGANS, DEMONSTRATED FOR THE HUMAN MANDIBLE
C. Kober1, C. Müller2, P. Young3, A. Fritsch4, and C. Hellmich5

1. ABSTRACT
Though tissue anisotropy is one of the key features of mammalian bone it cannot be
accessed in sufficient detail until now. A general concept for scientifically founded
approximation of these anisotropic trajectories is presented which is demonstrated for
the human mandible. Based on recent micromechanical results and experimental
evidence with regard to local orthotropic anisotropy of human bone, an algorithmic
procedure was developed for construction of the anisotropic trajectories from a
polynomial representation of the organ’s geometry and kind of inner skeleton deduced
from its inner material distribution. Finite Element simulations following the proposed
concept, based on exemplary mandibles, have already provided significant results
proving the relevance of tissue anisotropy for the mandibular load carrying behaviour.
By several FE feasibility studies, it was suggested that tissue anisotropy is not only
qualitatively relevant for the mandibular structural behaviour, but that in some sense,
“the anisotropy spares the mandible from loading”.

2. INTRODUCTION
Besides acceptable 3D-reconstruction of the organ’s geometry and realistic modelling of
the load case, an adequate material description is essential for reliable biomechanical
finite element simulation. Mammalian hard and soft tissue usually shows manifest
inhomogeneity and anisotropy. Especially, the latter one cannot be accessed in
sufficient detail until now. Therefore, a scientifically founded general concept was
developed for approximation of the anisotropic trajectories of elasticity which will be
demonstrated for the human mandible.

3. METHODS
By micro-mechanical investigation, it was shown that, collagen molecules are
responsible for the morphology of bone ultrastructure and bone tissue’s anisotropy [13]. From these findings, we deduce that there is a relation between a) the skeletal
1
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organ’s tissue anisotropy, and b) its outer geometry and inner material distribution.
Furthermore, many researchers confirmed local orthotropic anisotropy by experimental
evidence [4].
Based on anatomical knowledge, we reduce the organ to some characteristic inner
skeleton reflecting its inner structure [5]. Referring to the organ’s outer shape we
expand this inner skeleton to some “skeletal fiber field” covering the whole organ.
Thereafter, the organ’s surface normals are used for construction of the “radial” (e.g. in
the case of long bones) trajectories. A cross product of the skeletal fibers and the radial
trajectories produces the circumferential trajectories. Finally, the cross product of the
radial and the circumferential trajectories delivers the axial trajectories [6].
Exemplarily, we start from a tetrahedral
finite element grid of a fully dentate
mandible consisting of 14998 tetrahedrons
(Fig. 1). The respective surface file in stlformat comprises 2516 points and 5028
triangles. In Step 1, the skeletal fiber field
which is already similar to the axial to the
axial trajectories is deduced from the
polygonal surface file, the inner skeleton,
and a point cloud covering the 3D-volume
of the mandible (Fig. 2). With regard to
the orthotropic anisotropy of the mandi- Figure 1. Tetrahedral finite element grid
bular bone, the radial trajectories are conof a fully dentate mandible.
structed (Fig. 3). As described above, the
circumferential and axial trajectories are calculated (Figs. 4 and 5).

Figure 2. Calculation of the skeletal fiber field (Step 1 of the procedure).

Figure 3. Construction of the radial trajectories (Step 2 of the procedure).

Figure 4. Calculation of the circumferential trajectories (Step 3 of the procedure).

Figure 5. Calculation of the axial trajectories (Step 4 of the procedure).

4. RESULTS
The results of the algorithmic procedure as shown in Fig. 6 proved to be suitable for
biomechanical finite element (FE) analysis. Exemplary simulations using the
contemporary FE codes KASKADE, developed at ZIB Berlin, Germany, [7] or ANSYS
[8] can be found in [9-12].
Notably, refined FE simulations following the proposed concept have already produced
significant results proving a relevant influence of tissue anisotropy on the mandibular
biomechanics. A comparison of the load distributions in isotropic and anisotropic
simulations indicates that a maximum degree of anisotropy leads to kind of load
minimization of the mandible, expressed by a minimum of different norms of local
volumetric strain, evaluated throughout the organ. So, it seems that tissue anisotropy is
not only qualitatively relevant for the mandibular structural behaviour, but that in some
sense, “the anisotropy spares the mandible from loading” [9, 10, 12].

a

b

c
Figure 6. Result of the algorithmic procedure, mandible with circumferential (a) and
axial (b) anisotropic trajectories, dorsal view of a mandible with trajectories in all three
directions (c), visualization technique for a and b: illuminated stream lines [13].
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ASSESSMENT OF SURGICAL VARIABILITY IN TKA USING DIGITAL
ANALYSIS
A. Henderson1, Y. Dai2, J. Seebeck3, J. Bischoff4,

1. ABSTRACT
Clinical variability in implant positioning is an important factor to consider for Total
Knee Arthroplasty (TKA) designs. To determine this surgical variability in TKA
placement 11 cadaver knees were implanted by experienced surgeons. Bone geometries
were segmented from pre and post op CT scans and the implant orientation was found
using image registration techniques. Component resection parameters with respect to
bone landmarks were determined for each individual bone and the mean and standard
deviations across all bones were calculated. AP and ML dimensions, relevant to
determine TKA size selections were compared for the individual component
alignments, their theoretical mean position and a +/- 1 std. dev. perturbation from the
mean to determine their robustness against surgical alignment variability. The average
absolute difference in the AP and ML dimensions of the femur and tibia between the
actual surgical and the mean resection was between 1 and 2 mm. The AP differences
were larger than ML and the femur had larger differences than the tibia. Varying a
single resection parameter by the measured standard deviation change the AP & ML
dimensions by less than 1 mm for the tibia and less than 1.7 mm for the femur.

2. INTRODUCTION
The clinical variability in terms of the implant positioning by surgeons is an important
factor to be understood for designing a Total Knee Arthroplasty (TKA) system. As
statistical shape analysis has gained attention and is used to assess the biomechanical
characteristics of TKA implants [1], such methodology is promising when applied to
resection analysis of TKA in order to motivate component design, enable vigorous
checks of the robustness of current designs, or improve the understanding of surgical
outcomes. However, current analyses ignored the surgical variations as they either
directly use actual TKA resection data [2], or assume a single set of parameters for
resections across the entire specimen investigated [3]. This could be due to lack of
available data in the clinical variability of TKA resections. To obtain such information,
characterizing of clinical resection variability is needed.
This study presents methodology and results for characterizing surgical variability of
the TKA resection. In addition, the impact of such variability on the dimensional
measurements in the resected knee was determined. Specifically, 1) TKA resections
1
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from cadaver surgeries were recreated in a virtual environment; 2) the resection
parameters of the femora and tibiae were measured with respect to anatomical
references; 3) the variability of resection parameters were assessed; and 4) the impact of
surgical variability of alignment parameters on the mediolateral and anterior-posterior
dimensions of the resected knee were assessed.
3. MATERIAL & METHOD
A total of 11 cadaver specimens (8 Male, 3 Female; 8 Right, 3 Left legs) were
implanted with a single TKA system (NexGen, Zimmer Inc, Warsaw, IN) by three
experienced orthopedic surgeons. All specimens were pre-screened by x-ray to rule out
any gross congenital anomaly or deformity before implantation. A cruciate-retaining
(CR-Flex) femur was used in 5 cadavers and a posterior stabilized (LPS-Flex) in the
other 6 cadavers. Before the surgery was performed, the femur and tibia were potted
mid-shaft in fixation cylinders to be used in other internal studies. In one study (n=7)
anterior referencing instruments were used for the femur and posterior referencing (n=4)
in another. For all tibia bones, extramedullary instruments with standard surgical
parameters were used (7 degrees posterior slope, 0 degrees varus/valgus and 10 mm
resection depth). However all data will be pooled due to the low number of specimens.
Each specimen was scanned by clinical CT before and after TKA with approximately
0.4 mm in-plane resolution and 0.6 mm slice increments. The femora and tibiae were
segmented from the CT scans using commercial software5 and the pre-operative scans
were registered to post-operative scans. The solid models of the associated TKA
implants were converted to a simulated CT scans and registered to the post-surgical CT
using the “Fast Rigid Registration” feature of 3d Slicer6 which is based on the “Mattes
Mutual Information” registration metric of the Insight Segmentation and Registration
Toolkit7.
The femora, tibiae, and associated implants were imported into in-house software
(ZiBRA) with capabilities for annotating digital bone models and performing virtual
surgery. Bones were annotated using a series of automated algorithms, including
definition of reference planes (proximal/distal, coronal, and sagittal), as well as the
TKA reference landmarks and axes for the femur (mechanical axis, anatomical axis,
posterior plane, anterior cortex and most distal condyle) and the tibia (mechanical axis,
crest axis, and the lowest point of lateral plateau). A brief description of the
landmarking algorithms are listed below:

Tibia





5

Posterior plane – a plane perpendicular to the anatomic axis touching the posterior
medial and lateral border of the tibia
Proximal Entrance Point – A point at ¾ of the distance between the mid point of the
spines and the tibial tubercle
Mechanical axis- line connecting the proximal entrance point to to the center of the
distal articular surface
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Crest axis – a best fit line to the silhouette curve of the anterior mid tibia in the sagittal
plane
Lateral condyle low point – lateral AP contour (20% of ML Width) midpoint projected
to tibia surface
Neutral axis – line connecting the tibial tubercle with the PCL attachment point

Femur








Distal anatomic axis – line connecting the centers of best fit circles to the periosteal
contours at cross-sections cut at 1/3 and 1/6 of the femur length from distal.
Mechanical axis – line connecting the head center to the lowest point of the trochlear
groove silhouette curve
Posterior plane – plane tangent to most posterior points of medial and lateral condyle
Distal plane -– plane tangent to most distal points of medial and lateral condyle
Most Distal Condyle – the further point of the medial and lateral condyle along the
mechanical axis
Anterior cortex – most anterior point above the femoral condyle

The implant surfaces that were in contact with bones were used to construct the surgical
resection planes, assuming the effect of the cement mantle is negligible. The surgical
TKA resection parameters were assessed by measuring the resection planes with respect
to the anatomical references, including:
1) tibial varus/valgus (V/V) angle: the coronal angle between the resection plane
and the plane perpendicular to the mechanical axis of tibia;
2) tibial posterior slope: the sagittal angle between the resection plane and the
tibial crest axis;
3) tibial resection depth: the length from the lowest point of the lateral plateau to
the resection plane along the direction of the tibial crest axis border;
4) femoral flexion angle: the sagittal angle of the distal anatomical axis with respect
to the distal resection plane;
5) femoral varus/valgus (V/V) angle: the coronal angle of the mechanical axis with
respect to the distal resection plane;
6) femoral internal/external (I/E) angle: the transverse angle between the posterior
tangent plane and the implant AP axis;
In order to understand the robustness of key TKA dimensions to the variability of
resection parameters, first the average resection parameters across all bones were found.
Resection contours were then recreated for all bones using the average parameters. The
ML and AP dimensions of the contours were measured as shown in Figure 1A for both
the actual resection contour and the contour generated with the mean parameters. For
the tibia the ML width (ML) was defined as the mediolateral length of the contour
bounding box, which was constructed in a 2D coordinate system with the Y axis
oriented along the neutral rotational axis. The medial and lateral AP dimensions (MAP
and LAP) were defined as the AP lengths of the contour, measured at either 25% or
75% of the ML.
The mean resection parameters were then perturbed by ±1 standard deviations for the
varus/valgus angle and posterior slope individually. This resulted in an additional 44
contours which were visually checked to rule out poor quality, giving a total 39 proofed
tibial contours. The variations of ML and AP dimensions due to surgical variability in
tibial alignment were investigated by assessing the magnitude of deviations between

mean resection parameters and the perturbed resections.

Figure 1. Representative surgical resected A) tibia and B) femur with registered
implant and illustration of dimensional measurements.
A similar procedure was applied to the femur. Figure 1B shows visually how the femur
was measured. The functional AP (FAP) was measured as the distance from the anterior
cortex to the most distal condylar point in the implant coordinate system. The ML
dimension was measured on the distal resection plane at the middle as defined by the
intersections with the chamfer cuts [4].

4. RESULTS
A summary of the overall and individual variability of TKA surgical resection
parameters is listed in Table 1 and 2.
Table 1. Individual surgical resection parameters.

Table 2. Variability of measured surgical resections.

For the tibia the absolute difference in the ML and AP dimensions averaged over all
bones between the surgical resection and the resection created with the mean parameters
is shown in Figure 2a. On average the difference is less than 1.5 mm and the AP
dimensions show more variability than the ML dimension. The differences are slightly
less when the dimensions from the mean resection parameters are compared with the
perturbed resections. The varus / valgus degree of freedom shows consistent deviation
in the ML and AP dimensions while the posterior slope affects the AP dimension more
than the ML dimension.

Figure 3. Tibia Average absolute difference between
A) surgical and mean parameter resections B) mean and perturbed resections
For the femur, the absolute difference in ML and AP dimensions for the contours
generated with the surgical parameters and the mean resection parameters (Figure 3A)
are slightly larger than the tibia. Similar to the tibia, the femur AP dimension changes
more than the ML. The comparison between the mean resection and perturbed
resections showed a similar trend that the AP dimension is affected more than ML. The
femur AP dimension is not affected by changes in the varus / valgus angle since the
rotation is in the same plane as the measurement.

Figure 3. Femur Average absolute difference between
A) surgical and mean parameter resections B) mean and perturbed resections

5. DISCUSSION
This study proposes a methodology for characterizing variability in resections during
TKA, quantified as surgical resection envelopes for femur and tibia. Additionally, a
robustness analysis on dimensional measurements of the resected tibia and femur was
performed based on the reported variability.
The results suggest that resections generated using a set of mean surgical parameters
might not accurately capture all specific TKA cases (Table 1). In particular, the
resection parameters listed in Table 1 demonstrated specimen-to-specimen variations
which can be more than 8° in V/V alignment and 2 mm in depth for the tibia, and up to
12° in angular orientations for the femur. Relative to mean values, however, standard
deviations of angular parameters for both the tibia and femur were on the order of
several degrees and several millimeters (Table 2), with greater variations seen for
posterior slope (tibia) and flexion angle (femur). These variations could be due to
fundamental differences in surgical philosophy (e.g. selection of relevant anatomical
landmarks and axes used for alignment), the use of potted cadaver knees instead of
actual patients, or the expected anatomical variation, and warrant further investigation
The ML and AP measurements of the resected tibia and femur showed that the linear
dimensions of the tibia, when compiled across the sample set considered here, are
relatively insensitive to variations (1-2 mm) within the surgical envelope of coronal and
sagittal alignment. Expansion of the variability characterization activity using bigger
sample size over more diversified surgeons may further improve the data. Such
methodology can also be applied on other joints to assist the understanding of joint
replacements.
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Simulation of the bone remodeling process of the scapula
C. Quental1, J. Folgado2, P. Fernandes3 and J. Monteiro4

1. ABSTRACT
Finite element bone remodeling simulations have been applied to several parts of the
human skeleton. Nevertheless, the shoulder joint is one of the less studied parts,
compared to hip and knee, and little work focus on the bone remodeling process of the
scapula. The aim of this work is to fit the bone remodeling model used to a threedimensional model of an intact scapula as a first step towards the study of the
complications of the shoulder arthroplasty. The bone remodeling model is based on a
global optimization criterion that takes into account both the structural stiffness and the
metabolic cost of bone maintenance. The boundary conditions include full muscle and
joint loads taken from a multibody system of the upper limb based on the same subject
whose scapula is here analyzed. The bone remodeling simulations are evaluated by
quantitative and qualitative comparisons between the predicted and the specimen’s bone
density distribution. The results show that the bone remodeling used is able to
successfully replicate the actual bone density of the scapula.

2. INTRODUCTION
The shoulder arthroplasty has become an efficient treatment for primary and secondary
degenerative conditions of the shoulder joint [1]. However, as with other joint
replacements, it is associated with a multitude of complications that compromise the
long-term success of the procedure. Even though the cause of failure is multifactorial,
the loss of bone resulting from the bone adaptation to the implant is often highlighted as
an important mechanism [2, 3].
Based on the Wolff’s law, which states that bone is able to adapt its structure to better
support the applied loads, several mathematical models have been presented to study
and simulate this process. In general, these models assume bone to be a linear elastic
material whose density is a function of a local mechanical stimulus.
Despite some finite element models of the scapula having been developed, these have
mainly focused in the changes in stress following the shoulder arthroplasty. Even
though Sharma et al. [4] address the bone remodeling process, only two-dimensional
analyses of the scapula are performed. The current work focuses on the bone
remodeling process of an intact scapula as a first step towards the development of a
subject-specific bone remodeling simulation after a shoulder arthroplasty. Clearly,
before understanding the changes in bone after the implant is inserted, it is of major
importance to comprehend its behavior in healthy conditions. The bone remodeling
1
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simulations are evaluated by quantitative and qualitative comparisons between the
predicted and the actual bone density of the scapula.
3. MATERIALS AND METHODS
The geometric model of the right scapula is generated from the Visible Human Male
Dataset [5]. In Solidworks®, a thin layer of cartilage is modeled at the surface of the
glenoid and at the tip of the coracoid process, which are then considered tied to the bone
in Abaqus®. The Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the cartilages are taken to be
6 MPa and 0.47, respectively. The material properties of bone result from the bone
remodeling model, considering a Poisson’s ratio of 0.3 and a maximum Young’s
modulus of 17 GPa.
The bone remodeling model used considers bone as a linearly elastic orthotropic
material obtained by the periodic repetition of a unit cell [6], as depicted in Fig. 1. In
this work, the unit cell considered consists of a cubic cell with throughout rectangular
holes with dimensions a1, a2 and a3 [7].

Fig. 1. Material model for bone.
Being the bone characterized, at each node [8], by the parameters of the microstructure
a, which are related with the bone density, and the Euler angles θ, which define the unit
cell orientation, the bone remodeling law is stated as
m
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where NC is the number of applied load cases, αP are the load weight factors, E ijkl
are
the homogenized bone material properties [9], eij and ekl are the components of the

strain filed and u P is the set of displacements fields computed through the finite
element method. The parameters κ and m define the cost of bone maintenance and
therefore control the total amount of bone mass.
In this study, twelve load conditions including joint reaction and muscle forces at 10º,
30º, 50º, 70º, 90º and 110º of arm abduction and anterior flexion are considered. The
load applied to the scapula results from an inverse dynamic analysis of a multibody
system of the upper limb based on the same subject whose scapula is here analyzed [10,
11]. It should be noted that instead of applying the reaction forces at the scapulothoracic
joint, the nodes in the vicinity of these are constrained in all directions to avoid rigid
body motion [12]. The load weight factors αP, shown in Table 1, are defined based on
the frequencies of each movement and the arm positions during activities of the daily

living [13, 14].
Table 1. Load weight factors for the motions of abduction and anterior flexion.
10º
30º
50º
70º
90º
110º
Abduction
0.145735 0.069027 0.064054 0.031480 0.006265 0.001621
Anterior flexion 0.312289 0.147916 0.137258 0.067456 0.013425 0.003474
Starting from a uniform density distribution of 0.4, several values for the parameters κ
and m are tested to reproduce the bone density of the scapula, which is taken from the
CT scan images by relating the intensity of the image pixels with the bone apparent
density [15]. The predictions from the bone remodeling model are evaluated by
qualitative and quantitative comparisons. For the latter, the Pearson’s correlation
coefficient r and the root-mean-square error (rms), based on a relative and an absolute
difference, denoted as  r and  a , respectively, are computed. Mathematically,  r
and  a are expressed as
 r i %  

 BR i  CT i
CT i

 a i  g    BR i  CT i
 cc 

(2)

where  BR i and CT i is the bone apparent density taken from the bone remodeling
simulation and the CT scan images for node i, respectively.
4. RESULTS
Bone remodeling simulations are performed considering values of 1  10 4 , 2  10 4 ,
3  10 4 , 4  10 4 , 5  10 4 , 6  10 4 , 7  10 4 , 8  10 4 , 9  10 4 , 1  10 3 , 1.2  10 3 and
1.4  10 3 for the parameter κ and 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 for the parameter m. Given that
the rms of the absolute and relative differences point towards different best solutions, an
average error is considered instead by taking into account both criteria. It is important to
note that the rms of each criterion is normalized by its maximum so that the contribution
to the average error is dimensionless and, at most, unitary. Figures 2a and 2b present the
average errors and the Pearson’s coefficients for the performed simulations,
respectively. The results present the solutions with parameter m of 4 and 5 as the most
suitable. Furthermore, if the mean bone density of the whole scapula and its standard
deviation is analyzed, the solution with parameter κ of 4  10 4 appears to stand out as it
compares well with the actual mean bone density and standard deviation. In particular,
the analyzed scapula presents a mean bone density and standard deviation of 1.01 and
0.39 g/cc, while this solution presents 1.01 and 0.33 g/cc, respectively. Also, regarding
the absolute difference, the rms is only 0.379 g/cc and almost 70% and 90% of the
nodes present an absolute error lower than 0.4 and 0.6 g/cc, respectively. Based on the
above reasoning, the solution with parameter κ of 4  10 4 and parameter m of 5 appears
to be the most suitable to reproduce the bone density distribution of the specimen’s
scapula. The visual comparison between the predicted bone densities and the CT scan
images show, in general, a rather good similarity.
5. DISCUSSION
Finite element analysis can provide an important insight into the long-term effects of the
glenoid prostheses on the bone adaptation process and thus enable a continuous

improvement of the shoulder prostheses and its implantation technique in order to
achieve the best possible outcome from the shoulder arthroplasty. Bearing in mind that
before studying the bone adaptation to the implant of the shoulder arthroplasty it is
important to understand the behavior of bone in healthy conditions, the aim of this work
was to validate the bone remodeling model of an accurate finite element model of a
three-dimensional model of an intact scapula.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 2. Quantitative comparison between the predicted and the actual bone density
distribution - (a) average error defined using the normalized rms of the absolute and
relative differences (b) Pearson’s correlation coefficient.
The results compare well with the work of Sharma et al. [4] and are, in some extent,
better, which heightens even more the success of the bone remodeling model used in
reproducing the actual bone density of the scapula given the greater complexity of the
three-dimensional model used here versus the two-dimensional model used by Sharma
et al.. Moreover, when comparing to Sharma et al., an additional criterion based on the
relative difference is also used, which is expected to improve the evaluation of the bone
remodeling simulations. It is important to note that if only the absolute difference
criterion was used, the best solution would point to the highest parameter m, which is
not advisable since its continuous increase leads the solution to a more homogenized
density distribution. Regarding the solution defined as best, a moderate correlation of
0.453 is found, the rms of the absolute difference is 0.38 g/cc and the absolute
difference of 40%, 70% and 89% of the nodes is under 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6 g/cc,
respectively. Considering the maximum absolute difference to be 1.8 g/cc, it is a rather
positive result to have 89% of the nodes with an absolute error below 33%.
Even though the model successfully reproduced the actual bone density of the analyzed
scapula, in the current work only one geometry of the scapula is considered.

Nevertheless, it is worth noting that the dimensions of the scapula fall within those of
typical scapulae measured by von Schroeder et al. [16]. Moreover, the applied load is
given by a multibody system of the upper limb that is constructed based on the same
subject whose scapula is considered.
To the author’s knowledge, this is the first three-dimensional simulation of the bone
remodeling adaptation of an intact scapula. Furthermore, even though the remodeling
model used has been extensively applied in studies of the hip [2, 17, 18], the spine [19]
and the shoulder [20], this is the first time it is applied following a node-based approach
[8].
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ROLE OF ANATOMICAL REPRESENTATION OF CELL
DISTRIBUTION ON THE PREDICTION OF CHONDROCYTE
MECHANICS
J.P. Halloran1+, S.C. Sibole2+, and A. Erdemir3*+

1. ABSTRACT
Computational studies of chondrocyte mechanics have typically been performed using
single cell models embedded in an extracellular matrix (ECM) construct [1,2]. The
assumption of a single cell microstructural model may not capture inter-cellular
interactions or accurately reflect the macro-scale mechanics of cartilage with higher cell
concentrations, as may be the case in many instances [3]. Hence, the goal of this study
was to compare the overall and cell level response of single and eleven [3] cell biphasic
finite element (FE) models. Biphasic material properties were adopted from the
literature [4] and FE simulations of single and eleven cell constructs modeled. Volume
averaged chondrocyte effective strain was up to 9.5% for the single cell case and varied
depending on cell location from 9.5 to 15.5% for the 11 cell case. The cellular fluid flux
vector field also exhibited variations for the 11 cell case, meriting further quantitative
investigation. Regarding aspects of cell health and function, preliminary results
highlight that for a given point in the cartilage, neighboring cells may behave differently
as predicted by anatomically realistic representation of chondrocyte distribution.
2. INTRODUCTION
Among other factors, including genetic, environmental and soluble mediators,
mechanical loading influences articular cartilage growth, maintenance, and degradation
[5]. Within the cartilage, the mechanical environment of chondrocytes, the sole resident
cell type, has been shown to be a contributor to cell activity and presumably tissue
health. Computational simulations of chondrocyte mechanics have been developed,
which provide information complimentary to experimentation or provide an avenue to
investigate aspects infeasible to experimentally capture [1,2]. Often hypothesis driven
and at times performed in a parametric fashion, such studies have looked at cell
deformation within the context of the tissue microstructure. In particular, depth
dependent simulations including singular or combined mechanics of the collagen
fibrillar network (extracellular matrix, ECM), pericellular matrix, and chondrocytes
have been developed. Especially when the influence of the surrounding aqueous
solution is included, as accounted for through biphasic theory [6], such studies have
highlighted the potential for complex, time dependent loading on chondrocytes.
Previous computational studies of chondrocyte mechanics have typically been
performed using single cell models embedded in an ECM construct [1,2]. Deformations
predicted from a homogeneous tissue model are generally used to drive such
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simulations. Implicit in this setup is the assumption of the equivalence of
macrostructural (tissue) constitutive response and average stress-strain response of the
microstructural (cellular) model. While single cell computational models have provided
invaluable insight into the chondrocyte mechanical environment, human cartilage,
especially at early stages of development and for certain zonal regions, can exhibit
much higher cell concentrations than previously assumed [3]. The predictions of
chondrocyte mechanics as obtained from single cell assumption may not be adequate for
cartilage with high chondrocyte density, due to misrepresentation of macroscopic load
transfer to the cells and the potential to overlook cellular interactions. We have
previously shown, albeit with hyperelastic two- and three-dimensional representations,
the potential mismatches in such variables for increasing strain level and cell density,
specifically for zero, one, and three cell representations [7,8]. Hence, the goal of this
study was to compare the mechanical response of chondrocytes in single and eleven [3]
cell biphasic finite element (FE) models. To guarantee spatial and temporal mechanical
consistency across scales, an embedded model was adopted, where the representative
volume element (RVE) was directly modeled within a homogeneous ECM construct.
Volume averaged effective cellular strains and fluid flux were evaluated as a function of
time and loading.
3. METHODS
A 100x100x100 μm, the commonly assumed representative volume element (RVE),
micro-scale finite element model was embedded in a 1x1x1 mm (tissue-scale)
hexahedral mesh construct (Figure 1). All models were meshed with linear hexahedral
elements using TrueGrid (XYZ Scientific Applications, Inc., Livermore, CA).
For the RVE, two cases were considered: a single (centered) cell and an eleven cell
(randomly distributed, anatomically based for middle zone of cartilage [3])

Figure 1. 1x1x1 mm finite element mesh construct with the embedded 100 um
representative volume element (RVE) micro-scale models. Close-ups of the (b)
single cell and (c) eleven cell model are highlighted. Note the spheres in subplots “b”
and “c” represent the chondron (chondrocyte plus the pericellular matrix).

configuration. During random placement, a minimum pericellular-to-pericellular
spacing of 2.5 μm and a minimum pericellular-to-tissue-edge spacing of 1.25 μm were
enforced. The cells have radii of 5 μm, surrounded by a layer of pericellular matrix with
a thickness of 2.5 μm [4]. A biphasic constitutive model was utilized, with a nonlinear
elastic (Neo-Hookean) solid component and the fluid component modeled with Darcy's
Law with strain invariant permeability [9], and with properties adopted from [4] for the
middle zone cartilage depth. The extracellular matrix had a Young's modulus of 0.15
MPa, a Poisson's ratio of 0.4, and a hydraulic permeability of 0.002 mm 2/N-s. For the
pericellular matrix these were 0.043 MPa, 0.04, and 0.002 mm 2/N-s; for the cell(s),
0.0034 MPa, 0.4, and 0.001 mm2/N-s. The larger block, in which the single cell and
eleven cell RVEs were embedded, was given the same properties as the ECM.
The interface between the RVE and the larger block contained hexahedral transition
elements which allowed the larger volume to contain larger elements in order to reduce
the total number of elements in the model, while allowing for node-to-node merging of
the two meshes, eliminating the need for enforcement of any coupling constraint. The
embedded models contained 148,368 and 152,868 elements for single cell and eleven
cell cases, respectively. In the tissue-scale region of the models the approximate average
element edge length was 3 μm, while the elements in the embedded RVEs had edge
lengths of approximately 0.2 μm. A mesh convergence study was not conducted for the
multi-scale construct models as these were near the upper bound of shared memory
architecture computational resources available. However, a mesh convergence study
was conducted on the RVE models. Models of lower mesh density than those employed
in this were shown to converge in 3rd principal stress, strain, and total fluid flux for both
the single and 11 cell cases. Due to the need to satisfy strict element density ratios at the
transition interfaces, the converged meshes had there element densities further refined,
but since the meshes were of higher density these were also assumed to be converged.
The whole construct was subjected to 10% compressive strain (ramped over 0.1 seconds
and held for 9.9 seconds) with confined boundary conditions (zero expansion of or fluid
flux over the lateral faces). The top and bottom faces of the outer tissue blocks were

Figure 2. (a) Volume averaged effective strain for individual cells as a function of
time. Cut-away views of the RVE for the (b) eleven and (c) single cell models
highlight the strain state within a given cell at the end of the simulation. Arrows
correlate the particular cells in the contour plots (b and c) with the corresponding cell
number in (a) .

assigned zero fluid pressure boundary conditions to allow for free-draining of fluid. The
finite
element
analysis
was
carried
out
with
FEBio
(http://mrl.sci.utah.edu/software/febio). Due to the high computational cost of the large
degree of freedom biphasic analyses, simulations were conducted on a node of the
SDSC Trestles cluster made available through XSEDE, Extreme Science and
Engineering Discovery Environment (http:www.xsede.org). Utilized computing nodes
contained 4 8-core 2.4 GHz AMD Magny-Cours processors, 64 GB of memory, and 160
GB of SSD scratch space for fast file I/O. During post-processing, change in volumeaveraged cell effective strain, effective stress, total fluid flux and overall RVE 3 rd
principal
stress
response
were
evaluated
using
PostView
(http://mrl.sci.utah.edu/software/postview).
4. RESULTS
Volume averaged chondrocyte effective strain was up to 9.5% for the single cell case
and varied from 9.5 to 15.5% for the 11 cell case (Figure 2). Cellular fluid flux vector
fields also exhibited variations as more cells were introduced to the RVE, meriting
further quantitative investigation (Figure 3). As calculated using the volume averaged
3rd principal stress results throughout the 10 second simulation, the normalized RMS
difference between the single and 11 cell RVEs was only 1.5%. For reference and
considering the utilized computational resource (see Methods), the single cell analysis
required 3.33 hours of wall clock time (106.5 CPU hours) while the 11 cell case
required 3.9 hours (125.17 CPU hours).
5. DISCUSSION
This study was successful in predicting single and eleven cell mechanics subject to the
provided assumptions. Regarding aspects of cell health and function, preliminary results
highlight that for a given point in the cartilage, neighboring cells may behave differently
as predicted by anatomically realistic representation of chondrocyte distribution. While
quantitative differences were indeed found for single versus eleven cell volume
averaged effective strain results (Figure 2a), qualitative results were also observed for
both the cell strain contours (Figure 2b and 2c) and the fluid flux vector field (Figure 3).
These results highlight the potential for cellular interactions when anatomically based

Figure 3. Fluid flux vector field in the cell(s) of the (a) single and (b) eleven cell
models. Results are plotted at 10 seconds into the simulation. Note the potential
influence of neighboring cells in the eleven cell model.

cell distribution is considered. Interesting questions arise out of this finding. One, is
there potential for inter-cellular mass transport? In functional sense, does this allow for
inter-cellular chemical signaling, and is there the capacity to predict these phenomena?
One step, among many, towards answering these types of questions would be to provide
better post-processing of the fluid flux field to extract that information. The presented
results indicate this need (Figure 3) and considerations are currently focused on methods
such as statistical parametric mapping, where location dependent flux differences could
be quantified in a statistical fashion [10].
In contradiction with this study, our previous results showed volume averaged cellular
strains were lower for an 11 cell versus a single cell RVE [11]. As opposed to biphasic
materials, hyperelastic material properties representative of instantaneous behavior were
adopted in Sibole and Erdemir [11] to predict chondrocyte deformation as a function of
joint level loading. While the embedded RVE in this biphasic simulation was somewhat
shielded from the initial load application, volume averaged cellular strains were
consistently higher for the 11 cell case (Figure 2a). This finding may highlight the
potential chondroprotective role of the fluid as well as the transient effects of fluid flow
though a section of deformed ECM, at least for an assumed isotropic case. While steady
state response was not achieved in the current study, a longer duration analysis may
confound these findings further. In the future, this type of biphasic simulation will offer
quantification of steady state versus instantaneous chondrocyte response (or even
frequency dependent) [12]. Results will help highlight, especially when performed in
conjunction with in-depth sensitivity analysis [4,13] for what loading conditions elastic
predictions of chondrocyte mechanics are acceptable.
From a technical perspective, multiscale coupling approaches targeting prediction of
cell deformations from tissue and/or organ level loading will likely benefit from this
investigation while balancing computational demand with accuracy requirements. An
embedded construct results in a model with high degrees of freedom but is attractive
due to its coupling between the tissue and micro scale without abstraction. While
acceptable for a test problem, this relatively inefficient setup is not computationally
feasible to relate biphasic joint level loading with predictions of location specific
chondrocyte mechanics [11]. For the presented biphasic simulation, RVE model
convergence was one consideration that drove the choice to develop an embedded
construct. Likely more beneficial, however, is that direct coupling (through shared
nodes) of the RVE and the surrounding tissue ensures mechanical consistency between
the scales. Future efforts, which will consider concurrent multiscale coupling of
cartilage (macrostructural) and chondrocyte (microstructural) mechanics, will benefit
from a problem able to evaluate scale coupling assumptions, as presented in here.
The specific goals of this study coincide with the long term vision toward development
of physically meaningful body level simulations focused on the underlying cell vitality
and mechanobiology. It is well established that cell mechanics depend on their
surrounding medium (Figure 2) [4], and that cellular processes can be regulated by
mechanical input. This study illustrates that an anatomical representation of cell
distribution may be necessary if one is interested in mechanics of chondrocyte
populations and also their potential interaction that may be demonstrated thorough fluid
exchange. At the chosen level of complexity, this study realized consistent overall RVE
average stress but marked differences in the cellular strains and fluid flow behavior
between single and eleven cell models. These findings have important implications for

the efficacy of predicting cellular response from a homogenous macro-level (e.g.
cartilage) model, where predictions of average response may not require direct coupling
of the scales [14]. While it appears this finding is influenced by cell density and tissue
complexity, it is also recognized that homogeneous constitutive models, representative
of underlying cell distribution and mechanics, may also be feasible [15]. From a
functional and clinical perspective, implications include, among others, development of
an evaluation tool able to address mechanobiological aspects of osteoarthritis
development and treatment, all within the context of body level loading.
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LIPS CONTRACTION SIMULATION AND FORCE MEASUREMENT
SYSTEM
T.V.C. Perilo1, J. Grasa2, M.D.C. Magalhães3, A.R. Motta4, A.F. Valentim5,
R.M.M.M. Furlan6, M. Doblaré7, E.B. Las Casas8

1. ABSTRACT
Introduction: Human lips are formed by the muscle orbicularis oris and its contraction
is essential for different oral functions. The purpose of this study is to describe an
ongoing research project that includes the simulation of the lip muscle mechanical
behavior and the measurement of lip forces obtained by a device developed specifically
for that purpose. Methods: The 3D geometric model of the orbicularis oris was
obtained via MRI from a healthy female subject. The hyperelastic transversally isotropic
material model used in the analysis was based on an energy function that is uncoupled
for active and passive behavior. The instrument to measure lips force is composed of an
elliptical shaped insert mechanically coupled to a steel cable, connected to a force
transducer type load cell that is connected to a data acquisition system. Ten young
women were evaluated. Results: The evolution in time of the model displacements was
obtained for the contraction process. The period between the beginning and peak
contraction was 0.25s. The maximum resulting displacement happened in y-direction
(7.2 mm), but it also in x and z directions. As for experimentally measured forces, an
average of 9.2N was obtained and a maximum value of 10.9N. Conclusion: The finite
element model allowed a realistic simulation of lip contraction, corresponding to its real
deformation, and the instrument permitted knowing lips forces. Values for characteristic
lip forces were measured. Next steps include the development of a numerical model of
the experimental process for the individual used for the generation of the geometric
model in order to calibrate and validate the finite element simulation.

2. INTRODUCTION
The orbicularis oris muscle is a facial muscle responsible for the lips shape and
function. It is elliptical, and consists of upper and lower fibers composing the upper and
lower lips that interact in the region of the labial commissure. Lips contraction is
essential functions, such as speech, food prehension and swallowing, as it produces
closure of the mouth. Lips also participate in the actions of blowing, sucking, kissing
and whistling (Figún and Garino, 2003).
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Another important function of the lips is to exert pressure on the teeth in the superior
and inferior dental arch. The force balance is obtained by the action of the tongue on
teeth. Tongue muscles push teeth outwards while the lips, when closed, provide
resistance to that force, as their contraction presses teeth intraorally. This force balance
allows dental elements to erupt and remain in the correct position in the oral cavity
(Proffit and Fields, 2002). The orbicularis oris, together with other muscles, act like a
muscle strip, orienting growth of the jaws. When the lips are not sealed, there is no
action of this muscle strip, possibly leading to dysfunctions in jaw growth and teeth
eruption (Gonzalez and Lopes, 2000).
Currently, the evaluation by Speech-language Pathologists of this muscle is routinely
made in a qualitative way. One of the current evaluation techniques consists of asking
the patient to perform a contraction against an imposed obstacle, such as a gloved
finger. Based on their experience, the Speech-language Pathologists classify the force as
normal or not.
Some methods have been developed to quantify the force or pressure that lips are able
to exert, in order to optimize the process of evaluation and rehabilitation in terms of
efficiency and duration (MChenry et al., 1999; Jung et al., 2003; Ruan et al., 2007)
Quantitative objective evaluation can improve diagnosis, especially in cases of slight
changes in force and is more sensitive in detecting small differences in strength
observed with the progression of the disease or therapy.
Recently, image-based models have also been used for the simulation of muscle
contraction (Grasa et al., 2010; Ramírez et al., 2010). The simulation of the lips
contraction will allow knowing more about the movement and displacements of each
part of the lip while the instrument to measure lips force will allow comparing the
values of lip force with the parameters obtained in the qualitative evaluation and to
measure performance during the main functions and exercises.
The purpose of this study is to describe an ongoing research project that includes the
simulation of the lip muscle mechanical behavior and the measurement of lip forces
obtained by a specifically instrument developed for that purpose.
3. METHODS
3.1 Simulation
A three-dimensional geometrical model of the orbicularis oris muscle of a 27 years old
healthy female subject in resting posture was obtained via Magnetic Resonance Imaging
(MRI) and manual segmentation. The woman had no problem or known abnormality in
her orofacial functions and/or structures. On each image, the boundary of the orbicularis
oris muscle was manually outlined, and a three-dimensional polygonal surface model
was generated from the set of two-dimensional outlines using Mimics®.
The mesh (Fig. 1) consisted of 28,740 nodes and 52,474 linear elements, of which
19,082 were hexahedra, 2,641 triangular prisms and 30,751 tetrahedra and it was
generated from the surface model using the Harpoon® Finite Element mesh generator.

Fig. 1 – Finite element mesh of the orbicularis oris muscle
The material behavior implemented in the finite element analysis considered an
uncoupled, hyperelastic, transversely isotropic strain energy density function for the
passive and active behavior. This constitutive material model was implemented in the
commercial finite element code ABAQUSTM as a user`s material subroutine. The
analysis included the consideration of contact between the opposing lip segments to
obtain displacements, stresses and contact pressures. The contact interaction was
defined as frictionless, and the penalty contact algorithm was considered to define the
normal behavior.
To generate a representative model of the lips, simplifying hypothesis were considered.
The fixation of some points in the model was required to avoid rigid body movement.
Based on the facial anatomy and considering the set of different muscles included in the
orofacial system, the displacements of two points located at the extremes of the model
in the horizontal direction, corresponding to the position of the modiolus, were
restrained because these regions are usually described in the literature as regions of
fixation of the upper and lower fibers of the mouth orbicularis oris as well as of the
remaining muscles in the region.
3.2 Instrument to measure lips force
The instrument to measure lip forces was named FORLAB and is composed of an
intralips insert, a load cell, a data acquisition board and a personal computer (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 – FORLAB

The insert (Fig. 3) is the part against which the patient presses the lips to generate a
counter-resistance force. It has an elliptical shape with parabolic curvature and a lateral
dimension of 60 mm, and was made with biocompatible polymers by rapid prototyping.

Fig. 3 – Frontal (A) and lateral (B) view of the insert.
The insert is connected to the load cell by a steel wire. The load cell has a capacity of 50
N and generates an analog signal when pulled in traction. A head support was used to
prevent the person from generating the force with the head instead of the lips. The
transmission, processing and storage system was composed of a data acquisition board
(Ontrak), an electronic coupling system and a personal computer. From the obtained
force x time results it is possible to obtain relevant data such as maximum and average
force and variations that characterize the lips force of the subject in time.
Measurements were made in 10 young women, aged 21 to 33 years with normal lips
force on the qualitative evaluation. The device was fit into the oral cavity and after one
minute of acclimatization, the participants were instructed to pull the device with the
lips towards the teeth as hard as they could for 10 seconds. Three trials were performed
with one-minute intervals between them. Average and maximum forces were analyzed.
4. RESULTS
4.1 Simulation
The evolution of the deformed mesh shape was obtained for different time increments
during the contraction process. The duration of the simulation, 0.25 s, represents the
period between the beginning of contraction and the moment when contraction reached
its maximum.
The maximum resulting displacement in the y-direction was 7.2 mm and occurred at the
top and bottom regions of the mesh. A nearly symmetric displacements field was
observed in the x-direction with a maximum of 3.9 mm at the internal lips region.
Finally, in the z-direction, the maximum displacement was 5.1 mm, and it could be
observed at the tips during the opening movement of the lips.
4.2 Lips force measurement
The results of maximum and average lips force, for each trial, are shown in Table 1.

Table1 - Maximum force and average force of tongue and lips
Trial 1
Trial 2
Trial 3
Maximum Force (N)
10.6
11.1
11.1
Maximum force SD
2.5
2.4
2.7
Average Force (N)
9.3
9.0
9.3
Average Force SD
2.6
2.5
2.4
N = Newton; SD= Standard Deviation

5. DISCUSSION
Computer modeling is useful tool to study the dynamics of healthy tissues and organs,
as well as to simulate their changes and pathologies (Nazari et al., 2010). The scientific
interest in the orbicularis orbis relates mainly to the understanding of motor aspects of
facial region, such as articulatory production of speech and facial mime (Bucki et al.,
2010; Luboz et al., 2005).
In this study, an initial finite element model of the orbicularis orbis was developed,
simulating the position at rest and the muscle activation. Qualitative tests were
performed to access if the clinically known muscle behavior is appropriately reproduced
by the discrete model. In the next step, the real physical testing situation will be
modeled based on a new MRI with the subject using the insert designed for the force
measurement. The intension is that the information provided by this new geometric
model can be validated with measurements from the lips strength quantitative
evaluation.
The newly developed orbicular oris muscle model allowed the simulation of labial
contraction in a healthy individual and demonstrated realistic features of this structure’s
behavior.
As for the instrument developed to evaluate lips force, it demonstrated to be efficient in
analyzing the force produced by the orbicularis oris using an elliptical shaped insert
which the patient presses the lips to generate a counter-resistance force. The instrument
proved to be of easy handling and wide applicability. During its use, some problems
were detected, being the most relevant the difficulty to standardize and reproduce the
positioning of the subject and the own instrument.
Maximum and average lips forces obtained with FORLAB were similar on the three
trials. The force values were similar to those found by McHenry et al. (1999) for the
lower lip and also to the ones related by Jung et al. (2003).
It is known that when there is a change in structures, organs or systems of the human
body, it is necessary, at first, that the professional responsible for that particular are of
expertise makes an assessment of the conditions of that structure, organ or system, in
order to indicate the best treatment. A proper evaluation is essential for the fast
resolution of the problem.
At the current stage, the geometry used for the model generation does not correspond to
the situation where the insert is positioned inside the mouth of the individual, which
affects the rest position and the behavior of the muscle. The next step, being
implemented by the group, is to develop a new geometric model that includes shape

changes due to the testing conditions, in order to compare the data obtained in the
computational simulation model of the orbicularis oris muscle to the measured lip
forces. Adjustments in the experimental device are also being implemented to minimize
measurement variations. After validation, the model can be used to represent normal
and pathological muscle behavior in situations of interest for Speech Pathologists and
Orthodontists.
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LOADS ON THE LUMBAR SPINE

A. Rohlmann1

1. ABSTRACT
Little is known about the realistic loads which act on the lumbar spine during activities
of daily living. This paper gives a short overview about the measuring techniques used
in in vivo studies and about analytical methods used to estimate spinal loads. A
complete measurement of the spinal loads is not yet possible but the intradiscal pressure
and the loads acting on spinal implants have still been measured in vivo. These data
allow a comparison of the relative loads of different activities, e.g. sitting and standing.
Analytical models of the spine allow an estimation of spinal loads; however, their
validation remains a difficult task due to a lack of in vivo measured data. Furthermore,
recommendations are provided for the loads, in order to simulate motions in the three
main anatomical planes.

2. INTRODUCTION
The mechanical behaviour of the lumbar spine can be estimated using numerical
models. Some of these finite element models are used as an effective tool for analysing
phenomena that cannot be clarified by experimental methods, e.g. degenerative
processes or age-related muscle dysfunction. Numerical models require knowledge of
the geometry and material properties of the different structures, the boundary conditions
and the loads. Unfortunately, loading of the spine is still not well understood and the
applied loads differ strongly in the literature. The various loads applied for simulation of
a certain posture may lead to considerable differences in the results, and these are often
much higher than those occurring due to other factors such as material properties or
geometrical parameters of the different structures.
In the case of the lumbar spine, the loads affect intervertebral motion, intradiscal
pressure, forces in the facet joints as well as stresses and strains in the various
structures. For static positions, the spinal loads depend on gravitational forces and
muscle forces required to maintain equilibrium. Spinal loads can be estimated by using
analytical models or by measuring partial loads. The following paragraphs summarize
several in vivo measuring methods and analytical approaches to estimate the overall
spinal loads and how to simulate them within in vitro and numerical studies.
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3. IN VIVO MEASURED LOAD COMPONENTS
A direct in vivo measurement of all load components is not yet possible. Intradiscal
pressure has been measured by Nachemson [1, 2], Wilke et al. [3, 4], Sato et al. [5] and
others. It is a measure for the overall spinal load and thus allows a comparison of spinal
loads for different activities. Intradiscal pressure has been measured for various
activities. The magnitude varied between 0.1 MPa for a lying supine position to 2.3
MPa for lifting 20 kg with a rounded back. Standing caused a typical value of 0.5 MPa.
The loads on internal spinal fixation devices have been measured in 10 patients by
Rohlmann et al. [6, 7]. A comparison of the peak intradiscal pressures measured by
Wilke et al. [3] and the peak flexion bending moments in the spinal fixation devices –
related each time to the corresponding value for standing – showed for many activities a
very good agreement [8].
Recently, Rohlmann et al. [9-11] also measured the loads on a vertebral body
replacement in 5 patients. In these patients, the resultant force on the implant during
walking was nearly twice the value of that for standing. This value increased to 225%
when walking down stairs and even to 265% when walking up stairs. They found that
the spinal loads can be strongly reduced by leaning against a backrest while sitting, by
supporting the upper body with the arms, e.g. during rising from a chair, by placing the
hands on the armrest or thighs during sitting, as well as by carrying a weight in a
backpack or laterally instead of in front of the body.

4. ANALYTICAL MODELS FOR SPINAL LOAD ESTIMATION
Spinal loads can also be estimated by using analytical models. Schultz and Andersen
[12] for example used a model that had 10 single-equivalent muscles. Since the number
of unknowns exceeded the number of equations, their model led to a statically
indeterminate problem. Therefore, they used an optimization method to calculate the
forces. They calculated a spinal force of more than 1000 N when a weight of 40 N was
held at a distance of 40 cm from the spine.
A detailed spine model using commercially available software (AnyBody Technology,
Aalborg, DK) was recently introduced by De Zee et al. [13]. Han et al. [14] added short
segmental muscles, lumbar ligaments and disc stiffnesses to that model and performed a
validation study. They predicted the highest muscle forces in the m. longissimus (146
N) for flexion, in the m. rectus abdominis (363 N) for extension, and in the m. psoas
major (144 N and 81 N) for lateral bending and axial rotation.

5. FOLLOWER LOAD
In in vitro experiments, ligamentous spinal specimens are unstable and buckle under
vertical compression forces [15, 16]. A specimen which is loaded in such a way that the
compressive load path passes the centres of rotation is able to carry high loads without
buckling [17-19]. It is assumed that the follower load simulates the upper body weight
and the stabilizing effect of the in vivo acting muscle forces [16]. The follower load path
should be optimized in finite element models. Otherwise, flexion angles of up to 10°

and extension angles of up to 12.3° may be caused by the application of the follower
load [20].

6. RECOMMENDED LOADS FOR THE SIMULATION OF MOTION IN THE
MAIN ANATOMICAL PLANES
In everyday life, a great variety of spinal motions is possible. Among these numerous
possibilities, motions in the three main anatomical planes representing flexion –
extension, lateral bending and axial rotation are those which are usually investigated. In
these cases, a follower load and a pure moment are often applied. The advantage of a
pure moment is that each level encounters the same load and that the results are nearly
independent of the number of segments studied. The magnitudes of the force and
moment vary, however, strongly in different studies. Only few in vivo studies exist
where the intervertebral rotations in all lumbar segments were measured, for example,
during axial rotation. The intradiscal pressure during axial rotation has been measured
by Wilke et al. [3]. Using a validated finite element model of the lumbar spine,
Dreischarf et al. [21] optimized the magnitudes of the applied follower load and
torsional moment in order to achieve a good agreement with intervertebral rotations and
intradiscal pressure measured in vivo. They found the smallest differences when the
follower load of 720 N and a torsional moment of 5.5 Nm were applied. The following
Table provides recommended loads for simulating different activities.
Table: Recommended loads for simulating motion in the three main anatomical planes.
Activity
Follower
Bending moment
Torsional moment
References
load (N)
(Nm)
(Nm)
Standing

500

[22]

Flexion

1175

7.5

[23]

Extension

500

7.5

[23]

Lateral bending

700

7.8

[24]

Axial rotation

720

5.5

[21]

The loads on the spine affect the intervertebral rotations, the contact forces in the facet
joints, the intradiscal pressures and the stresses and strains in various structures of the
trunk. Thus, they may also affect degenerative processes in the spine and are probably
one reason for the occurrence of low back pain. Therefore, it is necessary to improve
our knowledge about the spinal loads during activities of daily living and to apply
physiological and relevant loads in numerical studies.
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COMPUTATIONAL MODELING OF HIGHLY POROUS MATERIALS
WITH APPLICATION IN BIOMECHANICS
Z. Majer1, P. Marcián2, I. Dlouhý3, Z. Florian4, L. Řehořek5 and R. Malina6

1. ABSTRACT
Highly porous brittle materials, especially ceramic foams, were studied. These materials
have broad range of usage mainly in engineering practice and their application is
connected above all with their unique properties, mainly low relative weight connected
with large specific surface area. The tensile test of brittle, highly porous materials is
rather complicated from the point of view of the realization itself, also the economical
point of view as well. This is one of driving forces to create calculation models
respecting highly porous structure. Commercially available ceramic foam Vukopor® A
was investigated. Micro Computer Tomography has been used to obtaining valid data of
ceramic foam structure. The aim of this paper was creation of computational model and
using this model performs a comparison of struts different type under mechanical
loading. The finite element method was used for calculations. The material properties of
ceramic foam were determined experimentally.

2. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, highly porous brittle materials encounter a wide range of usage in
engineering practice, which is continuously increasing [1-2]. The interest in porous
ceramic materials is connected above all with their unique properties, such as low
relative weight, large specific surface area and high thermal insulation properties [3].
Using of highly porous materials in tissue engineering is very important, e.g. in bone
tissue replacement [4], etc. The structural similarity of spongy bone with porous
materials predetermines these materials as bone fillings. Suitably adapted foam
ceramics are, in contrast to commonly used inert ceramics, bioactive, which means that
the materials support integration between the bone and the implant and in many cases
these porous structures transform into bone tissue [5-6].
1
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The tensile test of brittle, highly porous materials is really problematic [7-8]. Despite
the difficulties with performing the tensile tests, the data offers very important
information about the mechanical properties. Owing to these experiments we can
generate data, needed for calculations with the Finite Element Method (FEM). In fact, in
so complicated structures it is practically impossible to estimate local mechanical
properties (local struts) by experiments. This is one of driving forces to create
calculation models respecting porous structure and modelling the material performance
in included applications.
The aim of the work is creating of computational model of ceramic foam (Vukopor® A)
and using this model performs a comparison of struts different type under mechanical
loading.

3. EXPERIMENT
For the purposes of the experiment, the commercially available ceramic foam
Vukopor® A (Lanik, Czech Republic), with a chemical composition of (wt %)
85% Al2O3 - 14% SiO2 - 1% MgO was used as the investigated material. A typical
feature of the structure of Vukopor® A ceramic foam is the three-dimensional network
of mutually opened pores forming a labyrinth of their ceramic body. Two groups of
samples were investigated; having the porosity 10 and 60 pores per linear inch (PPI),
see Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. The cellular structure of Vukopor® A for a) 10 PPI and b) 60 PPI (SEM)
Two elastic constant describing used ceramic material for creation of foam was
determined from the experiment; Young's modulus E as 70 000 MPa and Poisson ratio
 as 0.22. For the first results, the computational model was created for the porosity
10 pores per linear inch. For this case the dimensions of struts were approximately
100 x 600 μm (diameter x length).

4. COMPUTATIONAL MODEL
4.1 Micro-CT
Micro Computer Tomography (Micro-CT) have been used, allowing the 3D monitoring
of the micro structure of objects in a non-destructive way enable the examination of

objects smaller than one tenth of a millimeter [9-10], typically 5 to 20 μm. It has
significant influence for research into the microstructure of bone and highly porous
materials. The software STL model Creator [11] was developed in Matlab 2009b for
faster image processing and analyzing of the micro-CT data. This program loads images
in various formats and can create a 3D model in vectored form. For further processing
in FEM systems it is important to export the data. For this purpose the STL polygonal
net format is used. It is necessary to note that on the micro-level the computational
model obtained from micro-CT adequately respects the shape of such complicated
structure. Micro-CT slices were obtained in resolution 700x800 pixels (a total of 1000
slices with pixel size 15 x 15 µm2).
4.2 FEM model
The computational model was created by a finite element method using the system
ANSYS 12. SOLID187 element was used for meshing; it is a 10-node element with
quadratic displacement behavior. Since the high porous structures are very complicated
in shape, it is important to pay attention to the creation of mesh, see Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. a) FEM model of ceramic foam geometry and b) illustration of mesh
It is necessary to have a very fine and accurate mesh for the analysis of local stresses in
such complex microstructure. In addition, more precise mesh is necessary in the places
of stress concentrators. The time of mesh creation mainly depends on size and object
complication. For example, 5.3 million elements and 7.4 million nodes were used for
sample on Fig. 2.
Very good hardware is necessary to have to creation of such complicated models. A
used computer station to calculations was composed from an Intel® Core™ i7
Processor, a solid-state drive (SSD) and 24GB RAM. This computer station allowed
creation relatively extensive computational models. Despite the fact, the whole structure
(15 mm) was divided to three parts which each of them contains about 7 million
elements.
The computational models were considered as homogeneous isotropic with Young´s
modulus E = 70 000 MPa and Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.3. On the micro-level this ceramic
foam can be considered as homogeneous and linear isotropic [12]. 1st and 3rd principal

stresses were evaluated. The individual computational models were fixed on one side
and were loaded on the opposite side by means of pre-defined strain (0.1%).

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The local stress fields were analyzed in individual struts and local mechanical properties
were determined. 1st and 3rd principal stresses were evaluated on individual struts, see
Fig. 3. Maximum values of 1st principal stress are located in most cases in the transient
region between strut and triple point. This can be caused by influence of struts geometry
change. Their stiffness is changed due to increases of thickness. Generally, the
maximum stress values are placed on the outside of struts. A comparison of 1st and 3rd
principal stress values is obvious that the 1st principal stress plays important role in
behavior of struts.

Fig. 3. Samples of 1st and 3rd principal stresses on individual struts [MPa]
The dependence of 1st principal stress on orientation of individual struts was analyzed in
the next part of this contribution. The orientation relating to loading axis was measured
as angle between the load plane (XY) and the axis of strut. The computed results are
shown in Fig. 4. Forty five struts were chosen randomly from computational model and
on these struts the 1st principal stress and orientation were determined.
The graph can be divided into two main parts; from 0 to 40 degrees and from 40 to 90
degrees. The first set of results is typically for struts which are rather parallel to the load
plane. For the intended load (corresponding to elongation of the computational model
0.1%), the median of stress values was estimated as 87.2 MPa.
The second part of results is created by struts oriented rather perpendicularly to the load
plane. For such oriented struts the median of 1st principal stress values were evaluated

as 221.5 MPa. This value is more than 2.5 times higher than value obtained in the first
case. The highest values of 1st principal stress are over 300 MPa. It can be assumed that
the struts with such high values will be damaged and the stress field will be
redistributed.

Fig. 4. Dependence of 1st principal stress on struts orientation relating to loading plane
(XY)

6. CONCLUSIONS
The highly porous ceramic foam was study. The computational model was created using
micro-CT and subsequent image processing and was analyzed by a finite element
method. The 1st and 3rd principal stresses were evaluated and their influence on struts
behavior was estimated.
The research shows that the individual struts rotation in whole structure of highly
porous ceramic foam is significant. Rather parallel struts (up to 40°) are not so loaded
and the median of 1st principal stress was evaluated as 87.2 MPa. On other side, for
rather perpendicular struts (from 40° to 90°) it was found the median of 1st principal
stress as 221.5 MPa. This value is more than 2.5 times higher than value obtained for
struts oriented from 0° to 40°.
The aim of next research is determined local fracture criterion which would be able to
describe the fracture behavior of individual struts and subsequently fracture behavior of
whole structure of high porous ceramic foams. A wide range of experiments will
necessary to do for different sizes of examples and different topology and density of
struts.
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Macrostress and Macrostrain Finite Element Predictions in Articular Cartilage for
Correlation with Gene Expression Studies

J.Y.S. Li1, A. Metcalfe2, S. Evans3, E.J. Blain4 and C.A. Holt5

1. ABSTRACT
Articular cartilage has a complex inhomogeneous microstructure consisting of
interstitial fluid, proteoglycans and collagen fibres. Simple uni-axial compression can
induce a variety of local stresses and strains inside the tissue different to those measured
at bulk tissue level. In order to better understand the effects of mechanical loading on
the regulatory response of chondrocyte cells found in articular cartilage, use of finite
element modelling coupled with mechanical loading and gene expression studies is
proposed. Current articular cartilage constitutive models represent the explants as flat
surface axis-symmetric cylinders. However, cutting of the explants to achieve a flat
surface to reduce discrepancies between FEA and experimental results can cause trauma
to the chondrocytes and affect biological results. The effect of modelling uncut explants
as flat surface axis-symmetric cylinder was investigated. Results show that modelling of
explant specific surface curvature is essential for accurate macrostress and macrostrain
finite element predictions in articular cartilage during mechanical loading.

2. INTRODUCTION
Like other tissues in the human body, articular cartilage contains regulatory cells called
chondrocytes. Chondrocytes regulate the catabolic and anabolic activities of the tissue
depending on external environment stimuli, such as mechanical loading. This
mechanism allows the composition and organisation of the extracellular matrix to be
constantly altered to cope with functional demands. In cases where this mechanism fails
to maintain metabolic balance, articular cartilage thinning occur leading to
Osteoarthritis.
An ‘appropriate’ amount of mechanical loading is required for healthy articular
cartilage; however, at the same time, both under loading and excessive loading can
cause degeneration of the tissue. Gene expression studies are typically used to analyse
the effect of mechanical loading on the biological responses of articular cartilage1,2,3,
where cylindrical explants are extracted using a biopsy punch and subjected to different
loading conditions. Although the compressive loading can be generally quantified for
the bulk tissue by the use of load cells and platen displacement measurements, little is
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known about the local stresses experienced inside the tissue. Due to its complex
extracellular matrix structure, simple uni-axial compression of the tissue may induce a
variety of stresses such as shear stress, pore pressure, shear fluid stress in the
pericellular region different to that assumed by platen displacement and load cell
measurements. Therefore, the magnitude and type of loading which promotes cartilage
growth and constitutes as healthy loading is still unknown.
Finite element constitutive models for predicting local stresses and strains experienced
inside the tissue strive to accurately describe the intricate mechanical, electrical and
chemical interactions between the various constituents of the tissue. They range from
biphasic transversely isotropic models4, biphasic poroviscoelastic models5, fibrilreinforced6 hyperelastic models7, to swelling models8,9,10 and those that include the
tissues depth varying mechanical properties11. Nonetheless, these models assume the
cartilage explants are perfect axis-symmetric flat surface cylinders. These constitutive
models often require optimisation of the finite element predictions to experimental data
for determination of material parameters, as well as validation of the constitutive
models and the flat surface assumption can cause inaccuracies. To eliminate possible
errors, the top and bottom of the articular cartilage explants are sometimes sliced using
a microtome9. As gene expression studies are looking to study cell response to
mechanical stimuli, it is essential that the cells are kept viable. To prevent apoptosis,
cell death, cutting of the surface must be avoided. Results from gene expression studies
on the uncut surfaces have been found to be variable. This further supports the
hypothesis that flat surface cylinder simplification can cause inaccurate predictions of
the local stresses and strains experienced inside the tissue during loading.
The aim is to investigate the significance of an accurate surface geometry representation
of the articular cartilage explants in finite element predictions. In addition, to establish a
method that will allow gene expression studies and finite element modelling to be
carried out for the same explant while keeping the risks of apoptosis to the minimum.

3. METHODS
3.1.Three dimensional reconstruction of the condyle surface
Excised human femoral condyles were obtained from TKR surgery under the centre
wide ethical approval for Arthritis Research UK Biomechanics and Bioengineering
Centre. The femoral condyles were kept in physiological solution until testing. Dental
putty was used to take moulds of the condyle surface geometry pre and post explants
extraction with a 9mm diameter biopsy punch. To avoid contamination from the dental
putty, the femoral condyles were wrapped in Polyethylene cling film.
Digital Image Correlation was used to extract the condyle surface geometry from the
dental putty moulds. The dental moulds were first covered in a coat of uniform white
paint. A fine uniquely random speckle pattern was then affixed to the surface of the
moulds using black paint. Two high-resolution cameras (Limess Messtechnik &
Software GmbH, Pforzheim, Germany) with lenses of 2.8mm focal length were used to
image the moulds. Using a Digital Image Correlation analysis software, VIC-3D
(Correlated Solutions, Inc., Columbia, USA), a three-dimensional representation of the
moulds was reconstructed.

3.2. Extraction of individual articular cartilage explants
Point cloud data for the post explants extraction mould was then registered to the pre
explants extraction mould (Figure 1) and the deviation calculated (Figure 2)
(Geomagic®, USA). A data file with the coordinates of each data point and deviation
value was subsequently generated and filtered to obtain areas where significant
deviation was found. Using an optimisation algorithm (MATLAB®, MathWorks, Inc.)
an ellipse was fitted to the data points of each individual explant identified to calculate
their centre coordinates (Figure 2).

Figure 1 Point cloud data of the pre (left) and post (right) explants extraction moulds

Figure 2 Calculated coordinate differences pre and post specimen extraction moulds: Red indicates
significant differences (left). Ellipse fitting to point cloud data for calculating centre coordinates of an
explants (right)

Original point cloud data of the pre explants extraction mould was then filtered using
the centre coordinates of each explant (xi, yi) and the equation of a circle. The diameter
of the explants were measured to be 9.54mm and therefore, point cloud data was
extracted for all data points where equation 3 was satisfied, giving approximately 215
data points for each cartilage explants, 3 data point/mm2.

Equation 1

3.3. Creating the finite element model
Point cloud data of the cartilage explants were used to create a NURBS surface
(Geomagic®, USA). Assuming the thickness of the cartilage is uniform across the cross
section, the NURBS surface was extruded to the measured thickness of the cartilage
explants. The solid model was then exported into finite element software, ABAQUS
(Simulia, USA).
Compression of the explants by an analytically rigid platen was modelled. The cartilage

was modelled as linear elastic, where Young’s Modulus, E = 4.2MPa and Poisson’s
ratio, v = 0.3. Uni-axial compression force was applied on the platen using the same
data applied to the experimental testing (Figure 3). All degrees of freedom of the platen
were restricted, except in the axis parallel to the direction of the force applied. It was
assumed that the bone material supporting the bottom surface of the cartilage was
significantly stiffer than the cartilage tissue and hence, all degrees of freedom of the
nodes on the bottom surface were restricted. Interactions between the platen and the
cartilage surface were modelled as hard normal contact with no penetration and
frictionless tangential contact. For comparison, an axis-symmetric flat surface cylinder
model with the same thickness and diameter was analysed using the same material
properties, boundary conditions and loading conditions (Figure 3).

Figure 3 Diagram of the flat surface finite element model set up. Force was applied on the platen and the
bottom surface of the explant was restricted in all degrees of freedom (left) Force loading applied in
model and experimental testing, a maximum force of 11.58N was applied with a ramp of 0.1s. Force was
held constant at 11.58N for 0.4s and the explant was unloaded again to 0.1N over 0.1s (right)

4. RESULTS
For the explant specific curvature model, maximum surface displacement at contact
between the platen and explant was predicted to be 0.185mm and the maximum
principal stress was 0.236MPa. Results for the flat surface model were found to be
0.047mm and 0.030MPa (Figure 4).

Figure 4 Comparison of maximum principal stress and nodal displacement predicted at contact point
between the platent and explant

Deformation pattern predicted by the flat surface model displayed uniform transverse
isotropy across the explants, as local deformation decreased linearly with depth from
0.047mm to 0mm. Maximum principal stress experienced across the tissue ranged from
-0.0012MPa to 0.003MPa. No significant shear stresses or shear patterns was observed.

Unique strain patterns were observed in the explants specific surface curvature model
(Figure 5). Tissue deformation ranged from 0mm at the bottom of the cartilage to a
maximum of 0.185mm experienced at the central surface region, the site where initial
contact with the platen was at the beginning of loading. In addition to the depth wise
variation, deformation was also observed to vary in the transverse plane with the outer
region experiencing significantly less strain, approximately 0.03mm. Similarly,
maximum principal stress distribution in the explants specific surface curvature model
was found to vary in depth and transversely. The highest maximum principal stresses
were predicted at the immediate region adjacent to the point where initial contact with
the platen was established (Figure 5).

Figure 5 Contour plot of tissue deformation predicted for the explants specific surface curvature model:
red indicates maximum displacement of 1.85mm and black indicates the minimum 0mm (left) Contour
plot of maximum principal stress pattern predicted for the explant specific surface curvature model (right)

5. DISCUSSION
By comparing predictions for the flat and explants specific surface curvature models, it
was shown that the flat surface model, underestimated deformation at the point of initial
contact during maximum loading by 74.6% and the maximum principal stress by
87.3%. In the bulk material, it was also observed that the maximum principal stress is
generally underestimated by an order of magnitude of 10e-2. Examination of the basic
mechanics equations show that this is to be expected, using

Equation 2

Where σ is stress, F is the force applied and A is the contact surface area. Force applied
in both models was the same. Contact surface area in the curved surface model is less
than that in the flat surface model. Therefore, stresses experience in the curved surface
models should be greater than those in the flat surface model. As the definition of
Young’s modulus for a linear elastic material is,

Equation 3

Where E is the Young’s modulus, σ stress and ε is strain. Young’s modulus was again
kept constant between the models. As a result of the deduction above, greater stress is
experienced in the curved surface model, it should therefore be expected that greater
strain should be experienced.
The explants specific surface curvature affected the stress and strain patterns
significantly. In the flat surface models, transversely uniform depth varying local strain
different to that of the bulk tissue strain was noted. This has been reported previously in
literature12. However, it must be noted that in the explants specific surface curvature

model, strain patterns varied across the transverse cross-section as well as in depth.
Another explant specific surface curvature model was created using the same protocol
and analysed. It was found that the stress and strain patterns predicted are indeed highly
dependent and sensitive to the surface curvature of the explants (Figure 6). Furthermore,
small surface adulations were found to cause significant shear stress patterns inside the
tissue (Figure 6).

Figure 6 Contour plot of deformation predicted for another explant specific surface curvature model.
Strain pattern differs from previous model. Maximum deformation was 1.953mm indicated in red. (left)
Contour plot of significant shear stresses observed in another explant specific surface curvature model,
compared to the homogenous shear stress on the magnitude of 1e -4MPa in the flat surface mode.
Maximum shear stress was 0.147MPa indicated in red and the minimum was -0.238MPa indicated in
blue. (right)

6. CONCLUSIONS
The results from this study show that modelling of the exact surface geometry of the
explants is essential for accurate prediction of the magnitude and distribution of stress
and strains experienced inside the tissue during mechanical loading. A protocol has
been set up for creating finite element models with explant specific surface curvature.
The method uses dental putty to record the surface geometry of the condyles, thereby
eradicating the need for direct contact measurement techniques and reducing damage,
contamination and time delay for the gene expression studies to be carried out.
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PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS OF AN ENGINEERED ZONE OF
CALCIFICATION AT THE INTERFACE BETWEEN BONE AND
HYDROGEL: MECHANICAL AND NUMERICAL EVALUATION
J. Hollenstein1, A.C. Chen2, A. Terrier3, R.L. Sah4 and D.P. Pioletti5

1. ABSTRACT
A zone of calcified cartilage (ZCC) links bone to hyaline cartilage. This zone creates a
gradient of mechanical properties from soft to hard tissues and is essential for the
normal attachment of articular cartilage to bone. The objective of this study was to
evaluate, numerically and experimentally, the potential mechanical advantage of an
engineered zone of calcification (teZCC) for an artificial osteochondral construct. A
numerical push-off test model was then developed to compare the shear stress at the
interface between a bone scaffold and a hydrogel with or without a teZCC. A push-off
of the hydrogel at 15% strain induced an interfacial shear stress of 60 kPa without
teZCC, while this value dropped to 40 kPa with a teZCC at its interface with the
hydrogel. A simulated osteochondral defect treatment also showed a reduction of the
interface shear stress with teZCC at 10% compression. Experimentally, the development
of a teZCC was then performed in an agarose hydrogel at the interface between the
hydrogel and devitalized trabecular bone. The elastic modulus increased from 0.16 MPa
in the hydrogel to 1.5 MPa at the teZCC position. During a push-off test on the
engineered construct, the maximum peak load increased from 0.4 N to 0.8 N with the
presence of the teZCC. Enhanced interfacial mechanical properties between a hydrogel
and a porous rigid structure may therefore be achieved by creating a biomimetic
calcified interface.

2. INTRODUCTION
A zone of calcified cartilage (ZCC) links the interface between bone and hyaline
cartilage. The ZCC creates a gradient of mechanical properties facilitating the transfer
of load across the bone-cartilage interface. The ZCC also allows the attachment of
cartilage to bone, and protects hyaline cartilage from passive mineralization [1]. The
calcified interface functions as a mechanical transition with a mineral content conferring
an intermediate stiffness between that of soft tissue and bone [2, 3]. One of the key
structural components of this interface is hydroxyapatite.
Evaluation of the integration strength between bone and cartilage showed that fractures
occurred into the ZCC in immature bovine tissue. Through maturation, the ZCC creates
a strong interface with the subchondral bone, called the tidemark, at which fractures
occurred in mature tissues [4]. Equally, the formation of a calcified zone increased the
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anchorage of the cartilage into a porous calcium polyphosphate substrate [5].
Despite its recognized importance, the ZCC is often ignored in the development of
artificial osteochondral constructs. The objective of this study was to evaluate the
potential mechanical advantage of an engineered zone of calcification (teZCC) for this
situation.

3. METHODS
3.1 Numerical models
Two finite element method (FEM) models were solved numerically using Comsol
multiphysics software (COMSOL, Burlington, MA).
3.1.1 Push-off test model
The first model represented an engineered osteochondral construct undergoing a pushoff test (Fig 1A). Materials were assumed homogenous and with linear isotropic elastic
properties. The material properties are summarized in Table 1. The construct had a
diameter of 6.4 mm. The scaffold and the hydrogel (parts of the construct) were both 3
mm thick. The teZCC had a variable thickness from 0 to 1.5 mm. The scaffold was
fixed while the hydrogel was undergoing a displacement of 1 mm imposed by the
indenter. A default contact condition was imposed between the indenter and the
hydrogel. The indenter was positioned 1 mm (z-direction) from the hydrogel-teZCC
interface. The reaction force on the indenter and the maximal shear stress at the
interfaces between hydrogel-teZCC and teZCC-scaffold were calculated.

Figure 1: Model of the push-off test (A) and axisymmetric model of the osteochondral
defect treatment (B). 1: scaffold, 2: teZCC, 3: hydrogel, 4: indenter, 5: opposing host
cartilage, 6: host cartilage, 7: host ZCC, 8: host bone. Green arrow shows the position of
the alignment when the thickness of the teZCC (2) is changed (the top of 2 and 7 are
always kept aligned).
3.1.2 Osteochondral defect treatment model
The second model (Fig 1B) is a simplified representation of an osteochondral defect
treatment. Materials were assumed homogenous and with linear isotropic elastic

properties. The whole model was seen as a union and no contact condition was
considered. A 10% deformation to zone 5 was applied from the top and the maximal
shear stress at the construct interfaces (hydrogel-teZCC and teZCC-scaffold) were
calculated.
Tissue

Material/Zone

Thickness E Moduls

Indenter

316 Stainless Steel

3 mm

Construct

Hydrogel
3 mm
0.16 MPa
0.45
teZCC
variable
1.5 MPa
0.3
Scaffold
3 mm
80 MPa
0.3
Cartilage
3 mm
10 MPa
0.45
ZCC
0.2 mm
320 MPa
0.3
Bone
5 mm
6 GPa
0.3
Table 1: Material properties used in the models A and B.

Host

196 GPa

Poisson
Ratio
0.3

Ref

[6]
[6]
[7]
[8, 9]
[10]
[10]

3.2 In vitro engineering of a ZCC (teZCC)
Mechanical properties. An indentation test to determine the local hydrogel stiffness was
previously performed [6]. The indentation stiffness value at each site was calculated as
the reaction force divided by the indentation depth, giving results in N/mm. Stiffness is
then used to calculate the elastic modulus of the material using the following equations
[11]:
1
π
Er = S * *
(1)
2
A
where Er is the reduced indentation modulus, S is the indentation stiffness and A is the
contact area. Then the sample modulus (Es) can be calculated:
−1
" 1 1− vi2 %
2
(2)
Es = (1− v s ) $ −
'
Ei &
# Er
where vs and vi are the Poisson ratio of the sample and of the indenter respectively, and
Ei is the modulus of the indenter.
Mechanical testing. With the use of a double diffusion system previously described [6,
12], a teZCC was obtained at the interface between agarose and bovine devitalized
trabecular bone. The interface strength was then evaluated by a push-off test and a loaddisplacement curve was obtained and used to determine the maximum load to failure,
which we defined as the peak load.

4. RESULTS
4.1 Numerical push-off test model
The push-off test model showed a fairly linear increase of the load with an increase of
displacement (Fig 2A). With this model, without failure criteria, we do not observe a
difference in the load-displacement curve between samples with or without teZCC (Fig
2A). The model showed a decrease of shear stress at the scaffold-hydrogel interface
with the presence of the teZCC. A push-off displacement of 1 mm (corresponding to a

load of 0.5 N) resulted in a 55 kPa interfacial shear stress without teZCC. A teZCC
thickness of 0.5 mm resulted in a shear stress drop to 40 kPa at the teZZC-hydrogel
interface (Fig 2BC).

Figure 2: Push-off test model. Load-displacement curve (A). Maximum shear stress at
the teZCC-hydrogel interface (B) and at the scaffold-teZCC interface (C) for a 1 mm
displacement with different teZCC thicknesses.
4.2 In vitro engineering of a ZCC
As previously described [6], a teZCC could be obtained in a hydrogel inducing an
increase in the elastic modulus from 0.16 MPa in the hydrogel to 1.5 MPa at the teZCC
position. After creating a hydrogel-trabecular bone construct and calcifying the interface
(teZCC was about 0.2-0.5 mm in thickness), the push-off test (similar setup as figure
1.A) showed an increase in peak load from 0.4 N to 0.8 N.

Figure 3: Load-displacement curve for the non-calcified and calcified interface.
The peak load was then used to find the maximum shear stress the construct could
sustain before failure. According to our model (Fig 2AB), without the teZCC, a
maximum shear stress of 55 kPa was obtained with a 0.4 N load. With a teZCC of 0.5
mm in thickness, a maximum shear stress of 60 kPa was obtained at the teZZC-hydrogel
interface with a 0.8 N load.

4.3 Osteochondral defect treatment model
The osteochondral defect treatment model showed that the presence of the teZCC could
help to lower the interface shear stress due to misalignment of the implanted construct.
Without the teZCC, the implanted construct, with the bottom of the hydrogel aligned
with the bottom of the host cartilage, will endure a maximal shear stress at the hydrogelscaffold interface of 0.15 MPa (Fig 4AB) under 10% deformation of zone 5. The
presence of teZCC reduced the maximal stress to about 5 kPa (Fig 4AB).

Figure 4: Osteochondral defect treatment model. Maximum shear stress at teZCChydrogel interface (A) and at scaffold-teZCC interface (B) at 0.1 mm deformation
(10%) and different teZCC thicknesses.
Using the results from 4.2, the engineered construct without teZCC (55 kPa maximum
shear stress limit) would not resist the 0.15 MPa of maximal shear stress. On the other
hand, the engineered construct with teZCC (60 kPa maximum shear stress limit) would
resist the 5 kPa of maximal shear stress.
5. DISCUSSION
The zone of calcification is crucial for the fabrication of a functional osteochondral
construct. The teZCC confers both strength and anchorage of the hydrogel to the
scaffold. Indeed, the modeling and the in vitro test confirmed that the teZCC resulted in
a stronger interface.
Based on the developed numerical model, the presence of the teZCC would reduce the
interface shear stress under a push-off test. The teZCC would indeed mitigate the
difference in mechanical properties between both materials at the interfaces, which
would induce a lower shear stress [13]. During the push-off test, the shear stress is most
reduced at the teZCC-hydrogel interface than at teZCC-scaffold interface. Indeed, the
mechanical properties of the teZCC are closer to that of the hydrogel than the scaffold,
which creates a smaller gradient at the teZCC-hydrogel interface than at teZCC-scaffold
interface.
The osteochondral defect treatment model shows that the presence of the teZCC in the
construct would also reduce the interface stress at both interfaces. This corroborates the
findings discussed above in that the teZCC would smoothen the gradient of mechanical

properties as well as protect the hydrogel-scaffold interface from the lateral expansion
of the host cartilage following the implantation of an osteochondral construct. The
displacement during compression in the osteochondral defect treatment model (data not
presented) shows the lateral expansion of the host cartilage against the construct. The
teZCC helps absorbing the stress from the lateral compression and stiffened the
interface. A stiffer hydrogel could probably be used to further constrict the lateral
expansion of the surrounding cartilage but the hydrogel’s anchorage with the underlying
scaffold will still need to be enhanced.
Finally, no major effect of the teZCC thickness on the shear stress was observed. This
enables us to work with a thinner zone, which would better mimic the zonal architecture
of the host tissue and help lateral interaction and integration.
Based on the values of push-off tests obtained from the in vitro engineering of the ZCC,
an increase of the maximum shear stress to failure can be obtained at the interfaces. The
maximum shear stress the construct could sustain shows that without the teZCC, it
would not be possible to avoid delamination in the simulated osteochondral defect
treatment. Altogether, this suggests that biochemical surrogates could be used to
enhance functional properties and calcification of a region similar to a zone of calcified
cartilage.
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CELL SEEDING OPTIMIZATION IN 3D SCAFFOLD UNDER
DYNAMIC CONDITION: COMPUTATIONAL AND EXPERIMENTAL
METHODS
A. L. Olivares1, C.M. Perrault2 and D. Lacroix3

1. ABSTRACT
Proper cell density and spatial distribution in a 3D scaffold are essential to
morphogenetic development of an engineered tissue. The aim of this study was to
combine computational and experimental techniques to study cell seeding under
dynamic conditions. Rapid prototyped poly-caprolactone scaffolds, 5 mm in diameter
and 1.5 mm in height, were used in a custom-made microfluidic chamber, thus enabling
live visualization of the seeding process. The scaffold morphologies were reconstructed
from micro CT images and the fluid volume was created similar to the microfluidic
chamber. Computationally cell motion was represented as spherical particles in a fluid
medium using a multiphase Lagrangian formulation implemented in Ansys Fluent. Cells
were dragged by the fluid flow and adhesion was quantified using wall film theory.
Experimentally, fluorescent microspheres, 10 um in diameter, were used, and fluid flow
was controlled with a syringe pump. Inlet fluid flow was applied at 0.15 mm/s, identical
to the model condition. Live imaging of the seeding process in the microfluidic chamber
enables to record particle trajectory and velocity and possible zone of cell adhesion. The
computational simulation shows velocities (≈0.6mm/s) in agreement with the particles
experiment. Particles distributions was similar and can be highlighted the scaffold
design in fluid accessibility.

2. INTRODUCTION
Development of in vitro tissue involves cell seeding onto a biodegradable scaffold and
culture through a bioreactor system [1,2]. Cell density and spatial distribution in a 3D
scaffold are critical to morphogenetic development of an engineered tissue [3]. A high
number and even distribution of cells in a scaffold are associated with reduced culture
time and with increased formation of tissue (e.g. increase of bone mineralization [4] or
cartilage formation [5]). In addition, initial cell distribution in a scaffold is strongly
related with the final tissue properties [6,7]. Since human cells are often available in
short supply [8], maximization of the cell seeding process is necessary. Dynamic cell
seeding with bioreactors have proven to provide a higher efficiency and more even
distribution of cells [9], more particularly within 3D scaffolds, where perfusion systems
were reported to lead to greater efficiency (40% to 90%) [2, 10-12] and better cell
distribution [13]. The main challenge of dynamic cell seeding is the proper selection and
optimization of parameters [8,14].
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Dynamic cell seeding combines two complex phenomena: cellular adhesion and fluid
flow. Theoretical models can offer a better controlled and systematic approach for the
optimization of cell seeding process compared to the experimental approach. Olivares
and Lacroix [15] proposed a numerical method based on fluid particles to control the
cell seeding process under perfusion conditions. The models are checked with final
results obtained from the experiment and two principal limitations were found: (1) the
seeding process in time cannot be verified, and (2) final particles distribution was
compared with only the experimental cell distribution at the end of the seeding process.
For this study a combination of computational experimental methods are proposed to
optimize the cell seeding process. The general overview of this study is represented in
Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Overview scheme represent the methods used in the study. (a) regular scaffold
(CAD from Biotek company), (b) Transparent micro-fluidic chamber.

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS
3.1 Computational approach
Rapid prototyped poly-caprolactone (PCL) scaffold of diameter 5 mm and height 1.5
mm (3D Biotek, USA) (Fig.1a) was used. A micro-fluidic chamber was designed and
fabricated to enable live visualization of the seeding process (Fig 1b). Three samples of
PCL scaffold were scanned using a μCT Skyscan1172 (Trabeculae, Spain) with a
resolution of 4.9 μm. The cross section of one sample is shown in Fig. 2a to show the
distribution of pores. Cross-sections were super-imposed using the software MIMICS
(Materialize) to form a three-dimensional reconstruction of the sample (Fig.2b). A
regular material distribution was showed through the μCT analysis.

Fig. 2. Micro CT scaffold reconstruction. (a) segmented image (b) 3D scaffold
reconstruction.

The seeding process was simulated using a Lagrangian discrete multiphase model in
Ansys Fluent. Water (carrier medium, with a viscosity η of 10-3 Pa-s and density ρ of
103 kg/m3) was simulated as a continuous medium solved by the Navier-Stokes equation
and the continuity equation. The fluid drives the motion of the dispersed phase
representing the cells (spherical particles). The motion of the cells in the fluid was
governed by the translational motion, determined by Newton´s second law (Eq. 1). For
this phase, inert spherical particles of diameter 10 μm, viscosity 5*10-3 Pa-s, density 103
kg/m3 and surface tension 0.03 N/s were used to mimic the fluorescent particles used in
the experiment. The spherical drag force (FD) is the main force to govern cell motion
with respect to the other force included (Lift force FL). Transient, laminar and
incompressible fluid flow was assumed. Boundaries conditions are controlled through
mass flux corresponding with the fluid flow at experiments. On the scaffold wall, non
slip conditions were applied and cell adhesion was simulated through the wall film
formulation implemented on Fluent (ANSYS). When the cell hits with the scaffold
surface, the cell maintains a spherical shape and stick onto the surface.
du p
 FD (u  u p )  FL
[1]
dt
3.2 Experimental approach
Experimentally, FluoSpheres® polystyrene microspheres (Invitrogen, USA), 10μm in
diameter, UV fluorescent were used. A custom-made fluidic chamber with diameter of
5mm was created out of PDMS (polydimethysiloxane) by molding a metallic rod
(Figure 3). Inlet and outlet ports were created on either side of the channel with hole
puncher and 1mm tubing was connected in the ports. The PDMS chamber was bonding
irreversibly to a glass slide by applying oxygen plasma to both surfaces. The scaffold
was inserted into the channel immediately prior to joining the PDMS and glass parts.
The fluid flow was controlled with a syringe pump (Aladdin2, WPI, USA). Constant
fluid flow (10mL/h) corresponding to an inlet velocity of 0.15 mm/s (for chamber
diameter ≈5mm) was applied. Live image of the seeding process were obtained thanks
to the transparency of the fluidic chamber (volume 0.7mL). Particle concentration
(3*105 part/mL) was controlled by using a cell counter (Neubauer chamber) and one
regular scaffold was used.
Glass
Scaffold

PDMS cylindric chamber (5mm,diameter)

Fig. 3. Fluidic chamber designed to observe the seeding process.

4. RESULTS
Figure 4a shows the pathline representing the fluid velocity in a cross-section. A
maximum fluid value (1.2 mm/s) was found within the scaffold. Average velocity
within the scaffold is approximately of 0.6mm/s. The distribution of the shear stimuli
was uniform in the scaffold surface (Fig. 4b) with values between 30-50 mPa in the pore

border (PB). The particles adhered (green) (Fig. 4c) after 10 min represented a 4% of
particles suspended in media. The local analysis (Fig. 4d) showed that a higher
concentration of particles was found in a pore border in comparison to the number of
particles on the inner cavities (IC).

Fig. 4. Computational implementation (a) Velocity magnitude (b) Shear stress
distributed on scaffold surface (c) Particles adhered (green) and particles suspended
(gray) (d) Distribution of particles adhered on scaffold surface. Magnification of
particles adhered (show adhesion zone)
Fluorescent microscopy was used to observe the live motion of particles in the
transparent chamber (Fig. 5a). In the centre part of the figure, the scaffold is located and
in the live video the particles trajectories and the deposition of particles are shown. An
acceleration of particles can be observed, when they are close to the scaffold surface.
Figure 5b shows the particles distribution after 10 min. The distribution was
homogeneous on the inner scaffold. The density of adhesion was higher on the pore
border in comparison to inner cavities scaffold.

Fig. 5. Experimental approach. (a) Life image of fluorescent particles in motion. (b)
Distribution of particles adhered on scaffold surface.

5. DISCUSSION
The critical issue in microscale design is the facilitation of mass transport within 3D
matrices to control the efficiency of cell seeding. The inclusion of sufficiently sized
open pores and a well interconnected geometry improve diffusion throughout the
scaffold interior. Three-dimensional matrices with similar porosity but dramatically
different pore geometry, can yield different mass transport proﬁles [16]. It is important
to point out that the mass transport term has a control in the distribution inside the
scaffold and in the adhesion rate [15, 16].
In this study a controlled and reproducible cell-seeding methodology was proposed.
Experimental results obtained for fluorescent particles (using blood flow determination)
were compared with flow particles computational approach previously proposed. The
next step of this work will include the use of the cells live and evaluate the real process.
We are assuming that the fluorescent particles had a behavior similar to the blood cells
in media.
The experimental conditions were reproduced computationally, from control of microscale using a regular scaffold. With a same model were predicted the cell seeding
process [15] but the experimental assessment was a limitation. For this new approach, a
transparent fluidic chamber was designed, and the process can be visualized. Live
videos will be used to calculate the particles velocities and trajectories, and a further
comparison with the magnitude obtained in the computational studies. This point
represented a significant advance for the futures studies of complex dynamic cell
seeding.
Changes of velocities experiment by the particles in the zones near the scaffold,
demonstrate the importance of controlling the structure and fluid environment. For a
high drag flow did not allow to particle deposition, similar to theory formulated by
Wendt [2]. The scaffold design used is also important; in this study a regular and
orthogonal scaffold was used. Given the difficulty of the particles to penetrate inside the
pores, the BP had higher densities compared to the IC zone.

6. CONCLUSIONS
Cell seeding plays a critical role in the quality of custom-made TE constructs. Reliable
techniques are required to validate the different seeding conditions including the initial
suspended cells to the successfully attaching cells. In this study a new approach was
proposed based on computational and experimental methods. Both methods are based
on the particles flow, and its capacities and limitations were compared with an in vitro
dynamic seeding.
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EFFICIENCY AND COMFORT OF KNEE BRACES: A PARAMETRIC
STUDY BASED ON COMPUTATIONAL MODELLING
B.Pierrat1 , J.Molimard2 , P.Calmels 3 , L.Navarro4 , S.Avril5

1. ABSTRACT
Knee orthotic devices are commonly prescribed by physicians and medical practitioners
for preventive or therapeutic purposes. However, the mechanical action of these devices
remains controversial. The present study focuses on how the mechanical action of the
brace is transmitted from the skin contact to the joint. A Finite Element Model was set
up and a Design Of Experiments approach was used to quantify meaningful mechanical
parameters related to the efficiency and comfort of braces. Results show that the best
tradeoff between efficiency and comfort is obtained by adjusting the brace size or the
strap tightening. Thanks to this computational analysis, novel brace designs can be
evaluated for an optimal mechanical efficiency and a better compliance of the patient
with the treatment.

2. INTRODUCTION
The knee is the largest joint in the body and is vulnerable to injury during sport
activities and to degenerative conditions such as arthrosis. Knee injuries are common
and account for 15-50% of all sports injuries [1]. Knee braces are prescribed for various
knee syndromes such as ligament tears or disruptions, patellofemoral syndrome,
iliotibial band syndrome, knee arthrosis and knee laxities [2]. These physio-pathological
conditions involve pain and/or functional instability. These conditions are prevalent and
are a huge burden on individuals and healthcare systems.
Numerous mechanisms for the brace action have been proposed and investigated such
as proprioceptive improvements, strain decrease in ligaments, neuromuscular control
enhancement, increase of joint stiffness and corrective off-loading torque for
unicompartimental knee osteoarthritis [3,4]. Studies aiming to justify the use of knee
orthoses in medical practice were reviewed by [3–5]. The following conclusions have
been reported:
1. Mechanical/physiological effects have been emphasized, but these mechanisms
have been poorly characterized.
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2. Only a few high-level clinical studies exist, and the effectiveness of bracing
versus no bracing on postoperative outcomes has not been conclusively
demonstrated.
Possible explanations of 1 having no perceptible effect on 2 could be that mechanical
action levels are too low, or that patients do not comply with the orthopedic treatment
and do not wear enough the device due to comfort issues. Moreover, these studies are
based on questionable methods and results lack authority. As a consequence of these
uncertainties, medical practitioners and manufacturers still lack a simple evaluation tool
for knee orthoses. A French committee of experts highlighted this problem [6] and
stated that orthoses must be evaluated by taking both the mechanisms of action and the
desired therapeutic effects into account.
In order to answer these issues, an original Finite Element Model approach has been
developed. This model was built in agreement and cooperation with medical
practitioners and orthotic industrials, in an attempt of linking design problems, brace
ability to prevent a given pathology and patient comfort. As there is a huge variety of
orthoses on the market, the focus was placed on mass-produced knee braces, in
opposition to individualized orthotic devices. They are usually made of synthetic
textiles and may incorporate bilateral hinges and bars, straps, silicone anti-sliding pads
and patella hole. Different hinge systems exist in order to reproduce knee kinematics. A
typical design of a common brace is depicted in Fig. 1(a). They are prescribed either for
prophylactic or functional purposes.

Fig. 1: Mass-produced knee orthosis: usual commercially available model (a) and FE
model (b).
3. METHODS
3.1 Finite element model of the braced knee
The model was developed using Abaqus® v6.10-2. This generic model is not aimed to
be patient specific, but to understand the force transfer mechanisms between the rigid
parts of the knee brace and the joint through the brace fabric, the patient skin and soft
tissues. 3D geometry of the human leg was obtained from a segmented PET-CT
(Positron Emission Tomography - Computed Tomography) scan. The leg was scaled in

order to reach the dimensions of a median French male leg (2006 French Measurement
Campaign). It features rigid bones, homogenized soft tissues (muscles, fat, tendons and
fascias), skin and a fitted brace, as depicted in Fig. 1(b).
Soft tissues were meshed with 160 000 quadratic tetrahedral elements. The material was
defined as homogeneous, isotropic, quasi-incompressible and hyper-elastic. A NeoHookean strain energy function was used as described in [7,8]. The model parameters
for the leg were identified by [7] for a passive muscle (G = 3-8 kPa) and by [8] for a
contracted muscle (G = 400 kPa). K was set to 10×G in order to enforce quasiincompressibility.
The skin was meshed with 11 000 quadrilateral shell elements of thickness 1mm, as
already modeled by [9]. The material was defined as homogeneous, isotropic, quasiincompressible and hyper-elastic. An Ogden strain energy function was used
as
described in [9]. Values of  and  have been identified by [9] on the forearm ( = 35
and  = 15kPa). A pre-stress of 4 kPa was applied in the circumferential and
longitudinal directions of the skin.
Regarding the orthosis, the textile consisted of 30 000 quadrilateral shell elements and
each strap of 1600 quadrilateral shell elements. The bars were modeled as rigid bodies.
The mechanical behavior of fabrics has been already successfully modeled using shell
elements [10]. The material was defined as homogeneous, orthotropic and linear elastic.
The constitutive equations, written in vectorial form, relative to the warp and weft
directions, are then:

(1)
and
(2)
where Nij and Mij are the tensions and bending moments of the fabric,  ij and ij the
strains and bending strains, Ei the tensile rigidities, G12 the shear rigidity,  ij the
Poisson’s ratios, Fi the bending rigidities, 12 the torsional rigidity and i parameters
analogous to Poisson’s ratios. Tensile rigidities and Poisson’s ratios were obtained from
unidirectional tensile tests on an Instron® machine whereas bending rigidities were
measured using a KES-F device (Kawabata Evaluation System for Fabrics) [10,11].
Samples were taken from 4 commercially available orthoses and their straps.
Rigid bars of the orthosis were connected using hinge connectors with a blocking
feature, allowing them to pivot with the joint but not in the other way. A basic Coulomb
friction model was used for the orthosis/skin and skin/soft tissues contacts in which
contact pressure is linearly related to the equivalent shear stress with a constant friction
coefficient . Values of brace for different fabric/skin systems are available in the
literature, ranging from 0.3 to 0.7 [12,13]. Concerning the skin/soft tissues contact, no
data was found in the literature for friction coefficient measurements. This parameter
leg was assumed to be 0.1. Skin was bonded to soft tissues at the top and bottom of the
leg.

A quasi-static analysis was performed using the Explicit solver. A joint kinematic was
imposed, either a 20 mm front drawer, a 15° varus, a 20° pivot or a 45° flexion. A single
analysis is completed in about 4 hours on 8 CPUs at 2.4 Ghz.
3.2 Design Of Experiments
In order to characterize and rank the influence of brace design characteristics and
patient-related specificities, 8 key parameters were identified. Their ranges or levels
were chosen in agreement with existing brace designs and from data available in the
literature. These parameters are detailed in Tab. 1.
N°

Parameter

Associated manufacturer/
patient characteristic
Thread type and weaving
technique of the fabric
Brace size
Brace length

5

Tensile and bending
stiffness of the fabric
Initial radius of the brace
Brace length
Tensile and bending
stiffness of the straps
Initial stress in the strap

6

Strap shape

-

Brace/skin friction
coefficient brace
Soft tissues stiffness

Patient’s skin humidity, antisliding interface material
Muscle contraction

1
2
3
4

7
8

Strap material
Strap tightening

Study range or
levels
E1 = E2 = 200 →
1000 N/m
35 → 70 mm
250 / 350 / 500 mm
E = 200 → 25000
N/m
200 → 25000 N/m
Parallel horizontal
straps / Helical straps
0.15 → 0.5
5.5 / 400 kPa

Tab. 1: Identified parameters and their area of study.
After normalizing the factors to a [-1;1] interval, 100 numerical simulations were
chosen using an 8 dimension stratified latin hypercube sampling, which authorizes both
continuous factors and given levels. 4 responses were output from the simulations: the
slope of the reaction force/moment vs displacement/rotation curve for the drawer, varus
and pivot (stiffness of the orthosis in a given direction) and the average contact pressure
applied by the brace on the skin at the end of the flexion step. With the intention of
comparing the parameters, the responses were normalized in such a way that their
standard deviation was 0.5 and their mean 0. Finally, a linear regression was performed
to find a first order, no-interaction polynomial response surface. The linearized effect of
each parameter is the corresponding polynomial coefficient. A Fisher test with 91
degrees of freedom was used to determine how significant each factor is.
4. RESULTS
Before normalization, the results ranged as (mean ± standard deviation): drawer
stiffness (1.64 ± 1.15 N/mm), varus stiffness (0.30 ± 0.28 N.m/°), pivot stiffness (0.053
± 0.041 N.m/°) and average contact pressure (498 ± 357 Pa). The results of the
parametric study are depicted in Fig. 2. The influence of each factor depends on the
mechanical load, although the initial brace radius is a key parameter in each case. Other
rather influent parameters were the fabric stiffness and the muscle contraction. Almost
non-influent parameters were identified such as the strap shape and the friction
coefficient. The influence of remaining parameters depends on the response. It is

noteworthy that the contact pressure response is opposed to the stiffness responses,
showing that a stiffer orthosis is also less comfortable. This trend is wrong for three
parameters: the brace length, the strap stiffness and the strap tightening.

Fig. 2: Comparison of the effect of each parameter for different response surfaces.
5. DISCUSSION
The FE model is subject to limitations because it is not patient-specific. Even if it has
not been demonstrated, it is highly probable that several patient-specific leg factors
influence the mechanical response of the brace-leg system. These factors may include
mechanical properties of the different leg constituents (skin, soft tissues) as well as the
quantity of adipose tissue or the geometry of the leg itself. Nevertheless, the purpose of
this work is not to compute the actual efficiency and comfort of a particular brace-leg
system, but to understand the general mechanical mechanisms governing these
phenomena. In that way, the developed generic model is perfectly suited, even if work
remains to be done in validating and exploiting it. Besides, modeling choices may be
subject to caution as most mechanical properties and friction models are derived from
literature. Regarding the Design Of Experiments, the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE)
of the linear response surface is quite high, indicating that the actual responses are
probably not linear and that interactions between parameters exist. More FE simulations
are required in order to compute such response surfaces with good reliability. Finally,
the exploitation of the outcomes of this study indicates that manufacturers should focus
on brace length and straps in order to increase joint stiffening without altering the brace
comfort.
6. CONCLUSION
An adaptable FE model was successfully developed and used in a Design Of
Experiments approach. Results showed that the mechanical action of knee braces may

be increased by using stiffer or tighter devices but attention must be paid to discomfort
issues. Only the brace length and the straps could still be improved without altering
comfort. Future work will consist in validating these conclusions experimentally. It is
also envisaged to develop an optimization tool for the design of orthoses.
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PREOPERATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE STABILITY OF A PATIENTSPECIFIC SURGICAL GUIDE: A CASE STUDY
J. Van den Broeck1, R. Wirix-Speetjens2 and J. Vander Sloten3

ABSTRACT
In orthopaedic surgery, one technique to transfer a preoperative planning to the
operating room uses patient-specific surgical guides. With the number of applications
for surgical guides increasing, modelling the guide design requirements becomes an
important issue, as this affects the design efficiency. We have developed a
computational model to predict the stability of a surgical guide, looking at both
translational and rotational stability. This model was used to compare different guide
designs with respect to their stability on the contact surface and this comparison was
validated experimentally. We conclude that the computational model developed here is
capable of predicting the feeling of stability of a surgical guide.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The use of three-dimensional (3D) preoperative planning has quickly gained popularity
over the past decade. Preoperative planning requires a 3D reconstruction of the patient’s
anatomy using medical imaging techniques as computed tomography or magnetic
resonance imaging. Once the preoperative plan is defined, this should be transferred to
the operation room. One technique for such transfer uses patient-specific devices that
guide various surgical instruments [1]. In literature this customized instrumentation is
also known as guides [2], jigs [3] or templates [4].
A number of applications have been documented to benefit from the use of surgical
guides, where a drilling or cutting direction is provided to the surgeon. A first successful
commercial application was found in dental implantology, where the drilling direction
of the dental implants is provided by a guide and an improved accuracy is proven [5]. In
orthopaedics, research started off with spinal interventions [6], but the use of patientspecific surgical guides for total knee arthroplasty became quickly a commercial
success [7]. Recent research explored the use of guides for unicompartmental knee
arthroplasty [8], radius osteotomy [9] and hip resurfacing [2].
The use of a preoperative plan and an accompanying surgical guide has the potential to
result in a more accurate outcome than a conventional surgery [10] [11]. Three criteria
are defined to achieve this result: the guide needs to fit on a unique position on the
anatomy, this position needs to be stable and the surgeon has to be able to identify the
correct position of the guide on the patient’s anatomy [12]. If the guide doesn’t meet
these conditions, it can be applied incorrectly by the surgeon; this could result in poor
outcome.
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Despite the importance of taking the above criteria into account, little research has been
done to model these requirements. Therefore this research focuses on developing a
methodology to predict the stability of a guide design based on its 3D model and the 3D
model of the patient’s anatomy. Our focus in this paper is on predicting the stability of a
guide with respect to the haptic feeling of stability a user experiences.

2.

METHOD

2.1 Computational model
A computational model was developed to verify the stable position of a surgical guide
during the design phase. Based on previous research from the field of fixture lay-out
optimization [13] and navigation registration [14], the relationship between the contact
surface of the guide and the patient’s anatomy is investigated.
The contact surface between guide and bone model is defined by its contact points
and the unit outward normal vector
at each point. Using this information, Lin et al
developed a frame-invariant method to compare grasps and fixtures using the spatial
stiffness matrix of the contact surface [13]:
∑[

][

]

[

]

(1)

This
stiffness matrix
is a positive definite matrix with a block-diagonal
structure. Its
submatrices , and are used to define two new matrices that
characterize the stiffness behaviour of the contact.
and
of the submatrix characterize the translational stiffness
The eigenvalues ,
of the contact. Similar, a matrix
was defined, that characterizes the rotational
behaviour of the contact:
(2)
The eigenvalues ,
and
of the matrix
are the principal rotational stiffness
parameters of the contact. The principal rotational stiffness parameters are scaled such
that the rotational stiffness of the contact can be investigated with respect to a userdefined target point:
(
where

(3)

)

is the distance of the instantaneous axis of rotation to the target point [13].

The stiffness of the contact improves if the minimal principal translational or rotational
stiffness parameter increases. We defined a translational and rotational stability
parameter based on the target registration error as defined by Ma and Ellis [14]:
√

√

(4)

a) Guide design 1

b) Guide design 2

c) Guide design 3

Figure 1: The three different guide designs created to drill four holes in the distal femur.

Based on these stability parameters, two quality scores are then defined to compare
different guide designs on a limited scale:
(5)
and
represent respectively the translational and rotational stability
behaviour of full contact surface on a cube, which is the optimal stable situation. The
quality score
and
are then limited over a range of 0 to 10, where a score of 10
represents a perfectly stable contact.
2.2 Guide design
Three guides were designed to fit on a distal femur in 3-matic® (Materialise NV,
Leuven, Belgium). The designs were created to drill four pins in the distal femur, as
done when performing a total knee arthroplasty (TKA). As can be seen in Figure 1, the
guides differ in position of the base plate: the first design shows little coverage, the
second design uses the femoral surface visible in a standard TKA for support and the
third design creates a cap over a large part of the femur not taking soft tissue or incision
constraints into account. Expected is that this variation in baseplate contact will result in
a different feeling of stability when positioned on the femoral surface.
2.3 Experiment
All guides and a model of the distal femur were created using additive manufacturing
(selective laser sintering using polyamide material). A fit test was performed where
multiple users were asked to manipulate the different guides on the bone model to
assess the haptic feeling of stability. With respect to possible movement, the users had
to assign a score between 1 and 5 which reflected the feeling of stability they had for a
specific guide. The score charts presented to them are shown in Table 1 and Table 2.
Table 1: Score chart presented to the users during the fit test with respect to translational stability
of the guide.

1
Translation in all
directions possible

2

3
Slight translation
(in one direction)

4

5
Doesn’t slide

Table 2: Score chart presented to the users during the fit test with respect to rotational stability of
the guide.

1
Rotations in all
directions possible

2

3
Slight rotations
(in one direction)

4

5
Doesn’t rotate

Table 3: Results of the analysis of the different designs using the computational model.

Guide design 1
Guide design 2
Guide design 3

3.

TT

QT

2.43
2.09
1.25

3.23
3.75
6.26

Mean TR
6.78
4.44
1.94

Mean QR
1.16
1.77
4.05

Max TR
7.62
4.73
2.03

Min QR
1.03
1.66
3.87

RESULTS

3.1 Computational model
The guide designs were analysed using the computational model implemented in
Matlab® (v. R2011a, The MathWorks Inc., Natick, Massachusetts, USA). The resulting
quality scores are listed in Table 3, where the translational quality scores are listed in
the second column. Looking at these scores, it is to be expected that the first guide
design will be the least stable, where the second will react more stable with respect to
translation. The third guide design should show the least response to a translational
movement.
As the guides are created to guide the drilling of four holes, four possible target points
can be identified as the centre points of the created drill cylinders. From equations (3-5)
it then follows that four different rotational quality scores can be found for one guide
design. Table 3 lists both the maximal and mean rotational stability parameter and
respective quality score of each contact configuration. The maximal rotational stability
parameter reflects the worst-case target point per guide. These scores suggest that the
first guide will be the least stable one. The third guide is predicted to be most
constrained to a rotational movement and the second guide is situated in-between.
3.2 Experiment
During the experiment, ten persons were asked to fit the different guides on the bone
model and manipulate the guide to perceive a feeling of stability. They each filled out
the score chart shown in Table 1 and Table 2. Figure 2 displays the results of this
experiment for the three guide designs. A maximal score was assigned to the third guide
design by every user, for both translation and rotation. The first and second design was
perceived as less stable by all users, where the first design was marked as the least
stable.

Guide3

5
4

Guide 3
5
4

Guide 2

Guide2
3

3
2

Guide1

Guide 1

2
1

1

Figure 2: The results of the fit experiment are plotted, showing the average score and the standard
deviation per guide design. The left graph shows the results with respect to translation, the right
graph with respect to rotation.

A statistical analysis was performed, using an analysis of variance (ANOVA) to look at
the difference in average score for all designs. Looking at the translational stability, an
F-value of 15.43 was found, which is fairly larger than the critical F-value of 3.35 for
this test. Given a p-value of 0.00003, which is much smaller than the significance level
α of 0.05, it can be concluded that the difference in group means is significant. A similar
analysis was conducted for the fit test with respect to rotational stability. Here an Fvalue of 10.74 was found, where the critical F value was equal to 3.35. Given a p-value
of 0.0004 and a significance level α of 0.05, it can be concluded that the difference
between the group means is significant.

4.

DISCUSSION

This paper describes a methodology to assess the stability of a surgical guide design
based on methods developed in robotics and fixture lay-out research. We have applied
this method to the stability of a surgical guide. A quality score is then defined that
allows a comparison of different guide designs with respect to their stability.
Little research has been done so far about the stability of surgical guides and how this
can be predicted. Radermacher was the first to link the haptic feeling of a guide to the
stability of a robotic grasp [15]. Using the eigenvalues of the stiffness matrix
(equation 1), he defined a quality score based on the isotropy value, defined by Kim and
Khosla [16], to predict the subjective feeling of a guide. However, the method used was
not frame-invariant and no distinction was made between possible translation and
rotation of a surgical guide. We believe this decoupling has an additional advantage
when looking at the stability of a surgical guide, as it can be assumed that in certain
procedures a rotational error can have a more harmful effect than a translational error,
for example when correcting a rotational deformity of the lower limb.
The developed method was validated using a fit experiment, in order to compare the
predictive quality score to the haptic feeling of guide stability experienced by users. The
results of the analysis show a good match to the results of the fit experiment. The first
design was marked as the least stable in both tests, where the third design appears to be
remarkably more stable, found by both the computational model as the haptic feeling
scored by the users. This shows that the model developed here provides a reliable
method to compare different guide designs with respect to their stability.

We conclude that the model developed is able to predict the haptic feeling of stability of
a surgical guide and therefore has the potential to allow the user to design for each
procedure the surgical guide that will be the most stable one for this specific patient
anatomy.
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TRABECULAR BONE REMODELING SIMULATION IN PARALLEL
NUMERICAL ENVIRONMENT
M. Nowak1

1. ABSTRACT
The numerical simulation system presented in the paper is based on the algorithm of
bone remodeling stimulated by mechanical loading. The model of the trabecular bone
remodeling implements the assumptions of the regulatory model – regulatory
mechanism between bone resorption and formation on the trabecular bone surface only.
The previously developed numerical tool is able to mimic real bone evolution including
tissue consolidation and separation. The strain energy density (SED) is used as a
measure of mechanical stimulation in the remodeling criterion. The SED computations
based on Finite Element Method are realized in the parallel environment, what is a
condition to solve larger problems. But the same question concerns mesh generation. To
increase the capabilities of the simulation system the mesh generation tool was
parallelized. In the natural way the mesh generation for the whole domain can be
divided to independent tasks. The parallel FEM generator was successfully tested up to
250 processors and is able to create meshes of order of millions tetrahedral elements.

2. INTRODUCTION
The healthy bone trabecular tissue has a very sophisticated structure. The tissue forms a
network of beams called trabeculae and this structure is capable of handling a wide
range of loads. The length of the trabecula amounts to one or two hundred micrometers
whereas its diameter is about 50 micrometers. This structure is continually rebuilt, so
that the whole bone tissue is replaced in the course of about three years and the process
is called the trabecular bone adaptation or remodeling. After many experiments have
been carried out, it is now clear that the number and organization of beams in trabecular
bone tend to mechanical optimum. There are many models of bone remodeling [1,2,3,4]
used for the adaptation simulations of bone, treated as a continuum material. The main
idea behind that is to prepare a model for bone adaptation as a material of specific
properties. These properties vary and depend on the load history. The progress in
computer hardware technology and parallel computations enable now modeling of the
bone adaptation process using the real topology of the trabecular bone with the use of a
linear model of the trabecula. The latter one is justified by experimental investigations
stating that on the trabecular level bone can be treated as a linear elastic material. Such
approach can be considered very useful, especially when the details of mechanical
stimuli are discussed. The paper presents the numerical system for trabecular bone
remodeling simulation able to mimic real bone evolution including tissue consolidation
and separation. Next chapters cover the basic assumptions of numerical simulation of
trabecular bone remodeling process and describe the resent enhancement of the
1
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presented system - parallelization of the Finite Element Method mesh generation. Also
the performance tests of the parallel mesh generation tool are presented.

3. SIMULATION OF TRABECULAR BONE ADAPTATION
For the simulations of trabecular bone adaptation phenomenon the model developed by
Huiskes [2,4] is used. The key assumption of this model is existence of homeostasis
(perfect balance between bone gain and loss). This equilibrium can occur only in the
presence of mechanical stimulation. The network of osteocytes plays the role of sensors
of the mechanical energy distribution throughout the trabecular bone tissue. The model
postulates strain energy density (SED), as a scalar measure of the mechanical
stimulation and distinguishes single value of SED corresponding to trabecular bone
remodeling homeostasis with the 'lazy zone' assumption - only a significant change in
mechanical stimulation results in bone loss or gain. The phenomenon of trabecular bone
adaptation has two important attributes. Firstly, mechanical stimulation is needed to
maintain the rebuilding balance. Secondly, the process of resorption and formation
occurs on the trabecular bone surface only. These factors together with the ‘regulatory
model’ concept were the basis for the generic, three-dimensional system for biomimetic
structural optimisation [5,6]. The developed method mimics the geometry evolution of
the real bone, where the volumetric finite elements mesh and the surface of the
trabecular network are controlled during the simulation with the following assumptions:
Add an amount of material
No action - ‘lazy zone’

for U > (Uh + s)
for (Uh – s) < U < ( Uh + s)

Remove an amount of material

for U < ( Uh – s)

(1)
(2)
(3)

where:
−
−

Uh is the SED value corresponding to homeostasis of bone loss and gain
2s is the size of the ‘lazy zone’

The material in virtual space is added onto or removed from the surface of the structure.
The structural form is changed imitating the behavior of Basic Multicellular Units
(BMU), thus the change concerns always the same amount of material (tissue),
independently of current values of SED according to formulas (1-3). Such a mechanism
secures stability of the process and prevents rapid change in the form of the structure.
The simulated remodeling process stops, if SED values on the whole surface of the
structure are included into the ‘lazy zone’. The beams of trabecular bone are assumed to
be made of isotropic linear elastic material, where the marrow space is treated as voids.
Because the remodeling process occurs only on the surface of the trabecular bone, only
the 'surface' layer of the structure is taken into consideration during the simulation
process. In contrast to other voxel models, the approach adopted in this system does not
relay on earlier voxel discretization, but mimics the natural evolution of the bone tissue
as the biological process of bone formation and resorption. Adaptation to the
mechanical stimulation results in adaptation of the trabecular bone surface position in
the virtual space.

4. PARALELLIZATION OF THE MESH GENERATION PROCEDURE
In case of bone the input information concerning the tissue geometry is based on
medical imaging. It means, that the object is described by collection of 2-dimensional
subsequent images. In addition, the remodeling scenario assumes the SED discussion on
the surface of the structure. So the mesh generator must to recognize the surface of the
structure.

Fig. 1. Cosmoprojector - the detailed scheme of the mesh generation procedure during
the remodeling simulation.
For these reasons the own mesh generator called Cosmoprojector has been developed.
Digital images e.g. Computer Tomography of tissue slices are directly used for the
building of the 3-dimensional finite element mesh. The 2 dimensional image is first
translated into the bitmap, where '0' represents void and '1' the tissue. On the bitmap the
initial step of discretization is executed. The aim of this first step is to describe the areas
with tissue. The discretization procedure produces a 2 dimensional network of
tetragonal elements, according to the tissue image shape. The discretized 2 dimensional

image is projected to the subsequent one. If there are areas containing material on both
images, the boxes are created. Each box is in turn translated into 6 tetrahedral volume
elements. The system has to enable the surface control, so in the whole structure the
elements on the structure are distinguished. The detailed scheme of the mesh generation
procedure is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 2. Cosmoprojector - the parallel mesh generation procedure.
Due to necessity of surface control and the specific rules of structural adaptation, the
simulation procedure requires relatively big computational effort to produce appropriate
and accurate mesh. The development of the trabecular bone remodeling simulation
method was thus focused on the use of parallel computational environment to generate
the structural mesh. The presented method is based on structure evolution. Thus, a
bottle neck of the simulation process is finite element mesh generation for each step of
structural evolution. The strain energy density computations are carried out in parallel
environment, what is a condition to solve larger problems. But the same question
concerns mesh generation, especially if the mesh elements number is the order of 106.
To increase the capabilities of the simulation system the mesh generation tool was
parallelized. The scheme of the parallel mesh generation procedure is shown in Fig. 2.
In the natural way the mesh generation for the whole domain can be divided into
independent tasks, due to 3-dimensional mesh generation rule based on projection
between subsequent 2-dimensional images. The only change is the modification of input

data necessary to define the overlapping areas. The aim of overlapping areas is to ensure
that the slice by slice mesh creation procedure is independent of the number of
processors used in the computation. After the mesh is created in sub-domains the mesh
for the whole domain is created by removing the overlapping areas and renumbering of
nodes and finite elements.

5. THE PERFORMANCE OF THE PARALLEL MESH GENERATION TOOL
The parallel finite element mesh generator was successfully tested up to 250 processors
and is able to create meshes of order of millions tetrahedral elements. For the tests a
data from the MIAB project [7] was used. The 166 slices of micro-CT scanned rat bone
with the picture resolution of 1284x1078 pixels were used to create the FEM grid
composed of 68 921 715 tetrahedral finite elements – Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Cosmoprojector - parallel mesh generation procedure performance test grid
(68 921 715 tetrahedral finite elements).

Fig. 4. Cosmoprojector - parallel mesh generation procedure performance tests of
speed-up and efficiency.
The speed-up and efficiency tests results presented on Fig. 4. were performed on ACC
CYFRONET AGH (Krakow, Poland) high-performance computer Zeus – 256 nodes of
8 cores, Intel Xeon L5420 2.50 GHz, 16GB RAM, with the Scientific Linux operating
system, MPI, 4XQDR Infiniband interface.

6. CONCLUSIONS
The presented in the paper simulation system Cosmoprojector, in fact, is not only the
mesh generator. The task – to simulate bone structural evolution – was divided into two
elements to enable material consolidation and separation. First - structural evolution of
the real tissue geometry by modifying the input information in the form of 2dimensional images corresponding to the way in medical imaging), and the second mesh creation for the structural analysis purposes and determination of SED
distribution. Due to parallelization of both: the structural as well as volume mesh
generation, the presented remodeling simulation tool can be useful in analysis of whole
bone elements. One of directions for future research will focus on analyzing the
structure and interaction of implants with bone and trabecular bone remodeling around
implants. Another one will focus on utilizing the observed optimization phenomenon in
mechanical design, treating the pair bone-implant as a one system to design new type of
implants according to biological principles. The initial concept of the presented
simulation system was dedicated to the bone remodeling purposes. The principle of
constant strain energy density on the structural surface has a perfect analogy in the
structural optimization theory, so the presented system (with some modification) could
be also useful .for pure mechanical optimization purposes. The unique feature of such
approach is simultaneous size, shape and topology optimizations, something natural for
biological entities, but completely new in the world of mechanical design [8].
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FORWARD DYNAMICS MOVEMENT SIMULATION WITH
ANATOMICAL REPRESENTATION OF THE KNEE
Trent M. Guess 1

1. ABSTRACT
The absence of detailed knowledge regarding mechanical loading on joint structures
inhibits our understanding of joint degeneration and injury. This work combines muscle
driven forward dynamics movement simulations with anatomical joint models for
simultaneous prediction of muscle force and joint loading. The models are developed in
the multi-body framework and the natural knee model includes representation of the
menisci. Two simulations demonstrating the method are presented. The first simulation
uses data provided by the “Grand Challenge Competition to Predict In-Vivo Knee
Loads” [1] and simulates a dual limb squat from a subject with an instrumented total
knee prosthetic. The second simulation also simulates a squat and embeds a previously
validated cadaver based knee model within a musculoskeletal model of a subject of
similar height and weight as the cadaver donor. Predicted tibio-femoral loading and
ground reaction forces are compared to measured values for the subject with prosthetic
knee. Loading on the tibia plateau for squat simulations with intact and deficient
anterior cruciate ligament are presented for the subject with natural knee.

2. INTRODUCTION
Knowledge of knee loading would benefit prosthetic design, development of tissue
engineered materials, orthopedic repair, and management of degenerative joint diseases
such as osteoarthritis. Musculoskeletal modeling provides a method for estimating in
vivo joint loading during movement. The inverse dynamics method can predict net joint
forces and moments using measured ground reaction forces, motion, and
anthropometrics. Optimization methods can then be used to predict muscle forces that
reproduce the net loads at a joint and that meet an optimization objective such as
minimization of muscle force. The forward dynamics method calculates muscle forces
that reproduce predicted joint motions and torques based on inverse dynamics solutions.
For example, forward dynamics simulations may use an optimization method requiring
many iterative simulations to find muscle activation patterns that minimize differences
between experimental and predicted movement [2].
Musculoskeletal modeling of movement typically involves simplifications of the
joints, for example, the knee is often represented as a simple hinge joint. These
simplifications affect joint motion, muscle force prediction, and estimates of joint
loading. Presented here are two examples of muscle driven forward dynamics
movement simulations that include anatomical knee models developed in the multibody framework. Both simulations include subjects performing a dual limb squat. The
1
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first simulation uses data provided by the “Grand Challenge Competition to Predict InVivo Knee Loads” [1]. The Grand Challenge data set includes implant and bone
geometries, motion, ground reaction forces, electromyography (EMG) as well as
measured knee loading. The second simulation embeds a previously validated cadaver
based knee model within a musculoskeletal model of a subject of similar height and
weight as the cadaver donor.
3. METHODS
3.1 Knee Models
Multibody computational models of the natural and prosthetic knee were created in
MD.ADAMS (MSC Software Corporation, Santa Ana, CA). The techniques used to
develop and validate the natural knee model have been previously described [3, 4].
Geometries (bone, cartilage, menisci, and ligaments) for the natural knee were derived
from magnetic resonance images (MRI) of a fresh frozen cadaver. After imaging, the
cadaver knee was mounted in a dynamic knee simulator (Kansas Knee Simulator,
University of Kansas, Lawrence, KS) with loads reproducing a walk cycle applied.
Measured bone kinematics from these tests were used to validate the force-displacement
relationships of the computational model by comparing them to predicted kinematics for
the identically loaded model. Geometries for the prosthetic knee came from data
provided by the “Grand Challenge Competition to Predict In-Vivo Knee Loads” [1].
In the multibody knee models ligament bundles were represented as onedimensional non-linear springs. The natural knee model included two bundles for the
anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) and posterior cruciate ligament (PCL) and three
bundles for the medial collateral ligament (MCL) and lateral collateral ligament (LCL).
The prosthetic model included three bundles for both the MCL and LCL and one bundle
for the PCL. Stiffness parameters for ligament bundles came from the literature and the
zero-load lengths (lengths at which ligament bundles first become taut) were derived
from experimental measurements of cadaver joint laxity. Zero-load lengths for the
prosthetic knee were estimated based on multiple cadaver studies performed in our lab.
As described in Guess, Liu et al. [3], medial and lateral tibia plateau cartilage
geometries of the natural knee were divided into multiple hexahedral rigid bodies.
Each cartilage element was connected to tibia bone with a fixed joint located at the
center of each tibia cartilage-bone interface. A deformable contact constraint was
defined between each tibia cartilage element and the femur cartilage geometry. The
contact model used for all articulating surfaces in the knee was defined as:
(1)
Fc = kδ n + B (δ )δ
where Fc is the contact force, δ is the interpenetration of geometries, δ is the velocity of
interpenetration, k is a spring constant, n is the compliance exponent, and B(δ) is a
damping coefficient. A similar method was used to section the tibia polyethylene insert
where the insert pieces were rigidly attached to the tibia tray and deformable contacts
defined with the metal femur component.
For the natural knee, multibody models of the menisci were created by radially
sectioning the lateral and medial menisci geometries. The sectioned meniscus rigid
body elements were connected to neighboring elements by a 6x6 stiffness matrix.
Values for the stiffness matrix parameters were derived through an optimization process
that minimized the displacement error between identically loaded finite element and
multibody menisci models [4]. Deformable contacts using Eq. 1 were defined between
each meniscus element and the femur cartilage. In addition, a deformable contact was

defined between each meniscus element and every tibia cartilage element that might
come in contact with the meniscus element during movement. Deformable contacts
were also defined between the patella cartilage and femur cartilage geometries for the
natural knee and between the femur component and patella component geometries of
the prosthetic knee. Contact parameters were derived using Hertzian contact theory
(patello-femoral joints), elastic foundation theory (prosthetic tibio-femoral joint), and
parameter optimization to match a finite element solution (natural tibio-femoral joint).
3.2 Musculoskeletal Models
LifeMOD (LifeModeler, Inc., San Clemente, CA) was used to develop body level
musculoskeletal models. LifeMOD is a virtual human modeling and simulation
software add-on to MD.ADAMS. A generic musculoskeletal model was created and
then scaled based on the GeBOD anthropometric database library in LifeMOD [5] using
the subjects weight, height, gender, age, and if available, leg bone geometries. The
prosthetic model included the upper body while the natural model only included the
lower body (Table 1). For both models, the right knee was a mirrored model of the left
knee. The menisci were not included in the mirrored natural right knee. Also, the
subject for the prosthetic simulation had a natural right knee, but geometries of the right
leg were not provided with the grand challenge data set, so the prosthetic knee was
mirrored. Tri-axis hinges combined with passive torsional spring-dampers were
employed to model the hip and ankle as well as joints of the upper body. Femur and
tibia bone geometries and marker positions from motion capture measurements were
used to position the body and align the knee models relative to the hip and ankle joints.
The natural or prosthetic knee models were then rigidly attached to the upper and lower
leg segments of the generic musculoskeletal model. Forty-five muscle elements were
placed on each leg based on the relative positions of the hip, ankle, and knee. The
default attachments of the quad muscles were modified to insert on the patella. The
interaction of the foot with the floor was simulated using eleven ellipsoids representing
the foot. The contact law of Eq. 1 was defined between the foot ellipsoids and the force
plate geometry (k = 87 N/mm1/3 and n = 3).
Measured squat motion
a.)
b.)
was used to move each model as
constrained by the hip, ankle, and
upper
body
joints,
knee
geometries and ligaments, and
foot-ground contacts.
During
this inverse dynamics simulation,
the
shortening/lengthening
patterns of each muscle element
were recorded through their
respective via points.
In
addition, the joint motion of the
upper body was recorded. For
forward dynamics simulations,
all motion constraints were
removed
and
the
muscle
Figure 1: Prosthetic model (a.) and natural model (b.)
elements
served
as
actuators.
during forward dynamics simulation of a squat.

Table 1: Models used in this study.
Model
Gait Subject

Knee

Body Level

Prosthetic

Instrumented prosthetic left knee

Upper and
lower
Lower only

Natural

Female, age unknown,
height 167 cm, weight 78 kg
Female, age 27, height 175
cm, weight 64 kg

Cadaver left knee, female, age 55,
height 170 cm, weight 73 kg

The force magnitude of each muscle actuator was determined by feedback
controllers using the error signal between the current muscle length and the muscle
length recorded during the inverse dynamics simulation (target length). The force of
each muscle during the forward dynamics simulation was calculated from a
proportional–integral–derivative feedback controller (PID). The PID control algorithm
used the recorded muscle contraction as a target to generate the muscle force with the
following functions:
𝐹 = 𝑃𝑔𝑎𝑖𝑛 (𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 ) + 𝐼𝑔𝑎𝑖𝑛 (𝐼𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 ) + 𝐷𝑔𝑎𝑖𝑛 (𝐷𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 )
𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 =

𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ − 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ
𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

(3)
(4)

where F is muscle force, Pgain, Igain, and Dgain are the gains of the PID controller, Perror is
the position error scaled by the range of motion of the muscle, Derror is the first time
derivative of Perror, and Ierror is the time integral of Perror. To account for muscle size,
the gains of the PID controller were scaled based on a reference physiological crosssectional area (PCSA) value of 1500 mm2. Muscles with a PCSA larger than the
reference were increased while gains for muscles with a PCSA less than the reference
were decreased. LifeMOD contains a database of PCSA values for each muscle and
these values were scaled based on body parameters (height, weight, gender and age).
For the prosthetic simulation, motion of the upper body was controlled by feedback
controllers that produced the torque required to reproduce the motion of each joint
measured during the inverse dynamics simulations.
During the forward dynamics simulations (Fig. 1), a LifeMOD tracking agent
was used to maintain balance during the trials. The tracking agent is a 6-axis spring
located between a “dummy” rigid body and the pelvis. The “dummy” rigid body is
driven by a motion constraint that follows pelvis motion measured during the inverse
dynamics simulation. If the forward dynamics pelvis motion follows the inverse
dynamics motion, the tracking agent will have minimal influence on the model. Also,
the tracking agent imparts no force in the vertical direction, regardless of pelvis motion.
For the prosthetic model, which included the upper body, the average force imparted by
the tracking agent was 37 N with a peak of 85 N. For the squat simulation of the natural
model, the average tracking agent force was 97 N with a peak of 240 N at deep flexion.
Three versions of the natural simulation were run. The first version used the
intact ACL model validated in the dynamic knee simulator. The second version
transected the posterolateral bundle of the ACL and the third version transected both
bundles of the ACL.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Predicted loading on the tibia tray during the forward dynamics prosthetic simulation
along with measured loading are shown in Figure 2. The instrumented prosthetic
coordinate system is located at the surface of the tibia tray at the center of the tray stem.

The z-axis is aligned with the tibia tray stem and points in the inferior direction
(compression). The x-axis points in the lateral direction and the y-axis points in the
anterior direction. Figure 3 compares predicted ground reaction forces versus measured
ground reaction forces during the prosthetic squat simulation for both the right and left
feet. Predicted muscle forces and measured rectified raw EMG signals for major
muscles crossing the knee are shown in Fig. 4.
a.)

b.)

Figure 2: Comparison of measured “e-tibia” and predicted “model” knee forces (a.) and
torques (b.) for two cycles of a dual limb squat. The z-axis is aligned with the tibia tray
stem, the x-axis points in the lateral direction, and the y-axis points in the anterior direction.

a.)

b.)

Figure 3: Comparison of measured and predicted ground reaction forces for the right foot
(a.) and left foot (b.) for the dual limb squat. The z-axis is the vertical axis, the x-axis is
medial-lateral, and the y-axis is anterior-posterior.

Figure 4: Predicted forces for muscles crossing the knee and measured rectified raw EMG.

The prosthetic model overpredicts tibia compressive force when the subject
rises from the deepest portion of the squat (~ 3.5 seconds and ~ 5.8 seconds) (Fig. 2a).
This overprediction corresponds to forces produced by the gastrocnemius muscles that
do not match measured muscle activations (Fig. 4). The subject favors her right leg
while standing (0 – 2.1 s) and the prosthetic simulation captures this in the ground
reaction forces (Fig. 3a and Fig. 3b), but the model underpredicts reaction forces on the
right foot and overpredicts reaction forces on the left foot during the two squats.
Figure 5 shows the tibia plateau during the deepest portion of the squat for
forward dynamics simulation of the natural model. The lateral meniscus exhibits
subluxation during the squat for both partial and full ACL transection. For the partial
and full ACL transection, the femur moves several millimeters in the posterior and
lateral direction prior to the squat. The femur pulls the meniscus in the posterior-lateral

direction at knee extension, placing it in a position where it becomes “wedged” between
the femur and tibia during knee flexion. Contact pressures on the medial side
intercondylar imminence increase with removal of the ACL (Fig. 6), indicating that the
geometric constraint of the imminence is taking more load in the absence of the
ligament constraint. The flexion angle for the three natural simulations did not change.
The magnitude of the muscle forces did change slightly for muscles crossing the knee,
but the patterns of the muscles forces did not change with increasing ACL deficiency.
a.)

b.)

c.)

Figure 5: Tibia plateau during forward dynamics simulation of the natural model at
maximum flexion for the intact ACL (a.), partial ACL transection (b.), and full ACL
transection(c.). The black arrows point to subluxation of the lateral meniscus.

a.)

b.)

c.)

Figure 6: Predicted contact pressures on the medial tibia plateau during
forward dynamics simulation of the natural model at maximum flexion for the
intact ACL (a.), partial ACL transection (b.), and full ACL transection (c.).
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CALCULATION OF THE HEAT POWER REQUIRED FOR A
THERMO-SENSITIVE DRUG DELIVERY SYSTEM IN KNEE
CARTILAGE
M. Nassajian Moghadam1 and D.P. Pioletti2

1. ABSTRACT
We want to use a self-heating (dissipative) material implanted in a cartilage defect to
deliver a drug under a delayed mechanical loading. The goal of this study is to estimate
the value of the dissipative power needed from the self-heating material to increase its
temperature up to 2°C when cyclic deformations are applied. To estimate this value, we
model heat transfer between an implanted material -a cylindrical hydrogel in our case-,
and the cartilage when cartilage and hydrogel deform periodically during slow running.
The motion of the synovial fluid within the intra-articular gap and inside the porous
cartilage during its deformation plays an important role in the regulation of heat. We
consider this effect in our model. The calculation is performed in Comsol multi-physics
environment. Model parameters such as heat capacity, conductivity of human cartilage
and synovial fluid are experimentally obtained. Our results showed that the self-heating
material should provide a dissipative power of about 0.27 mW/mm3 to induce a
temperature increase of 2°C in the hydrogel.

2. INTRODUCTION
The different structures composing a synovial joint present viscoelastic behavior.
Viscoelasticity is associated with dissipation processes, which in turn may locally
generate heat in tissues such as cartilage. It has been shown during an ex vivo study on
human hips, that cyclic loading could induce a 2°C temperature increase in the cartilage
[1]. Factors possibly influencing the amount of heat produced in synovial joint are the
performed and duration activity, the body weight, the coefficient of friction in the joint
and the lubricating property of the synovial fluid [2].
Heat transfer in human cartilage involves complicated processes such as heat
conduction in tissues, heat transfer due to perfusion of the synovial fluid through the
pores of the tissue, metabolic heat generation and viscous heat dissipation from the
cartilage when it is deformed. Several groups have studied the effect of these factors on
heat regulation in knee either mathematically or experimentally [3-5]. The goal of the
present study is to simulate heat regulation in knee cartilage when the cartilage is
deformed sinusoidally, considering synovial fluid flow in a 3D finite element
poroelastic model. In particular, the objective is to optimize the amount of dissipation
which would be required to increase by 2°C the temperature of a material used to treat
cartilage defect, considering the heat transfer mechanism in the knee joint.
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3. METHODS
3.1. Model of heat transfer in cartilage
Analytically, the problem was formulated as a two steps model. In the first step, the
velocity field of synovial fluid was determined in a poroelastic model. In the second
step, the solution of the velocity field was introduced into the thermal diffusion
equation. The thermal field within the porous cartilage and hydrogel sample was then
determined.
Comsol multiphysics 4.2. finite element software (COMSOL Inc., Burlington, MA,
USA) was used to develop the poroelastic, heat transfer model. The axisymmetric
model consisted in a femoral and tibial cartilage layer each with the thickness of 4
millimeters. Both cartilage layers are attached to their corresponding femoral and tibial
bones. A cylindrical hydrogel (self-heating material considered as heat source) is placed
inside the tibial cartilage. The heat source is a viscoelastic material, which dissipates
heat when it deforms (Figure 1). The geometry was meshed with triangular elements.

	
  

	
  

Figure	
  1:	
  geometry	
  of	
  the	
  problem,	
  consisted	
  in	
  a	
  femoral	
  and	
  tibial	
  layer	
  of	
  cartilage	
  with	
  their	
  corresponding	
  
femoral	
  and	
  tibial	
  bones	
  and	
  the	
  hydrogel.	
  The	
  whole	
  structure	
  is	
  meshed	
  with	
  triangular	
  elements.

We modeled the cartilage as a poroelastic material. We assumed that 80 percent of the
cartilage is composed of water. The porosity was set accordingly to 0.8 [6]. The
simulation consisted of two coupled multiphysics: poroelasticity and heat transfer
interfaces.
Poroelasticity interface: calculation of the velocity field for the synovial fluid. Darcy’s
law describes the flow field in the poroelastic model [7], which in the pressure
formulation translates to:
!!!
!ε!"#
(1)
ρ! !
+ ∇. ρ! ! = −ρ! !!
!"
!"
where u and S are:
!
(2)
! = − ∇!!
!
(!! − !! )
(3)
! = !! !! +
!
∂εvol/∂t is the rate of change in volumetric strain, pl is the pressure field and αB is the
Biot-Willis coefficient [7], which is considered equal to 1 in our case. The material
properties needed for the poroelastic model (in equations 1-3) are listed in Table 1.
Bulk modulus of cartilage, K [Mpa]
0.36
0.6
Viscosity of synovial fluid, µ [Pa.s]
0.8
Porosity of cartilage, !!   [-]
1e-10
Compressibility of synovial fluid, !! [1/Pa]
3
Density of fluid, ρl [kg/m ]
1000
Table	
  1:	
  material	
  properties	
  used	
  in	
  the	
  model.	
  

The strain dependent permeability, k was also implemented using the variable void ratio
as:
(4)
1+! !
Θ!
! = !!
,          ! =
1 + !!
Θ!
where k0 is the initial permeability (equal to 10-14 m2), e is void ratio (defined as the
ratio of fluid volume fraction Θ!   to solid volume fraction Θ! ), e0 is initial void ratio
(equal to 4), and M is the permeability coefficient, with the value 1.3 from [8].
This model quantified synovial fluid flow inside the cartilage when the cartilage was
deformed sinusoidally. In this situation, both cartilages were deformed at 2 Hz
frequency and 15% amplitude to simulate slow running [9]. A free boundary condition
(p = 0) was defined at the free boundary of cartilage to let the fluid flows in and out of
the porous cartilage during deformation. During compression, the fluid exudes out of
the cartilages and during unloading phase, cartilage imbibes the synovial fluid. At each
time step, the pressure and velocity distribution in modeled cartilages were calculated.
Heat transfer interface: calculation of the thermal field. This interface uses the following
version of the heat equation for heat transfer in cartilage [10]:
!"
(5)
(!!! )!"
+ !! !! !. ∇! = ∇. !!" ∇! + !
!"
In this equation u is the fluid velocity (introduced in equation 2). At each time step the
fluid velocity magnitude is solved from the poroelastic model and is used in equation 5
for calculating the temperature distribution. The equivalent conductivity of the solidfluid system, keq is related to the conductivity of the solid, kp and to the conductivity of
the fluid, kl by keq = ! p k p + !l kl . The equivalent volumetric heat capacity of the solidfluid system is related to the heat capacity of the solid, Cp and to the heat capacity of the
fluid, Cl by ( !C p )eq = ! p ! pC p + !l !l Cl . Here Θp denotes the solid material’s volume
fraction and Θl fluid fraction. The heat capacity and conductivity of cartilage and
synovial fluid were measured experimentally.
In equation 5, Q is the heat source. In this model we have 2 heat sources; first the
cylindrical hydrogel, which dissipation properties have to be optimized and then the
cartilage dissipation, which is modeled as a heat source distributed uniformly in
cartilage. The amount of cartilage dissipation was measured experimentally. There was
a temperature boundary condition at the free boundary of the cartilage, which keeps its
temperature in equilibrium with intra-articular temperature. It has been reported that
intra-articular temperature increase during joint activity mainly because of friction in
the joint. The knee temperature is also influenced by the muscle metabolism and the
circulating blood during activity [11]. Some studies measured the temperature increase
by direct intra-articular measurement [11, 12]. We applied temperature profile reported
by Becher at this boundary [11].
3.2. Experimental determination of cartilage thermal parameters
Dissipation of cartilage. Cartilage dissipation was measured by applying cyclic
compression test at 2 Hz and 15% amplitude on cylindrical pieces of bovine cartilage.
Dissipation of cartilage was calculated by integrating the surface of the hysteresis curve.
Heat capacity of cartilage and synovial fluid. Heat capacity of bovine cartilage and
synovial fluid were measured using a differential scanning calorimeter (DSC-Q100).
Measurements were performed at a rate of 10°C/min and under a 4 min isothermal

condition before and after heating.
Thermal conductivity of cartilage. Hot Disk Thermal Constants Analyzer (TPS-500)
was used to measure the heat conductivity of bovine cartilage and synovial fluid.

4. RESULTS
4.1. Experimental determination of cartilage thermal parameters
Dissipation of cartilage. The amount of dissipation was 0.025 ± 0.009 mW/mm3. We
considered this value as an internal heat source over the whole cartilage geometry.
Heat capacity and thermal conductivity of cartilage and synovial fluid. The obtained
experimental values are shown in Table 2:
Heat capacity of cartilage, Cp [J/kg.K]
Heat capacity of synovial fluid, Cl [J/kg.K]
Conductivity of synovial fluid, kl [W/m.K]
Conductivity of cartilage, kp [W/m.K]

3200
3900
0.62
0.21

Table 2: DSC and TPS results for cartilage and synovial fluid.

These values are used to model heat transfer in cartilage porous media.
4.2. Model of heat transfer in cartilage
The velocity field of synovial fluid. Figure 2 shows the distribution of temperature in
our model during one complete cycle of loading and unloading of cartilage. The red
arrows show the fluid velocity inside the porous cartilages during exudation and
imbibition and the streamlines show the pressure distribution.
25% of a cycle

50% of a cycle

75% of a cycle

100% of a cycle

Figure	
  2:	
  temperature,	
  velocity	
  and	
  pressure	
  distribution	
  in	
  the	
  model	
  during	
  one	
  cycle	
  (25,	
  50,	
  75	
  and100%	
  
of	
  a	
  complete	
  cycle).	
  

Optimizing the heat dissipation of the hydrogel to reach a 2°C temperature increase.
The target for our clinical application is a local 2°C increase of temperature in the
hydrogel following mechanical stimulation. The mean temperature during 2 minutes
simulation is shown in Figure 3. It shows the effect of changing the magnitude of heat
source given by the dissipative properties of the hydrogel. Based on our results, to reach
a 2°C increase in temperature, the heat source should produce a dissipative power of
0.27 mW/mm3.

Figure	
  3:	
  effect	
  of	
  amount	
  heat	
  power	
  on	
  temperature	
  of	
  the	
  sample.

Effect of synovial fluid flow on cartilage heat regulation. In Figure 4 a comparison is
presented of the mean temperature of the hydrogel material between a poroelastic model
and a non-porous model in which there is no synovial fluid flow. The mean temperature
in poroelastic model (330.15 K) is lower than nonporous model (331.7 K), suggesting
that synovial fluid has an important role in cartilage heat regulation.

Figure	
  4:	
  effect	
  of	
  synovial	
  fluid	
  flow	
  in	
  heat	
  regulation.	
  Comparing	
  sample	
  temperature	
  in	
  a	
  porous	
  and	
  non	
  
porous	
  model	
  with	
  heat	
  power	
  equal	
  to	
  0.3	
  mW/mm3.	
  

5. DISCUSSION
An axisymmetric ﬁnite element model of a knee cartilage was developed where the
cartilage heat regulation during slow running was simulated. The dissipation properties
of cartilage were experimentally determined and included in the model. The results
showed that a heat power of 0.27 mW/mm3 was necessary for the hydrogel to increase
its temperature by 2°C after 2 minutes. This value is about 3 times higher than the heat
power required to increase the temperature of the hydrogel if we had considered the
hydrogel in an adiabatic situation (data not shown). This result shows that the heat
transfer mechanism in knee cartilage is significant resulting in an efficient heat
regulation in knee. It may explain the stability of the knee temperature in healthy knee

during daily activities reported in literature [3, 5]. The developed model could be also
used for further applications when a special condition leads to local temperature
increase in intra-articular joints.
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TOWARDS DETERMINING MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF THE
BRAIN-SKULL INTERFACE: A STUDY USING BRAIN INDENTATION
EXPERIMENT AND MODELLING
M. Mazumder1, A. Wittek1, A. Mostayed1, G.R. Joldes1, S. M. Bunt2,
R. Day3, R. Hart4 and K. Miller1

1. ABSTRACT
Knowledge of the mechanical properties of the brain-skull interface is important for
surgery simulation and injury biomechanics. However, very little is known about these
properties. This paper reports the experimental results from in-situ indentation of the
sheep brain near the brain–skull interface and suggests the mechanical properties for the
interface through complementing analysis of the results of these experiments with brain
modelling and computer simulation using non-linear finite element (FE) procedures.

2. INTRODUCTION
Information about the constitutive properties and boundary conditions of the analysed
continuum are key elements required for formulating mathematical models of physical
problems (Bathe, 1996). The mechanical properties of brain tissue have been
investigated for over four decades (Estes and McElhaney, 1970; Miller and Chinzei,
1997, 2002; Prange and Margulies, 2000; Bilston et al., 1997, 2001; Velardi et al.,
2006). However, knowledge of the mechanical properties of the brain-skull interface
that determines the boundary conditions for the brain is very limited (Jin 2009).
Consequently, the brain-skull interface models used in the literature are “best guesses”
and their relation to reality is unclear (Miller, 2011). In the literature, the brain-skull
interface has been modelled as either a tied, frictionless or frictional sliding contact,
with or without brain-skull separation (Hu et al., 2007; Ji et al., 2004; Ji and Margulies,
2007; Miga et al., 2000; Wittek et al., 2003, 2005, 2007). The most straightforward way
to determine the mechanical properties of the brain-skull interface would be to conduct
experiments on interface samples. However, the exact anatomical structure of this
interface is still a hotly debated topic, which is partly related to difficulties in extracting
the interface samples without damaging tissues that form the interface (Haines et al.,
1993). Therefore, in this study we conduct in-situ indentation of the sheep brain, and
propose to derive the macroscopic mechanical properties of the brain- skull interface
from the results of these experiments. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first ever
analysis of this kind. When conducting in-situ indentation of the brain, the reaction
force on the indentor was measured. After the indentation, nominally cylindrical
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samples of brain tissue were extracted and subjected to uniaxial compression tests to
determine the subject-specific mechanical properties of the brain tissue. A model of the
brain indentation experiment was built in the FE solver ABAQUSTM. In the model, the
mechanical properties of the brain tissue were assigned as obtained from the uniaxial
compression tests and the properties of the brain-skull interface (represented using
linear springs connecting the brain model outer surface and skull) were calibrated so
that the calculated indentor reaction force and deformations within the brain match
those measured experimentally. This allowed identification of the overall mechanical
properties of the brain-skull interface.

3. MEASUREMENT OF THE BIOMECHANICAL RESPONSES OF SHEEP BRAIN
IN-SITU: INDENTATION EXPERIMENTS
3.1 Specimen preparation
Young sheep head was collected from the local abattoir and transported to the
laboratory and kept at constant temperature of 4o C. The dissection started one hour
prior to the experiment. The skin was removed from the head using a scalpel. A small
rectangular opening (craniotomy) in the skull (approximately 4 cm x 2 cm) was made
above the left hemisphere using a vibrating saw and a small chunk of brain close to its
surface was removed using a scalpel.
3.2 Experimental protocol
The Instron Model 5948 Microtester System was utilised in the experiment. The skull
was placed in a Perspex tray and was constrained using stainless steel screws attached to
the tray (Fig. 1a). An L shaped indentor (Fig. 1b) was used to compress the brain in-situ
in the craniotomy area. The indentor speed was kept constant at 12 mm/min. To ensure
a no slip boundary condition between the indentor and brain tissue, sandpaper was glued
on the indentor’s face.
Mobile C-arm
Instron 5948 Microtester
Sheep Head
Stainless Steel Screw
Perspex Tray

(a)
(b)
Figure 1. (a) Experiment set up for brain indentation in-situ; (b) L shaped Indentor

The maximum indentation depth (the indentor displacement measured from start of the
contact between the indentor and the brain tissue until the indentor reaches maximum
point of indentation) was 4.8 mm.
3.3 Experimental results
The results (indentor reaction force-displacement) of only one (successful) indentation

experiment are presented here. Prior to this experiment seven trial experiments were
conducted. They showed results consistent with those we report here (Fig.2).
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Figure 2. Indentation of sheep brain in-situ: experimental result for the reaction force-displacement
relationship during trial experiments (each curve represents one experimental result)

4. DETERMINING SUBJECT-SPECIFIC PROPERTIES OF THE BRAIN TISSUE
Following Miller and Chinzei (1997), the constitutive properties of brain tissue were
determined through semi-confined uniaxial compression of a tissue sample (Fig. 3).
Only one sample could be extracted due to relatively small size of the sheep brain. The
sample was compressed between two metal plates covered with sandpaper to ensure noslip boundary conditions. The constant loading speed of 4 mm/min was used.
Moving Plate
Tissue Sample
Fixed Plate
Figure 3. Uniaxial compression of brain tissue in vitro using the Instron 5948 Microtester

The brain tissue constitutive behaviour was modelled using an Ogden-type (1976)
Hyperelastic model as proposed by Miller and Chinzei (2002):
2µ
W= 2 (λ1α + λα2 + λα3 − 3)
(1)
α
where W is the strain energy potential, λi are principal stretches, µ is the relaxed shear
modulus, and α is a material coefficient. Constants µ and α of equation (1) were varied
to obtain the calculated moving plate reaction force-time history close to the
relationship measured from the experiments (Fig. 4). For the analysed brain, these
constants were determined as µ = 720 Pa and α = -4.7.
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Figure 4. Uniaxial compression of sheep brain tissue sample: comparison of modelling and experimental
results of the indentor reaction force-time history

5. DETERMINING MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF BRAIN-SKULL INTERFACE
5.1 Model construction
The geometry for the model was determined by segmenting CT scans of the brain using
3D SLICER (www.slicer.org), an open source software package for visualization and
image analysis. As we found the sheep brain ventricles to be very small (of the order of
1 mm), we did not distinguish them in the segmentation. For FE discretisation, we used
fully integrated hexahedral elements with hybrid formulation to prevent volumetric
locking due to incompressibility of the brain tissue. The mesh was built using IAFEMesh (an open source hexahedral mesh generating software developed at the
University of Iowa by Magnotta et al., 2008) and HyperMesh (FE mesh generator by
Altair of Troy, MI, USA).
5.2 Constitutive properties and boundary conditions for the model
Following Miller and Chinzei (2002), the brain tissue was modelled as a homogenous
Ogden-type Hyperelastic material with the constitutive constants as specified in Section
4. The indentor and the skull were treated as rigid since they are orders of magnitude
stiffer than the brain tissue. The contact interactions between the brain and indentor
were modelled using the surface to surface contact formulation with augmented
Lagrange constraints and “rough behaviour” (to model the no slip boundary condition
between the brain and indentor) available in ABAQUSTM. The loading was applied
through prescribed motion of the reference point of the indentor mesh and was kept
constant at 12 mm/min.

Figure 5. ABAQUSTM model for the in-situ brain indentation experiment (Brain: 25644 nodes and 22766
hexahedral elements; skull: 5241 nodes and 5208 rectangular shell elements; indentor-1733 nodes and
3249 rectangular shell elements)

5.3 Determination of the mechanical properties of the brain-skull interface
We used the Full-Newton non-linear implicit dynamics solver available in ABAQUSTM
FE code. The brain-skull interface was represented using 5240 linear elastic springs (0.3
mm length) connecting the nodes on the outer boundary of the brain model (Fig. 5) and
skull. Although it can be regarded as a simple approach, linear springs have been
previously used to represent the interface between the brain and skull for investigating
injury biomechanics (Coats et al., 2012; Baghaei et al., 2011; Feng et al., 2010). The
interface stiffness (defined as sum of stiffnesses of the springs divided by the interface
area) was varied to obtain good agreement between the calculated (using the model
summarised in Fig. 5) and experimentally measured indentor force-displacement
relationship. Such agreement was found to occur for the brain-skull interface stiffness of
−1

11.45 Nmm2
mm

(Fig. 6).
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Figure 6. Indentation of sheep brain in-situ: comparison of modelling and experimental results

6. CONCLUSIONS
In this study, we present the results of experiments on sheep brain indentation in the
area of the brain-skull interface and derive information about the interface’s mechanical
properties by complementing analysis of the results of these experiments with brain
modelling (non-linear FE procedures). This allows us to distinguish between the
contribution of the brain tissue and the interface to the reaction force exerted on the
indentor. By using linear springs, representing the brain-skull interface, we obtained
good agreement between the calculated and the experimentally measured forcedisplacement relationship in a simulation of in-situ sheep brain indentation. This
−1

enabled us to suggest the overall stiffness of the interface as 11.45 Nmm2 .
mm
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COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS OF COMPLEX VASCULAR
NETWORKS FUNCTIONALITY TO TISSUE ENGINEERING APPLICATIONS
Aura Cardona1, Damien Lacroix1,2

1. ABSTRACT
The growth of new vessels and the posterior formation of vascular networks in tissue
engineering scaffolds are critical for a proper transport of nutrients and oxygen to the
cells. In this study a computational methodology to perform a quantitative assessment of
the functionality of micro-vascular networks from synchrotron and micro-CT data is
proposed. It is hypothesized that mechanical stimuli promote the angiogenesis process
in tissue engineering constructs and therefore drive the functionality of the tissues. The
micro-CT and synchrotron data were imported in Simpleware to obtain a three
dimensional reconstruction with a superficial and solid mesh of the vascular networks.
Once the mesh was obtained, the boundary conditions and the properties of the fluid
were defined to simulate blood movement from the superior to inferior position. The
distribution of the fluid flow in different complex networks was calculated and
differences in wall shear stress (WSS) values have been identified. Fluid velocities
around 3mm s-1 (three times the velocity inlet applied) and values of WSS in the range
of 0 and 1 Pa, allowed us to interpret the mechanical phenomenon involved in the
angiogenesis process and the importance of cellular responses to mechanical stimuli in
tissue engineering applications.

2. INTRODUCTION
The term angiogenesis is used to describe the formation of new vessels, usually at the
capillary level, by proliferation, migration, and assembly of endothelial cells from
existing capillaries or venules [1]. This new vessel formation is an structure capable to
adapt functional and architectural in response to different stimuli biochemical and
mechanical [2]. This new vascular formation process can be take place in the human
body under various conditions like embryogenesis and fetal development. In tissue
engineering purposes, angiogenesis is essential because it is necessary to be able to
predict and control capillary development in scaffolds during in vitro and in vivo tissue
development. The performance of the angiogenesis process in tissue engineering
applications is critical and is limited by an inadequate transport between the tissue and
the blood vessels [3]. The formation of large volumes of tissues will not be successful
unless a healthy blood vessel network can form rapidly enough to provide the newly
formed tissues with nutrients, oxygen, and other factors required for proper function [4].
Promoting vascular growth toward or within tissue constructs is a key element to their
success. However, the techniques used normally are not enough to induce the rapid
vascularization necessary for an adequate cellular oxygen supply. Thus, some research
has focused on the creation of µ-vascular networks within 3D tissue constructs in vitro
before implantation using in vivo models like the chicken embryo and dorsal skinfold
1
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chamber [4].
After obtaining the vascularization within the scaffolds it is necessary to quantify this
vasculature. Some approximations have been made to quantify the total volume of the
capillary network within the scaffolds [5] characterizing µ-vessel within scaffolds in
physiological in vivo tissue engineering implant context. So far, there are only
functional analysis of large vessels and simple networks [6], [7] like Lee et al. [8] have
done whit their study of a 3D computational fluid flow modeling of a wide angle
bifurcation to analyze WSS, blood velocity, and blood pressure profiles in a chicken
embryo model. However, qualitative studies of growth and performance of these µvessels and complex vascular networks within the scaffolds to report velocity, pressure
and wall shear stress (WSS) profiles to determine and analyze their functionality have
not been done yet.
Measure of WSS, velocity or pressure within tissue constructs to evaluate the
functionality of µ-vascular networks in vitro or in vivo is difficult and expensive. Gödde
and Kurz [9] modeled blood flow through capillary networks to determine local
pressure gradients, which were in turn used to calculate local shear stress. Also blood
flow, pressures and shear stresses on ECs have been proposed and modeled as
angiogenic stimuli [10]. Therefore, to perform a quantitative assessment of the
functionality of the complex µ-vascular networks based on the numerical simulations
turns out to save significant time and cost experiment and can be a useful support tool
for predicting the functionality of these new vascular networks within the scaffolds in
tissue engineering design.

3. METHODS
3.1 Image acquisition
Using the corrosion casting method [11], complex vascular networks formed in different
tissues of mice were obtained. One of the main advantages of this method is that it
allows the quantification of the vascular network down to the capillary level. The data
in DICOM (DC) format were provided by the Swiss federal Institute of Technology
Zurich ETHZ using the Synchrotron at the Swiss Light Source (PSI, Villigen,
Switzerland) with a resolution of 1.4 µm and the µ-computed tomography scanner (µCT
50 Scanco Medical AG, Bruttisellen, Switzerland) with a resolution of 3 µm
3.2 Image segmentation and 3D reconstruction
Vascular segmentation and 3D reconstruction of the networks geometry were
accomplished by Thresholding and FloodFill within the Simpleware (v4.3) image
processing software. A vascular network taken from the proximal part of the mouse tail
and from the lower hind limb were segmented and reconstructed. Also, in order to
analyze the functionality of the vascular network in more detail, a sub-volume of 5% of
the tail network was taken and the same condition was applied on this sub-sample.
During the segmentation process it was ensure an interconnected network. Only the
connected elements of the geometry resulting of the segmentation process were used to
the 3D reconstruction and the non-connected structures were removed to proceed with
the construction of the superficial and volumetric mesh.

3.3 Surface and solid mesh reconstruction
The superficial and solid mesh was obtained using the Simpleware (v4.3 - Scan IP
module) image processing software. The superficial mesh was constructed using
triangle elements to obtain the geometry in STL format, then the solid mesh of
tetrahedral elements was obtained using the +FE Grid algorithm trying to conserve all
the possible contacts to apply then the boundary conditions.
3.4 CFD Analysis
Once the mesh was obtained the CFD analysis was performed using the commercial
software Fluent 12.1 (Ansys-United States). The steady-state Navier-Stokes equations
were solved to calculate the velocity profile and the WSS of each network. The blood
properties that were used to simulate the fluid within the different vascular networks are
given in Table 1. Taking into account the rheological behavior of the blood and the
vascular network size, a Non-Newtonian fluid was simulated (Eq. 1). The nonNewtonian molecular viscosity model used in this study was the non-Newtonian power
law where the viscosity is calculated as [12].
[1]
[2]
[3]
Where , , ,
and
are input parameters. is a measure of the average viscosity
of the fluid (the consistency index); is a measure of the deviation of the fluid from
Newtonian (the power–law index), is the reference temperature; and
and
are
respectively, the lower and upper limits of Newtonian viscosity used in the power law.
The fluid shear stress, denoted by is calculated as
(4)
Given the low Reynolds numbers under the applied flow rates, fluid was assumed to be
incompressible and laminar. The mass and momentum conservation equations for
laminar flow were solved.
Table 1 Blood properties and non-Newtonian power law parameters
Blood properties
Density (Kg.m-3)
Power-law index (n)
Consistency index (kg sn−2/m)
References temperature (ºK)
Minimum viscosity limit nmin(kg/ms)
Maximum viscosity limit nmin(kg/ms)

1060
0.7
0.01691
310
0.0001
0.1

The boundary conditions were defined in Fluent to simulate blood movement from the
superior to inferior position. A constant velocity equal to 0.001 ms-1 was applied in the
superior region and null pressure outlet was applied in the inferior region of the
networks. Blood walls were set to zero diffusive flux. To perform the CFD analysis we
have used Window Server 2008 R2 Enterprise with two processors Intel (R) Xeon(R)
3GHz and 48GB of memory RAM

4. RESULTS
4.2 Surface and solid mesh reconstruction
A full tetrahedral mesh of the tail network was obtained with around 81 million of
elements and 19 million of nodes and a limb vascular mesh with around 16 million of
elements and 4 million of nodes without loss of volume of structures futures.
4.3 CFD Analysis
4.3.1 Flow distribution
The highest velocity is 3 times higher than the inlet velocity in both vascular networks.
Velocity values inside the vessels range from 1 to 3 m.s-1 (Fig. 1). The velocity profile
of tail and limb networks shows a distribution of fluid flow in different planes. The
velocity is higher inside the small capillaries than the larger ones (Fig. 1a). It is
calculated that in some vessels the fluid velocity equals to zero, mainly in the small
lateral vessels in the limb network (Fig. 1b). There is also a high heterogeneity of fluid
flow distribution in the vessels in both networks (Fig. 1).

a)

b)

Figure 1: Contours of velocity magnitude (m. s-1) for the a) tail vascular network, and the b)
limb vascular network.

Fig. 2 shows the percentage volume versus the velocity magnitude of each vascular
network. It was observe a higher percentage of the network with a velocity close to zero
in the limb (around 78%) followed by the tail (47%) and then by the tails sub volume
(40%). The rest of the vascular networks have a heterogeneity distribution of the fluid
velocity (between 0.3 and 3mm s-1) inside their vessels, with a small percentage
(between 2-4%) above 3mm s-1 (three times the velocity inlet).

Figure 2: Percentage volumes versus velocity magnitude of each vascular network.

4.3.2 Wall shear stress
Fig. 3 shows the distribution of the wall shear stress in the tails sub volume with a
maximum value of 1.039 Pa (Fig. 3a) It was observe values of WSS around 0.5Pa inside
some regions of one of the large vessels (Fig 3b). In general, the WSS distribution was
higher in the large vessels than in the small ones.

a)

b)

Figure 3 Distribution of Wall Shear Stress (WSS) in the tails sub volume vascular network

5. DISCUSSION
In the velocity result of both vascular networks it was calculated within some vessels a
velocity equals or near zero. This possibly means that these vessels are not well
connected trained and connected to the rest of the network, and the blood cannot pass
through these vessels. Therefore, the cells that surround these "non-functional" vessels
should not be able to receive the nutrients and oxygen from the blood necessary to
survive. Also changes in the vascular network velocity were predicted with the change
in size of the vascular sections. For example by increasing the vessel diameter, the
velocity decreases in this section and, in the region with a small diameter an increase in
the velocity was predicted. The values of WSS obtained with the CFD analysis were
within the physiological range found in the human body reported in the literature. There
is a vast amount of experimental evidence demonstrating that externally applied
mechanical stresses and stimuli (fluid shear stress, stretch, and pressure) regulate the
cytoskeletal organization, signal transduction, gene expression, and a wide variety of
EC functions, including migration, proliferation, and ECM remodeling, which suggests
a role of extrinsic stresses in angiogenesis. In fact, many studies have shown that fluid
shear stress and stretch can affect the production and/or activity of the endogenous
biochemical factors, although most of these investigations were not conducted in the
context of angiogenesis [13]. This study may be used as a complementary tool for other
tissue engineering applications to analyze the functionality of the vascular networks
growing inside the construct to improve tissue scaffolds design.

6. CONCLUSIONS
A methodological approach for automatic 3D geometric analysis and generation of a
tetrahedral computational mesh from synchrotron and µCT data of complex vascular
networks was developed. The mesh generation methodology enables to produce a
computational mesh that shows good resolution and little element skewness. The values
of WSS obtained are within the physiological range found in the human body reported
in literature.
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MESHLESS MODELING OF MICROCRACK GROWTH IN CORTICAL BONE

H. Hemmatian1, H.R. Katouzian 2

1. ABSTRACT
A meshless model of micro-architectural cortical bone under tension is presented and
Element-Free Galerkin Cohesive simulations are run to assess the effect of
microstructure and bone mechanical characteristics upon the microcrack propagation
paths. The results indicate that the crack trajectory is influenced by the strength and
fracture toughness of the cement line relative to the bone matrix and crack length.

2. INTRODUCTION
Bone fracture process is closely related to several factors, such as reduction of bone
mineral density, bone micro-architecture, variation in the mechanical properties of the
bone tissue, and microcarck aggregations [1]. At the microstructural level, cortical bone
is composed of distinct phases such as a fiber-reinforced composite material comprising
osteons represented by fibers, interstitial bone as the matrix, weak interface between
osteon and interstitial matrix – so called cement line – ,and bone porosity that is
primarily due to Haversian canals [1]. Micro-architecture of cortical bone has an
important effect upon its fracture resistance. The crack propagation path in cortical bone
is influenced by its microstructure such as osteons and cement lines [2]. If the
microcrack enters the osteon and tries to split it, complete failure of the bone may
happen. Whereas deviation of microcracks into the cement lines leads to slowdown of
crack growth and an increase in bone robustness [3, 4].
Although various experimental and theoretical inquiries have been developed to
investigate the effect of micro-structural components on fracture behavior of a cortical
bone, the factors influencing the crack growth trajectory in cortical bone have not yet
been entirely understood. For instance, a multi-scale X-FEM model of osteonal cortical
bone tissue was developed by Budyn and Hoc [5] to investigate multiple crack growth
in cortical bone under tension. In another essay, Najafi et al., used the LEFM theory and
FEM for the analysis and modeling of the osteonal cortical bone tissue to evaluate the
interaction between osteons and microcracks [6]. In addition, Adel A.Abdel-Wahab et
al. employed a 2D micro-structural model for probing the effect of cement lines on
fracture scenarios and the global macroscopic mechanical behavior using extended
finite element method [7]. Since the cohesive crack model takes into account the
physical processes occurring in the vicinity of the crack tip, it is appropriate to examine
the effect of microdamage on bone fracture. Mischinski and Ural expanded the
application of cohesive finite element modeling to elucidate possible mechanisms that
1
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affect crack penetration into osteons or deflection into cement lines [3].
Finite element methods have been successfully used to perform analysis of crack growth
in bone. Nevertheless, FEM may present some shortages especially in crack analysis
e.g. time consuming remeshing process in such problems. In recent time, new classes of
methods known as the meshless methods have been developed to solve fracturemechanics problems without requiring elements. As a result, the objective of this
research is to probe the effects of bone micro-architecture on microcrack growth path
using Element-Free Galerkin Cohesive Fracture Method in LS-DYNA.

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A meshless model of micro-architectural cortical bone under tension was created and
Element-Free Cohesive simulations were run to assess the effect of microstructure and
bone mechanical characteristics upon the microcrack propagation paths.
Given the similarities between microstructure of osteonal cortical bone and fiberreinforced composite material, in the following models osteon is considered as fibers
since it is approximately circular; interstitial bone is considered a matrix as it fills the
gaps between the osteons. Each osteon is surrounded by a thin layer - cement line - and
contains a canal (Fig. 1a). Figure 1b illustrates the dimensions of the entire meshless
model with details. In this study, the interstitial bone and osteons were assumed
homogeneous and isotropic elastic materials – see table 1.
Haversian canal
Cement line

Osteon
(a) Interstitial bone

(b)

Fig. 1. (a) Cross section of osteonal bovine cortical bone tissue [9], (b) schematic of the meshless
micro-structural model; The dimensions of the entire model: 1 × 1 × 0.03 [mm3], the osteon
diameter[10]: 100 [µm], the Haversian canal diameter[10]: 30 [µm], the width of the cement line[7]:
1 [µm], and crack lengths: 200-400 [µm].

As mentioned earlier, in order to analyze the crack propagation in cortical bone, we
used EFG Cohesive Fracture analysis in this study. EFG cohesive fracture method is
developed by Belytschko and his group [13, 14] and is based on a strong discontinuity
approach to model the cracks and the crack initiation and propagation are governed by
cohesive law – energy release rate. In EFG method, a visibility method is implemented
to define the cracks in the solids and a fast transformation method [15] is applied to
handle the boundary conditions in the cracked media. In this method Crack propagates
cell-by-cell in current implementation.

In the Element-Free Galerkin (EFG) method [16], only nodal data and boundary
descriptions are required to formulate the discrete Galerkin equations. Basically, the
main difference between the EFG method and FEM is how the shape functions are
constructed. The construction of the shape functions in the EFG method is based on a
connectivity-free technique known as the moving least square (MLS) approximation
[17]. One of the advantages of MLS approximants is that their continuity is related to
the continuity of the weight function. A background-cell structure is employed for
evaluating the integral expression. More information about meshfree methods can also
be found in many literatures [18, 19, 20].
In this research, crack propagation is simulated by cohesive modeling (Fig. 2a) that
captures the nonlinear behavior of the process zone, which cannot be modeled by linear
elastic fracture mechanics [21]. It represents the physical processes occurring in the
vicinity of a propagating crack by a simplified traction-displacement relationship. Two
properties of the softening curve are most important: the tensile strength (σc) and the
energy release rate (Gc), which are introduced in the cohesive crack model as constant
material parameters. Several types for this softening function have been developed. So
that, a linear traction-displacement curve was employed in current work and the
cohesive model parameters, energy release rate and critical stress are obtained from the
experimental results reported in the literature for human cortical bone [8] – see table 1.
Table 1
Elastic and cohesive properties of the osteonal cortical bone tissue in transverse direction.
Model
Osteon
Interstitial matrix
Cement line

Elastic modulus
(GPa) [11,12]
12
15
6

Poisson’s
ratio[1]
0.3
0.3
0.4

Normal strength
(MPa) [8]
43.5
43.5

Fracture toughness
(N/mm) [8]
0.71
0.71

In EFG cohesive fracture methods, in contrast to cohesive element method, there are no
interface elements involved. It uses cohesive zone to simulate the fracture surface and δu
is the displacement jump across the crack surface. The representation of crack in the
meshfree method is depicted by the so-called “visibility” criterion [16, 22]. Since the
growth of crack surfaces can be reflected without changing a connectivity of nodes in
such a method, consequently it is possible to simulate crack propagation without
remeshing and it is an excellent choice for solving these problems. The presence of the
crack, a surface of discontinuity, only affects how nodes influence the displacement at a
given point. A visibility criterion [16] can be used to select these points and
constructing shape functions near a crack. In this method, the crack boundary is
considered to be opaque (Fig. 2b). Nodes that are on the opposite side of the crack are
excluded in the approximation of the displacement field, during the construction of
weight functions [19].
Cohesive traction

Domain of influence of node I

Crack
Crack
(a)

Fracture process zone

(b)

Fig. 2. (a) Cohesive crack model, (b) Domain of influence near a crack for the visibility criterion[23]

Therefore, in order to examine the effect of microstructure of bone on the microcrack
growth trajectory in transverse direction, various models were created and the effects of
the fracture toughness and strength of the cement line and crack length were evaluated.
The models were first created, and a background mesh of 4-noded tetrahedron cells was
generated. We used just the nodes of these elements for representing the meshless
models (Fig. 1b), the problem domains and their boundaries, and then we discarded the
elements. So that, the background mesh of cells was used for integration of the system
matrices. A displacement loading was applied at the bottom edge of each model and an
initial edged microcrack was introduced into the models with orientation perpendicular
to the loading direction, as shown in figure 1b. Then EFG Cohesive Fracture Method in
LS-DYNA was implemented for fracture analysis. In current study, the extension of the
crack was assumed to be of mode I – It is a current limitation of the method formulation
in LS-DYNA. The interfaces between sub-domains of the models were perfect bounded.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The first analysis focused on the role of cement lines in crack propagation behavior of
cortical bone. For this purpose two different mesh-less models – Model A (absence of
cement line) and Model B (presence of cement line) – were developed. In this case, the
initial crack length was 303.8 [µm]. The interstitial bone and osteon have cohesive
properties in common with each other and the cohesive properties of cement line were
assumed some one third of cortical bone’s cohesive properties. After modeling and
analysis with EFG cohesive fracture method in Ls-Dyna, the following were observed:
In model A, the microcrack entered the osteon directly. In contrast, the crack deflected
into the cement line and continued to grow within the cement line in model B (Fig. 3).

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. Simulation results of (a) osteon penetration in absence of the cement line and (b) crack
deflection in presence of the cement line.

Consistent with these observations, the cement line’s weak interface tends to deviate or
stop microcrack propagation and thereby increases bone toughness. These results are, of
course, dependent on cohesive fracture properties of cement line. The deviation is due
to low fracture toughness and strength of cement line with respect to the interstitial bone
and osteon. Meanwhile, the micro-architecture of Haversian cortical bone with changing
the distribution of stress, in its turn, influences the microcrack propagation trajectories.

Hence, the most important role of the cement line is inhabitation of the fracture at
micro-scale level because the crack that penetrates into the osteon continues to grow
with increasing load while the crack that deflects into the cement line with increasing
load approaches a halt on the cement line boundary or enters to the interstitial bone
tissue.
In another case, for probing the effect of fracture properties of cement line on crack
penetration into osteons or crack deflection into cement line, the cohesive properties of
cement line were varied with respect to the osteon and the interstitial bone. The
interstitial bone and osteon were assigned the same cohesive properties that were held
constant for all simulations (table 1). The results indicate that increasing the strength
and fracture toughness of cement line reduced the ability of cement line to deflect the
crack, that is, tougher cement lines facilitated crack penetration into the osteon.
Although both strength and toughness of cement line are effective in determining the
crack growth path, the strength played a far more fundamental role in crack deflecting.
Indeed, the low strength of it irrespective of its toughness grantees crack deflection.
These results are in accordance with what were reported by Mischinski & Ural (2011)
[3], Adel et al. (2011) [7], and Ural (2011) [4]. Also Burr et al. (1988) [12] proposed
that cement lines may promote crack deflection because they are poorly mineralized and
consequently have higher ductility compared to the osteonal and interstitial bone.
In one more part of this research, we focused on the effect of crack length on
microcrack propagation path. So, two meshfree models with two different inititial crack
lengths, 202.5 [µm], and 384 [µm], were considered. For each crack length, normal
cohesive properties of the components were similar to model A. After analysis, long
crack entered to osteon while short crack deflected into the cement line. Consequently,
long cracks with enough energy have a greater chance for penetrating into the osteon
and bone fracture resistance will be less against them. Therefore, long crack require
cement lines with low strength and fracture toughness for deflection into the cement
line. Other researchers have also reported similar observations in experimental studies.
O’Brien et al. (2005) [2] reported that the longer cracks are more likely to penetrate
osteons than to stop growing when they encounter cement lines. Also the results of
current research are in line with Mischinski & Ural (2011) study [3].
In conclusion, the simulation results showed that the crack trajectory was influenced by
the strength and fracture toughness of the cement line relative to the bone matrix and
crack length. One of the advantage of this study is using meshfree fracture method
without needing remeshing process and EFG simulations performed in this study
utilized cohesive zone modeling, which incorporated both strength and fracture
toughness of the bone and the cement line to determine the crack growth trajectory.
However, it is necessary to consider the concepts of cement line debonding and osteonal
pullout to improve the current model.
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THREE DIMENSIONAL ELECTROMECHANICAL MODELING
OF MUSCLE ARCHITECTURE

Melika Mohammad khah1, Farhad Tabatabai Ghomsheh2, Mostafa Rostami3

1. ABSTRACT
The aim of the research described in this paper is to develop a simplified
electromechanical modeling of muscle based on the cellular physiological concepts. The
simulation was performed utilizing MATLAB programming language. The proposed
muscle model predicts muscle forces and displacements, along with appropriate
constraints using finite element analysis. In order to connect this research with clinical
issues, the muscle ischemia was simulated. The changes that are obtained due to
ischemia are, increasing the deformations and muscle restricting due to simulation
propagation.
Keywords: Skeletal muscle, electromechanical modeling, Element, node, muscle
deformation, Electromechanical force, electrical stimulation.

2. INTRODUCTION
Two major constituents of mammals are the skeleton and the skeletal muscles. Skeletal
muscle accounts for at least 40 percent of the whole body mass in mammals [1]. The
primary task of skeletal muscles is to generate force and to move parts of the body.
Whereas the skeleton is a rigid framework, skeletal muscles deform in response to
contraction. The internal structure of skeletal muscles is determined by the arrangement
of contractile elements within a muscle. Muscle architecture is an important aspect of
muscle functioning [2]. Hence, geometry and material properties of muscle have great
influence on the force-length characteristic of muscle.
As it is said before, skeletal muscle controls body motion, and significant research have
been made to understand its biomechanical properties. Many muscle models can be
found in the literature since Hill [3] developed the ﬁrst mathematical model. Some of
these models are phenomenological (Stalhand et al. [4]), whilst others take into account
the muscle microstructure (Huxley and Niedergerke, [5]; Tang et al., [6]). The primary
objective of both types of models is to describe the contraction of the whole muscle as
the motor for body segment motion.
Finite element method has been widely used to model skeletal muscles by various
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researchers. The power of a finite-element muscle model rests in the fact that a muscle
is subdivided into discrete units. As skeletal muscle is composed of activatable muscle
ﬁbres arranged within a passive matrix of connective tissues [7], a number of ﬁnite
element models based on different approaches have been developed to describe the
active behavior of the skeletal muscle.
In computer graphics, previous work by Teran et al.[8] included non-linear properties of
muscle. Simplifying assumptions for the aponeurosis properties and structure were
therefore made in the modeling of the muscle behavior (and its corresponding anatomy).
In biomechanics, Jenkyn et al.[9] proposed a non-linear finite element analysis to
simulate a two dimensional skeletal muscle. Yucesoy et al [7] described a non-linear
element analysis to simulate a three dimensional skeletal muscle using a linked fibermatrix mesh model. Gielen et al.[10] described a planar model representing the midsagittal plane of the muscle belly. Oomens et al.[11] Extended the mid-sagittal plane
continuum model of Gielen et al.[10] to a model with a more realistic three dimensional
geometry. According to these authors,[11] further improvements of the model are
needed in the transverse plane geometry in order to obtain the actual three-dimensional
representation of the muscle. Fernandez et al.[12] presented an anatomically based ﬁnite
element geometric model to match human speciﬁc musculoskeletal system. Blemker et
al.[13] used a nonlinear ﬁnite element analysis to simulate a three-dimensional skeletal
muscle, simpliﬁed by axial symmetry. Sheng et al. [14] introduced a nonlinear FE
model which took into account voluntary contraction of ﬁbers and passive deformation
of muscle matrix and tendon with speciﬁcally deﬁned geometry and boundary
conditions for evaluation of important mechanical properties of muscle. Tang et al. [15]
proposed a 3D FE model for the skeletal muscle In order to simulate concentric,
eccentric, isometric and isotonic contraction behaviors of the skeletal muscle under
either quasi-static or dynamic condition with corresponding numerical algorithm based
on the concept o f the Hill’s model to describe the active and passive properties of the
muscle ﬁber. In cardiac and skeletal muscles models, it has been pointed out that the
orientation of muscle ﬁbers and activation, has a large inﬂuence on stresses and
strains.[16] Because of this, a model of skeletal muscle should have a detailed
description of the three-dimensional architecture and deformations so as to have
predictive.
The model described in this paper is simplified electromechanical modeling of muscle
based on the cellular physiological concepts. Although at this stage this physicallybased model is a goal in itself, it is hoped that it will eventually be used for clinical
predictions and for research on the influence of deformations on the functional
properties of muscle.

3. METHOD

The finite-element method (FEM) is a well-known tool for the mechanical analysis of
stress-strain in structures and tissues. In the finite element method the domain of interest
is divided in to a number of non-overlapping but contiguous subdomains called
elements. In order to find the approximated solutions, continuities between neighboring
elements at selected points (nodes) have to be respected, and appropriate boundary
conditions have to be applied. The most attractive feature of the finite element method

is that complex problems are reduced to a series of simple subproblems. In solid
mechanics, the problem is reduced to a system of equations in the form of
[K] {u}={N}

(1)

Where {K] is the stiffness matrix, {u} the vector of nodal displacements, and {N} the
loads [17]. In this paper, we use FEM utilizing MATLAB programming language to
analyze muscle structure.
According to Epstein [18], a comprehensive muscle model should present the following
mechanical considerations:
- A geometrical representation of the muscle: The proposed model is a three
dimensional model of muscle which consists of straight lines organized in truss
elements to represent muscle architecture. In this paper, a small portion of muscle is
modeled as a cuboid. A 2D section of this model has 90 nodes and 225 elements. The
mechanical and geometrical properties are listed in table 1.
Table 1: Mechanical and geometrical properties of muscle

properties
Elastic modulus (E)
Whole muscle dimensions
Element dimensions
Element cross sectional area
Element length

value
447±97.7[19]
1×1×5
0.2×0.2×2.78
4e-6
2.78

unit
kPa
cm
cm
m2
cm

Boundary conditions: as demonstrated in figure 1 for a cross section of our muscle
model, the first node is completely fixed, the 18th node is restricted in y direction that
means the muscle can shorten or lengthen in x direction and the 73rd node can move
only in y direction.
- An experimentally consistent mathematical representation of the behavior of the active
and passive force-producing elements, so we modeled muscle based on Hill model but
we ignored series passive elements that show the elastic behavior of tendons.

Node18

Node1

y

x
Node73

Figure 1:Schematic shape of muscle cross section

- The other features of a comprehensive muscle model are electrochemical (thermo
chemical) aspect. In the muscle model presented in this paper, this aspect is fully taken
into account according to ref [20] and in this reference detailed description of
electrochemical model is demonstrated. In this model in order to simulate the action
potential of muscle cells as showed in figure 2, we used 6 channels for exchanging ions
through membrane. So by applying excitation to a muscle cell similar to that showed in

figure 2, we can determine the nodes voltage.

i_muscle = i_Na + i_si + i_K2 + i_x1 + i_x2 + i_qr!;
Figure 2: Schematic model for excitable membrane of muscle[20]

Generally in this research, an electrical stimulation in the synapse location is our input
according to [20] and the mechanical behavior of muscle is the output in order to show
the muscle behavior.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

It was shown that the proposed muscle model can be used to predict conceptually force
production properties and deformations in human muscles. Regarding the simulation, it
can be said that, at first force producing elements (Hill model) receive the potential
which stimulates the muscle, and then according to that excitation, a specified
contractile force is produced in the contractile elements. This force wants to shorten the
muscle but connections between that muscle fiber to adjacent fibers resist from this
shortening. So muscle fiber distributes its contraction between other adjacent fibers.
Finally new length of muscle is an interaction among muscle fibers in model.
As illustrated in figure 3 when the stimulation reaches to a cell, its displacement
increases and after that because of contraction distribution between adjacent fibers,
displacement decreases till it reaches to equilibrium with other fibers and at this time
there is no shortening. As a result we can say that even if one fiber stimulates, whole
muscle will be influenced by that excitation.

Fig 1: x displacement vs. time for an arbitrary node

This model was used to indicate muscle behavior during ischemia and it is one of the
capabilities of this model. As it is obvious ischemia is any condition that prevents blood
from reaching organs and tissues of the body. Blood contains oxygen and many
nutrients. Without these components, these tissues will begin to die. The three major
pathophysiological conditions of ischemia are: elevated [K+]o, acidosis and anoxia.
Since [K+]o is a constant parameter in electrochemical model [20], we can easily make
the muscle ischemic by elevated [K+]o. The [K+]o concentration varies from 4.5 mM to
35 mM and it depends on ischemia intensity. It means that if [K+]o is 4.5 mM, the
muscle won't be ischemic and if it is 35 mM, it will be ischemic. As illustrated in Figure
4 the muscle that is ischemic, there are large deformations so this occurrence causes
more stresses on the muscle. On the other hand, the muscle which is ischemic, resisting
against electromechanical stimulation propagation so the peak of the ischemic muscle
curve is in the front of the other and its response to stimulation is delayed. This response
is compatible with ref [20].

Ischemic muscle

Fig 4: Influence of ischemia on the muscle contraction

At the end of this part we should mention the capabilities of proposed model. Excitation
location is definable and we can see the effect of variations in excitation value,
excitation frequency, as well as we can see the effect of drug consumption in the muscle
contraction ( drug consumption restrict the channels).
5. FUTURE WORK
Further research is needed to improve muscle geometry. It is needed to investigate how
changed muscle contraction pattern by changing the other ions concentration in
electrochemical model and of course we can simulate muscle contraction by drug
consumption.
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MICROMOTION ANALYSIS OF PRESS FIT RADIAL COMPONENT
OF THE TOTAL WRIST ARTHROPLASTY

S. Meireles1, L.J. Berglund2, A. Completo3, J.A. Simões4 and K.N. An5

1. ABSTRACT
A persistent problem related to total wrist arthroplasty is loosening of the distal
component of the implant. The initial stability of the implant immediately following
implantation may be a significant factor. Successful stability resulting in minimal
relative motion at the implant-bone interfaces allows osseointegration to occur thereby
providing a strong attachment between prosthesis and bone. The purpose of this study
was to measure stem-bone micromotion in the proximal component of the Re-Motion
prosthesis immediately following implantation in a cadaveric model. Micromotion at
the radial component was measured for three different loading conditions. Acceptable
amounts of micromotion were measured with this implant for the proximal component.

2. INTRODUCTION
There is considerable debate regarding total wrist arthroplasty (TWA) to treat end-stage
wrist arthritis due to a high number of complications 1-4. Many surgeons still prefer
fusion 5,6. However, with the advent of new designs of prostheses, complications seem
less frequent and less devastating7 and attitudes are gradually changing 5. The Universal
2 (KMI/Integra Life Sciences Corporation, Plainsboro, NJ, USA), Re-Motion (Small
Bone Innovations, Morrisville, PA, USA), Maestro (Biomet Manufacturing
Corporation, ) and Gibbon (Swemac, Linkoping, Sweden) prostheses are the latest
generation of total wrist implants currently available in the United States. All of them,
except the Gibbon, share the concept introduced by Menon for distal component
fixation utilizing a central stem in the capitate and two adjacent screws in the
surroundings carpus.
In total wrist arthroplasty (TWA) design, stablility is a primary consideration. If the
joint is not stable, it cannot provide pain-free function 8. The primary stability of a
prosthetic device is related to the occurrence of aseptic loosening 9. Achieving
appropriate primary fixation is particularly important for cementless arthroplasty to
1
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ensure good short-term and long-term results 10. Thus, any new design should be
subjected to preclinical tests specifically designed to assess stability under physiological
loads. Implant-bone micromotion is a reliable indicator of implant primary stability and
a potential predictor of failure 11. The purpose of this study was to measure stem-bone
micromotion in the proximal component of the Re-Motion prosthesis after implanting in
a cadaveric model.

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS
One fresh frozen human cadaveric radius of a woman was utilized. The age of the donor
at the time of death was 72 years. The study was approved by the Mayo Clinic
Institutional Review Board. The specimen did not present any sign of bony pathology
by visual inspection and radiography. Extensometers were fixed to the medial and
lateral distal surfaces of the radius (Figure 1), and in a similar fashion in the dorsal and
volar orientation in order to measure the relative micromotion of the implant to the
adjacent bony surface. Forces were applied to magnitudes of 20, 40 and 80 N to the
medial (M), lateral (L), dorsal (D) and volar (V) edges of the implant while
simultaneously recording micromotion. Micromotion of the tip of the stem relative to
the bone was calculated utilizing the extensometer data and the geometry of the implant
and radius for each loading condition.

D

L

M

V

Figure 1: Mounted specimen after implantation of the Re-Motion radial component.

A geometric model was used to convert the vertical motion (measured from
extensometers) to stem micromotion (Figure 2). In a right triangle, the tilting angle (α)
was calculated from the extensometer displacement (D) (sin α = D/L). In an isosceles
triangle, the stem micromotion at the level of tip (dt) was calculated from a (sin α/2 =
[dt/2]/lt).

Figure 2 - Geometric model used to convert the vertical motion to stem micromotion.
The geometric model used for calculating stem micromotion in coronal and sagittal
loadings.

4. RESULTS
While edge loading was applied in the coronal and sagittal planes, respectively,
displacement of the prothesis to the adjacent bone was measured : lateral and medial for
coronal loading, and dorsal and volar for sagittal loading. From these data micromotion
at the tip of the stem were calculated for applied loads of 20, 40 and 80N. The overall
mean micromotion at the proximal tip of the stem are presented in the Figure 3.

Figure 3: Mean micromotion for stem at the tip occurred during each loading at each
edge.

Calculated magnitudes of mean micromotion results for the Re-Motion prosthesis
collected in 5 trials are presented in Table I.

Table I - Micromotion results at the tip of the stem categorized by loading side (dorsal,
lateral, volar and medial) and load applied in each side (mean ± SD).
Micromotion at tip [µm]
DORSAL
LATERAL

VOLAR

MEDIAL

20N

50.2 ± 1.31

4.4 ± 0.12

25.2 ± 1.18

5.2 ± 0.25

40N

79.5 ± 1.06

9.2 ± 2.76

45.2 ± 0.66

7.5 ± 0.24

80N

130.3 ± 1.64

37.4 ± 0.20

58.1 ± 0.40

12.5 ± 0.19

5. DISCUSSION
In this study, micromotion of the Re-Motion radial component due to three levels of
applied edge loading (20, 40 and 80N) for four orientations (dorsal, lateral, volar and
medial) were calculated. The results demonstrated micromotion that was significantly
higher when loads were applied in the sagittal plane. Also demonstrated was that
micromotion was significantly related to the load applied.
Previous studies have indicated micromotion less than 40 µm could result in
osseointegration while micromotion of 150 µm had resulted in a interposition of a
fibrous tissue layer at the stem–bone interface 12,13. In general, studies reported that
physiological loads giving rise to implant-bone relative micro-movements of the order
of 100 or 200 µm may inhibit bone in-growth eventually promoting loosening of the
implant 14-17.
Measured values of the radial component of the Re-Motion for this individual trial were
below this threshold. Further biomechanical testing including multiple samples would
be necessary to document the initial fixation this implant. This preliminary data is
being utilized to validate an analytical model for the purpose to study variations in
loading, bone geometry and bone quality.
This study has three main limitations. As mentioned one limitation is that this represents
only one sample. Second, these results were obtained from a radius from an elderly
donor. Bone quality can affect stability for press fit cementless implants. Third, further
refinement of the experimental method based on this pilot could improve the accuracy
and .reliability of the measurements.
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COMBINED BONE-IMPLANT FIXATION: A PRE-CLINICAL HIP
STEM EVALUATION
A. Completo1, J. Simões1, F. Fonseca1, A. Ramos1, C. Relvas1, M. Oliveira1,
J. Pereira1

1. ABSTRACT
Most of orthopaedic implants used in articular reconstruction are fixed to the host bone
using bone-cement (cemented implants) or are press fixed directly to bone (press-fit
implants). The main disadvantages of cemented implants [1] are: limited cement fatigue
life, bone osteolysis and high bone destruction if revision is necessary. For press-fit
implants the major limitation is low initial stability that is important for bone
growth/adhesion on the implant surface and is related to implant loosening. Reduced
bone stock due to the larger press-fit implant dimensions, in order to improve stability,
is another disadvantage of this type of implants. Therefore, in order to reduce the main
disadvantages of both implant types, a new implant fixation concept was developed and
tested. This fixation concept presents the ability of contact/fixation of the implant with
host bone through two different interfaces: a press-fit implant-bone interface and an
implant-cement-bone interface. The cemented interface is provided by bone cement
housed in cavities on the implant surface. After placing the implant inside the bone
cavity, the cement is injected into the implant, which flows through the surface cavities
by a set of inner canals. This concept allows good initial stability supplied by the
cement, which is important to promote bone growth/adhesion at the implant-bone
interface. The implant-bone interface promotes a secure long-term support, reducing the
load carried by cement in the cavities and the risk of cement fatigue damage. Another
advantage relatively to full cemented implants has to do with revision, since less bone
damage will occur because cement is only restrained in the cavities with lower contact
area with bone. In the present study, a new hip femoral stem was developed based on
the described combined fixation concept and evaluated pre-clinically.

2. METHODS
In a first phase the hip stem geometry (Fig. 1) was defined using modeling and
numerical tools, assessing the following design parameters : (1) the maximization of the
contact area between the implant and cancellous bone; (2) ensuring a sufficient initial
implant stability in order to promote bone growth/adhesion at the implant-bone
interface: (3) maintain cancellous bone strains at acceptable physiologic levels; (4)
assure that implant and cement stress levels are under the fatigue limits of the materials;
(5) reassure a easy bone implantation movement without risk of bone damage.
However, the length of stem defined by the distal cancellous bone limit was considered
a fixed design parameter. All design parameters considered in the study were evaluated
for two implant-bone interface conditions: one representing the immediate post1
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operative situation where the implant-bone interface was considered in contact with
friction; and a medium-long term situation presuming a rigid fixation of the implantbone interface. In a second phase of the study, experimental tests were performed with
synthetic femurs. The experimental tests (five) allowed assessing the strain-shielding
effect at the proximal cortex through strain gauges. The principal strains before and
after stem insertion (Fig. 1) were measured. Finally, a fatigue test (one million of cycles
for a load of 3 times body weight) was performed in order to evaluate the cortex bone
strain changes and relate it with loosening and stability of the implant. CoCr femoral
stems were manufactured using CAD/CAM technology.

Fig. 1 a) implanted CAD model, b) stem model with cavities filled with cement, c)
strain gauges in proximal cortex.

3. RESULTS
The peak of minimal principal cancellous bone strains occurs in the medial side (7500µstrain). The peak of the von Mises cement stresses was 3.84 MPa and occurred at
the proximal cavities. The maximum von Mises stem stress was 191 MPa. For the
immediate post-operative scenario, the highest micromovement at the implant-bone
interface was 35µm and occurred at the medial side. The standard deviation was less
than 12% of the respective mean principal strains for all strain gauges. A good
correlation between the numerical and experimental cortex strains results was
determined (R2=0.97). The highest strain shielding effect was observed at the medial
proximal strain gauge, where a 3 times reduction was measured relatively to the intact
femur. After one million fatigue cycles, the implant did not reveal any permanent
subsidence or signals of loosening. The development of complementary studies is
necessary to prove the viability of the concept for clinical purposes.
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FRICTIONAL PROPERTIES OF OSTEOARTHRITIC CARTILAGE
DURING 3D ANALYSIS
R. Aissaoui1

1. ABSTRACT
The objective of this study was to determine the difference in knee articular cartilage
frictional properties during gait between osteoarthritic (OA) and healthy subjects. Gait
analysis on treadmill was performed on twenty-five OA and fourteen healthy subjects.
An inverse dynamics model and a reductionist contact model of the knee were used to
estimate respectively the joint reactions forces and moments and tibiofemoral contact
forces. The normal contact forces were inputted to a numerical biphasic poroviscoelastic model which represents knee articular cartilage in order to estimate its
corresponding fluid pressure. Then the effective friction coefficient was derived using a
friction model representative of the weeping mechanism of lubrication and the friction
surface force was then estimated. The friction surface force was found to be
significantly higher for OA subjects than for healthy subjects. The friction coefficient
was found to have an important contribution to the differences in friction surface force
between both cohorts during the stance phase whereas normal contact force was found
to have a less important contribution

2. INTRODUCTION
Osteoarthritis (OA) is a degenerative disease affecting the mechanical and structural
properties of articular cartilage. Though its etiology is not completely understood, it is
quite accepted that joint mechanics affect considerably its progression [1, 2]. Andriacchi
et al. [1] described the initiation and progression of osteoarthritis due to abnormal
kinematics which changes the contact force location at the articular surfaces which lead
to surface fibrillation. Fibrillation of articular surfaces increases surface roughness and
therefore increases surface friction. An increase in surface friction lead to higher
internal shear stresses which can possibly enhance matrix degradation. Also, since
surface friction is proportional to the normal contact force applied on the articulation, it
follows that a decrease in normal contact force could slow the progression of OA by
decreasing the surface friction force.
One of the main functions of articular cartilage is to ease joint motion during daily
activities by providing good lubricating properties. Surface friction, which is due to the
contribution of the surface roughness and the sheared-lubricant film, restrains joint
motion. Though surface friction depends on surface roughness, it depends also on
lubrication modes. Few theories have been developed in the past to describe the
lubrication of articular surfaces in vivo but none of them can account for all
physiological cases [3]. McCutchen [4] proposed the weeping mechanism which is a
fluid-film lubrication theory based on interstitial fluid pressurisation. From that theory,
Ateshian et al. [5] proposed a model to estimate a friction coefficient that represents the
contribution of surface roughness and the efficiency of the lubrication process. Their
1
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model has shown good agreement with experimental results for static and dynamic
loadings in vitro [6]. The estimation of fluid pressurisation requires the use of a biphasic
cartilage model for which material parameters are needed. These parameters are
representative of the mechanical properties of articular cartilage. In the case of OA
articular cartilage, it has been shown that it has a larger permeability and water content
than healthy articular cartilage [7]. Though previous studies in the literature have
characterized the frictional properties of OA articular cartilage during in vitro
experiments, no studies have attempted to estimate surface friction for in vivo
conditions such as gait.
The aim of this study is to investigate the differences in frictional properties in terms of
surface friction between OA and healthy knee articular cartilage during gait. The impact
of normal contact force applied at the articulation on the progression of OA will also be
assessed. Since an increase of tissue permeability increases compressive tissue strain
and decreases fluid pressurization [8] and that a decrease in fluid pressurization is more
likely to decrease the quality of the lubrication process at the articular surfaces. We
hypothesize that surface friction will be higher for OA articular cartilage than for
normal articular cartilage.

3. METHOD
3.1 Experimental Protocol
Twenty-five subjects with grade I to IV OA (8 grade I, 5 grade II, 6 grade III, and 6
grade IV) as well as fifteen healthy subjects performed a gait analysis on treadmill.
Each subject was asked to walk at selected self-pace. Treadmill was equipped with two
force-platforms (ADAL 3D, Méd. Développement, France). Four markers fixed on rigid
body were placed on the thighs, the shanks, and the feet by mean of exoskeletal system.
A system of six optical cameras sampling at 120 Hz was used for data acquisition of
kinematics Vicon M460 system (Vicon M460, Vicon Peak Inc., CA). Force-platforms
data were synchronised with kinematics data. Between 16 and 24 gait cycles were
recorded for each subject. Kinematics, kinetics and anthropometric data were introduced
in a generic 3D inverse dynamic model developed to estimate 3D joint forces and
moments at the hip, the knee, and the ankle [9]. A 2D reductionist contact model was
used to calculate tibio-femoral contact forces in the sagittal plane. These contact forces
were then introduced in a uniaxial biphasic-poro-viscoelastic (BPVE) cartilage model to
estimate cartilage displacement in compression. Afterwards, dissipative mechanisms are
used to estimate articular dissipation in compression and shear.
2.2 Numerical Formulation
Articular cartilage was modeled as a BPVE soft tissue [10]. A uniaxial confined
compression configuration was adopted since only the axial displacement (u(z,t)) of the
solid matrix is required in this study to calculate the dissipation of the cartilage.
Articular cartilage of the tibial plateau is confined by its undeformed part and by the
subchondral bone of the proximal tibia. Also, it is compressed by the articular cartilage
of the femur which acts like a piston compressing tibial articular cartilage. The reduced
momentum equation corresponding to this configuration is
 zz  z , t  1 u( z , t )
 
, 0  z  h, 0  t  
(1)
z
k
t

With the following boundary conditions:

 zz (0, t)  PA (t)

(2)
(3)
u(h, t)  0
Where zz(z,t) is the axial partial stress of the solid matrix, k is the strain-dependent
intrinsic permeability and PA is the contact pressure applied on articular cartilage
surface. The contact pressure was obtained by dividing the normal contact force by the
tibio-femoral contact area. This contact area is known to vary as a function of knee joint
angle [11]. Surface displacement was found by solving Eq. (1). Simulating cartilage
displacement during gait starting from rest (i.e. zero initial conditions) is not a realistic
condition. Therefore, for each subject, a constant load equivalent to one body weight
was first simulated during 15 minutes prior to the simulation performed with contact
loads during gait. The amplitude of this preloading represents the tibio-femoral contact
load of a person standing up. Time increment (t) and space increment (z) were set to
0.025 s and 0.25·h respectively during the preloading simulation and to 1/120 s and
0.25·h respectively during the gait simulation. Material properties used in this study
were taken from literature. Surface friction force () was estimated from this equation:
(t)  eff (t)  Fcontact (t)

(4)

Where eff is the efficient friction coefficient and Fcontact is the normal (compressive)
contact force. The efficient friction coefficient was defined as:
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Where s is the solid content, p(t) is the interstitial fluid pressure, and eq is the
equilibrium friction coefficient. Solid content was assumed to be 0.2 and 0.15
respectively for healthy articular cartilage and OA articular cartilage. The equilibrium
friction coefficient was taken from Bell et al. [12] for dynamic loadings and were set
respectively to 0.03 and 0.075 for healthy and OA articular cartilage. Interstitial fluid
pressure was obtained by solving momentum equation for the fluid phase which gives:
p(t )  

h

f

  vs  z , t   v f  z , t  dz
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k
Where vs and vf are respectively the velocity of the solid phase and the fluid phase. The
velocity of the solid phase was obtained by taking the derivative of the articular
cartilage displacement with respect to spatial coordinate and the velocity of the fluid
phase was obtained by solving the continuity equation:
0

  s vs  z , t    f v f  z , t    0

(7)

Where  denotes the spatial gradient. Results for each subject for the surface friction
force, the normal contact force applied, and the friction coefficient were resampled and
then averaged over one gait cycle. Statistical ANOVA analysis was performed to
determine whether significant differences exist between healthy and OA articular
cartilage for the normal contact force applied the friction coefficient and the surface
friction force.

4. RESULTS
Figure 1 shows the mean pattern of the normal contact force expressed in body weight
(BW) for both cohorts over gait cycle. The largest differences between groups occur at
the beginning of the stance phase. In fact, the first peak reaches 3.04 ± 0.71 for the
healthy group, while for the OA group was significantly (p<0.001) low at 2.04 ± 0.41
BW.

Figure 1 – Mean normal contact force during gait for healthy and OA subjects. Standard
deviations for both curves are represented by dotted lines.
Figure 2 shows that OA subjects developed larger surface friction compared to healthy
subjects during the entire gait cycle. The surface friction force for the first and second
peak were respectively equal to 0.0053 and 0.0043 BW for the healthy group. It was
significantly (p<0.001) larger for the OA group respectively for the corresponding two
peaks 0.0148 and 0.0137. Also, standard deviations were found to be high during the
stance phase for both groups meaning that larger variations occur among the subjects of
the same cohort.

Figure 2 – Mean surface friction force during gait between healthy and OA subjects.
Standard deviations for both curves are represented by dotted lines.
Figure 3 shows that the magnitude of the friction coefficient for OA subjects is
significantly 3 to 5 times higher compared to that of the healthy group. Also, except at
the loading period of the stance phase, the friction coefficient stays relatively constant
for both cohorts all along this phase. According to the weeping mechanism, the negative
values occurring at the beginning of the gait cycle are the result of instantaneous fluid

pressures higher than normal contact forces.

Figure 3 – Mean friction coefficient during the stance phase for healthy and OA groups.
5. DISCUSSION
In this study, frictional properties of knee OA articular cartilage have been assessed
during gait. Although first peak of maximum normal contact force could be an indicator
of OA, the measurement of frictional properties highlights more significantly the
presence of this disease. Actually, the results of this study showed that surface friction
force for OA articular cartilage could reach up to four times the magnitude of the
surface friction force for healthy articular cartilage. These differences are mainly
attributed to the friction coefficient which showed also significant differences in
magnitude for both cohorts during the swing phase. Limitations in this study are mainly
attributed to the modeling process. First, confined compression configuration may not
be appropriated to represent the real mechanical behaviour of articular cartilage in
physiological conditions since it yields 1D homogeneous deformation which is not
likely to occur in real situations. Also, it has to be mentioned that confined compression
configuration is known to yield higher fluid pressurisation compared to other
configurations. Therefore, the effective friction coefficient will be relatively low for this
configuration. In physiological conditions, it is actually not known if fluid
pressurisation reaches very high levels as those reached in confined compression
simulations. Thus, it is difficult to estimate the in vivo effective friction coefficient
based on the weeping mechanism. Also, the effective friction coefficient in this study
depends only on one mechanism of lubrication. To date, no mechanism of lubrication
can describe perfectly the in vivo lubrication process of articular cartilage during daily
activities. It has been suggested that a combination of existing theories may be a good
representation of the lubrication process in vivo [13]. Values used in this study to
represent the structural and mechanical properties of OA articular cartilage were the
same for all subjects. However, it is known that some of these properties are varying
depending on the grade of the disease. Future works might be accomplished to measure
these parameters on human articular cartilage and for different grades of OA. If such
parameters are measured, and if significant differences in frictional properties are found
between the cohorts regrouped per grade of OA, then measurable parameters in vivo
having an impact on the frictional properties have to be identified. If this is
accomplished, these parameters could therefore be used to screen the disease in its early
phases and progression. However, to date, there exists no way to measure mechanical
properties such as the equilibrium friction coefficient in vivo using non-invasive
techniques.

6. CONCLUSION
In this study, frictional properties of OA articular cartilage during gait have been
assessed. Significant differences have been found between OA and healthy articular
cartilage. These differences are mainly due to the contribution of the effective friction
coefficient whereas the contribution of the normal contact force patterns was shown to
be less important but not negligible. Efforts have to be made in the future to determine
structural and mechanical properties representative of OA cartilage for each grade of the
disease since it may lead to its screening in its early phases.
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DYNAMIC PRESSURE RESPONSE IN HEAD INJURY
C. Pearce1, P.G. Young2, L. Cowlam3 and B. Walker3
1. ABSTRACT
The mechanics of head impact injury are investigated using the finite-element method.
Three computational models of the head were constructed; these range from low to high
bio-fidelity. The finite-element models were obtained from MRI image data, using a
technique adapted from the marching cubes approach which automates the generation of
meshes and allows for a number of different structures (e.g. skull, scalp, brain) to be
meshed simultaneously. The highly biofidelic head model was validated against
cadaveric impact data. A range of impact simulations were carried out using the finiteelement models to validate an analytical representation of head impact based on full 3D
elasticity equations developed by one the authors. These analytical and numerical
models were used in parallel to explore the phenomenon of large transient pressure
amplification in the brain. This behaviour occurs during low duration low velocity
impacts. The implications of these high pressure transients are also discussed.
Besides its significance in the study of head injury biomechanics, this research
demonstrates that numerical models generated from 3D scan data can be used
effectively to represent physical processes. This is useful given the ethical issues and
confounding factors associated with cadaveric testing.
2. INTRODUCTION
Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI) has significant economic and personal impact. Roughly
1.7 million people sustain TBI per year in the US, and of these 52,000 die. In the US in
2000 it was estimated that the direct medical costs of TBI, and indirect costs through
loss of productivity, totaled $60 billon. [1]
TBI can be categorised as being either blunt or penetrating, depending on whether the
cranial vault remains intact or is breached. Contrary to injuries resulting from
penetrating impact, the trauma locations and mechanisms resulting from blunt impact
are not well understood and cannot be well predicted. [2]
The current research builds upon work by Young and Morfey. In their paper [3] a range
of parametric studies were performed on a 2-phase finite-element model of the human
head in order to explore the sensitivity of the brain’s pressure response to changes in
material, geometric and loading parameters. The model used was a simple fluid-filled
sphere representation of the head: an outer shell which was based on approximate
geometric values of the human skull (radius, thickness), containing a fluid sphere
representing the brain. Relevant linear elastic material properties were applied to these
structures. This simplified model was used to reduce the complexities of the system so
that critical parameters which have a large effect become more evident.
The finite-element mesh was in the form of a 30º wedge, which had symmetry
conditions applied such that it behaves as a full sphere. The exterior shell was composed
1
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of 24 shell elements, while the interior fluid was modeled by 384 eight noded brick
elements. Impact loading was simulated by applying a pressure-time history to a
circular cap with sector half angle 15º on the exterior of the shell. A Hanning squared
function was used, which is a reasonable approximation of actual impact loading.4 [3]

Fig. 1: Diagram of Young and Morfey’s fluid-filled spherical shell model. [3]
A sensitivity study was performed, consisting of a range of simulated impacts with
varying impact duration Tp, while all other parameters, including the peak impact force
F0, were held constant. As impact duration was lowered Young and Morfey observed
that the intracranial pressure behavior began to deviate from the “quasi-static” response.
The quasi-static response is analogous to the hydrostatic pressure at a certain depth
within a fluid-filled container, which is caused by gravity. In a similar fashion, during
comparatively long duration impacts (typically 3 ms or greater), the skull is
predominantly subjected to rigid-body linear acceleration. As so, the intracranial
pressure can be described by Equation 1:
[Equation 1]
Where: r (/m) is the distance in the x-direction from the central (coronal) plane of the
brain, P(r) (/Pa) is the pressure at this point, and m (/kg) is the mass of the skull-brain
system. [3] Hence for a quasi-static response one expects peak positive pressure in the
brain to occur directly beneath the point of impact (the coup), varying linearly through
to a peak negative pressure (of equal magnitude) diametrically opposite the impact (the
contrecoup). This pressure behavior is prevalent in both numerical and cadaveric head
impact literature, in which it is unusual to investigate low duration impacts.
For quasi-static behavior the magnitude of the peak positive and negative pressures do
not depend on impact duration, only on the maximum load. A portion of Young and
Morfey’s results are presented below, see Fig. 2. For comparatively long to medium
duration impacts (10 ms to 3 ms) the intracranial pressures at the coup and contrecoup
rise and fall with the applied load and the peak pressures remain constant, clearly
indicating quasi-static behavior as was expected. However as impact duration is reduced
to 1 ms, the peak pressures observed become significantly greater than predicted by the
4

Hanning squared pressure time history given by:
[Equation 2]
where

[Equation 3]

t is time, Tp is the duration of the applied load, F0 is the maximum force in the x-direction, a is the inner
radius of the skull, and φ is the loading area sector half angle. [3]

quasi-static solution, and both positive and negative pressure transients occur at the
coup and contrecoup, i.e. the response is qualitatively and quantitatively different. As
contact duration was reduced further the dynamic magnification of these pressures
continued; a peak intracranial pressure of over 60 bars was recorded at the coup for the
minimum contact duration impact (0.05 ms) – this is a magnification of approximately
20 times the quasi-static peak pressures observed in the 3 ms and 10 ms impacts, which
have equal maximum force applied. The period of the first equivoluminal mode of
vibration TΩ for the fluid-filled shell was calculated by the authors using a modification
of an analytical solution presented in [4]. The results were then collapsed by
normalizing the impact duration Tp on this period. This non-dimensional ratio was
found to be a good predictor of the system’s response: a critical value of approximately
Tp / TΩ = 2 exists, below which dynamic pressure magnification occurs, and above
which quasi-static behavior is observed. [3]
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Fig. 2: Pressure response in fluid at coup and contrecoup, for Tp = 1, 3, 10 ms [3]

3. ANALYTICAL MODELLING
In previous work one of the authors developed an analytical model of the fluid-filled
sphere head approximation. [5] The model considers Hertzian contact stiffness and local
bending and membrane stiffness in series, which allows explicit equations to be derived
for global characteristics of the impact, such as: impact duration, peak impact force,
peak acceleration, and the non-dimensional ratio Tp / TΩ.
4. FLUID-FILLED SPHERE: STAGE 1
The current research aims to investigate the mechanics of this dynamic pressure
magnification effect, and determine whether the mechanisms involved are also
applicable to a real work head system, i.e. whether or not they are artifacts of the large
assumptions made in the simplified head model. The research progressed in three
stages, utilizing finite-element models of increasing biofidelity. The first model
approximates the human head as a fluid-filled sphere, similar to Young and Morfey’s
work in [3]. However, rather than indirectly modeling impact through the application of
a pressure-time history, impacts were simulated directly by modeling collision of the
head with a spherical impactor mass. For this initial model material properties and
geometric characteristic lengths were equal to those used by Engin in [6], which is
source of the baseline properties used in Young and Morfey’s parametric studies. [3]

A sensitivity study was carried out by subjecting the stationary head model to a range of
10 impacts, with the initial velocity of the impactor varying incrementally from 0.2 to
3.8 m/s. The analytical model derived in [5] were used to predict the peak impact force
of each case, and the mass of the impactor was changed as needed such that the peak
impact force remained constant across all impact cases. The impacts were performed
using LS-DYNA explicit finite-element code (LSTC Inc.). This resulted in a range of
impacts of differing durations (measuring from 0.34 ms to 3.32 ms) with approximately
equal peak force. The simulations showed good agreement with predictions made using
the analytical model. The results of the simulations were non-dimensionalised. This
reduces the influence of any small variations of peak impact force in the simulations
about the predicted constant value, and also allows any qualitative changes in pressure
response to be analyzed and displayed more clearly. This was done by normalizing
recorded peak intracranial pressures over peak pressures predicted using Equation 1
(above), i.e. the pressures one would expect from a quasi-static response, so resulting in
a measure of the pressure “magnification”. Also impact durations were normalized over
the period of the first equivoluminal mode of vibration.
5. SKULL AND BRAIN: STAGE 2
The second model utilized the same material properties and impactor as the fluid-filled
sphere model, but had modified geometry. The spherical shell was replaced with
realistic skull geometry generated from in vivo MRI scan data of a human male
generated using image-based meshing techniques. As previously, the cranial cavity was
filled with a fluid model representing the brain; the fluid must be enclosed, so a
deformable thin soft membrane was artificially included over the foramen magnum so
that any pressure releasing effects of this feature remain intact. A sensitivity study was
carried out in the same manner as Stage 1: 12 impacts of approximately equal peak
force were simulated with impact durations measuring from 0.17 ms to 3.28 ms. 5
additional high energy impacts were performed, to study the influence of any geometric
non-linearities resulting from significantly increased impact forces.
6. REALISTIC MODEL: STAGE 3
The final model is a complex high bio-fidelity model of the whole head and neck,
derived from the same MRI scan data as used in Stage 2. Semi-automated image based
meshing techniques from the ScanIP commercial software (Simpleware Ltd.) were
employed to segment and mesh the skull, vertebrae, intervertebral discs, cerebrum,
cerebellum, brain stem and spinal cord, cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), scalp and
surrounding flesh. Representative linear material properties were applied to these
structures. Structures deemed of particular importance to the impact response were
assigned more complex material models: nervous tissue was represented by a
viscoelastic model, the CSF was an elastic fluid, and the scalp beneath the impact point
is assigned non-linear elastic properties based on in vitro tests by Gadd et al. [7]
This Stage 3 model was validated against cadaveric experimental data by simulating
impact case 37 from Nahum et al.’s 1977 physical tests, which is used widely in the
literature to verify the accuracy of head models. The results showed good agreement:
the Stage 3 model was able to predict well the intracranial pressures observed by
Nahum et al. in [8].
The size and complexity of this finite-element model requires greater computational
resources per simulation. Instead of a full sensitivity study as previous, 3 impacts

(excluding the cadaveric validation) were simulated in the form of individual case
studies.

Fig. 3: Midsagittal cross-section of biofidelic head model.
7. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The normalized results of the fluid-filled sphere head (Stage 1) sensitivity study are
presented below in terms of non-dimensional pressure (i.e. pressure “magnification”)
against the ratio Tp / TΩ.
Contrecoup
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Fig. 4 and 5: Fluid-filled sphere: normalized pressures vs. time at the coup and
at the contrecoup respectively.
As was expected, for comparatively long duration impacts (Tp / TΩ > 2) quasi-static
pressure behavior is observed in the brain. Peak positive pressures occur at the coup,
and peak negative pressures occur at the contrecoup, while negative pressures at the
coup and positive pressures at the contrecoup remain low. These peak pressures remain
relatively constant due to the consistent peak impact force. As contact duration is
reduced past a critical value of approximately Tp / TΩ = 2 the nature of the response
changes: the magnitude of the peak pressures observed increases, and large positive and
negative pressures are observed at both the coup and contrecoup. The maximum
observed pressure magnification from this Stage 1 study is a dynamic positive pressure
8.6 times greater than would be predicted from the quasi-static response, occurring at

the coup. The results of the investigation involving the model with improved skull and
brain geometry (Stage 2) are similar, including an equal location of the critical value for
the prediction of the nature of the response. These results agree well with the
observations of Young and Morfey [3], indicating that under certain impact conditions
the pressure response in the brain will be dynamic, and this occurs despite the
significant changes to the models used: a large increase in mesh density, non-spherical
(i.e. realistic skull) geometry, and direct modeling of the impact (not an assumed
pressure-time history). It is believed that this research will have important implications
for injury preventative design, diagnosis, treatment and forensic investigation of blunt
head injuries. For example, it is necessary to have a simple mathematical expression for
the prediction of head injury severity which may inform decisions regarding immediate
and long-term treatments. The head injury criterion (HIC) is a widely used predictor of
blunt head injury severity, but based solely on the resultant linear acceleration of the
head. The accuracy of the HIC has come under much debate, and despite its once
widespread use it is now regarded in the literature as a poor predictor of severity. One of
the reasons this is the case may be that the HIC does not take into account impact
duration, which the results of this research indicate is a critical parameter in predicting
the magnitude and nature of the pressures in the brain.
The large pressure transients observed at the coup and contrecoup in this study suggest
that dynamic pressure magnification may be the cause of the well documented
“contrecoup effect”: a hereto poorly understood phenomenon in which trauma of the
brain is observed not only directly beneath the point of a blunt impact, but also
diametrically opposite.
A manuscript detailing the results and implications of the Stage 3 investigation is
currently being prepared for publication in a peer-reviewed journal.
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AN ANALYTICAL MODEL TO INVESTIGATE HUMAN HEAD
IMPACT AND ITS GOVERNING EQUATIONS
S. M. Rajaai1, M. Haghayegh2, and S. M. Baghaei3

1. ABSTRACT
An analytical method to predict the response of the inclined impact of a fluid filled
elastic spherical shell having an arbitrary thickness with an elastic toroid is
investigated in this paper which can be considered as a model for analytical
evaluation of blunt impact on human head. The study is performed as a combination
of Hertzian contact theory and the local effect of membrane and bending of the shell
in order to state the implicit equation to determine the transmitted force. With respect
to the analytical responses, it is concluded that transmitted force decreases and the
contact duration increases by increasing the attack angle in constant initial velocity. In
addition, a closed form solution has been presented to obtain the impact parameters
including the duration, the maximum transferred load and the maximum acceleration
of the shell which are particularly important for the researchers. Therefore, the
investigation of important quantities of the impact phenomena would be possible by
using the closed form solution. The concluded results are validated by finite element
method to verify the response of the model. A good agreement between analytical
responses and numerical results reveals the accuracy of analytical equations.

2. INTRODUCTION
Research including financial expenses is being performed in private and public
sectors of the society to identify the reasons of occurrence and the prevention methods
of head injuries. Although there is not an exact statistics for the death rate as a result
of these injuries, but it is estimated around 15 to 30 persons out of each 100000
around the globe. If the mean value of death rate as a result of head injury is
considered 22 out of 100000 people, and the world population considered as 6 billion,
the death count from head injury would be around 1.2 million persons in the whole
world [1]. Extensive research in the form of cadaver studies and analytical methods
has been performed to identify the response of the human head to the impact. The first
analytical models have been proposed by Anzelious [2] and Catinger [3], in which the
head was modeled by a fluid filled spherical container. Angin [4] proposed an
analytical model which contained the membrane and bending characteristic of the
shell. Kenner and Goldsmith [5] continued these studies for the limited time loads.
Finally Young [6] proposed a model in which a sphere filled with viscous fluid hit
with a solid sphere and obtained implicit and explicit equations for the maximum
transferred force, the impact duration, maximum head acceleration, and inner brain
pressure. In the present paper, some equations will be derived for calculating general
1
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parameters of impact such as maximum transferred force, maximum acceleration, and
the impact duration.

3. THEORY
The inclined impact of fluid filled spherical shell with a torus shape object with the
following conditions is considered. A fluid filled spherical shell with mass msk and
velocity Vsk, and a torus shape object with mass me and velocity Ve illustrated in figure
1. The outer radius of shell is Rsk and its thickness is h. The shell material properties
are considered as homogeneous and isotropic with Esk as its Young Modulus, vsk as
Poisson's Ratio, and ρsk as the density. The shell is filled with viscous fluid with
density ρf and bulk Modulus B. The outer radius of fluid is Rf, which is the inner
radius of the shell. The torus shape radii are Re and R e. The torus shape properties
are also considered as homogeneous and isotropic with Young Modulus Ee, Poisson's
Ratio νe, and Density ρe, The impact angle is α.
3-1- The laws of Impact
1- The contact resulting from the impact of two solid objects which is according to the
Hertzian contact theory.
2- The contact resulting from the impact to a thin hollow spherical shell.
With the assumption of Hertzian contact model, the relationship for forcedisplacement of the two objects is given by Hertz [7]:
F = K H ∆x H
KH =

3

2

(1)

1
4
q k .R * 2 .E *
3

Here F is the applied force, XH the mutual displacement of the objects, and KH the
contact stiffness.

Fig. 1: The oblique impact of the spherical shell and torus object, with the impact angle a

In equation (1):
(2)
1/R*=1/2(2/Rsh+1/Re+1/R e), 1/E*=1/π[(1-νe2)/Ee+(1-νsh2)/Esh]
The peak displacement for the thin hollow spherical shell due to load F, as a uniform
pressure on a small sphere of radius a, can be explained as:
F = K sh .∆xsh
and Ksh can be calculated from the following equation: [8]

(3)

2.3E sh h 2

K sh =

(4)

1
2 2

(

)

Rsh 1 − ν sh
The bulk modulus of the fluid has no effect on the contact stiffness of the shell.
3-2: Analytical Model: Implicit equation for Fmax
With the assumption of a conservative system and by writing the principle of Energy
Conservation before the impact and at the point of maximum contraction:
5
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
mshVsh 2 + meVe 2 = K sh ∆xsh 2 + K H ∆xH 2 + ( msh + me ) Vsh −e 2 + msh (Vsh Sinα )
2
2
2
5
2
2

(5)
∆x sh is the deformation due to the membrane and bending of shell, Vsk is the system
velocity of shell-torus object in the maximum contraction point, and ∆x H is the
Hertzian contact deformation in the shell and torus body together. The impact occurs
1
2
in "n" direction and the value msh (Vsh Sinα ) is kinetic energy of the shell in "t"
2
direction during the impact. Using the principle of conservation of momentum:
mshVsh− n + meVe = ( msh + me ) Vsh −e −n (6)
Since the impact occurs in "n" direction, in the above equation, Vsk-n is the velocity of
shell in "n" direction before impact, and Vsh-e-n is the common velocity of the two
objects during the impact in "n" direction. By substituting Vsk-n in equation 6 and
solving for Vsh-e-n, we obtain:
m V Cosα + meVe
Vsh −e = sh sh
(7)
msh + me
∆x sh and ∆x H could be obtained from the equation of maximum transferred force
2

 F 3
F
∆x sh = max And ∆x H =  max 
(8)
K sh
 KH 
By replacing equations 7 and 8 into equation 5 and arranging:
5

2

F
4 Fmax 3
(9)
∆U = max +
5 K 23
K sh
H
Where
2

2

∆U = mshVsh Cos α + meVe

2

( m V Cosα + meVe )
− sh sh

2

msh + me
Equation 9 is an implicit and approximate representation for the maximum transferred
force which contains both Hertzian contact deformations in shell and torus object and
also membrane and bending effect in the shell. It can be solved analytically for Fmax to
obtain the maximum deformation and maximum acceleration of the fluid filled shell.
∆x max = ∆x sh + ∆x H =
a max =

Fmax
K sh

Fmax
msh

F
+  max
 KH

(11)

2

3
 (10)


Impact duration (Tp) can be obtained by numeric Integration from the forcedisplacement curve. The motion could be considered as a simple harmonic motion
with an effective linear stiffness:
(12)
Fmax
1
=
K effec =
∆x


1
 1 +

2
1 
K
 sh K 3 .F 3 
H
max 

Now considering the related equations, the value of Tp could be obtained as:
TP = π

m*
K effec

(13)

Where
1
1
1
=
+
*
msh me
m
Head Injury Criteria (HIC) which is as explanation of impact severity can be obtained
from the following equation:
2.5

t2
 
 1
HIC = max(t1 , t 2 )(t 2 − t1 )
∫ a(t )dt   (14)

 (t 2 − t1 ) t1

The term max(t1, t2) explains that the time distance between t1 and t2 must be so that
the next term in brackets gains its maximum value. With the following assumption for
the head acceleration
(15)
 t 
Fmax
a (t ) =
Sin  π 
msh
 TP 

and by replacing equation 15 in 14 and for 0 < t < TP , by simultaneous solution of
the following equations, the time distance which maximize equations 14 would be:
∂ (HIC )
= 0 (16)
∂t2
∂t1
After obtaining the values of t1 and t2, the peak value of HIC is specified.
∂ ( HIC )

=0

4. VALIDATION USING FEM.
For FE analysis of current model, LS-Dyna module of ANSYS software has been
used. For modeling a spherical shell as human head, two concentric spheres have been
considered. Initially two smaller spheres as brain and one bigger sphere as skull were
drawn. Then one of the smaller spheres was deducted from the larger one. The model
was divided to two identical parts which were symmetrical with regard to the sagittal
plane to reduce the computer run time. By defining points and constructing surfaces,
the model was divided to four equal parts to create the mesh. MDT software is applied
to model the torus shape object which has two different radii in impact region. After
constructing the model in MDT, the file is saved as .sat format and introduced to
ANSYS. The model is an object with two radii of 0.03m and 0.045m in the impact
zone. The distance of the spherical shell from the torus body is 0.5mm.

Fig. 7 modeling the oblique impact of a torus shape object with a spherical shell using Finite Element.

SOLID 164 elements have been used for mesh generation. It is required to use a
unique type of element for meshing the parts which are in contact with each other.
Element SOLID 164 is normally used in modeling three dimensional structures in
explicit dynamics cases. There are 2876 elements in the model from them, 300
elements are for the skull and 2000 elements for the brain. Half of the torus shape
object has been modeled by 576 elements. Skull behavior is considered as linear
elastic. [4]
kg
ν sh = 0.25 And Esh = 13.79Gpa ρ sh = 2140 3
m
Mechanical properties of brain are considered similar to water. [4]
kg
B = 2.18Gpa ρ f = 1002 3
m
The impactor is steel with the following properties:
kg
ν e = 0.25 ρe = 7850 3 Ee = 207Gpa
m
After meshing and defining the components of head and impactor, the contact
between head and impactor is defined as face to face contact. Head is the target and
torus object is the impactor. Twelve different cases are considered. The attack angles
are changing as 0, 15, 30, and 45 degrees. The velocity of spherical shell is changing
as 1.5, 2, 2.5 m/s. The torus object is stationary. Figure 8 displays the timedisplacement curve of shell center from FE analysis.

Figure 8: Time-displacement curve of shell center for V=  α = 0o , Vsh = 2
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5. CONCLUSIONS:
Analytical equations were obtained for fluid filled spherical shell. The analytical
model is based on separation of the contact Hertzian deformation from the membrane
and bending deformation in order to express approximate values for impact key
parameters. For a wide range of thicknesses which includes the type of human skull,

both deformations resulting from the shell bending and membrane effect and Hertzian
contact deformation must be considered.
The proposed analytical model can be applied for both fluid filled shells and empty
shells. In fact the fluid bulk modulus has no effect on the obtained response. Also the
total impact response and the start of transient pressure are not a function of fluid bulk
modulus.
By increasing the velocity of shell the maximum transferred force and the maximum
deformation increases, and the impact duration decreases. In a constant velocity by
increasing the attack angle, the maximum transferred force and maximum
deformation decease and the impact duration increases. The increase of positive
radius of curvature results in a decrease force. Also increasing the ratio of negative
radius of curvature increases the value of force. This means that a negative radius of
curvature (concave shell) is more dangerous than a positive radius of curvature
(convex shell).
α
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Table 1: The results for different cases of collision between head and stationary elastic torus shape object
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A NON-LINEAR BIPHASIC MODEL FOR THE PERIODONTAL
LIGAMENT: MODELLING AND SIMULATION
M. Favino1, M. Drolshagen2, C. Bourauel2 and R. Krause1

1. ABSTRACT
We present a new model for the Periodontal Ligament (PDL). Our approach is based on
a biphasic model including a Neo-Hookean stress-strain relation. Due to the porous
microstructure of the PDL, this model allows for a better description of the elastic
properties of the PDL than standard purely elastic models. The non-linear saddle-pointlike system arising from the temporal discretisation of the time-dependent PDE system
is solved by means of Newton’s method. Numerical simulations are performed on a
realistic geometry of a porcine tooth and the model is validated against data obtained by
in-vitro measurements.
2. INTRODUCTION
Mathematical models for biphasic materials are well-known in engineering related
applications such as ground water flow and reservoirs. In the last two decades
multiphase model was also employed in the context of biological materials. For
example [1] and [2] used it to model the mechanical behaviour of cartilage.
The PDL is a thin layer of dense soft connective tissue located between the tooth root
and the jaw bone; it consists of a solid phase formed by collagen fibres and an
interstitial fluid filling up the tissue. Although the biphasic nature of the PDL is wellknown, existing models for the PDL take into account the influence of the interstitial
liquid only by means of macroscopical material parameters.
In this work, we propose the idea of using a multiphase model based on the theory of
the porous media (TPM) for the mathematical modelling and numerical simulation of
the PDL. According to the TPM, we do not have a geometrical resolution of the two
phases but they can be seen as two superimposed continua. At every spatial point the
two materials coexist and the local distributions are described by means of macroscopic
variables: the volume fractions. Beside this, we will also assume the incompressible
nature of the two phases. Following the work of [1], we extend our model [3] removing
the hypotheses of small displacements and employing a Neo-Hookean material law for
the solid tissue.
We will present a coupled non-linear elastic-biphasic model for the description of a
tooth-PDL system. The numerical solution strategy is based on the Newton’s method
and low-order finite elements. The model will be tested on a realistic geometry of a
porcine tooth.
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3. MATHEMATICAL MODELLING
According to TPM [4] that we employ to model the PDL, the fibrous network and the
fluid phase within the PDL are modelled assuming that the solid and the fluid phase
coexist in a homogenized way throughout the PDL. We assume that every point p of
the reference configuration ΩB of the PDL is occupied by a material point of both
phases α, where α can be either S (solid phase) or F (fluid phase). Each point p is
therefore moved according to two different motions fα ( p, t) (see Figure 1). Every
spatial point x at time 𝑡 of the current deformed configuration is therefore occupied by
two different continua.

ner” solver [? ].
Our approach follows the latter ideas and is based on
ving the Schur complement of the biphasic system. In
er to take into account the pressure of the mixture, in
trast to standard approaches we do not only use mass
rix as a preconditioner for the Schur complement, but
sum of a scaledmass matrix and the discretized diffun operator related to the pressure. As can be seen from
numerical experiments, our new preconditioning stratbehaves optimally with respect to the mesh size.
In this contribution, we start from the derivation of a
able biphasic model for the PDL. For two model probFigure 2. At each material point the two phases coexist and
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exploit the saturation condition in order to simplify the equation
Summing up the respective equations (2) for both of the
two phases, we obtain
(nS + nF )0 + div(nS v S + nF v F ) = 0 .

system, it is convenient to write the conservation of mass employing the total derivative
with respect to the motion of the solid phase for the continua:
DtS (nS ) + nS div(vS ) = 0

(6)

DtS (nF ) + div(nF vF ) − vS grad(nF ) = 0 .

(7)

Using the Green’s identity on the last term of the left hand side of (7) and summing up
the two conservations of mass we obtain

div(nF wF ) + div(vS ) = 0

(8)

that, exploiting the identity J / J = div(vS ) , can be written as evolution equation for the
determinant of the deformation gradient
 * + J *div(nF wF ) = 0 .
( J)

(9)

From the balance of momentum of the fluid and neglecting elastic stress, we obtain the
Darcy law

k
nF wF = − grad( p)
γ

(10)

where γ is the viscosity and k is the permeability. The global momentum equation can
be obtained summing up the (5) for the two phases.
In order to simulate our mechanical system in a total Lagrangian formulation, the
equations have to be written with respect to the material coordinates so that the
complete system reads:

−Div(FS − JpF −T ) = 0
k
J − Div((J − nS 0 ) C −1∇p) = 0
γ

(11)

where S is the second Piola-Kirchhoff tensor of the solid phase.
3.1 Constitutive laws
A Neo-Hookean formulation is assumed to interpret the mechanical response of solid
phase. According to this choice the second Piola-Kirchhoff tensor has the form
S=

tr(C) −1
µ
(I −
C ) + 2D1J(J −1)C −1
2/3
3
J

where D1 can be related to the volumetric stiffness, while µ is associated to the tissue
shear stiffness.
The permeability k follows the exponential law of the fluid volume fraction proposed
in [2].

3.2 Coupled elastic-biphasic model
In order to describe the complete PDL-tooth system, the biphasic model has to be
complemented with elastic model for the tooth. The tooth can be considered a rigid
body with respect to the PDL so that small strain occurs in ΩE , the reference domain of
the tooth. Therefore the momentum equation is solved with a linear elastic law for the
stress tensor σ E . At the interface Γ I between the tooth and the PDL, the following
compatibility conditions should hold:

uS = uE
(σ S + σ F )⋅ ν B = −σ E ⋅ ν E .

4. TIME DISCRETIZATION AND WEAK FORM
Since we are dealing with a constrained problem, an implicit time discretization is more
suitable since the Lagrange multiplier has no initial condition. Introducing the time step
Δt at the time n the following stationary non-linear problem has to be solved:
−Div(F n S n − J n p n (F −T )n ) = 0
−J n + ΔtDiv((J n − nS 0 )

k n −1 n n
(C ) ∇p ) = −J n−1
γ

(12)

Multiplying the first line by a sufficiently smooth vector valued test function v and the
second line by a scalar function q , we obtain the weak formulation after integration by
parts:

∫ (F S
n

ΩB

n

− J n p n (F −T )n ) :V =

∫ t⋅v

∂ΩB

kn
− ∫ J q − Δt ∫ (J − nS 0 ) (C −1 )n ∇p n ⋅ ∇q = − ∫ J n−1q − ∫ gq
γ
ΩB
ΩB
ΩB
∂ΩB
n

(13)

n

where V = ∇v . The test functions are chosen such that they vanish where a Dirichlet
boundary condition is imposed. On the remaining part of the boundary, t represents the
boundary forces applied on the biphasic body, while g is the net flux of fluid through
the boundary surface. A homogeneous Neumann condition on the boundary indicates
that no liquid is flowing and the total volume is preserved.

5. LINEARISATION AND FINITE ELEMENT DISCRETISATION
The system (13) is a non-linear saddle-point problem and for its solution we use the
Newton method. At every time step, we introduce a subscript j to denote the Newton
iterations. As initial guess (uSn )0 the displacement at the previous time step is employed.
A similar approach for the pressure led to instabilities and convergence was possible

only with very small damping parameter, so the null function is more convenient as
initial guess for the pressure.
Spatial discretisation is realised with low order finite elements for the displacements as
well as for the pressure. The computational domain is approximated by an unstructured
mesh with tetrahedral elements. On ΩB , at each mesh node we have four degrees of
freedom of the incremental functions of the Newton’s method: three for the
displacement h j and one for the pressure k j . This discretisation of the biphasic model
gives rise to the following system with a generalised saddle-point structure:

−B j−1

hj

−D j−1 −C j−1

kj

A j−1

=

S
f j−1
p
f j−1

.

In the studied case, the volumetric and shear stiffness were comparable, but we want to
point out that in case of high D1 different finite element couple, like the Taylor-Hood,
has to be employed to avoid volume locking.

6. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
The aim of our numerical simulations is the reproduction of the in-vitro measurements
realised on porcine tooth. In these experiments, time-dependent displacements are
applied to the tooth by an indenter and concurrently the force response on the tooth is
measured. The simulations were carried out employing the software toolboxes
ObsLib++ and UG [5].
In the numerical simulations, the contact between the indenter and the tooth is modelled
by a Dirichlet boundary condition. The displacement is applied normal to the tooth
surface with a maximum value of 0.16 mm. On the external surface of the PDL, where
it is in contact with the jaw bone, a homogeneous Dirichlet condition is applied. The
force response of the system can be computed evaluating the residual of the linear
system without the Dirichlet boundary condition at the position of the indenter. We
furthermore neglect the flow of the interstitial fluid through the surface between the
PDL and the bone.

Figure 2 Force response of a porcine tooth-PDL system and the pressure distribution in the PDL

In Figure 2 (left) the comparison between simulations and measurement is reported. The
simulations have been performed both with a linear and a Neo-Hookean model. The
employed parameters are reported in [3]. The non-linear model shows a better
behaviour in the short-term response showing a convex curvature of the force. In the
Figure 2 (right) the negative peak of pressure can be observed on the labial side: while
the displacement is applied toward the buccal side, the interstitial fluid flows in the
opposite direction.

7. CONCLUSIONS
The presented non-linear biphasic model produces reasonable accordance for the
resulting range of forces. In particular we found a response more similar to the in-vitro
measurements compared to the linear model.
However, further investigations are necessary, in particular to fully understand the
effects of the permeability parameters on the system response. Future works will also be
addressed to understand the role of the fibre direction, extending the biphasic material
model with an anisotropic material laws.
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A PARAMETERIZED FE MODEL FOR SIMULATING THE INFLUENCE OF
DISC ANATOMY ON THE MECHANICAL RESPONSE OF HUMAN
INTERVERTEBRAL DISCS
B. Helgason1, P. Lindenmann2, H. Studer3, C. Reutlinger4 and S. J. Ferguson5

1. ABSTRACT
Characterizing the mechanical conditions that the intervertebral disc (IVD) must withstand
across the full spectrum of population-based variation is of importance for understanding
degenerative and injury processes and developing new implantable devices or treatments. The
aim of the present study was twofold. Firstly, to develop a parameterized FE model of the
human IVD that can be used to simulate the influence of different IVD geometries on the
mechanical response of the discs. Secondly, to use this model to identify the range for
mechanical properties for candidate implant or annulus repair materials. By comparing
simulation results for nine different vertebra geometries, using four different load cases, we
found that principal stresses in the annulus increased with increasing disc thickness but
decreased with increasing vertebra size. By combining the results for all the models for all
load cases we constructed a window of stress-strain responses as a suggestion for a search
domain in which candidate implant or annulus repair materials could be found.

2. INTRODUCTION
A natural wear and tear as well as alteration of the physiology of the intervertebral discs
(IVD) due to aging can lead to Degenerative Disc Disease (DDD). A degenerated disc
gradually loses height and becomes stiff causing pain and other symptoms e.g. leg weakness
or loss of bowel or bladder control. Treatment of late-stage DDD is traditionally
accomplished through spinal arthrodesis [1], in order to achieve disc height restoration,
leading to neural decompression and pain release through a rigid stabilization via bony fusion.
Beside fusion and dynamic stabilization, total disc replacement (TDR) has become a popular
treatment method for lumbar DDD. Future treatment options may include the focal repair of
degenerated disc tissue or even the biological regeneration of the disc through a tissue
engineering approach. Characterizing the mechanical conditions that the intervertebral disc
must withstand across the full spectrum of population-based variation is of importance for
understanding degenerative and injury processes and developing new implantable devices or
treatments.
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The aim of the present study was twofold. Firstly, to develop a parameterized FE model of the
human IVD that can be used to simulate the influence of different IVD geometries on the
mechanical response of the discs. Secondly, to use this model to identify a window of
mechanical properties that candidate implant materials would have to fit into to, to regenerate
a range of motion after implantation comparable to the in-vivo conditions for healthy discs.

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A pair of L4-L5 vertebrae from a bone bank was used to define generic disc shapes; this level
in the spine is prone to suffer from DDD. The vertebrae were modeled as rigid structures and
the facet joints were simplified by two parallel plain surfaces that represent the cartilage
layers. The shape of the disc in the disc plane was defined by eight landmarks that were
interpolated by spline curves which allowed for a parameterization of the disc shape. The
lordotic angle, disc height, endplate shape and disc bulge were also parameterized. The ratio
of nucleus area vs. disc area (0.43) was defined according to literature [2]. The model was
symmetric about the sagittal plane. The gap between the plane cartilage surfaces (0.5 mm),
which represent the facet joints, was defined according to Zander et al. [3]. A
parameterization of the disc mesh was coded in Python (Release 2.5.4) and implemented in
ABAQUS vers. 6.11. The annulus was meshed with 8-node hybrid elements (C3D8H) but the
nucleus was meshed with fluid elements (F3D4) to build a fluid cavity. The implementation
of an-isotropic annulus fiber orientation was taken from the literature [4] and is alternating in
each annulus layer. Ligaments were modeled with connector elements. The influence of
individual muscle forces was ignored. All loads were applied through a reference point in the
superior vertebra. The model was supported at the inferior disc level. FE mesh convergence
was investigated by monitoring a selected range of motion parameters. The FE model results
were found to be only weakly mesh dependent. The resulting FE model is illustrated in fig. 1.

Fig.1. Left: A Parameterized FE model of a L4-L5 intervertebral disc. Right: The nine
different vertebrae geometries investigated in this study. The vertebra body size was varied
from -1.5 to +1.5 standard deviations (SD) from the average geometry reported by Panjabi et
al. [5]. The disc height and lordotic angle were varied from -1.0 to +1.5 standard deviations
from the average of the values reported by Abuzayed et al. [6].
The annulus matrix was assumed to follow a Neo-Hookean material behavior in accordance
with the study of Rohlmann et al. [7], with: C10 = 0.3448 and D1 = 0.3. The fiber
reinforcement was defined in accordance with the study of Markert et al. [8], with the
coefficient μ = 0.1073 and  = 25.8129 taken from the study of Studer et al. [9]. The material
behavior was implemented as a user subroutine (UMAT) in ABAQUS. The material
properties of the cartilage (E = 10 MPa, Poisson ratio = 0.4) were defined in accordance with

the study of Polikeit et al. [10]. The properties of the ligament elements were taken from to
literature ([2, 11, 12]) and modified by adding toe region.
The FE model representing the average vertebra geometry, disc height and lordotic angle was
used to validate the simulation procedures. For this purpose, the model was loaded with a
2500 N compressive follower load to compare its response to the in-vitro test results reported
be Eberlein et al [13]. In addition, the predicted range of motion from simulation results was
also compared to the in-vitro results reported in Bowden et al. [14] by loading the models
with a 7.5 Nm pure bending moment in flexion and extension, respectively.
For investigating the influence of disc anatomy on the mechanical response of the IVD, and
for identifying the window of uniaxial mechanical properties for a candidate implant material,
nine FE-model geometries were created (see fig. 1). This was done by varying the disc size in
the disc plane within the range for lumbar vertebra geometries reported by Panjabi et al. [5].
The disc height and lordotic angle were also varied within the range of values reported by
Abuzayed et al. [6]. All models were investigated under four different load cases, generated
by loading the vertebrae with a 7.5 Nm moment about different axis (flexion, extension,
lateral bending and torsion respectively) in addition to a follower load of 1000 N
(compression). The load was applied in 10 incremental steps until maximum loading was
achieved. Principal stresses and principal strains were sampled for all annulus elements over
the full range of model geometries and loading cases to assemble representative ranges
defining appropriate candidate implant material properties.

Fig.2. Principal stresses vs. principal strains for all annulus elements for all load steps and all
load cases for the nine different vertebra geometries simulated.

4. RESULTS
The axial compressive load vs. displacement according to the FE simulations was found to be
in good qualitative and quantitative agreement with the in-vitro test results reported by
Eberlein et al. [13] for a load of up to 2500 N. Beyond that load, the FE model showed a
tendency to predict a higher compressive stiffness than was reported by these authors. The
angular displacement vs. bending moment response according to the FE simulation was also
in good quantitative and qualitative agreement with the in-vitro test results reported by
Bowden et al. [14], with the predicted response falling within the range of reported responses.
FE simulations were successfully carried out for all nine disc models and all load cases except
for the smallest vertebra models for thick disc and average disc height. Due to convergence
difficulties, the FE simulations were only carried out with a 800 N follower load for these
models. The principal stresses vs. principal strains for all annulus elements, for all load steps
and all load cases, for the nine different vertebra models studied, is illustrated in fig. 2. The
principal stresses vs. principal strains for all results combined are illustrated in fig. 3.

Fig.3. Principal stresses vs. principal strains output according to FE simulations for all
annulus elements in the nine different vertebra models, for all load steps in the four different
load cases. The red hatch indicates a suggested uniaxial stress strain window for candidate
implant materials
5. DISCUSSION
The goals of this study were; to create a realistic parameterized FE model of the intervertebral
disc that could be used to investigate the influence of IVD geometry on the mechanical
response of the discs and; to use this modeling technology to define a window of mechanical
responses into which a candidate implant or annulus repair material would have to fit to
restore a range of motion comparable to that of a healthy disc and / or to maintain mechanical
compatibility with the surrounding native tissue. Regarding the first aim, we found that our
FE model was in good qualitative and quantitative agreement with in-vitro studies in
literature. As could be expected, we found that the disc anatomy had large influence on the
mechanical response of the disc. The maximum absolute principal tensile (7.85 MPa) and
compressive (6.07 MPa) stress values were found in a model simulating a small vertebra-thick
disc IVD geometry. This was the case even though this model was only investigated with the
reduced follower load of 800 N. Corresponding values for a FE model simulating a large
vertebra-thin disc IVD geometry were 0.66 MPa and 1.60 MPa respectively (1000 N follower
load). Related to the second aim, we suggest a window of stress strain response (fig. 3) for a
candidate implant or annulus repair material for IVDs by combining all results from all
models and load cases. This window is relatively broad but we believe it still provides a
domain for narrowing the search for such materials.

There are obvious limitations to our study e.g. the fact that we did not vary the distance
between the center of the facet joints and the center of the discs when we investigated the
influence of geometry on the disc response. Additionally, we assume that the annulus matrix
and the fiber stiffness is the same for all annulus elements but it is a well known fact that the
outer most layers of the annulus are considerably stiffer and stronger than the annulus layers
closer to the center of the disc. Over all, however, we believe that this parameterized FE
modeling technique can be a useful aid in e.g. implant design and for understanding
degenerative processes of IVDs.
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STUDY OF CONTACT MECHANISMS IN THE PF JOINT OF NORMAL
VERSUS PFPS SUBJECTS
Kamrul Islam1, Tanvir Mustafy1, Amin Komeili1, Samer M. Adeeb2, Marwan ElRich2 and Janet L. Ronsky3
1. ABSTRACT
The biomechanics of the patellofemoral (PF) joint is complex in nature, and the etiology
of such manifestations of PF instability as patellofemoral pain syndrome (PFPS) is still
unclear. Many experimental and numerical attempts have been made to investigate
PFPS. In these attempts, abnormal stresses have often been cited as a prime cause of
various instabilities in the PF joint, including PFPS. However, at this point the
particular factors affecting PFPS have not yet been determined. The purpose of the
present study is to develop computational models of the PF joint for the purpose of
evaluating mechanical stimuli, such as stress. Magnetic Resonance Images (MRI) of
healthy and PFPS subjects at knee flexion angles of 15°, 30°, and 45° during isometric
loading have been used to develop the computational models. The present study has
three objectives: the first is to develop three dimensional (3D) PF joint models using the
finite element (FE) approach to quantify in-vivo cartilage contact stress; the second is to
develop an alternative novel approach to FE analysis using a 3D registration technique
and linear mapping to investigate the PF joint contact stress using an indirect measure:
the depth of penetration of the patellar cartilage surface into the femur cartilage surface;
and the third one is to compare the peak contact stress location (medial/lateral) obtained
from the FE models with the location with the highest depth of penetration. The results
obtained from both approaches demostrated that the subjects with PFPS show higher
contact stresses than the normal subjects. Maximum stress increases with flexion angle,
and occurs in the lateral side in healthy and in the medial side in PFPS subjects. Based
on this approach it has been concluded that the more robust alternative to FE analysis
has the potential to assess PFPS with similar accuracy.
2. INTRODUCTION
Computational modelling is gaining popularity in biomechanical research due to its
flexibility and manipulating capacity for joint modelling. Complex joint characteristics
and contact mechanics can easily be investigated through computational models. The
patellofemoral (PF) joint is one of the major load bearing joints, and research is
currently being carried out to investigate the complex PF biomechanics in order to
assess PF joint disorders. The PF joint is beginning to garner more attention in
orthopaedic biomechanics due to such associated instabilities as patellar maltracking,
chondromalacia of the patella, patellofemoral pain syndrome (PFPS), patellar
dislocation, and subsequent initiation of osteoarthritis (OA). PFPS is one of the most
common knee disorders, an ailment which affects more than 25% of the population [1].
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Abnormal stresses are often cited as a primary cause of different instabilities in the PF
joint, including PFPS. PFPS often affects people who are active and/or participate in
sports [2-4]. Despite what is known about this syndrome, though, it is still unclear what
the exact cause of PFPS is [4]. Patellar maltracking, which is associated with
malalignment of the patella as well as an imbalance of the knee extensor muscles, is
considered to be an important factor in the onset of PFPS [5-10]. Muscle force
imbalance results in a lateral shift of the patella, causing pain in the lateral side of the
PF joint [7-10, 20]. As such, the main clinical concern has been that patients with PFPS
experience a higher load in the lateral facet of the PF joint. But, interestingly, a few
recent studies have shown evidence of pain and cartilage wear in the medical side of the
patellofemoral joint with PFPS [13-14]. This finding has constituted a clear
contradiction of the findings of the clinicians. It should also be mentioned that elevated
joint contact stresses are also considered to be a cause of PFPS [15].
In-vivo and in-vitro quantifications of PF joint contact stress were conducted using
animal and cadaveric models [5,10-12]. The lack of experimental measures coupled
with the complexity of the joint have led researchers to develop finite element models of
the PF joint in order to better understand the mechanism. Finite-element analysis (FEA)
is the numerical tool of choice to quantify the joint contact stresses, as well as the areas
which cannot be measured by means of direct mechanical tests. Researchers have
developed finite element models to study the contact mechanics and stress distribution
of PF joints [17,18]. Previous finite element models of PF joints relied on muscle forces
which were estimated from electromyographic (EMG) system which has many
limitations. The primary goal of the present study is to develop 3D FE models of the PF
joint in order to quantify in-vivo cartilage contact stress. The novelty of this finiteelement approach is the use of the registration technique and linear mapping to
investigate the PF contact stresses, rather than using muscle forces. The secondary goal
is to develop an alternative novel computational approach using a 3D registration
technique and linear mapping to investigate the PF joint contact stress using an indirect
measure: the depth of penetration of the patellar cartilage surface into the femur
cartilage surface. Finally, the study will compare the peak contact stress location
(medial/lateral) obtained from the FE models with the location of highest depth of
penetration.
3. MATERIALS AND METHODS
3.1 Alternative Geometric Methods
This study has used experimental data from 3 healthy and 3 pathological (PFPS) female
subjects. The left knees of all subjects were scanned using 3.0 Tesla MR imaging at 15°,
30°, and 45°flexion angles. The MRI specifications and details about the subjects were
given in Connolly, K.D. (2006) [16]. The MRI machine software produced DICOM
images that were imported into the 3D image modelling software, MIMICS. Sagittal
plane images were used to segment the patellofemoral joint surface, including cartilage
boundaries, and the other two planes were utilized for better visualization of the full
joint surface. 3D-reconstructed geometries of the patella and femur for 15°, 30°and
45°knee flexion angles were also created using MIMICS.
Following the digitization, two data sets of 3D geometry for the patella and femur
(15°and 30°, 15°and 45°) were imported into the Geomagic Studio at a time as the input
for registration. The patella at the 15° position was chosen for the registration (to be
rigidly moved from 15° to 30° and 45°), whereas the femur is considered as a fixed

object in all cases. Using the registration method, the patella at 15 is linearly
transformed from its original position (15° flexion) to 30°and 45° flexion positions in
order to identify the complex interactions between the patella and femur surfaces. In the
present study, the virtual PD represent the indirect measure of the PF joint contact
deformation, and has been defined as (a) PD1: cubic root of intersection volume; (b)
PD2: highest thickness of intersection, (c) PD3: ratio of the intersection volume to the
projected surface area in contact, (d) PD4: ratio of the intersection volume to the total
volume of patella (non-dimensional); and (e) PD5: shortest translational distance
required which brings two objects in contact.
3.2 Finite Element Modeling
The geometry of the bony structures and soft tissues in this study were obtained
following the procedures described above. In order to obtain smoothed surfaces for
FEA, the binary STL file generated in MIMICS was imported into Geomagic Studio 12.
After further refinement of the 3D geometry, a similar registration technique to the one
explained above was employed. The purpose of the registration technique is to use the
undeformed patella (i.e., patella at 15° position), since the cartilage on the patella
surface at the 30° and 45° positions is assumed to be already deformed with respect to
the patella at 15° position. The undeformed patella is then displaced into the same
location as the deformed one using the transformation matrices obtained from the
registration. Finally, the non-uniform b-spline surfaces produced by Geomagic were
exported to the IGS format, and the refined 3D PF joint geometry was imported into
Hypermesh (Altair Engineering Inc., Troy, MI). FE meshes of the 3D-digitized models
of the femur, patella, patellar cartilage, and femur cartilage were created using
HyperMesh. The articular cartilage of the patella and femur were modeled as
homogeneous isotropic tetrahedral elements with a modulus of elasticity of 12.0 MPa
and a Poisson ratio of 0.45, whereas the femur and patella were modelled using shell
elements with a modulus of elasticity of 12.0 GPa and a Poissons ratio of 0.38. Surfaceto-surface contact was assumed based on the hard contact constraint, and the default
penalty method was used for simulations using ABAQUS 6.10 (Simulia, Providence,
RI). A very low coefficient of friction of 0.002 was assumed for the contact modelling.
For all simulations, the DOF of the femur was constrained in order to make it fixed in
space. Following application of the registration technique, it should be noted, the
patellar surface virtually intersects the femur surfaces. Moreover, prior to initiation of
the simulations, the patella was moved in the anterior direction to separate the both
objects (i.e., femur and patella) from each other. This same amount of displacement was
applied as a displacement controlled loading.

Fig. 1. Finite element model of the PF joint (meshed model)

4. RESULTS
The methods used to measure the PD gave different results (Table 1).
Table 1: PD (mm) for Healthy and PFPS subjects at different knee positions
Knee Angle
Position
30°

45°

Knee Angle
Position
30°

45°

Healthy
Subject
1
2
3
1
2
3
PFPS

PD1

PD2

PD3

PD4

PD5

6.08
6.97
6.50
6.88
7.50
7.32
PD1

1.95
1.98
1.90
2.20
2.10
1.98
PD2

1.10
1.54
1.16
1.10
1.24
1.10
PD3

0.97
1.95
1.81
1.41
2.43
2.58
PD4

2.20
2.80
2.40
2.60
3.00
2.50
PD5

1
2
3
1
2
3

7.13
6.93
5.30
7.59
8.25
7.68

3.18
3.00
2.00
3.36
3.38
2.20

1.33
1.52
0.67
1.36
1.39
1.36

2.27
1.46
1.04
2.75
2.50
3.10

2.95
2.90
1.90
3.10
2.92
2.90

Fig. 2. PD (mm) in lateral (L) and medial (M) side of the PF joint for healthy and PFPS
subjects at 30° and 45° knee position using method PD2
In healthy subjects, PD1, PD2, PD4, and PD5 show that PD increases with knee flexion
angles. PD3 has an opposite trend. PD is greater for PFPS subjects at 30° and 45° using
PD1 and PD2. Overall the PD for PFPS subjects is higher compared to the healthy
subjects. Higher PD occurred in medial side of PFPS joint at 30° flexion and at 45° a
slight increase of PD is obtained and similar PD is measured in medial and lateral sides.
Figure 2 shows the variation in PD at medial and lateral side of the PF joint for healthy
and PFPS subjects.
Generally, the contact stress and von Mises stress in cartilage increased with the
increase in flexion angle in healthy and PFPS joint and the largest values were obtained
in the PFPS joint (Fig. 3 and Fig. 4).

(a)
(b)
Fig. 3. Contact pressure in lateral (L) and medial (M) side of the PF joint at 30° and 45° flexion
for healthy and PFPS joints at: (a) femur cartilage surface and (b) patellar cartilage surface

(a)
(b)
Fig. 4. Maximum von Mises stresses (MPa) in lateral (L) and medial (M) side of the PF
joint (femur cartilage (Fig. 4a) and patellar cartilage (Fig. 4b) for healthy and PFPS
subjects at different knee positions.
Higher contact stresses occurred in the lateral side of the healthy joint and shifted to the
medial side in the PFPS joint (Fig. 3). Similar trends were obtained for the von Mises
stress (Fig.4).
5. DISCUSSION
The purpose of this study is to quantify the contact stresses in the PF joints for healthy
and symptomatic joints. To fulfil this purpose, FEA of the PF joints for healthy and
pathological subjects at two different knee flexion angles were investigated. Besides the
FEA, another geometric approach has been developed to investigate the joint contact
behaviour for both healthy and PFPS subjects. From the current study we demonstrated
that the contact deformation is related to the virtual penetration depth (PD) of the joint’s
femoral and patellar cartilage surfaces measured using the 3D registration and linear
mapping of the patella from 15° (reference position) to 30° and 45° knee flexion. Five
different measurement techniques were used to measure PD in three healthy and three
PFPS female knee joints.
Contact areas between femur and patellar cartilage surface are extended from the medial
to the lateral side of the PF joints [19]. Therefore, the location of the maximum contact
stress could be in the lateral, central, or medical side of the contact surface. In the
present study, the location of the peak contact stress was found in the lateral side of the
patellar cartilage surface for healthy subjects using finite element models which are
consistent with those reported in the literature for healthy subjects [17,18]. Contact
stresses and von Mises stresses increased with knee flexion from 30° to 45°.
Using the alternate geometric method, higher values for PD for the healthy subjects at
30° knee position were obtained in the lateral side compared to the medial side of the
PF joint. Contact stresses reported for PFPS subjects are also higher in the lateral side of
the PF joints [17] which are completely opposite compared with the current study. One
recent study has found increased bone metabolic activity in the posterior side of the
patella [14]. They also found increased bone metabolic activity in both medial and
lateral side of the patella of subjects with chronic knee pain [14].
It was reported that due to the muscle imbalance, the patella shifts and tilts laterally
causing an overloading in the lateral facet [7-10, 20]. Our study, confirmed the lateral
shift of the contact area using the alternate geometric method and the FEA. However,
peak stresses and PD location were observed in the medial side for PFPS subjects; in
contradiction with the current literature. However, Sawatsky et al. (2012) [5] showed

that muscle imbalance associated with PFPS did not cause shifting in the contact
pressure. Furtherfmore, a recent study by Draper et.al. (2012) [14] found an increased
bone metabolic activity in medial side for few subjects and Gorniak (2009) [13] found
higher cartilage wear in the medial side compare to the lateral side of PF joints of the
cadaveric specimen. These findings support our results demonstrating that higher
stresses occur in the medial side of the PF joint in PFPS subjects. PD estimation using
alternate geometric method also gives similar trends with the FEA results.
Other previous studies have found that octahedral shear stress was higher in patellar
cartilage surface compared to the femur cartilage surface [17,18], and higher bone
metabolic activity in the patella compared to femur [14]. In the present study we also
found higher stresses in the patellar cartilage surface in both healthy and PFPS subjects.
PD estimated by using method PD2, PD4, and PD5 is greater in PFPS subjects. Finite
element models also show higher stresses in the PFPS subjects which corresponds to the
quantification of the PD using alternate geometric method. In both FEA and alternate
geometric method, we found that the PFPS subjects experienced higher stresses
compared to the healthy subject which are consistent with the current literature [17].
Our results reveal that contact stress is related to penetration depth. Both FEA and
alternate geometric method show similar trend in both the healthy and PFPS subjects.
Therefore, alternate geometric method could be a robust useful tool for almost accurate
assessment of PFPS.
Current study using both FEA and alternate geometric method show that PFPS subjects
experience higher stress in the medial side of the PF joint which is completely against
the main clinical idea that the greatest load occurs through the lateral facet causing
higher stress in the lateral side, not the medial side. According to clinician study as the
PF joint reaction force is directed laterally, it will create higher pressure in the lateral
facet. In the current study we are focusing on the stress not the force. However,
additional subjects will be investigated in future to confirm these findings.
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BIOCHEMICAL MODEL TO PREDICT THE ONSET OF THE
PRIMARY SPONGIOSA ARCHITECTURE USING A REACTIONDIFFUSION SYSTEM
O. R. López-Vaca1 and D.A. Garzón-Alvarado2

1. ABSTRACT
In this work we propose a biochemical model that describe the formation of primary
spongiosa architecture by means of a bioregulator model that include two molecular
factors VEGF (vascular endothelial growth factor) and MMP13 (matrix
metalloproteinase 13) release by hypertrophic chondrocytes during the endochondral
growth. It is supposed that MMP13 regulates the cartilage degradation, and VEGF allow
the vascularization and ossification front progress by means of osteoblastic cells present
on the woven bone. The coupling of this set of molecules is represented by means of
reaction-diffusion equations with parameters in the Turing space. These equations
determine a time-stable spatial pattern, similar to the patterns present on the primary
spongiosa. The experimental evidence has shown that MMP13 regulates the VEGF
expression, and we hypothesized that VEGF negatively regulates the MMP13
expression. Of this way, the ossifications patterns obtained may represent the formation
of the primary spongiosa. To the numerical simulation was used the finite element
method with the Newton-Raphson method to approximate the no-linear partial
differential equations. As a result we obtained a mathematical model capable of
reproduce with detail the architecture 3D of the primary spongiosa, including the effect
of molecular factors VEGF and MMP13, and allowing the variation of the porosity and
trabecular thickness.

2. INTRODUCTION
Most of the long bones of the mammals skeletal system are developed from a process
called endochondral growth[1–4]. In the process of endochondral development, growth
and elongation of the bones are made by the continuous addition of cartilage and
subsequent replacement by bone tissue.
During the differentiation process of chondrocytes the matrix composition changes
dramatically, through the production of other components such as collagen type X, the
expression of metalloproteinases and subsequent calcification. At the same time the
blood vessels invade the calcified cartilage bringing osteoblasts which build immature
bone. Chondrocytes in the growth plate are subjected to the influence of excess
extracellular factors including systemic and soluble local factors as well as extracellular
1
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matrix components. Several studies [5–8] provide evidence that the proliferation of
chondrocytes in the growth plate is under the control of a local closed loop that depends
on the spatial and temporal location; and that mainly involves the molecular signals
synthesized by chondrocytes: parathyroid hormone - related peptide (PTHrP), Indian
hedgehog (Ihh), transforming growth factor (TGFβ), bone morphogenetic proteins
(BMPs), vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), matrix metalloproteinase type 9
known as gelatinase-B (MMP9) and the transcription factor RUNX2. They interact
together in a feedback loop to regulate the rate at which chondrocytes leave the
proliferative zone, differentiate hypertrophic cells and give way to immature bone
formation [5,9,10]. The inappropriate balance in the expression of these molecules
along with the ones that encode the collagens and other growth factors have been
subject of studies as possible causes of impaired bone formation by the endochondral
ossification mechanism [11–13].
The process of endochondral ossification has been studied for several years and
different models have been developed in-silico, verified by histological reports, and invivo experiments which have tried to explain the process of bone formation through this
mechanism [7–9,14–19]. Therefore, this paper presents a hypothesis on the
development of trabecular bone architecture. Starting from the assumption that the
interaction of two molecular factors, expressed by hypertrophic chondrocytes, which,
through a reaction-diffusion mechanism generate a stable spatial-temporal pattern. This
patterns lead to the formation of trabeculae present in the primary spongiosa tissue. This
is the first model that attempts to explain the formation of primary spongiosa which
serves as the basis for defining a complete model of trabeculae formation at an early
stage of skeletal development.
3. REACTION-DIFFUSION SYSTEMS TO DESCRIBE THE DEVELOPMENT OF
PRIMARY SPONGIOSA
The hypothesis of this paper turns around the formation of primary spongiosa from
epiphyseal cartilage tissue through the interaction of two signaling molecules. These
molecules diffuse and interact with the cartilage extracellular matrix. For this reason, we
assume the existence of a reaction-diffusion system of two primary molecules, such as
VEGF and MMP13, which can lead to a stable pattern over time and unstable in space,
similar to the patterns present in the trabecular bone structure during endochondral
ossification. The presence of MMP13, which is released by hypertrophic chondrocytes,
allows the degradation of cartilage matrix components and leads to vascular invasion
and ossification front [10,20,21]. This vascular invasion is facilitated by the presence of
VEGF expressed by hypertrophic chondrocytes. This means that when MMP13 and
VEGF exist in all regions of the epiphyseal cartilage, in those areas where a high
concentration of VEGF is present, there will be an adequate control of the invasion of
endothelial cells, osteoclasts, chondroclasts and osteoblasts, present in the primary
ossification development [22]. Similarly, where there is a high concentration of
MMP13, it will completely degrade the cartilage, giving rise to the trabecular bone
architecture. Therefore, it can be supposed that in the development of the architecture of
the primary spongiosa, there must exist a regulation of MMP13 by the VEGF
(inhibitory mechanism). So, it stops the degradation of the cartilage and begins the
invasion front of ossification.

3.1 Model description
The regulatory process proposed in this model is based on an activator-substrate system.
The process indicates that there is a control loop between VEGF (activating factor) and
the MMP13 (substrate), where the VEGF is self-activated and inhibits the production of
MMP13 stopping the degradation process and giving a way to the mineralization of the
remaining cartilage matrix [22]. On the other hand, we assume that the MMP13 is selfinhibited, but enables the production of VEGF. The VEGF helps vascular invasion and
bring with it the osteogenic cells that allow the construction of the primary spongiosa. It
was observed that this process generates regular trabeculae and highly repeatable
patterns during the process of ossification, similar to those found in Turing patterns
[23].
The regulatory mechanism is modeled by reaction-diffusion equations. The definition
of the relationships between VEGF and MMP13 can be quantified by means of
equations that establish local changes in extracellular soluble factors and the
concentration of blood:
SVEGF
2
 CCH 1  SVEGF   0 SVEGF
S MMP13  DVEGF  2 SVEGF
t

(1a)

S MMP13
2
 CCH  2   0 SVEGF
S MMP13  DMMP13 2 S MMP13
t

(1b)









Where CCH is the concentration of hypertrophic chondrocytes, SVEGF , S MMP13 represent
the concentrations of VEGF and MMP13, respectively. The remaining are model
parameters.  1 and  2 are terms that quantify the production of each molecular factor
by hypertrophic chondrocytes,  is a constant that quantifies inhibition of the VEGF
production by it excess,  0 regulates the nonlinear interaction between the
concentration of MMP13-VEGF quantifying the concentration or molecular inhibition
of each molecular factor, DVEGF and DMMP13 are the diffusion coefficients of VEGF and
MMP13, respectively. In the biological interpretation of the above equations the term
2
 0 SVEGF
S MMP13 represents the nonlinear activation of SVEGF (production of VEGF by the
presence of MMP13) and the nonlinear consumption of S MMP13 (by the presence of
VEGF).

4. RESULTS
To verify the potential of the proposed model in predicting the primary spongiosa
architecture, one numerical trial was conducted in a three-dimensional cubic element
with a length of 0.22 mm. The parameters of the reaction-diffusion model were selected
in order to obtain structures with a periodicity in accordance with the one present in the
trabecular bone [24–26]. In the finite element mesh we employed a 17756 nodes and
16625 tetrahedral elements. In all the simulations we used incremental steps of t  0.1 .
As a result of chemical interaction between the two molecular factors (reactants) and by
the numerical results it was determined spatial patterns stable over time. The

concentration of molecular factors in the cartilage and the action of the diffusive
processes allows the formation of a pattern that is replicated throughout the domain. The
architecture of the primary spongiosa obtained by the proposed RD model depends on
the parameters used in equation (1), so you can get structures with wave number (2,2,2)
as shown in Figure 1. The wave number allow either to define or to condition the
frequency and distribution of the number of pores in a specific direction [8,27,28].

Fig. 1. Architecture of the primary spongiosa, product of the interaction of VEGF and
MMP13 by the reaction-diffusion mechanism. Architecture generated by the use of a
wave mode (2,2,2).

5. DISCUSSION
In this paper we presented a bioregulatory model based on a set of reaction-diffusion
equations to predict the formation of primary spongiosa architecture, which is called
immature trabecular bone.
The work presented in this paper illustrates and supports the validity of the reactiondiffusion models to describe the processes occurring during a complex event of pattern
formation in bone biology. From the results presented we can conclude that chemical
feedback between the two reactants of molecular factors (activator-substrate) may be
the major cause of the production of complex stable spatial patterns, found in the origin
of the primary spongiosa architecture, which is highly stable and repeatable. Likewise,
these factors may explain both the size and shape of the trabeculae and the pores
presented in this tissue. However, it is clear that these results have been obtained with a
mathematical model based on assumptions and simplifications that should be discussed.
Similarly, like any other physical system, the biological system modeled is subjected to
different perturbations that can change the pattern set by the model proposed here.
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Biomechanics of Human Gluteal Tissue:
In Vivo Characterization and Loading Simulation
C. Then1, J. Menger2, T. J. Vogl3, F. Hübner4, G. Silber5,*
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1. ABSTRACT
The most common complication associated with immobilization is pressure sores
caused by sustained localized tissue strain and stress. Computational simulations have
provided insight into tissue stress-strain distribution, subject to loading conditions and
thus can contribute to designing more efficient devices interacting with the tissue. In the
simulation process, a suitable material model as well as adequate soft tissue material
parameters are indispensable. Tissue specific mechanical in vivo behaviour, separating
human gluteal adipose and passive skeletal muscle tissue compressed with finite strain
has, however, been sparsely characterized.
Measurements to characterize deep human soft tissue regions in vivo do not permit a
classical experimental set-up employing isolated test specimens such as those used in
tensile or shear testing. A method is presented to investigate the time-dependent
properties of in vivo gluteal adipose and passive skeletal muscle tissue, utilizing a
combined experimental and numerical approach. Specifically, displacement-controlled
ramp-and-hold indentation relaxation tests were performed and documented with
magnetic resonance imaging. Employing a finite element model, a time domain quasilinear viscoelasticity formulation with Prony series valid for finite strains was used in
conjunction with a hyperelastic model formulation for soft tissue constitutive model
parameter identification and calibration of the relaxation test data.
Distinct non-linear elastic but linear viscoelastic tissue material behaviour was apparent
at finite strains for both passive skeletal muscle and adipose mechanical properties with
orthogonal skin and cross muscle fibre loading. The employed material model was
found to be well suited to fit the experimental data. Separate characterization of in vivo
gluteal adipose and cross-fibre muscle tissue could thus be established and used for
simulation of tissue loading employing the finite element method.
Gluteal tissue was used in the presented approach. Similarly, human heel and cheek
tissue were characterized for tissue stress-strain analysis during gait loading and virtual
shaving simulation, respectively.
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2. INTRODUCTION
Analyzing mechanical stress and strain distribution in human soft tissue is gaining
importance as its potential grows in evaluating stress induced trauma with
computational models. Most commonly, continuum models are employed to investigate
the mechanical behaviour in impact biomechanics and rehabilitation engineering,
including pressure-sore related tissue support evaluation (e.g. Gefen et al., 2005;
Linder-Ganz et al., 2007; Majumder et al., 2008; Ceelen et al., 2008). Mechanical data
from tissue employed for simulation is mainly based on ex vivo animal experiments
since data for in vivo human tissue properties is lacking. Especially, in vivo transient
large deformation data from human tissue is sparse.
Several animal studies have been performed investigating the viscoelastic properties of
skeletal muscle (Best et al., 1994, in rabbit; Bosboom et al., 2001, in rat; Van Loocke et
al., 2008, in swine) and of porcine adipose tissue (Geerligs et al., 2008; Sims et al.,
2010; Comley and Fleck, 2010). Some of these studies, employing ex vivo testing,
showed marked differences in the response of fresh and aged tissue. Additionally,
assessing the significance of effects such as interstitial fluid flow and pressure,
hydration or blood circulation, as present in the living organism, remains difficult.
Studies investigating the elastic mechanical in vivo response of human gluteal tissue
have been performed by some investigators (Todd and Thacker, 1994; Brosh and Arcan,
2000; Moes and Horváth, 2002).
To complement methodological information regarding hyperelastic long-term tissue
property evaluation in vivo, provided in Then et al. (2007), an in vivo indentation
method is presented to evaluate the viscoelastic relaxation behaviour of human gluteal
adipose (including skin) and passive skeletal muscle tissue. The adipose-muscle tissue
compound is not, as in most indentation approaches, considered as a single aggregate,
but evaluates the individual contribution of each tissue. This is accomplished in
combination with magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) for non-destructive tissue
displacement field evaluation, applying the assumption of continuous indenter force
transmission through all tissue layers. In addition, the method employs a separable
viscoelastic formulation with exponential, i.e. Prony series in conjunction with a
hyperelastic model formulation. Performing ramp-and-hold experiments, the material
parameters of the quasi-linear viscoelasticity model were derived based on in vivo
relaxation test data from the human buttocks. Test scenarios were modelled and
simulated and the numerical output was fitted to the experimental data. Separate
parameter sets describing transient human gluteal adipose and transversally loaded
passive muscle tissue properties were thus obtained.
The derived material parameters were used in interaction simulation comprising a finite
element model of the gluteal region based upon anatomically adequate, three
dimensional surface data obtained from magnetic resonance imaging.

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS
Stepwise and cyclic tissue indentation with holding periods was performed in the gluteal
region within the MR environment at a constant loading and unloading speed, to
separate the elastic from the inelastic tissue material properties. Here, the indenter
loading was applied orthogonal to the skin surface and transversal to the gluteal muscle
fibres. Indentation force and displacement were recorded and the deformed tissue at the
single loading steps was MR scanned to gain internal tissue displacement field

information. Based on the indentation data together with the corresponding tissue
displacement, individual force-displacement characteristics were established for both
tissue types. The test scenario was modelled based on MR images of the undeformed
gluteal anatomy. Based on the long-term elastic material properties, material parameter
identification was performed. In the optimization process, the employed finite element
models were equipped with specific boundary and transitional conditions as outlined in
Then et al. (2007). Individual adipose and muscle tissue material parameters were thus
established, describing the long-term elastic material behaviour subject to respective
loading conditions.
To evaluate the transient tissue material behaviour, displacement-controlled ramp-andhold indentation testing at the buttocks was performed. Specifically, tissue indentation
with ramp displacements of 10-, 20-, 30-, 40-mm at a constant ramp speed of
0.68 mm / s (being equivalent to an (engineering) strain rate of 0.75% / s along the
indenter axis) followed by a hold phase of 180-s were performed and corresponding
tissue deformations after the ramp phases were MR scanned, Figure-1a. Indenter force
was recorded with a time resolution of 0.05-s, Figure-1b. Both, the recorded force-time
relation at 40 mm ramp displacement, together with the individually MR scanned
deformed tissue geometries after the ramps served as constraints in the Prony series
parameter optimization process.
(a)

(b)

Figure-1 (a) Transversal MR-image of the indentation region showing gluteal adipose (white)
and skeletal muscle (dark) tissue deformation at a constant indenter displacement of 40 mm, (b)
experimental in vivo gluteal tissue compound force-relaxation curves at various ramp
displacements and corresponding simulation output

4. CONSTITUTIVE MODELLING
The Holzapfel-Gasser-Ogden strain-energy function (Holzapfel et al., 2000; Gasser et
al., 2006) was used to model tissue mechanical properties. With the isotropic
assumption κ = 1 / 3 it is given by
2
k

k1  92 ( I1 −3)
− 1 + f ( J )
w ( C ) = c1 ( C1I − 3) +
e
2k2 


(1)

where C := F T ⋅ F ≡ J -2/3C is the modified right CAUCHY strain tensor and f ( J ) is
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Description of the viscoelastic behaviour of gluteal tissue is approached using the
linear-viscoelastic theory valid for finite deformations as introduced by Simo (1987).
Within the decomposition of the KIRCHHOFF stress tensor τ

τ (t ) = τ Η (t ) + τ D (t )

(2)

the volumetric and deviatoric parts, τ H and τ D , read
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In (3) the KIRCHHOFF stresses τ 0H and τ 0D at steady state are defined by
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In (3) and (4), p is the fourth-order spatial deviator operator with p := I1 − (1 / 3)II
( 4)

whereby I1⋅ ⋅ A = A and II ⋅ ⋅ A = ( trA ) I apply for arbitrary second order tensors A, and

Ft (t ′) := F (t ′) ⋅ F −1 (t ) is the relative deviatoric deformation gradient. The shear and bulk
relaxation functions are commonly based on a generalized MAXWELL-model and are
given by
t
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Further, with regard to Gi := G0 g i (i = 1, 2,…..) the time-dependent bulk modulus κ (t )
and shear modulus γ (t ) read
t
NK
K ( t )
ki −τ iK
= −∑ K e
κ ( t ) :=
K0
i =1 τ i

and

t
NG
G ( t )
gi −τ iG
.
= −∑ G e
γ ( t ) :=
G0
i =1 τ i

(6)

In (5)1 and (5)2, G0 and K 0 are the instantaneous shear and bulk modulus,
respectively. The- gi , ki -and- τ iK -and- τ iG -are material parameters to be calibrated using
creep or relaxation test data. Inserting (1) into (4) and with regard to (2) and (3), the
total KIRCHHOFF stress tensor for linear-viscoelastic isotropic materials derives to
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In (7) the definitions hold
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and

Ψ ( t − t ′ ) ≡ tr C −1 ( t − t ′ ) ⋅ B ( t ) 

(8)

where B := F ⋅ F T ≡ J -2/3 B is the left deviatoric CAUCHY strain tensor with its first
invariant BI := trB .

5. PARAMETER ESTIMATION AND VERIFICATION
Long-term elastic material parameters, as well as Prony series parameters, were
established for gluteal adipose and passive, transversally loaded muscle tissue, Table-1
and Table-2.
Table 1
Established material parameters representing long-term gluteal skin/fat tissue and passive
muscle tissue behaviour

skin/ fat
(passive) muscle

c1 [MPa]

D [M-1Pa-1]

k1 [MPa]

k 2 [-]

κ [-]

9.27942E-004
4.40712E-004

2.78050E+000
2.58623E+001

6.56340E-009
1.30769E-002

1.50920E+002
4.68772E+001

1/3
1/3

Table 2
Established Prony series material parameters representing transient gluteal skin/fat and passive
skeletal muscle tissue behaviour
skin/ fat

i
1
2
3
4

(passive) muscle

gi [-]

ki [-]

gi [-]

ki [-]

τi [s]

1.33240411e-002
3.64287819e-003
3.85165666e-004
1.59997251e-002

1.32003205e-002
3.24971069e-004
5.60416576e-004
1.89029712e-005

7.67035335e-001
6.44394623e-002
6.08481439e-004
2.17789168e-002

1.16768944e-002
2.29042100e-004
3.73646787e-004
1.28511319e-005

2.0
40.0
80.0
200.0

Verification of the approach was done by simulating the indentation test scenarios at 10,
20, 30 and 40 mm ramp displacement. The simulated indenter force-time data was then
compared to the test data, Figure-1b.

6. FE MODELLING AND BODY-SUPPORT INTERACTION SIMULATION
Based on MRI data, anatomically adequate FE buttock models were generated in the
recumbent and seated position. These included unloaded buttocks in the supine and
seated position. To insure unloaded buttocks in the seated position, the subject was

seated in a upright MRI machine and tipped 90 degrees. Fat, muscle and bone tissue
were differentiated. Body kinematics were accounted for by including leg, spine and hip
structures interconnected with joints. Vertebrae were assigned moment-angle
characteristics to allow relative motion. Established tissue parameters were assigned to
gluteal fat and muscle tissue. Bone parts were assumed to be rigid and lumped masses
were added to the particular body parts to meet average weights. Static body weight
loading on various supports was simulated, Figure-2a. Similarly, models of the human
foot, Figure-2b, and cheek region, Figure-3b and Figure-3d, were generated. Foot and
cheek tissue was differentiated into skin, fat and muscle and was characterized
performing ramp-and-hold compression, Figure-3a, as well as tensile relaxation
experiments, Figure-3c. Static foot tissue loading, subject to various sole materials and
geometries, was investigated. Mechanical cheek tissue characteristics can be used in
virtual shaving simulation.
Generally, tissue stress and strain were evaluated and interacting devices with body
tissue were evaluated and compared regarding their effects on the tissue.
(a)

(b)

Figure-2 FE models: (a) recumbent body model including bone structure, gluteal muscles and
fat tissue and (b) foot model in section cut view for use in sole interaction simulation
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure-3 Experiments and FE models: (a) cheek tissue indentation test and (c) cheek skin tensile
test and corresponding models including skin, adipose and muscle tissue and bone structures in
section cut view for use in material parameter characterisation analysis (b) and (d)
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SIGNIFICANCE OF FASCIA FOR MECHANICAL BEHAVIOUR OF
SKELETAL MUSCLES
- NUMERICAL STUDY USING 3D MODELS N. Yamamura1, J.L. Alves2, T. Oda3, R. Kinugasa4 and S. Takagi5

1. ABSTRACT
The lumped-parameter models of musculo-skeletal systems are useful for the analysis of
the large-scale human motion. However, the lack of a 3D anatomically-based muscle
fiber distribution limits our ability to investigate and understand muscle’s biomechanics,
as well their role on the musculo-skeletal system. To overcome such constraints, a 3D
finite element (FE) software has been developed to simulate both passive behaviour of
biological soft tissues and active behaviour of muscle fibers, while medical imaging
data is used to reconstruct by FE the 3D geometry of a muscle system. However, due to
the too small thickness of membranes covering and evolving muscles, such as fascia
and aponeurosis, it is often very difficult or even impossible simply to identify and
reconstruct membranes from medical imaging data. As one possibility of the solution to
overcome this limitation seems to be a posteriori 3D FE model enhancement, it is
mandatory to investigate the role of membranes on the mechanical behaviour of skeletal
muscles under activation. Thus, in this study we aim to investigate the role of the
membranes during the isometric contraction of a human triceps surae muscle,
evaluating both muscles’ strain fields and generated forces at Achilles tendon, with and
without considering the existence of membranes. Membranes’ modelling is based on
anatomical observations from cadaveric dissection. The preliminary results put in
evidence that the generated force at Achilles tendon with membranes is 1.67 times the
force attained with the model without membranes. The reason for this difference seems
to be the role of loading transfer carried out by membranes, which in fact connect
muscle fibers to bones.

2. INTRODUCTION
Skeletal muscles develop forces by muscle fibers contraction, being actuators for human
locomotion. Many numerical models of musculo-skeletal systems have been developed
for the understanding of skeletal muscle biomechanics and human motion. For the sake
of simplicity, a large majority represent the muscle-tendon system using simply a series
of line segments [1, 2]. These so-called lumped-parameter models are useful for the
1
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analysis of the large-scale human motion, due to the reduced number of degrees of
freedom; however, the lack of volume, internal fibers and pressure distribution limits
the ability to investigate muscles’ biomechanics. To overcome these constraints, a 3D
FE solver to simulate both passive behaviour of biological soft tissues and muscle
contraction has been developed by our team [3].
The 3D FE model is geometrically reconstructed from medical imaging, obtained from
non-invasive scanning techniques, such as CT or MRI. However, depending on the
medical imaging technique, there are some biological tissues that cannot be identified
on medical images, either due to a lack of contrast or due to their small size and/or
thickness. Unlike 1D models of a muscle-tendon system used in the lumped-parameter
model, the accuracy of the mechanical response of a FE simulation is strongly driven by
the accuracy of modelling of tiny details such as muscle membranes, which cannot be
seen and/or identified from the most usual medical imaging techniques.
In conclusion, it is difficult to identify and reconstruct from medical images thin
membranes, such as fascia and aponeurosis. However, these connective tissues play a
paramount role in the biomechanics of muscles and musculo-skeletal systems [4, 5]. In
this study, we aim to investigate the role of membranes during isometric contraction of
a human triceps surae muscle, evaluating mostly the generated forces at Achilles tendon,
with and without considering the existence of membranes.

3. MECHANICAL MODELING
In brief, our FE solver is based on the hyperelastic behaviour of almost incompressible
soft tissues, with a total Lagrangian formulation and a fully implicit time integration
scheme [3]. Due to the incompressibility character of the biological soft tissues, a mixed
type displacement-pressure (u/p) FE formulation was implemented. A muscle has the
ability to develop internal forces and thus to produce internal work as a result of muscle
fibers’ contraction. Therefore, the stress state in a muscle must be seen as the result of a
superposition of passive and active parts [6], i.e.
= σ fpas + σ act
σ total
(1)
f
f ,
where σ total
are the total, the passive and the active Cauchy stress
, σ fpas and σ act
f
f
component along muscle fiber direction.
3.1 Passive material behaviour
Hyperelastic materials are assumed to be governed by a constitutive law linking the 2nd
Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor S and the right Cauchy-Green strain tensor C , by means
of a strain energy potential density W , which plays the role of a stress potential, i.e.,
∂W
,
(2)
S =2
∂C
where the strain energy potential W for almost incompressible materials is given by [7],
k
1
(3)
W = W (C ) + ( J − 1)2 − ( p − pɶ )2
2
2k
.
The first term is related with the hyperelastic constitutive model and is a function of the
isochoric strain tensor C = J − C and the second term represents the strain energy
2
3

associated with the volumetric change J = det F , F is the deformation gradient tensor
defined as F = ∂x ∂X . The bulk modulus k plays the role of a parameter penalizing the
volumetric change quantified by J − 1 . In the limit of k → +∞ , any volumetric change is
strongly penalized, and the above formulation approaches total incompressibility. The
third term which arises from the use of the mixed type formulation is a function of both
the hydrostatic pressure p computed from the displacement field and the interpolated
pressure pɶ from the unknown nodal variables.
The term W is a function of the adopted hyperelastic constitutive model. We assumed
pas
for skeletal muscles
the following transversely isotropic model Wtransversely
pas
Wtranversely
= W matrix + W fiber .

(4)

The term W
corresponds to the connective tissue of muscles, assumed to behave as a
Mooney-Rivlin material,
matrix

W matrix =

2

∑ c (I
ij

i + j =1

where

1

− 3) ( I 2 − 3)
i

j

(5)

are material constants. I1 and I 2 are the reduced invariants of C defined as
2
2
I1 = tr (C ) and I 2 = 1/ 2 tr (C ) − tr (C )  . The term W fiber corresponds to muscle fibers and
pas
with fiber’s stretch λ f as
connects the normal Cauchy stress along fiber direction σ fiber
fiber
λ f pas
∂W
pas
λf
= σ fiber
= σ 0pas
(6)
f fiber
λ0
∂λ
pas
is the
where σ 0pas is a material constant and λ0 is the optimal fiber stretch. f fiber
normalized passive force given by
for λ * ≤ 1
0,

pas
(7)
f fiber
= γ 1[exp{γ 2 (λ * − 1)} − 1],
for 1 < λ * ≤ 1.4

*
*
γ 1γ 2 exp(0.4γ 2 ) * (λ − 1.4) + γ 1[exp(0.4γ 2 ) − 1], for λ > 1.4
where γ 1 and γ 2 are material constants and λ * is the normalized stretch defined as
λ * = λ f / λ0 [4].
cij

3.2 Muscle contraction model
A Hill-type model was adopted to simulate muscle contraction [6]. The Cauchy stress
component along fiber direction (see Eq. (1)) is defined as

Fig.1 Schematic representation of (a) activation, (b) length and (b) velocity dependence
factors for the muscle contraction model used in the numerical simulations.

σ act
= σ 0isom ⋅
f

λf
⋅ f t ⋅ fl ⋅ f v
λ0

(8)

where σ 0isom is the maximum isometric stress that occurs at the optimum fiber stretch λ0 .
f t , f l and f v are the activation, the length dependence [8], and the velocity dependence
factors [9]. A plot of the evolution laws of these factors used in the numerical
simulations is shown in Fig. 1.

4. NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF A HUMAN TRICEPS SURAE MUSCLE
4.1 FE-model
The FE model adopted to simulate the isometric contraction of the human triceps surae
muscle is shown in Fig. 2. The 3D geometry was reconstructed from MR images and
the each tissue was manually segmented into gastrocnemius, soleus muscles and
Achilles tendon. The geometry was discretized into 8-node hexahedral elements. The
muscle fiber distributions within the muscles were defined from fascicle arrangement
measured by 2D ultrasound images [10].
Membranes were measured visually based on the anatomical observation from a
cadaver dissection (n = 1). Layers of flat broad with whitish-silvery colour on a part of
the surfaces of the gastrocnemius and soleus muscles can be seen on Fig. 2. The
membrane corresponds to aponeurosis, with similar histological characteristics of
Achilles tendon. The membrane was discretized with 4-nodes quadrilateral membrane
elements fixed on muscle’s surface. A thickness of 0.5 mm was assumed for all
membrane, what was confirmed by recent measurements by optical microscopy. The
constitutive behaviour was considered to be similar to the one of Achilles tendon, and
modelled by an isotropic hyperelastic Mooney-Rivlin model (Eq (5)). The material
constants were identified from experimental measurements of a stress-strain curve of a
cadaveric isolated Achilles tendon [11].

Fig. 2 FE model of the human triceps surae muscle, reconstructed from MR images. (a)
Finite element mesh segmented into Achilles tendon, gastrocnemius and soleus muscles.
Achilles tendon and aponeurosis (membrane element) on the surfaces of (b)
gastrocnemius muscle (green) and (c) soleus muscle (blue).

For the numerical simulation of the isometric contraction, the degrees of freedom at the
insertions with bones were fixed. A 100% maximal voluntary contraction (MVC),
whose time history is shown in Fig. 1a, was applied to all muscles. The maximum
isometric stress of the muscle contraction model was considered to be of 0.3 MPa [4].
4.2 Results
The displacement-field and nodal force vectors resultant from the isometric contraction
of the human triceps surae muscle is shown in Fig. 3. The outer surface of the
gastrocnemius muscle was moved distally during the contraction. Their surface was
displaced by around 30.2 mm without and 12.4 mm with the membrane. Almost all
muscle fibers were shortened during the contraction. The average fiber strain
( ε f = λ f − 1 ) of gastrocnemius muscle at the initial configuration was 0.176. At the end of
the activation, the fiber strains were -0.389 without and -0.067 with the membrane. The
aponeurosis, located in between the gastrocnemius and soleus muscles, was moved
proximally during the contraction, indicating that Achilles tendon is stretched along
proximo-distal axis. The nominal strains of the external Achilles tendon were 0.061 and
0.074 without and with membrane, respectively. The total force at Achilles tendon at
the end of the activation can be observed at the insertion with the calcaneus (Fig. 3c).
This force was greater with (1080.8 N) than without (645.6 N) the membrane.

Fig.3 Simulation results of the isometric contraction of the human triceps surae muscle.
Distributions of the displacement in the longitudinal direction at the end of the
activation (a) without and (b) with membrane. (c) The nodal force vectors at the end of
the activation. The circle indicates the forces at the insertion with the calcaneus.

5. DISSCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The membrane tissue plays a very important role on the generated force at the Achilles
tendon. In fact, the numerical results show that the force developed at Achilles tendon
with membranes is 1.67 times the force attained without membranes. The absolute value
of the generated force at the Achilles tendon with the membrane came close to our
experimental observation in planter flexor’s force (1354.0 N).
The membrane connects muscle fibers with tendons and ligaments, and thus with bones.

In the absence of membranes, the muscle fibers are able to shorten easily, without the
transference of stresses to membranes. Consequently, the displacement-field on the
muscle’s surface and the average fiber shortening of the gastrocnemius muscle are too
large. On the other hand, including membranes, the stresses resultant from muscle
activation are transferred to stretch the Achilles tendon. The external Achilles tendon
average strain increased from 0.061 (with membrane model) to 0.074 (without
membrane model) and the Achilles tendon force ultimately increased. Additionally, the
membrane keeps the average fiber strain to around optimum length in this simulation.
Consequently, the active force produced by muscle contraction increases with
membranes in comparison with the model without membranes.
In conclusion, muscles’ membranes, which are difficult to identify from medical
imaging data, play a very important role on the biomechanics of muscles. It is, therefore,
important to take into account muscles’ membranes by coupling the geometrical
reconstruction with a model enhancement from other anatomical knowledge and
considerations, in order to achieve accurate and representative FE models.
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MUSCLE MODEL COMPOSED BY MOTOR UNITS AND SIMULATION
OF THEIR CONTROL BY USING HIERARCHICAL GENETIC
ALGORITHM
R. Raikova 1 , H. Aladjov 2 , D. Łochyński 3 and D. Kaczmarek 4

1. ABSTRACT
There are simplifications in macro-biomechanical models which influence their realism.
Usually each muscle is presented as one force generator. It is assumed that the muscle
force is controlled by a single, continuous "activation" signal. In fact, the smallest
functional muscle part is the motor unit (MU) and its force is controlled by electrical
pulses with variable inter-pulse intervals (IPIs). The force of the muscle is a sum of
forces of all active MUs belonging to this muscle. It is regulated by two mechanisms by changing the number and the type of active MUs and by variation in firing
frequencies of active MUs, i.e. recruitment and rate coding. Recently a new muscle
model was developed and it was based on the force which a MU developed as a result
of one single impulse, the twitch. The proposed and implemented in the software
MotCo four-parameter analytical function described precisely experimentally recorded
twitches of rat muscles. Each muscle is composed by many MUs with different
customizable twitch parameters. A hierarchical genetic algorithm is implemented to
manipulate the time moments of MUs impulsation which are design variables. Using
genetic operations initial solutions are modified and new populations are estimated by a
fitness function. Elbow flexion/extension movements in the sagittal plane with different
controlled flexion speeds were simulated with the software and the results were
compared with experimental data. Two muscles were modeled - the flexor biceps
brachii and the extensor triceps brachii. Considerable antagonistic co-contraction was
predicted when the external joint moment changed its direction, which was observed for
the fastest motions. The muscle model composed by MUs predicts better experimental
observations and allows deeper investigation of the motor control. In contrast to static
optimization, the estimation of the fitness function is made for the whole movement
duration. Since the software provides information about all MUs impulsation, it can be
useful for generation of suitable patterns for functional electrical stimulation.

2. INTRODUCTION
It is reported in many papers (for a review see in [1, 2]) that using one degree of
freedom (DOF) macro-biomechanical models antagonistic co-contraction can not be
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predicted. This is possible for models with more DOF, depending on the directions of
the moments in the joints, and if biarticular muscles are properly modeled [3]. If
however, there are no biarticular muscles or each of them is supposed to develop
moment only in one joint, the optimization task can be separated into several tasks (as
many as the degrees of freedom or number of moment equations are) which are typical
for one DOF models and the problem with suitable prediction of muscle synergism and
antagonistic co-contraction remains. These modeling problems are more evident for
fast, dynamic motions, where two or three phases of muscle activities are
experimentally demonstrated.
There are well known obstacles concerning processing of experimental surface
EMG signals and their comparison with predicted by models muscle forces [4]. The
EMG signals give a general impression about the electrical pulses received by MUs.
Each pulse, however, results in different mechanical output and this output is also very
different for each particular MU [5, 6]. For example, slow MUs have low force level
and long force duration, fast MUs are much stronger, but their forces are shorter in time.
That is why a direct relationship "force-EMGs" is very hard to be obtained in a general
form for all type of movements. One alternative for verification of the models is not to
relate experimental EMGs with muscle force but with other model outputs, like
excitation signals or simulated EMGs [7], which outputs are similar in nature to EMGs.
The aim of the paper is to investigate experimentally (by recording and
processing EMG signals from the muscles biceps brachii and triceps brachii and elbow
angle) and by means of modelling (using MotCo software) elbow flexion/extension
movements (full flexion) in the sagittal plane with different, controlled, speeds - from
very slow to maximally fast.
3. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Three healthy men participated in the experiments. The study was conducted in
accordance to the Declaration of Helsinki. The aim of the experiments was to perform
controlled maximal elbow flexion (from fully extended to fully flexed forearm) in the
sagittal plane with 6 different speeds and to return freely the hand in the initial position.
The angle of the right elbow joint was measured with twin axis goniometer (SG110,
Biometrics Ltd). The distal and the proximal end-blocks were attached using adhesive
tapes (Biometrics P.N. T10). The first one was aligned along the axis of the forearm and
the second one - along the axis of the upper arm. The central axis of rotation of the
goniometer was aligned in the midline of the lateral intra-articular space of the elbow
joint. Ag/AgCl electrodes were attached to the surface of the long head of the biceps
brachii muscle (BIC) and of the long head of the triceps brachii (TRI) muscle according
to the SENIAM recommendations. The distance between the centers of electrodes was
20 mm, while electrode diameter was 10 mm. Before attaching the electrodes, the skin
was shaved, rubbed with a sand paper, cleaned with an alcohol wipe and drayed. A
ground electrode was placed on the radial styloid process of the left forearm. With
attached electrodes all EMG channels were zeroed before pre-amplifying (SX230 preamplifiers, Biometrics Ltd), filtered and stored on a computer disc using an analogue-todigital 13-bit converter at the sampling rate of 1 kHz (DataLINK DLK900, Biometrics
Ltd, UK). All experiments were performed in a sitting position with back support and
subjects were able to move their upper limbs with no limitations. Prior to the
experimental session subjects were instructed and practiced movements at six different
intended speeds (approximately 30, 60, 240, 360, 500 deg/s and a maximum voluntary
one). During testing each participant performed 5 repetitions of right elbow flexion at

each movement speed. The speed was synchronized with auditory cues produced by a
digital metronome and with verbal commands and visual cues provided by the
examiner. Each repetition was separated by 10 s of rest and each set of movements was
separated by 2 s intervals. The record of each flexion with the 6 mentioned velocities
lasted 1 min and 6 to 8 movements were performed and stored on PC during this
interval.
The signals were processed by custom-made program written in MATLAB.
EMG signals were filtered (high-pass Butterworth filter, order 2, cut-off frequency
15Hz), rectified and smoothed after true zero-line obtaining. The angle displacement ϕ
was smoothed and numerical differentiated to calculate angle velocity, ϕ& and angle
acceleration, ϕ&& . The external moment in the joint, Mext, was calculated according to the
equation: Mext=Izz ϕ&& +Glsin( ϕ ), where Izz and G are the inertial moment and the gravity
force of the hand and forearm and l is the distance from the axis of rotation in the joint
to the application point of G.
4. MUSCLE MODEL AND MOTCO SOFTWARE
The muscle model and the MotCo software (http://www.motco.info/) are described in
detail in [8, 9]. The two muscles are composed by nearly real number of MUs - 774 for
BIC and 686 for TRI. Their twitch properties are continuously distributed and the twitch
amplitudes are from 0.198 N to 1.189N for BIC and from 0.197 N to 1.184 N for TRI.
The fitness function was weighted combination of four criteria: minimal MUs'
activation, minimal sum of muscle forces, minimal deviation from the external joint
moment and minimal antagonist co-contraction. The goal of the algorithm is to find the
optimal impulsation of all MUs that best satisfies the fitness function. Multiple solutions
are evaluated in parallel and are subjects of random genetic operations - mutation and
crossover. The mutation modifies an existing solution by adding, removing or shifting
impulses from the impulsation pattern of randomly chosen MUs. The crossover
combines parts of two different solutions into one. The probability for selection of
solutions for mutation, crossover and survival is proportional to the estimates of the
fitness function. It has to be noted here that the well know size principle for
recruitment/decruitment of the MUs [10, 11] was not used in the current simulations.
5. RESULTS
The experimental data for one subject are presented in the current paper. For each of the
6 flexion speeds, six trials were chosen, and one of these six trials were selected for
simulation with MotCo software. The processed EMGs of m.BIC and m.TRI, the angle
displacement, velocity and acceleration, and the external joint moment are shown in
Fig.1 for one trial for the slowest (Fig.1a), the fastest (Fig.1b) and the maximal fast
(Fig.1c) movement. Small TRI activity can be observed during the flexion performed
with the 4-th velocity (360 deg/s). This activity was essential for the two last speeds (see
Fig.1b and 1c), while for the slow movements the extensor was nearly silent for all time
period (Fig.1a). The maximal amplitude of the filtered, rectified and averaged EMGs of
m.BIC increases from 0.3847 mV (the first speed) to 1.6270 mV (the sixth speed), and
for TRI - from nearly zero to 1.5438 mV. The calculated external joint moment was
positive for the first 4 speeds and its peak increased from 6.12 mN to 7.26 mN. For the
last two fast flexions, the joint moment had three phases - positive, negative and again
positive (see the gray dashed horizontal lines in Fig.1c). The minimal value of Mext was

-7.2 mN. The average value of the maximal angle in the elbow was 113.6 degrees. The
ranges of angle velocity for the respective 6 movement speeds were: (-3.61; 0.36 rad/s),
(-3.83; 1.49 rad/s), (-5.23; 5.73 rad/s), (-7.37;7.79 rad/s), (-8.90; 9.58 rad/s) and (-12.09;
11.69 rad/s). The ranges of the respective angle accelerations were as follows: (-9.55;
7.59 rad/s2), (-9.88; 7.94 rad/s2), (-27.44; 19.54 rad/s2), (-57.68; 35.68 rad/s2), (-88.88,
50.31 rad/s2) and (-151.78;76.54 rad/s2). The average times from the start of the flexion
to the maximal value of the angle were: 4.46, 2.04, 0.53, 0.37, 0.28, and 0.16s,
respectively for the six motion speeds, from the slowest one to the maximal fast one.
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6. DISCUSSION
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processing of one trial for the slowest
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The comparison of the processed EMGs for
movements with different flexion speeds
indicated that above experimental noise
activity of the extensor m.TRI is observed
only during the last two fast motions (500
deg/s and the maximum voluntary). This
observation corresponds to the sign of Mext,
which is always positive for the first four
speeds (Fig.1a). For the two fastest motions
(Fig.1b and 1c) the negative phase of the
joint moment corresponds to an antagonistic
burst of m.TRI. Similar juxtaposition of
EMGs with ϕ , ϕ& or ϕ&& could not explain
the sequence of BIC-TRI activity. Muscles

develop moments in the joint and the directions of these moments are opposite for
antagonistic muscles. The total muscle moment has to counter the external joint
moment. Mext, however, consists of two components - inertial and gravitational part.
That is the main difference between movements in horizontal and sagittal plane. Using
static optimization and popular objective functions, only m.BIC will be predicted to be
active when Mext>0, and only m. TRI - when Mex<0. The considerable overlapping of
BIC and TRI activity (antagonistic co-contraction), which can be observed during the
maximal voluntary fast flexion [12], can be predicted only if more complex criterion are
used in the optimization tasks formulated for one DOF models. One option is to include
the joint reaction in the optimization function for fast motions [13]. Another option is to
use Hill- type muscle models for calculation of the dependence of the maximal muscle
force on muscle current length and contraction velocity and to use it for constructing
new weight coefficients in the optimization function or new inequality constraints [7].

Figure 2. Simulated movements: first column - the most slow movement; second
column - flexion with the 5-th speed; third column - the maximal fast voluntary
movement; first row - predicted versus given joint moment; second row - predicted
forces of the muscles BIC and TRI; the last row shows the Simulated EMG (SEMG)
activity of the muscles BIC and TRI.
Using the muscle model composed by MUs, the simultaneously activity of two
antagonistic muscles around the time when the joint moment changes its direction
(Fig.1c) can be explained with the long relaxation times of some active MUs. If the joint
moment has to fall down quickly, the residual forces of the active MUs have to be
compensated with a firing of MUs from the antagonistic muscle and this has to happen

before the joint moment reaches zero. It should be also noted that the fast changes in the
joint moment were modeled without allowing doublets and triplets to occur in MUs
(two or more impulses coming before refractory period, which is assumed to be equal to
the contraction time). This admission effectively limits the maximum contraction speed
of a muscle to the speed obtained by a simultaneous firing of all of MUs in the same
moment - (Fig.2, the upper right picture). So, changes of the joint moment with higher
speed then the one predetermined by the MUs' composition can be achieved only with
highly coordinated antagonist co- contractions.
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